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CHAPTER XVII.

AND there came one of the angels that had the

L \ seven bowls and spake with me, saying unto

me, Come, I will show thee the judgment of

the great harlot that sitteth upon many waters

;

2. With whom the kings of the earth committed

whoredom, and they that dwell on the earth were made
drunken with the wine of her whoredom.

3. And he carried me away in the spirit into a

desert; and I saw a woman sitting upon a scarlet

beast, full of names of blasphemy, having seven heads

and ten horns.

4. And the woman was arrayed in purple and scar-

let, and gilded with gold and precious stone and pearls,

having in her hand a golden cup full of abominations

and the uncleanness of her whoredom.

5. And upon her forehead a name written, Mystery,

Babylon the great, the mother of the whoredoms and

of the abominations of the earth.

6. And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of

the saints, and with the blood of the witnesses of Jesus ;

and when I saw her I wondered with great wonder.

7. And the angel said unto me, Wherefore dost thou

wonder ; I will tell thee the mystery of the woman, and

of the beast that carrieth her, which hath the seven

heads and the ten horns.

8. The beast that thou sawest was and is not, and is

about to come up out of the abyss, and to go into per-

dition ; and they that dwell on the earth shall won-
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der, whose names have not been written in the book of

life from the foundation of the world, seeing the beast

that was and is not, and yet is.

9. This is the mind that hath wisdom. The seven

heads are seven mountains, where the woman sitteth

upon them.

10. And they are seven kings ; the five are fallen,

and the one is, and the other is not yet come ; and when
he is come he must continue a little while.

1 r. And the beast that was and is not is himself an

eighth, and is of the seven, and he goeth into perdi-

tion.

12. And, the ten horns that thou sawest are ten

kings who have not yet received a kingdom ; but they

receive authority as kings with the beast for one hour.

13. These have one mind, and shall give over their

power and authority unto the beast.

1 4. These shall fight with the Lamb ; but the Lamb
shall overcome them, for He is Lord of lords, and King
of kings ; also those that are with Him, who are the"

called, the chosen, and the faithful.

1 5. And he saith unto me, The waters which thou

sawest, where the harlot sitteth, are peoples and multi-

tudes and nations and tongues.

16. And the ten horns which thou sawest upon the

beast, these shall hate the harlot and shall make her

desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh, and shall

burn her up with fire.

17. For God gave into their hearts to do His mind,

and to do one mind, and to give their kingdom unto

the beast, until the words of God shall be consummated.

1 8. And the woman whom thou sawest is the great

city, which hath kingship over the kings of the earth.
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EXPLANA TION.

I02C)[ff]. As this chapter and the following treat of Baby-

lon, before these chapters are explained what is meant by Babylon

in general and in particular shall be told ; also what it is in the be-

ginning, and what it becomes afterwards by degrees. " Babylon

(or Babel)" means the church consisting^of those who by means
of the holy things of the church strive to gain dominion over the

whole world, and this by ruling over the souls of men, claiming

to themselves power to save whomsoever they will ; and these

finally seek dominion over heaven and hell and make it their own.

And to this end they draw and convey to themselves all the Lord's

power, as if it had been given them by Him. The church con-

sisting of such is very different in the beginning from what it

becomes in process of time. In the beginning they are seemingly

zealous for the Lord, for the Word, for love and faith, and espe-

cially for the salvation of men. But in that zeal the fire of ruling

lies hidden ; and in process of time as dominion increases this

breaks forth ; and so far as it comes out into act the holy things

of the church become the means, and dominion itself the end

;

and when dominion becomes the end the holy things of the

church are devoted to that end, and thus to themselves ; and then

they not only ascribe the salvation of souls to their own power,

but they also make their own all the Lord's Divine power. And
when they do this they pervert every good and every truth of the

church, and thus profane the holy things of the church. These
things are " Babylon. " [2.] That this is so has been shown me to

the life. In the spiritual world there were those who strove to

gain such dominion ; and as they knew that the Lord alone has all

power they took on a seeming zeal for Him and for heaven and

for the church, and exerted themselves with all their might to wor-

ship the Lord alone, and to observe in a holy way all things of the

Word ; and they arranged to have sanctity and integrity prevail in

all. But it was granted to know that in such zeal an ardent desire

to rule over all others lay hidden, with a belief that the things they

arranged would be acceptable to the Lord. For just as soon as

they began to gain dominion their end was gradually disclosed,

which was that they and not the Lord should rule, and thus that

the Lord should serve them and not they the Lord ; and they

were indignant if they were not permitted, like gods, to arrange
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everything at their will; and it was perceived also that they

thought lightly of the Lord, and even rejected Him if He did not

grant them authority to do all things as they pleased, and unless

He assented to every decision of theirs. It was also perceived

that if they dared, they would, under some pretext, transfer His

Divine power to themselves ; but they were afraid of being for

this reason cast down into hell. By this it was shown how Baby-

lon begins and how it ends. The conclusion to be drawn from

this was that when dominion becomes the end, and the holy

things of the church become the means, the worship of God is

turned, under various pretexts, into the worship of men ; so that

they themselves are really gods, and the Lord is not really God,

but is so called for the sake of form. [3.] Now because domin-

ion by means of the h Ay things of the church over the souls of

men, over heaven, and over the Lord Himself, is inwardly profane,

it follows that it is infernal ; for the devils who are in hell desire

nothing so much as to rule over heaven, and over the Lord Him-
self ; and this they attempt to do under various pretexts, but as

soon as they attempt it they are swallowed up by hell. And since

those who in the world cast the Lord down from the seat of His

kingdom and place themselves upon it, are in heart like devils,

it is evident that a church made up of such must in process of

time be devastated in respect to all its good and all its truth ; and"

this is its end. That such are devils is made clear by the same

when they are in the spiritual world. Those who have made use

of the Lord's Divine power in the world talk about the Lord

after death in a most holy way, and worship Him with all external

devotion. But when their interiors are looked into (for in the

spiritual world these can be uncovered and looked into) they are

seen to be profane, because they are godless and full of diabolical

craft ; and from this it becomes clear that their holy externals had

served them as means to an end, which was dominion. At one

time the question arose among spirits whether any devil in hell

could do the like ; one of the worst was therefore summoned, and

was told that he would receive dominion over many if he would

worship the Lord with sanctity and acknowledge His Divine to

be equal to the Divine of the Father, and at the same time would

observe all the offices of worship. When he heard of dominion

over many he immediately disposed his interiors to craft and his

exteriors to holiness, and worshipped the Lord in a more holy

manner than many angels, burning with anger against all who
would not worship Him. But as soon as he observed that do-
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minion was not granted him, he burned with anger against the

Lord Himself, and denied both His Divine and the Divine of die

Father, and even cast reproaches upon both ; for he was an atheist.

[4.] That such is Babylon at this day is clearly evident from the

facT: that under the pretext of the keys having been given to Peter,

they have transferred to themselves all the Divine power of the

Lord, that they have shut up Divine truth from the people by

taking away the Word, and that they have ascribed to the decrees

of the Pope a holiness equal and even superior to the holiness of

the Word ; also that they teach little, if at all, the fear and wor-

ship of God, but only a fear and worship of themselves, and also

a worship of the saints for the sake of themselves. All this makes
clear that Babylon in its end is a church empty and void of all

good of love to God, and of all good of love towards the neighbor,

and consequendy of all truth. It is therefore no longer a church

but only an idolatry, and as such it differs but little from the

heathenisms of the ancients, who worshipped Baal, Ashtaroth,

Beelzebub, and others, and yet had temples, appointed feasts,

altars, sacrifices, incense, libations and other things like those of

the Jewish church. All this has been said about Babylon in its

beginning and at its end, to make known why in the Word Baby-

lon is sometimes extolled even to heaven, and sometimes cast

down even to hell.

[&.] ;5.] That Babylon is such can be seen fully from the de-

scriptions and representations of it in the Prophets, and especially

in Daniel. First, from the statue of king Nebuchadnezzar, in

Daniel :

There appeared to king Nebuchadnezzar in a dream, a statue standing
near him ;

" its head was of fine gold, its breast and arms of silver,

its belly and thighs of brass, its legs of iron, and its feet part of

iron and part of clay." Afterwards " a stone was cut out, not by
hands, which smote the statue upon its feet, which were of iron and
clay, and brake them in pieces ; and then the iron, the clay, the
brass, the silver, and the gold, were broken in pieces together, and
became like the chaff of the summer threshing-floors, so that the
wind carried them away, and no place was found for them. But
the stone that smote the statue became a great rock" (ii. 31-35).

From the interpretation of this dream by Daniel, it is clear that

it describes the state of the church that becomes Babylon, from its

beginning to its end. It is Babylon that is described, for these

things were seen by the king of Babvlon in a dream, and he saw
a statue near to him ; also Daniel said plainly to the king,

" Thou art its head which is gold " (verse 38).
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The successive states of this church even to the last are depicted

by the head, breast, arms, bellv, thighs, legs, and feet of that statue,

likewise by the gold, silver, brass, iron, and clay, of which the

statue consisted from top to bottom. All this makes clear that

this church in its beginning was full of wisdom from good of love

to the Lord. For its "head," which is the highest part, signifies

wisdom, and "gold" signifies good of love to the Lord. That
the toes of its feet were "part of iron and part of clay" signifies

that the last state of that church would be destitute of all good of

love and of all wisdom ; for this is thus interpreted by Daniel:

" Whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle
themselves with the seed of man ; but they shall not cohere one
with the other, even as iron doth not mingle with clay " (verse

43).

"The seed of man" signifies Divine truth, thus the truth of the

Word ; and by this no coherence is effected, because at the end

of the church it is falsified by adaptation to the worship of men.

The destruction of this church is depicted by "the stone's break-

ing in pieces all parts of the statue." "Stone" signifies Divine

truth ; and the " rock " which the stone became signifies the Lord

in relation to Divine truth. Its destruction is the last judgment.

The new church that will then be established by the Lord is de-

scribed by these words :

"The God of the heavens shall make a kingdom to arise which shall not
perish for ages, and His soverignty shall not be committed to

another people. It shall break in pieces and consume all those
kingdoms, but itself shall stand for ages " (verse 44).

Here and elsewhere in the Word " kingdom " signifies the church
;

so, too, does a " man," in the form of which the statue was. [6.]

The church that afterwards became Babylon is also depicted by

the "tree" seen by king Nebuchadnezzar in a dream, in Dan-
iel:

" I was looking, when behold a tree in the midst of the earth, and the

height thereof was great ; the tree grew and became strong, and
the height thereof reached even unto heaven, and the sight thereof

even unto the end of all the earth ; the leaf thereof was fair, and
the fruit thereof much ;. . . .the beast of the field had shadow under
it, and the birds of heaven dwelt in the branches of it, and all flesh

was nourished by it But behold, a watcher and an holy one
came down from heaven, crying with all might, saying thus, Hew
down the tree and cut off his branches. . . .and scatter his fruit, let

the beast flee from under him, and the birds from his branches ;

but leave the stump of his root in the earth, even with a band of

iron and brass, in the tender grass of the field, and let him be wet

with the dew of the heavens, and let his portion be with the beast
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in the grass of the earth
;
they shall change his heart from man's,

and the heart of a beast shall be given to him, until seven times

shall pass over him,. . .until the living shall know that the Lord is

the Most High in the kingdom of man " (iv. 10-17).

That king Nebuchadnezzar, consequently Babylon itself, is meant

by that tree and all things of it, is plainly declared in verses

20-22
; and that the things that were heard happened to the king,

namely, that he was driven out from man, dwelt with the beast

of the field, ate grass like oxen, until seven times had passed over

him, is evident from verses 32-34, of the same chapter. That

these things came upon him because of love of self and the pride

of his own dominion is evident from these words of his :

" Is not this great Babylon, which I have built for the royal dwelling

place by the might of my power and for the glory of mine honor?"
(verse 30.)

And afterwards when he was restored,

" I Nebuchadnezzar,. . .honor the King of the heavens, all whose words
are truth, and His ways judgment ; and those that walk in pride

He is able to abase " (verse 37).

This state of Nebuchadnezzar depicts the state of those after

death who exalt themselves as gods over all things of the church,

namely, " they are driven out from man," which means that in re-

spect to understanding they are no longer like men ;
" they become

beasts and eat grass like oxen," and "their hairs grow like eagles'

feathers and their nails like birds' claws" signifies that they are

wholly sensual, that in place of intelligence they have foolishness

and in place of wisdom insanity, "to eat grass, to have hair like

eagles' feathers, and nails like birds' claws," signifying to become
sensual.

[c] [7.] The successive states of the church which at last

became Babylon are depicted also by "the four beasts coming

up out of the sea," in Daniel :

There appeared to him four beasts coming up out of the sea, " the first

was like a lion but it had eagle's wings, but... the wings were
plucked out, and it was lifted up from the earth and raised up on
the feet as a man, and a man's heart was given to it. Afterwards
another beast, a second, like a bear, and it raised itself up on one
side, and it had three ribs in its mouth between its teeth ; and they
said thus unto it, Arise, devour much flesh. After this, behold
another like a leopard, which had upon its back four wings like

birds... and four heads; and dominion was given to it. After-

wards.... a fourth beast, dreadful and terrible and exceedingly
strong, and it had great teeth of iron ; it devoured and brake in

pieces, and trampled the residue with its feet " (vii. 3-7).
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That by these beasts also the successive states of the church from

its first to its last are depicted may be seen above (n. 316, 556,

650, 780, 78 1). That in the first state they were in truths, and

thus in intelligence, is signified by "the lion that had an eagle's

wings," and that afterwards appeared "as a man, and a man's

heart was given to it." That in the last state they are in falsities

from evil of every kind is signified by "the fourth beast, that was

dreadful, that devoured and brake in pieces, and trampled the

residue with its feet." Of this beast other things are said in

verses 23-25. [8.] That the church that has become Babylon

will then be destroyed, and a new church established that will

worship the Lord, is meant by these words

:

"I was seeing and behold with the clouds of the heavens One like

the Son of man And there was given Him dominion and
glory and a kingdom, that all peoples, nations, and tongues might
worship Him. His dominion is the dominion of an age, which shall

not pass away ; and His kingdom that which shall not perish

And the kingdom and the dominion and the majesty of kingdoms
under all the heavens shall be given to the people of the saints of

the Most High, whose kingdom is the kingdom of an age ; and all

dominions shall worship Him and obey Him" (verses 13, 14, 27).

"The Son of man" means the Lord in relation to the Divine

Human and in relation to the Word. That a church is to be

established by Him that will worship Him is meant by the words,

"there was given Him dominion and glory and a kingdom, and

His dominion is the dominion of an age, which shall not pass

away ;" and the church that is to be established by Him is meant

by " the kingdom given to the people of the saints." This would

come to pass when the church had become Babylon, that is, so

devastated that there is no longer any good or truth remaining

in it, because that is its end, that is, there is then no longer a

church. This end is meant by the end of Babylon. Not that

the idolatrous worship of such in the world will be destroyed and

themselves with it, for this will continue, but not as the worship

of any church, but as a worship of heathenism
;
consequently

such after death will come among the heathen, and be no longer

among Christians. But from those who have worshipped the

Lord, and not the Pope or saints or graven images, a new church

will be gathered up by the Lord. [9.] The Babylonish idolatry

is depicled in Daniel,

By the high statue which king Nebuchadnezzar set up and which he

commanded all to fall down to and worship ; and those who did

not to be cast into the midst of a burning fiery furnace (iii. 1-7).
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This idolatry is depicted also in the same,

By the statute decreed by Darius the Mede, that no one should ask a
petition from any god or from any man, but from the king ; and
that whosoever should ask anything from god or from man within
thirty days should be cast into a den of lions (vi. 7-9).

By this " Babel (or Babylon) " is depicted in respect to dominion

over holy things, and the assumption of Divine power ; and the

destruction of such is depicted by the fact that all who persuaded

Darius to make that statute were cast into the den of lions and

devoured. [10.] Babylon is depicted also in Daniel,

By the fact that Belshazzar the king, his nobles, his wives, and his con-
cubines, drank wine out of the vessels of gold and silver that

Nebuchadnezzar his father had brought from the temple of Jerusa-
lem, and at the same time praised their gods of gold and silver, of

brass, iron, wood, and stone, and then the writing on the wall ap-

peared to him ; after which the king was slain that same night (v.

i to the end).

This represented and thus signified the profanation of the holy

things of the church by those who are of Babylon, and who ex-

tend their dominion even unto heaven ; for it is said,

"Thou hast lifted up thyself above the Lord of the heavens, when they
brought the vessels of His house before thee " (verse 23).

From these passages in Daniel it can be seen that " Babylon (or

Babel) " means in the Word the love of dominion over the entire

globe, likewise over heaven and over the Lord Himself; and that

the church of the Lord gradually becomes a Babylon ; and that

as it becomes a Babylon so it is devastated in respect to all good
of love and all truth of faith ; and that this is its end, that is, it is

no longer a church ; and when it is no longer a church it is

reckoned among the idolatrous nations, except those in it who
worship the Lord, regard the Word as holy, and accept instruction

from it.

[VI.] til.] "Babel (or Babylon)" is depicted also in Isaiah:

"Jehovah will have compassion on Jacob, and will again choose Israel,

that He may set them in their own land. ... It shall come to pass
in the day that Jehovah shall give thee rest from thy sorrow. . . .

that thou shalt declare this parable concerning the king of Baby-
lon, ...How hath the exactor ceased, the lust of gold ceased.
Jehovah hath broken the staff of the wicked, the rod of the rulers,"

therefore " the whole earth is at rest and is quiet
;
they have broken

forth into singing. Even the oaks rejoice on account of thee, the
cedars of Lebanon, saying, Since thou art laid down no feller hath
come upon us. Hell beneath is moved for thee, to meet thee at

thy coming; it hath stirred up Rephaim for thee, all the mighty of

the earth ; it hath raised up from their thrones all the kings of the
nations. All they shall answer and say unto thee, Art thou also
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become weak as we ? art thou become like unto us ? Thy mag-
nificence is brought down into hell, the noise of thy psalteries ; the
worm is spread under thee, and the little worms cover thee. How
hast thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning. Thou
hast been cut down to the earth, thou hast been brought down be-
neath the nations. And thou hast said in thine heart, I will ascend
into the heavens, I will exalt my throne above the stars of heaven,
and I will sit on the mount of assembly, on the sides of the north,

I will ascend above the heights of the cloud, I will become like the
Most High. Yet in truth thou hast been brought down to hell, to

the sides of the pit. They that look upon thee consider thee.

Is this the man that moveth the earth, that maketh kingdoms to

tremble, that hath made the world a desert, and destroyed the

cities thereof? .... Thou hast been cast out of thy sepulchre, like

an abominable shoot, a garment of those that are slain, thrust

through with the sword, that go down to the stones of the pit, like

a carcase trodden under foot. Thou shalt not be joined with them
in the sepulchre, for thou hast destroyed thy land, thou hast slain

thy people ; the seed of the wicked shall not be named for ever.

Prepare slaughter for his sons for the iniquity of their fathers,

that they rise not up and possess the land, and the faces of the

land be filled with cities. For I will rise up against them, saith

Jehovah of Hosts, and I will cut off from Babylon name and rem-
nant, and son and son's son I will make thee a heritage for

the bittern and pools of waters, and I will sweep her with the besom
of destruction And I will break the Assyrian in my land, and
upon my mountains will I tread him under foot " (xiv. 1-25).

All this is said of Babylon, and not of any devil who was created

an angel of light, and became a rebel and was cast into hell, and

from his first state was called " Lucifer, son of the morning."

That Babylon is here described is evident from the fourth and
twenty-second verses of this chapter, where the king of Babylon

and Babylon are mentioned, for it is said "Thou shalt declare this

parable concerning the king of Babylon," and afterwards, " I will

cut off from Babylon name and remnant." It is to be noted that

a king has the same signification in the Word as his kingdom.

Babylon is called " Lucifer, son of the morning," because, as has

been said above, Babylon in the beginning is a church that is in

zeal for the Lord, for good of love, and for truths of faith, although

inwardly a fire of ruling by means of the holy things of the

church over all whom they can subdue to themselves lies hidden

in the zeal of her pastors. This is why Babylon is called " Luci-

fer, son of the morning." For the same reason it is called

" King of kings," into whose hand all things are given
;

and also

" The head of the statue which was gold " {Dan. ii. 37, 38).

likewise

" A tree in the midst of the earth, great in height " {Dan. iv. 10, 22).
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[12.] Again, Babylon in its beginning is meant by

The lion that had angel's wings, and afterwards appeared like a man,
and a man's heart was given to it {Dan. viL 4) ;

and is called

" The ornament of the kingdoms and the glory of the magnificence of

the Chaldeans " {Isa. xiii. 19) ;

and is mentioned among
Those that know Jehovah {Psalm lxxxvii. 4).

Now as Babylon in its beginning signifies such a church, the king

of Babylon is here called " Lucifer, son of the morning," " Luci-

fer" because of the light of truth at that time, and "son of the

morning" because of the beginning of light or of day, for "mor-
ning" means the church in its beginning. But this chapter de-

scribes this church as to its state even to the end, when it has

become "Babylon the harlot," which is its state when there is

no longer any good of love or truth of faith left. This state of

it is what is meant by its destruction and damnation [to hell.

Their destruction in the world means nothing else than that after

death those are cast down into hell who have arrogated to them-

selves Divine power, and have exercised it, and to that end have

held the peoples of the earth in dense darkness or blindness, and
in idolatrous worship

;
especially those who have led men away

from the worship of the Lord. [13.] As these are the things

described in this chapter I will explain briefly the passages quoted

from it. "Jehovah will have compassion on Jacob, and will again

choose Israel, that He may set them in their own land," signifies

a new church to be established by the Lord after Babylon is

ended. " In that day thou shalt declare this parable concerning

the king of Babylon, .and say, How hath the exactor ceased, the

lust for gold ceased," signifies deliverance from the spiritual cap-

tivity and servitude in which those were who were under its do-

minion. "Jehovah hath broken the staff of the wicked, the rod

of the rulers," signifies that they no longer have any power by
means of truths from good, because they are in mere falsities from

evil ; such is their impotence in the spiritual world. "The whole

earth is quiet
;
they have broken forth into singing, even the oaks

rejoice on account of thee, the cedars of Lebanon, saying, Since

thou art laid down no feller hath come upon us," signifies that

those who are in knowledges of good and truth will no longer be

infested by such, " earth " meaning a new church that will be at

rest from them, "oaks" and "cedars of Lebanon " meaning know-
ledges of good and truth in the external and the internal sense,
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"the feller not coming upon them" meaning no more infestation.

" Hell beneath is moved lor thee to meet thee at thy coming
;

it has stirred up Rephaim for thee, all the mighty of the earth
;

it hath raised up from their thrones all the kings of the nations,"

signifies the delight of revenge of those who are in hell. "All

shall answ er and say, Art thou also become weak as we ? art thou

become like unto us? Thy magnificence is brought down into

hell, the noise of thy psalteries," signifies such delight on this

account that the church has become like them, and is likewise in

the falsities of evil. " How hast thou fallen from heaven, O Luci-

fer, son of the morning, thou hast been cut down to the earth,

thou hast been brought down beneath the nations," signifies de-

rision because of its having become such, although in the begin-

ning it was in heaven, because in good of love and in truths of

faith ; this was said by those who are in hell, because to those

in hell nothing is more delightful than to be able to draw one
down from heaven and destroy him by falsities of evil. " And
thou hast said in thine heart, I will exalt my throne above the

stars of heaven, and I will sit on the mount of assembly, on the

sides of the north, I will ascend above the heights of the

cloud, I will become like the Most High," are also words of de-

rision respecting their pride of dominion, that they spread out

even to heaven, and arrogate to themselves Divine power, and

thus subject all things of heaven and all things of the church to

their will, to the end that they may be worshipped and adored

as gods, "the mount of assembly on the sides of the north"

meaning where there is ascent into the heavens, "over the stars

and over the heights of the cloud" meaning over Divine truth,

"stars" meaning knowledges of good and truth, aud "heights of

the cloud" interior truths of the Word. "Yet in truth thou hast

been brought down to hell, to the sides of the pit
;
they that look

upon thee consider thee. Is this the man that moveth the earth,

that maketh kingdoms to tremble, that hath made the world a

desert, and destroyed the cities thereof?" is a continuation of the

derision of those who are in hell, and also of their glorying that

the church has been cast down from heaven, "the sides of the

pit" meaning places in hell where there are mere falsities of evil,

"the earth, the kingdoms, and the world," signifying the church,

and "cities" dodtrinals. "Thou hast been cast out of thy sepul-

chre like an abominable shoot, a garment of those that are slain,

thrust through with the sword, that go down to the stones of the

pit, like a carcase trodden under foot," signifies the state of their

damnation, "a garment of those that are slain, thrust through

with the sword, and a carcase trodden under foot," signifying the
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damnation of profanation of truth. " Thou shalt not be joined

with them in the sepulchre, for thou hast destroyed thy land,

thou hast slain thy people ; the seed of the wicked shall not be

named for ever," signifies more grievous damnation than that of

the rest, because all things of the church have been extinguished.

" Prepare slaughter for his sons for the iniquity of their fathers,

that they rise not up and possess the land, and the faces of the

land be filled with cities," signifies their eternal destruction. " I

will cut off from Babylon name and remnant, and son and son's

son," signifies total destruction, because they have no longer any-

thing of good or of truth. " I will make thee a heritage for the

bittern, and pools of waters, and I will sweep her with the besom
of destruction," signifies infernal falsity through destruction of

truth. " I will break the Assyrian in my land, and upon my mount-
ains will I tread him under foot," signifies that in the new church

there shall spring up no reasonings from falsities against truths

and goods. Furthermore, the things in this chapter may be seen

more particularly explained in other parts of this work (as n.

2o8[*]. 223M, 304^,], 33 386M. 405 [«]. 539M. 589. S9W1-
6o8[a]. 659W. 687W. 697W. 724M, 727c*], 730P], 74I[rf], 768M.
811 [</]).

[e.] [14.] In the same,

" So shall Babylon, the ornament of kingdoms and the glory of the mag-
nificence of the Chaldeans, be as God's overthrow, Sodom and
Gomorrah ; it shall not be inhabited for ever ; it shall not be dwelt
in even from generation to generation ; that the Arabian may not
abide there, nor shepherds make their flocks to lie down there

;

but the ziim shall lie down there, and their houses shall be full of

ochim, and the daughters of the owl shall dwell there, and the

satyrs shall dance there. And the ijim shall answer in her palaces,

and dragons in her palaces of delights. Her time is near to come,
and her day shall not be prolonged" (xiii. 19-22).

This entire chapter treats of the total devastation of all things of

good and all things of truth of the church, with those who are

of Babylon. " So shall Babylon be " means in the sense of the let-

ter the great city called Babylon ; but in the spiritual sense it

means a church that has become Babylon. Babylon is called

"the ornament of kingdoms and the glory of the magnificence
of the Chaldeans," because of the wisdom of that church in its

beginning, as has been said before ; but in general " Babel (or

Babylon)" means a church in which all goods of love have been
destroyed and finally profaned, and " Chaldea" a church in which
all truths of faith are destroyed and finally profaned ; and this

is why it is said "as God's overthrow, Sodom and Gomorrah,"
"Sodom" also signifying destruction of all good by love of self,

and " Gomorrah " destruction of all truth therefrom. " It shall not
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be inhabited for ever, it shall not be dwelt in even from gener-
ation to generation," signifies its eternal destruction, "not to be
inhabited for ever" relating to destruction of good, and "not to

be dwelt in from generation to generation " relating to destruction

of truth ; for those who destroy good and truth and afterwards

embrace in place of these evil and falsity cannot be reformed. It

is otherwise with those who are in evils and falsities but have
not destroyed good and truth, which is the condition of the na-

tions that have no knowledge of good and truth. "The Arabian
shall not abide there, and the shepherds shall not make their

flocks to lie down there," signifies that the church will become
such a desert, "the Arabian" meaning one who lives in a desert,

but does not abide there, because there is no corn or fruit ; and
it is the same with the flocks of shepherds, when there is no
pasture. "The ijim shall lie down there, and the houses shall

be full of ochim," signifies the infernal falsities and evils pertain-

ing to such, " ijim " meaning infernal falsities, and "ochim " infer-

nal evils, and "house" the mind of those who are such. "The
daughters of the owl shall lie down there, and the satyrs shall

dance there," signifies that falsified truths and adulterated goods

shall be there, "daughters of the owl" meaning falsified truths,

and "satyrs" adulterated goods, and "to dance" meaning the

joy from filthy love which has adulterated the good of love. " The
ijim shall answer in her palaces, and dragons in her palaces of

delights," signifies these adulterations and falsifications in their

doctrines. [15.] Babylon is likewise described in other passages

in the prophets. As in yeremiah:

O sword against Babylon, "a sword against her treasures, that they

may be spoiled ; a drought upon her waters, that they may be

dried up ; for it is a land of graven images, and they glory in hor-

rible things ; therefore the ziim with the ijim shall dwell there,

and the daughters of the owl shall dwell therein ; she shall not sit

any more for ever, nor shall she be inhabited even from generation

to generation ; according to God's overthrow, Sodom and Gomor-
rah, and its neighboring cities, .. .not a man shall dwell there,

neither shall a son of man tarry therein "
(1. 35, 37-40).

In the same,

" Flee out of the midst of Babylon, and deliver a man his soul, lest ye be

cutoff for her iniquity Babylon hath been a cup of gold in the

hand of Jehovah, making the whole earth drunken ; the nations

have drunk of her wine, therefore the nations are mad. Babylon
is fallen suddenly, and is broken in pieces Behold I am
against thee, O destroying mountain, saith Jehovah, destroying the

whole earth. And I will stretch out My hand against thee, to roll

thee down from the rocks, and to make thee a mountain of burning.

And they shall not take from thee a stone for a corner Baby-
lon shall become heaps, a dwelling place for dragons, an astonish-

ment and a hissing, without inhabitant " (li. 6-8, 25, 26, 37).
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In Isaiah:

" Hear now," O Babylon, " sitting securely, saying in thy heart, I and
none like me besides ; I shall not sit a widow, neither shall I know
bereavement. But these two things shall come to thee in a moment,
in one day, bereavement and widowhood. In their full measure
they shall come upon thee, because of the multitude of thy sorce-

ries and the full abundance of thine enchantments. For thou hast

trusted in thy wickedness, saying, No one seeth me. Thy wisdom
and thy knowledge it hath misled thee, when thou hast said in

thy heart, I and none like me besides. Therefore evil shall come
upon thee which thou knowest not how to ward off, and calamity

shall fall upon thee which thou shalt not be able to expiate ; and
desolation shall come upon thee suddenly which thou knewest not"
(xlvii. 8-11).

Thus the destruction of Babylon is described not only here, but

also

In the whole of chapter xlvii. of Isaiah; also in the whole of chapter 1.

and li. of Jeremiah ; also in Isaiah xxi. 8, 9 ; and in David {Psalm
cxxxvii. 1, 8, g).

Again, the adulteration of good and falsification of truth by the

Jews is depicted by their whoredoms in Egypt, and afterwards

with the daughters of Assyria, and finally with the daughters of

Babylon and with the Chaldeans

(Ezek. xvi. 1 to the end ; xxiii. 1 to the end).

Whoredoms in Egypt mean falsification of truth by the natural

man, which is effected by fallacies, appearances, and knowledges.

Their whoredom with the daughters of Assyria signify falsifica-

tion of truth by the rational man, which is effected by reasonings

and sophistries from fallacies, appearances, and knowledges.

Their whoredom with the daughters of Babylon and with the

Chaldeans signifies adulteration of good and profanation of truth.

[16.] When, therefore, the sons of Israel wholly departed from the

statutes which were representative of the spiritual things of the

church, through which they had communication with heaven,

they were all given into the hands of the king of Assyria ; for

there was no longer with them any representative church and
consequently no communication with heaven. Respecting their

transgressions and their being carried away by the king of Assy-

ria into his cities, and also into Babylon, see 2 Kings xvii. 1 to

the end. The same thing happened to the Jews. When they

had adulterated and profaned all the statutes, judgments, and
laws that represented good and truth of faith, to the extent that

there was no longer any thing of good and truth left, and when
their church thus became Babylon, then not only their kings and
princes and the whole people, but also all the treasures of the
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house of Jehovah, and afterwards all its golden vessels, were
given into the hand of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon ; and
moreover the temple itself was burned

(Respecting this see 2 Kings xxiv. 1—20
;
xxv. 1-26

; also Isa. xx. 17, 18 ;

xxxix. 6, 7 ; Jer. xx. 4, 5 ; xxi. 4-10 ; xxv. 1-12
; xxvii. 6-22

J
xxviii.

1-16 ; xxix. 1-21 ; xxxii. 1-5 ; xxxiv. 1-7, 18-22
; xxxv. 11 ; xxxviii.

17-23 ; xxxix. 2-18
; xli. 1-12

; lii. 1 to the end).

Their transgressions were

That they filled Jerusalem with innocent blood (2 Kings xxiv. 4) ;

That they offered incense unto Baal, poured out drink offerings unto
other gods, set abominations in the house of Jehovah, built high
places to Baal in the valley of Hinnom, delivered up their sons and
daughters to Molech ('Jer. xxxii. 29-35).

All these signify the profanation of the holy things of the church.

Such profanation is signified also by "Babylon." That the land,

therefore, which signified the church might no longer be profaned

by them, and also that Babylon might thus fully put on its repre-

sentation, it was said to them by Jeremiah that they should sur-

render themselves voluntarily into the hands of the king of

Babylon, and if they did not so surrender themselves, but re-

mained in the land, they should die by the sword, famine, and
pestilence {Jer. xxv. 1-11). [17.] But since the Lord was to be
born in that nation and make Himself manifest where the church

then was and where His Word was, so that nation after a captivity

of seventy years was brought back from Babylon, and the temple

was rebuilt. And yet no other church remained with them ex-

cept a church like that called Babylon, as can be seen from many
things which the Lord Himself said about that nation, and from

the way they received Him ; and for this reason Jerusalem was

again destroyed, and the temple burnt with fire. [18.1 It is to

be noted in general that every church in its beginning is like a

virgin, but in process of time it becomes a harlot.- For it enters

gradually into a life of evil and thus embraces a doclrine of fals-

ity, as gradually it begins to love self and the world ; and then

from being a church it becomes either Babylon or Philistia, Baby-

lon with those who love self above all things, and Philistia with

those who love the world above all things. For as these two

loves increase, the men of the church adulterate and falsify the

goods and truths of the Word, which is from being a virgin to

become a harlot. [19.] The first church after the flood would

have become Babylon, if the Lord by the dispersion of their

religion had not prevented the attempt represented and signified

by the tower that was to reach even to heaven, which the posterity

of Noah began to build (see respecting this in Genesis xi. 1-9, and an ex-
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planation of the particulars in Arcana Caelestia, n. 1283-1328). It having thus

been shown from the Word what is signified in general and in

particular by " Babylon," we are now prepared to pass on to the

explanation of those things which are foretold in this and the fol-

lowing chapter about Babylon and its destruction.

verses 1, 2.

lO^O* "And there came one of the seven angels that had the seven bowls and

spake with me, saying unto me. Come, I will show thee the judgment of the great harlot that

sitteth upon many waters; with whom the kings of the earth committed whoredom, and they

that dwell on the earth were made drunken with the wine of her whoredom."

1. "And there came one of the seven angels that had the seven bowls and
spake with me " signifies a manifestation of the state of the church with

the Papists [n. 1031] ; "saying unto me. Come, I will show thee the

judgment of the great harlot," signifies their religion, in which all

the good and truth of the church has been adulterated andprofaned [n.

1032]; "that sitteth upon many waters" signifies that rules over an
things of the Word, and thus over the holy thingsof the church [n. 1033].

2. "With whom the kings of the earth committed whoredom" signifies that

it has falsified all the truths of the church [n. 1034] ; "and they that

dwell on the earth were made drunken with the wine of her whore-

dom" signifies thatfrom falsifications those -who are of the church have
become insane [n. 1035].

1031. [Verse 1.] "And there came one of the seven angels

that had the seven bowls and spake with me" signifies a manifest-

ation of the state of the cJmrch with the Papists.—This is evident

from the signification of "the angel that had the bowl," as mean-
ing a manifestation by the Lord of the state of the church (as

above, n. 869, 878, 883). It means manifestation of the state of the

church with the Papists, because this chapter and the following

treat of " Babylon," by which the religion of the Papists is meant.

One of the seven angels came, because "the seven angels that

have the seven bowls" mean in the preceding chapter a manifest-

ation of the state of the church with the Reformed, and now
here with the Papists ; so w hen the seventh angel poured out his

bowl it is said,

" And great Babylon came into remembrance before God, to give unto her
the cup of the wine of the fury of His anger" (xvi. 19).

1032. "Saying unto me, Come, I will show thee the judg-

ment of the great harlot," signifies their religion, in which all the

good and truth of the church has been adulterated andprofaned.
—This is evident from the signification of "judgment," as mean-
ing all that concerns their religion, and finally its damnation.

Also from the signification of "the great harlot," as meaning the
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adulteration and profanation of the good and truth of the church
(sec above, n. 14.II?], 161, 7 1 7 [«/ ] . 881 ). This is the meaning of "the
great harlot" because by her Babylon is meant, as is evident

from the fifth verse of this chapter, where it is said, "Upon the

forehead" of the harlot "a name written, Mystery, Babylon the

great, the mother of the whoredoms and abominations of the

earth;" and "Babylon" signifies the adulteration and profana-

tion ol good and truth (as has been fully shown above in article IO20).

[2.] Babylon is called "the great harlot" and "the mother of

the whoredoms and abominations of the earth," because a love

of ruling over all things of the world, and still further, over all

things of heaven and the church, and finally over the Lord Him-
self, cannot do otherwise than wholly change Divine truths into

falsities and Divine goods into evils, thus the church into a reli-

gion in which all its good and truth is adulterated and profaned.

For by that love a man wholly turns himself away from the Lord,

and turns only towards self ; and thus he can no longer be led

by the Lord, but is led by what is his own (proprium)
; and to be

led by what is his own is to be led by hell. Man is either led by
heaven or he is led by hell ; he cannot be led by both at the

same time ; and he is led by heaven when he is led by the Lord,

and by hell when he is led by self. For man was so created as

to be capable of being raised above what is his own (proprium) and
of thinking in that elevated state. He is raised above what is

his own (proprium) and thinks in that elevated state when he is

raised up by the Lord ; and this is effected when he acknow-
ledges the Lord and His Divine power over heaven and earth

;

and by that confession and faith of the heart he has conjunction

with the Lord ; and when conjunction is effected, the interiors,

which belong to his mind, that is, to his understanding and will,

are held by the Lord under His view. This is effected by an ele-

vation above what is his own {proprium) ; and when man thinks

in that elevated state he thinks truth from the Lord and does

good from Him. [3.1 The opposite comes to pass when a man
strives to gain dominion over the world, over heaven, and over

the Lord ; for he then immerses the interiors of his mind which

belong to his thought and will in what is his own (proprium); and
when a man is immersed in what is his own he thinks and wills

from hell
;
consequently he thinks and wills falsities and evils

;

and for the reason that what is man's own (proprium) is nothing

but evil, for it is his inherited evil itself. Such then are the

Babylonians ; and therefore they have adulterated and profaned

all the goods and truths of the church ; and this is why Babylon
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is called a "harlot," and "the mother of the whoredoms and

abominations of the earth."

1033. "That sitteth upon many waters" signifies that rules

over all things of the Word, and thus over the holy things of
the church.—This is evident from the signification of "to sit," as

meaning to subject to her judgment and to bring under her ju-

risdiction, and thus to rule. This is why the expressions "sitting

in judgment" and "sitting upon a throne" are used (see above, a

687). Also from the signification of "waters," as meaning truths

(seen. 71.483, 518, 854), but here all things of the Word, because

it is said " many waters," and has reference to the " harlot," which

is Babylon, by which is meant adulteration and profanation of

the Word from which comes every good and truth of the church.

"Many waters" signify also the holy things of the church, be-

cause all holy things of the church have reference to goods and
truths, which are from the Word. [2.] "To dwell upon many
waters" has a like signification in Jeremiah:

"Jehovah shall do that which He spake against the inhabitants of Baby-
lon. O thou that dwellest upon many waters, upon many treas-

ures, thine end is come, the measure of thy gain " (li. 12, 13).

Because "many waters" signify the truths of the Word, and
thus the holy things of the church, it is here added, " upon many
treasures;" for "treasures" signify Divine truths, which are in

the Word. " Many waters " here signify also the holy things of

thecharch, as will be evident from the explanation of the fifteenth

verse, where it is said, "The waters which thou sawest, where
the harlot sitteth, are peoples and multitudes, nations and
tongues," and "peoples, multitudes, nations, and tongues," there

mean all things of the church ; because the " earth " in the

Word signifies the church, and thus those on the earth signify

all things of the church. But on this more will be said in the ex-

planation of that verse. That the Babvlonians have subjected the

truths of the Word and the holy things of the church to their

judgment, jurisdiction, and dominion, can be seen from this, that

they persuade the people that the Word is understood by them
alone and not by any one who has not been inaugurated into the

ministry ; and by this means they subject all things of the Word
and thus all things of the church to their dominion. [3.] More-
over, the Word is such in the sense of its letter that it may be
drawn aside to confirm any heresy whatever ; for the sense of the

letter consists of appearances of truth, which hold enclosed in

them the genuine truths of heaven, which are called spiritual

truths ; and unless these truths are unveiled and laid bare, that

is, unless they are taught in the doctrines of the church, the ap-
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pearances they present may be drawn over and perverted to

favor any falsity whatever, and even to favor evil. For the gen-
uine truths of the Word may be likened to a man, and the ap-

pearances of truth, of which the sense of the letter consists, to

his garments, from which alone no judgment can be formed
respecting who the man is or what he is. If a man were judged
from his garments alone, a king might be called a servant, and
a servant a king, and a good man might be called an evil man,
and an evil man a good man ; and so on. So those who arro-

gate to themselves dominion over all things of the church and
heaven can adapt the sense in the letter in a thousand ways to

favor their dominion. And this is an easy task, because all

things of the church, which are called holy, are placed above
the human understanding ; and when this is assented to and no
genuine truth is taught, infernal falsities may be called truths,

and devilish evils may be called goods ; and the simple may
even be persuaded that the edicts of the Pope are just as holy

as the commandments of the Word, and even more holy ; and
yet these are from heaven, while those edicts are for the most
part from hell. For every edict respecting government, faith,

and worship in the church, that has for an end dominion in the

world, however it may appear in the external form, and may
sound as if from the Word, is from hell ; while every command-
ment from the Word, because it has for its end the salvation of

souls by the Lord, is from heaven. From all this it can be seen

that "sitting upon many waters," when predicated of Babylon

as a harlot, signifies ruling over all things of the Word, and thus

over the holy things of the church.

1034. {Verse 2.] "With whom the kings of the earth com-

mitted whoredom" signifies that they have falsified all the truths

of the church.—This is evident from the signification of " com-
mitting whoredom," as meaning to falsify (see n. 141, 161,8170],

881); also from the signification of "the kings of the earth,"

as meaning the truths of the church, "kings" meaning truths,

and the "earth" the church. "Kings" are mentioned in many
places in the Word, and it is supposed that kings or their king-

dom; are thereby meant; but in the Word "kings" mean all

who are in truths from good from the Lord, and in an abstract

sense, in which is the spiritual sense, they mean truths from

good. That this is the meaning of " kings " may be seen above

(n. 29, 31, 553, 624O], 625). This can be further seen from the

following in the Apocalypse

:

Jesus Christ, "the Prince of the kings of the earth, who hath made us

kings and priests" (i. 5, 6).
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Again,

The Lamb " didst make us kings and priests, that we might reign upon
the earth " (v. 10 ; likewise xvi. 12, 14).

[2.] Because "kings" signify truths from good, they also signiiy

in the contrary sense falsities from evil. For most expressions in

the Word have also a contrary sense. Such is the signification

of "kings" in the following passages in this chapter

:

The seven heads of the beast " are seven kings ; the five are fallen, and
the one is, and the other is not yet come ; and when he is come he

must continue a little while " (verse 10).

Also,

"The ten horns that thou sawest are ten kings" (verse 12).

Again,

The woman " is the great city which hath kingship over the kings of the

earth" (verse 18).

So, too, in a subsequent passage, where it is said,

That the beast, the kings of the earth, and their armies, made war with

Him that sat on the white horse {Apoc. xix. 19).

All this makes clear the signification of the words "the kings of

the earth committed whoredom with the harlot that sitteth upon
many waters," namely, that the truths of the church have been

falsified by those who are of Babylon. So again in a subsequent

passage, where it is said that

The kings of the earth committed whoredom with that woman, "and
the merchants of the earth are waxed rich from the abundance of

her delicacies." Also, "The kings ot the earth, who have com-
mitted fornication and lived deliciously with her, shall bewail her
and weep over her" {Apoc. xviii. 3, 9, n).

"Kings" have the same signification in Daniel:
" As for the ten horns " of the fourth beast, " out of this kingdom ten kings

shall arise ; and another shall arise after them, and he shall be di-

verse from the former, and he shall put down three kings " (vii. 24).

[3.1 "Kings" signify those who are in truths from good, and in

an abstract sense truths from good, because the Lord is called

"king" from Divine truth, and "priest" from Divine good; and
therefore the heaven where Divine truth reigns is called "His
throne." For the same reason angels in the heavens and men
on earth who are in truths from good from the Lord are called

"sons of the king," also "sons of the kingdom," and "heirs;"

consequently such are meant by "kings" where the Lord is called
" King of kings

"

(As in the fourteenth verse of this chapter, and in chapter xix. 16 ; and
elsewhere;.
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1035. "And they that dwell on the earth were made drunken
with the wine of her whoredom " signifies thatfrom falsifications

those who are of that church have become insane.—This is evident

from the signification of "made drunken," as meaning to be in-

sane in spiritual things (see n. 376[/]) ; also from the signification

of "wine," as meaning spiritual truth (see also n. 376) ; also from

the signification of " whoredom," as meaning falsification of truth

(see just above) ; also from the signification of "they that dwell on

the earth," as meaning those who are of the church. (That the

" earth " in the Word signifies the church, has been frequently shown above.) From
all this it is clear that " they that dwell on the earth were made
drunken with the wine of her whoredom" signifies that from

falsifications those who are of that church have become insane.

[2.1 In regard to the insanity that is signified in the Word by
"intoxication" and "drunkenness," it is not from falsities but

from truths falsified, for the reason that truth from heaven acls

into the understanding, and at the same time falsity from hell

;

and this gives rise to dissension in the mind, and to an insanity

like that of a drunkard in the world. But only those who are in

evil, and who have confirmed falsities of evil by means of the

Word, are subject to this insanity ; for all things of the Word are

truths and communicate with heaven, while falsities of evil are

from hell. But from falsities that are not from evil there is no
spiritual intoxication, for such falsities do not pervert and destroy

the spiritual truths that lie hidden within the truths of the sense

of the letter, since by such falsities evil cannot be established as

it can by falsities from evil. [3.] Falsities not from evil may be

compared to impure waters, which do not when drunk induce

drunkenness ; but falsities from evil may be compared to wine

and strong drinks, which induce drunkenness. Such insanity

therefore is said in the Word to be produced by wine that is called

"the wine of whoredom" and "the wine of Babylon" in Jere-

miah :

"Babylon is the cup of gold in the hand of Jehovah, making the whole
earth drunken, the nations have drunk of her wine, therefore the
nations are mad " (li. 7).

verses 3-5.

lO^^* "And he carried me away in the spirit into a desert, and I saw a woman
sitting upon a scarlet beast, full of names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns.

And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet, and gilded with gold, precious stone and
pearls, having in her hand a golden cup full of abominations and the uncleanness of her
whoredom. And upon her forehead a name written, Mystery, Babylon the great, the mother

of the whoredoms and of the abominations of the earth."

3. "And he carried me away in the spirit into a desert" signifies into a place

appearing in vision that corresponded to the state 0/ that religion (reli-
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giosum) [n. 1037] ; "and I saw a woman sifting upon a scarlet beast"

signifies the dominion of that religion over the holy things of the Word
[n. 1038] ; "full of names of blasphemy" signifies which are adulter-

ated andfalsified [n. 1039] ; "having seven heads" signifies and pro-

faned [n. 1040] ; "and ten horns " signifies thepower of the Wordfrom
truths [n. 1041].

4. "And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet" signifies the appear-

ance of that religion in externals as if it were from celestial good and
truth, andyet in internals it isfrom devilish evil andfalsity [n. 1042] ;

"and gilded with gold and precious stone " signifies the appearance of
that religion in externals, as if it were from spiritualgood and truth,

andyet in internals it isfrom infernal evil arid falsity [n. 1043] ; "and

pearls " signifies its appearing in externals to be in knowledges of good
and truth [n. 1044] ; "having in her hand a golden cup full of abomi-

nations and the uncleanness of her whoredom " signifies having doc-

trinefrom profaned goods and truths [n. 1045].

5. "And upon her forehead a name written, Mystery, Babylon the great,"

signifies having in heart a love of dominion over the world and heaven,

which the holy things of the Word, of the church, and of worship, are

made to serve as means [n. 1046] ; "the mother of the whoredoms
and of the abominations of the earth " signifies a religion which is the

source of adulterations ofgood and truth, andprofanations of the holy

things of the church [n. 1047].

1037. [terse 3.] "And He carried me away in the spirit into

a desert" signifies into a place appearing in vision that corre-

sponded to the state of that religion.—This is evident from the

signification of "desert," as meaning a state of the church in

which there is no longer any good or truth (see n. 730). But as a

church in which there is no longer any good or truth is not a

church, it is called a religiOn (religiosum). Also from the significa-

tion of "in the spirit," as meaning in vision, for what John saw in

the spirit he saw in vision. To see in vision is to see such things

as have existence with angels in heaven, which are representative

and thus significative of things spiritual. When these appear to

man they do not appear before the sight of his body, but before

the sight of his spirit. For the spirit of man has eyes as well as

his body ; but the eyes of his spirit see the things that are in the

spiritual world, because all things that appear there are from a

spiritual origin, and the spiritual man sees spiritual things with

the understanding, and with the eyes he sees the same in a form

like the natural. But the eyes of the body see the things that

are in the material world, because all things that appear there

are from a natural origin ; and with his understanding the mater-

ial man sees natural things, while with his eyes he sees the same
in a material form. So when the eyes of the spirit were opened
with the prophets they saw such things as represented and thus

signified the celestial Divine and spiritual Divine things of the
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church, and sometimes such things as represented and thus sig-

nified things that were to come to pass in the churches in the

future ; and such were the things that John saw. He now saw a

desert, because a "desert" signifies a state of the church devast-

ated of all good and truth ; and this state corresponds to the

church that had become Babylon. This is why Babylon is de-

scribed in many passages of the Word as a desert, as in the fol-

lowing :

Art thou he " that hath made the world a desert, and destroyed the cities

thereof?" {Isa. xiv. 17.)

Babylon shall be " as God's overthrow, Sodom and Gomorrah ; it shall
not be inhabited forever ; it shall not be dwelt in even from gen-
eration to generation ; that the Arabian may not abide there
The daughters of the owl shall dwell there, and the satyrs shall
dance there" (Isa. xiii. 19-22).

(Also in Jeremiah 1. 37-40 ; li. 2, 25, 26, 37, 41-43 ; and elsewhere.)

1038. "And I saw a woman sitting upon a scarlet beast
'

signifies the dominion of that religion over the holy things of the

Word.—This is evident from the signification of a "woman," as

meaning the church (see n. 555. 707. 72i[a,c], 730[a]), here Baby-

lon, which is not a church but a religion devastated of all the

truth and good of the church. That Babylon is meant by this

"woman" is clearly evident from the fifth verse of this chapter.

Also from the signification of "sitting," as meaning to rule (see

just above, n. 1033) ; also from the signification of " a scarlet beast,"

as meaning the Word in respect to the holy things of it, which

the woman that is Babylon had profaned by dominion over them.

That "the scarlet beast" signifies the Word in respect to the

holy things of it that have been profaned by Babylon can be

seen from what follows in this chapter, where it is said that " it

was and is not, and is about to come up out of the abyss and to

go into perdition" (verses 8-1 1) ; and afterwards, that "the ten

horns of the beast were ten kings, who hated the harlot, and

would make her desolate and naked, and would eat her flesh,

and burn her up with fire, and would give the kingdom unto the

beast" (verses 12, 16, 17). From these words viewed in the spir-

itual sense it is clear that " the scarlet beast " signifies the Word
in respect to the holy things of it. [2.] The Divine Word can

be signified by a "beast," because many of the holy things of the

church are signified in the Word by "beasts," as

The cherubim that appeared as four beasts, in Ezekiel (i. and x.).

And the four beasts, or four animals, that also were cherubim, seen by
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John sitting and standing before the throne in the Apocalypse (iv.

6-10; v. 6-12; vii. 11 ; xiv. 3).

And these as cherubim signify providence and protection that the

Lord be not approached except by good of love, and thus also

signify the Word in the letter, since that protects (see above, n. 277,

278O], 717W). Moreover, all beasts that were used for sacrifice,

as oxen, bullocks, goats, she-goats, kids, rams, sheep, and lambs,

signified holy things of the church (as can be seen from what has been

shown above, n. 279, 283, 362. 552, 650[a^], 78l[rf], 8 17 [</,*])• And
this is why men because of charity are called "sheep," and even

the Lord Himself because of the Divine innocence is called a

"Lamb," and because of the Divine power is called a "Lion."

This has been said that it may not seem strange that the "beast"

here signifies the Word, but the Word in the letter, where it is

natural. Also, in a general sense, "beast" signifies in the Word
the natural in respect to affection. The beast appeared scarlet

in color, because "scarlet" signifies truth from a heavenly origin,

such as the truth of the Word is in the sense of its letter, that is,

in its natural sense, which is what is meant by its holiness.

Nearly the same is the signification of the harlot seen

"Sitting upon many waters "(in the first verse of this chapter), also" upon
many treasures " (in Jeremiah- li. 13).

For "many waters" and "many treasures" there signify the

truths of the Word, and thus the holy things of the church, which
have been adulterated (see above, n. 1033). The signification of

"scarlet" will be seen in the explanation of the following verse.

1039. "Full of names of blasphemy" signifies which are

adulterated andfalsified.—This is evident from the signification

of "name," as meaning what a thing is or what a state is (see n.

102, 148. 676, 695^], 841) ; therefore "full of names" signifies

what the holy things of the Word were to it ; also from the sig-

nification of "blasphemy," as meaning in reference to the Word
its adulteration and falsification (see n. 778).

1040. "Having seven heads" signifies andprofaned.—This

is evident from the signification of the "head," as meaning intel-

ligence and wisdom ; and in the contrary sense, insanity and
stupidity and also cunning (see n. 553, 715). And as these heads

were the heads of the scarlet beast, which signifies the Word in

respect to its holy things (see above, n. 1038), and seven of them
were seen, so "the seven heads" signify the holy things of the

Word profaned, for the number "seven" signifies what is holy,
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and in the contrary sense what is profane. In the sense nearest

to the letter "the head" of this beast signifies the Word in re-

spect to the comprehension of it, and thus in respect to the intel-

ligence and wisdom in it and from it. But when its truths and

goods, from which intelligence and wisdom come, have been fals-

ified and adulterated, its "heads" when seven were seen, signify

the holy things of the Word profaned. That this is the signifi-

cation of "the seven heads" is evident also from the ninth and
tenth verses of this chapter, where it is said, "The seven heads

are seven mountains, where the woman sitteth upon them, and
they are seven kings," which signifies profanation of the good
of love and of the truth of faith.

1041. "And ten horns" signifies thepowerof the Wordfrom
truths.—This is evident from the signification of "horns," as

meaning the power of truth against falsity ; and in the contrary

sense the power of falsity against truth (see n. 316, 567, 776) ; here

the power of truth from the Word against falsity, because it is

said in what follows,

"The ten horns that thou sawest are ten kings These shall hate
the harlot, and shall make her desolate and naked, and shall eat

her flesh, and burn her up with fire. And God gave into their

hearts. . . .to give their kingdom unto the beast " (verses 12, 16, 17).

This makes clear that "the ten horns" that the scarlet beast had

signify the power of truth, thus of the Word, against falsities

;

for it is said that they "will hate the harlot and will burn her up

with fire," and the "harlot" signifies the truth of the Word falsi-

fied, which in itself is falsity, and this can be hated and burned

up only by the truth of the Word in its power, thus by those who
are in truths from the Word, and who only think of the Word
as holy, and acknowledge it to be Divine truth, apart from any

regard to the decrees of the Pope. But on this more will be

said hereafter. Ten horns were seen because "ten" signifies

much, so "ten horns" signify much of power.

1042. [Verse 4.] "And the woman was arrayed in purple and

scarlet" signifies the appearance of that religion in externals, as

if it werefrom celestial good and truth, and yet in internals it

isfrom devilish evil andfalsity.—This is evident from the signi-

fication of the " woman," as meaning the religion of the Papists

;

also from the signification of "arrayed," as meaning what it is in

externals, for " garments " are external things that clothe ; there-

fore "to be arrayed" means the appearance in externals. Also
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from the signification of "purple," as meaning good from a celes-

tial origin, and also the evil opposite thereto, which is called devil-

ish evil (of which presently). Also from the signification of "scarlet,"

as meaning truth from a celestial origin, and also the falsity op-

posite thereto, which is called devilish falsity. That these goods

and truths differ from goods and truths that are from a spiritual

origin, and that the like is true of the evils and falsities opposite

to them, which are called infernal evils and falsities, will be shown

in the following article. [2.] This woman, who is a harlot, and

is Babylon, is thus described, because those who are in evils and

in falsities therefrom are described in the Word from their exter-

nal appearance, thus such as they are in the eyes of the men who
worship them. They are so described because the sense of the

letter of the Word consists of appearances ; while the spiritual

sense puts off those appearances, and presents interior things

naked, without clothing, and when these appear, they appear in

a wholly different form ; as here the woman seen in external ap-

pearance " arrayed in purple and scarlet," is called, in respect to

her internal form, "the mother of the whoredoms and of the

abominations of the earth ;" and the like is said of

The rich man clothed in purple and fine linen, who, nevertheless, was
cast into hell (Luke xvi. 19) ;

also of the Assyrians, with whom Ohola and Oholibah, that is,

Samaria and Jerusalem, committed whoredom, who are said to

have been

Clothed in blue, officers and leaders, horsemen riding upon horses
(Ezek. xxiii. 6, 12).

So in other passages. Babylon is here described as a harlot

appears in the world, splendidly clothed and yet abominable, be-

cause full of uncleanness. [3.] Before proving from the Word
that "purple and scarlet" signify goods and truths from a celestial

origin something shall be said about such goods and truths.

The Divine good that goes forth from the Lord is united with His Divine
truth, as heat from the sun is with light in the time of spring. Rut angels,

who are recipients of the Divine good and Divine truth going forth from the

Lord, are distinguished as celestial and spiritual. Those who receive more
of the Lord's Divine good than of His Divine truth are called celestial

angels ; because these constitute the kingdom of the Lord that is called *.he

celestial kingdom. But the angels who receive more of the Lord's Divine
truth than of His Divine good are called spiritual angels, because of these
the Lord's spiritual kingdom consists. This makes clear that goods and
truths have a twofold origin, namely, a celestial origin and a spiritual ori-
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gin. Those goods and truths that are from a celestial origin are the goods
and truths of love to the Lord ; while those goods and truths that are from
a spiritual origin are the goods and truths of love towards the neighbor.

The difference is like that between higher and lower, or between inner and
outer

; thus like that between things that are in a higher or inner degree,

and those that are in a lower or outer degree ; and what this difference is

can be seen from what has been said in the work on Heaven and Hell about

the three degrees of the heavens, and thus of the angels, and of their intel-

ligence and wisdom (n. 33, 34, 38, 39, 208, 209, 211, 435).

[4.] That "purple" signifies in the Word such good, and "scar-

let " such truth, can be seen from the passages in the Word where

they are mentioned. As in Ezekiel:

" Fine linen of broidered work from Egypt was thy spreading forth

blue and purple from the isles of Elishah was thy covering" (xxvii.

7).

This is said of Tyre, which signifies the church in respect to

knowledges of truth and good, "blue and purple" standing for

such knowledges from a celestial origin, and "covering and

spreading forth" signifying the externals of that church. - In

Luke:

"There was a certain rich man, who was clothed in purple and fine linen

and fared sumptuously every day " (xvi. 19).

The "rich man" means the Jewish nation and the church therein,

which was called "rich" from the knowledges of good and truth

from the Word that they had, "in purple" meaning knowledges

of good, and "in fine linen" knowledges of truth, both from a

celestial origin. In Lamentations :

" They that did eat delicacies are laid waste in the streets ; they that were
brought up in scarlet have embraced a dunghill " (iv. 5).

"To be brought up in scarlet" means to be instructed from in-

fancy in truths from celestial good. [5.] As the Tent of meeting

represented heaven, and the garments of Aaron represented the

holy things of heaven, and purple and scarlet signify the goods

and truths of heaven, so the curtains and veils of the Tent, as

well as the garments of Aaron, were wrought with blue, purple,

scarlet double-dyed, and fine-twined linen ; as

The curtains of the tabernacle (Exod. xxvi. 1)

;

The veil before the ark (Exod. xxvi. 31)

;

The screen for the door of the Tent {Exod. xxvi. 36)

;

The screen at the gate of the outer court {Exod. xxvii. 16)

;

The ephod {Exod. xxviii. 6);

The band {Exod. xxviii. 8) ;

The breastplate of judgment (Exod. xxviii. 15) ;

The fringes of the robe of the ephod {Exod. xxviii. 33).
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Because "scarlet double-dyed" signified the truth of celestial

good,

A cloth of scarlet double-dyed was spread over the table upon which

was the bread of faces, and afterwards it was covered with a cov-

ering of the skin of the melis {Num. iv. 8).

For the inmost things of the celestial kingdom were signified by

the things that were upon the table, which were loaves; but

the outer things by the coverings, which have reference to truths

from good. [6.] As truth from celestial good, which is the truth

of the sense of the letter of the Word, is signified by "scarlet,"

it was used for remembrances, as,

That the sons of Israel should make for themselves a fringe on the

borders of their garments, and should put upon the fringe of the

border a cord of scarlet, that by it they might remember all the

commandments of Jehovah and do them {Num. xv. 38, 39).

And for the same reason it was a custom in ancient times,

when significatives were in use, to tie a scarlet cord as a me-

mento or remembrance of a thing, as is said of Perez the son of

Tamar,

That the midwife tied scarlet upon his hand {Gen. xxxviii. 2S, 30)

;

and of the harlot Rahab,

That she tied in the window a scarlet cord, that the spies might remem-
ber their promise (Jos. ii. 17, 21).

[7.] As all purifications from evils are effected bv truths from the

Word,

In cleansings cedar-wood, scarlet and hyssop were used {Lev. xiv. 4-7,

49-52).
And scarlet was used for the waters of separation and expiation from

[the ashes of] a red heifer (.Yum. xix. 6).

Purple and scarlet derive their signification from the nature of

these colors. For there are colors in heaven far more brilliant

than in the world, originating in the light there ; and as red has

its origin there in what is fiery or flame-like, and what is fiery

and flame-like has its origin there in good of love, so "purple"

signifies good from a celestial origin. But scarlet derives its color

from what is flame-like and white together, and white from light

signifies truth
;
consequently that color signifies the truth of celes-

tial good. [8.] As most things in the Word have a contrary

sense so have purple and scarlet ; and in that sense they signify

the evils and falsities opposite to these goods and truths. As
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in Isaiah :

"Although your sins have been as scarlet they shall become white like

snow
;
although they have been red as crimson [or purple] they

shall be as wool" (i. 18).

Since "scarlet," the same as "snow," signifies truth, and "crim-

son," the same as "wool," signifies good, and since "scarlet and

crimson," signify in the contrary sense falsity and evil, (falsity and
truth and evil and good corresponding by opposition,) so it is said

"Although your sins have been as scarlet they shall become
white like snow, and although they have been red as crimson

they shall be as wool."

1043. "And gilded with gold and precious stone " signifies

the appearance of that religion in externals as if it were from
spiritual good and truth, andyet in internals it is from infernai

evil andfalsity.—This is evident from the signification of "gold,"

as meaning spiritual good and the evil opposite thereto, which is

called infernal evil. That "gold" signifies good may be seen

above (n. 242). Also from the signification of " precious stone,"

as meaning both truth from a spiritual origin and the falsity op-

posite thereto, which is called infernal falsity. That " precious

stone" means truth from a spiritual origin may be seen above
(n.717).

( Continuation.)

[2.] Something has been said about good and truth from a celestial ori-

gin, and good and truth from a spiritual origin ; and something shall now be
said about the evil and falsity that are opposite to these. As the heavens
are divided into two kingdoms, namely, into a celestial kingdom and a
spiritual kingdom, so are the hells divided into two domains opposite to

those kingdoms. The domain opposite to the celestial kingdom is called

devilish, and the domain opposite to the spiritual kingdom is called infer-

nal. These domains are distinguished in the Word by the names Devil

and Satan. There are two domains in the hells, because the heavens and
the hells are opposite to each other ; and opposite must fully correspond
to opposite that there may be equilibrium. For the springing forth and
permanence of all things, both in the natural world and in the spiritual

world, depend upon an exact equilibrium between two activities that are

opposite ; and when these act against each other manifestly, they act by
forces, but when not manifestly they act by endeavors (conatus). By
means of equilibriums all things in both worlds are preserved ; without
this all things would perish. In the spiritual world the equilibrium is be-

tween good from heaven and evil from hell ; and thus between truth from
heaven and falsity from hell. For the Lord arranges unceasingly that all

kinds and species of good and truth in the heavens shall have opposite to

them in the hells evils and falsities of kinds that correspond by opposition;
thus goods and truths from a celestial origin have for their opposites evils

and falsities that are called devilish ; and in like manner goods and truths

from a spiritual origin have for their opposites evils and falsities that are

called infernal. [3.] The cause of these equilibriums is to be found in

the fact that the same Divine goods and Divine truths that the angels in
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the heavens receive from the Lord, the spirits in the hells turn into evils and
falsities. All angels, spirits, and men are kept by the Lord in equilibrium

between good and evil, and thus between truth and falsity, in order that

they may be in freedom ; and thus may be led from evil to good and from
falsity to truth easily and as if by themselves, although in fact they are led

by the Lord. For the same reason they are led in freedom from good to

evil, and from truth to falsity, and this, too, as if by themselves, although

the leading is from hell.

IO44. "And pearls" signifies their appearing in externals

to be in knowledges of good and truth, and yet in internals they

are in knowledge [scientia) of evil and falsity.—This is evident

from the signification of "pearls," as meaning knowledges of

good and truth (of which presently) ; therefore in the contrary sense
" pearls " signify knowledge of evil and falsity, which is the source

of their craft and cunning. That the Babylonian nation is such,

namely, that they wish to appear holy, and thus appear to be in

every good and truth and in knowledges of these, and to appear

in consequence to be intelligent above all others in the world,

although in fad they are in no good or truth nor in any know-

ledges of these, and thus not in any intelligence or wisdom in

spiritual things (that they are not in these, but are instead insane

in respect to them),—all this is clearly seen in the spiritual world,

where the interiors of every man are laid bare and thus clearly

appear. In the case of the monks, and espesially the Jesuits,

who were considered to be more intelligent in character than all

others in the world, their interiors were found to be so empty
and void that they did not know a single truth that leads to

heaven. These have been explored, and have been found to be

such. [2.] The Babylonians appear in externals to be in goods,

truths, knowledges, intelligence, and wisdom, because thev have

made subject to their dominion all the holv things of the Word,
of the church, and of worship, and therefore speak with authoritv

to the common people, persuading them that they hold the mys-
teries of heaven, and that their Pope utters his edicts from inspir-

ation, like that of the prophets and apostles ; and this they can

declare in a haughty manner, because they speak from the au-

thority of dominion over souls, and over heaven and hell : and

from a persuasion of their holiness it can be accepted by the

common people with no repugnance of heart, since the common
people are kept for this very purpose in gross darkness respect-

ing spiritual things. And in that darkness they incite spurious

goods and delusive truths, which they call Divine and heavenly
;

and in such darkness in which the common people are kept

they are even able to incite devilish and infernal evils and falsi-

ties, and to induce a faith in them as if they were celestial and
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spiritual goods and truths ; for thus and not otherwise can they
be worshipped as deities, and subject; countries and possessions

to their rule and disposal. Such are the things that lie hidden
inwardly in them, while outwardly thev appear as if "arrayed in

purple and scarlet, and gilded with gold, precious stone, and
pearls." [3.] That "pearls" signify knowledges of good and
truth can be seen from the following passages. In Matthew :

" The kingdom of the heavens it like unto a merchant seeking goodly
pearls, who, when he had found one pearl of great price, going
away sold all that he had and bought it " (xiii. 45, 46).

"The kingdom of the heavens" means both heaven and the

church; the "merchant" means those who acquire for them-
selves the goods and truths through which heaven and the church
come

;
" pearls" signify knowledges of good and truth, for these

are the truths of the natural man ; "the one pearl of great price."

means knowledge respecting the Lord and His Divine; "going
away and selling all that he had and buying it " signifies to set

aside what is one's own (proprium) in order to receive life from the

Lord. [4.] In the same,

" Give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither cast your pearls
before the swine, lest they trample on them with their feet, and
turn and rend you " (vii. 6).

" Dogs" signify lusts and appetites ; "swine" signify filthy loves,

like those in the hells of adulterers. Because such are in the

infernal marriage, which is the marriage of falsity and evil, they

utterly reject goods and truths and knowledges of these, and

moreover, treat them with scorn and scoffing ; therefore it is

said, "Cast not your pearls before the swine, lest they trample

on them with their feet, and turn and rend you," "to trample

with the feet" meaning to reject wholly as filth, and " to turn and

rend " meaning to treat with scorn and scoffing. [5.] " Pearls
"

signify knowledges of good and truth in the following passages

also in the Apocalypse :

" The merchants of the earth shall weep and wail over Babylon, for no
one buyeth their merchandise any more, merchandise of gold and
silver, and of precious stone and pearl " (xviii. II, 12).

Again,

"The twelve Rates" of the wall of the New Jerusalem "were twelve

earls ; each one of the gates was one pearl " (xxi. 21).

As "the gates for the New Jerusalem " signify such things of

doctrine from the Word as introduce man into the church, ar.d
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these are knowledges of truth and good from the Word, so the

gates were seen to be "of pearls."

1045. "Having in her hand a golden cup, full of abomina-

tions and the unc/eanness of whoredoms," signifies having dotlrine

from profaned goods and truths.—This is evident from the sig-

nification of a "cup," as meaning falsity from hell, for a "cup"
has the same signification as "wine," and "wine" signifies truth

from heaven, and in the contrary sense falsity from hell (seen. 887.

960O/], 1022). And as a "cup" signifies truth or falsity, and the

doctrine of every church is either of truth or of falsity, for all

truth or falsity of the church is contained in doctrine, so a "cup"

also signifies doctrine, and "a golden cup" doctrine of falsity

from evil. [2.] As in Jeremiah:

" Babylon is a golden cup in the hand of Jehovah, making the whole
earth drunken" (li. 7).

It is called "a golden cup" for the same reason that the woman
is said to be "arrayed in purple and scarlet, and gilded with gold,

precious stone, and pearls," that is, from the appearance in exter-

nals ; and yet in internals it is like a cup "full of abominations

and uncleanness." For it is like what the Lord says of the ex-

ternals and internals of the Scribes and Pharisees :

"Woe unto, Scribes and Pharisees., .who cleanse the outside of the cup
and of the platter, but within they are full from extortion and ex-

cess And ye make yourselves like unto whited sepulchres,

which outwardly appear beautiful, but within are full of bones of

the dead and all uncleanness" (Matt, xxiii. 25-27).

The above is evident also from the signification of "abominations,"

as meaning profanations of good (of which presently) ; also from the

signification of "the uncleanness of whoredom," as meaning pro-

fanation of truth. For "whoredom" signifies falsification of

truth (see above), therefore its "uncleanness" signifies profanation.

[3.1 In regard to the profanations that are signified by "abom-
inations," they are perversions of the holy things of the church,

thus conversions of its goods into evils, and of its truths into fals-

ities. They are called " abominations" because the angels abom-
inate them ; for so far as they have been holy things of the church,

derived from goods and truths from the Word, they ascend into

heaven ; but so far as they have been adapted to evils, and thus

profaned, they carry with them what is infernal, which lies hidden

within ; and consequently they are perceived as things dead, in

which there was once a living soul ; and this is why heaven abom-
inates and detests them. [4.] That this is the meaning of "abom-
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inations " in the Word is evident from the account of the abomina-

tions of Jerusalem in Ezekiel

:

As that she took of the garments of her adorning which were given to

her, and made for herself high places decked with divers colors,

and played the harlot upon them
;

That of the gold and silver given to her, she made herself images of a

male, and played the harlot with them
;

That the oil, incense, bread, fine flour, and honey, that were given to

her, she gave for a savor of rest

;

That they sacrificed their sons and daughters

;

That she played the harlot first in Egypt, and afterwards with the sons
of Assyria, and finally with the Chaldeans

,

Besides other things that are there called abominations (xvi. 2-63).

All these things signify profanations of the Word, of the church,

and of worship. So in other passages where abominations are

either recounted or mentioned

(As Jer. vii. 9, 10; xvi. 18; xxxii. 35; Ezek. v. 11; vii. 19, 20; viii.

6-18 ; xi. 21 ; xiv. 6 ; xx. 7, 8 ; Deut. vii. 25, 26 ; xii. 31 ; xviii. 9,

10 ; Matt. xxiv. 15 ; Mark xiii. 14 ; Dan. ix. 27 ; xi. 31 ; and else-

where).

1046. {Verse 5 ] "And upon her forehead a name written, Mys-

tery, Babylon the great," signifies having in heart a love of do-

minion over the world and heaven, which the holy things of the

Word, ofthe church, and of worship are made to serve as means.—
This is evident from the signification of " a name written upon the

forehead," as meaning what she is in respect to love, for "name,"

signifies what a thing or a state is, and "forehead" signifies love.

(Th:it " name " means what a thing or a state is may be seen n. 102, I48, 676.

695!^]. 84I, 892 ; and that "forehead " corresponds to good of love, n. 427M.
852[<t].) Also from the signification of "mystery," as meaning

that which lies hid in the heart and is not evident to the common
people. That this is a love of dominion over the world and over

heaven, which the holy things of the church are made to serve

as means, and that the cupidity and rule of that love is Babylon,

has been -fully shown in the introduction to this chapter (n. 1029).

And as that love devastates the church of all truths and goods,

that devastation is also meant by " Mystery, Babylon the great."

1047. "The mother of the whoredoms and of the abomina-

tions of the earth" signifies a religion which is the source of adul-

terations of good and trtdh, and profanations of the holy things

of the church.—This is evident from the signification of " mother,"

as meaning the church, but here a religion which in the general

sense is meant by " Babylon ;" also from the signification of

" whoredoms," as meaning adulterations of good and falsifications
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of truth see n. 141. 161. 8ij[c], 881) ; also from the signification

of "abominations," as meaning profanations (seen. 1045); also

from the signification of the "earth," as meaning the church,

here in respect to its holy things. That in the Word "earth"

signifies the church may be seen (n. 29, 304, 413M, 417M. 697.

742. 752. 876).

{Continuation: Rtsptftmg Profanation.)

[2.] Profanations are of many kinds. The most grievous kind is

when one acknowledges and lives according to the truths and goods of the

Word, of the church, and of worship, and afterwards denies them and lives

contrary to them, or even lives contrary to them and does not deny them.

Such profanation effects a conjunction and coherence of good with falsity,

and of truth with evil, and from this it comes to pass that man is at the same
time in heaven and in hell

;
consequently, when heaven wills to have its

own, and hell wills to have its own, and yet they cohere, they are both

swept away, and thus the proper human life perishes, and the man becomes
like a brute animal, continually delirious, and carried hither and thither by
fantasy like a dragon in the air, and in his fantasy shreds and specks ap-

pear like giants and crowds, and a little platter like the universe ; and so

on. [3.] As such have no longer any human life they are not called spir-

its, but something profane, nor are they called he or she, but it; and when
they are seen in the light of heaven they appear like dried skeletons. But
this kind of profanation is rare, since the Lord provides against a man's
entering into a belief in truth and a life of good unless he can be kept in

them continually even to the end of his life. But this profanation, and
other kinds of profanations, will be further treated of in the following articles.

verse 6.

IO^S. "And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the saints and with the

blood of the witnesses of Jesus ; and when I saw her I wondered with great wonder."

6. "And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the saints" signifies a
religion that is insane from the falsities of evil, from which viole nce is

• done to Divine truths [n. 1049] ;

" ar"t the blood of the witnesses

of Jesus " signifies violence done to those truths of the Word that teach

that the Lord alone is to be -worshipped [n. 1050] ; "and when I saw
her I wondered with great wonder" signifies a wonderful vision, in

which were arcana of heaven, that were unknown to him [n. 105 1].

1049. [ Verse 6 ] "And I saw the woman drunken with the blood

of the saints" signifies a religion that is insanefrom falsities of
evil, from ivhich violence is done to Divine truths.—This is evident

from the signification of "the woman," as meaning the religion

that is meant in a general sense by " Babylon " (as above, n. 1042)

;

also from the signification of "to be drunken," as meaning to be

insane in spiritual things from falsities of evil (see above, n. 376[/],

1035) ; also from the signification of "the blood of the saints," as

meaning Divine truths, here violence done to them, because it is
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meant that the blood was shed. (That "blood" signifies Divine truth

may be seen n. 30, 328[a], 329, 476, 748 ; and that " shedding blood " signifies

violence done to Divine truth, n.329[/,,f].) It is Said " blood of the Saints,"

because the Divine truths of the Word are what are called holy,

and because by "saints" in the spiritual sense saints are not

meant, but things holy ; for in the spiritual sense of the Word
there is no idea of person, place, or time ; but it is otherwise with

its natural sense. [2.] How these two senses differ from each

other can be clearly seen in many passages of the Word, as here

where it is said that he "saw the woman drunken with the blood

of the saints, and the blood of the witnesses (or martyrs) of

Jesus," and in the natural sense these words mean that Babylon

shed the blood of the saints, and the blood of those who bore

witness to the Lord ; while in the spiritual sense these words

mean that Babylon did violence to Divine truths, and also to

attestation of the Lord. That this sense is contained in these

words can also be seen or concluded from this, that the modern
Babylon has not slain the saints or the witnesses of the Lord,

for it worships saints even to idolatry, and the Lord with supreme

though external sanctity, but the Pope with internal sanctity
;

which makes clear that this is not what is to be understood, but

that something more interior lies hidden in these words, which

is, that they have done violence to Divine truths, and also to the

Lord's Divine authority ; for they have done violence to Divine

truths by falsifying, adulterating, and profaning the Word ; and

it is acknowledged that they have done violence to the Lord's

Divine authority by transferring it to themselves.

{.Continuation rts/>tfiin? Profanation.')

[3.] It has been said that the most grievous kind of profanation is when
the truths of the Word are acknowledged in faith and confirmed in the life,

and man afterwards recedes from faith and lives wickedly, or if he does not

recede from faith he nevertheless lives wickedly. But one who is in faith

and in a life according to it from childhood to youth, and afterwards in adult

age recedes from faith and from a life of faith, does not profane, for the

reason that the faith of childhood is a faith of the memory, and is the mas-
ter's faith in the child ; while the faith of adult age is a faith of the under-
standing, and thus a man's own faith. This faith a man can profane if he

recedes from it and lives contrary to it, but not the former. For nothing
enters the life of a man and affects it except what comes into the under-
standing and from that into the will ; and a man does not think from his

own understanding and act from his own will until he arrives at adult age.

Before that he has thought merely from knowledge and acted merely from
obedience; and this does not m^ke a part of his life, and therefore cannot

be profaned. [4.] In a word, whatever a man thinks, speaks, and does,

from the understanding with the will favoring it. this belongs to his life or

comes to be of his life ; and if this is holy it is profaned by his receding.

But the profanations of this kind are more or less grievous according to the
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quality of the truth and the consequent faith, and according to the quality

of the good and the consequent life, and according to the quality of the

withdrawal from these ; and therefore there are many specific differences

in this profanation.

1050. "And with the blood of the witnesses of Jesus " sig-

nifies violence done to those truths of the Word that teach that the

hord alone is to be worshipped.—This is evident from the signifi-

cation of " blood," as meaning the Divine truth of the Word
and violence done to it (as has been said just above)

; also from the

signification of "the witnesses of Jesus," as meaning those who in

heart acknowledge the Lord, and worship and adore Him only.

That "to bear witness" means to acknowledge in heart, and that

"the testimony of Jesus" means an acknowledgment of the

Lord's Divine in His Human, and that He alone is to be wor-

shipped and adored, may be seen (n. 10, 27, 228, 392]?-*], 635. 649,

749). That the Babylonians do violence to the truths of the

Word that teach about the Lord can be clearly seen from this,

that they have transferred the Lord's Divine power to the Pope
as His vicar, and worship and adoration along with it : also with

this end in view they have separated the Lord's Divine from
His Human, that they might say that they have not assumed
His Divine but His Human power ; not being willing to recog-

nize that the Divine power consists chiefly in the power to save

the human race
;
although the Babylonians appropriate even this

power to themselves. But on this more will be said elsewhere.

(Continuation respecting Profanation.)

[2.] Why the state of profaners after death is so horrible shall be dis-

closed. Man has two minds, a natural and a spiritual. The natural mind
is opened to him by knowledges (scientiae et cognitiones) of truth and good,
and the spiritual mind is opened by a life according to these ; and this is

effected in those who know, acknowledge, and believe the truths of the

Word and live according to them. In others that mind is not opened.
When the spiritual mind has been opened, the light of heaven, which is

Divine truth, flows through it into the natural mind, and there arranges
truths in a corresponding order. Therefore when a man passes over into

a contrary state, and either in faith or life denies the truths of the Word
that he has previously acknowledged, the things that are in the natural mind
no longer correspond with those that are in the spiritual mind ;

consequently

heaven with its light flows in through the spiritual mind into non-corre-

sponding things, or into things opposite to those that correspond in the

natural man ; and from this a fantasy arises that is so direful that they seem
to themselves to fly in the air like dragons, while shreds and specks appear
to them like giants and crowds, and a little ball like the whole globe, and
other like things. The reason of this is that they have heaven in the spir-

itual mind and hell in the natural mind, and when heaven, which is in the

spiritual mind, acls into hell, which is in the natural mind, such things ap-

pear. And as this destroys all things pertaining to the understanding, and
the will with the understanding, the man comes to be no longer a man.
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And this is why a profaner is no longer called a man, nor he or she, but

it, for he is a brute.

1051. "And when I saw her I wondered with great wonder"

signifies a wonderful vision, in which were arcana of heaven that

were unknown to him.—This is evident from the signification of

"wondering with great wonder" at those things that he saw, as

meaning to be astonished respecting the vision, in which lay hid-

den arcana unknown to him, therefore the angel said to him, " I

will tell thee the mystery of the woman, and of the beast that

carrieth her."

(Continuation respecting Profanation.)

f2.] This kind of profanation exists especially in those who acknow-
ledge the Lord and His Divine, and the Word and its holiness ; and for the

reason that the Lord alone by means of truths from the Word opens heaven
to the man who lives according to those truths ; and unless heaven is

opened such profanation is not possible. And this shows why the Gentiles

who are ignorant of the Lord and know nothing about the Word, cannot
bring upon themselves such profanation

;
neither can the Jews, for they

deny the Lord from their infancy, and heaven is not opened to them by
means of the Word; neither can the impious who have been such from
childhood

; for, as has been said, those only profane who believe rightly

and live rightly, and afterwards believe wrongly and live wrongly. Be-
sides this kind of profanation there ate other kinds of it, which shall be

treated of in the following articles.

verse 7, 8.

lO^^* "And the angel said unto me, Wherefore dost thou wonder ? I will tell thee

the mystery of the woman, and of the beast that carrieth her, which hath the seuen heads
and the ten horns. The beast that thou sawest was and is not, and is about to come up out

of the abyss, and to go into perdition ; and they that dwell upon the earth shall wonder,

whose names haue not been written in the booh of life from the foundation of the world,

seeing the beast that was and is not, and yet is."

7. "And the angel said unto me, Wherefore dost thou wonder ? I will tell

the3 the mystery of the woman, and of the beast that carrieth her,

which hath the seven heads and the ten horns," signifies manifestation

of all things [n. 1053].

8. "The beast that thou sawest was and is not" signifies the Word which in

the beginning was received in the church and read, and afterwards was
taken away from the people and not read [n. 1054] ; "and is about to

come up out of the abyss, and to go into perdition," signifies that it is

acknowledged as Divine and yet is rfccled [n. 1055] ; "and they that

dwell upon the earth shall wonder" signifies those of that religion who
rejeel the Word [n. 1056]; "whose names have not been written in

the book of life from the foundation of the world" signifies that there

are those who do not acknowledge the Lord's Divine authority , over

heaven and earth, but regard it as transferred to a certain vicar, and
from him to his vicars [n. 1057]; "seeing the beast that was and is

not" signifies knowing that the Word has been received, and yet is re-

jected [n. 1058] ; "and yet is " signifies that it still is because it is Divine

and has been rejecled only by profaners [n. 1059].

1053. [ Verse 7] "And the angel said unto me, Wherefore
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dost thou wonder? I will tell thee the mystery of the woman,

and of the beast that carrieth her, which hath the seven heads

and the ten horns," signifies manifestation of all things, as is evi-

dent without explanation ; but what each particular signifies, as

"to wonder," "the mystery of the woman," "the scarlet beast,"

"the seven heads," and " the ten horns," has been told in the pre-

ceding pages, and will be further explained in what follows.

{.Continuation respecting the Second kindof Profanation.)

[2.] There is another kind of profanation of holy things that those come
into who have supremacy as their end, and regard the holy things of the

Word, of the church, and of worship, as means. The Divine order is that

heaven and the church, and consequently the holy things of these, be the

end, and supremacy the means for promoting that end. For when holy

things are the end and supremacy the means, the Lord is worshipped and
adored; but when supremacy is the end and holy things the means, man
instead of the Lord is worshipped and adored. For the means look to the

end as servants look to their master, and the end looks to the means as a

master looks to his servants
;
consequently as a master esteems and loves

his servants according to the compliance they render to his will, so a man
who has supremacy as his end esteems and loves the holy things of the

Word, of the church, and of worship, according to the compliance they ren-

der to his end, which is supremacy. And on the other hand, as a lord

despises and dismisses servants and takes others in their place when they

are not subservient to his will, so a man who has supremacy as his end
despises and rejects the holy things of the church, and takes other things

in their place when they are not subservient to his end, which is supremacy.

[3.] From this it is clear that in those who have supremacy as their end,

holy things are of no account except so far as they are subservient to the

end, and also that they are not holy, but are profane when they are subserv-

ient to this end ; and for the reason that the end, when it is supremacy, is

the man himself, and as this end is love of self it is the man's own {pro -

friuiii] ; and man's own when viewed in itself is nothing but evil, and in-

deed is profane, and the end joins to itself the means that they may be as one.

In this kind of profanation are all those who are in sacred ministries, and
who are seeking by means of the holy things of the church to gain honor

and glory, and these and not use, which is the salvation of souls, are what

give them joy of heart.

1054. [Verse 8.] "The beast that thou sawest was and is not"

signifies that the Word in the beginning was received in the church

and read, and afterwards was taken away from the people and

not read.—This is evident from the signification of " the scarlet

beast," as meaning the Word in the letter in respect to its holy

things (see n. 1038) ; also from the signification of "was," as mean-

ing that in the beginning it was received in the church and read ;

also from the signification of " is not," as meaning that afterwards

it was taken away and not read. That this is the meaning of

these words is evident from the fact that the Word was so treated,

namely, that in the beginning they acknowledged it as Divine,

taught from it, and read it before the people ;
but afterwards, as
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they extended their dominion over the church and over heaven,

while they acknowledged it to be Divine they no longer taught

from it as before. For they forbade the people to read it, and

instead of doctrine from it they put forth their doctrine from the

Papal throne as Divine, they instituted Divine worship in masses

not understood by the common people, and they preached ador-

ation of the Pope and of dead men whom they call saints, instead

of the Lord as before. All this makes clear that the Word is

what is meant by " the scarlet beast, which was and is not, and is

about to come up out of the abyss, and go into perdition." That

Babylon in the beginning was a church that worshipped the

Lord, and preached Divine truth from the Word, but afterwards,

while it retained an adoration of the Lord it was an external, that

is, a formal adoration, and the internal or essential adoration was

transferred to the Pope as the Lord's vicar, and consequently

to the ministering body as vicars under him, may be seen above

(n. IO29).

{Continuation respecling the Second kind 0/ Profanation.')

[2.] Those who are in this kind of profanation cannot do otherwise

than adulterate the goods of the Word and falsify its truths, and thus per-

vert the holy things of the church ; for these are not in accord with the end,

which is the supremacy of man over them, for they are Divine things that

cannot be mere servants ; therefore from necessity, that the means may be

in accord with the end, goods are turned into evils, truths into falsities, and
thus holy things into things profane, and this in an increasing degree as

the supremacy, which is the end, is increased. [3.] That this is so can be
clearly seen from the Babylon of the present day, to which the holy things

of the Word, of the church, and of worship, are means, and supremacy is

the end. So far as they have magnified supremacy they have minimized

the holiness of the Word, and have actually exalted above it the holiness

of the Pope's decrees
;
they have claimed to themselves power over heaven,

and even over the Lord Himself, and they have instituted the idolatrous

worship of men, both living and dead, and this until there is nothing left

of Divine good and Divine truth. [4.] That the holy things of the Word,
of the church, and of worship, have been so changed is of the Lord's

Divine providence ; not of His providence that this should be done, but of

His providence that when men wish to rule and do rule by means of holy

Divine things, they should choose falsity in place of truth and evil in place

cf good, for otherwise they would defile holy things, and render them
abominable before angels ; but when holy things no longer exist this can-

not be done. Take as an example what has been done with the Holy Sup-

per instituted by the Lord : they have separated the bread and the wine,

giving the bread to the people and drinking the wine themselves. For

"bread" signifies good, of love to the Lord, and " wine " the truth of faith

in Him ; and good separated from truth is not good, nor is truth separated

from good truth, for truth is truth from good, and good is good in truth.

And so in other things.

1055. "And is about to come up out of the abyss, and go

into perdition," signifies that it is acknowledged as Divine for
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form's sake, and yet is rejected.—This is evident from the signi-

fication of "coming up out of the abyss," as meaning, in refer-

to the Word with those who are of Babylon, to be accepted and

acknowledged as Divine for form's sake (of which presently) ; also

from the signification of "going into perdition," as meaning not

to be acknowledged but to be rejected. That the Word has

been thus treated by those who are of Babylon is known. For
the Word is acknowledged as Divine on account of the Lord's

words to Peter respecting the keys, on account of the stories of

the passion, of Mary, and of the apostles, and some passages

which they can pervert to favor their dominion. Since all these

are from the Word, and upon these their religion is founded, so

if the Word were not acknowledged as Divine the religion itself

would fall, and they could no longer rule over holy things, nor
even be called Christians. But that the Word, nevertheless, is

rejected by them is also known, for it is not read by the common
people, and but little by the monks who teach ;

and many inval-

idate its holiness, as is evident from their writings and sayings,

for the reason that it contains things that are not in accord with

the degrees and bulls of the Pope, also because Babylon is there

described to the life and condemned to hell. These are the

causes of its rejection. All this makes clear that the, Word is

acknowledged as Divine only for form's sake. And that this is

what these words signify can be clearly seen when it is seen that

"the scarlet beast" means the Word, and the "harlot (or the

woman) that sitteth upon it" means the religion that regards

supremacy as its end, and the holy things of the Word, of the

church, and of worship as its means.

[2.] Those who are in the love of self, and from that in the love of
ruling, and who covet, acquire, and afterwards exercise supremacy by means
of the holy things of the Word, of the church, and of worship, are those
who profane. For the delight of the love of ruling for self's sake, that is, for

the sake of eminence, and consequent homage, and a kind of worship of self,

is an infernal delight. Moreover, this prevails in hell, for in hell every one
wills to be the greatest, while in heaven every one wills to be the least ; and to

rule over holy things from an infernal delight is to profane them. [3.] But
this second kind of profanation of the holy things of the church is not like

the former kind of the profanation of them. Those fall into the former kind
in whom a communication with heaven has been effected by the opening of

their spiritual mind ; while this second kind of profanation those fall into in

whom the spiritual mind has not been ope.ied, or communication with heaven
effected through it. For so long as the delight of the love of ruling resides
in man, that mind cannot be opened, and communication with heaven is

not possible to him. [4.] Moreover, the lot of these profaners after death
differs from the lot of the former. The former, as has been said, are in an
unceasing delirium of fantasy ; but these hate the Lord, hate heaven, hate
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the Word, hate the church, and hate all its holy things ; and they come into

such hatred because their dominion is taken away from them, and thus
their state is changed into its opposite. They appear like something fiery,

and their hell appears like a conflagration ; for infernal fire is nothing else

than a lust for ruling from love of self. These are among the worst, and
are called devils ; while the others are called satans.

1056. "And they that dwell upon the earth shall wonder"
signifies those of that religion who rejecl the Word.—This is evi-

dent from the signification of " they that dwell upon the earth,"

as meaning those who are of that religion ; for the " earth " sig-

nifies the church, but here a religion, because there is no church,

since there is a church only where the Lord is worshipped
and the Word is read. That those who rejecl; the Word are

meant is clear from what follows, namely, that they are those

"whose names have not been written in the book of life from the

foundation of the world," and are those "who saw the beast that

was and- is not, and yet is," " beast " signifying the Word (as above)

;

therefore they wonder that the Word still is, although it was and
is not.

(Continuation respecting the Second kind 0/ Profanation.')

[2.] The love of ruling by the holy things of the church as means
wholly shuts up the interiors of the human mind from the inmosts towards
the outmosts, according to the kind and strength of that love. But to make
clear that they are shut up, something shall first be said about the interiors

belonging to the human mind. Man has a spiritual mind, a rational mind,

a natural mind, and a sensual mind. By means of the spiritual mind man
is in heaven and is a heaven in its least form. By means of the natural

mind he is in the world and is a world in its least form. Heaven in man
communicates with the world in him by means of the rational mind, and
with the body by means of the sensual mind. The sensual mind is the first

to be opened in man after his birth ; after that the natural mind, and as he
seeks to become intelligent the rational mind, and as he seeks to become
wise the spiritual mind. And at length, as man becomes wise the spiritual

mind becomes to him as the head, and the natural mind as the body, and
the rational mind serves as a neck to join this to the head, and then the

sensual mind becomes like the sole of the foot. [3.] In little children the

Lord so arranges all these minds by means of the inflow of innocence from
heaven that they can be opened. But with those who begin from childhood

to be inflamed with the lust of ruling by means of the holy things of the

church as means, the spiritual mind is wholly shut
;
so, too, is the rational

mind, and finally the natural mind, even to the sensual mind, or as it is

said in heaven, even to the nose. And thus men become merely sensual,

and are the most stupid of all in things spiritual and thus in things rational,

and the most crafty of all in worldly and thus in civil matters. That they

are so stupid in spiritual things they do not themselves know, because in

heart they do not believe these things, and because they believe craft to be
prudence and cunning to be wisdom. And yet all of this kind differ ac-

cording to the kind and strength of their lust for ruling and for exercis-

ing rule, also according to the kind and strength of the persuasion that

they are holy, and according to the kind of good and truth from the Word
that they profane.
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1057. "Whose names have not been written in the book of

fife from the foundation of the world" signifies that there are

those who do not acknowledge the Divine authority of the Lord
over heaven and earth, but regard it as transferred to a certain

vicar, andfrom him to his vicars.—This is evident from the sig-

nification of "names not written in the book of life," as meaning

those who are not received in heaven (see n. 199, 222[o], 299) ; and

as those who do not acknowledge the Lord's Divine power over

heaven and earth are not received into heaven, such are here

meant. Also from the signification of "from the foundation of

the world," as meaning from the establishment of the church.

In the sense of the letter or the natural sense " the foundation of

the world" means the creation of the world; but in the internal

spiritual sense it means the establishment of the church ; for the

spiritual sense treats of spiritual things, while the natural sense

treats of natural things which pertain to the world. For this

reason the creation of the heaven and the earth in the first chapter

of Genesis depicts in the spiritual sense the new creation or estab-

lishment of the first and Most Ancient church on this earth. (That

this is depicted by the creation of heaven and earth in the first chapter of Genesis

may be seen in the Arcana Caelestia, where the contents of that chapter are ex-

plained.) Moreover, "to create" signifies in the Word to reform ;

and "the Creator" means the Lord as Reformer and Saviour.

(That "to create" signifies to reform, and that the creation of heaven and earth

in the first chapter of Genesis depicts in the spiritual sense the establishment of

the Most Ancient church can be seen above, n. 294, 739 ) 12.] The es-

tablishment of the church is meant by " the foundation of the

world" in these passages in the Word :

"The king shall say to them on the right hand, Come. . . .and inherit

the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world "

{Matt. xxv. 34).

Jesus praying said, " Father, ... for Thou lovedst Me before the founda-
tion of the world " {John xvii 24).

Jesus said, " The blood of all the prophets shed from the foundation of

the world shall be required of this generation " (Luke xi. 50).

That the establishment of the church is meant by "the foundation

of the world" is evident from passages in the Word where men-
tion is made of" founding the earth," " the founding of the earth,"

and "the foundation of the earth," which do not mean the found-

ing or creating of the earth, but the establishment or creation of

the church upon the earth. As in Zechariah :

" Jehovah spreadeth abroad the heavens, and foundeth the earth, and
formeth the spirit of man in the midst of him" (xii. 1).

Here "spreading abroad the heaven and founding the earth"
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means not the spreading abroad of the visible heaven and the

founding of the habitable earth, but the church in respect to its

internals, which are called spiritual, and in respect to its externals,

which are called natural. " To found " this and " to spread abroad "

that means to establish
; and therefore it is added, "and formeth

the spirit of man in the midst of him," which signifies his reform-

ation and regeneration. [3.1 In Isaiah:

" Hearken unto Me, O Jacob and Israel My hand hath founded the
earth, and My right hand hath spanned the heavens " (xlviii. 12,13).

" Founding the earth with the hand, and spanning the heavens

with the right hand," has the same signification here as above, as

can be seen from what precedes and what follows in this chapter

where the establishment of a new church by the Lord is treated

of. In the same,

"Thou hast forgotten Jehovah thy Maker, that stretcheth forth the
heavens and foundeth the earth " (li. 13).

Here again, "the heavens and the earth" signify the church in

respect to its internal or spiritual things and its external or natural

things; and "to stretch forth and found" signifies to establish.

[4.] In the same,

" I will put My words in thy mouth, and will cover thee with the shadow
of My hand, to plant the heavens and to found the earth, and to

say unto Zion, Thou art My people. Awake, awake, arise, O Je-
rusalem " (li. 16, 17).

Here "to plant the heavens and to found the earth" evidently

stands for the establishment of the church ; for this is said to the

prophet, that "the word should be put in his mouth, and that he

should be covered with the shadow of the hand, to plant the

heavens and to found the earth ;" and a prophet cannot found the

earth, but he can found a church ; therefore it is added, " to say

unto Zion, Thou art My people. Awake, awake, arise, O Jeru-

salem," " Zion and Jerusalem," in the Word, meaning the church.

In David

:

"The heaven is Thine and the earth is Thine; the world and the ful-

ness thereof Thou hast founded them " {Psalm lxxxix. 11).

Here too, "heaven and earth" signify the church ;
"the world"

signifies the church in respect to good, and "the fulness thereof"

signifies all goods and truths of the church. [5.] In the same,

The earth and the world Jehovah "hath founded upon the seas, and es-

tablished upon the rivers. Who shall ascend into the mountain of

Jehovah, and who shall stand in the place of His holiness?" (Psalm

xxiv. 2, 3.)
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The establishment of the church is described by "founding the

earth and the world upon the seas, and establishing them upon

the rivers," as can be seen above (n. 304O], 5i8[rf], 741^]). That

the establishment of the church is signified is evident from what

here follows, namely, " Who shall ascend into the mountain of

Jehovah, and who shall stand in the place of His holiness?"

"The mountain of Jehovah" means Zion, which signifies where

the Lord reigns by means of Divine truth, and " the place of His

holiness " means Jerusalem, where the temple was, which signifies

the church in respec~t to doctrine. All this makes clear that

"the founding of the world" signifies the establishment of the

church. For the " world " means the same as " heaven and earth ;"

and the expression "to found the earth" is used because the

"earth" signifies the church on earth, and upon this heaven in

respect, to its holy things is founded. This also makes clear the

signification of "the foundations of the earth" in the following

passages. In Isaiah :

" Do ye not know, do ye not hear, hath it not been declared to you from
the beginning, do ye not understand the foundations of the earth?"

(Xl. 21.)

In the same,

"The foundations of the earth are corrupted" (xxiv. 18).

(Likewise Isa. lxiii. 12
;
Jer. xxxi. 37 ; Micah vi. 2 ; Psalm xviii. 7, 15 ;

lxxxii. 5 ; and elsewhere.)

iContitiuation respeflmg the Sfrcnti kifrii ofPrn/anation.)

[6.] Profaners of this kind are stupid and foolish in spiritual things,

but are crafty and keen in worldly things, because they make one with the

devils in hell, and because, as has been said above, they are merely sensual,

and are therefore in what is their own (proprium), which draws its delight

of life from the unclean effluvia that exhale from waste matters in the body,

and that are emitted from dunghills ; and these cause a swelling of their

breasts when their pride is active and the titillation of these causes delight-

[7.] That such is the source of their delight is made evident by their de-

lights after death when they are living as spirits ; for then more than the

sweetest odors do they love the rank stenches arising from the gases of

the belly and from outhouses, which to their smell are more fragrant than

thyme. The approach and touch of these close up the interiors of their

mind, and open the exteriors pertaining to the body, from which comes
their quickness in worldly things, and their dullness in spiritual things. In
a word, the love of ruling by means of the holy things of the church cor-

responds to filth, and its delight to a stench indescrible by words, and at

which angels shudder. Such is the exhalation from their hells when they are

opened ; but they are kept closed because of the oppression and occasional

swooning which they produce.

1058. "Seeing the beast that was and is not" signifies

knowledge that the Word has been received, andyet is rejected.—
This is evident from the signification of "seeing," as meaning to

know {scire et cognoscere) (see n. 260, 529) ; also from the signification
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oi the "beast," as meaning the Word (see n. 1038) ; also from the

signification of " that was and is not," as meaning that it has been
received, and yet rejected (see n. 1054-1056).

{Continuation : The ThirdHind of Profanation.,

[2.] In this kind of profanation are those who with devout gestures
and a pious utterance worship Divine things, and yet in heart and spirit deny
them ; thus who venerate the holy things of the Word and of the church
and of worship outwardly or before the world, and yet at home or in secret

deride them. When those of this class are in a holy external, and are

teaching in a church or conversing with the common people, they do not
know otherwise than that what they say is true ; but as soon as they return
into themselves their thought is reversed. Because these are such they can
counterfeit angels of light, although they are angels of darkness. From
this it is clear that this kind of profanation is a hypocritical kind. They
are not unlike images made of filth and gilded, or like fruits rotten within

but with a beautiful skin, or like nuts eaten by worms within but with a
whole shell. From all this it is evident that their internal is diabolical, and
therefore that their holy external is profane. [3.] Such are some of the

rulers in the Babylon of the present day, and many of a certain society in

Babylon, as those of them know who claim to themselves dominion over
the souls of men and over heaven. For to believe as they do, that power
has been given them to save and to admit into heaven, is the very opposite
of acknowledging in heart that there is a God, and for the reason that

man, in order to be saved and admitted into heaven must look to the Lord
and pray to Him. But a man who believes that such power has been given

him looks to himself, and believes the things that are the Lord's to be in

himself; and to believe this, and at the same time to believe that there is a
God or that God is in him, is impossible. For a man to believe that God
is in him when he thinks himself to be above the holy things of the church,
and heaven to be in his power, is like ascribing that belief to Lucifer, who
burns with the fire of ruling over all things. If such a man thinks that

God is in him he cannot think this otherwise than from himself; and
thinking from himself that God is in him is thinking not that God is in

him, but that he himself is God, as is said of Lucifer in Isaiali (xiv. 13, 14),

by whom is there meant Babylon, as is evident from the fourth and twenty-
second verses of the same chapter. [4. J Moreover, such a man, of him-
self, when power is given him, shows forth what he is of himself, and this

by degrees according to his elevation. From this it is clear that such are
atheists, some avowedly, some clandestinely, and some ignorantly. And
as they regard dominion as an end, and the holy things of heaven and the
church as means, they counterfeit angels of light in face, gesture, and
speech, and thus profane holy things.

I<>59» "And yet is" signifies that it still is, because it is

Divine, and has been rejetled only by profanation,.—-This is evi-

dent Irom the signification of the "beast" of which this is said,

as meaning the Word. That this still is, and that it is commonly
acknowledged to be Divine, and its sanctity to be equal to that

of the decrees and bulls of the Pope is known ; and that it is

nevertheless rejected by those who deny Divine truths in heart,

and thus profane the holy things of the church, has been shown

above. The expression "and yet is" is a hidden saying, that has
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respecl: to those who acknowledge the Word to be Divine, of

whom we shall speak in the explanation of the sixteenth and

seventeenth verses of this chapter.

( Continuation re!fining the Third kind of Profanation)

[2.] Those who are in this kind of profanation, which is hypocritical, dif-

fer in this respect, that there are those who have less ability and those who
have more ability to conceal the interiors of their mind, that they may not

be disclosed, and to shape the exteriors, which pertain to face and mouth,

into an expression of sanctity. When such after death become spirits they

appear encompassed with a cloud, in the midst of which is something black,

like an Egyptian mummy. But as they are raised up as it were into the

light of heaven, that bright cloud changes to a diabolical duskiness, not

from any shining through it, but from a breathing through it, and the

consequent disclosing. In hell, therefore, these are black devils. The
differences in this kind of profanation are known from the blackness, as

being more or less horrifying.

verses 9-11.

1060. "This is the mind that hath wisdom. The seven heads are seven mountains,

where the woman sitteth upon them. And they are seven kings ; the five are fallen, and the

one is, and the other is not yet come ; and when he is come, he must continue a little while.

And the beast that was and is not is himself an eighth, and is of the seven, and he goeth

into perdition,"

9. "This is the mind that hath wisdom " signifies the understanding of these

things in the natural sense from the spiritual [n. 1061]. "The seven
heads are seven mountains, where the woman sitteth upon them,"
signifies the goods of the Word adulterated and profaned by those who
are in dominion from that religion [n. 1062].

10. "And they are seven kings" signifies the truths of the Word falsified and
profaned by such [n. 1063] ; "the five are fallen" signifies that nothing
is here said about the rest of the truths profaned, but only about the two
that are the heads of religion [n. 1064] ; "and the one is" signifies

the adulterated truth that the Lord's poiver over heaven and earth, thus

over men to save them, has been transferred to their head, and from
him to the others who are under him [n. 1065] ; "and the other is not
yet come; and when he is come he must continue a little while,'' sig-

nifies the profaned truth that the Lord's power over heaven and earth,

assumed by them, is said not to be Divine, and yet it is Divine [n.

1066].

11. "And the beast that was and is not is himself an eighth, and is of the
seven, and he goeth into perdition," signifies that the truth that the
Word is Divine has also been profaned, and yet it has been re-

jetfled [n. 1067].

1061. [ Verse 9 ]
" This is the mind that hath wisdom " signifies

the understanding of these things in the natural sense froifi the

spiritual.—This is evident from the signification of "this is the

mind," as meaning the understanding of these things ; also from
the signification of " having wisdom," as meaning one who is able

to see what is represented and thus signified by the vision, particu-

larly by " the scarlet beast" and " its seven heads and ten horns."

But in a sense abstracted from person, "having wisdom" means
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the explanation from the spiritual sense of the thing represented

in the natural sense, thus the explanation of what is meant by "the

seven mountains" and "the seven kings," which are signified by
" the seven heads." For the explanation given by the angel, that

the "seven heads" are "seven mountains upon which the woman
sitteth," and that they are "seven kings, five of whom are fallen,

and die one is, and the other is not yet come," with what follows,

is not an explanation from the spiritual sense in the natural sense,

but is an explanation in a sense merely natural, in which the spir-

itual sense lies concealed, and this sense must be unfolded ; and
it is unfolded when the signification of "the seven mountains"
and of "the seven kings" and of "the five that are fallen," and
"the one that is," and so on, has been explained ; therefore this

is what is meant by "having wisdom," as also above,

" Here is wisdom. He that hath understanding let him count the num-
ber of the beast" (xiii. 18).

The angel did not explain the vision in the natural sense from

the spiritual, because his explanation constitutes the Word in the

letter ; and the Word in the letter must be natural, in every par-

ticular of which a spiritual sense must be stored up ; otherwise

the Word would not serve the heavens as a foundation; nor

would it serve the church as a means of conjoining it with heaven.

For the same reason when angels explain visions elsewhere in the

Word, as in Daniel and the rest of the prophets, they explain

them in a sense merely natural, and not at all in a natural sense

from the spiritual. We have a natural sense from the spiritual,

when the signification of "the seven mountains," "the seven

kings," and the other things is explained, namely, that "mount-

ains" signify the goods of the Word, and "seven mountains"

these profaned • and that "kings" signify the truths of the Word,

and "seven kings" these profaned. This is the natural sense

from the spiritual sense, which is called the internal sense, also

the spiritual-natural sense.

(Continuation: Tit, Fourth kind of Profanation)

[2.] A fourth kind of profanation is to live a life of piety, by frequent-

ing churches, listening devoutly to preachings, observing the sacrament of

the Supper, and the other appointed forms of worship, reading the Word at

home, and sometimes books of devotion, and habitually praying morning

and evening, and yet making the precepts of life that are in the Word, and

particularly in the decalogue, of no account, by acting dishonestly and un-

justly in business and in judgments for the sake of gain or influenced by

friendship
;
committing whoredom and adultery when lust inflames and

urges
;
burning with hate and revenge against those who do not favor their

gain or honor
;
lying, and speaking evil of the good, and good of the evil,

and so on. When a man is in these evils, and has not been purified from

them by turning away from them and hating them, and still worships God
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devoutly, as has been said above, then he profanes , for he mingles his in-

ternals which are impure with externals that are pious, and these he defiles-

For there can be nothing external that does not proceed and have existence

from internals. The actions and speech of man are his externals, and
thoughts and volitions are his internals. Man can speak only from thought,

and can act only from volition. When the life of the thoughts and of the

will is infected with craft, cunning, and violence, it must needs be that

these, as interior evils of the life, will flow into the speech and actions per-

taining to worship and piety, and defile them as filth defiles waters.

[3. J This worship is what is meant by "Gog and Magog" {Apoe.xx. 8),

and is thus described in Isaiah :

"What is the multitude of sacrifices unto Me," meat offerings, incense, sabbaths,
new moons, appointed teasis, and pravers when vour hands are toll of bloods ?

"Wash you, make y >u clean, put away'the wickedness ot your doings ;

cease to do evil " 1 11-19/.

This kind of profanation is not hypocritical like the former, because the

man who is in it believes that he will be saved by external worship sepa-

rate from internal, and does not know that the worship by which he can be

saved is external worship from internal.

1062. "The seven heads are seven mountains, where the

woman sitteth upon them," signifies the goods of the Word adul-

terated and profaned by those who are in dominion from that re-

ligion.—This is evident from the signification of "the seven

heads of the beast," as meaning the holy things of the Word
profaned (see n. 1040) ; also from the signification of "seven

mountains," as meaning the goods of the Word adulterated and
profaned. (That " mountains " signify the goods of love, and in the contrary

sense evils pertaining to the love, see n. 405, 510, 850[n]. IO25 ; also that

"seven" is predicated of what is holy, and in the contrary sense of what is pro-

fane, n. IO4O ; therefore " seven mountains" signify the goods of love, which are

the goods of the Word, adulterated and profaned.) Also from the signifi-

cation of "where the woman sitteth upon them," as meaning

where there is dominion from that religion. (That a" woman" sig-

nifies the religion of those that belong to Babylon, may be seen above, n. IO38;

and that "to sit" signifies to rule, see above, n. IO33, IO38, where the wo-

man is said" to sit upon many waters," and " to sit upon a scarlet beast.") Do-
minion from that religion is meant because those who are in

dominion over the holy things of the church, and exercise that

dominion, are the ones meant by this "woman," who is called a

"harlot," and "the mother of whoredoms and of the abomina-

tions of the earth," and not those who are in worship according

to that religion and are not in dominion. When such live ac-

cording to the statutes of the Pope, and acknowledge him to be

the Lord's vicar, and observe the holv things of worship as they

have been instituted, they are much like well-disposed heathens,

who have no other idea than that the truths taught by their min-

isters and monks are good and holy, and this the more because
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they do not read the Word, some because it has been taken away
from them, and some because under persuasion they depend upon

the teaching of their monks, and believe that these alone, and no

others understand the Word. [2.] But those of their people who
look to the Lord, and to the Pope only as to the head of the church,

and who are in some affection for truth, such, although they are

in Babylon, are not of it ; for such after death can be drawn away
from the vanities of that religion and from idolatries, and can be

led to worship and adore the Lord ; and such also receive truths

from the Lord through the Word or through those who teach it.

For this reason, after the last judgment many societies, which are

so many churches, were instituted from such by the Lord (of which

in what follows). In regard to "the seven mountains" upon which

the woman was seen to sit, it is believed that they are the seven

mountains of Rome, where the Papal throne is. But admitting

that Rome is meant, still " the seven mountains " signify the

goods of the
- Word adulterated and profaned ; for the Word is

spiritual in every part, and this is the spiritual of it. That "the

seven mountains" signify the goods of the Word adulterated and
profaned is evident also from what immediately follows, where it

is said that the seven heads of the beast mean also "seven kings ;"

and "seven kings " signify in the spiritual sense the truths of the

Word falsified and profaned.

{.Continuation respecting the Fourth kind of Profanation.)

[3.] Those who give themselves up wholly to a life of piety, who
walk continually in pious meditations, who pray frequently upon their

knees, and talk about salvation, faith, and love at all times and in all places,

and yet do not shun frauds, adulteries, hatreds, blasphemies, and the like,

as sins against God, nor fight against them, such are the kind that are

more fully profaners ; for by the impurities of their minds they defile the

piety of their lips, especially when they renounce the world, and lead soli-

tary lives. Of this kind there are some who are still more profaners ; these

are like those just described, but by reasonings and by the Word falsely

interpreted they defend their vices as adulteries and lusts that belong to

their nature, and thus to their enjoyment. Such first regard themselves as

free from danger, afterwards as blameless, and at length as holy; and thus

under the veil of sanclity thev cast themselves into uncleannesses with

which both themselves and their garments are polluted.

1063. [Verse 10/] "And they are seven kings" signifies the

truths of the Word falsified and profaned by such.—This is evi-

dent from the signification of "kings," as meaning truths of the

Word (see n. 29. 31, 625, 1034) ; also from the mention of " seven,"

which has reference to what is holy, and in the contrary sense to

what is profane ; therefore "seven kings" signify the truths of the

Word falsified and profaned. " Seven kings " have this signification
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because the "seven mountains " just mentioned signify the goods

of the Word adulterated and profaned. For in the Word where

good is treated of truth is also treated of, because of the heav-

enly marriage, which is the marriage of good and truth in all

the particulars of it (see above, n. 238, 660. 775). [2.] One who does

not know that in the Word "kings" signify truths can by no
means know what is meant by "kings " in many passages in the

Word,

As in Daniel, where it is said that the heads and the horns of the beasts
are kings or kingdoms (vii. 17, 24) ; also in the Apocalypse (xvi. 12,

14; xviii. 3; xix. 19; xxi. 24; and elsewhere).

And in this chapter, The seven heads "are seven kings ; the five are
fallen, and one is, and the other is not yet come And the
beast that was and is not is an eighth king, and is of the seven,
and he goeth into perdition. And the ten horns. . .are ten kings,

who have not yet received a kingdom ;" and other things that fol-

low (verses 10-12).

For if kings were here meant by "kings" it could not possibly

be divined by any conjeclure what these expressions mean. But
when it is known that "kings" signify the truths of the Word
and thus the truths of the church, the meaning is plainly evident.

Moreover, by the numbers so many truths are not to be under-

stood, but such truths as are signified by the number in the spir-

itual sense. For if seven truths were signified by the "seven
kings," and five truths by "the five kings who are fallen," and
ten truths by the "ten kings" and as many "horns," from all

this no spiritual sense could in any way result ; therefore it must
always be noted that all numbers signify in the Word the quali-

ties of the things which are described.

{Continuation rispeflini; the Fourth kind ofProfanation.}

[3.] To this class of profaners those especially belong who read the

Word and know about the Lord ; because from the Lord through the Word
are all things holy that can be profaned

;
things not from that source cannot

be profaned. That is said to be profane that is the opposite of what is holy,

and that offers violence to what is holy and destroys it. From this it fol-

lows that those who do not read the Word and do not approach the Ijprd,

as is the case with the Papists, still less those who know nothing about the

Lord and the Word, like the Gentiles, do not belong to this class of profan-

ers. Those who belong to this class of profaners appear after death at

first with a face of human color, around which float many wandering stars

;

and those of them that had been leaders sometimes appear shining about
the lips. But as they are brought into the light of heaven, the stars and the

shining of the lips vanish, and the color of the face is changed to black,

and likewise their garments. But the blackness of these profaners tends to

blue, as the blackness of the other kind of profaners tends to red, for the

reason that the latter profane the goods of the Word and of the church,

while the others profane the truths of the Word and of the church. For red
derives from the sun its signification of good, while blue derives from the

sky its signification of truth.
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1064. " The five are fallen " signifies that nothing is here

said about the rest of the truths profaned, but only about the huo

that are the heads of religion.—This is evident from the significa-

tion of "the five are fallen," as meaning that of the rest nothing

is here said. For when five in the Word follows after ten it sig-

nifies some persons or things, or the remaining persons or things,

or few persons or things ; but when it does not follow after ten it

signifies many persons Or things. (On the signification of this number

seen. 584.) That "the five are fallen" signifies that nothing is

said of the rest is evident also from what follows, "The one is,

and the other is not yet come, and when he is come he must

continue a little while," which signifies that the two profaned

truths that are the heads of the rest must here be spoken of ; and

of the other it is further said in the following verse, " And the

beast that was and is not is himself an eighth king, and is of the

seven;" 'from which it is evident that all this signifies that these

profaned truths alone, and not the others, are here to be spoken

of. [2.] Consequently the "five" that are fallen signify the

remaining things of that religion that have been profaned, for five

kings of the seven are meant, and the "seven kings" signify all

the truths of the Word falsified and profaned by them (see just

above, n. 1063). Therefore the two profaned truths here treated

of, that are the heads of the rest, are that they have transferred to

themselves the Lord's Divine power, and that they have rejected

the Word. The transferring of the Lord's Divine power to

themselves is signified by the "one king who is," and by "the

other who is to come ;" and their rejection of the Word by the

"beast" that is the eighth king, and yet among the seven.

{Continuation ! The Fifth Unrfr/ Profanation.)

[3.] This kind is not like the others that have been treated of, for it

consists in jesting from the Word and about the Word. For those who
make jokes from the Word do not regard it as holy, and those who joke

about it hold it in no esteem. And yet the Word is the very Divine truth

of the Lord with men, and the Lord is present in the Word, and heaven also
;

for every particular of the Word communicates with heaven, and through

heaven with the Lord ; therefore to jest from the Word or about the .Word
s to bespatter the holy things of heaven with the dust of the earth.

1065. "And the one is" signifies the adulterated and.pro-

faned truth that the Lord's poiver over heaven and earth, thus

over tnen to save them, is transferred to their head, andfrom him
to the others who arc under him.—This is evident from the series

of things regarded in the internal sense. For as the "seven

kings" signify all the truths of the Word profaned, and "the five
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are fallen" signifies that nothing is here said about the rest of the

truths, that is, that they are not here referred to, but only the

two that are heads of the rest, namely, that respecting the Lord's

power over heaven and earth, and that respecting the Word, so it

follows that " the one king who is " and " the other who is to come "

signify the transferrence of the Lord's power to their head ; and

that "the beast that is the eighth king" signifies acknowledgment

of the Word as Divine, and yet its rejection. [2.] In resped to

the matter itself, namely, that they have transferred the Lord's

power over heaven and earth, thus over men to save them, to

their head and from him to the others who are under him. this, is

well known ; and it is evident from this that with all the heart

and mind they aspire to be gods over the earth, consequently to

be worshipped with Divine worship. That their head is wor-

shipped as a god in place of the Lord is evident from their ven-

erating him upon the knees, from the holy kissing of his shoes,

also of his footsteps. This veneration or rather adoration follows

from this, that he is able to open heaven by the keys of Peter,

and thus to bestow heaven upon whomsoever he pleases ; also

by the same means to close heaven, thus to cast into hell whom-
soever he pleases. Nor is this enough

;
they aspire to dominion

over the earth, and to this end under various pretenses of sanc-

tity they scrape together and bring into their monasteries, which

are so many treasuries, the wealth of the kingdoms of the world,

thus subjecting to themselves both the souls of men and their

possessions
;
consequently not only the things of heaven but

also those of the world with men. For they know that he who
possesses the souls of men and their wealth besides possesses

men as God does, and can transfer to himself a kind of Divine

worship. From this it is clear that those who belong to the

Babylon of the present day aspire with the whole heart and
mind to be gods, and to be adored with Divine worship. But
although they aspire to this they deny that they have transferred

any thing Divine to themselves, as will be shown in the following

article.
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(Continuation : On the Word,)

[3.] In what now follows the Word and its holiness shall be treated of

as a supplement. It was said of old that the Word is from God, Divinely

inspired, and thus holy ; and yet it has not been known heretofore where
in the Word the Divine is. For the Word appears in the letter like a com-
mon writing in a foreign style, and a style not so sublime or so lucid as

appears in the writings of the present ages. For this reason a man who
worships nature more than God, or in place of God, and thus thinks from
himself and what is his own {/>re}riuin), and not from the Lord out of heaven,

can easily fall into error respecting the Word, and into contempt for it,

saying in his heart when he reads it, What is this, or what is that? Is this

Divine ? Can God who has infinite wisdom speak in this manner? Where
is its holiness, and from what source, unless from the religion whose min-
isters it serves? and other like things. But that it may be known that the

Word is Divine, not only in every meaning but also in every expression, its

internal sense, which is spiritual, and which is in its external sense, which
is natural, as a soul in its body, has now been revealed. This sense can
bear witness to the Divinity and consequent holiness of the Word ; and can

convince even the natural man that the Word is Divine if he is willing to

be convinced.

1066. * The other is not yet come, and when he is come
he must continue a little while," signifies the profaned truth that

the Lord's power over heaven and earth, assumed by them, is said

not to be Divine, andyet it is Divine.—This is evident from the

signification of" the other" king of the two that remained besides

"the five" of the seven that "were fallen," as meaning here the

other truth profaned, which nevertheless is one with the former,

with the difference that the Lord's power over heaven and earth,

which they have transferred to themselves, is said not to be Di-

vine, and yet it is Divine. And because it is Divine, although

this is denied, it is said that this king, that is, this profaned truth,

is not yet come; and that "when it is come it must continue a

little while," which signifies that that power is Divine, although

it is said that it is not Divine. This is the signification of "that

other king," because he acts as one with the former king, only

with the difference as to whether that power is Divine or not.

That he acts as one with the former with this difference is evident

from the following verse, in which the beast is said to be "the

eighth king, and yet of the seven ;" therefore as the beast is said

to be one king of the seven, it follows that these two that remain

from the five of the seven that are fallen, and that are called " the

one" and "the other," have respect to one matter, that is, to one

profaned truth ; and that the other profaned truth is what is sig-

nified by the beast, so far as that is said to be one king of the

seven. [2.1 In respect to the thing itself it is well known that

they claim that the power over heaven, and over the souls of men
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to save them, is not Divine, since it was the power of the Lord's

Human transferred to Him from God the Father, and from the

Lord to Peter. But this is said from a fear that the common
people may withdraw from them. Nevertheless, that that power

is Divine is clearly evident from this, that the universe having

been created by God, the chief objeci of the Divine power is to

deliver men from hell and to save them. For man is not saved

in a single moment, since he is reformed and regenerated by the

Lord by successive steps from infancy even to the end of his life

in the world, and afterwards to eternity ; and to this no human

power can contribute in the least. That man is thus reformed

and regenerated by the Lord they do not know, because they do

not wish to know it
;
consequently they persuade themselves that

salvation is instantaneous, and is simply an admission into heaven,

which is a huge falsity. But on this more will be said elsewhere.

( Continuation respecting the Word.)

[3.] In brief, the Word is Divine truth itself, which gives wisdom to

angels and enlightens men. As Divine truth goes forth from the Lord,

and as what goes forth is Himself out of Himself, the same as light and
heat go forth from the sun and are the sun, that is, are of the sun out of it,

and as the Word is Divine truth, it is therefore the Lord, as it^is called in

John (i. 1-3, 14). Inasmuch as Divine truth, which is the Word, in its descent

into the world from the Lord, has passed through the three heavens, it has

become accommodated to each heaven, and lastly to men also in the world.

This is why there are in the Word four senses, one outside of the other from
the highest heaven down to the world, or one within the other from the

world up to the highest heaven. These four senses are called the celestial,

the spiritual, the natural from the celestial and the spiritual, and the merely
natural. This last is for the world, the next for the lowest heaven, the spir-

itual for the second heaven, and the celestial for the third. These four

senses differ so greatly from one another that when one is exhibited beside

the other no connection can be recognized ; and yet they make one when
one follows the other ; for one follows from the other as an effect from a

cause, or as what is posterior from what is prior
;
consequently as an effect

represents its cause and corresponds to its cause, so the posterior sense

corresponds to the prior ; and thus it is that all four senses make one
through correspondences. [4.] From all this these truths follow. The
outmost sense of the Word, which is the sense of its letter, and the fourth

in order, contains in itself the three interior senses, which are for the

three heavens. These three senses are unfolded and exhibited in the

heavens when a man on the earth is reverently reading the Word. There-

fore the sense of the letter of the Word is that from which and through

which there is communication with the heavens, also from which and
through which man has conjunction with the heavens. The sense of the

letter of the Word is the basis of Divine truth in the heavens, and without

such a basis Divine truth would be like a house without a foundation
;

and without such a basis the wisdom of the angels would be like a
house in the air. It is the sense of the letter of the Word in which the
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power of Divine truth consists. It is the sense of the letter of the Word
through which man is enlightened by the Lord and through which he
receives answers when he wishes to be enlightened. It is the sense of

the letter of the Word by which everything of doctrine on the earth must
be established. In the sense of the letter of thejWord is Divine truth in its

fulness. In the sense of the letter of the Word Divine truth is in its holi-

ness.

1067. [/Wvf 11] "And the beast that was and is not is him-

self an eighth, and is of the seven, and he goeth into perdition,"

signifies that the truth that the Word is Divine has also been

profaned ; andyet it has bec?i rejetled.—This is evident from the

signification of "the beast," as meaning the Word (see above, n.

1038); also from the signification of "that was and is not," as

meaning that the Word in the beginning was received and read,

but afterwards was taken away and not read (see above, n. 1054)

;

also from the signification of "is himself an eighth, and is of the

seven," as meaning-

that the good and truth that the Word to

them is Divine has been profaned (of which presently) ; also from the

signification of "going into perdition," as meaning that this is

acknowledged for the sake of form, and still has been rejected (see

above, n. 1055). From all this it can be seen that these words sig-

nify this profaned truth of good that the Word is Divine, and still

it has been rejected. It has been received and acknowledged

as Divine chiefly because their religion is founded on the keys

given to Peter, as described in the Word. Nevertheless, that it

has been rejected is well known, for it is taken away from the

common people, it is not read in the churches, and the same holi-

ness and inspiration are attributed to the decrees of the Pope as

to the Word; but as these are not in harmony with the Word,
the Word in general is invalidated, and even blasphemed, by the

claim that it is allowable to change it according to the state of the

church. From this it is clear that the truth that the Word is

Divine has been profaned by them. [2. J That this is the signi-

fication of these words can be seen from this, that "the beast"

treated of in this chapter signifies the Word, and is called an

"eighth king," and yet is of the seven. It is called an "eighth

king" because a "king" signifies truth, and the number "eight"

signifies good, and " seven " the truth of good profaned. For the

Word is truth conjoined to good ; therefore in every particular

of it there is a marriage of good and truth. When this is seen to

be the signification of these words their meaning is clearly evi-

dent ; but otherwise no one could perceive nor indeed .surmise

what is meant by " the beast is an eighth king and yet of the

seven, and he goeth into perdition," for to be the eighth and yet
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to be of the seven would be a contradiction. Nor could any one

perceive or surmise what is meant by "the seven kings," of whom
"five are fallen and one is, and the other is not yet come ;" also

what is signified by what is said of the beast, namely, that " it was

and is not, and yet is," and afterwards that the ten kings "shall

give over their power unto the beast, and shall make the harlot

desolate." These would never have ceased to be mysteries deeply

hidden from mankind, if it had not been revealed that the things

recorded in this chapter depict what Babylon is in respect to

the Word.

{Continuation respecting the IVord.)

[3.] That the Word is Divine truth itself, which gives wisdom to angels

and enlightens men, can be perceived or seen only by a man enlightened.

For to a worldly man, whose mind has not been raised above the sensual

sphere, the Word in the sense of the letter appears so simple that scarcely

any thing could be more simple ; and yet Divine truth, such as it is in the

heavens, and from which angels have their wisdom, lies concealed in it as

in its sanctuary. For the Word in the letter is like the adytum in the midst
of a temple covered with a veil, within which lie deposited mysteries of

heavenly wisdom, such as no ear hath heard. For in the Word and in

every particular of it there is a spiritual sense, and in that sense a Divine

celestial sense, which regarded in itself is Divine truth itself, which is in

the heavens and which gives wisdom to angels and enlightenment to men.
The Divine truth that is in the heavens is light going forth from the Lord
as a Sun, which is the Divine love. And as the Divine truth that goes

forth from the Lord is the light of heaven, so it is the Divine wisdom. It

is this that illuminates both the minds and the eyes of angels, and it is this

also that enlightens the minds of men, but not their eyes, and that enables

them to understand truth and also to perceive good when man reads the

Word from the Lord and not from self ; for he is then a participator with

angels, and has an inward perception like the spiritual perception of angels
;

and that spiritual perception which the angel-man has flows into his natural

perception, which is his own while in the world, and enlightens it. Con-
sequently the man who reads the Word from an affection for truth has en-

lightenment through heaven from the Lord.

verses 12-14.

I068« "And the ten horns that thou sawest are ten kings, who have not yet re-

ceived a kingdom, but they receive authority as kings with the beast for one hour. These
have one mind, and shall give over their power and authority unto the beast. These shall

fight with the Lamb, and the Lamb shall overcome them, for He is Lord of lords, and King

of kings; also those that are with Him, who are the called and the chosen and the faithful."

12. "And the ten horns that thou sawest are ten kings" signifies the truths of
the Word in respert to poiver [n. 1069] ; "who have not yet received
a kingdom, but they receive authority as kings with the beast for one
hour," signifies in such as have not thus acknowledged that the Lord's
power over heaven and earth has been transferred to man, but have
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ascribed Divine holiness to the Word, and not to the decrees of the Pope
[n. 1070].

13. " These have one mind, and shall give over their power and authority unto
the beast," signifies the unanimity of such that the Word is the Divine
truth, on which the church must dependfor its doftrine [n. 1071].

14. "These shall fight with the Lamb, and the Lamb shall overcome them,"
signifies that these must contend 7tiith those meant by the "harlot" in

respedl to the holiness of the Word and the Lord's power to save men,
and that the Lord has delivered those who have been willing to be led

by Him by means of the Word, and not by the woman the harlot [n.

1072] ; "for He is Lord of lords and King of kings" signifies for the

Lord isgood itselfand truth itself, andthus omnipotent [n. 1073] i "also
those that are with Him, who are the called and the chosen and the

faithful," ignifies that those that are in love to the Lord, in love towards
the neighbor, and in the faith of charity, have the truth\ respecting the

Lord's Divine power and the Divine holiness of the Word [n. 1074].

1069. [Verse 12] "And the ten horns that thou sawest are

ten kings " signifies the truths of the Word in respetl to power.—
This is evident from the signification of "horns," as meaning the

power of truth (see n. 316, 567, 776, 1041). There were " ten horns "

because "ten" signifies many persons and many things, likewise

all persons and all things (see above, n. 675) ; therefore "ten horns"

signify, in reference to the truths of the Word, all power. Also

from the signification of " ten kings," as meaning the truths of

the Word and thus of the church (of which frequently above). In

these three verses, and in verses 16 and 17, the signification of

"the ten horns of the beast" is explained, namely, that they are

those Divine truths that the Babylonish nation has profaned, the

chief of which are, that the Lord has power over heaven and
earth, and that the Word alone is holy and Divine ; for these two

truths make the church itself of the Lord on earth, for the church

is a church from its worship of the Lord and its reading of the

Word. For the Lord reforms man, and the Word teaches how
man must live that he may be reformed by the Lord

;
when,

therefore, these two truths are not acknowledged and received

the church itself perishes, for upon these two truths the church is

ounded. It was for this reason that it came to pass through the

Divine providence of the Lord that certain churches separated

themselves from the Babylonish, and these acknowledge the

Lord's Divine power over heaven and earth to be equal to the

power of God the Father, and also attribute Divine holiness to

the Word alone. This was provided by the Lord in order that

the Christian church in the European world might not be utterly

overthrown. That this is the signification of "the ten horns

which are ten kings " will appear from what follows.
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^Continuation resfeftin* the Word.)

[2.] Since the Word is Divine truth, and this goes forth from the Lord's

Divine Esse (being), as light from the sun, it follows that the Lord is the

Word because He is Divine truth. The Lord is the Word, because He is

Divine truth, and this goes forth from His Divine Esse (being), which is

Divine love, because the Divine love was in Him when in the world as a

soul is in its body ; and as Divine truth goes forth from Divine love as light

goes forth from the sun, as has been said, so the Lord's Human in the world
was Divine truth going forth from the Divine love that was in Him. That
the Divine itself, which is called "Jehovah" and the "Father," and which
is the Divine love, was in the Lord from conception, is evident in the Gospels

of Matthew and Luke. In Matthew from these words :

When Mary the mother ot Jesus had been betrothed to Joseph, "before they came
together she was found with child of the Holv Spirit. ' And the angel said to

Joseph in a dream, " Fear not to take unto thee Marv thv wile, for that which is

begotten in her is of the Holv Spirit. ... This came to pass that it might be ful-

filled which was spoke not the Lord bv the prophet :. .Behold the virgin shall

be with child, and shall bring forth a son." And Joseph •• knew her not until

she had brought forth her first-born son ; and he called His name Jesus
"

And in Luke from these words :

The angel said to Mary, "Behold thou shalt conceive in the womb, and bring forth a
son, and shalt call His DameJesus; He shall be great, and shall be called the
Son ot the Most High But Marv said unto the angel. How shall this be.
seeing I know not a man? The angel answered her, The Holy Spirit shall come
upon thee, and the power of the Most High shall overshadow thee; wherefore
also the Holy Thing that shall be born of thee shall be called the Son ot God "

(>• 3o-35).

It was because He was conceived of Jehovah that He is so frequently called

in the Word " the Son of God," and Jehovah is called His "Father."

Jehovah in respect to His Esse (being) is Divine love, and in respect to His
Existere (outgo) He is Divine good united to Divine truth. [3.] From
this it can be seen what is meant by

The Word that was with f.od and that was God, and also was the light that enlight-
eneth every man

\ John i. i-io),

namely, that it was Divine truth going forth from the Lord, thus the Lord
in respect to His Existere (outgo). That the Lord in respect to His Ex-
istere was Divine truth, and that this was His Divine Human, because this

came forth from His Divine Esse as a body from its soul, these words in

John clearly certify :

• The Word became flesh and dwelt among us, and we beheld His glorv, glory as
of the only begotten of the Father "

(i. 14).

"The Word" is the Divine truth, which also is "glory;"' "flesh" means
the Divine Human, "the only begotten of the Father" means the spring-

ing forth or going forth from the Divine Esse in Him.

1070. "And have not yet received a kingdom, but they re-

ceive authority as kings with the beast for one hour," signifies

in such as have not thus acknowledged that the Lord's power over

heaven and earth has been tratis/erred to man, but have ascribed

Divine holiness to the Word and not to the decrees of the Pope.
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—This is evident from the signification of " kings," as meaning
the truths of the Word, here those two chief truths that have been
treated of in the verses just preceding; also from the significa-

cation of "kingdom," as meaning the church, here the church

called Babylon, where those two truths have been profaned ; and
yet those truths have not been profaned by such as are meant by
"the kings that have not yet received a kingdom," but have

been accepted by them. Also from the signification of "one
hour," as meaning some part, for "hour," like times in general

and in particular, signifies in the Word a matter in respect to the

quality of its state ; so here "one hour" signifies some part, and
thus that these in some degree prevailed with the woman the

harlot. Therefore from all this there comes this meaning, that

these two chief truths of the church (that is, that the Lord's power
over heaven and the church, and thus over the souls of men to

save them, has been transferred to a certain man, and that the

voice of the mouth of the Pope has equal power and holiness with

the Word), have not been accepted and thus have not been pro-

faned. That this sense is contained in these words can be seen es-

pecially from what follows, namely, that " they shall give over their

authority to the beast," which signifies that Divine holiness must

be attributed to the Word ; also that "the Lamb shall fight with

them," and "the Lamb shall overcome them," which signifies that

they will acknowledge that the Lord has power to save, thus that

He, and not the Pope, has dominion over heaven, the church,

and the souls of men. [2.1 It has been said above that there are

two things that constitute the church, namely, the acknowledg-

ment and belief that the Lord has the power to save, and that

the Word is Divine ; and that where these two are not acknow-

ledged and believed there is no church ; and for the reason that

the Lord reforms man and gives him faith and love, and the

Word teaches the way in which man must go to the Lord that

he may receive faith and love from Him. Unless these two truths

are recognized in a church it is not a church. But that the

church in the European world might not wholly perish it has

been provided by the Lord that not only within the kingdom of

Babylon, but also outside of it, there should be societies that

should not make one with the Babylonians in these two chief

truths, which are the pillars and the foundations of the church it-

self. Within Babylon there are those in the kingdom of France,

and many in Holland, England, Scotland, and Ireland, who have

not taken away from the Lord the power to save men, nor from

the Word Divine holiness, and ascribed these to some vicar ; as
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may appear from the contest between the Gallican Church and

the Roman, which has so long- continued and still continues.

These are the things especially treated of in verses 12-14 of this

chapter. Since outside of the kingdoms of Babylon there are

churches that ascribe all power to save to the Lord, and none to

the Pope, and acknowledge the Word alone to be Divine, and

have wholly withdrawn from papal dominion, and are conse-

quently called Protestants and Reformed, so these also are

treated of in this chapter. For it is of these that it is said, that

"they shall hate the harlot and shall make her desolate and na-

ked, and also shall eat her flesh, and burn her up with fire," and

"shall give the kingdom to the beast" (verses 16, 17). (But of

this presently.)

[Continuation respecting the IVord.)

[3.] But as the world does not know how the words in John (i. I, 2,

14) that the Lord is the Word, are to be understood, this shall be further

explained. It is known in the church that God is good itself and truth

itself, and thus that all the good that an angel has and that a man has is

from God, and likewise all truth. Now since the Lord is God, He is also

Divine good and Divine truth ; and this is what is meant by "the Word,
that was with God, and was God," and also was " the light that enlighteneth

every man," and that also " became flesh," that is, Man in the world. That
when the Lord was in the world He was the Divine truth, which is the

Word, He Himself teaches in many passages where He calls Himself "the
Light," also where He calls Himself "the Way, the Truth, and the Life ;" and
where He says that "the Spirit of truth" goes forth from Him. "The
Spirit of truth" is the Divine truth. When the Lord was transfigured He
represented the Word, " His face that shone as the sun " represented its Di-

vine good ; and His garments, which were "bright as the light "and " white

as snow," represented its Divine truth. " Moses and Elijah," who then
talked with the Lord, also signified the Word, " Moses " the historical Word,
and " Elijah" the prophetic Word. Moreover, all things of the Lord's pas-

sion represented the kind of violence that the Jewish nation offered to the

Word. Again, the Lord from Divine truth, which He is, is called " God,"
"King," and "Angel," and is meant by "the rock in Horeb," and "the
rock " where Peter is spoken of. All this makes clear that the Lord is the

Word, because He is Divine truth. The Word in the letter, which is with

us, is the Divine truth in outmosts.

1071. [ Verse 13] " These have one mind, and shallgive over their

power and authority to the beast," signifies the unanimity of such

that the Word is the Divine truth, on which the church must depend

for its dotlrine.—This is evident from the signification of "hav-

ing one mind," as meaning unanimity ; also from the signification

of "giving over their power and authority to the beast," as mean-

ing that the Word is the Divine truth, on which the church must

depend for its doctrine; for "the beast" signifies the Word (see

above, n. 1038) ; and "to give over to it power and authority" sig-
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nifies to acknowledge it to be Divine truth, from which is the

doctrine of the church. It has been said above that the Gallican

church acknowledges the Word to be Divine truth, and ascribes

a Divine inspiration to all the particulars of the Word, and not

an equal Divine inspiration to the decrees of the Pope in respect

to such things as are means of salvation ; and the same is true of

others in the European world ; and this has come to pass from
the Divine Providence of the Lord, that the Christian church
might not be wholly destroyed, because by means of the Word
man has communication and conjunction with heaven, and through
heaven with the Lord ; and communication and conjunction with

heaven and with the Lord cannot possibly be given through the

declaration and decrees of the Pope, since these have for their

end not the salvation of souls, but dominion ; and all decrees and
statutes that have dominion as their end, especially over the

things of heaven and the church, have communication with hell,

and effect conjunction with hell. From all this the signification

of "the ten kings who gave over their power and authority to

the beast" is evident.

{Continuation rtsptfiing the Word.)

[2.] As it cannot but transcend the comprehension that the Lord in

relation to His Human in the world was the Word, that is, Divine truth,

according to these words in John :

"And the Word became flesh, and dwelt among us, and we s iw His glory, the glory
as of the only begotten ot the Father" (i. 14J,

it shall be again explained, as far as possible, to the comprehension. It

can be said of every regenerate man that he is his own truth and his own
good, since the thought which belongs to his understanding is from truths,

and the affection which belongs his will is from goods. Whether you say,

therefore, that a man is his own understanding and his own will, or that a

man is his own truth and his own good, it amounts to the same thing.

The body is mere obedience ; for it speaks that which man thinks from the

understanding, and does that which he wills from affection. Thus these

things and the body mutually correspond and make one, like an effect

and its effecting cause : and these taken together constitute the human.

[3.] As it can be said of the regenerate man that he is his own truth and
his own good, so it can be said of the Lord as Man, that He is truth

itself or Divine truth, and good itself or Divine good. All this makes evi-

dent the truth that the Lord in relation to His Human in the world was
Divine truth, that is, the Word ; and that everything that He then said was
Divine truth, which is the Word ; and that since the time when he went
to the Father, that is, became one with the Father, the Divine truth going

forth from Him is the Spirit of truth, which goes out and goes forth from
Him, and at the same time from the Father in Him.

1072. [Verse 14.] "These shall fight with the Lamb, and the

Lamb shall overcome them," signifies that these must contend with

those meant hy" the harlot" respecting the holiness of the Word,
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and the Lord"spower to save men, and that the Lord has delivered

those who have been willing to be led by Him by ?nea?is of the

Word, and not by the woman the harlot.—This is evident from

the signification of " fighting with the Lamb," as meaning to con-

tend about the holiness of the Word and the power of the Lord
to save men ; for those who contend about these things fight with

the Lord, but not against the Lord, for the Lord is the Word and

the Lord is salvation. Also from the signification of "and the

Lamb shall overcome them," as meaning that He will deliver those

who are willing to be taught and led by Him by means ofthe Word.
That such are those whom the Lord conquers is evident from

what follows in this verse, that they are "those who are with Him,

who are the called, and the chosen, and the faithful." These are

all such, in the kingdoms subject to the papal dominion, as call

the Pope merely the head of the church, and not a vicar in any
such sense as would put him in the place of the Lord in the world,

with a power to open and shut heaven at will, since that power is

a Divine power that cannot be transferred to any man ; and such

also as hold that it is not allowable for the Pope to change the holy

things of the Word, and to issue new decrees that are not in har-

mony with it. These are the ones here meant.

(Cenlinu.ltion respefiin? the Word.)

[2-] That the Word is holy and Divine from inmosts to outermosts is

not evident to the man who leads himself, but is evident to the man whom
the Lord leads. For the man who leads himself sees only the external of

the Word, and forms his opinion of it from its style ; but the man whom the

Lord leads forms his opinion of the external of the Word from the holiness

that is in it. The Word is like a garden, that may be called a heavenly
paradise, in which are delicacies and charms of every kind, delicacies from
the fruits, and charms from the flowers ; and in the middle of it trees of life,

and near them fountains of living water, and round about trees of the for-

est, and near them rivers. The man who leads himself forms his opinion

of that paradise, which is the Word, from its circumference, where the trees

of the forest are ; but the man whom the Lord leads forms his opinion of

it from the middle of it, where the trees of life are. The man whom the

Lord leads is actually in the middle of it, and looks to the Lord ; but the

man who leads himself actually sits down at the circumference, and looks

away from it to the world. [3.] Again, the Word is like fruit within which
there is a nutritious pulp, and in the middle of it seed vessels, in which in-

mostly is a living germ that germinates in good soil. Again, the Word is also

like a most beautiful infant, about which, except the face, there are wrappings
upon wrappings ; the infant itself is in the inmost heaven, the wrappings
are in the lower heavens, and the general covering of the wrappings is on
the earth. As the Word is such it is holy and Divine from inmosts to out-

ermosts.

1073. " r
'

or He is Lord of lords and King of kings" signi-

fiesfor the Lord isgood itself and truth itself, and thus omnipotent,

as is evident from the fact that the Lord is called "Lord" from
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Divine good, and "King" from Divine truth. There are two
things that go forth from the Lord, namely, Divine good and
Divine truth. These two go forth from the Lord united, but in

heaven they are received by the angels not so united. In the

highest or third heaven more Divine good than Divine truth is

received ; in the middle or second heaven more Divine truth than

Divine good is received. Therefore the third heaven is called the

Lord's dominion, and the second heaven is called the Lord's king-

dom ; and thus angels who are in the third heaven are called

sons of the Lord, and also lords, and angels in the second heaven
are called sons of the kingdom and sons of the King, and also

kings. These two classes of angels are meant by "lords" and
by "kings," when the Lord is called "Lord of lords and King
of kings." So, too, when He is called " God of gods," the Lord
is meant by "God," and the angels by "gods." But in general

"lords" in a spiritual sense mean all who are in good of love to

the Lord from the Lord, and "kings" those who are in the doc-

trine of truth from that love, whether in the heavens or on the

earth. Now as all good of love and thus of charity, and all truth

of dodrine and thus of faith, is given to man by the Lord through

the Word, and this is known to those who attribute to the Lord
the Divine power to save men, and who attribute to the Word
a Divine holiness, so it is here said that the Lamb shall overcome

them, for " He is Lord of lords and King of kings," that is, be-

cause the Lord alone is Divine good and Divine truth, and thus

also the Word. Because all things are done by the Lord from

Divine good by means of Divine truth, "Lord of lords and
King of kings " means also the Lord as omnipotent.

(Continuation respecting the Word.)

[2.] The Word is such because in its origin it is the Divine itself that

goes forth from the Lord, and is called Divine truth ; and when this de-

scended to men in the world it passed through the heavens in their order

according to their degrees, which are three ; and in each heaven it was re-

corded in accommodation to the wisdom and intelligence of the angels there.

Finally it was brought down from the Lord through the heavens to men,
and there it was recorded and made known in adaptation to man's under-

standing and apprehension. This, therefore, is the sense of its letter, and
in this lies Divine truth such as it is in the three heavens, stored up in dis-

tinct order. From this it is clear that the entire wisdom of the angels in

the three heavens has been imparted by the Lord to our Word, and in its

inmost there is the wisdom of the angels of the third heaven, which is in-

comprehensible and ineffable to man, because full of mysteries and treas-

ures of Divine verities. These lie stored up in each particular and in all

the particulars of our Word. And as Divine truth is the Lord in the heav-

ens, so the Lord Himself is present, and may be said to dwell in all the

particulars and each particular of His Word, as He does in His heavens
;
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and in the same way as He has said of the ark of the covenant, in which

were deposited only the Ten Commandments written on the two tables, the

first-fruits of the Word, for He said that He would speak there with Moses

and Aaron, that He would be present there, that He would dwell there, and

that it was His holy of holies, and His dwelling place as in heaven.

1074. "Also those that are with Him, who are the called, and

the chosen, and the faithful," signifies that those that are in love to

the Lord, in love towards the neighbor, and in the faith of char-

ity, have the truth respecting the Lord's Divine authority and the

Divine holiness of the Word.—This is evident from the significa-

tion of the "called," as meaning in reference to the Lord those

who are in love to the Lord ; also from the signification of the

"chosen," as meaning those who are in love towards the neigh-

bor; also from the signification of the "faithful," as meaning

those who are in the faith of charity. That this is the meaning

of "the called, the chosen, and the faithful," is evident from the

Word where "the called, the chosen, and the faithful," are men-

tioned ; and also from the fact that the angels of the third heaven,

who are in love to the Lord, are called the "called," the angels

of the second heaven, who are in love towards the neighbor, are

called the " chosen," and the angels of the first heaven, who are

in the faith of charity, are called the "faithful." And since in

the Lord's church on earth there are those who belong to the

third, the second, and the first heaven, and who therefore become
after death angels of those heavens, so "the called, the chosen,

and the faithful," mean all those in the kingdoms under the

dominion of the Pope who ascribe to the Lord the power to save

men, and ascribe to the Word alone Divine holiness and inspira-

tion, and in these two doctrines discard the vicarship of the Pope.

(Continuation resptfii>ig the Word.)

[2.] As the Divine truth, in passing from the Lord Himself through

the three heavens down to men in the world, is recorded and becomes the

Word in each heaven, so the Word is a bond of union of the heavens with

each other, and a bond of union of the heavens with the church in the

world. For the Word is the same every where, differing only perfection

of glory and wisdom according to the degrees in which the heavens are ;

consequently the holy Divine from the Lord flows in through the heavens
into the man in the world who acknowledges the Lord's Divine and the holi-

ness of the Word whenever he reads the Word ; and so far as such a man
loves wisdom, he can be instructed and can inbibe wisdom from the Word
as from the Lord Himself, or from heaven itself, and can thus be nourished

with the food with which the angels themselves are nourished, and in which
there is life

;
according to these words of the Lord :

"The words that I speak unto you are spirit and are life" John vi. 63).

"The water that I will giv? you shall become. ..a fountain of water springing up
unto eternal lite " ^john iv. 14J.
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*' Man doth not live hy broad alone, but by every word that proceedeth out ot the
mouth ol God " (Malt. iv. 4).

"Work for the meat that abideth unto eternal life, which the Son of man shall
give unto you" [fohn VI, 27).

Such is the Word.

VERSE 15.

1075* " lie saith unto me. The waters which thou sawest, where the harlot

sitteth, are peoples and multitudes and nations and tongues."

15. "And he saith unto me. The waters which thou sawest, where the harlot

sitteth, are peoples and multitudes and nations and tongues," signifies

the doclrinals from the Papal Consistory in general, that is, all the other
doclrinals, as being falsities and evils interior and exterior [n. 1076,

1077].

1076. [Verse 15.] "And he saith unto me, The waters which

thou sawest, where the harlot sitteth," signifies the doclrinals

from the Papal Co7isisto>y in general, that is, all the other doc-

lrinals.—This is evident from the signification of "waters," as

meaning the truths of the Word, and thus of the church, con-

sequently doclrinals (see n. 71, 483, 518, 854) ; here truths falsified

and profaned, because they are those upon which "the harlot

sitteth," the "harlot" signifying Babylon, where all the holy

things of church are profaned. Also from the signification of

"where the harlot sitteth," as meaning where the dominion of

Babvlon is, the "harlot" signifying the church that has become

a Babylon by the profanation of all things of good and truth

(see above, n. IO32) ; and to "sit" signifying to rule (see above, n.

1033, io38 '
1062). And as "waters" signify the doclrinals that

are in Babylon, and these go forth from the Papal Consistory, so

" the waters where the harlot sitteth," signify the doclrinals that

are from the Papal Consistory ; here all except the two that have

just been mentioned. For the series of things from verses 12 to

17 is as follows : verses 12-14 treat °f tne profanation of the two

truths which are the primary [truths] of the church, namely, the

Lord's Divine power over heaven and the church, and the

Divine holiness of the Word ; that is, that there are many within

the kingdom of Babvlon who have not profaned these, because

they have not accepted them. Verse 15 treats of profaned

goods and truths in general, thus of all other truths. Verses 16

and 17 treat of those who are outside of Babylon, who have

acknowledged the Lord's Divine power over the holy things of

the church, and also the Divine holiness of the Word, who are

those called the Reformed. This is the series of things in the

internal sense from verses 12 to 17.
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(OtUiKMlMHI reselling the Werd\

[2. J It hcis been said that Divine truth goes forth from the Lord, and
that the Word is from that, and that through the Word angels and men have
wisdom. But so long as it is unknown how Divine truth goes forth from
the Lord, this may be said but it cannot be understood. Divine truth, which
is the same as Divine wisdom, goes forth from the Lord as light and heat

do from the sun. The Lord is Divine love itself, and love appears in the

heavens from correspondence as fire, and the Lord's Divine love as a sun,

glowing and resplendent like the sun of the world. From that sun, which
is high above the heavens where the angels are, and which is Divine love,

heat and light go forth ; the heat therefrom is Divine good, and the light

therefrom is Divine truth. The heat is Divine good, because all heat of life

going forth from love is felt as good, for it is spiritual heat ; and the light is

Divine truth, because all light going forth from love is felt as truth, for it is

spiritual light
;
consequently it is from that light that the understanding sees

truths, and it is from that heat that the will is sensible of goods ; and this

is why in the Word love is meant by heavenly fire and wisdom by heavenly
light. It is the same with a man and with an angel. Every angel and man
is his own love, and a sphere flowing out from his love encompasses every
man and angel. That sphere consists of the good of his love and of the

truth of his love, for love gives forth both, as fire gives forth both heat and
light ; from the will of a man or angel it gives forth good, and from his un-
derstanding it gives forth truth. This sphere, when the man or angel is

good, has an extension into the heavens in every direction according to the

character and amount of the love, and into the hells in every direction when
the man or angel is evil. But the sphere of the love of a man or an angel

has a finite extension into a few societies only of heaven or hell, while the

sphere of the Lord's love, being Divine, has an infinite extension, and creates

the heavens themselves.

1077. "Are peoples and multitudes and nations and tongues"

signifies which arc falsities and evils interior and exterior.—
This is evident from the signification of "peoples," as meaning

those who are in truths, and in the contrary sense those who are

in falsities (see n. 175O]. 331, 625) ; also from the signification of
" multitudes," as meaning also those who are in truths or in

falsities, for "multitudes" mean people of a lower kind; also

from the signification of "nations," as meaning those who are in

goods, and in the contrary sense those who are in evils (see n. 175,

33 1 [a/]. 452,4550/], 625) ; also from the signification of "tongues,"

as meaning those who are in various confessions and perceptions

of good (see n. 455. 625, 657, qqo). " Peoples, multitudes, nations,

and tongues," signify falsities and evils interior and exterior,

because the truly spiritual sense treats of things abstracted from

persons; and thus when you take away from "peoples," as

meaning those who are in truths or falsities, all idea of person,

truths or falsities are signified instead. The same is true of

"multitudes, nations, and tongues." Falsities and evils are sig-

nified, because the "earth" signifies the church, and therefore
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"peoples, multitudes, nations, and tongues," signify the things of

which the church consists, which are either truths and goods or

falsities and evils ; and as every church is internal and external,

because its truths and goods or falsities and evils are interior and
exterior, so these are the things that are signified by these words.

This follows also from the signification of the "waters" upon
which the harlot sitteth, which it is here said are "peoples, multi-

tudes, nations, and tongues," as meaning the holy things of the

church that have been profaned (see above, n. 1033) ; and the holy

things of the church when profaned are falsities and evils, for they

are the truths of the Word falsified and its goods adulterated.

{Continuation respecting the Word.')

[2.] The Word of the Lord is wonderful in this respect, that in every

particular of it there is a reciprocal union of pood and truth, which testifies

that the Word is the Divine that goes forth from the Lord, which is Divine

good and Divine truth reciprocally united ; and also testifies that in the

Word there is a marriage of the Lord with heaven and the church, which
also is reciprocal. There is a marriage of good and truth, also of truth

and good, in every particular of the Word, in order that it may be a source

of wisdom to angels and of intelligence to men, for from good alone no
wisdom or intelligence is born, neither from truth alone, but from their mar-
riage when the love is reciprocal. This reciprocal love the Lord sets forth

in John :

'He that eateth My flesh and drinketh Mv blood abideth in Me and I in him"
(vi. 56).

In the same,
" In that dav ye shall know, that.... ye are in Me and I in vou. He that hath My

n.mmandments and doeth them, he it is that loveth Me; and I will love

The reciprocality is that such are in the Lord and the Lord is in them, also

that whoever loves the Lord the Lord also will love him. "To have His

commandments" is to be in truths, and "to do them" is to be in good.

[3.] Reciprocality is also described by the Lord in His union with the

Father, in these words,

Philip. " How savest thou, Show us the Father? Believest thou not that I am in the
Father and the Father in Me ! .... Believe Me, that I am in the Father and the
Father in Me" {.John xiv. 9-11).

From this reciprocal union of the Divine and the Human in the Lord the

reciprocal union of Divine good and Divine truth goes forth ; and this goes

forth from the Lord's Divine love ; and the same is true of the Lord's recip-

rocal union with heaven and the church, and in general the reciprocal union
of good and truth in an angel of heaven and in a man of the church. And
as good is of charity and truth is of faith, and as charity and faith make the

church, it follows that the church is in a man when there is a reciprocal union

of charity and faith in him. Again, as good is of the will and truth is of

the understanding, and as the will and understanding make man, it follows

that a man is a man according to the union of the will and all things be-

longing to it with the understanding and all things belonging to it, and this

reciprocally. This union is what is called marriage, which from creation is

in every particular of heaven and in every particular of the world ; and
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from this is the production and the generation of all things. That in even-

particular of the Word there is such a marriage that good loves truth and

truth loves good, thus mutually and in turn, is disclosed in the spiritual sense

of the Word ; and it is from this marriage that good and truth are one and

not two, and are one when good is of truth and truth is of good.

verses 16-18.

IOy8« "And the ten horns which thou sawest upon the beast, these shall hate the

harlot, and shall make her desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh, and shall burn her up
with fire. For God gaue into their hearts to do His mind, and to do one mind, [and to give their

kingdom unto the beast] until the words of God shall be consummated. And the woman whom
thou sawest is the great city, which hath kingship ouer the kings of the earth."

16. "And the ten horns which thou sawest upon the beast" signifies the truths

of the church from the Word with the Reformed, especially respecting

the Lord's Divine authority and the Divine holiness of the Word [n.

1079] ; "these shall hate the harlot" Mgnifies an entire rejection of the

dogmas by -which the Papal Consistory has falsified the truths and adul-

terated the goods of the Word, and has thus profaned the lioly things of
the church [n. 10S0] ; "and shall make her desolate and naked" sig-

nifies rejection of its falsities, which are falsified truths, and then a dis

closure that they 'were without any truth [n. 1081] ; "and shall eat her

flesh " signifies rejeclion of its evils, 'which are adulteratedgoods, and then

a disclosure that they 'were "without anygood [n. 1082]; "and shall burn
her up with fire" signifies rejeclion of the whole of that religion, which
has profaned the holy things of the church by a love of ruling over

them and over heaven [n. 1083].

17. "For God gave into their hearts to do His mind" signifies thi?igsfrom the

Lord, causing them to withdraw completely [from these profanations']

[n. 1084] ; "and to do one mind" signifies unanimously [n. 1085] ; "and
to give their kingdom unto the beast" signifies acknowledgment that

the Word is Divine, and the founding of the church upon it [n. 1086] ;

"until the words of God shall be consummated" signifies even to the

last stale of the church, when there is a judgment, and after that tvhat

is new [n. 1087].
18. "And the woman whom thou sawest is the great city" signifies the abom-

inable doclrine of the church [n. 1088] ;
" which hath kingship over the

kings of the earth" signifies its dominion over the truths of the church
[n. 1089].

1079. {Verse 16.] "And the ten horns which thou sawest upon

the beast" signifies the truths of the church from the Word with

the Reformed, especially respefling the Lord's Divine aiithority

and the Divine holiness of the Word.—This is evident from the

signification of "the ten horns upon the beast," as meaning the

truths of the church from the Word (see above, n. 1069; that "horns'*

mean truths in relation to power, see n. 316, 567, 776, I04I ; and that the " beast

"

means the Word, n. 1038). That " the ten horns of the beast" signify-

here the truths of the Word with the Reformed in relation to

power, is evident from what is said in these two verses, namely,
that "they shall hate the harlot, shall make her desolate and
naked, shall eat her flesh, and burn her up with fire," which sig-

nifies a complete rejeclion of all the statutes and decrees of the

Pope, thus of his falsifications and profanations, especially the
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two treated of above, namely, respecting his power over the holy
things of the church and over the souls of men to save them,
which is called the power to open and shut heaven, also respect-

ing the authority to interpret the Word, and to change things in

it to favor his own dominion ; these being the two heads of
their religion which the Reformed have whollv rejected and
burned with fire. That this secession is described in this and
the following verse can be seen from the series of things in the
internal sense; for verses 12-14 treat pf those within Babvlon
who have rejected those two profane dogmas, while these two
verses treat of those outside of Babylon who have rejected

them, and the rest of their profanations are treated of in verse 15.

That this is so is clearly evident when the "beast" is understood
to mean the Word, "the horns of the beast" its truths, and the

"harlot" the Babylonish profanations.

{Continuation rr\fef!iug the. IVord.)

[2.] The Word in the sense of the letter appears very simple, and yet

there is stored up in it the wisdom of the three heavens, for each least par-

ticular of it contains interior and more interior senses ; an interior sense
such as exists in the first heaven, a still more interior sense such as exists

in the second heaven, and an inmost sense such as exists in the third heaven.

These senses are in the sense of the letter, one within the other, and are

evolved therefrom one after the other, each from its own heaven, when the

Word is read by a man who is led by the Lord. These interior senses differ

in a degree of light and wisdom according to the heavens, and yet they make
one by influx, and thus by correspondences. How they thus make one shall

be told in what follows. All this makes clear how the Word was inspired

by the Divine, and that it was written from an inspiration to which nothing
else in the world can in anywise be compared. The mysteries of wisdom
of the three heavens contained in it are the mystical things of which many
have spoken.

1080. " These shall hate the harlot" signifies an entire rc-

jcflion of tJie dogmas by which the Papal Consistory has falsi-

fied the truths and adulterated the goods of the Word, and
has thus profaned the holy things of the church.—This is evi-

dent from the signification of "hating," as meaning to reject

wholly; also from the signification of the "harlot," as meaning

Babvlon, which is called a "harlot" from its falsification and

adulteration of the Word, and consequent profanation of the holy

things of the church. (That "harlots" and "whoredoms" have this signifi-

cation in the Word maybe seen n. I4IM, 8l7[>]. 88l, IO32.) " Those who
hate the harlot" mean the Reformed, who have entirely rejected

the dogmas that have proceeded from the Papal Consistory,

which could not but be against the truths and goods of the Word,
and thus could not but falsify and adulterate them, because they

had for their end the enlargement of dominion.
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IContinuatioK rnpefiinglhe Word.)

[2.j It has been said that there is a Word in each heaven and that these

Words are in our Word in their order, and that they thus make one by influx

and consequent correspondences. Here, therefore, it shall be told what cor-

respondence is and what influx is ; otherwise what the Word is inwardly in

its bosom, thus in respect to its life from the Lord, which is its soul, cannot
be understood. But what correspondence is and what influx is shall be
illustrated by examples. The changes of the face that are called expressions

correspond to the affections of the mind
;
consequently the face changes in

respect to its expressions just as the affections of the mind change in respect

to their states. These changes in the face are correspondences, as conse-

quently the face itself is ; and the action of the mind into it, that the cor-

respondences may be exhibited, is called influx. The sight of man's thought,

which is called the understanding, corresponds to the sight of his eyes ; and
consequently the quality of the thought from the understanding is made
evident by the light and flame of the eyes. The sight of the eye is a corre-

spondence, as consequently the eye itself is ; the action of the understand-

ing into the eye, by which the correspondence is exhibited, is influx. Active

thought, which belongs to the understanding, corresponds to speech, which
belongs to the mouth. The speech is a correspondence, likewise the mouth
and everything belonging to it, and the action of thought into speech and
into the organs of speech is influx. The perception of the mind corre-

sponds to the smell of the nostrils. The smell and the nostrils are cor-

respondences, and the action is influx. For this reason a man who has

interior perception is said to have a keen nose, and perceiving a thing is

called scenting it out. [3. J Hearkening, which means obedience, corre-

sponds to ths hearing of the ears
;
consequently both the hearing and the

ears are correspondences, and the action of obedience into the hearing, that

a man may raise his ears and attend, is influx ; therefore hearkening and
hearing are both significative, hearkening and giving ear to any one mean-
ing to obey, and hearkening and hearing any one meaning to hear with the

ears. The action of the body corresponds to the will, the action of the

heart corresponds to the life of the love, the action of the lungs, which is

called respiration, corresponds to the life of the faith, and the whole body
in respect to all its members, viscera, and organs, corresponds to the soul

in respect to all the functions and powers of its life. From these few ex-

amples it can be seen what correspondence is and what influx is ; and that

when the spiritual, which belongs to the life of man's understanding and
will, flows into the acts which belong to his body, it exhibits itself in a

natural effigy, and there is correspondence; also that thus the spiritual and
the natural act as one by correspondences, lijve interior and exterior, or

like prior and posterior, or like the effecting cause and the effect, or like the

principal cause which belongs to man's thought and will, and the instru-

mental cause which belongs to his speech and action. There is such a

correspondence of natural things and spiritual not only in each and every

thing of man, but also in each and every thing of the vvorld ; and the cor-

respondences are produced by an influx of the spiritual world and all things

of it into the natural world and all things of it. From all this it can be seen

in some measure how our Word, as to the sense of the letter, which is nat-

ral, makes one by influx and correspondences with the Words in the heav-
ens, the senses of which are spiritual.

1081. "And shall make her desolate and naked" signifies re-

jection of its falsities, which are falsified truths, and then a dis-
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closure that they were without any truth.—This is evident from
the signification of " making desolate and naked," as meaning to

reject its falsities, which are falsified truths ; and as it is made clear

when these have been rejected that there is no truth, this also is

signified. "To be desolate and naked" signifies to be without

any truth, for spiritual desolation and nakedness are signified ; and
spiritual desolation is like that in a desert where there is no grain

and no fruit trees, and spiritual nakedness is like that of a man who
has no garments. "Grain and fruit trees" signify knowledges
of truth and good, and " garments " signify truths investing ; there-

fore to be without these means to be without any truth. That
"nakedness" means deprivation of truth may be seen (n. 240O-O.
1008) ; and that " desolation," such as exists in a desert, means
where there is no truth may be seen (n. 7300/]).

(Continuation respiting the H'ord )

[2.] What the Word is in respect to influx and correspondences can

now be shown. It is said in John:
" He hath blinded their eves and hardened their heart, lest they should see with

their eyes and understand with their heart, and should turn themselves and I

should heal them" ynii. 40).

The "eyes" that are blinded signify the understanding of truth and belief

in it ; the " heart " that is hardened signifies the will and love of good ; and
" to be healed " signifies to be reformed. They were not permitted " to turn

themselves and be healed" lest they should commit profanation; for a
wicked 'man who is healed and who returns to his evil and falsity commits
profanation ; and so it would have been with the Jewish nation. [3.] In

Matthew :

"Blessed are your eyes, for they see ; and your ears, for they hear" (xiii. 16).

Here, too, the "eyes" signify the understanding of truth and belief in it;

so "to see" signifies to understand and believe, and the "ears" signify

obedience, thus a life according to the truths of faith, and "to hear" signi-

fies to obey and live. For one is blessed not because he sees and hears, but

because he understands, believes, obeys, and lives. [4.] In the same,

" The lamp of the bodv is the eve ; if the eve be sound the whole bodv is light,

if the eye be evil 'the whole bodv is darkened. It, therefore, the light... be
darkness, how great is the darkness" (vi. 22, 23).

Here, again, the "eye" signifies the understanding of truth and belief in it,

which is called a lamp from the light of truth that man has from under-

standing and belief. And because a man becomes wise from understanding
and believing in truth, it is said "if the eye be sound the whole body is light."

The "body" means the man, and "to be light" means to be wise. But it

is the reverse with the "evil eye," that is, understandine: and believing in

falsity. "Darkness" means falsities, "if the light be darkness " signifies

if the truth be false or falsified, and because truth falsified is worse than any
other falsity, it is said, " If the light be darkness, how great is the darkness."

[5. J These few examples make clear what correspondence is and what in-

flux is, namely, that the eye is a correspondence of the understanding and
faith, the heart a correspondence of the will and love, the ears a correspond-

ence of obedience, the lamp and light correspondences of truth, and dark-
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ness a correspondence of falsity, and so on ; and as the one is spiritual and
the other natural, and the spiritual acts into the natural and forms it to a

likeness of itself that it may appear before the eyes or before the world, so

that action is influx. Such is the Word in each and every particular.

1082. "And shall eat her flesh" signifies rejeelion of its evils,

which are adulterated goods, and then a disclostire that they were

without any good.—This is evident from the signification of

"flesh," as meaning the good of the Word and of the church,

and in the contrary sense the evil thereof. Here "flesh" means

evils, which are adulterated goods. Also from the signification

of "to eat," as meaning to consume, but here to reject wholly,

because this is said of the Reformed, who have rejected the works

or goods of Babvlon, which consist chiefly in gifts to the images

of their saints, to their tombs, also to monasteries, and to the

monks themselves, given as offerings for various expiations. It

follows that the same words mean also a disclosure that they were

without any good, for when spurious and meritorious goods are

rejected, which are signified by the "flesh" that they should eat,

it is made clear that they are without any good. [2.] " Flesh"

has various significations in the Word. It signifies what is man's

own {proprium), thus either his good or evil, and from this it sig-

nifies the whole man. But in the highest sense it signifies the

Lord's Divine Human, and particularly the Divine good of Divine

love that goes forth from Him. That "flesh" signifies the Divine

Human in respect to the good of love is evident in John:

"Jesus said, I am the living bread, which came down out of heaven ; if

any one eat of this bread he shall live forever ; and the bread which
I will give is My flesh, which I will give for the life of the world.

The Jews, therefore, strove one with another, saying, How can this

one give His flesh to eat? Jesus therefore said unto them, Verily,

verily, I say unto you, except ye eat the flesh of the Son of man,
and drink His blood, ye have not life in yourselves. He that eat-

eth My flesh and drinketh My blood hath eternal life, and I will

raise him up at the last day ; for My flesh is truly meat, and My
blood is truly drink. He that eateth My flesh and drinketh My
blood abideth in Me and I in him This is the bread which
cometh down out of heaven" (vi. 51-58).

It is clearly evident that " flesh " here means the own (proprium)

of the Lord's Divine Human, which is the Divine good of Di-

vine love, and is that which is called in the Holy Supper His

body. (That the " body " there, that is, the " flesh," is the Divine good, and the

"blood" is the Divine truth, may be see above, n. 329^].) And as "bread

and wine" have the same signification as "flesh and blood,"

"bread" meaning Divine good, and "wine" Divine truth, so

these were commanded in place of flesh and blood. [3.1 Divine
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good from the Lord was signified also by the flesh of the sacri-

fices that Aaron, his sons, and those who sacrificed, and others

who were clean, might eat,

And that this was holy (may be seen in Exod. xii. 7-9; xxix. 31-34;
Lev. vii. 15-21 ; viii. 31 ; Deut. xii. 27 ; xvi. 4) ;

consequently if an
unclean person ate of that flesh he would be cut off from his peo-
ple {Lev. vii. 21).

That those sacrifices were called "bread " (Lev. xxii. 6, 7).

That that flesh was called "the flesh of holiness" (Jer. xi. 15 ;
Hag. ii.

12), and " the flesh of the offering," which was to be upon the table

in the Lord's kingdom (Ezek. xl. 43).

The Lord's Divine Human is also called "flesh" in John:

"The Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us ; and we beheld His
glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the Father " (i. 14).

[4.] That "flesh" signified also the good in man can be seen

from the following passages. In Ezekiel:

" I will give them one heart, and I will give a new spirit in the midst of

you, and I will take away the heart of stone out of their flesh, and
I will give them a heart of flesh " (xi. 19 ; xxxvi. 26).

"Heart of flesh" means the will and love of good. In David :

" O God, Thou art my God, in the morning I seek Thee
;
my soul thirst-

eth for Thee
;
my flesh longeth for Thee in a land of drought, and

weary without waters" (Psalm lxiii. 1).

In the same,

" My soul longeth ... for the courts of Jehovah
;
my heart and my flesh

cry out unto the living God" (Psalm lxxxiv. 2).

The "flesh" that longeth for Jehovah, and that crieth out unto

the living God, signifies man in respect to good of the will, for

the "flesh" of man corresponds to the good or evil of his will,

and the "blood" to the truth or falsity of his understanding;

here "flesh" means good of the will, because it longeth for Jeho-

vah and crieth out unto God. [5.] In Job:

" I have known my Redeemer, he liveth, and at the last He shall rise upon
the dust ; and afterwards these things shall be encompassed by my
skin, and from my flesh I shall see God " (xix. 25-27).

" To see God from one's flesh " signifies from one's own voluntary

made new by the Lord, and thus good. In Ezekiel

:

Upon the bones, seen in the midst of the valley, " I will put sinews, and
I will cause flesh to come up upon them, and I will cover them with

skin, and I will give spirit unto them that thev mav live" (xxxvii.

6, a
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Here, too, "flesh" signifies what is one's own (proprium) of the

will made new by the Lord, and thus good. What "bones" and

the rest signify here may be seen above (n. 418^]. 419^], 665).

In the Apocalypse :

" Come and gather yourselves together unto the supper of the great God,
that ye may eat the flesh of kings, and the flesh of commanders
of thousands, and the flesh of mighty men, and the flesh of horses

and of them that sit on them, and the flesh of all men, free and
bond, small and great" (Apoc. xix. 17, 18 ; Ezek. xxxix. 17-19).

That "flesh" here does not mean flesh but goods of every kind,

is clearly evident. [6.] But on the other hand, that "flesh" sig-

nifies man's own voluntary, which regarded in itself is evil, is

evident from the following passages. In Isaiah

:

"They shall eat every man the flesh of his own arm " (ix. 20).

In the same,

"I will feed thine oppressors with their own flesh" (xlix. 26).

In yercmiah :

" I will feed you with the flesh of their sons and with the flesh of their

daughters ; and they shall eat every man the flesh of his compan-
ion " (xix. 9).

In Zechariah :

"The rest shall eat every one the flesh of another" (xi. 9).

In Moses

:

"I will chastise you seven-fold for your sins, and ye shall eat the flesh

of your sons and the flesh of your daughters " (Lev. xxvi. 28, 29).

[7.] In ycre>niah :

"Cursed is the man who trusteth in man and maketh flesh his arm"
(xvii. 5).

Here " flesh " signifies what is man's own (proprium), which in itself

is evil ; to appropriate this to oneself is signified bv eating and
feeding upon it. Again "flesh" signifies what is man's own (pro-

prium) in Matthew :

Jesus said," Blessed art thou. Simon,. . .for flesh and blood hath not re-
vealed it unto thee " (xvi. 17).

In ybkn;

" As many as received, to them gave He power to become sons of God,
. . . .who were born, not of bloods nor of the will of the flesh,. .

.

but of God" (:. 12, 13).

In Ezekiel

:
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Jerusalem " committed whoredom with the sons of Egypt her neighbors,
great in flesh " (xvi. 26).

In Isaiah:

"Egypt is man and not God, and his horses are flesh and not spirit"

(xxxi. 3).

In John :

"It is the spirit that quickeneth, the flesh profiteth nothing" (vi. 63).

In the same,

"That which is born of the flesh is flesh, that which is born of the spirit

is spirit" (iii. 6).

In David

:

God "remembered that they were flesh, a breath that passeth away and
returneth not ' (Psalm lxxviii. 39).

The evil of man's will, which is what is his own (proprium) from

birth is what is signified in these passages by "flesh ;" also by

The flesh that the sons of Israel lusted after in the desert, and on account
of which they were smitten with a great plague, and from which
the place was called "graves of lusts" (Num. xi. 4-34).

Moreover, in the Word the expression "all flesh" is frequently

used as meaning every man

(As in Gen. vi. 12, 13 17, 19 ; Isa. xl. 5, 6 ; xlix. 26 ; lxvi. 16, 23, 24 ; Jer.

xxv. 31 ; xxxii. 27 ; xlv. 5 ; Ezek. xx. 48 ; xxi. 4, 5 ; and elsewhere)

{Continuation respelling the Word.)

[8.] The spiritual by influx presents what is correspondent to itself in

the natural, in order that the end may become a cause, and the cause become
an effect, and thus the end through the cause may present itself in the effect

as visible and sensible. This trine, namely, end, cause, and effect, exists

from creation in every heaven. The end is good of love, the cause is truth

from that good, and the effect is use. The producing force is love, and the

product therefrom is of love from good by means of truth. The final pro

ducts, which are in our world, are various as numerous as the objects are-

in its three kingdoms of nature, animal, vegetable, and mineral. All pro-

ducts are correspondences. [9.] As this trine, namely, end, cause, and
effect, exists in each heaven, there must be in each heaven products that are

correspondences, and that are like in form and aspect the objects in the

three kingdoms of our earth ; from which it is clear that each heaven is like

our earth in outward appearance, differing only in excellence and beauty

according to degrees. Now in order that the Word may be full, that is, may
consist of effects in which are a cause and an end, or may consist of uses,

in which truth is the cause and good is the end and love is the producing

force, it must needs consist of correspondences ; and from this it follows that

the Word in each heaven is like the Word in our world, differing only in

excellence and beauty according to degrees. What this difference is shall

be told elsewhere.
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1083. "And shall burn her up with fire" signifies rcjctlion

of the whole of that religion which has profaned the holy things

of the church by a love of ruling over them and over heaven.—
This is evident from the signification of "burning with fire," as

meaning to destroy the things of the church that have been pro-

aned by a love of ruling. The punishment for profaning the holy

fthings of the church was a burning in fire, for the reason that

that "fire" represented the fire of hell, and "to be burned" sig-

nified to perish thereby, and the fire of hell is a love of ruling.

"To be burned up with fire" is here the punishment for profaning

the holy things of the church, since the harlot is here referred to,

and " Babvlon " as a harlot signifies profanation of the holy things

of the church by the diabolical love of ruling over them. "To
be burned up with fire" has the same signification as "Tophet"

in the valley of Hinnom, where sons and daughters were burnt,

and which signified in the spiritual sense profanation of the

truths and goods of the church, "sons" its truths, and "daugh-

ters" its goods. The valley of Achor, where Achan, who took

of the devoted thing, was burnt with fire after he had been stoned,

has nearly the same signification. From all this it can be seen

that "burning the harlot with fire" signifies the rejection of the

whole of the religion that has profaned the holy things of the

church by the love of ruling over them and over heaven. This

means rejection by the Reformed, as above.

Continuation respecting the Word.)

[2.] As there is a trine, one within another, in every least particular of

the Word, and this trine is like that of effect, cause, and end, it follows that

there are three senses in the Word, one within another, namely, a natural,

a spiritual, and a celestial ; a natural for the world, a spiritual for the heav-

ens of the Lord's spiritual kingdom, and a celestial for the heavens of His

celestial kingdom. (That the entire heavens are divided into two kingdoms,

the spiritual and the celestial, may be seen in Heaven and Hell, n. 20-28.)

Now as there is one sense within another, a first which is the sense of the

letter for the natural world, a second which is the internal sense for the spir-

itual kingdom, and a third which is the inmost for the celestial kingdom, it

follows that a natural man draws from it his sense, a spiritual angel his

sense, and a celestial angel his sense, thus every one what is analogous to

and in agreement with his own essence and nature. This takes place when-
ever a man who is led by the Lord is reading the Word. [3.] But let this

be illustrated by examples. When this commandment of the Decalogue is

read, " Thou shalt honor thy father and thy mother," a man in the world
understands by "father and mother " a father and mother on the earth, and
also all who are or may be in the place of father or mother ; and by " honor-

ing " he understands to hold such in honor. But an angel of the spiritual

kingdom understands by "father" the Divine good, and by "mother" the

Divine truth, and by" honoring " loving ; while an angel of the celestial king-

dom understands by "father" the Lord, and by "mother" heaven and the

church, and by "honoring" doing. [4.] When the fifth commandment of
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the Decalogue, "Thou shalt not steal ' is read, by "stealing" a man under-
stands stealing, defrauding, and taking away under any pretense his neigh-
bor's goods. But an angel of the spiritual kingdom by "stealing" under-
stands depriving another of his truths and goods by means of falsities and
evils, while an angel of the celestial kingdom by " not to steal " understands
not to attribute to himself the things that are the Lord's, as the good of love
and the truth of faith ; for thereby good becomes not good, and truth not
truth, because they are from men. [5.] When the sixth commandment,
"Thou shalt not commit adultery," is read, a man by " committing adultery

"

understands committing adultery and whoredom,also thinking filthy thoughts,
speaking lasciviously, and doing obscene things. But an angel of the spir-

itual kingdom by "committing adultery" understands falsifying the truths
of the Word and adulterating its goods, while an angel of the celestial king-
dom by "committing adultery " understands blaspheming against the Lord,

heaven, and the church. [6.] When the seventh commandment, " Thou shalt

not kill," is read, by "killing" a man understands hating and desiring re-

venge, even to murder. But an angel of the spiritual kingdom by "killing"
understands the killing of a man's soul by stumbling blocks to the life and
by reasonings, whereby a man is led into spiritual death, while an angel of

the celestial kingdom by " killing " understands seducing a man into believ-

ing that there is no God and no heaven and no hell, for thus man's eternal

life is destroyed. [7.] When the eighth commandment, "Thou shalt not

bear false witness," is read, a man by " false witness " understands lying

and defarnation. But an angel of the spiritual kingdom by " false witness
"

understands asserting, proving, and persuading that falsity is truth and evil

is good, or on the other hand that truth is falsity and good is evil, while an
angel of the celestial kingdom by " false witness " understands every falsity

against the Lord, and against heaven in favor of hell. [8.] All this makes
clear how a man draws and calls forth from the Word in the letter a natural

sense, a spiritual angel a spiritual sense, and a celestial angel a celestial

sense, much as the wood of a tree draws its sap, the leaf its sap, and the

fruit its sap, from the same soil. And what is wonderful, this is done in-

stantly, without the angel's knowing what the man thinks, or the man what
the angel thinks, and yet their thoughts are one by correspondences, as end,

cause, and effect are one. Moreover, ends are actually in the celestial king-

dom, causes in the spiritual kingdom, and effects in the natural world.

1084. [Verse 17] "For God gave into their hearts to do His

mind" signifies thingsfrom the Lord, causing them to withdraw

eonipletely [from these profanations'].—This is evident from the

signification of "giving into their hearts," as meaning to inspire

affection, for the "heart" signifies the will and the love, that is,

the affection, which is the will and the love in its continuity.

God, of whom this is said, means the Lord, because there is no

other God of heaven and earth. Also from the signification of

"doing his mind," that is, in reference to the "harlot," as mean-

ing the things said in the preceding verse, that they should make
the harlot "desolate and naked, eat her flesh, and burn her up

with fire," which signifies in brief that they would wholly reject

the profane things of Babylon and withdraw from them, as was

done by the Reformed.
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{Continuation rtspefling tht IFord.)

[2. J Since it is from creation that end, cause, and effeiit shall together

make one, so it is from creation that the heavens shall make one with the

church on the earth, but by means of the Word, when it is read by man from
a love of truth and good. For the Word was given by the Lord to this end,

that there might be a perpetual conjunction of the angels of heaven with

men on the earth, and a perpetual communication according to conjunction.

Without this medium there would be no conjunction or communication
with heaven on this earth. The conjunction and communication are in-

stantaneous, and for the reason that all things of the Word in the sense of

the letter are as effects, in which the cause and the end exist together, and
the effects, which are in the Word, are called uses, their causes truths, and
their ends goods ; and the Divine love, which is the Lord, unites these three

together in the man who is in an affection for uses from the Word. How
a man draws and calls forth from the Word in the letter the natural sense, a
spiritual angel the spiritual sense, and a celestial angel the celestial sense,

and this instantly, from which there is a communication and a conjunction,

shall be illustrated by comparisons ; first by something in the animal king-

dom, afterwards by something in the vegetable kingdom, and finally by
something in the mineral kingdom. [3.] From theAnimalKingdom :—From
the food, when it has been changed into chyle, the vessels draw and call forth

their blood, the fibres of the nerves their fluid, and the substances that are

the origins of fibres their spirit, which is called the animal spirit ; and this

is done through the vital heat, which in its essence is love. The vessels, the

fibres, and the substances which are their origins, are distinct from each

other, and yet they act as one throughout the body, and they act together

and on the instant. [4.] From the Vegetable Kingdom :—The tree, with its

trunk and branches, leaves and fruits, stands upon its root, and from the

soil where its root is draws and calls forth its sap, a coarser sap for the trunk

and branches, a purer for the leaves, and a still purer and also nobler for

the fruits and for the seeds in them ; and this is done by means of heat from
the sun. Here the branches, leaves, and fruit are distinct, and yet they ex-

tract together and instantly and from the same soil foods of such different

purity and nobleness. [5.] From the Mineral Kingdom :— In the bosom of

the earth in certain places there are minerals impregnated with gold, silver,

copper, and iron. From vapors stored up in the earth the gold attracts its

element, silver its element, copper and iron theirs, distinctly, together and
on the instant, and this by means of some power of unknown heat. [6.] As
it is allowable to illustrate spiritual things by means of comparisons drawn

from natural things, these will serve to illustrate how interior things, which

are spiritual and celestial, and by which a man of the church has commun-
ication and conjunction with the heavens, can be drawn and called forth and

extracted and eliminated from the Word in its outmosts, that is, the sense

of the letter. Comparisons can be made with these, because all things in

the three kingdoms of nature, animal, vegetable, and mineral, correspond to

'he spiritual things that are in the three heavens, as the food of the body,

with which a comparison has been made, corresponds to the food of the soul,

which is knowledge, intelligence, and wisdom ; a tree, with which also a com-
parison has been made, corresponds to man, the tree to man himself, the

wood to his good, the leaves to his truths, and the fruits to his uses ;
so, too,

gold, silver, copper, and iron, correspond to goods and truths, gold to celes-

tial good, silver to spiritual truth, copper to natural good, and iron to nat-

ural truth. Moreover, these things have these significations in the Word.
And what is wonderful, the purer are contained in the grosser and are drawn
from them, as the animal spirit and the nerve fluid are contained in blood
from which the original substances and nerve fibres draw and extract their
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distinct portions. So, again, fruits and leaves draw theirs from the gross
fluid that is brought up from the soil by the wood and its bark, and so on.

Thus comparatively, as has been said, the purer senses of the Word are

drawn and called forth from the sense of the letter.

1085. "And to do one mind" signifies unanimously.—This

is evident from the signification of "doing one mind," as mean-

ing unanimously, for "it was given into their hearts to do the

mind of the harlot" signifies that they should wholly withdraw

from the profane things of Babylon; consequently "to do one

mind" signifies unanimity in it. That there is unanimity in this

is evident from the Reformed, who are divided into three

churches, one of which has embraced the doctrine of Luther,

another that of Calvin, and the third that of Melancthon ; never-

theless all three have wholly withdrawn from the profanities of

Babvlon. This, therefore, is what is here signified by "doing one

mind " (see just above, n. 1084).

(Continuation rts?<nin? the Word.)

[2.] As there are three senses in the Word, a natural, a spiritual, and

a celestial, and as its natural sense, which is the sense of the letter, is a con-

tainant of the two senses, the spiritual and celestial, it follows that the sense

of the letter of the Word is the basis of those senses. And as the angels

of the three heavens receive their wisdom from the Lord through the Word
that they have, and as their Words make one with our Word by correspond-

ences, it also follows that the sense of the letter of our Word is the basis,

support, and foundation of the wisdom of the angels of heaven. For ths

heavens rest upon the human race as a house rests upon its foundation ; so

the wisdom of the angels of heaven rests in like manner upon the know-
ledge, intelligence, and wisdom of men from the sense of the letter of the

Word ; for, as has been said above, communication and conjunction with the

heavens are effected through the sense of the letter of the Word. For this

reason, as a result of the Lord's Divine providence, there has been no
mutilation of the sense of the letter of the Word from its first revelation,

not even in a word or letter in the original text ; for each word, and in some
measure each letter, is a support. From all this it is clear what a profana-

tion it is to falsify the truths and adulterate the goods of the Word, and how
infernal it is to deny or to weaken its holiness. As soon as that is done, for

that man of the church heaven is closed. The blasphemy against the Holy
Spirit, which cannot be forgiven, is the blasphemy of the Word by those
who deny its holiness. Since the Word is the basis of the heavens, and
since the Word has been wholly falsified and adulterated by the Jewish na-

tion by traditions and adaptation of the sense of the letter to favor their

evil loves, lest the heavens should be endangered and the wisdom of the

angels there should become foolishness it has pleased the Lord to come down
from heaven and to put on the Human and to become the Word (as is evi-

dent from John i. 14), and thus to restore the state of heaven.

X086. "And to give their kingdom unto the beast" signifies

acknowledgment that the Word is Divine, and thefounding of the

church upon it.—This is evident from the signification of "giving
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a kingdom," as meaning the church ; for "kingdom" signifies in

the Word the church in respect to truth, and "dominion" the

church in respect to good. Also from the signification of "the

beast," as meaning the Word (see above, n. 1038). Therefore "to

give a kingdom to the beast " signifies to give the church to the

Word, or what is the same, to acknowledge the Word, and to

establish and found the church upon it. From what is related in

this verse, also in verses 11, 12, 13, 16 above respecting the

beast, and which is there explained, it is clearly evident that "the

beast" signifies the Word received by those who are meant by
" the harlot," and yet rejected, and nevertheless defended by

others both within Babylon and without it. [2.] The Word can

be meant by a "beast," for a lion and a lamb are beasts, and yet

by them the Lord is meant throughout the Word ; also sheep,

kids, rams, goats, and heifers are beasts, and yet by them the

holy things of heaven and the church are signified throughout

the Word ; and again, " the beast out of the earth," mentioned

above, signified confirmations from the Word in favor of faith

separated (seen. 815). That nothing else can be signified by this

beast is clearly evident from what is said about it (verse 13),

that "the ten kings would give their power and authority unto

the beast;" also in verses 16 and 17, that "they would give

their kingdom to the beast ;" although they were those who
"made the harlot desolate, ate her flesh, and burnt her up with

fire." [3.1 The harlot was seen sitting upon the beast because

Babylon based her dominion upon certain passages in the Word ;

as what was said by the Lord to Peter. That the harlot would
sit "upon many waters," and elsewhere "upon treasures," also

was seen " arrayed in purple and scarlet, and gilded with gold

and precious stone and pearls, having in her hand a golden cup"
(verses 1-4 of this chapter, and Jer. li. 13), has the same signifi-

cation.

(Continuation respecting the fford.)

[4.] There is a successive order and there is a simultaneous order.

In successive order things pure and perfect appear above, and those less

pure and perfect appear below. The three heavens are in successive order,

one above another ; and in the higher heavens all things are pure and per-

fect, while in the lower they are less pure and perfect. Simultaneous order

exists in lower things, and fully in the lowest; for higher things let them-
selves down and place themselves in the order that is called simultaneous,

in which the pure and perfect things, which were the higher, are in the mid-
dle or centre, and the less pure and perfect, which were the lower, are in

the circumferences. Therefore all things that have come forth in succes-

sive order are together in outmosts in their order. [5.] And as all higher
things place themselves in what is lowest in simultaneous order, it follows
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that in the outmosts of the Word, which constitute the sense of its letter*

are all things of Divine truth and of Divine good, even from their firsts-

And as all things of Divine truth and Divine good are together in their

outmost, which is the sense of the letter of the Word, there evidently is

the power of Divine truth, yea, the omnipotence of the Lord in saving man.
For when the Lord operates He operates not from first things through

mediates into outmosts, but from first things through outmosts and thus

into mediates. This is why the Lord is called in the Word the First and
the Last ; and this is why the Lord assumed the Human, which in the

world was Divine truth or the Word, and glorified it even to outmosts,

which are the bones and flesh, in order that He might operate from first

things through outmosts, not as before from man, but from Himself.

This power in outmosts was represented by the hair with the Nazirites, as

with Samson, for the hair corresponds to the outmosts of Divine truth.

And for this reason, to produce baldness was regarded in ancient times as

disgraceful. [6.] The boys who called Elisha "bald head" were torn in

pieces by bears, because Elisha and Elijah represented the Word ; and the

Word without the sense of the letter, which is like a head without hair, is

destitute of all power, and thus is no longer the Word. "Bears" signify

those thac have strength from the outmosts of truth. The power of the

Word in the sense of the letter is the power to open heaven, whereby com-
munication and conjunction are effected, and also the power to fight against

falsities and evils, thus against the hells. A man who is in genuine truths

from the' sense of the letter of the Word can disperse and scatter the whole

diabolical crew and their devices in which they place their power, which

are innumerable, and this in a moment, merely by careful thought and an

effort of the will. In brief, in the spiritual world nothing can resist gen-

uine truths confirmed by the sense of the letter of the Word.

1087. "Until the words of God shall be consummated" sig-

nifies even to the last state of the ehurch, when there is ajudgment,

and after that what is netv.—This is evident from the signification

of "to be consummated," as meaning to have an end ; or specifi-

cally, when there is no longer any good or truth of doctrine or

life remaining, that is, when the last state of the church has come.
(That consummation means the last state of the church can be seen n. 624.!^].

911.) And as the last judgment comes in the last state of the

church, and after that a new church is established by the Lord, so
" to be consummated " signifies the last state of the church when
judgment takes place, and afterwards that which is new. Also

from the signification of "the words of God," as meaning pre-

dictions in the Word ; therefore " the words of God shall be con-

summated " signifies when the predictions are fulfilled. It is said

that those signified by "the ten horns of the beast" will "make
the harlot desolate, eat her flesh, and burn her up with fire," and

"will give the kingdom to the beast, until the words of God
shall be consummated," because those also who have wholly

withdrawn from Babylon and have rejected her profanities are

then devastated in respeel to all the goods and truths of heaven,
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that is, they have equally falsified the Word, not from a princi-

ple of ruling over the holy things of the church and over heaven,

but from the principle of separating works from faith, and when
these have been separated there is no longer any living from the

Lord, but only a living from self and the world, and that life is a

life of evil from falsity, therefore " the words of God shall be con-

summated" also means when these, too, have been devastated.

lCcr.:ir.ui:ion respecting the IVordA

[2.] Now since all interior things, that is, the spiritual and celestial

things that are in the Words of the three heavens, are together in the out-

most sense of the Word, which is called the sense of the letter, (for in its

inmosts there are the things that are in the Word that the angels of the third

heaven have, and in its middle parts the things that are in the Words be-

longing to the angels of the lower heavens, and these are encompassed by
such things as exist in the nature of our world and are included in these,)

so the sense of the letter of our Word is from all these. From this it can be

seen that Divine truth is in its fulness in the sense of the letter of our Word.
That is said to be full which contains in itself all things prior, even from the

first, or all things higher even from the highest ; the last is what includes

these. The fulness of the Word is like a general vessel of marble, in which
are countless lesser vessels of crystal, and in these still more numerous ves-

sels of precious stones, in and about which are the most delightful things of

heaven which are for those who perform noble uses according to the Word,
That the Word is such is not evident to man while he is in the world

; but

it is evident to him when he becomes an angel. Because the Word is such
in outmosts it follows that it is not the Word until it is in that outmost,

that is, until it is in the sense of letter. The Word not in that outmost
would be like a temple in the air and not on the earth, or like a man hav-

ing flesh but without bones. [3.] As Divine truth is in its fulness and
also in its power in its outmost, for when it is in that it is in all things

at once, so the Lord never works except from first things through out-

mosts, and thus in fulness. For He reforms and regenerates man only

through truths in cutmosts, which are natural. And this is why a man re-

mains after his departure out of the world to eternity such as he has been
in the world. For the same reason heaven and hell are from the human
race, and angels are not created immediately such ; for in the world a man
is in his fulness, consequently he can there be conceived and born, and
afterwards be imbued with knowledge, intelligence, and wisdom, and become
an angel. To create angels in any other way is impossible. [4.] Because
the Lord works all things from things first through outmosts, and is in His
power and in His fulness in outmosts, so it pleased the Lord to take upon
Him the Human and to become Divine truth, that is, the Word, and thus

from Himself to reduce to' order all things of heaven and all things of hell,

that is, to execute a last judgment. This the Lord could accomplish from
the Divine in Himself, which was in things first, through His Human which
was in outmosts, and not, as before, from His presence or abode in the men
of the church ; for these had wholly forsaken the truths and goods of the

Word, in which the Lord had previously had His dwelling-place with men.
This was the chief reason for the Lord's coming info the world, also for

making His Human Divine ; for He thus put Himself into possession of

a power to hold all things of heaven and all things of hell in order for ever.

This is meant by

"titling at the right hand of God " \Mark xvi. 19).
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"The right hand of God" means Divine omnipotence, and "to sit at the
right hand of God " means to be in that omnipotence through the Human.
That the Lord ascended into heaven with His Human glorified even to out-
mosts He testifies in Luke :

Jesus said to the disciples, "See My hands and My feet, that ii is I Mvself, handle
Me and see; tor a spirit hath not Hesh and bones as ye behold 'Me having"
(xxiv. 39).

This the Lord said just before His resurrection. " Flesh and bones" are
the outmosts of the human body, on which its strength depends.

1088. [firKi8.] "And the woman whom thou sawest is the

great city" signifies the abominable dotlrine of the church.—This
is evident from the signification of "the woman," as meaning the

church, here a church in which the truths and goods of the

Word are profaned, which is no longer a church, but a religion

that is called Babylon. Also from the signification of "city," as

meaning the doctrine of the church (see n. 223), here the doctrine

of Babylon, which is an abominable doctrine, because it is from

the goods and truths of the Word, from which are the holy

things of the church, which have been profaned. This woman
who signifies the church is called "a great city," which signifies

doctrine, because only from doctrine can there be a church, and

such as the doctrine is such is the church, here such is the

religion. It is Babylon that is here meant by the "city;" and
" Babylon" as a metropolis has the same signification as "Baby-
lonia" which is a kingdom; as in Daniel, where it is called

" Babel." Other chief cities have the same significations as their

kingdoms, as the Jewish kingdom and Jerusalem, the Israelitish

kingdom and Samaria, the kingdom of Syria and Damascus.

But while the kingdom signifies the church, the chief city signi-

fies the church in respect to doctrine.

{Continuation rcs?t(lin£ the Word.)

[2.] Divine truth is what is called holy, but only when it is in its out-

most, and its outmost is the Word in the sense of the letter ; therefore the

Divine truth there is holy, and may be called a holy place, and for the

reason that that sense contains and encloses all the holy things of heaven

and the church. The appearance is that Divine truths in the heavens,

which are called spiritual and celestial, are more holy than the Divine truths

in the sense of the letter of the Word, which are natural ; but the Divine

truths in the heavens, which are called spiritual and celestial, are compara-

tively like the lungs and heart in man, which form the chest only when
they are encompassed by ribs, and enclosed in the pleura and diaphragm

;

for without these integuments, and even unless connected with them by

bonds, they could not perform their vital functions. The spiritual things

of the Word are like the breathing of the lungs, its celestial things are like

the systole and diastole of the heart, and its natural things are like the

pleura, the diaphragm, and the ribs, with the moving fibres attached, by

which the motions are made reciprocal. [3.] Again, the spiritual and
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celestial things of the Word are comparatively like the holy things of the

tabernacle, which consisted of the table upon which was the shew bread,

the golden altar upon which was the incense, the perfumes and the censer,

also the lampstand with the lamps, and still further within, the cherubim,

the mercy seat, and the ark. All these were the hoiy things of the Jewish
and Israelitish church ; nevertheless they could not be called holy and a

sanctuary until they had been covered by curtains and veils, for without

those coverings they would have stood under the naked sky, exposed to

showers and storms, to the birds of heaven and the wild beasts of the earth,

and also to robbers that would violate, plunder, and scatter them. So would
it be with the Divine truths in the heavens, which are called spiritual and
celestial, unless they were enclosed in natural truths, like the truths of the

sense of the letter of the Word. [4.] Natural truths, which are the truths

of the sense of the letter of the Word, are not the very truths of heaven, but

are appearances of them ; and appearances of truth encompass, enclose, and
contain the truths of heaven, which are genuine truths, and cause them to be

in connection and order and to act together, like the cardiac and pulmonary
organs with their coverings and ribs, as has been said above ; and when these

truths are held in connection and in order they are holy, and not till then.

This the sense of the letter of our Word does by means of the appearances
of truth of which its outmost consists ; and this is why that sense is the

holy Divine itself and a sanctuary. [5.] But he is greatly mistaken who
separates appearances of truth from genuine truths and calls these appear-

ances holy by themselves and of themselves, and not the sense of the letter

holy by these and from these, and together with these. He separates these

who sees only the sense of the letter and does not explore its meaning, as

those do who do not read the Word from doctrine. The "cherubim " mean
in the Word guard and protection that the holy things of heaven be not
violated, and that the Lord be approached only through love ; consequently
these signify the sense of the letter of the Word, because that is what guards
and protects. It guards and protects in this manner that man can think
and speak according to appearances of truth so long as he is well-disposed,
simple, and as it were a child ; but he must take heed not to so confirm

appearances as to destroy the genuine truth in the heavens.

1089. "Which hath kingship over the kings of the earth"

signifies its dominion over the truths of the church.—This is evi-

dent from the signification of "having kingship," as meaning
dominion, and as being predicated of truths or falsities. That
"kingdom" means the church in respect to truths or falsities

may be seen (n. 48, 684O], 685). Also from the signification of

"kings of the earth," as meaning truths (see n. 31, 625, 1034. 1063,

1073). Also from the signification of "earth," as meaning the

church (of which frequently above}. This makes clear that "having
kingship over the kings of the earth" signifies dominion over

the truths of the church. There is dominion over the truths of

the church because their chief, who is called Pope and Pontiff",

ascribes to his own decrees an equal holinesss and a like inspira-

tion with the truths of the Word. It is also a part of this doc-
trine that it is lawful for him to alter the truths of the Word
according to the changes of the state of the church, and thus to
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turn them into such things as may be means of dominion, and
these are falsities ; for all things that have regard to dominion

are falsities, or truths falsified, since the end chooses and adapts

to itself the means ; and means that are adapted to an end that

is dominion over the souls of men, over all things of the church,

and over heaven, cannot be truths, and if they are truths the

end falsifies them, but in those only who are in such dominion.

[Continuation resfelti«s the Ifcrd.)

[2.] It is an invariable truth that no one can understand the Word
without doctrine ; for he may be led away into any errors to which he may
be inclined from some love, or to which he may be drawn from some princi-

ple, whereby his mind becomes unsettled and uncertain, and at length as it

were destitute of truth. But he who reads the Word from doctrine sees

all things that confirm it, and many things that are hidden from the eyes

of others, and does not permit himself to be drawn away into strange

things ; and thus his mind becomes so settled as to see with certainty.

Again, the Word may be drawn away to confirm heresies unless it is read

from doctrine, for the reason that the sense of its letter consists of mere
correspondences, and these are in great part appearances of truth, and in

part genuine truths, and unless there be doctrine for a lamp these cannot

be seen and cannot be distinguished from each other. [3.] And yet only

from the Word can doctrine be acquired, and it can be acquired only by
those who are in enlightenment from the Lord. Those are in enlighten-

ment who love truths because they are truths and make them to be of their

life. Moreover, all things of doctrine must be confirmed by the sense of

the letter of the Word, because Divine truth is in its fulness and in its

power in that sense, and through it man is in conjunction with the Lord

and in consociation with the angels. In brief, he who loves truth because

it is truth can inquire of the Lord, as it were, in doubtful matters of faith,

and can receive answers from Him, but nowhere except in the Word, for

the reason that the Lord is the Word.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

I

AND after these things I saw an angel coming down
/ \ out of heaven, having great power, and the

earth was lightened by his glory.

2. And he cried out mightily with a great voice, say-

ing, Fallen, fallen is Babylon the great, and is become a

habitation of demons and a hold of every unclean spirit,

and a hold of every unclean and hateful bird.

3. For of the wine of the anger of her whoredom
all nations have drunk, and the kings of the earth have

committed whoredom with her ; and the merchants of

the earth have become rich from the power of her

luxuries.

4. And I heard another voice from heaven saying.

Come forth out of her, my people, that ye become

not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of

her plagues.

5. For her sins have reached even unto heaven,

and God hath remembered her iniquities.

6. Render unto her even as she rendered unto you,

and double unto her double according to her works ; in

the cup that she mingled mingle to her double.

7. How much she glorified herself and lived luxuri-

ously so much torment and mourning give her, for in

her heart she saith, I sit a queen, and a widow I am
not, and mourning I shall not see.

8. For this reason in one day shall her plagues come,
death and mourning and famine,and she shall be burned
up in the fire ; for strong is the Lord who judgeth her.
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9. And the kings of the earth shall weep for her

and wail over her, who have committed whoredom
and lived luxuriously with her, when they shall look

upon the smoke of her burning';

10. Standing afar off for the fear of her torment,

saying, Woe, woe, that great city Babylon, that strong

city ; for in one hour is thy judgment come.

1 1. And the merchants of the earth shall weep over

her, because no one buyeth their merchandise am-
more

;

12. Merchandise of gold and of silver, and of pre-

cious stones and of pearl, and of fine linen, and of pur-

ple, and of silk and scarlet, and of all thyine wood, and

every vessel of ivory and every vessel of precious

wood, and of brass, and of iron, and of marble;

13. 'And cinnamon and incense, and ointment and

frankincense, and wine and oil, and fine flour and

wheat, and beasts of burden and sheep, and horses

and carriages, and slaves, and souls of men.

14. And the fruits of the desire of thy soul have

departed from thee ; and all fat find splendid things

have departed from thee, and thou shalt find them

no more.

15. The merchants of these things, who became

rich by her, shall stand afar off for fear of her tor-

ment, weeping and mourning;

16. And saying, Woe, woe, that great city, arrayed

in fine linen and purple and scarlet, and gilded with

gold, precious stone and pearls
;

[Eng. version, verse 17] for

in one hour were made desolate so great riches.

1 7. And every pilot, and all that are employed on

ships, and sailors, and as many as ply the sea, stood

afar off,

18. And cried out as they saw the smoke of her

burning, saying, What city is like this great city?
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19. And they cast dust upon their heads, and cried

out weeping and mourning, saying, Woe, woe, that

great city, wherein all that had ships in the sea were

made rich by her costliness ; for in one hour they

were made desolate.

20. Rejoice over her, O heaven, and ye holy apos-

tles and prophets, for God hath judged your judg-

ment upon her.

21. And one strong angel took up a stone like a

great millstone and cast into the sea, saying, Thus
with violence shall Babylon, that great city, be cast

down and shall be found no more.

22. And the voice of harpers, and musicians, and
pipers, and trumpeters, shall be heard in thee no more

;

and no craftsman of whatsover craft shall be found

in thee any more, and the voice of a millstone shall

be heard in thee no more
;

23. And the light of a lamp shall shine in thee no
more, and the voice of bridegroom and of bride shall

be heard in thee no more, because thy merchants

were the great men of the earth, because by thy

sorcery have all nations been seduced.

24. And in her was found the blood of prophets and
of saints, and of all that had been slain on the earth.

EXPLANA TIO N.

VERSE I.

lOQO* "And after these things I saw an angel coming down out of heaven, having
great power, and the earth was lightened by his glory."

I. "After these things " signifies what was done after the lastjudgment upon
those meant by the "harlot" [n. 1091] ; "I saw an angel coming down
from heaven" signifies the Divine that goes forth from the Lord in
heaven and in the world [n. 1092] : "having great power" signifies

which now has omnipotence, as in the heavens so upon the earth [n.

io93] >

uand the earth was lightened by his glory" signifies the church
now in lightfrom the influx and reception of Divine truth [n. 1094].

1091. [Verse 1.] "After these things" signifies what was done

after the lastjudgment upon those meant by the "harlot."—This
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is evident from what follows in this chapter, namely, from the cry

of the angel that came down out of heaven, that Babvlon the

great had fallen, and had become "a habitation of demons, a

hold of every unclean spirit, and a hold of every unclean and
hateful bird," which means its downfall, thus the last judgment

;

also from what follows, that they who stood afar off on account

ol the fear of her torment said, " Alas, alas, the great city Baby-
lon, the strong city, for in one hour her judgment is come"
(verses 10, 15, 16, 19), and from the rest. But what was to be

done after this, that is, after the last judgment upon these, is re-

lated in this chapter, namely, that their religion would be wholly

condemned, and would never rise again. But this must be thus

understood, that this religion will continue in the world because

the love of ruling is so implanted in every one that it cannot be

rooted out, and so long as that love is present it is impossible

for that religion to come to an end in the world ; and yet in the

spiritual world, into which every one comes after death, it will

come to an end, for then all who are of that religion and have

exercised dominion from the delight of the love of ruling, do not

as they previously did, make for themselves seeming heavens in

the world of spirits, which is in the midst between heaven and

hell, and dwell there for a time, but as soon as they arrive there

they are sent away and cast into their hells. This is what is

meant by the destruction of Babylon, as predicted both here in

the Apocalypse, and in many passages in the prophets. Since

the Babylonians have transferred the Lord's power over heaven

and the church to their chief pontiff, whom they call the suc-

cessor of Peter, and thus the vicar of the Lord, declaring that

the power over heaven and hell was transferred by the Lord to

Peter, and that it was not the Lord's Divine power but His

human power given Him by God the Father, I will show at the

end of the articles of this chapter that the Lord even as to His

Human was God, that is, that His Human was Divine ; and from

this it follows that the Babylonians did transfer His Divine power

to him whom they call the Lord's vicar, and thus made him a

god upon earth, and that he has made his ministers deities,

which can be nothing else than horrible. In the first place, then,

at the end of the articles the doctrine of the Trinity that is ac-

cepted in the whole Christian world, and is called the Creed of

Athanasius, also the Athanasian Faith, according to the decree

of the Council of Nice, shall be examined ; and here the Creed
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itself, as adopted in England from the decree of the council, shall

be quoted entire.

SUhanasicut Symbolic £ait\).

[2.] " Whosoever will be saved, before all things it is necessary that he hold

the Catholicfaith ;

Which faith except every one shall keep it whole and entire, without doubt he shall

perish everlastingly.

The Catholicfaith is this :—

" That we worship one Cod in Trinity, and Trinity in Unity ;

Neither confounding the persons, nor dividing the *substance. * essence.

For there is one person of the Father, another of the Son, and another of the Holy

Spirit;

But the Godhead of the Father, of ike Son, and of the Holy Spirit, is one and the

same, the glory equal, and the majesty co-eternal.

Such as the Father is, such is the Son, and such is the Holy Spirit.

The Father is uncreate, the Son is uncreate, and the Holy Spirit is uncreate.

The Father is infinite, the Son infinite, and the Holv Spirit infinite.

The Father eternal, the Son eternal, and the Holy Spirit eternal.

Andyet they are not three eternals, but one eternal

;

Also there are not three infinites, nor three uncreate. but one uncreate and one infinite.

So likewise the Father is Almighty, the Son Almighty, and the Holy Spirit Almighty ;

And yet they are not three Almighties, but one Almighty.

As the Father is God, so the Son is God. and the Holy Spirit is God ;

And yet there are not three Gods, but one God.

So likewise the Father is Lord, the Son is Lord, and the Holy Spirit is Lord ;

And yet there are not three Lords, but one Lord.

For like as we are compelled by the Christian verity to acknowledge every person by

Himself to be God and Lord ;
\otkers,

, . , , , _ , ,. .. . , we cannot from the Christian
So 1are we forbidden by the Catholic religion to say there fa j th make mention of thrte

be three Gods or three Lords. Oods or of three Lords.

The Father was made of none, neither created nor begotten :

The Son is of the Father alone, not made nor created, but begotten.

The Holy Spirit is of the Father and of the Son, neither made, nor created, nor

begotten, but proceeding.

So there is one Father, not three Fathers ; one Son, not three Sons ; one Holy Spirit,

not three Holy Spirits.

And in this Trinity none is afore or after another ; none isgreater or less than another;

But the whole three persons are co-eternal and co-equal, iothtn.

So that in all things, as afore said, the t Unity ^one God-

in Trinity, and the Trinity in Unity is to be Persons is to be worshipped.

worshipped.

He, therefore, that will be saved must thus think of the Trinity.

"Furthermore, it is necessary for salvation Slhal he
constantly believe

believe rightly the incarnation of our Lord that our Lord Jesus Christ is

Jesus Christ. true Man.

For the true faith is. that we believe and confess that our Lord Jesus Christ, the

Son of God is God and Man.
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God of the *subslance of the Father, begotten before the world, and man of ' °r
-

the 1 substance of the mother, born in the world : others,
'

Perfect God and perfect man, consisting of a reasonable soul and a human
J^JJj

1
*;

body : nature.

Equal to the Father as touching the Divine, and ^inferior to the Father j
<**»•*.

... zr lesser than
as touching the Human.

Who although he be God and Man, yet He is not two but one Christ : one not by con-

version to/ the Divine Essence into the
s cf the Godhead into the flesh.

Human, but by a taking of the Human Es-
n;nt0 God

sence Winto the Divine: H substance.

One altogether, not by confusion of ^essence, but **by "

unity of Person.
because they are one Person.

For as the reasonable soul and body are one man, so God and Man is one Christ.

Who sufferedfor our salvation, descended into hell, and rose again on the third day

from the dead ;

He ascended into heaven, and sitteth on the right hand of the Father God Almighty ;

From whence he shall come to judge the quick and the dead.

At whose coming all men shall rise again with their bodies :

[And shall give account for their own works .]

And they that have done good shall go into life everlasting, and they that have done

evil into everlastingfire.

" This is the Catholic faith, which except a man believe [faithfully], he cannot be

saved."

" Glory be to God the Father and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit.

As it was in the beginning, is now, and shall be forever;

World without end. Amen."

1092. "/ saw an angel coming down out of heaven" signi-

fies the Divine that goes forth from the Lord in heaven and in

the world.—This is evident from the signification of "an angel

coming down out of heaven," as meaning the Lord in respect: to

the Divine going forth, for in the internal sense an angel means

not an angel, but either the Lord or something pertaining to the

Lord (seen. 130O], 302, 593, 910), here the Lord, because it is said

that "he had great power, and the earth was lightened by his

glory," which means the power and presence of Divine truth

now in heaven and in the world
; for it is now made clear that

Babylon has been destroyed, and when she has been destroyed

there is an accession of power and light to the Divine that goes

forth from the Lord. The reason of this will be explained here-

after.

{Continuation rrsptflin^ the Athanasian Faith.)

[2.] This is the doctrine respecting God that is accepted in the whole
Christian world, because it is from a council. But before that doctrine is

sifted, a certain arcanum respecting the state of man's faith and love in

this world, and afterwards in the other world into which he comes after

death shall be disclosed ; for until this has been disclosed man can have
no other idea than that every one, whatever his faith may have been, can

by Divine mercy be admitted into heaven and saved, which is the source
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of the erroneous belief of the Babylonish race, that heaven is open to man
at the good pleasure of the pope, and by the favor of his vicars. [3.] The
arcanum is this, that all the thoughts of man pour themselves forth into

the spiritual world in every direction, much the same as rays of light pour

forth from a flame. As the spiritual world consists of heaven and hell, and
as heaven as well as hell consists of innumerable societies, the thoughts of

man must needs pour forth into societies
;
spiritual thoughts, which relate to

the Lord, to love and faith in Him, and to the truths and goods of heaven

and the church, into heavenly societies ; but merely natural thoughts, which
relate to self and the world and the love of these, and not at the same time

to God, into infernal societies. [4.] That there is such an extending and
determining of all man's thoughts has not been known heretofore, because it

has not been known what heaven is and what hell is, thus that they are made
up of societies, consequently that there is an extension of man's thoughts

into another world than this natural world, into which the sight of his eyes ex-

tends. Thus it is the spiritual world into which thought extends, and the

natural world into which sight extends, because the thought of the mind is

spiritual while the sight of the eye is natural. That all thoughts of man
extend into the societies of the spiritual world, and that without such exten-

sion no thought is possible, has been made so evident to me by an exper-

ience of many years that I can with all faith affirm it to be true. [5.] In a

word, man is in the spiritual world with his head as he is in the natural

world with his body, head meaning here his mind, which consists of under-

standing, thought, will, and love, and body here meaning his senses, which
are seeing, hearing, smelling, taste, and touch. And as a man is in the spir-

itual world in respect to his head, that is, in respect to his mind, so he is

either in heaven or in hell; and where the mind is there the whole man
with the head and body is when he becomes a spirit. Moreover, man is

wholly such as his conjunction is with the societies of the spiritual world,

such an angel as his conjunction is with the societies of heaven, and such

a devil as his conjunction is with the societies of hell.

1093. "Having great power" signifies which has omnipo-

tence, as in the heavens so upon the earth.—This is evident from

the signification of "great power," as meaning, in reference to the

Lord, omnipotence. "Great power" here signifies omnipotence

because according to the idea that man has of angels, great power

can be predicated of an angel, but not omnipotence ; but when

the Lord in respect to His Divine going forth is meant by

an angel, then "great power" means omnipotence. Moreover,

umnipotence belongs to the Lord because He is God of heaven

and God of the earth, and by the Divine that goes forth from

Him as a sun heaven and earth were created, and by it heaven

with the earth is held together and has permanent existence. The
Divine going forth is what is called in yohn, " the Word that was

with God and that was God, by which all things were made that

have been made," and by which also the world was made (i. 1, 2,

10). The Lord's omnipotence as in the heavens so upon the

earth, is what is meant by "the great power of the angel," be-
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cause it is added, that "the eartli was lightened by His glory;"

for when the last judgment upon those who are meant by "the

harlot (or Babylon)" was accomplished, the darkness that was
interposed between heaven and earth was removed. But more
upon this below.

(Continuation rtspirting the Athanasian Faith.)

[2.] From what has been said it is clear that the thoughts of man are

extensions into societies either heavenly or infernal, and that if there were
no extensions there would be no thoughts. For man's thought is like

the sight of his eyes; if sight had no extension out of itself, cither there

would be no sight or there would be blindness. But it is man's love that

determines his thoughts into societies, good love determining them into

heavenly societies, and evil love into infernal societies ; for the entire heaven
is arranged into societies, generally, particularly, and most particularly, ac-

cording to all the varieties of affections belonging to the love ; while on the

other hand, hell is arranged into societies according to lusts of the love of

evil, which are opposites of the affections of the lov e of good. [3.] Man's
love is comparatively like fire, and his thoughts aie like rays of light there-

from ; while the love is good the thoughts which are like rays, are truths,

when the love is evil, the thoughts, which are like rays, are falsities.

Thoughts from a good love, which are truths, tend towards heaven ; while

thoughts-from an evil love, which are falsities, tend towards hell, and con-

join themselves with homogeneous societies, that is, with societies of

like love, and adapt themselves to them, and ingraft themselves into them,
and this so entirely that the man is wholly one with them. [4.] Through
love to the Lord man is an image of the Lord. The Lord is Divine love

;

and i.\ heaven before the angels He appears like a sun. From that sun
light and heat go forth ; the light is Divine truth, and the heat is Divine

good. From these two is the whole heaven, and from them are all the so-

cieties of heaven. The Lord's love in a man who is an image of Him is

like the fire from that sun, from which fire also light and heat go forth

;

the light is the truth of faith and the heat is the good of love ; both of

these are from the Lord, and both are implanted in the societies with which
the man's love acts as one. That man from creation is an image and like-

ness of God is evident from Genesis (i. 26) ; and he is an image and like-

ness of the Lord by means of love, because by means of love he is in the

Lord and the Lord is in him {John xiv. 20, 21). In a word, not the least

thought can exist unless it finds reception in some society, not in the indi-

viduals or angels of the society, but in the affection of love from which
and in which that society is ; and for this reason the angels do not perceive

the influx at all, and such influx in no way disturbs the society. [5.] From
all this the truth is clear that while man is living in the world he is in

conjunction with heaven and also in consociation with angels, although

both men and angels are unconscious of it. They are unconscious of it be-

cause man's thought is natural and an angel's thought is spiritual, and
these make one only by correspondence. Because man is inaugurated

into societies either of heaven or hell by means of his thoughts, so when he

comes into the spiritual world, as he does immediately after death, his char-

acter is known merely by the extensions of his thoughts into societies ; and

thus every one is explored ; and he is reformed by the admissions of his

thoughts into the societies of heaven, and is condemned by the immersions

of his thoughts in the societies of hell.
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1094. "And the earth was lightened by his glory" signifies

the church now in lightfrom the in/lux and reception of Divine

truth.—This is evident from the signification of "the earth,"

as meaning the church (of which frequently) ; also from the signifi-

cation of " to be lightened," as meaning to be in light ; also from

the signification of "glory," as meaning, in reference to the Lord

who is here meant by the angel, Divine truth (see n. 33, 288, 345.

874). That "glory" means Divine truth, since that is the light

of heaven and from it angels have all their wisdom and happiness,

and also magnificence, may be seen (n. 678). It is said of the

angel coming down out of heaven, that he had "great power,"

and that "the earth was lightened by his glory," because the last

judgment was effected on those who are meant by "the harlot,

(that is, Babylon)," for this is the meaning of the words of the

angel,

" Fallen, fallen is Babylon,, .and is become a habitation of demons, and
a hold of every unclean spirit, and a hold of every unclean and
hateful bird" (verse 2).

And when judgment had been effected upon these, Divine truth

going forth from the Lord came into its power and into its light

;

for so long as the Babylonians were tolerated under heaven they

were like the dense and dusky clouds between heaven and earth

by which the rays of light from the sun are intercepted and the day

is darkened ; and this for the reasor that Divine truth, which is

the Word, was not only falsified but also rejected ; and moreover,

by transferring the Lord's Divine power to themselves they anni-

hilated it. These and many other things, so long as they were per-

mitted to make dwelling places for themselves under the heavens,

were like dusky clouds between heaven and earth, through which

Divine truth could not pass to enlighten any man of the church.

But as soon as they had been driven away and cast into hell, there

was an accession of power and light to the Divine truth that went

forth from the Lord as a sun, to the extent that the Lord could

lead more powerfully and enlighten more clearly not only the

spirits who are under the heavens, but also men in the church.

This is why the spiritual sense of the Word was not revealed and

the state of heaven and hell disclosed until the last judgment had

been accomplished, for before this there was no power or light

in Divine truth.

{Continuation rcspe&ing the Athanasian Faith.)

[2.] Since man is not at his birth in any society either heavenly or in.

fernal, being without thought, and yet is born for eternal life, it follows that
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in the course of time he either opens heaven or opens hell to himself, and
enters into societies, and becomes an inhabitant either of heaven or of hell

even while he is in the world. Man becomes an inhabitant of the spiritual

world because that is his real dwelling place, and as it is called, his native

land, for there he is to live to eternity after having lived for a few years in

the natural world. From this it may be concluded how necessary it is for

a man to know what it is in him that opens heaven and leads him into its

societies, and what it is that opens hell and leads him into its societies. This
will be told in the appendices to the following articles. Here let it be said

that a man lets himself more and more into the societies of heaven grad-

ually in accordance with the additions to his wisdom, and into more and
more interior societies gradually in accordance with the additions to his

love of good ; also that so far as heaven is opened to him hell is closed.

But it is man who opens hell to himself, while it is the Lord who opens
heaven to man.

VERSE 2.

I095* "And he cried out mightily with a great voice, saying, Fallen, fallen is

Babylon the great, and is become a habitation of demons, and a hold of every unclean spirit,

and a hold of every unclean and hateful bird,"

2. "And he cried out mightily with a great voice " signifies manifestation be-

fore heaven and in the church from joy of heart [n. 1096] ; "saying.

Fallen, fallen is Babylon the great," signifies that the lastjudgment has

been effected upon those who had profaned the holy things of heaven and
the church by the dominion tiny had assumed over them [n. 1097] ; "and
is become a habitation of demons" signifies where there are direful

falsities from the profaned truths and goods of the church [n. 1098] ;

"and a hold of every unclean spirit" signifies zuhere there are nothing
but evils from the adulterated goods of the Word [n. 1099] ; "and a
hold of every unclean and hateful bird" signifies where there are no-

thing butfalsities from the falsified truths of the Word [n. 1100].

1096. [Verse 2.] "And he cried out mightily with a great

voice" signifies manifestation before heaven and in the church

from joy of heart.—This is evident from the sig nification of "cry-

ing- out," as meaning to make manifest, namely, that the last

judgment has been effected upon Babylon, for it is added, " Fallen,

fallen is Babylon the great." Also from the signification of

" mightily," as meaning in power before heaven and in the church

(of which presently). Also from the signification of "a great voice,"

as meaning joy of heart, for from joy of heart the voice becomes

great. The joy of heart was from this, that after the last judg-

ment upon those meant by the "harlot (or Babylon)," power

and light came to the Divine truth that goes forth from the Lord,

according to what has been said in a preceding article. A "great

voice" signifies joy of heart, because every great voice crying out

comes from some affection, more intense according to the affec-

tion or degree of love. "Mightily" signifies in heaven and on
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earth, because might means power, and there was now the power

to make these things manifest before heaven and before the world.

That there was now this power, see above (n. 1093).

[Continuation respecling the Athanasian Faith.)

[2.] The first and chief thought that opens heaven to man is thought

about God, and for the reason that God is the all of heaven, even to the

extent that whether we speak of heaven or of God it is the same thing.

The things Divine that make the angels of whom heaven consists to be

angels are when taken together God ; and this is why thought about God
is the first and chief of all the thoughts that open heaven to man, for it is

the head and sum of all truths and loves celestial and spiritual. But there

is thought from light and there is thought from love; thought from light

alone is knowledge that there is a God, which appears like acknowledgment
but is not. [3.] By thought from light man has presence in heaven, but

not conjunction with heaven, for the light of thought alone does not con-

join, but places man in the presence of the Lord and the angels. For such

light is like winter light, in which man sees with the same clearness as in

summer light, and yet that light does not join itself to the earth, nor to any
tree, shrub, flower, or blade of grass. Moreover, every man has implanted

in him an ability to think about God, and also to understand in the light of

heaven the things relating to God ; but thought alone from that light, which
is intellectual thought, merely makes a man to be present with the Lord
and with angels, as has been said. [4.] When a man is in mere intellect-

ual thought about God and about things relating to God, he appears to

angels at a distance like an image of ivory or marble that can walk and
utter sounds, but in whose face and in whose voice there is as yet no life.

Also to the angels he appears comparatively like a tree in winter time, with

naked branches without leaves, and yet of which some hope is cherished

that it will be covered with leaves and afterwards with fruit, when to

the light heat is joined, as in the spring time. As thought about God is

what chiefly opens heaven, so thought against God is what chiefly closes

heaven.

1097. "Saying, Fallen, fallen is Baby/on the great," signi-

fies that the last Judgment had hem effected tipon those who had

profaned the holy things of heaven and the church by the domin-

ion they had assumed over them.—This is evident from the signi-

fication of" Fallen, fallen," as meaning utter overthrow and down-
fall, thus the last judgment, for through the last judgment utter

overthrow and downfall are effected, since such are then cast into

hell. Also from the signification of " Babylon," as meaning those

who have profaned the holy things of heaven and the church by
the dominion they have assumed over them ; for by "Babylon"
the same is meant as by " the harlot sitting on the scarlet beast,"

and the same as by " the mother of whoredoms and of the abomi-

nations of the earth " in the preceding chapter, which mean those

who have profaned the holy things of the church. These and
the profanations wrought by them are treated of in that chapter.
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[Continuation respiting the Athanasian Faith.)

[2.] Thought about one God opens heaven to man, since there is but

one God, while on the other hand thought about more than one God closes

heaven, since the idea of more than one God destroys the idea of one God.
Thought about the true God opens heaven, since heaven and everything

belonging to it is from the true God, while on the other hand thought about

a false God closes heaven, since no other than the true God is recognized in

heaven. Thought about God the Creator, the Redeemer, and the Enlight-

ener opens heaven, for this is the trinity of the one and true God. Again,
thought about God infinite, eternal, uncreate, omnipotent, omnipresent, and
omniscient opens heaven, for these are attributes of the essence of the one
and true God, while on the other hand thought about a living man as a God,
of a dead man as a God, or of an idol as a God closes heaven, because

they are not omniscient, omnipresent, omnipotent, uncreate, eternal, and
infinite, nor was creation or redemption wrought by them, nor is there en-

lightenment by them. [3.] Thought about God as a Man, in whom is the

Divine trinity, that is, the trinity called the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit, alone opens heaven ; while on the other hand thought about God as

not a Man, which idea takes the form of a little cloud or of nature in her
least parts, closes heaven, for God is a Man, as the whole angelic heaven in

its complex is a Man, and every angel and every spirit is in consequence a

man. For this reason thought about the Lord as being the God of the

universe is what alone opens heaven, for the Lord says,

The Father hath given all things into the hand of the Son (John iii. 35).
The Fatlu-r hath given the Son power over all flesh (John xvii. 2).
" All things have been delivered to Me hv the Father " (Matt. xi. 27).
'* All author.ty hath been given unto Me i'n heaven and on earth " (Matt, xxviii. 18).

[4.] All this makes clear that man without such an idea of God as ex-

ists in heaven cannot be saved. The idea of God in heaven is the Lord,

for the angels of heaven are in the Lord and the Lord is in them ; conse-

quently to think of any other God than the Lord is to them impossible

(see John xiv. 20, 21). Allow me to add that the idea of God as a Man has

been implanted from heaven in every nation throughout the whole world,

but what I lament,, it has been destroyed in Christendom. The causes of

this will be told below.

1098. "And is become a habitation of demons" signifies

a 'here there are direful falsities from the profaned tridhs and
goods of the church.—This is evident from the signification of

"habitation," as meaning where those have been since the last

judgment who are meant by " Babylon" as a harlot. Also from

the signification of "demons," as meaning those who are in dire-

ful falsities from profaned truths and goods (see above, n. 586, 1001).

J Iere the hell of such is described, namely, that it is " a habitation

of demons, a hold of every unclean spirit, and a hold of every

unclean and hateful bird." That their hell is such is evident from

the exhalations therefrom, which are the profaned truths and

goods of heaven and the church, for in speech, countenance, and

gesture they are in holy externals, which they raise heavenwards,

and yet in soul and heart they do not look to any God, but only

to ihemselves as deities of the earth. Thus they make one with
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those who are in hell. They profane holy things, because their

interiors, which pertain to the soul and heart, flow into exteriors

that are disposed in a holy manner. Such are here meant by
"demons."
(Continuation resfieelinp the Athanasian Faith.)

[2.] The thought alone that there is a God and that the Lord is the

God of heaven opens heaven and shows man present there, and yet so
slightly as to be almost unseen, appearing afar off as in the shade. But
in proportion as his thought of God becomes more full, true, and correct,

he is seen in the light. Thought becomes more full by knowledges of truth

from the Word that pertain to faith and of good that pertain to love ; for

all things from the Word are Divine, and Divine things taken together

are God. A man who thinks merely that there is a God and who gives no
thought to what God is, is like one who thinks that the Word exists and
that it is holy, and yet knows nothing of its contents ; or like one who
thinks that the law exists, but knows nothing of what is in the law. But
the thought of what God is is great enough to fill heaven, and to constitute

the entire wisdom of the angels, which is ineffable, for in itself it is infinite,

because God is infinite. The thought that there is a God, derived from
what He is, is what is meant in the Word by " the name of God " (see above,

n. 102, 135, 148, 695O], 959).

IO99. "And a hold of every unclean spirit" signifies where
there is nothing bid evils from the adulterated goods of the

Word.—This is evident from the signification of a "hold," as

meaning where those are who are meant by "Babylon," "hold"
meaning the same here as " habitation " above. Also from the

signification of "unclean spirits," as meaning those who are

in evils from adulteration of good, thus abstractly the evils

themselves that are adulterated goods. Goods that have been

adapted to evils are called adulterated, as for instance, goods of

love to the Lord adapted to loves of self, and goods of love to-

wards the neighbor adapted to loves of the world. Love to the

Lord and love towards the neighbor are pure and holy loves,

while the loves of self and of the world, such as they are in those

who have claimed to themselves the Lord's dominion over heaven
and over the church, are impure and profane loves ; therefore to

change holy loves into profane loves is to adulterate the goods
of the Word, especially when they call their profane things holy

and their evil things good. Those who have been such in the

world become after death unclean spirits ; and their hell is meant
by "the hold of every unclean spirit."

(Continuation respecting the Athanasian Faith, i

[2.] It has been said that man has thought from light and has thoug! t

from love, and that thought from light makes man's presence in heaven,
while thought from love makes man's conjunction with heaven, and lor

the reason that love is spiritual conjunction. Therefore, when man's
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thought from light becomes his thought from love he is admitted into

heaven as to a marriage, and so far as love is the primary agent in thought

from light or leads that thought, man enters heaven as a bride enters the

bride-chamber, and is wedded. For the Lord is called in the Word a

"bridegroom" and a "husband," and heaven and the church are called a
" bride " and a " wife." " To be wedded " means to be conjoined to heaven
in some society of it ; and one is so far conjoined to heaven as he has ac-

quired in the world intelligence and wisdom from the Lord through the

Word, thus so far as he has learned by means of Divine truths to think

that there is a God, and that the Lord is that God. And yet one who
thinks from few truths, thus from little intelligence, although he is conjoined

with heaven when he thinks from love, is conjoined in its remoter parts

only. [3.] By lave love to the Lord is meant, and loving the Lord does not

mean loving Him in respect to person, for by such a love only man is not

conjoined to heaven, but by a love for Divine good and Divine truth, which
are the Lord in heaven and in the church ; and these two are not loved

by knowing them, thinking about them, understanding them, and talking

about them, but by willing and doing them for the reason that they are

commanded by the Lord, and thus because they are uses. Nothing is full

until it has been done ; and the end for the sake of which [the thing is

done] is the love
;
consequently the love of knowing a thing, of thinking

about it, and of understanding it springs from a love of willing and doing
it. Tell me why you wish to know and understand any thing except for

the sake of an end which you love. The end that is loved is the thing

done. If you say, For the sake of faith, faith alone, or faith merely of the

thought separated from actual faith which is the thing done, has no ex-

istence. You are greatly deceived if you think that you believe in God,
when you are not doing the things pertaining to God ; for the Lord teaches

in John ;

"He th;it hath My commandments and doeth them, he it is that loveth Me," and I

will make My abode with him. "But he that loveth Me not keepeth not My
words" (niv. 21, 23, 24).

In a word, loving and doing are one ; therefore where loving is mentioned

in the Word doing is meant, and where doing is mentioned loving also is

meant ; for what I love, that I do.

iioo[m]. "And a hold of every unclean and hateful bird"

signifies where there are nothing but falsitiesfrom the falsified

truths of the Word.—This is' evident from the signification of a

"hold," as meaning where the falsifiers are, thus hell (as above);

also from the signification of "every unclean and hateful bird,"

as meaning falsities from the falsified truths of the Word ; for

"birds" signify things rational and intellectual, thoughts, ideas,

and reasonings, thus truths or falsities, and "unclean" means
what flows forth from a filthy love, and especially from the love

of ruling, for this constitutes uncleanness in hell ; and "hateful"

signifies what flows forth from a false principle, thus from a re-

ligious principle confirmed by the sense of the letter of the Word
falsified. It is from correspondence that "birds" signify such

things as pertain to man's thought, both spiritual and infernal,
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thus both truths and falsities, for these pertain to thought. That

this is from correspondence is evident from the birds seen in the

spiritual world, where all things that appear before the eyes and
the other senses are correspondences. All sorts of animals of the

earth, also birds of the sky, both beautiful and unbeautiful, are

seen there, and they appear from the affections and thoughts of

angels or spirits, the animals from affections, and the birds from

thoughts. It is known to every one there that these are corre-

spondences ; and they know also to what affections and thoughts

they correspond. That they are correspondences of affections

and thoughts is made to appear most clearly ; since they in-

stantly disappear when the spirit or angel goes away or stops

thinking about the matter. As birds are correspondences of

thoughts both rational and not rational, thus of both verities and
falsities, so they have this signification in the Word, for all things

of the Word are correspondences.

[&.] [2.1 That " birds " signify thoughts that are from truths,

both rational and spiritual, can be seen from the following pas-

sages. In David

:

"Let them praise the name of Jehovah,. . .the beast and all cattle,

creeping thing and winged fowl " {Psalm cxlviii. 5, 10).

That "beast and cattle" signify affections of the natural man,
both for truth and for good, and in the contrary sense the cupidi-

ties for falsity and evil, may be seen above (n. 522, 650, 781);

therefore " winged fowl " signifies thoughts. This is why it is said

that they should praise Jehovah, for it is man who must praise

from affections and thoughts, thus from goods and truths. [3.]

In Hosea:
" In that day will I make a covenant for them with the wild beast of the

field, and with the bird of the heavens, and with the creeping thing
of the earth ; and I will break the bow and the sword and the
war from the earth "

(ii. 18).

This is said of the Lord's coming and of the state of heaven and

the church from Him. " In that day " means the Lord's com-

ing; "the covenant" that he will then make signifies conjunction

with those who believe in Him
;
therefore, "the wild beast of the

field and the bird of the heavens" cannot mean wild beasts and
birds, but must mean the things to"which they correspond, which

are affections for good and truth and consequent thoughts.

That there will then be no infestation from falsities and evils from

hell is signified by "the bow, the sword, and the war, shall be

broken in the earth." [4.] In David :

" Thou madest him to have dominion over the works of Thy hands, Thou
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hast put all things under his feet, all sheep and herds, yea, the
beasts of the fields, the bird of heaven, and the fishes of the sea "

(Psalm viii. 6-8).

This treats of the Lord, of whom it is here said that " He shall have

dominion over all the works of Jehovah's hands," which does

not mean earthly things, such as flocks, herds, beasts, birds, and
fishes. For what have these things to do with His dominion,

which is in the heavens, and from the heavens over men on the

earth, whom He will lead to life eternal? Therefore the spiritual

things of the church are what are meant, "sheep" signifying

in general all things spiritual in man, "herd" all things natural

in him that correspond to the spiritual, "beasts of the fields"

affections for good in the natural man that pertain to the church

(for " field " signifies the church), " birds of heaven " the thoughts

of the rational man, and "fishes of the sea" knowledges. 15.] In

Ezekiel:

"I will take of the shoot of a high cedar in the mountain of the
height of Israel will I plant it, that it may lift up the bough and
bear fruit and become a magnificent cedar; that under it may dwell
every bird of every wing, in the shades of its branches shall they
dwell" (xvii. 22, 23).

This means the establishment of a new church by the Lord ; its

establishment anew or from its first rise is meant by "the shoot

of a high cedar," "cedar" here as elsewhere in the Word mean-

ing a spiritual rational church, such as was the church with the

ancients after the flood. "To plant a shoot in the mountain of

the height of Israel" signifies in spiritual good, which is the good
of charity, " the mountain of the height of Israel " signifying

that good; "to become a magnificent cedar" signifies the full

establishment of that church; "that under it may dwell every

bird of every wing" signifies that there will be rational truths of

every kind in that church ;
" to dwell in the shade of its branches "

signifies these terminated in natural truths, since these cover and

protect" rational truths that are from a spiritual origin. [6.] In

the same,

"Ashur a cedar in Lebanon, .. which has become high In his

branches have all the birds of the heavens built their nests, and
under his branches all the beasts of the field have brought forth,

and in his shade have dwelt all great nations" (xxxi. 3, 5, 6).

Here, too, "cedar" signifies a spiritual rational church, since

"Ashur" signifies the rational; and as "cedar" signifies the

church, it follows that "the birds of the heavens" that have built

their nests in its branches, and "the beasts of the field" that
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have brought forth under them, mean rational thoughts respect-

ing the truths of the church, and affections for these ; and this

being the meaning it is added, " In his shade have dwelt all great

nations." [7.1 In Daniel:

Nebuchadnezzar in a dream saw "a tree in the midst of the earth, and
the height thereof was great ; and the tree grew and became strong,

and the height thereof reached even unto heaven, and the sight

thereof unto the end of the earth ; the leaf thereof was fair, and
the fruit thereof much, and in it was food for all. The beast of the

field had shadow under it, and the birds of the heavens dwelt in

the branches of it, and all flesh was nourished by it. ... But a
watcher and an holy one came down from heaven, crying out
Hew down the tree, and cut off his branches, shake off his leaf,

and scatter his fruit ; let the beast flee away from under it, and the
birds from his branches" (iv. 10-14, 20

>
2I )-

Here, too, "tree" signifies the church called Babylon in its be-

ginning and progress, and here that church in knowledges of

truth and good. Its beginning and progress is depicted in the

words, "it became great and strong, the leaf thereof was fair, and

the fruit thereof much, and in it was food for all ;" its affections

for good and thoughts of truth are signified by "the beast of the

field that had shadow under it, and the birds that dwelt in its

branches." That it magnified its dominion over the holy things

of the church and of heaven, is meant by "a watcher and an

holy one came down from heaven, and cried out, Hew down the

tree and cut off his branches." That "beast and bird" here

signify affections and thoughts is evident from its being said,

when the tree was cut down, "let the beast flee away from under

it, and the birds from his branches."

[€.] [8.1 "The birds of heaven" have the same signification

in the Gospels

:

Jesus said, "The kingdom of the heavens is like unto a grain of mus-
tard seed, which a man took and sowed in his field,. . .and it be-

cometh a tree, so that the birds of heaven come and build nests in

the branches thereof" {Matt. xiii. 31, 32; Mark iv. 31, 32; Luke
xiii. 19).

"A tree from a grain of mustard seed" signifies a man of the

church, and also a church beginning with a very little spiritual

good by means of truth ; for if only a very little spiritual good
takes root in a man it grows like a seed in good ground. And
as a "tree" thus signifies a man of the church, it follows that

"the birds of heaven" that made nests in its branches signify

knowledges of truth and thoughts therefrom. Any one can

see this is not a mere comparison, for if it were what would be

the need of such things in the Word and of like things in the
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Prophets? [9.] So again in David :

Jehovah "sendeth forth fountains into the streams, they run between
the mountains. They give drink to every wild beast of the fields ;

the wild asses quench their thirst
;
by them the bird .of the heavens

dwells, from among the boughs they utter their voices. . . . The
trees of Jehovah are satisfied, the cedars of Lebanon which He
hath planted, where the birds make their nests ; as to the stork her
house is in the fir trees" (Psalm civ. 10-12, 16, 17).

Such things as these also would not have been said in the Divine

Word unless each particular of them had been a correspond-

ence of things spiritual and celestial, and consequently holy.

For otherwise why should it be said that "streams from fountains

run between the mountains, and give drink to every wild beast

of the field ; that the wild asses quench their thirst, and by them
the bird of the heavens dwells, and utters its voice among the

boughs, and the stork in the fir trees?" But when by "fount-

ains " truths of the Word are understood, by " rivers " intelligence

•therefrom, by "mountains" goods of love, by "wild beast of the

fields" affections for truth, by "wild asses" the rational, and by
"birds of the heavens" thoughts from Divine truths, then the

holiness and divinity of the Word are manifest ; otherwise it

would be merely human. [IO.] In yob:

" Ask, I pray, the beasts, and they shall teach thee, or the birds of heaven,
and they shall tell thee,. . .and the fishes of the sea shall declare

unto thee. Who doth not know from all these that the hand of

Jehovah doeth this ?" (xii. 7-9.)

Evidently " beasts, birds of heaven, and fishes of the sea," do not

mean here beasts, birds, and fishes, for these cannot be asked, or

teach, or tell, or declare " that the hand of Jehovah doeth this ;"

but these signify the things that pertain to man's intelligence,

"beasts" meaning his affections, "birds of heaven" his thoughts,

and " fishes of the sea " knowledges (cognitienes et scientifica). From
these man can teach that the hand of Jehovah doeth it. Unless

the things of man's intelligence were signified by "beasts, birds,

and fishes," it could not be asked, " Who doth not know from all

these?" [II.] In Ezekiel

:

Son of man, " Speak unto the bird of every wing, and to every wild

beast of the field, Gather yourselves and come, gather yourselves
from every side to.... a great sacrifice upon the mountains of .

Israel And I will give My glorv among the nations " ixxxix.

17, 21).

This describes the establishment of the church among the na-

tions, and the invitation and calling to it, for it is said, " So will I

give my glory among the nations ;" therefore "the bird of every

wing," and " every wild beast of the field," signify all who are in
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affection for good and understanding of truth. [12.1 So in the

Apocalypse :

An angel standing in the sun "cried out with a great voice, saying to all

the birds that fly in midheaven, Come and be gathered together

to the supper of the great God" (xix. 17).

Here "birds flying in midheaven" cannot mean birds ;
but men

who are rational and spiritual are meant ; for such are invited to

the supper of the great God. [13.1 In Jeremiah:

"I beheld the mountains, and lo they were moved, and all the hills

were overturned ; I beheld, when lo there was no man, and all the

birds of heaven were fled. I beheld when Carmel was a desert,

and all its cities were desolated " (iv. 24-26).

This was said of the devastation of the church in respect to all

its good and truth. "Mountains and valleys" signify celestial

and spiritual loves ; and " to be moved and overturned " signifies

to perish. For in the spiritual world, when there no longer exists

in spirits any celestial or spiritual love, the mountains and hills

upon which they dwelt are actually moved and overthrown. " All

the birds were fled " signifies that there was no longer any know-
ledge and consequent thought of truth ; "there was no man" sig-

nifies no understanding of truth ;
" Carmel was a desert " signifies

a church destitute of good and truth ; and "its cities desolated"

signifies that there were no longer any doctrinals of truth. [14.1

In the same :

" The habitations are laid waste, so that no man passeth through, neither

do they hear the voice of cattle ; from the bird of the heavens
even to the beast they are fled, they are gone ; for I will make Je-
rusalem heaps, a habitation of dragons" (ix. 10, 11 ; xii. 9).

Here, too, the devastation of the church is described. "The
habitations " that are laid waste, " so that no man passeth through,"

signify the doctrinals of the church which were from the Word,
in which now there is no good or truth ; "the voice of cattle,"

which they do not hear, signifies good of charity and truth of

faith, of which there is none ; "the birds of the heavens and even

the beasts are fled and gone" signifies that there is no longer

any thought of truth from knowledge of it, nor any affection for

good. This evidently does not mean the flying away of the

birds of heaven and the going away of the beasts of the earth,

but the vastation of the church in respecl; to doctrine, for it is

added, " I wjll make Jerusalem into heaps, a habitation ofdragons,"

"Jerusalem" signifying the church in respect to doclrine, and
"making it into heaps, and into a habitation of dragons," its de-

vastation. [15.] In Hosea:
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" There is no truth and no mercy, and no knowledge of God in the
land Therefore the land shall mourn. . . .for the wild beast
of the field, and for the bird of the heavens

;
yea, the fishes of the

sea shall be gathered up" (iv. r. 3).

Evidently " the wild beast of the field, the bird of the heavens, and
the fishes of the sea," have the same signification here as above,

for here, too, the devastation of the church is treated of, for it is

said, "there is no truth, no mercy, and no knowledge of God in

the land," and "the land" signifies the church. [16.] In Zeph-

aniah:

" I will consume man and beast, I will consume the bird of the heavens
and the fishes of the sea,. . . .1 will cut off man from the faces of
the land " (i. 3).

"To consume man and beast" signifies to destroy spiritual and
natural affection ; "to consume the birds of the heavens and the

fishes of the sea" signifies to destroy perceptions and knowledges
of truth ; and as these signify things pertaining to the church it

is said, "I will cut off man from the faces of the land," "man"
signifying everything of the church. [17.] In David :

God said, " I know every bird of the mountains, and the wild beast of

My fields is with Me" {Psalm 1. n).

In Ezekiel:

"There shall be a great earthquake upon the land of Israel, and the

fishes of the sea, and the bird of the heavens, and the wild beast

of the field, and every creeping thing thatcreepeth upon the earth,

and every man who is upon the faces of the earth shall tremble
before Me" (xxxviii. 19, 20).

Here "the bird of the heavens and the wild beast of the field"

have the same signification as above. "Earthquake" signifies a

change of state of the church. [18.] In Isaiah

:

"Woe to the land shadowed with wings, which is beyond the rivers of

Cush The bird of the mountains and the beasts of the earth

shall be left, but the bird shall loathe it, and every beast of the

earth shall despise it" (xviii. 1, 6).

This treats of the establishment of the church with the nations

and the devastation of the Jewish church; therefore "the bird

and beast of the earth " signify knowledges of truth and affections

for good. [19.] In the same,

"I am God, and there is no God besides, and there is none like Me,. . .

calling a bird from the east, a man of counsel from atland far off
"

(xlvi. g, 11).

The "bird" called from the east signifies the truth of the Word,
which is said to be "from the east" because it is from good of
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love, "east" meaning good of love. Otherwise, what could be

meant by "God shall call a bird from the east, and a man of

counsel from a land far off?" "A man of counsel" means a man
who is intelligent from truths that are from good of love. [20.1

In Hosea:
" Ephraim, as a bird shall his glory fly away, from the birth and from

the belly and from conception " (ix. n).

In the same,

"I will not return to destroy Ephraim. . . . They shall go after Jeho-
vah With honor shall they come as a bird out of Egypt, and
as a dove from the land of Assyria " (xi. 9-11).

" Ephraim " signifies an understanding of the truths of the church
;

and this is why he is compared to a bird, and it is said, "as a bird

shall his glory fly away." Also in Hosea (vii. 12) he is com-
pared to a bird, for a "bird" signifies everything pertaining to

the understanding, including the knowing, the thinking, and the

reasoning faculties ; while everything that is delightful and pleas-

urable, thus that pertains to the will and affection, is signified by
"beast and wild beast." The bird from Egypt" signifies the

knowing principle, which pertains to the natural man; and "the
dove from Assyria" the rational principle, since " Egypt " signi-

fies knowledge, and "Assyria" reason. Here a church to be

established by the Lord is treated of.

[<!.] [21.1 As most things of the Word have also a contrary

sense, so have birds, and in that sense they signify fallacies from

the sensual man, also reasonings from falsities against truths, and
also falsities themselves, worse and more noxious according to

the genera and the species of unclean birds
;
rapacious birds sig-

nifying especially the falsities that are destructive of truths. In

many passages of the Word it is said that men "should be given

for food to birds and wild beasts," which signifies that they would
be utterly destroyed by fallacies, falsities, consequent reasonings,

cupidities of evil, and in general by evils and falsities from hell.

This is signified by "being given for meat to the birds of heaven

and beasts of the earth" in the following passages. In yere-

miah

:

"The carcase of this people shall be for food to the bird of the heavens,
none shall frighten them away" (vii. 33).

In the same,

"I will visit upon you in four kinds,. . .with the sword to kill, and with
dogs to drag about, and with the birds of the heavens and the beasts
of the earth to devour and to destroy " (xv. 3).

In the same,
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" They shall be consumed by the sword and by famine, that their car-

case may become food for the birds of the heavens and the beast
of the earth " (xvi. 4 ; xix. 7 ; xxxiv. 20).

In Ezekiel:

"Upon the faces of the field thou shalt fall, thou shalt not be brought
together nor gathered ; I have given thee for food to the wild beast
of the earth and the bird of heaven " (xxix. 5).

In the same,

"Upon the mountains of Israel thou shalt fall ;. . . .1 have given thee
for food to the bird of the heavens of every wing and to the wild
beast of the field" (xxxix. 4).

This is said of Gog. In David :

" The nations have come into Thine inheritance, they have defiled the
temple of Thy holiness

;
they have laid Jerusalem in heaps, the

dead body of Thy servants have they given for food to the bird of
the heavens, the flesh of Thy saints to the wild beast of the earth"
{Psalm lxxix. I, 2).

[22.] Because of this signification of "the birds of the heavens

and the wild beasts of the earth," and because the nations of the

land of Canaan signified the evils and the falsities of the church,

it was customary for the Jewish nation to expose the dead bodies

of their enemies whom they slew in battle to wild beasts and
birds, by which they were devoured. This is why it was formerly

regarded as horrible and profane, and is still so regarded, to leave

dead men upon the face of the earth unburied, even after a battle.

Also this is the signification in the Word of not being buried, and

of "bones drawn out of the graves and cast forth." Infernal

falsities are signified also by

The birds that came down upon the carcase, and that Abram drove
away {Gen. xv. 11)

;

Also by the birds in Apocalypse (xix. 21);

Also by those that devoured the seed that was sown on the hard way-
side " {Matt. xiii. 3, 4 ; Mark iv. 4 ; Luke viii. 5).

In Daniel:

"In the midst of the week he shall cause the sacrifice and the meal
offering to cease. At last upon the bird of abominations shall be

desolation, and even to the consummation and decision it shall

drop upon the devastation " (ix. 27).

This is said of the total devastation of the Jewish church that

had been effected when the Lord was born. Its devastation by

horrible falsities is signified by "the bird of abominations ;" that

falsity is here meant by "bird" is clearly evident. It is to be

noted that there are many kinds of falsities, and that each of

them is meant by its own kind of bird ; and these are enumerated

in Moses,
{Lev. xi. 13 seq.; and Deut. xiv. 11-20),
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and are mentioned in various parts of the Word, as the eagle,

the kite, the woodpecker, the raven, the screech owl, the horned
owl, the dragon, and others.

[Continuotion resettling the Athanasiaii Faith.)

[23.] About God and about Divine things, which are called in heaven
celestial and spiritual, and in the world ecclesiastical and theological, there

is thought from light ; there is also thought not from light about them.
Those have thought not from light who know about these things but do not

understand them. Such are all those at the present day who wish the under-

standing to be kept under obedience to faith, holding even that a thing must
be believed and not understood, and claiming that a rational faith is not a
true faith. But these are such as are not interiorly in a genuine affection

for truth, and consequently are in no enlightenment ; and many of them are

in the pride of self-intelligence, and in a love of ruling over the souls of

men by means of the holy things of the church, not knowing that truth

wishes to be in the light, since the light of heaven is Divine truth, and that

a truly human understanding is moved by that light and sees from it, and
that when the understanding does not see from that light it is the memory
that has faith and not the man ; and such faith is blind, because without

thought from the light of truth ; for the understanding is the man, and the

memory is merely introductory. If what is not understood must be be-

lieved a man might be taught like a parrot to speak and to remember, even
that there is a holiness in the bones of the dead and in sepulchres, that dead
bodies perform miracles, that man will be tormented in purgatory if he does

not consecrate his wealth to idols or to monasteries, that men are gods be-

cause heaven and hell are in their power, with other like things which man
must believe from a blind faith and from a closed understanding, and thus

with the light of both extinguished. But be it known that all the truths of

the Word, which are the truths of heaven and of the church, can be seen
by the understanding, in heaven spiritually, in the world rationally ; for a

truly human understanding is the sight itself of these truths, for it is sepa-

rated from what is material, and when separated it sees truths as clearly as

the eye sees objects ; it sees truths as it loves them, for as it loves them it

is enlightened. The angels have wisdom in consequence of seeing truths ;

when, therefore, it is said to any angel that this or that must be believed

although it is not understood, the angel answers, Do you think that I am
insane, or that you are a god whom I am to believe even when I do not

see? It may be some falsity from hell.

verse 3.

IIOIi "For of the wine of the anger of her whoredom all nations have drunk, ami
the kings of the earth have committed whoredom with her, and the merchants of the earili

have become rich from the powers of her luxuries."

3. "For of the wine of the anger of her whoredom all nations have drunk "

signifies the adulteration of all things of the good of heaven and of Un-

church by direfulfalsities of evil [n. 1102] ; "and the kings of the earth

have committed whoredom with her" signifies the falsification of all

things of the truth of heaven and the church [n. 1103] ; "and the mer-
chants of the earth have become rich from the powers of her luxu-

ries" signifies instruction in things of heaven and the church, which

\ draw their delightfulness and desirableness from a love of ruling by

the holy things of the church as means, and also from a love ofpossess-

ing the world by the same means [n. 1104],
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1102. [Verse 3.] "For of the wine of the anger of her whore-

dom all nations have drunk" signifies the adulteration of all things

of the good of heaven and the church by direfulfalsities of evil.

—This is evident from what has been explained above (n. 88i),

where there are like words. It is there said that "she made all

nations to drink," but here that "all nations have drunk."

(Continuation respecting the Atlianasian Faith.)

Now as to the doctrine of the Trinity that was written by Athanasius.
and established by a council at Nice. This doctrine is such that when it

is read it leaves a clear idea that there are three persons, and thus that there

are three unanimous Gods, but an obscure idea that God is one ; and yet,

as has been said above, the idea of thought of one God is what chiefly opens
heaven to man, and on the other hand the idea of three Gods closes heaven.

Whether this Athanasian doctrine, when it has been read, leaves a clear idea

that there are three persons, and thus three unanimous Gods, and whether
this unanimous Trinity gives rise to the thought that there is one God, let

every one consider from his own thought about it. For it is said in the

Athanasian Faith in plain words,

•• There is one person of the Father, another of the Son, and another of the Holy
Spirit

The Father is uncreate, .... infinite eternal, .... Almighty God, . .

.'

.Lord." ....
Likewise is the Son, and likewise the Holy Spirit.

Also,

" The Father was made and created of none ;

The Son was born of the Father

;

And the Holy Spirit proceedeth from both.

Thus there is one Father one Son and one Holy Spirit.

And in this Trinity .... the whole three persons are co-eternal and co-equal."

From all this no one can think otherwise than that there are three Gods
;

neither could Athanasius or the Nicene Council think otherwise; as is evi-

dent from these words inserted in the doctrine,

" Like as we are compelled by the Christian verity to acknowledge every person

by Himself to be God and Lord,
) et we cannotfrom Christian faith make mention of three Gods or three Lords. '.

This cannot be understood otherwise than that it is allowable to acknowledge

three Gods and Lords, but not to make mention of them, or that it is allow-

able to think that there are three Gods and Lords, but not to say it.

1103. "And the kings of the earth have committed whore-

dom with her " signifies the falsification of all things of the truth

of heaven and the church, as can be seen from the explanation of

the same words above (n. 1034).

(Continuation rcspillinf: the athanasian Faith.)
'

That thedoarine of the Trinity that is called the Athanasian Faith leaves

when it has been read an obscure idea that God is one, and so obscure as

not to remove the idea of three Gods, can be seen from this, that the doc-

trine makes one God out of thre'e through a unity of essence, saying,
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" This is the Christian f.iith :

That we worship one God in Trinity, and Trinity in Unity,

Neither confounding the persons nor dividing the essence."

And afterwards,

"So thjt in all things . . . the Unity in Trinity and the Trinity in Unity is to be

worshipped."

This was said to remove the idea of three Gods, but it enters the under-

standing in no other way than that there are three persons, although they

all have one Divine essence, that is, by Divine essence God is here meant
;

and yet essence, like divinity, majesty, and glory, which are also mentioned,
is something predicated, and God as a person is the subject

;
consequently

to say that the essence is God would be like saying that something
predicated is the subject. But the essence is not God, it belongs to God,
as majesty and glory are not God but belong to God, just as what is

predicated is not the subject, but belongs to the subject. This makes
evident that the idea of three Gods as three persons is not removed.
This may be illustrated by a comparison. Suppose that there are in

one kingdom three rulers of equal power, each called king; then if

power and majesty are meant by king, these might, if it were so com-
manded, be called and declared king, although it would not be easy to

call them one king. But as a person is meant when a king is mentioned,
it is impossible from any command for three kings to be thought of as one
king. If, therefore, they should say to you, Speak to us as freely as you
think, you would certainly say, Ye kings and Your Majesties. If you answer,

As I am commanded to speak so do I think, you are deceived, becauss either

you are pretending or you are compelling yourself, and if you are com-
pelling yourself, your thought is not left to itself, but inheres in your words.

[2.] That this is so was seen by Athanasius ; therefore he explains the

above words by the following :

"Like as we are compelled by Christian verity to acknowledge every person by

Himself to be God and Lord.
So oe eaitnot by Christian faith, make mention of three Gods or three Lords."

This can be understood only as meaning that it is allowable to acknowledge
three Gods and Lords, but not to mention them ; or that it is allowable to

think of three Gods and Lords, but not to speak of them, because it is con-

trary to the Christian faith ; also that it is allowable to acknowledge and
think of three infinites, eternals, uncreates, and Almighties, because there

are three persons, but not to mention three infinites, eternals, uncreates, and
Almighties, but only one. Athanasius added the above words to the others,

because no one, not even himself, could think otherwise. But every one
can speak otherwise, and ought so to speak in all things, because it is taught

by the Christian religion, that is, from the Word, that there is one God and
nut three Gods. Moreover, the characteristic assigned to each person as

his special attribute, as to the Father creation, to the Son redemption, and
to the Holy Spirit enlightenment, is not thus one and the same in the three

persons, and yet they all enter into the Divine essence, for creation is Divine,

redemption is Divine, and enlightenment is Divine. [3.] Furthermore,
does any man who wishes to change the idea of three Gods into an idea

of one God. think that the Trinity in Unity and the Unity in Trinity is to

be worshipped, neither confounding the persons, nor dividing the essence?
Who is able to do this even by metaphysical reasoning that transcends the
comprehension ? The simple are wholly unable to do it, while the learned
hurry it over, saying to themselves, This is my doctrine and faith about
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God ; nor do they retain therefrom in the memory by any obscure idea, or
in thought from the memory, anything except that there are three persons
and one God, and each one makes one out of three in his own way ; but

only when he speaks and writes, for when lie thinks he can think only of

three, and of one only from the unanimity of the three ; and some are un-
able to do even this. But listen, my reader, and do not say to yourself

that this is too harshly or too boldly spoken against the faith universally

accepted in respect to the triune God, for you will see in what follows that

each and every thing that is written in the Athanasian Faith is an agree-

ment with the truth, if only instead of three persons one person in whom
is a trinity is believed in.

1104. "And the merchants of the earth have become rich

from the powers of her luxuries" signifies instruction i)i thi?igs

of heaven and the church; which draw their delightfulness and
desirableness from a love of ruling by the holy things of the

church as means, and alsofrom a love ofpossessing the world by

the same means.—This is evident from the signification of "mer-

chants," as meaning those who acquire knowledges of good and

truth from the Word, that is, who either teach or learn such know-

ledges ; for in the proper or natural sense he is called a merchant

who buys and sells merchandise, and to buy and to sell signify to

acquire'and communicate, thus in a spiritual sense to learn and

to teach ; and "merchandises" signify knowledges of good and

truth from the Word. (That this is the signification of " trading " see above,

n. 840.) "The merchants of the earth " signify instruction in the

things of the church, because to teach is to instruct, and to be

taught or to learn is to be instructed, and the term instruction is

applicable to both ; and as the spiritual sense of the Word is ab-

stracted from persons, "merchant" signifies instruction, and the

natural sense from the spiritual signifies those who instruct and

who are instructed ; for the spiritual sense has respect to goods

and truths abstracted from persons, while the natural sense from

the spiritual has respect to the persons in whom are these goods

and truths. That " the earth " signifies the church has often been

proved above from the Word. The above is evident also from the

signification of " the powers of her luxuries," as meaning the things

of the church that are called knowledges, and that are said to be

holy, and yet derive all that they are from a love of ruling both

over heaven and over the world. Such knowledges, which they

call the holy things of the church, are what are meant by "the

powers of her luxuries" which are enumerated below (verses

II-15), and by which such things are signified. They are called

"powers of luxuries" because they are delightful, for all things

that flow forth from love of self and from love of the world are

delightful, for front his natural man or from his body one feels no
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other delight. When, therefore, these loves are ends, such means

as favor them are devised ; and these means are delightful be-

cause they belong to the ends. And because these loves are

ends with those who are heads and primates in the religion that

is meant by " Babylon," they devise the means that favor them,

all of which are delightful (as will be shown below). From all this it

can be seen that "the merchants of the earth have become rich

from the powers of her luxuries " signifies instruction in things of

the church that draw their delightfulness and desirableness from

a love of ruling by the holy things of the church as means, and

from a love of possessing the world by the same means.

{Continuation respecting the Athanasian Faith.)

[2.] Another thing that the Athanasian doctrine teaches is that there

are two essences in the Lord, a Divine and a Human essence ; and in this

there is a clear idea that the Lord has a Divine and a Human, that is, that

the Lord is God and Man, but an obscure idea that the Divine of the Lord
is in His Human as the soul is in the body. The clear idea that the Lord
has a Divine and a Human is drawn from these words,

" The true faitli is, that we believe and confess that our Lord Jesus Christ, the

Son of God, is God and Man ;

God of the substance of the Father, begotten before the -world, and Man of the

substance of the mother, born in the world

;

Perfect God and perfect Man, consisting of a reasonable soul and a human body;

Equal to the Father as touching the Divine, and inferior to the-Father as touch-

ing the Human."

Here the clear idea stops and goes no farther, because it becomes from what
follows an obscure idea, and what pertains to an obscure idea, since it does

not enter the memory from enlightened thought, gains no other place there

than among things not enlightened ; and as these do not appear before the

understanding they are hidden, and cannot be called forth from the memory
in connection with things that belong to the light. In that doctrine the

point that is in obscure thought is that the Lord's Divine is in His Human
as the soul is in the body ; for on this it is said,

" Who. although He be God and Man, yet He is not two, but one Christ ; ....

One altogether .by unity of person.

Foras the reasonable soul and the body is one man so God and Man is one Christ."

The idea in this is indeed in itself clear, and yet it becomes obscure by
what follows,

"One, not by conversion of the Divine essence into the Human, but by a taking

of the Human essence into the Divine ;

One altogether, not by confusion of essence but by unity of person."

[3.] As a clear idea prevails over an obscure idea, so most people, both

simple and learned, think of the Lord as they do of an ordinary man like

themselves ; and in doing this they do not think at the same time of His

Divine ; or if they think of the Divine they separate it in their thought

from the Human, and thereby weaken the unity of person. And if they

are asked where His Divine is, they answer according to their idea, In
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heaven with the Father. They thus say and think because they have an

aversion to thinking that the Human is Divine, and is in heaven united

with its Divine, not knowing that when they thus separate in thought the

Lord's Divine from His Human they not only think contrary to their doc-

trine, which teaches that the Lord's Divine is in His Human as the soul in

the 1> >dy, and that there is a unity of person, that is, that they constitute

one Person, but they also charge that doctrine undeservedly with the con-

tradiction or fallacy that the Lord's Human with its rational soul was
fr >m the mother alone, when in fact every man is rational by virtue of his

sou'., which is from the father. But that there is such a thought and such

a sepiration is a result of the idea of three Gods, according to which His

Divine in the Human is from the Divine of the Father, who is the first per-

son, although it is His own Divine which descended from heaven and took

on the Human. If this is not rightly perceived it might perhaps be sup-

p ised that the Father, who is the source, is not one Divine but threefold ;

and yet this cannot be accepted with any faith. In a word, those who sep-

arate the Divine from His Human, and do not think that the Divine is in

His Human as a soul in a body, and that the two are one Person, may fall

into strange ideas about the Lord, even into an idea like that of a man sep-

arated from his soul. Take heed, therefore, not to think of the Lord as a

man like yourself, but think of the Lord as a Man who is God. [4.] Lis-

ten, my reader: You may think when you read all this that you have never

separated in thought the Lord's Divine from His Human, nor in conse-

quence His Human from His Divine ; but give attention, I pray you, to

your thought when you have directed it to the Lord, and see whether you
have ever thought that the Lord's Divine is in His Human as the soul is in

the body ; and whether you have not thought instead, and even, if you
please, are not now thinking, of His Human separately and of His Divine

separately? And when you are thinking of His Human is it not in your

thought like the human of any other man ; and when you are thinking of

His Divine, is it not, in your thought, with the Father ? I have questioned

a great many about this, even primates of the church, and they have all

answered that it is so ; and when I have said that it is according to the

Doctrine in the Athanasian Faith, which is the very doctrine of their

church respecting God and respecting the Lord, that the Lord's Divine is

in his Human as the soul is in the body, they have replied that they were
not aware of it ; and when I recited these words of the doctrine,

" Our Lord jfesus Christ is the Son of God although He be God and Man,
Yet He is not two but one Christ

One altogether . ... by unity ofperson.
For as the reasonable soul and body is one man, so God and Man is one Christ,"

they were silent, but afterwards confessed that they had not given attention

to these words, and were indignant that they had passed over their own
doctrine so carelessly and blindly ; and some of them abandoned their mys-
tic union of the Divine of the Father with the Lord's Human. [5.] That

the Divine is in the Lord's Human as the soul is in the body the Word
teaches and testifies in Matthew and in Luke. In Matthew ;

When Marv had been betrothed to Toseph, "before they came together, she was
found with child of the Holy Spirit." And an angel said to Joseph in a dream,
"Fear not to take Mary thy bride, for that which is conceived in her is of the
Holy Sp.rit. ' And Joseph " knew her not till she had brought forth her first-
i— -— 1 i. „ i.:- t .„» /: _o __\

And in Luke,
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The angel said to Mary, " Behold thou shalt conceive in the womb, and bring forth

a son, and shalt call his name Jesus Mary said to the angel, How shall
this thing be, seeing I know not a man? The angel answered anil said unto
her, The Holv Spirit shall come upon thee, and the power of the Highest shall

overshadow thee, therefore that Holy Thing that is born of thee shall be called
the Son of God" (i. 31, 32, 34, 35).

All this makes clear that the Divine was in the Lord from conception, and
that the Divine was His life from the Father, which life is the soul. This

will suffice for the time. More will be said on this subject in what follows,

where it will be shown that even the things in the Athanasian doctrine that

produce an obscure idea of the Lord are in harmony with the truth when
the Trinity, that is, the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, is thought and believed

to be in the Lord as in one person. Without this thought and belief it may be

said, and in fact it is said, that Christians, differently from all other peoples

and nations in the whole globe that have rationality, worship three Gods ;

and yet the Christian world might surpass and ought to surpass all others

in the clearness of the doctrine and belief that God is one both in essence

and in person.

verse 4.

I IO,5» "And I heard another voice from heaven saying, Come forth out of her, my
people, that ye become not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues."

4. "And I heard another voice from heaven saying" signifies exhortation to

those who are in truths and in good of life to beware of such [n. 1106] ;

"Come forth out of her, my people," signifies that they should leave

them and not communicate with them [n. 1107]; "that ye become not
partakers of her sins" signifies lest they come into their evils, which are

from love of self and love of the world [n. 1108] ; "and that ye receive

not of her plagues " signifies and thus come into falsities of evil, and
consequently into destruction [n. 1109].

1 106. [ Verse 4.] "And I heard another voice from heaven say-

ing" signifies exhortation to those who are in truths and in good
of life to beware of such.—This is evident from the significa-

tion of "a voice from heaven," as meaning exhortation to those

who are in truths of faith and in goods of life to beware of such.

That this is what is meant by "a voice from heaven" is evident

from what follows, for it is said, "Come forth out of her, my
people, that ye become not partakers of her sins, and that ye re-

ceive not of her plagues," with other things besides ; and after

this, what the wares of Babylon are, and what their state is, is

described ; which makes clear that "a voice from heaven" means
exhortation. There was heard "a voice from heaven," in order

to signify from the Lord through the Word ; for everv thing

that a man imbibes from the Word is a voice from heaven, and
the Word teaches every one what Babylon is, as is evident from
the passages quoted from the Word respecting Babylon (n. 1029).

[2.1 It is said "another voice," because the former voice was
that of the angel crying out that "Babylon had fallen, and was
become the habitation of demons ;" so this is an exhortation to
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all, both to those within Babylon who are in some affection for

truth and in some life of good, that they should come forth out

of her and have no faith in her witchcrafts and enchantments, and

also to those who are out of Babylon, that they do not permit

themselves to be led away by such. For it is the character

of that nation to exercise persuasion by an appeal to the

delights of each one's love, and thus close up the understand-

ing, and thereby lead man into a belief in every thing they say.

That such is Babylon has been made known to me by much ex-

perience ; for they enter into the delights of each one's life, and
thereby captivate minds ; and thus they spread the bait, as it were,

and ensnare, until they get into one's life ; and thus they lead him
like one blind and powerless wherever they wish, leading him
first to accept a blind faith by removing all light from the under-

standing in theological matters, in order that their ends may not

become evident, which are that they may be lords not only over

man's interiors that pertain to his mind but also over the exter-

iors that pertain to his body, over the interiors pertaining to the

mind by dominion over all things of the church and of heaven,

thus over souls, and over the exteriors pertaining to the body by
dominion over their wealth ; in a word, their ends are that they

may themselves alone be lords and all others servants, for thus

are they worshipped as gods, if not by open words, yet in silent

acknowledgment ; and this is their final end, which is concealed

from men but is manifest to the angels in heaven. That this is

their final end is clearly evident from this, that they have taken

away from the Lord Himself all power to save, by transferring it

to the Pope and from him to his ministers ; and yet the saving

of man is the Lord's Divine itself ; and he who is able to do this

is not a man but a God. But more will be said upon this subject

in what follows.

{Continuation respecting the Athanasian Faith.)

[3.] It has been shown that the doctrine of faith that has its name
from Athanasius leaves a clear idea, when one reads it, that there are

three persons, and thus that there are three unanimous Gods, and an ob-

scure idea that God is one, so obscure that the idea of three Gods is not re-

moved. And again, this doctrine leaves a clear idea that the Lord has a

Divine and a Human, that is, that the Lord is God and Man, but an ob-

scure idea that the Divine and the Human of the Lord are one Person,

and that His Divine is in His Human as the soul is in the body. It

has been also said that all things in that doctrine from beginning to

end, both such as are clear and such as are obscure, nevertheless agree
and coincide with the truth, if only instead of saying that God is one in

(essence and three in person, it is believed, as the truth really is, that

God is one both in essence and in person. [4.] There is a trinity in

God and there is also a unity. That there is a trinity is evident from
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the passages in the Word where the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are men-
tioned ; and that there is a unity, from the passages in the Word where ic

is said that God is one. The unity in which there is a trinity, or the one
God in whom there is a trine, does not exist in the Divine that is called the

Father, nor in the Divine that is called the Holy Spirit, but in the Lord
alone. In the Lord alone there is a trine, namely, the Divine which is

called Father, the Divine Human which is called the Son, and the Divine

going forth which is the Holy Spirit ; and this trine is one because it is

of one person, and may be called a triune. In what follows the agree-

ment with this of all things of the Athanasian doctrine will be seen, First,

respecting the trinity
;
Secondly, respecting the unity of person in the Lord

;

Thirdly, that from Divine providence it has come to pass that the doctrine

was so written that while it disagrees with the truth it nevertheless agrees

with it. Afterwards it will be established in general, that the trine is in

the Lord ; and next in particular, that the Divine that is called the Father

is the Lord, that the Divine that is called the Son is the Lord, and that the

Divine that is called the Holy Spirit is the Lord.

1107. "Come forth out of her, my people," signifies that they

should leave them and not communicate with them.—This is evi-

dent from the signification of "coming forth out of Babylon," as

meaning to leave those who are meant by " Babylon," also not

to communicate with them. Also from the signification of "my
people," as meaning those who are in truths, and through truths

in good of life. (That "people" signifies those who are in truths from good

may be seen, n. 175O], 331, 625.) These are the subjects of the ex-

hortation that is meant by " the voice from heaven." They were

exhorted to leave such, and not to communicate with them, be-

cause intercourse with such is dangerous, especially in the spirit-

ual world, where they send out emissaries, as they do in the nat-

ural world, and these persuade others in various ways and entice

them by promises to accede to their religion ; for as a man acts

in the world so he a<5ls after his departure out of the world, for

the ruling love in every one remains, and the love of such is to

bring all the world over to their religion, and this for no other

end than that they may extend the boundaries of their empire

for the sake of the infernal delight of love of self and the infernal

delight of love of the world. It is for the sake of these delights

that the devil, as it is said, walks about and leads astray, as can

be seen from what is said in the Gospels about the Lord's tempta-

tions by the devil, where the devil's love of self is described by
his wishing to be worshipped, and his love of the world by his

showing from a mountain all the kingdoms of the world as his

own. As every one's love continues the same after death, so is

it with the Babylonish nation when it has come into the spiritual

world ; then those who have exercised dominion from the delight
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of those loves, acquire arts unknown in the natural world, and by
these they fascinate spirit-men and draw them over against their

will to their side. And now, since the last judgment has been

accomplished upon these they are strictly forbidden to send

emissaries into societies in which the Reformed are, or to the

heathen ; and when any are sent they are sought out and pun-

ished. As the state of such after the last judgment, especially

their state in the spiritual world, is here treated of, what is said

here and in the following parts of this chapter about Babylon

must be understood as said chiefly on their account. For as re-

gards Babylon in the natural world or on our earth, those meant
by Babylon there are not in the same state as those who are in

the spiritual world, and yet the exhortation is also for them, that

they may take heed to themselves.

(.Continuation respecting the Athanasian Faith.')

[2.] Now in regard to the agreement of all things of the Athanasian
doctrine with this truth, that God is one both in essence and person, in

whom is a trine, to establish this agreement and make it clear I will pro-

ceed in the following order. The Athanasian doctrine first teaches thus :

" " The Catholic faith is this:

That we worship one God in Trinity , and Trinity in Unity;
Neither confounding the persons nor dividing the essence."

When in place of three persons one person in whom is the trine is under-

stood, this is in itself a truth, and in a clear idea is thus seen :

The Christian faith is this :

We worship one God in whom is a trine, and a trine in one God ;

and the God in whom is the trine is one person, and the trine in

God is one essence ; thus there is one God in a trinity, and a
trinity in the ttnity ;

And neither are the persons confounded nor is the essence divided.

That the persons are not confounded and the essence is not divided will

appear more clearly from what follows.

The Athanasian doctrine further teaches:

" For there is one person of the /'other, another of the Son, and another of the

Holy Spirit;

But the Godhead of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, is one and
the same, and the glory equal."

When in place of three persons one person, in whom is the trine, is

understood, this also in itself is a truth, and in a clear idea is thus seen :

The trine in the Lord as in our Person is the Divine that is called

the Father, the Divine Human that is called the Son, and the

Divinegoing forth that is called the Holy Spirit ;

But the Godhead or Divine essence of the three is one, theglory

equal.
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Again,

" Such as the Father is, such is the Son, and such is the Holy Spirit."

These words come to be understood thus :

Suck as is the Divine that is called the Father, such is the Divine
that is called the Son, and such is the Divine that is called

the Holy Spirit.

[3.] And further,

" The Father is uncreate, the Son is uncreate, and the Holy Spirit is uncreate ;

The Father is infinite, the Son is infinite, and the Holv Spirit is infinite ;

The Father eternal, the Son eternal, the Holy Spirit eternal :

Andyet they are not three eternals, but one eternal;

Also there are not three infinites, but one infinite ; neither are there three un- t
creates, but one uncreate.

As the Father is Almighty the Son is Almighty and the Holy Spirit Almighty ;

And yet they are not three Almighties, but one Almighty."

When in place of three persons one person in whom is a trine is under-

stood, this also in itself is a truth, and in a clear idea is thus seen

:

As the Divine in the Lord that is called the Father is uncreate,

infinite, Almighty,

So t/it Divine Human that is called the Son is uncreate, infinite.

Almighty,

And the Divine that is called the Holy Spirit is uncreate, infinite,

and Almighty ;

But these three are one

;

Because the Lord is one God, both in essence and in person, in whom
is a trine.

Again, in the Athanasian dodtrine this follows:

"As the Father is God so the Son is God and the Holy Spirit is God

;

And yet there are not three Gods, but one God.
So likewise the Father is Lord, the Son is Lord, and the Holy Spirit is Lord ;

And yet there are not three Lords, but one Lord."

Here again, when in place of three persons one person in whom is a

trine is understood, this in a clear idea is thus seen :

The Lord from His Divine that is called the Father, from His
Divine Human that is called the Son, andfrom His Divine
going forth that is called the Holy Spirit, is one God and
one Lord

;

Since the three Divines called by the names Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit, are in the Lord,

One in essence and in person.

[4.] Still again :

'

' For like as we are compelled by the Christian verity to acknowledge every person
by Himself to be God and Lord,
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So are weforbidden by the Catholic religion to say there be three Gods or three
Lords."

(Elsewhere thus :

"Like as we are bound by Christian truth to acknowledge every person to be God or
Lord,

So we cannot in Christianfaith make mention of three Gods or three Lards ")

This can be understood in no other way than that by Christian truth we
cannot help acknowledging and thinking three Gods and three Lords, yet it

is not permitted by the Christian faith and religion to speak of or mention
three Gods or three Lords. And this is what is done, for most people think
of three Gods who are of one mind, and consequently call them a unanimous
trinity, and yet they are bound to say one God. But with the idea that

there are not three persons but one person, in place of these words, which
ought to be expunged from the Athansian dodtrine, this might be said :

" When we acknowledge a irine in the Lord,

Then it is from truth, and thus from the Christian faith and re-

ligion, that we acknowledge both with the lips arid the heart,

One God and one Lord."

For if it were permissible to acknowledge and think of three it would be
permissible also to believe in three, for believing or belief belongs to the

thought and acknowledgment and to the speech therefrom, and not to the

speech separately.

[5.] Afterwards this follows:

" The Father was made of none, neither created nor begotten ;

The Son is of the Father alone, not made nor created, but begotten ;

The Holy Spirit is of the Father and of the Son, neither made nor created

nor begotten, but proceeding.

So there is one Father, not three Fathers ; one Son, not three Sons ; one Holy
Spirit, not three Holy Spirits."

This is wholly in agreement with the truth if by the Father the Divine of

the Lord that is called the Father is meant, and if by the Son His Divine

Human is meant, and if by the Holy Spirit His Divine going forth is meant

;

for from the Divine that is called the Father the Divine Human that is called

the Son was begotten, and from both the Divine that is called the Holy Spirit

goes forth. But the Divine Human begotten of the Father will be spoken
of particularly hereafter. All this makes clear that the Athanasian doc-

trine agrees with the truth that God is one both in essence and in person,

if only in place of three persons one person, in whom is a trine that is

called Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, is understood. In the following article

a like agreement will be established respecting the unity of person in the

Lord.

1108. " That ye become not partakers of her sins " signifies

lestye come into their evils which arefrom love of self andfrom
love of the world.—This is evident from the signification of " be-

coming partakers," as meaning in reference to sins to come into

them, and thus to become guilty of them. Also from the signi-

fication of "sins," as meaning here the evils that spring from love

of self and love of the world. Such evils are here meant because
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the Babylonish nation is in those loves, and consequently in the

evils that arise from them. That that nation is in such evils is

evident, for those of that nation extend their dominion not only

over all things of the church but also over heaven ; nor are they

content with that
;
they have extended their dominion over the

Lord Himself, for they have transferred to themselves His power
over the souls of men to save them, which power is the Lord's

very Divine power, since it was for this end that the Lord came
into the world and glorified His Human, that is, made it Divine,

that He might thereby save men. They have evidently extended

their dominion over the Lord Himself, for having transferred to

themselves His Divine power, which is the power to save men,

they believe that the Lord will do what they wish, and not that

they are to do what the Lord wishes ; thus their will rules and

the Lord's will serves ; in a word, they have drawn down the

Lord from His throne, and set themselves upon it, saying in their

hearts, like Lucifer,

"And thou saidst in thine heart, I will ascend into the heavens, I will

exalt my throne above the stars of heaven,. . . .1 will ascend above
the heights of the cloud, I will become like the Most High " {Isa.

xiv. 13, 14).

That "Lucifer" here means Babylon may be seen above (n.

i029[rf]), but the modern Babylon has made herself not merely

like the Most High, but even higher. Now as those who are

meant by "Babylon" are in the loves of self and of the world

above all others in the whole globe, and as all evils spring from

these two loves, and the worst evils from such a love of ruling,

there is here an exhortation that they go out or depart from

them " lest they become partakers of her sins." (That all evils spring

from these two loves, namely, love of self and love of the world, may be seen in the

DoOrine ofthe New Jerusalem, n. 65-83; and that these loves reign in hell. Heaven

and Hell, n. 551-565.)

{Continuation rt tfirfling the AtktUUUicM Faith.)

[2.] Now as to the agreement of the Athanasian doctrine with this

truth, that the Lord's Human is Divine from the Divine that was in Him
from conception.

That the Lord's Human is Divine does not seem to be in the Athana-

sian doctrine, and yet it is, as is evident from these words in the doctrine :

" Our Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of Cod, is Cod and Man ;

Who although he be Cod and Man, yet He is not two but one Christ ;

One altogether .... by unity of person " 'others, because they are one person).

For as the reasonable soul and body is one man, so Cod and Man is one Christ.''
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Now as the soul and body are one man, and thus one person, and such as
the soul is such is the body, it follows that as His soul from the Father was
Divine, His body also, which is His Human, is Divine. He took, indeed,

a body or a human form from the mother, but this He put off in the world
and put on a Human from the Father, ar.d this is the Divine Human. It

is said in the doctrine,

"Equal to the Father as touching the Divine, and inferior to the lather as touch-
ing the Human."

This, too, agrees with the truth when the human from the mother is meant,
as it is here. Again, in the doctrine it is said,

" God and Man is one Christ .... one not by conversion of the Divine essence

into the Human, but by the taking of the Human essence into the Divine.
One altogether, not by confusion of substance, but by unity of person."

This, too, agrees with the truth, since the soul does not change itself into

body, nor so mingle itself with body as to become body, but it takes a body to

itself. Thus soul and body, although the two are distinct, are still one man,
and in respect to the Lord, one Christ, that is, one Man who is God. More
will be said on the Lord's Divine Human in what follows.

1109. "And that ye receive not her plagues " signifies and
thus co?ne into thefalsities of evil, and consequently into destruc-

tion.—This is evident from the signification of "plagues," as

meaning such things as destroy man's spiritual life (see above, n.

584), here falsities from evil, because these destroy that life. The
appearance is that the evils themselves destroy man's spiritual

life, but they do not destroy it of themselves, but by means of

falsities, and for the reason that evils do not enter the thought

separated from falsities ; for evils belong wholly to the will, and

any thing that belongs to the will and not at the same time to

the thought cannot destroy, because it does not appeal to the

reason, and then man does not know that it is an evil. But when
man confirms evils by the thought they destroy, for they then

come to be of the man. Confirmations of evils by the thought

are falsities. "Plagues" here signify falsities, because "sins,"

which are mentioned just before, mean evils of the love of self

and of the world, and in the Word wherever evil is treated of

falsity is also treated of. Now as evils destroy spiritual life by

means of falsities, and "plagues" signify falsities from evil, so

"plagues" signify destruction.

[.Continuation rtsftfting the Athcmasitm Faith.

\

[2.] It was from Divine providence that each and every thing of the

Athanasian doctrine respecting the trinity and respecting the Lord is a truth

and is harmonious, when in place of three persons one person in whom is

a trinity is understood, and it is Relieved that the Lord is that person. For
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at that time, if a trinity of persons had not been accepted, they would have

become either Arians or Socinians, and consequently the Lord would have

been acknowledged as a mere man and not as God ; and by this the Christ-

ian church would have been destroyed, and heaven would have been closed

to the man of the church ; for no one is conjoined with heaven, and after

death admitted into heaven, unless in the idea of his thought he sees God
as Man, and at the same time believes God to be one both in essence and
in person, for it is by this that the heathen are saved ; also unless he ac-

knowledges the Lord, His Divine and His Human, for by this a man of the

Christian church is saved, provided he lives at the same time as a Christian.

[3.] It was by Divine permission that the doctrine respecting God and the

Lord, which is the chief of all doctrines, was so conceived by Athanasius
;

for it was foreseen by the Lord that in no other way would the Roman
Catholics have acknowledged the Divine of the Lord, and for the same
reason even to this day they separate His Divine from His Human. Neither

would the Reformed have seen the Divine in the Human of the Lord, for

those who are in faith separated from charity do not see this. Nevertheless

both of them acknowledge the Divine of the Lord in a trinity of persons.

And yet this doctrine that is called the Athanasian Faith was by the Lord's

Divine providence so written that all things in it are truths, provided that

in place of three persons one person in whom is a trine is recognized, and
it is believed that the Lord is that person. Moreover, it was from provid-

ence that they are called persons, for a person is a man, and a Divine per-

son is God who is Man. This has been revealed at this day for the sake of

a new church, which is called the Holy Jerusalem.

verse 5.

IIIO* "For her sins have reached even unto heaven, and God hath remembered
her iniquities,"

5. "For her sins have reached even unto heaven " signifies for their evils

have closed up heaven [n. mi] : "and God hath remembered her ini-

quities," signifies thatfalsities from evils have separated themfrom the

Lord [n. HI2].

11 11. [Verses-] "For her sins have reached even unto heaven"

signifies for their evils have closed up heaven.—This is evident

from the signification of "sins," as meaning the evils springing

forth from the loves of self and of the world (as above, n. 1 108)

;

also from the signification of " reaching even unto heaven," as

meaning to close up heaven, for evils close up heaven, and es-

peciallly the evils from such a love of self as reigns with them,

for their love of self is a love of ruling over the world, over the

Word and the church, over heaven, and over the Lord Himself.

"To reach even unto heaven" signifies to close up heaven, be-

cause evils when they reach to heaven close it up, for the angels

because of the evils that are in those who are beneath heaven,

come into a state either of sadness, or grief, or horror, or irrita-

tion ; not that angels see those who are in evils, and thus know
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that the evils have this effecl; ; but when falsities from evil reach

unto heaven they produce this result, for in the heavens all are

in goods from love to the Lord and in charity towards the neigh-

bor, and evils from the love of self and love of the world are

direct opposites of these goods, and when one opposite acts

against another, as here, that is, devilish evil against heavenly

good, those who are in heavenly good are either made sad, or

are grieved, or horrified, or provoked, and when this takes place

they turn themselves away, and thus heaven becomes closed.

Nevertheless, the Lord provides that those who are in evils,

especially those who are in the evils that are the worst of all, be

removed afar off from heaven, that the angels may not be infested

by them.

(Continuation respecting the Athcinasian Faith.and respecting the Lord.)

[2.] That there is in the Lord a trine, the Divine itself that is called

the Father, the Divine Human that is called the Son, and the Divine going
forth that is called the Holy Spirit, can be seen from the Word, from the

Divine essence, and from heaven. From the Word:—Where the Lord Him-
self teaches that the Father and He are one, and that the Holy Spirit goes
forth from Him and from the Father ; also where the Lord teaches that the

Father is in Him and He in the Father, and that the Spirit of Truth, which
is the Holy Spirit, does not speak from Himself but from the Lord; and
again, from passages in the Old Word where the Lord is called "Jehovah,"
" Son of God," and " the Holy One of Israel." [3.] From the Divine Es.
sence

:

—That one Divine by itself is not possible, but there must be a trine

This trine is being (««) coming forth [existere] and going forth [procedere-, for

being must necessarily come forth, and when it has come forth it must so

go forth as to have effecl. And this trine is one in essence and one in per-

son, and is God. This may be illustrated by a comparison. An angel of

heaven is trinal and thus one ; the esse of an angel is what is called his soul,

his existere is what is called his body, and procedere from both is what is

called the sphere of his life, without which an angel has neither existence

nor being. By this trine an angel is an image of God, and is called a "son
of God," and also an "heir," and even a " god ;" nevertheless, an angel is

not life from himself, but is a recipient of life ; God alone is life from Him-
self. [4.] From Heaven :—The Divine trine, which is one in essence and in

person, is such in heaven. The Divine called the Father, and the Divine
Human called the Son, appear in heaven before the angels as a sun, and
the Divine that goes forth therefrom appears as light united to heat ; the

light is Divine truth, and the heat is Divine good. Thus the Divine called

the Father is the Divine esse, the Divine Human called the Son is the

Divine existere from that esse, and the Divine called the Holy Spirit is

the Divine procedere from the Divine existere and from the Divine esse.

This trine is the Lord in heaven ; His Divine love is what appears there

as a sun.

1 112. "And God hath remembered her iniquities" signifies

thatfalsities from evils have separated them from the Lord.—
This is evident from the signification of " remembering," as mean-

ing in reference to God to separate Him from themselves (of which
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presently)
;
also from the signification of " iniquities (or injustices),"

as meaning falsities from evil, for the just is truth from good, con-

sequently the unjust is falsity from evil. The just is truth from

good because civil justice is nothing else than civil truth, which

is of the law, and civil equity is the good that is also of the law,

since as the law wills justice so it wills equity ; for as all truth

must be from good so all justice must be from equity ; and as all

truth must be of good so all justice must be of equity, and con-

versely. The two cannot be separated, for if they are separated

equity is no longer equity, nor is so-called justice justice ; as good
and truth cannot be separated, for if they are separated good is

not good, nor is truth truth. This has been said to make clear

that " iniquities" here signify falsities from evil. [2.] "God hath

remembered her iniquities" signifies that falsities of evil have

separated them from the Lord, because what precedes, that "her

sins have reached even unto heaven," signifies that their evils

had closed up heaven, for when heaven is closed to man the

Lord is separated ; and that being the meaning of the first part

of the verse, this must be the meaning of what follows. It must

be understood, however, that the Lord does not separate Him-
self from such, but that they separate themselves from the Lord

;

for the Lord regards every one from the face and not from the

back of the head ; and for this reason the angels of heaven have

the Lord continually before their face, and this whichever way
they turn, but evil spirits turn the face away from the Lord and

turn to Him the back part of the head, and thus they separate

themselves from Him. The falsities from evils that are in them

are what do this. (That the angels of heaven thus turn to the Lord, and that

the spirits of hell thus turn away from Him, may be seen in Heaven and Hell, n. 17,

123, 142-145, 151, 251, 272, 548, 552, 561.)

(Continuation respecting the Athanasian Faith and resfelting the Lord.)

[3.] It has been said that one Divine by itself is not possible, but that

there must be a trine, and that this trine is one God in essence and in per-

: on. It may now be asked, What trine God had before the Lord took on

the Human and made it Divine in the world? God was then likewise Man,

and had a Divine, a Divine Human, and a Divine going forth, that is, a

Divine esse, a Divine existere, and a Divine procedere, for as has been said,

God without a trine is not possible. But the Divine Human was not then

Divine down to outmosts. Outmosts are meant by " flesh and bones," and

even these were made Divine by the Lord when He was in the world. This

was what was added, and this is the Divine Human that God now has.

This, too, may be illustrated by this comparison. Every angel is a man,
having a soul, having a body, and having a going forth ; and yet this does

not make him a complete man, for he does not have flesh and bones as a man
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in the world has. [4.] That the Lord made His Human Divine even to

its outmosts, which are called " flesh and bones," He made clear to the dis-

ciples, who when they saw Him believed that they saw a spirit, saying,

"See My hands and My feet that it is I Myself; handle Me and see, for a spirit hath
not flesh and bones as ye behold Me' having" {Luke xxiv. 39;.

From this it follows that God now is more a man than an angel is. Com-
parison has been made with angel and with man

;
yet it must be under-

stood that God has life in Himself, while an angel does not have life in

himself, for he is a recipient of life. That the Lord in respect both to the

Divine and to the Divine Human is life in Himself He teaches in John :

"As the Father hath life in Himself so gave He to the Son to have life in Himself"
(v. 26).

Here by "Father" the Lord means the Divine in Himself; for He says
elsewhere that the Father is in Him, and that the Father and He are one.

verse 6.

III}. " Render unto her even as she rendered unto you, and double unto her double

according to her works; in the cup that she mingled mingle to her double."

6. "Render unto her even as she rendered unto you " signifies infernalpun-
ishment corresponding to their evil deeds [n. 1114] ; "and double unto her
double according to her works" signifies as much retribution as they

have profaned good [n. 1115]; "in the cup that she mingled mingle to

her double " signifies as much retribution as they have profaned truth

[n. 1116].

11x4. [ Verse 6 ] "Render unto her even as she rendered unto

you" signifies infernal punishment corresponding to their evil

deeds.—This is evident from the signification oi "rendering to

one even as he hath rendered (or done)," as meaning to make
retribution according to the law of retaliation, thus to render

punishment corresponding to evil deeds. But as this was said

to those who according to the exhortation have gone forth out

of Babylon, that is, have left that religion, and are on their guard

against it, and as such are in charity, and consequently are not

revengeful and therefore do not punish others, so these words

s'gnify infernal punishment corresponding to evil deeds. These
expressions, that such "would render unto her," also "would

double unto her double according to her works," and " would

mingle to her double in the cup that she mingled," are in accord

with the style of the Word in the sense of its letter, which is

according to appearances, that is, that they would avenge the in-

iquities done to themselves
;
as also in the same sense it is attri-

buted to the Lord Himself that he is angry, that He punishes,

and thus that He acts from revenge ; and yet anger and revenge

are not possible in the Lord, and consequently not in those

who are led by the Lord and live from Him.
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(CtUinuatC'n mftUHg the Atkanasian F.ui* Ji ( resptBinz the Lord.

[2.] Some in the Christian world have formed to themselves an idea

of God resembling their idea of the universe, others like the idea of nature

in her inmosts, others like the idea of a cloud in some ethereal space, others'

like the idea of a ray of light, and others no idea at all, and a few only

think of God as a Man : and yet God is Man. There are several reasons

why Christians have formed such ideas of God. The first is that they believe

from their doctrine in three Divine persons distinct from each other ; in the

Father as the invisible God, and in the Lord, but not that He is God in re-

spect to His Human. The second reason is that they believe God to be a
spirit, and they conceive of a spirit as a wind or as air or ether, and yet

ever}- spirit is a man. The third reason is that Christians, in consequence
of their faith alone without life, have become worldly, and from love of

self have become corporeal, and the worldly and corporeal man sees God
only from space, thus as the whole inmost in the universe or in nature,

consequently as extended. But God must not be regarded from space, for

in the spiritual world there is no space
;
space in that world is only an ap-

pearance derived from something like it. [3.] In this way does every

sensual man see God, because he has little thought above his speech ; and
the thought that pertains to speech says to itself, "What the eye sees and
the hand touches that I know to be." and everything else it sets aside as

mere words. These are the reasons why there is no idea of God as a Man
in the Christian world. That there is no such idea, and even that there is a
repugnance to it, will be seen if you will examine yourself, and even think

of the Divine Human; and yet the Lord's Human is Divine. But these

ideas of God are not so much the ideas of the simple as of the intelligent,

for many of the intelligent are blinded by the pride of self intelligence, and
are in consequence infatuated by what they know, according to the Lord's

words in Matthew (xi. 25 ; xiii. 13-15). But let it be known that all who see

God as a Man see Him from the Lord, and all others see Him from self;

and those who see from self do not see.

II 15. "And double unto her double according to her works"

signifies as much retribution as they have profaned good.—This

is evident from the signification of "doubling double," as meaning
to make much retribution, or to render much punishment

I
of which

presently) ; also from the signification of "works," as meaning pro-

fanations of good, for the works of such are profanations ; there-

fore " doubling double " signifies as much retribution as they have

profaned good. "Doubling double" has this signification be-

cause "two" does not signify two, nor does any number signify

the quantity of the thing, but its quality, and two signifies the

quality of a thing in respect to union, and is predicated of good
and of evil (see above, n. 532. 984) ; and here "double" is predi-

cated of the retribution of evil on account of the profanation of

good ; from which it is clear that "double" here does not mean
double, but much of evil. [2. 1 That "double" is predicated of

retribution and of remuneration, and signifies much, is evident

from these passages in the Word. In Jeremiah:
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"Let my persecutors be ashamed,. . . .bring upon them the day of evil,

and break them with a double breaking" (xvii. 18).

"To bring upon them the day of evil and to break them with a

double breaking" signifies much retribution of evil on account of

persecution. In Zechariah:

" Return to the stronghold, ye prisoners of hope, and this day do I de-
clare that I will render double unto thee" (ix. 12).

" To render double " signifies to give much reward. [3.] In Isa-

iah :

" Comfort ye, My people, .... and speak unto the heart of Jerusalem ....

that her warfare is accomplished and that her iniquity is pardoned,
for she hath received from the Lord's hand double for all her sins

"

(xl. i, 2).

This is said of the Lord's coming and of a new church to be es-

tablished by Him. That new church is meant by "Jerusalem,"

unto whose heart they should speak ; the "warfare" that is ac-

complished signifies combats against evils ; the "iniquity " that is

pardoned signifies evil removed by the Lord ;
" they received

double fdr all sins" signifies to endure much suffering in combat

or temptation. In the same,

"Ye shall be called priests of Jehovah, ministers of our God ; it shall

he said unto you, Ye shall eat the riches of the nations, and in their

glory shall ye glory. For your shame double, and for reproach
they shall sing in their portion ; therefore in their land they shall

possess double, the joy of eternity shall be unto them " (lxi. 6, 7).

Here, too, "double" signifies not double but much, and is predi-

cated of retribution.

( Continuation respecting the Athanasian Faith and respiffing the Lord.)

[4.] But I will relate what cannot but seem wonderful. In the thought

of his spirit every man sees God as a Man, even he who in the thought of

his body sees Him like a cloud, a mist, air, or ether, and even he who has

denied that God is a Man. A man is in the thought of his spirit when he

thinks abstractly, and in the thought of his body when he does not think

abstractly. That every man in the thought of his spirit sees God as a Man
has been made evident to me by men after death, who are then in the ideas

of the spirit; for after death men become spirits, and then it is impossible

for them to think of God otherwise than as a Man. An experiment was
made whether they could think otherwise, and for this purpose they were
let down into the state in which they had been in the world, and then they

thought about God. The thought of some was that of the universe, others

that of nature in her inmosts. others that of a cloud in the midst of ether,

others that of a ray of light, and others thought in other ways ; but the mo-
ment they came out of that state into a state of the spirit they thought of God
as a Man. At this they were surprised, and declared that it was something
implanted in every spirit. But evil spirits who have denied God in the world

deny Him also after death, and yet in place of God they worship some spirit,

who gains ascendency over the rest by means of diabolical arts. [5.] It
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has been said that to think of God as a Man has been implanted in every

spirit. That this comes through an influx of the Lord into the interiors of

their thoughts is evident from the fact that in all the heavens angels ac-

knowledge the Lord alone. They acknowledge His Divine which is called

the Father, they behold His Divine Human, and they are in the Divine that

goes forth, for the whole angelic heaven is the Lord's Divine that goes forth.

An angel is not an angel from what is his own, but from the Divine that he
receives from the Lord. From this they are in the Lord

;
consequently

when they think of God they can think of no other than the Lord in whom
they are and from whom they think. Add to this that the whole angelic

heaven in its complex before the Lord is as a single man, which may be
called the Greatest Man

;
consequently the angels in heaven are in the Man

that is the Lord's Divine going forth, as has been said ; and since their

thoughts have direction there according to the form of heaven, they are

unable when they think of God to think of any other than the Lord. In

brief, all angels of the three heavens think of God as a Man, and are un-
able to think otherwise. If they wished to think otherwise thought would
cease, and they would fall from heaven. This, then, is why to every spirit

and to every man, when he is in the thought of his spirit, it is instinctive

to think of God as a Man.

Ill6. "In the cup that she mingled mingle to her double"

signifies as much retribution as they have profaned truth.—This

is evident from the signification of "cup," as meaning truth, and

in the contrary sense falsity, for ''cup" has the same signification

as "wine" (see above, n. 887, 1045). Also from the signification of

"to mingle," as meaning to profane, for he who mingles falsity

with truth or truth with falsity profanes (of which presently). Also

from the signification of "double," as meaning much, and as said

of retribution (see just above, n. 1 1 15). "To mingle" signifies to

profane, because it is predicated of the wine that is in the cup,

which signifies truth, and in the contrary sense falsity ; and when
truth and falsity are mingled profanation takes place (see above, n.

1 153-1063). "To mingle" has this signification in David:

"There is a cup in the hand of Jehovah, and he hath mingled it wilh
wine, He hath filled it with the mixture, and hath poured it out
therefrom ; but the dregs of it all the wicked of the earth shall

suck out and drink" (Psa/m lxxv. 8).

"The cup in the hand of Jehovah," and the "wine," signify Divine

truth; "to mingle" and "mixture" signify profanation, for the

mingling of falsity with truth is meant ;
" He hath poured it out

therefrom, and all the wicked of the earth shall suck out the

dregs and drink," signifies the punishment of profanation ; all of

which makes clear that "mingling the cup" has the same mean-
ing here as in the Apocalypse.

{Continuation rcsprcling the Athanasian Faith andrespeftinu the Lord.}

[2.] In consequence of this intuition the most ancient people wor-
shipped a visible God under a human form more than their posterity did.
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Moreover, Ilie Word bears witness that they saw God as a Man ; as Adam,
that he heard the voice of Jehovah walking in the garden ; and Moses, that

he spake with Jehovah mouth to mouth ; and Abraham, that he saw Jehovah
in the midst of three angels, and that Lot spoke with two,of them. Jeho-

vah also appeared as a man to Hagar, to Gideon, to Joshua, to Daniel as

"the Ancient of days" and as "the Son of man ; likewise to John as "the

Son of man in the midst of seven lampstands ;" also to other prophets.

That it was the Lord who was seen by these He Himself teaches where
He says,

That Abraham Tejoiced to see His day, and that he saw and was glad {John viii.

56)

;

Also "that Ho was before Abraham was (verse 58I
,

And that He was betoie the world was {John xvii. 5, 24).

[3.] It was not the Father but the Son that was seen, because the Divine
esse, which is the Father, cannot be seen except by means of the Divine

existere, which is the Divine Human. That the Divine esse, which is called

the Father, was not seen, the Lord teaches in John :

"The Father who hath sent Me, He hath borne witness of Me. Ye have neither
heard His voice at any time nor seen His form " (v. 37).

In the same,

" Not that any one hath seen the Father save He that is with " the Father, " He hath
seen the' Father" (vi. 46).

And in the same,

"No one hath seen God at anv time, the only-begotten Son, who is in the bosom of
the Father, He hath brought Him forth to view " (i. 18).

From this it is clear that the Divine esse, which is the Father, was not seen

by the ancients, nor could it be seen ; nevertheless it was seen by means
of the Divine existere, which is the Son. [4.] Since an esse is in its existere

as a soul is in its body, so he who sees the Divine existere or the Son sees

also the Divine esse or Father, as the Lord shows in these words :

" Philip said, Lord, show us the Father Jesus said unto him, Have I been so
long tune with you and hast thou not known Me, Philip? He who hath seen
Me hath seen the Father ; how sayest thou, Show us the Father " (John xiv. 8,9;

These words show that the Lord is the Divine existere in which is the Divine

esse, thus the God-Man who was seen by the ancients. From what has been

cited it follows also that the Word is to be understood according to the

sense of the letter in saying that God has a face, that He has eyes and ears,

and that He has hands and feet.

T.HJ, "How much she glorified herself and lived luxuriously, so much torment

and mourning give her ; for in her heart she saith, I sit a queen, and a widow I am not, and

mourning I shall not see."

7. "How much she glorified herself and lived luxuriously " signifies how much

ofglory and consequentpleasure they acquiredfor themselvesfrom their

dominion over heaven and over the world [n. 1118] : "so much tor-

' "1 merit and mourning give her" signifies so much of infernalpunishment

and desolation [n. 1119] ; "for in her heart she saith, I sit a queen,"
~1 signifies pride and boasti?ig that heaven and the church are under their
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dominion [n. 1120]; "and a widow I am not" signifies tl.at tk y are

not without defense [n. 1121] ; "and mourning I shall not see " signifies

that they will in no wise be forsaken and destroyed [n. 1122].

111S.
I

Verse 7 ] "How much she glorified herself and lived

luxuriously" signifies how much ofglory and consequent pleasure

they acquiredfor themselvesfrom their dominion over heaven and
over the world.—This is evident from the signification of "glorify-

ing herself," as meaning to acquire glory, also from the significa-

tion of "living luxuriously," as meaning to take pleasure ; that it

means from their dominion over heaven and over the world is

evident, for this is the source of their glory and pleasure.

(Continuation rt sfeCling the Athanasian Faith andrrsptflinc the Lord.)

[2.] It is because the idea of God as a Man is implanted in everyone
that many peoples and nations have worshipped gods who either were men
or appeared to them as men ; as Greece, Italy, and certain kingdoms under
their rule worshipped Saturn, Jupiter, Neptune, Pluto, Apollo, Mercury,

Juno, Minerva, Diana, Venus and her boy, and others, and ascribed to them
the government of the universe. They distributed divinity among so

many persons, because from intuition they saw God as a Man, and there-

fore viewed all the attributes, properties, and qualities of God as persons,

and in consequence the virtues, affections, inclinations, and knowledges as

persons. It was also from intuition that the inhabitants of the countries

round about Canaan, as well as those of the regions within it, worshipped
Baalim, Ashtaroth, Beelzebub, Chemosh, Milcolm, Molech, and others, some
of whom had lived as men. [3.] Again, it is from intuition that in Christ-

ian heathenism at this day there are those who worship saints as gods,

bending the knee before their idols, embracing them, baring the head be-

fore them in the ways where they are set up, and worshipping at their

graves ; and even doing the same to the pope, whose shoes and even his

footsteos they press with their lips, and would salute him as a god if reli-

gion allowed it. These and other practices are from an intuition, that is,

a desire to worship a visible god, and "not an airy something which is no-

thing but a vapor to them. But the idea of God as a Man that flows in

from heaven is so perverted with many that either a man of the world or

an idol is worshipped in place of God, comparatively as the bright light of

the sun is turned into colors not beautiful, and its summer heat into foul

stenches, according to the objects upon which they fall. But it is for rea-

sons stated above that the idea of God becomes an idea of a little cloud,

or of a mist, or of the inmost of nature, ideas that exist among Christians,

but rarely among other nations who enjoy any light of reason, as the

Africans and some others.

1119. "So much torment and mourning give her" signifies

so much of infernalpunishment and desolation.—This is evident

from the signification of "torment," as meaning infernal punish-

ment; also from the signification of " mourning," as meaning de-

solation, which is from their no longer having anything of truth

or good, but only falsity and evil. It it said that "as much tor-

ment and mourning should be given as she glorified herself and
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lived luxuriously," because all torment or infernal punishment cor-

responds exactly to the evils in which such persons are. Those,

therefore, who have glorified themselves much and have taken

delight in the love of ruling over heaven and over the church, and
for the sake of that glory and consequent delight have perverted

the goods of heaven and the church which belong to the Word,
have their lot in a hell more grievous in respect to torment

;

while those who have glorified and delighted themselves less in

such things have their lot in a milder hell ; and those who have

not glorified themselves at all, and thus have not perverted the

goods and truths of heaven and the church, which are from the

Word, but have simply rendered obedience to them either ignor-

antly or from persuasion, do not have their lot in hell ; and such

people as have no part in dominion, especially those who look to

the Lord and have some affection for truth, have their lot in the

heavens, where they are taught by the angels. From all this it

can be seen that here, where Babylon is treated of, only those

are meant who exercise dominion from the delight of the love

of it for the sake of self.

(Continuation rciptning the Athanasi.m F.iilh and rttfiBing the Lord.)

[2.] That God is a Man and that the Lord is that Man is made evident

by all things that are in the heavens and that are beneath the heavens. In

the heavens all things that go forth from the Lord in greatest and in least

things are either in the human form or have reference to the human foim
;

the whole heaven is in the human form
;
every society of heaven is in

the human form
;
every angel is a human form ; and also every spirit be-

neath the heavens ; and it has been revealed to me that all things both

least and greatest that go forth immediately from the Lord are in that form,

for that which goes forth from God is an image of Him. This is why it is

said of the man Adam and Eve,

That they were created into the image and likeness of God (Gen. i. 26, 27).

[3.] And for the same reason the angels in the heavens, because they

are recipients of the Divine that goes forth from the Lord, are men of won-
derful beauty, while the spirits in the hells, because they do not receive the

Divine that goes forth from the Lord, are devils, and in the light of heaven

they do not appear as men but as monsters. And on this account it is

known in the spiritual world from each one's human form how much he

derives from the Lord. From all this it can be seen that the Lord is the only

Man, and that every one is a man according to his reception of Divine

good and Divine truth from the Lord. In a word, he who sees God as a

Man sees God, because he sees the Lord. And the Lord says,

. "He that seeth the Son and believeth in Him hath eternal life" {John vi. 40).

"To see the Son is to see Him in spirit, for this is said also to those who
did not see him in the world.

1x20. "For in her heart she saith, I sit a queen," signifies
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pride and boastiyig that heaven and the church are under their

dominion.—This is evident from the signification of "to say in

their heart," as meaning boasting from pride, for " to say " signi-

fies boasting, and "heart" signifies love of self, thus also pride.

Also from the signification of "sitting a queen," as meaning that

heaven and the church are under their dominion. This is meant

by "sitting a queen," because when the Lord is called "king"

then "queen" means heaven and the church; just as when the

Lord is called " bridegroom and husband " heaven and the church

are meant by "bride and wife." It is said heaven, but the church

in heaven is meant, that is, the church with the angels of heaven,

which makes one with the church that is with men on earth ; for

there are governments in the heavens as on the earth, and conse-

quently there are economical, civil, and ecclesiastical affairs as on
the earth, though in a more perfect degree ; therefore the church

in the heavens is meant by " bride and wife," and when the Lord is

referred to as king, then the church, which is the king's wife, is

meant by "queen." [2.] "Queen" means the church in Da-

vid :

"Kings' daughters are among thy pTecious ones, at thy right hand doth
stand the queen in the best gold of Ophir " {Psalm xlv. 9)

:

This Psalm treats of the Lord and His kingdom ; and "kings'

daughters" among the precious ones signify affections for truth,

which are said to be "among the precious ones" because

"precious" is predicated in the Word of truths ; "the queen"
who stands at the right hand in gold of Ophir, signifies the church

from reception of good from the Lord ; for all things with man
that belong to his right side have reference to good from which

is truth, and those belonging to the left side have reference to

truth from good, and this is why it is said that " the queen stands

at the right hand." Also "the gold of Ophir" signifies good.

That things on the right side with man have reference to good,

and those on the left side to truth, may be seen above (n. 600) ;

and that " gold " signifies good oflove (n. 242). Moreover, woman
is born to be affection which belongs to love, and man (vir) is born

to be understanding ; thus the woman is born to be a good, for

every good is of affection which belongs to love, and man (vir) is

born to be a truth, for every truth is of the understanding. Since,

then, good belongs to the right side of man, and truth to his left,

it follows that it is according to Divine order for the wife to be

on the right.
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( Continuaticn respecting the Athanasian Faith and respecting the l.cra"\

[3.] It has been said that the Lord is the only Man, and that all are men
according to their reception of Divine good and Divine truth from Him. The
Lord is the only Man because He is life itself ; while all others are recip-

ients of life because they are men from Him. The difference between the
Man who is life and the man who is a recipient of life is like the difference

between the uncreate and the created, or between the infinite and the finite,

a difference that admits of no ratio, for there is no possible ratio between
the infinite and the finite, thus there is none between God as a Man and
any other as a man, whether angel or spirit or a man in the world. [4.]
That the Lord is Life He Himself teaches in John ;

"The Word was with God, and the Word was God ; ... in Him was life, and the life

was the light of men And the Word became flesh" (i. j, 4, 14).

In the same,

"As the Father hath life in Himself, so gave He to the Son to have life in Himself"
(v. 26).

In the same,

"As the living Father hath sent Me, and I also live through the Father" (vi. 57)

In the same,
" I am the Resurrection and the Life " (xi. 25).

In the same,
" I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life" (xiv. 6).

As the Lord is life, so elsewhere in the Word He is called "the Bread of

life," " the Light of life," and " the Tree of life," also " the Living God," and
"the God that liveth." [5.] As He is life, and every man is a recipient of

life from Him, He also teaches that He gives life and makes alive, as in

John :

" As the Father . . . makes alive, . . . the Son also makes alive " (v. si).

In the same,

I am "the bread of God that cometh down out of heaven, and giveth life unto the
world" (vi. 33).

In the same,
" Because I live ye shall live also" (xiv. 19).

Also in many passages, that He gives life to those who believe in Him
And for this reason God is called "a fountain of life " {Psalm xxxvi. 9), and

elsewhere, "Creator," "Maker," "Former," also "Potter." and we "the

clay, and the work of his hands." As God is life, it follows that in Him we
live, move, and have our being.

II2I. "And a widow I am not" signifies that suck are not

without defense.—This is evident from the signification of "a

widow," as meaning one who has an affection for good, and from

that affection desires truth. Here a " widow " signifies [without]

defense, thus " not a widow" means not without defense, because

good with its affection does not defend itself, but is defended by

truth and the understanding of it, "man (?»>)," who defends it,

signifying understanding of truth, thus truth. For the marriage

of man (vir) and woman is a complete likeness of the marriage
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of truth and good ; since a man is born to be understanding of

truth, consequently that predominates in him, and woman is

born to be affection for good, consequently that predominates in

her ; and as good and truth mutually love each other and will

to be conjoined, so do understanding of truth and affection or

will for good. Moreover, the marriage love of husband and wife

derives its origin from the spiritual marriage of truth and good
(see Heaven and Hell, n. 366-386). [2.] "Widow" has the same sig-

nification here as in Isaiah :

"Hear this, thou luxurious one, sitting securely, saying in thy heart, I

and none like me besides. I shall not sit a widow, neither shall I

know bereavement. But these two evils shall come to thee in a
moment,. . . .bereavement and widowhood" (xlvii. 8, 9).

This, too, is said of Babylon, and it has the same signification as

these words in the Apocalypse, " A widow I am not, and mourning
I shall not see, for this reason in one day shall her plagues come
to thee, death, and mourning, and famine." Elsewhere in the

Word "widows" signify those, both men and women, who are

in good and not in truth and yet desire truth, thus those who are

without defense against falsity and evil, but who are defended by
the Lord. The term is used also in the contrary sense,

As in Isaiah ix. 17 ; x. 1,2; Jerem. xv. 7-9 ; xxii. 3 ; xlix. 10, II ; Lam.
v. 3 ; Ezek. xxii. 6, 7 ; David, Psalm lxviii. 5 ; Psalm cxlvi. 9 ; Exod.
xxii. 21-24 : Deut. x. 18 ; xxvii. 19 ; Matt, xxiii. 14 ; Luke xx. 47 ;

and elsewhere.

(Continuation respiting the Athanasian Faith and res}'tiling the Lord.)

[3.] Life regarded in itself, which is God, cannot create another that

shall be the only life ; for the life that is God is uncreate, continuous, and
inseparable ; and from this it is that God is one. But the life that is God
can create forms out of substances that are not life, in which it can dwell,

and give to them the appearance of living. Such forms are men ; and since

they are receptacles of life they could not when first created be any thing

else than images and likenesses of God
;
images from the reception of truth

and likenesses from the reception of good ; for life and its recipient are

fitted to each other as the active and the passive, but do not mingle. For
this reason human forms, which are recipients of life, live, not from them-
selves, but from God who alone is life

;
consequently, as is well known,

every good of love and every truth of faith is from God, and nothing of

these is from man ; for if man had the least portion of life as his own he
would be able to will and do good from himself, and to understand and be-

lieve truth from himself, and thus to claim merit ; and yet if he so believes,

the form recipient of life closes itself above and becomes perverted, and in-

telligence perishes. Good and its love and truth and its faith are the life

that is God, for God is good itself and truth itself; and therefore in these
God dwells in man. And from all this it follows, that man of himself is

nothing, and is something only so far as he receives from the Lord, and at

the same time acknowledges that it is not his own but is the Lord's ; then

the Lord gives him to be something, yet not from himself but from the Lord.
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1122. "And mourning I shall not see" signifies that they will

in no wise be forsaken and destroyed.—This is evident from the

signification of "not to see mourning" (when predicated of a

"widow," which signifies [without], defense) as meaning to be

forsaken and destroyed. "Mourning" here has reference to

dominion and to its having no end. Moreover, such things the

Babylonians say in their hearts, because they have fortified them-

selves by every art. This they have done by having ingratiated

and continually ingratiating themselves by means of the delights

of earthly and worldly loves, especially with the chief men of the

earth, and thereby catching souls and interiorly conjoining them-

selves to them
;
they have fortified themselves also by exciting

terror by means of the horrors of purgatory whenever a blind faith

was withheld; also by the judgment of the inquisition whenever

any one spoke against their dominion ; moreover by confessions,

which they extort, and by which they search out secret things;

and further by the multiplication of monasteries, which have in-

creased into armies, from which they send out emissaries in every

direction as so many watchman both at the walls and gates.

These defenses pertain, however, to those who are on earth, and
not to those who are in the spiritual world ; where no one has

any longer the refuge they had before the last judgment. For
when they come thither after death they are immediately separ-

ated, and those who have exercised dominion from the love of

self are cast into hell, and the others are sent away into societies.

Thus Babylon is at this day forsaken and destroyed.

(Continuation resettling theAtkanasUm Faith and rt spitting the Li'rd.)

[2.] The appearance to man is that he lives from himself, but this is a

fallacy ; if it were not a fallacy man would be able to love God from him-
self, and be wise from himself. The appearance is that life is in man, because
it flows in from the Lord into his inmosts, which are far removed from the

sight of his thought, and thus from perception ; also for the reason that the

principal cause which is life and the instrumental cause which is recipient

of life act together as one cause, and this is felt in the instrumental cause

which is the recipient, that is, in man, as if it were in him. It is exactly the

same as our feeling that the light, which is the cause of sight, is in the eye,

and that sound, which is the cause of hearing, is in the ear, and that the

volatile particles in the air that cause smell are in the nose, that the soluble

particles of food that cause taste are on the tongue ; when the truth is that the

eyes, the ears, the nose, and the tongue, are recipient organized substances,

that is, instrumental causes, while light, sound, the volatile particles in the

air, and the soluble particles on the tongue, are the principal causes, and
these act together as one cause ; that which acts is called the principal, and
that which suffers itself to be acted upon is called the instrumental. He who
examines the subject more deeply can see that man, in respect to each and
every thing pertaining to him, is an organ of life, and that what produces
sensation and perception flows in from without, and that the life itself is

what causes man to feel and to perceive as if from himself. Another
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reason why life appears to be in man is that the Divine love is such that it

desires its own to be man's, and yet it teaches that it is not man's. And
the Lord wills that man should think and will and in consequence speak
and act as if from himself, and yet should acknowledge that this is not

done from himself. Otherwise man could not be reformed (see above, n.

971. 973)-

VERSE 8.

H23« "for this reason in one day shall her plagues come, death and mourning and
famine ; ana she shall be burned up in fire, for strong is the Lord God who judgeth her."

8. "For this reason in one day shall her plagues come" signifies that being

such they have reached their last state, and then comes destruction [n.

1124]; "death and mourning and famine" signifies when there is no

longer any good or any truth, but only evil and falsity [n. 1125] ; "and
she shall be burned up in fire" signifies that since these things arefrom
a devilish love they must perish [n. 1126] ; "for strong is the Lord God
who judgeth her" signifies through the lastjudgment [n. 1127].

1124. [Verse 8 ] "For this reason in one day shall her plagues

come" signifies that being such they have reached their last state,

a?id then comes destruction.—This is evident from the significa-

tion of "for this reason," as meaning being such, namely, that

they glory and delight in exercising dominion over heaven and
over the church, and trust in their own and not in the Divine

power and protection. Also from the signification of "in that

day," as meaning their last state, " day " signifying state, and here

the last state, because it is added that then there is " death, mourn-
ing, and famine." Also from the signification of " plagues," as

meaning such things as destroy spiritual life, thus destruction (see

n. 584). The last state, which is here signified by the "day" in

which their plagues shall come, means the state when there is no
longer any good or truth left with them ; and as their spiritual

life is then wholly destroyed, destruction, that is, the last judgment,

then comes upon them. It comes then and not before, because

then there can be no longer any bond or conjunction of heaven

with them, and when there is no bond or conjunction a separation

takes place, and separation is the last judgment. When this

takes place the evil are cast into hell, and the good are drawn
away from them and raised up into heaven ; for as soon as any
one's bond with heaven is broken he at once falls into hell.

Nothing withholds from hell except the bond with heaven and
thus with the Lord.

{Continuation respefling the Athanauan Ftlith and res/iefting the Lord.,

[2.] When it is said and thought that life itself is God, or that God is

life itself, and with this there is no idea of what life is, then beyond these

expressions there is no understanding of what God is. In the thought of
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man there are two ways of thinking, one abstract, which is spiritual, and
one not abstract, which is natural. The abstract or spiritual thought about
the life which is God is that it is love itself and that it is wisdom itself, and that

love is of wisdom and that wisdom is of love. But the thought that is not
abstract or is natural about the life which is God is that His love is like fire

and His wisdom like light, and that together they are like a sunbeam. This
natural thought is acquired from correspondence, for fire corresponds to

love and light corresponds to wisdom, and therefore in the Word "fire " sig-

nifies love and "light" signifies wisdom. And when there is preaching from
the Word there is also a prayer that heavenly fire (which means the Divine

love) may warm all hearts, and that heavenly light (which means the Divine

wisdom) may enlighten all minds. The Divine love, which in the Divine wis-

dom is the life itself which is God, is not in its essence thinkable, for it is

infinite and thus transcends comprehension, but in its appearance it is

thinkable. Before the eyes of angels the Lord appears as a sun, and from
that sun heat goes forth and light goes forth. The sun is Divine love, the

heat is Divine love going forth, which is called Divine good, and the light is

Divine wisdom going forth, which is called Divine truth. And yet the life

that is God must not be thought of as a fire or heat or light, unless there

goes with it the thought at the same time of love and of wisdom, that is,

that the Divine love is like fire, and the Divine wisdom is like light, and
the Divine love and the Divine wisdom together are like a sunbeam. For
God is a complete Man, in face like a Man and in body like a Man, with no
difference in respect to form but only in respect to essence ; His essence

is that He is love itself and wisdom itself, thus life itself.

1125. "Death and mourning and famine" signifies when
there is no longer any good or truth, but only evil andfalsity.—
This is evident from the signification of "death," as meaning when
there is no good, for then man is spiritually dead. (That "death"

signifies in the Word spiritual death maybe seen n. 78, 387, 694.) Also from

the signification of "mourning," as meaning when there is no

longer any truth, thus when the church is desolated (see above, n.

1 1 191. Also from the signification of " famine," as meaning when
there is nothing but evil and falsity, for "famine" signifies in the

Word a lack of truth and good, and still a desire for them.

Those who have such a lack and desire are meant by " those who
hunger" and the "hungry." "Famine" signifies also a lack of

truth and good when there is no desire for them, thus the loss of

them. Such is the famine of those who are solely in falsities and

evils (see above, n. 3860,*]).

(Continuation respecting the Athanasian Faith and respecting the Lord)

[2.] No idea of the life that is God can be had unless an idea of the

degrees by which life descends from its inmosts to its outmosts is gained.

There is an inmost degree of life and there is an outmost degree of life and
there are intermediate degrees of life ; the distinction between these is like

the difference between things prior and things posterior, for a posterior de-

gree springs from a prior one, and so on. Again, the difference is like the

difference between things less and more general, for what is of a prior de-

gree is less general, and what is of a posterior one is more general. Such de-
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grees of life are in every man from creation ; and they are opened accord-

ing to reception of life from the Lord. In some the degree next to the

outmost is being opened, in some the middle, and in some the inmost.

Men in whom the inmost degree is being opened beome after death an-

gels of the inmost or third heaven, those in whom the middle degree is

being opened become after death angels of the middle or second heaven,

while those in whom the degree next to the outmost is being opened be-

come after death angels of the outmost heaven. These degrees are called

degrees of man's life, but they are degrees of his wisdom and love, because

they are opened according to the reception of wisdom and love, thus of life

from the Lord. There are such degrees of life also in all the organs and
viscera and members of the body, and by influx they act as one with the

degrees of life in the brains. The skins, the cartilages, and the bones
make their outmost degree. [3.] There are such degrees in man because
there are such degrees in the life that goes forth from the Lord, but in the

Lord these are life, while in man they are recipients of life. But it is

to be noted that in the Lord there are still higher degrees, and that all, both

the highest and the lowest, are life ; for the Lord teaches both that He is

the life and that He has flesh and bones. (But on these degrees, and on
continuous degrees, see the work on Heaven and Hell, n. 33, 34, 38, 39, 2o3,

209, 211, 435, where they are more fully described. A knowledge of these

should be drawn from that work for use in what follows.)

11261 "And she shall be burned up in the fire" signifies that

since this is from a devilish love such must perish.—This is evi-

dent from the signification of "fire," as meaning love in both

senses, heavenly love and devilish love (see n. 68,496,504, 916),

but here devilish love, because it is a love of ruling both over

heaven and over the world. This is called devilish love because

it is from the deepest hells, where the devils are who desire to

rule over all things of heaven, and who believe in their hearts

that they are gods, and that there is no God besides them. Also

from the signification of "to be burned up," as meaning to be

destroyed by that love. To be burned up with ffre is the pen-

alty of profaning holy things by a love of ruling over them, as

may be seen above (n. 1083).

{Continuation rfsptclingthc Athanatian Faith and re settling the Lord.)

[2.] Because God is life, it follows that He is uncreated. He is un-
create because life can create but cannot be created, for to be created is to

have existence from another, and if life had existence from another there

would be another being even as to life, and that life would be life in itself.

If this First were not life in itself it would be either from another or from
itself ; and you cannot say life from itself because from itself involves com-
ing forth, and that coming forth would be from nothing, and from nothing
nothing can come forth. This First, which has being in itself and from
which all things have been created, is (iod, who is called Jehovah because He
is Being in Himself. This, especially if it is illustrated by things created,

reason can see. Now as there can be no Being unless it comes forth, so
being and coming forth [esse et existrre in God are one; for when there is

being there is coming forth, and when there is coming forth there is being.

This, therefore, is the life itself which is God and which is Man.
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1127. "For strong is the Lord God who judgeth them" signi-

fies through the last judgment.—This is evident from the signifi-

cation of "strong is the Lord God who judgeth her," as meaning
the last judgment upon such. That the last judgment is meant
by these words follows from what goes before, for it is said that
" in one day her plagues shall come, death, mourning, and famine,

and she shall be burned up with fire," which signifies that when
they reach their last state, which is when there is no longer any
good or any truth but only evil and falsity from their devilish

love, they will then perish by the last judgment. That they did

perish by the last judgment can be seen in the work on The Last
Judgment and on Babylon Destroyed.

(Continuation nsptButg the Athanasian Faith and rcspc(tinz the Lord.)

[2.] That all things are from the life itself which is God and is Man,
can be made clear by reference to the created man, in that he is man in re-

spect to his outmosts, in respect to his intermediates, and in respect to his

inmosts ; and a man who in the world has been merely corporeal and con-
sequently stupid in respect to his life, appears nevertheless after the rejec-

tion of the material body as a man in the spiritual world ; and a man who
in respect to his life in the world has been merely sensual or natural, thus

who has'known little about heaven although much about the world, never-

theless after death appears as a man ; and a man who in respect to his life

in the world has been rational, and has thought rightly from natural lumen,
when after death he becomes a spirit appears as a man ; and again, a man
who in reference to his life in the world has been spiritual, when after death

he becomes an angel appears as a man, perfect in the measure of his recep-

tion of life from the Lord ; and a man in whom the third degree of life has
been opened, thus who in respect to his life in the world has been a celes-

tial man, when after death he becomes an angel appears as a man in all

perfection. [3.] The man is the life itself that is in him, whether it be
sensual or natural, or rational, or spiritual, or celestial, for so the degrees

of life are called. Man in whom these degrees exist is only a recipient.

As it is in the least types so it is in the greatest. The whole angelic heaven
in every complexes a man. Each heaven by itself, the first, the second, and
the third, is a man. Each society in the heavens, greater or less, is a man.
Even the church on the earth in general is a man ; likewise all asemblages
that are called churches are by themselves men. It is said the church, but

it is meant all in whom the church is in the complex ; thus does the church

on the earth appear to the angels of heaven. It so appears because the

life that is from the Lord is a man. Life from the Lord is love and wis-

dom
;
consequently such as the reception of love and wisdom from the

Lord is such is the man. This shows in the first place that all things have
been created from the life that is God and that is Man.

verse 9

1128. "And the kings of the earth shall weep for her and wail over her, who have

committed whoredom and lived luxuriously with her, when they shall look upon the smoke of

her burning."

9. "The kings of the earth shall weep for her and wail over her" signifies

the mourning and grief of heart of those who have exercised that f>aiver

[n. 1129] ;
" who hsve committed whoredom and lived luxuriously with
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her " signifies who have been in falsities and in mils offalsitiesfrom
delight regarding that power [n. 1130] ; "when they shall look upon
the smoke of her burning" signifies because of hell and of their damna-
tion [n. 1131].

1129. {Verse 9.] "And the kings of the earth shall weep for

her and wail over her" signifies mourning and grief of heart of
those who have exercised that power.—This is evident from the

signification of "to weep and wail," as meaning mourning and
grief of heart (of which presently) ; also from the signification of

"kings of the earth," as meaning those who are in truths from

good, and in the contrary sense who are in falsities from evil (see

n. 29, 31, 625, 1034, 1063), here those who have exercised that

power and are therefore called "kings of the earth," the "earth"

meaning the church. It is evident from what follows that such

are signified by "kings of the earth," for it is said "who have
committed whoredom and lived luxuriously with her," which sig-

nifies who have been in falsities and evils from delight respecting

that power. Those who are in truths from good, who are also

signified by "kings of the earth," cannot "weep for her and wail

over her." [2.] The expressions "to weep" and "to wail" are

used, because "to weep" signifies mourning because of falsities,

and "to wail" mourning because of evils, and because both have
been lost; thus "to weep" has reference to the falsity that they

have called truth, and "to wail" has reference to the evil that

they have called good. This is why "mourning and wailing"

are mentioned together in the Word. As in Jeremiah :

"O daughter of My people,. . . .make thee mourning for an only son, a
wailing of bitterness, for the waster shall suddenly come upon us"
(vi. 26).

Here the term "mourning" is used because of truth destroyed
;

the "spoiler" signifies the loss of these, and thus the end of the

church. In Micah:
" I will make a wailing like the dragons, and a mourning like the daugh-

ters of the owl " (i. 8).

Because "wailing" has reference to good, and in the contrary

sense to evil, it is said, "I will make a wailing like dragons,"

"dragons" meaning those who are in the lusts of evil; and be-

cause "mourning" has reference to falsity it is said, " I will make
a mourning like the daughters of the owl," " daughters of the

owl" meaning those who are in falsities and their pleasantnesses,

"owls" signify falsities, because they see in darkness and not in

the light. In Zechariah:

" They shall wail over him according to the wailing over a first begotten,
and they shall mourn over him according to the mourning over a
first begotten " (xii. 10).
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Here, too, "wailing" is predicated of the loss of good, and
"mourning" of the loss of truth. In Jeremiah :

" Enter not into the house of mourning, neither go away to wail " (xvi. 5)

;

where the meaning is the same. Both expressions are used on
account of the marriage of good and truth, or on account of the

marriage not of good and truth, which is in every particular of

the Word.
iCotUinuation rtsfeilin? the Athanasinn Faith and respecting the Lord. )

[3.] That all things are from the life itself which is God, and which is

wisdom and love, can also be made clear by reference to things created
when they are viewed from order. For it is from order that the angelic

heavens, consisting of thousands and thousands of societies, act as one
through love to the Lord and through love towards the neighbor, and that

they are kept in order through Divine truths which are the laws of order.

Also it is from order that the hells beneath the heavens, which are also

divided into thousands and thousands of assemblies, are kept in order by
means of judgments and punishments, so that they are unable to do the

least harm to the heavens, although they are hatreds and insanities. It

is also from order that between the heavens and the hells there is an equili-

brium, in which is man in the world, and in which he is led to heaven if led

by the Lord, and to hell if led by himself; for it is the law of crder that

man musf do whatever he does from freedom according to reason. [4.] Since

so many myriads of myriads of men from the creation of the world have
poured into the spiritual world and are unceasingly pouring in like streams
and each individual has a different disposition and love, they could by no
means have been associated together as a one unless God who is life itself

had been one, and unless this life had been wisdom itself and love itself, and
thus order itself. Thus much about heaven. But in the world the Divine

order appears in the sun, moon, stars, and planets. The sun in appearance

makes the years, days, and hours, also the seasons of the year, which are

spring, summer, autumn, and winter, also the divisions of the day, which
are morning, noon, evening and night ; and it vivifies all things of the earth

according to the reception of its heat in light and of its light in heat ; and
according to reception it opens, arranges, and prepares bodies and matters,

which are in the earth and upon the earth, to receive influx from the spirit-

ual world. Thus in the spring time, by the union of heat and light at that

season the birds of heaven and the animals of earth return into the love

of prolification, and into a knowledge of all things pertaining to that love
;

and the things of the vegetable kingdom return into the efforts and activi-

ties of producing leaves, flowers and fruits, and seeds in them for perpetu-

ating their kind to eternity, and for multiplying it to infinity. [5.] It is

also from order that the earth produces vegetables, and that vegetables

nourish animals, and that both are useful to man for food, for raiment, and
for pleasure ; and as man is the one in whom is God, so all things thus re-

turn to God from whom they are. All this makes clear that created things

follow in such order that one is for the sake of another, and that they are

perpetual ends which arc uses, and that the ends which are uses are con-

stantly so directed as to return to God from whom they are. All this now
shows that all things have been created from life itself, which is wisdom
itself, and also shows that the created universe is full of God.

II30. " Who hath committed whoredom and lived luxuriously

with her" signifies who have been in falsities and in evils offalsities
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from delight respecting that power.—This is evident from the sig-

nification of" to commit whoredom," as meaning to falsify truths

(see n. 141, 161, 805^], 983) ; thus also to love falsities, for he who
is in the love of evil is also in the love of falsity, since by falsity

evil is confirmed. Also from the signification ol "living luxuri-

ously," as meaning to have delight from that dominion or power,

thus to love evils. "To commit whoredom" is predicated of

falsities, and "to live luxuriously" of evils, and both of delight in

these. [2.1 As "committing whoredom" signifies the falsifying

of truths, and "living luxuriously " signifies loving evils and thus

also falsities, it shall now be told how it is that the Babylonish
nation has falsified the Word and weakened its Divine holiness.

It has been well known in the whole Christian world that the

Word is Divine, and consequently that all things contained in the

Word are Divine truths. Now as the Babylonians have claimed

for themselves and have actually assumed dominion over al

things of the church and also over heaven, and as they thus let

themselves into all evils that spring up from love of self, it was
necessary for them to confirm those evils by means of the Word,
and this could be done only by falsifying it, for the Word can in

no wise confirm evil
;
consequently when a man confirms evil by

means of the Word he falsifies its truths. This was done by the

Babvlonians ; but as they still saw truths in the Word that they

could not falsify, as for instance, all that is said in it about Baby-

lon, so by their craft they weakened the Divine holiness of the

Word, and forbade the reading of it by the people ; and their

leaders and presbyters, who are called monks, also refrained from

reading it, saying that the decrees of the Pope were just as holy

as the contents of the Word, and that all things of the church

must be adapted to its state, and consequently must be changed
as its state requires, and that such adaptation and changes must
be made through the inspiration given to the Pope. All this

makes clear how it is that the truths of the Word have been

falsified and rejected by them, and in place of these such things

as pander to their love of ruling and wholly favor it, and which

are in themselves falsities, have been accepted, and have been
endorsed by their Pope. From all this the particular signification

of the whoredoms of its kings with Babylon the harlot can be seen.

{Continuaticnrtspitting the Athanasian Faith and respetting the Lord-)

[3.] As God is uncreate He is also eternal ; for the life itself which is

God is life in itself, not from itself, nor from nothing; thus it is without
origin ; and what is without origin is from eternity and is eternal. But
the conception of any thing without origin is impossible to the natural

man
;
so, too, is the conception of God from eternity ; but it is possible to

the spiritual man. The thought of the natural man cannot be separated
and abstracted from the idea of time ; this idea clings to him from nature,
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in which he is. Nor can his thought be separated and abstracted from the

idea of origin, since origin means to him a beginning in time. The ap-

pearance in the sun's progression has impressed this idea on the natural

man. But the thought of the spiritual man is abstracted from the idea of

time, because it is raised above nature, and in place of that idea there is

the idea of state of life, and in place of duration of time is an idea of the

state of thought from affection, which constitutes life. For in the angelic

heaven the sun does not rise or set or make years and days, as the sun in

i tie world does; and for this reason the angels of heaven, because they
a-e in spiritual ideas, think apart from time; consequently their idea of

God from eternity does not take anything from origin, that is, from a be-

g.nning, but from state that it is eternal, and that every thing therefore
that is God and that goes forth from God is eternal, in other words, is

Divine in itself. That this is so I have been permitted to perceive by an ele-

vation above natural thought into spiritual thought. From all this it is now
clear that God, who is uncreate, is also eternal, also that it is impossible to

think that nature is from eternity, or that it is from itself in time ; but it is

possible to think that God is from eternity, and that both nature and time
are from God.

1131. "When they shall look upon the smoke of her burning"

signifies because of hell and of their damnation.—This is evi-

dent from the signification of "the smoke of burning," as mean-
ing hell- and damnation (of which presently)

;
therefore, "when they

shall look upon it" signifies because of these, for it is said, "they
.shall weep for her and wail over her when they look upon
the smoke of burning," which signifies mourning and grief

of heart because of these, that is, because of hell and of their

damnation. "The smoke of burning" signifies hell and dam-
nation, because "smoke" signifies infernal falsity, and "fire,"

that is, "burning," signifies infernal evil. From this correspond-

ence of infernal falsity and infernal evil with the fire of burning,

a smoke mingled with fire, like smoke from a furnace or from

conflagrations, appears over the hells of such. (That " smoke " signi-

fies infernal falsity, maybe seen n. 494, 539['*/]. 889; and that "fire" signifies

infernal evil, which is such as their love is, may be seen n. 68, 496, 5°4' 9*6-)

{Continuation respecting the Athanasian Faiih andrespcning the Lord.)

[2.] As God is eternal He is also infinite, and as there is a natural idea

and a spiritual idea of the eternal, so there is of the infinite. The natural

idea of the eternal is from time, but the spiritual idea of it is not from time.

And the natural idea of the infinite is from space, but the spiritual idea of it

is not from space. For as life is not nature, so the two properties of nature,

which are time and space, are not properties of life, for they were created

with nature by the life which is God. The natural idea of the infinite God,

which is from space, is that He fills the universe from end to end ; but from

this idea of the infinite there springs the thought that the inmost of nature

is God, and thus that He is something extended, and yet every thing exte nded

belongs to matter. [3.] As, therefore, the natural idea has nothing in com-
mon with the idea of life, of wisdom, and of love, which is God, so the

infinite must be viewed from the spiritual idea, in which there is nothing of

time and nothing of space, because there is in it nothing of nature. Ac-

cording to the spiritual idea the Divine love is infinite and the Divine wis-
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dom is infinite, and since the Divine love and the Divine wisdom are the

life which is God the Divine life is also infinite ; from which it follows

that God is infinite. That the Divine wisdom is infinite can be seen from
the wisdom of the angels of the third heaven. As these excel all others

in wisdom, they perceive that no comparison is possible between their wis-

dom and the Lord's Divine wisdom, because no comparison is possible

between the infinite and the finite. Moreover, they say that the first degree

of wisdom, is to see and acknowledge that this is so. The same is true of

the Divine love. Furthermore, angels like men are recipient forms of life,

thus they are recipients of wisdom and love from the Lord ; and these

forms are from substances that are without life, thus are in themselves
dead, and between what is dead and what is living no comparison is possi-

ble. [4.] But how that finite receives the infinite can be illustrated by the

light and heat of the sun of the world. The light itself and the heat itself

from that sun are not material, and yet they affect material substances, the

light by modifying them, and the heat by changing their states. The Lord's

Divine wisdom is likewise light, and the Lord's Divine love is heat, but they
are spiritual heat and light, because they go forth from the Lord as a sun,

which is Divine love united to Divine wisdom, while the light and heat

from the sun of the world are natural, because that sun is fire and not love.

verse 10.

1132. 'Standing afar off for the fear of her torment, saying. Woe, woe, that great

city Babyion, that strong city, for in one hour is thy judgment come."

10. "Standing afar off for the fear of her torment" signifies when they are in

externalsfrom a dread of infernalpunishment [n. J 133] ; "saying, Woe,
woe, thai great city Babylon," signifies lamentation over that doctrine

and over that religion [n. 1134] ; "that strong city " signifies -which had
fortified itself by so many 'wicked devices [n. 1135] ; "for in one hour is

thy judgment come " signifies their total destruction through the last

judgment [n. 1136].

1133. [ Verse 10] "Standing afar off for the fear of her tor-

ment" signifies whe?i they are in externals from a dread of infer-

nalpunishment.—This is evident from the signification of " stand-

ing afar off," as meaning to be in externals (of which presently) ; also

from the signification of "fear of torment," as meaning dread on

account of infernal punishments, for "torment "signifies such pun-

ishments. "Standing afar off" signifies to be in externals because

man is in himself when he is in internals, for there his love, and
thus his very life, has its seat. The internals of man are the

things that belong to his spirit, and are meant in the Word by
"things near;" and therefore his externals, as being remote from

internals, are meant by things "afar off," and here by "standing

afar off." Moreover, every evil man when he is in externals is

unlike what he is in internals. Not only does he then speak and
ad differently, he also thinks and wills differently, for his thought

and will then are that he may appear as a civil, moral, and even
as a spiritual man, and this either because of the law and its
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penalties or for the sake of reputation and consequent honor and
gain, thus from fear of losing these. That the man is then "afar

off" from himself is evident from the facf that when he returns

from externals into his internals, as he does when alone, he thinks

and wills in a wholly different way, and when he is with compan-
ions like himself he talks in a different way. This shows that

"standing afar off" signifies in the spiritual sense to be in exter-

nals. [2.1 The chief reason why an evil man introduces himself

or comes from internals into externals is fear ; for fear closes up
his internals when he sees the punishments and torments of his

companions, and when his internals are closed up he comes into

externals, and remains in them as long as the punishment is dis-

tinctly in his thought. And yet his internal is not made better by
punishments, but remains wholly as before ; therefore as soon as

the fear of punishment recedes he returns into his evils, which are

interiorlv in him, and which belong to his spirit, and thus to his

life. This may be illustrated by examples from the spiritual

world. An evil spirit there is compelled by punishments not to

speak or do evil ; and in such a state he remains as long as he is

in the place where the punishment is kept before his mind
; but

as soon as the fear of the punishment recedes he is evil as before.

It is the same in the world. So long as thieves, robbers, and

other criminals are in a city where all are held in restraint by the

law and its penalties they do not steal or rob ; but as soon as thev

come into forests, or into places where they have no fear of the

penalties of the law, or when they can pervert the law by crafty

devices and thus escape the penalties, they come into their inter-

nals and commit crimes. [3.1 All this makes clear that externals

are remote from internals, and stand as it were afar off; and this

is is why "afar off" signifies in the Word the external or what is

remote from the internal, as in the following passages. In Isaiah:

" Hear, ye that are afar off, what I have done, and ye that are near know
My power" (xxxiii. 13).

"Those that are afar off" here mean the nations, because they

are remote from internal truths, and "those that are near" mean
those who are of the church and who are in truths from the

Word. In the same,

" Bring my sons from afar, and my daughters from the end of the

earth " (xliii. 6).

Here, too, "sons and daughters " mean the nations ; and because

these are remote from truths and goods, which are the internals

of the church, they are called "sons from afar, and daughters from
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the end of the earth," "'sons" meaning those who are in truths,

and "daughters " those who are in goods, " the end of the earth
"

signifying the outmost things of the church. [4.] In the same,

" Listen, O isles, unto Me, and [hearken,] ye peoples from afar

Lo, these shall come to thee from afar, and lo, these from the north
and from the west" (xlix. 1, 12).

" Isles " and " peoples from afar," and " from the north and from

the west," mean in like manner the nations with whom the church

was to be established. The meaning is the same in Jeremiah]:

"Declare it in the isles afar off" (xxxi. 10).

In Zechariah

:

" They that are afar off shall come, and shall build the temple of Jeho-
vah " (vi. 15).

Here, too, "those afar off" mean the nations, and the "temple"
that they shall build is the church. In Jeremiah :

"Am I God that is near,. . . .and not a God afar off?" ixxiii. 23.)

This signifies that the Lord is God both to those who are within

the church and to those who are outside of it, also to thosejwho

are in internal truths and to those who are in external truths. In

David :

"O God,. . .the confidence of all the ends of the earth and of the sea,

of those that are afar off" (Psalm lxv. 5).

" The ends of the earth and of the sea, of those that are afar off,"

signify the outmosts of the church. In the contrary sense "afar

off" signifies evil, because evil is in the external man ; for all who
are in evils and in falsities therefrom are external men. Such are

meant by "nations and peoples from afar" and "from the end of

the earth " in the following passages. In Isaiah :

The nations "from afar. . .and from the end of the earth" (v. 26).

In the same,

Peoples "coming from a land afar off, from the end of the earth"
[Hebrew, " heavens "] (xiii. 5).

In Jeremiah :

"Nations coming from the land afar off" against Jerusalem (iv. 16).

In the same,

Upon the house of Israel "I will bring a nation from afar " (v. 15).

Because " Babylon" signifies evil of every kind and profanation

of good it is called

" The land afar off " (Isa. xxxix. 3).
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That "those afar off" signify those who are in the externals of

the church can be seen also from those who are in externals and
those who are in internals in the spiritual world ; the latter are in

the south and the former in the north, thus they are separated

according to the degree of the reception of truth and good.
That "near" means what is internal may be seen above (n. 16).

{Continuation resftHinj: tht Athanasian Faith and rtspiCling the Lord.)

[5.] Since God is infinite He is also omnipotent, for omnipotence is

infinite power. God's omnipotence shines forth from the universe, which
is the visible heaven and the habitable globe

;
these, with all things that

are in the visible heavens and on the habitable globe, are the great works
of an omnipotent Creator. The creation of these and their maintenance
testify that they are from Divine omnipotence, while their order and mutual
regard to ends from first to last testify that they are from Divine wisdom.
God's omnipotence shines forth also from the heaven that is above or

within our visible heaven, and from the globe there that is inhabited by an-

gels, as ours is by men. There are wonderful testimonies there to the

Divine omnipotence ; and as these have been seen by me and revealed to

me, I am permitted to speak of them. There all men are that have died

from the first creation of the world ; and these after death continue to be
men in form, but are spirits in essence. [6.] Spirits are affections that
are from love, and thus also thoughts. The spirits of heaven are affections

of the love of good, and the spirits of hell affections of the love of evil.

Good affections, which are angels, dwell on a globe that is called heaven,

and evil affections, which are spirits of hell, dwell at a great depth beneath
them. The globe is one, but is divided into expanses as it were, one below
another. There are six expanses ; in the highest the angels of the third

heaven dwell, and beneath them the angels of the second heaven, and be-

neath these the angels of the first heaven, below these dwell the spirits of

the first hell, beneath these the spirits of the second hell, and beneath these

the spirits of the third hell. All things are arranged in such order that the

evil affections, which are spirits of hell, are held in bonds by the good affec-

tions, which are angels of heaven ; the spirits of the lowest hell by the

angels of the highest heaven, the spirits of the middle hell by the angels

of the middle heaven, and the spirits of the first hell by the angels of

the first heaven. By such opposition the affections are held in equili-

brium as in the scales of a balance. [7.] Such heavens and hells are

innumerable, divided into assemblies and societies according to the gen-

era and species of all affections ; and these affections in their order and
connection are in accord with the nearer and more remote affinities of

the societies. This is true both of the heavens and of the hells. This

order and this connection of affections are known to the Lord alone, and

the arrangement of the different affections, as many as there have been

men from the first creation and will be hereafter, is a work of infinite wis-

dom, and at the same time of infinite power. That the Divine power is

infinite, or that it is omnipotence, is there clearly evident from the fact thai

neither the angels of heaven nor the devils of hell have any power what-

ever from themselves. If they had any at all heaven would fall to pieces,

hell would become a chaos, and with these every man would perish.

1134. "Saying, Woe, woe, that great city Babylon," signifies

lamentation over that doctrine and over that religion.—This is

evident from the signification of "woe, woe," as meaning lament-

ation, especially over destruction and devastation (see n. 531) ; also
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from the signification of " city," as meaning doctrine (see n. 223)

;

also from the signification of " Babylon," as meaning that religion

which, because of the falsification and profanation of the truth

and good of the church, is called "a harlot" and "the mother of

whoredoms and of the abominations of the earth." This makes
clear that " Woe, woe, that great city Babylon," signifies lamenta-

tion over that doctrine and over that religion.

{Continuation resfetlmg the Athanasian Faith and res/ tiling the Lord.)

[2.] God has all power, and men and angels have none at all, because

God alone is life, and men and angels are only recipients of life, and life

is that which acts, and the recipient of life that which is acted upon.

Every one can see that a recipient of life cannot act at all from itself, and
that its action must be from the life that is God. Nevertheless, it can act

as if from itself, for this can be granted to it ; that it has been granted to

it has been said above. If man does not live from himself it follows that

he does not think and will from himself, neither does he speak and act

from himself, but from God who alone is life. That this is so does not

seem to be true, for man has no other feeling than that these things are in

himself, and thus are done by himself ; and yet when he speaks from faith

he confesses that every thing good and true is from God, and that every

thingevil and false is from the devil, although every thing that a man thinks,

wills, speaks or acts, has reference to what is good and true or to what is

evil and false. For this reason when a man does good he says within him-
self, or his teacher says to him, that he was led by God, and when he does
evil that he was led by the devil. Also every man who preaches, prays

that his thought, his discourse, and his tongue, may be led by the spirit of

God, and sometimes he adds after preaching that he has spoken from the

spirit ; and some even have a perception of this in themselves. Moreover,
I can myself testify before the world that all things of my thought and will

have entered by influx, the goods and truths through heaven from the

Lord, and the evils and falsities from hell. It has been granted me for a
long time to perceive this. [3.] Angels of the higher heavens have a clear

sensation that this is so : and the wisest of them do not wish to think and
will even as if from themselves. On the other hand, infernal genii and
spirits utterly deny this, and are angry when told that it is so. Yet to

many the truth has been made evident by living proof ; but afterwards they
were indignant. Since, however, this seems to many to be a contradiction

it is important that it should be seen from some idea of the understanding
how this takes place, that it may be acknowledged that it does take place.

The essence of the matter is as follows. From the Lord's Divine love,

which appears in the angelic heaven as a sun, light goes forth and heat

goes forth. This light is the life of His Divine wisdom, and this heat

is the life of His Divine love. This spiritual heat which is love, and
this spiritual light which is wisdom flow into subjects that are recipient

of life, as natural heat and natural light from the sun of the worid flow

into subjects net recipient of life. And although light simply modifies
the substances into which it flows, and heat simply changes their state,

yet it follows that if these were living subjects, they would feel these
changes in themselves, and would suppose them to be from themselves ;

and yet they recede with the sun and return with the sun. It is because
the life of the Lord's Divine wisdom is light that the Lord in many pas-

sages of the Word is called light, and it is said in John ;

"The Word was with God. an 1 the Word was God. . . In Him was life, and the life

was the light of men "
i. 1-4 .
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From all this it is now clear that God has infinite power because He is

the all in all. But how an evil person can think, will, speak and do evil,

when God alone is life, will be told in what follows.

1135. "That strong city" signifies which hadfortified itself

by so many wicked devices.—This is evident from the signification

of "strong," as meaning in reference to its doctrine and religion,

which are signified by " the city of Babylon," that they are fortified

by devices that they may not be assailed and overthrown. What
those devices are, and how wicked they are, may be seen above (n.

1 1 12). It follows, nevertheless, that these devices were of no avail

at the day of the last judgment, when all who were such perished,

for it is said, '"For in one hour is thy judgment come," and that

not only the kings of the earth, but also the merchants of the earth,

and the pilots of the ships "should weep for her and wail over

her." [2.] Elsewhere in the Word those are called "strong"

who are in evils and in falsities therefrom, and have fortified them-

selves by means of devices against the goods and truths of the

church, thus those in whom the church is devastated, and who
devastate the church in others. As in Joel:

" The day of Jehovah cometh, . . .a day of darkness and of thick dark-

ness ;. . . .a people great and strong, such as there hath not been
for an age Like heroes they run, like men of war they climb
over the wall " (ii. 1, 2, 7)

;

where also the last judgment is treated of, which is signified by

"the day of Jehovah, a day of darkness and of thick darkness."

Those who are in falsities of evil and have fortified their falsities

against truths by reasonings and by falsifications of the Word,
are signified by "a people great and strong ;" that they reason

from falsities against truths, and thus assail truths, is signified by

"like heroes they run, like men of war they climb over the wall."

And so in other places.

{Continuation rtspeRing tht Athanasian Faith and rtspeffing the Lord.}

[3.] As the Divine omnipotence is such thai, man is not able to think

and will, and thus to speak and act, of himself, but is able to do so only
from the life which is God, it may be asked why every man is not saved.

But he who concludes from this that every one is saved, or that he is not

to be blamed if he is not, is ignorant of the laws of Divine order respecting

man's reformation, regeneration, and consequent salvation. The laws of

that order are called laws of the Divine providence. These the natural

mind cannot know unless it is enlightened. And as man is ignorant of

them, and consequently forms conclusions respecting the Divine providence
from what happens in the world, by which he falls into fallacies and thus

into errors, from which it is difficult fur him afterwards to extricate him-
self, so these laws shall be disclosed. [4.] Put before these are disclosed,

i ! is important to make known that the Divitie providence operates in every
particular thing pertaining to man, and even in the most minute particu-
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lars. for his eternal salvation ; for the salvation of man was the end of the

creation of heaven and of earth. This end was that out of the human race

a heaven might be formed, in which God could dwell as in His own very

home, consequently the salvation of man is the all in all of the Divine
providence. But the Divine providence proceeds so secretly that man can
see scarcely a trace of it, and yet it is active in the most minute particulars

relating to him from infancy to old age in the world, and afterwards to

eternity, and in each one of these it is the eternal that is regarded. [5.

J

As the Divine wisdom is in itself nothing but an end, so providence acts

from an end, in an end, and to an end. The end is that man may become
wisdom and may become love, and thus a dwelling place and an image of

the Divine life. But since the natural mind, unless it is enlightened, is

unable to comprehend why the Divine providence, which works solely for

man's salvation, and works in the most minute things of the progress of

man's life, does not lead all to heaven, when it desires from love to so lead

them, and is omnipotent, so in what now follows the laws of order, which
are laws of the Divine providence, shall be disclosed ; by which, I hope, the

mind not before enlightened may be withdrawn from fallacies, if it is will-

ing to be withdrawn.

II36. "For in one hour thyjudgment is come " signifies their

total destruction through the lastjudgment.— This is evident from

the signification of "in one hour," as meaning suddenly, and here

entirely, and thus in reference to destruction, total ; for hour, the

same as day, year, and all times in general, signifies state (see n.

194. 4S8, 673. 875). Here " hour" signifies a state of destruction

by means of the last judgment ; and the number used to designate

the successive duration of time signifies the quality of the state

;

so when it is said "in one hour" it signifies all things suddenly.

That it signifies all things suddenly is evident from what follows,

where all things belonging to Babylon are set forth as "her mer-

chandise" that had perished. That " the judgment is come"
signifies destruction through the last judgment is evident without

explanation.

{Continuation respecting the Athanasian Faith and resftflin? the Lord.)

[2.] The laws of order which are called the laws of Divine providence
are the following :

(i.) Man does not fed andperceive and thus know otherwise than
that life is in him, that is, that he thinks and wills from
himself, and thus speaks and ads from himself; and
yet he may acknowledge and believe that the truths that

he thinks and speaks and the goods that he wills and
does are from God, thus as if they were from himself.

(ii.) Man does what he does from freedom according to reason,

and yet he may acknowledge and believe that the very

freedom that he has is from God; and the same is true

of his very reason, viewed in itself, which is called

rationality.

[*3] (iii.) To think andspeak truth and to willand dogoodfrom freedom
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according to reason is not from oneself but from God;
and to think and to speak falsity and to willand do evil

from freedom is not from oneself but from hell; and
yet in such a way that while the falsity and evil are

from hell, the freedom itself, regarded in itself, and the

ability itself to think, will, speak, and do, regarded in

itself, are from God.

(iv.) Mans understanding and 'Mill must not be compelled by
another in the least, since all compulsion by another
takes away freedom, but man himself should compel

himself, for to compel oneself is to ad from freedom.
(v.) From sense and perception man does not know in himself

how good and truth flozv in from God and how evil and
falsity flow in from hell; nor does he see how Divine
providence operates in favor of good against evil; if he

did he could not ad from freedom according to reason

as if from himself, it is sufficient for him to know
and acknowledge this from the Word andfrom the doc-

trine of the church.

(vi.) Man is reformed not by external j::eans but by internal

means ; by external means miracles and visions, also

fears and punishments are meant ; by internal means
truths and goods from the Word and from the doctrine

of the church and looking to the Lord are meant, for
these means enter by an internal way, and remove the

evils and falsities that have their seat within, while ex-

ternal means enter by an external way and do not remove
evils and falsities but shut them in. Nevertheless, man
may be fuither reformed by external means when he has

previously been reformed by internal means; but a man
that has not been reformed is merely withheld by exter-

nal means, which are fears and punishments, from
speaking and doing the evils and falsities that he thinks

and that he wills.

(vii.) Man is let into truths offaith and goods of love by God only

so far as he can be kept in them until the end of life

;

for it is better that he should continue to do evil than
that he should be good and afterwards evil, for he thus

becomes profane. This is the chief reason why evil is

permitted.

(viii.) God is unceasingly withdrawing man from evils so far as

man is willing from freedom to be withdrawn. So far
as man can be withdrawn from evil God leads him to

good and thus to heaven. Hut so far as man cannot be

withdrawn from evils God cannot lead him to good and
thus to heaven ; for so far as man has been with-

drawn from evils so far he from God does good that is

in itself good, but so far as he has not been wilhdrazvn

from evils so far he from himself does good that has

evil within it.

(ix.) God does not teach man truths either from Himself or through

angels immediately; but He teaches by means of the Word,

preaching, reading, and conversation and communi-

cation with others, and thus by thought with himself

about these things. Alan is then enlightened in the
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measure of his affection for truth from use. Other-

wise man could not act as iffrom himself
[10.] (x.) When man is led astray by eminence and riches he has led

himself to them by his own prudence, for by Divine
providence man is led only to such things as do not lead

astray and as are serviceable to eternal life ; for all

things of the Divine providence with man look to what
is eternal, since the life which is Cod,from which man
is man, is eternal life.

VERSE II.

1X37* " Ancl tne merchants of the earth shall weep and mourn over her because no

one buyetn their merchandise any more."

11. "And the merchants of the earth shall weep and mourn over her " signifies

the mourning and grief of those who acquire the things pertaining to

that religion in order to gain honor and wealth [n. 1138] ; "because
no one buyeth their merchandise any more" signifies that their evils

and falsities by which they make gain are no more received [n. 1139].

11,58. [Verse 11] "And the merchants of the earth shall weep

and mourn over her" signifies the mourning and grief of those

who acquire the things pertaining to that religion in order to

gain honorand wealth.—This is evident from the signification of
" merchants," as meaning those who acquire know ledges of the

truths and goods of the church, and in the contrary sense those

who acquire knowledges of evil and falsity, so here those who
acquire the things pertaining to that religion for the sake of gain,

that is, both honors and riches. (That this is the signification of " mer-

chants" may be seen n. 840, 1 104.) Also from the signification of

"weeping and mourning," as meaning to grieve and lament.

There are four kinds of men of that religion that are here de-

scribed, namely, those called "kings of the earth," those called

"merchants of the earth," those called "merchants of merchan-
dise," and those called "masters of ships with sailors." "The
kings of the earth " are treated of in verses 9, 10, "the merchants

of the earth" in verses n-14, "the merchants of merchandise"
verses 15, 16, and " the masters of ships and sailors " verses 17—19.

(G>ntinnationrtsp(cling the Athanasian Faith audresfeeting the Lord.)

[2.] From all this it is evident that the Lord can lead man to heaven
only by means of these laws, although he has Divine love from which He
wills, and Divine wisdom from which He knows all things, and Divine
power, which is omnipotence, from which He can do what He wills. For
these laws that are called laws of providence are laws of order respecting
reformation and regeneration, thus respecting the salvation of man, and
against these the Lord cannot acl, since to act against them would be to
act against His own wisdom and against His own love, thus against Him-
self. In respect to the first law, which is. That from sense andperception man
cannot know othenvise than that life is in him : and yet he should acknow-
ledge that the goods and truths which belong to love and faith which he thinks,
wills, speaks, and ads, are not from him but are from the Lord. This law-
presupposes the second, namely, That man has freedom, and that this free-
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dom also appears to be his, and vet he should acknowledge that it is not his, but
is the Lord's in him. [3. ]

This law follows from the former because free-

dom makes one with life, for without freedom man cannot feel and perceive

that life is as if it were in him ; it is from freedom that he feels this and
perceives this, for it is from freedom that every thing that the life effects

appears to man to be his own {profrium et *««»/), for freedom is the power to

think, will, speak, and do from one's self, here as if from oneself. And it

especially belongs to the will, for a man says, I have power to do what I

will, and I will that which I have power to do ; in other words, I am in free-

dom. Again, who cannot think from freedom that one thing is good and
another evil, or that one thing is true and another false? Therefore free-

dom was given to man together with his life, nor is it ever taken away from
him ; for so far as it is taken away or lessened so far man feels and per-

ceives that he does not live, but that another lives in him, and so far the de-

light of all things of his life is taken away or lessened, for he becomes a
slave. [4.] That from sense and perception man knows no otherwise
than that life is in him, thus that it is as if it were his own, has need of no
other proof than experience itself. Who has any other feeling or percep-

tion than that he thinks from himself when he thinks, that he wills from
himself when he wills, that he speaks and acts from himself when he speaks
and acts ? But it is from a law of Divine providence that man should know
no otherwise, since without such a feeling and such a perception he can-

not receive anything to himself, appropriate anything to himself, or bring

forth anything from himself ; thus he would be neither a recipient of life

from the Lord nor an agent of life from the Lord, but would be like an
automaton, or like an upright image, without understanding or will, with

the hands hanging down, awaiting influx that could not be given. For if

life were not received and not appropriated as if by man it would not be
retained, but would flow through, and in consequence man from being alive

would become like one dead, and from being a rational soul would become
not rational, thus either a brute or a stock; for he would have no delight

of life, that is, the delight that every one has from receiving as if by him-
self, from appropriating and from bringing forth as if by himself, since de-

light and life act as one, and when you take away all the delight of life you
grow cold and die. [5.] If it were not according to a law of Divine

providence that man should feel and perceive as if life and everything per-

taining to it were in him, and should be left to acknowledge simply that

good and truth are not from htm but are from the Lord, nothing could be

mputed to man, neither good nor truth, and thus neither love nor faith
;

and if nothing could be imputed the Lord would not have commanded in

the Word that man must do good and shun evil, and if he did good heaven
would be his inheritance, and if he did evil hell would be his portion ; nor

even would there be any heaven or hell, for without that perception man
would not be a man, thus would not be a dwelling place of the Lord. For
the Lord wills to be loved by man as if by him ; thus it is that the Lord
dwells with man in what is His own, and this he has given him in order that

He may be loved reciprocally ; for the Divine love consists in this, that it

wishes what is its own to be man's, and this could not be unless man felt

and perceived what is from the Lord to be as if it were his own. [6.] If

it were not according to a Divine law that man cannot from sense and per-

ception know otherwise than that life is in him, no end for the sake of which
man could act would be possible ; this is possible to man because the end
fiom which he acts seems to be in him. The end from which he acts is his

love, which is his life, and the end for the sake of which he acts is the de-

light of his love or life, and the effect in which the end presents itself is

use. The end for the sake of which he acts, which is the delight of his
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life's love, is felt and perceived in man, because the end from which he acts

enables him to feel and perceive it ; and that end is, as has been said, the

love which is life. But to the man who acknowledges that all things of his

life are from the Lord, the Lord gives (so far as the man acknowledges this

and performs uses) the deliarht and blessedness of His love. Thus when man
by acknowledgment and by faith from love, as if from himself, ascribes to the

Lord all things of his life, the Lord in turn ascribes to man the good of His
life, which carries with it every happiness and ever)' blessedness, and also en-

ables him to feel and perceive interiorly and exquisitely this good to be in

himself as if it were his own, and the more exquisitely in proportion as man
from the heart wills that which he acknowledges by faith. The perception

is then reciprocal, for the perception that He is in man and man is in Him
is grateful to the Lord, and the perception that he is in the Lord and the

Lord in him is gratifying to man. Such is the union of the Lord with

man and of man with the Lord by means of love.

1139. "Because no one buyeth their merchandise any more
"

signifies that the falsities a?id evils by which they make gain are

no more received.—This is evident from the signification of " mer-

chandise," as meaning the falsities and evils of doctrine and of

that religion, by which they make gain, which consists in honors

and riches. (That this is the signification of " merchandise " is evident from the

signification of " merchants," as meaning those who acquire and sell such things, see

above, n. 1 138.) What falsities and evils in particular are here sig-

nified by "merchandise" will be seen in what follows, where they

are enumerated. This "merchandise," since it belongs to Baby-
lon, which is called a "harlot" and "the mother of the whore-

doms of the earth," is what is meant in the Word by "the mer-

chandise of whoredoms ;" and that this means the falsifications

and adulterations of good and truth may be seen above (n. 695).

Also from the signification of "not to buy any more," as mean-
ing not to receive any more. Not being received means that

their falsities and evils are no longer received in the spiritual

world, although they are received in the natural world; for all

who come after death into the spiritual world from Babylon on

the earth are explored, and according to their loves are sent into

societies ; the evil are sent into infernal societies, and the good
are instructed and are then received into heaven according to

their reception of truth and good from the Lord.

(Continuation rttfi{linc the Athanasian Faith, and respt.ling the I.ord.1

[2.] Man has a feeling and perception that life is in him, because the

life of the Lord is in him as the light and heat of the sun arc in a subjecl.

This light and heat belong not to the subject but to the sun in the subject,

for they withdraw with the sun, but when they are in the subject they in

appearance wholly belong to it; from light the subject has color as if it

were in it, and from heat if has vegetative life as if it were in it. But this

is much more true of the light and heat from the sun of the spiritual world,

which is the Lord, whose light is the light of life and whose heat is the heat

of life, for the sun from which these go forth is the Lord's Divine love, while

man is the recipient subject. This light and heat never withdraw from the
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recipient, which is man, and when they are in man they are in appearance
wholly his own. From the light he has the ability to understand, and from
the heat the ability to will. From this that the light and heat, although they
are not his own, are seemingly wholly in the recipient, and from this that

they never withdraw, also from this that they affect his inmosts, which are

remote from the sight of his understanding and from the feeling of his will,

there must needs be the appearance that they are innate, that is, they seem
to be in him, and thus what they effect seems to be from him. From this it is

that man does not know otherwise than that he thinks from himself and
that he wills from himself ; and yet he does not in the least do this from
himself, for it is impossible for this light and heat to be so united to the

recipient as to be his own, precisely as it is impossible for the light of the

sun to be united to an earthly subject and become material as the subject is.

The same is true of heat. But the light of life and the heat of life move
and fill their recipient in the exact measure of the quality of his acknow-
ledgment that they are not his but are the Lord's, and the quality of ac-

knowledgment is in exact accord with the quality of love in doing the

commandments, which are uses.

VERSE 12.

II4-0» "Merchandise of gold and of silver, and of precious stone and of pearl,

and of fine linen and of purple, and of silk and scarlet, and all thyine wood, and every

vessel of ivory and every vessel of precious wood, and of brass and of iron, and of marble."

12. "Merchandise of gold and of silver" signifies all goods and truths in gen-

eral of the Word, of doclrine, and of the church, that have been pro-

faned by them, thus all evils andfalsities in general through which are

their gains [n. 1141] ; "and of precious stone and of pearl" sigrifies

knoivledges of truth and goodfrom the Word that have been profaned
[n. 1142] ; "and of fine linen and of purple " signifies truths andgoods
from a celestial origin that have been profaned [n. 1143] ; "and of silk

and of scarlet" signifies truths and goods from a spiritual origin that

have been profaned [n. 1144] ; "and all thyine wood" signifies all good
in the natural man therefrom [n. 1145] ; "and every vessel of ivory

and every vessel of precious wood" signifies rational truths andgoods
that have been profaned [n. 1146] ; "and of brass and of iron" igni-

fies all natural goods and truths that have been profaned [n. 1147]

;

"and of marble " signifies sensual truth [n. 1148].

X141. [ Verse 12 ] "Merchandise of gold and of silver" signi-

fies all goods and truths in general of the Word, of doclrine, and

of the church, that have been profa?ied by them, thus all evils and
falsities in general,from which arc their gains.—This is evident

from the signification of "merchandise," as meaning all things

by which gain is acquired, and when predicated of the church

these signify all evils and falsities (see just above, n. 1 139). Also

from the signification of "gold and silver," as meaning goods and

truths (seen. 242), but here goods and truths profaned, and thus

evils and falsities, because they belong to Babylon ; for when the

goods and truths of the Word have been profaned, they are no

longer goods and truths, but evils and falsities. They are pro-

faned by falsifications and adulterations, and by a life according

to these. What is meant by profanations, whence they are and
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what they are, may be seen above (n. 1045-1099). All things in

general are signified by "merchandise of gold and silver," be-

cause in the following parts of this verse the goods and truths

that have been profaned are enumerated; these are particular

evils and falsities and are signified by "precious stone, pearl, fine

linen, purple, silk, scarlet, thyine wood, vessel of ivory, vessel

of precious wood, brass, iron, and marble." The things men-
tioned in this verse signify all things of the Word, of doctrine,

and of the church, because the things mentioned in the following

verse signify all things of worship, and those in verse 14 all

things of effects. From all this it is clear that "merchandise of

gold and silver" here signifies all goods and truths in general of

the Word, of doctrine, and of the church, that have been pro-

faned by them, thus all evils and falsities in general from which

are their gains.

(Continuation respecting the Athanasian Faith, an<i reipetlmg the Lord.)

[2.] (iii.) The third law of Divine providence is, That to think and speak

truth and to willand do goodfrom freedom according to reason is not from man
but from the Lord ; and that to think and speak falsity and to will and do evil

from freedom is not from man but from hell, andyet in such a way that while

the evil and falsity are from hell, the freedom itself regarded in itself, and the

ability itself to think, will, speak, and do, regarded in itself, are from the Lord.

—That every good that is good in itself and every truth that is truth in it-

self is from the Lord and not from man, can be comprehended by the under-

standing from this, that the light that goes forth from the Lord as a sun is

the Divine truth of His Divine wisdom, and that the heat that goes forth

from the Lord as a sun is the Divine good of His Divine love ; and as man
is a recipient of these it follows, that every good which is from love and every

truth which is from wisdom is from the Lord and not from man. Rut that

every evil and every falsity is from hell and not from man has not been made
a matter of faith, as the fact that good and truth are not from man has, be-

cause heretofore this has not been perceived. But that evil and falsity are

from man is an appearance, and if believed is a fallacy, cannot be compre-
hended until it is known what hell is, and how hell with evil and falsity can
flow in on the one side as the Lord with good and truth flows in on the other.

Therefore it shall be told in the first place of whom hell consists, what hell

is, whence it is. and how it flows in and acts against good, and thus how man
who is in the midst is acted upon on either side as a mere recipient.

1 142. "Of precious stone and of pearl" signifies knowledges

of truth andgood from the Word that have been profaned.—This
is evident from the signification of "precious stone," as meaning
knowledges of truth from the Word (see n. 717); also from the

signification of "pearl," as meaning knowledges of good (see n.

1034) ; and as such knowledges are truths known (vera scientifica)

or truths of the natural man, so "precious stones" signify the

truths through which goods come, and " pearls " the goods
through which truths come, for every where in the Word there

is a marriage of truth and good, and for the reason that truth is
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not truth unless it has relation to good or goes forth from good,

and good is not good unless it has relation to truths or comes
forth through truths. Thus truths and goods are joined as in a

marriage, and goods and truths come forth as from a mar-

riage. This is why here and elsewhere in the Word things are

mentioned in pairs, one of which signifies good and the other

truth, as " gold and silver," " precious stone and pearl," " fine linen

and purple," "silk and scarlet," "vessel of ivory and vessel of

precious wood," "brass, iron, and marble," where "gold, pearl,

purple, scarlet, precious wood, and brass," signify goods of vari-

ous kinds, and "silver, precious stone, fine linen, silk, ivory, iron,

and marble," signify truths of various kinds. So elsewhere. But

here these all signify goods and truths profaned, thus evils and

falsities, as has been said just above of the signification of gold

and silver.

{Continuation respe.7ing the Athanastan F.iith, and respecting the Lord.)

[2.] First it shall be told of whom hell consists. Hell consists of spirits

who when they were men in the world denied God, acknowledged nature,

lived contrary to Divine order, loved evils and falsities, although for appear-

ance sake this was not done openly
;
consequently they were either insane

in respect to truths, or despised truths, or denied them in heart if not with

the lips. Of all such from the creation of the world hell consists. These
are all called either devils or satans ; those in whom love of self has pre-

dominated are called devils, and those in whom love of the world has predom-
inated are called satans. The hell containing devils is meant in the Word
by the " Dev;l,"and the hell containing satans is meant by " Satan." More-
over, the Lord has so joined the devils together that they are as one, and also

the satans ; and this is why the hells are called the Devil and Satan in the

singular. Hell does not consist of spirits immediately created such, neither

does heaven consist of angels immediately created such ; but hell consists

of men born in the world, who, were made devils or satans by themselves,

and in like manner heaven consists of men born in the world, who were
there made angels by the Lord. All men in respect to the interiors which
belong to their minds are spirits, clothed in the world with a material body
which is under the direction of the thought of the spirit and under the con-

trol of its affection ; for the mind which is spirit acts, and the body which
is matter is acted upon ; and every spirit, when the material body has been
cast off, is a man in a form like that which he had as a man in the world
(see above, n. 1127). All this makes clear of whom hell consists.

IZ43. "And of fine linen and of purple" signifies truths and
goods from a celestial origin that have been profaned.—This is

evident from the signification of "fine linen," as meaning truths

from a celestial origin (of which presently) ; also from the significa-

tion of "purple," as meaning goods from a celestial origin (of which

above, n. 1042). But here such truths and goods profaned are

meant, because the fine linen and purple are called "merchandise

of Babylon," and "Babylon," as "a harlot and mother of whore-

doms and of the abominations of the earth," signifies profanations
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ol truth and good. Truths and goods from a celestial origin are

truths and goods in those who are in love to the Lord ; these are

called celestial, and are distinguished from the truths and goods
from a spiritual origin, which are signified by " silk and scarlet,"

which will be spoken of presently. Truths and goods of a celes-

tial origin are profaned by such by their transferring the Lord's
Divine power to save mankind to themselvas, thus transferring

their love to the Lord to the Pope as a vicar and to his ministers.

And yet the Lord cannot be loved when He has no power to

save ; but the man is loved who is put in the Lord's place. They
claim that the Lord is loved for granting that power to man, and
that He is loved and is held in holy respecl; by those who have
received that power, and is worshipped by the rest. But love to

the Lord cannot exist in such, because the love of ruling over
heaven and over the church is wholly contrary to it ; for such
love is love of self, which is a devilish love, from which the Lord
cannot be loved. Such love regarded in itself is rather hatred

against the Lord, and it is turned into hatred when they become
spirits and dominion is taken away from them. Then they per-

secute all who are in love to the Lord. All this makes clear how
they profane goods and truths which are from a celestial origin.

(2.1 That "fine linen" signifies truths from a celestial origin can

be seen from the following passages. In Ezekiel:

" I clothed thee with broidered work, I shod thee with the skin of the

melis, and I girded thee with fine linen, and covered thee with
silk. . . . Thus wast thou decked with goid and silver, and thy gar-
ments were fine linen, and silk, and broidered work" (xvi. 10, 13).

This is said of Jerusalem, which means the church, here at its

establishment. " Broidered work and the skin of the melis " here

signify knowledges of truth and good from the Word; "fine

linen and silk" signify truths from a celestial origin and truths

from a spiritual origin. These are said to be "garments," be-

cause "garments" signify the truths with which good is clothed.

In the same,

" Fine linen in broidered work from Egypt was thy spreading forth

and purple from the isles of Elishah was thy covering " (xxvii. 7).

This is said of Tyre, which signifies the church in respecl: to

knowledges of good and truth. These knowledges are signified

by "broidered work from Egypt," truths by "fine linen," and

good by " purple," both from a celestial origin. In Luke

:

"There was a certain rich man who was clothed in purple and fine linen,

and indulged in sumptuous delight every day " (xvi. 19).
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The "rich man" means the Jewish nation, which is said to be
"clothed in purple and fine linen," because they have the Word
from which they might have goods and truths

;
goods are here

meant by "purple," and truths by "fine linen," both from a

celestial origin. " Lazarus" lying at the rich man's porch means
the nations that did not have the Word. [3.] Since "fine linen

(byssus) " which is also called cotton (xylinum) signified truths from a

celestial origin, and the garments of Aaron represented Divine

truths, because he represented the Lord,

So the mitre and girdle were woven of fine linen or cotton (Exod xxviii -

39 ; xxxix. 27).

And because the curtains and coverings of the tabernacle repre-

sented those things of the church that cover, and these are truths,

So these were woven of cotton or fine linen (Exod. xxvi. 1 ; xxvii. 9, 18 ,

xxxvi. 8 ; xxxviii. 9, 16).

" Fine linen " has the same signification in the following passages

of the Apocalypse :

" The time of the marriage of the Lamb is come, and his wife hath made
herself ready ; and it was given to her that she should be clothed

in fine linen, clean and bright" (xix. 7, 8).

The armies of Him that sat upon the white horse "followed Him upon
white horses, clothed in fine linen, white and clean " (xix. 14).

" Fine linen" signifies truth from a celestial origin because it was

a kind of very shining flax of which garments were made
;
"flax,"

and also "whiteness," signify truth, and "a garment" made of it

signifies truth that is clean and pure according to the brightness.

{Continuation resfecling the Athanasian Faith.)

[4.] The hell where those are who are called devils is love of self ; and

the hell where those are who are called satans is love of the world. The
devilish hell is love of self because that love is the opposite of celestial love

which is love to the Lord ; and the satanic hell is love of the world because

that love is the opposite of spiritual love, which is love towards the neigh-

bor. Now as the two loves of hell are opposites of the two loves of heaven

hell and the heavens are in opposition to each other ; for all who are in the

heavens look to the Lord and to the neighbor, but all who are in the hells

look to self and the world. All who are in the heavens love the Lord and

the neighbor, and all who are in the hells love self and the world, and con-

sequently hate the Lord and the neighbor. All who are in the heavens

think what is true and will what is good, because they think and will from
the Lord ; but all who are in the hells think what is false and will what is

evil, because they think and will from self. From this it is that all who are

in the hells appear turned backward, with the face turned away from the

Lord
;
they also appear turned upside down, with the feet upwards and the

head downwards. They so appear in accordance with their loves, which
are contrary to the love of heaven. [5.] As hell is love of self it is also a fire

for all love corresponds to fire, and in the spiritual world is so presented as
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to appear like a fire at a distance, although it is not a fire but love ; and
thus the hells appear within to be on fire, and without like outbursts of fire

in smoke from furnaces or from conflagrations ; and sometimes the devils

themselves appear like fires of coals. Their heat from that fire is like a

boiling up from impurities, which is lust ; and their light from that fire is

only an appearance of light from fantasies and from confirmations of evils

by falsities, which in fact is not light, for when the light of heaven flows

in it becomes to them thick darkness, and when the heat of heaven flows

in it becomes to them cold ; nevertheless they see from their light, and live

from their heat ; but their vision is like that of owls, birds of night, and
bats, whose eyes are blinded in the light of heaven, and they are only half

alive. The living principle in them is from an ability to think, to will, to

speak, to do, and in consequence to see, to heai, to taste, to smell, and to

feel : and this living principle is merely a power derived from action upon
them from without of the life which is God, according to order, and contin-

ually impelling them towards order. It is from that power that they live

to eternity. Their dead principle is from the evils and falsities that spring

from their loves. Consequently their life viewed from their loves is not

life but death ; and this is why in the Word hell is called "death," and its

inhabitants are called " the dead."

1144. "And of silk and of scarlet" signifies truths and goods
from a spiritual origin that have been profaned.—This is evident

from the signification of "silk." as meaning truth from a spiritual

origin (of which presently) ; also from the signification of "scarlet,"

as meaning good from a spiritual origin (see above, n. 1142). This

good coincides with truth from a celestial origin, and therefore

that, too, is signified by "scarlet" in the Word. But "silk and

scarlet" here signify such truths and goods profaned by Baby-

lon, which are profaned when spiritual love, which is love towards

the neighbor, has been perverted ; for those who are in such love

of self as the Babylonians are in can have no love to the neigh-

bor ; if they love others it is for the sake of self, so that the end

is the man himself and love to the neighbor the means, and the

end loves the means so far' as the means are serviceable to it;

and it casts them away when they cease to serve it. This can be

seen in all the particulars of the works of such. Love towards

the neighbor in the spiritual sense is a love of uses ; and when
uses are for the sake of self, it is not a love of uses but a love of

self. That "silk" signifies truth from a spiritual origin, can be

seen from the passage in Ezekiel (xvi. 10, 13) which has been

explained just above (n, 1 143). " Silk " signifies truth from a spir-

itual origin because of its gloss, for silk is glossy from light, and
"light" signifies Divine truth, which is also called the spiritual

Divine.

(Continuation re sf>rfling thi Athanasian Faith.)

[2.] It has been said that love of self and love of the world are hell,

but the source of those loves shall now be explained. Man was created to
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love self and the world, to love the neighbor and heaven, and to love the

Lord. For this reason when a man is born he first loves himself and the

world, and afterwards, so far as he becomes wise, he loves the neighbor
and heaven, and as he becomes still wiser he loves the Lord. Such a man
is in the Divine order, and is actually led by the Lord, although apparently

by himself. But so far as he fails to become wise he stops in the first de-

gree, which is to love himself and the world ; and if he loves the neighbor,

heaven, and the Lord, it is for the sake of self before the world. But if he

remains wholly unwise he loves himself alone, and the world and also the

neighbor for the sake of self; while heaven and the Lord he either despises

or denies or hates in heart, if not in words. These are the origins of the

love of self and of the love of the world, and as these loves are hell, it is

evident whence hell is. [3.] When a man has become a hell, he is like an

uprooted tree or like a tree whose fruit is unhealthy ; or he is like a sandy

soil in which no seed will take root, or like soil, out of which springs nothing

but the thorn that pricks or the nettle that stings. When a man becomes
a hell the inner or higher parts of his mind are closed up and the outer and
lower are opened. And as the love of self determines all things of the

thought and will to itself and immerses them in the body, it inverts and

twists back the outer parts of the mind, which, as has been said, are open,

and as a consequence these incline and bend and are borne downwards,

that is, .towards hell. [4.] But since man has still an ability to think, to

will, to speak and to do, and this ability is in no case taken away from him,

because he was born a man, so having become inverted and no longer re-

ceiving any good or any truth from heaven, but only evil and falsity from

hell, he acquires a kind of light by confirmations of evil from falsity, and

of falsity from evil in order that he may excel others. This he believes to

be a rational light, when yet it is an infernal light, and in itself fatuous,

producing vision like that of a dream in the night, or a delirious fantasy,

by reason of which things that are appear as if they were not, and' things

that are not appear as if they were. But this will be seen more clearly from

a comparison between an angel-man and a devil-man.

1145. "And all thyine wood" signifies all good conjoined to

truth in the natural man.—This is evident from the signification

of "wood," as meaning good of the natural man (of which presently)

;

but " thyine wood " signifies good conjoined to truth in the natural

man, for the word thyine in the Greek is derived from the word

that means two; and "two" signifies such conjunction. That

" thyine wood " signifies good conjoined to truth is evident also

from what precedes and from what follows ; in what precedes the

things that signify celestial goods and truths and the things that

signify spiritual goods and truths are enumerated, which are "fine

limn, purple, silk, and scarlet;" and in what follows, thethings

that signify natural goods and truths are enumerated, which are

"vessel of ivory, and vessel of precious wood, of brass, iron, and

marble." This makes clear that "thyine wood" signifies good

conjoined to truth in the natural man, arising from those goods

and truths that arc mentioned above. For there are three degrees
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ot life in man, which viewed in their order are called celestial,

spiritual, and natural ; in this verse such things as signify goods

and truths according to their degrees are mentioned in this order.

But as the things mentioned above signify truths and goods pro-

faned, which in themselves are falsities and evils, so good con-

joined to truth, which is "thyine wood," means such good pro-

faned, which is evil conjoined to falsity. And because such good

is of the natural man, it is especially profaned by venerations of

bones and sepulchres, by sanctirications of many things used in

worship, by many things relating to processions, and in general

by all things idolatrous that are delightful to the natural man,

and are consequently felt to be good and are called true. [2.]

"Wood" signifies good, because it is from trees from which are

fruits ; also because wood can be burned and be useful in keeping

the body warm, and in building houses and making various arti-

cles of convenience and use ; also because an oil, which signifies

good of love, may be derived from wood ; it also contains in it

that which gives heat. " Stone " on the other hand signifies here

the truth of the natural man, because it is cold and cannot be

burned. Because " wood " signifies good, with the most ancient

people who were in good of love churches were of wood, which

were not called churches but houses of God ; and with many
their tents were used for this purpose, in which they not only

dwelt but also had Divine worship. For the same reason the

angels of the third heaven dwell in houses of wood, and this be-

cause they are in the good of love to the Lord, to which " wood "

corresponds. Moreover, their different kinds of wood have a

correspondence according to the trees they are from ; for a tree

signifies man, and its fruit the good of man. This is why woods
from various kinds of trees are mentioned in the Word, as the

olive the vine, the cedar, the poplar, the oak ; and the wood of

the olive signifies celestial good, of the vine spiritual good, of the

cedar rational good, of the poplar natural good, and of the oak

sensual good. [3.1 Now as all things in the Word are corre-

spondences, and wood corresponds to good, and in the contrary

sense to evil, so "wood" here signifies good, and in the contrary-

sense evil, as can be seen from the following passages. In Lam-
entations :

" We drink our waters for silver, and our wood comes at a price " (v. 4).

The lack of knowledges ofgood and truth is thus described ; the
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lack of knowledges of truth by "drinking waters for silver," and
the lack of knowledges of good by "wood coming at a pri~e."

In Ezekiel:

" They shall make a spoil of thy riches, and make a prey of thy mer-
chandise

;
they shall break down thy walls, and overthrow the

houses of thy desire; thy stones, thy woods, and thy dust shall
they place in the midst of the sea" (xxvi. 12).

This describes the devastation of all things of truth and good of

the church by evils and falsities. The "riches" of which they
shall make a spoil are knowledges of truth ; the "merchandise"
of which they shall make a prey are knowledges of good ; the
" walls " which they shall break down are doctrinals ; the " houses

of desire" which they shall overthrow are the things of the mind,

thus of the understanding and will, for there man dwells ; the

"stones, woods, and dust," which they shall place in the midst of

the sea are the truths and goods of the natural man, "stones"

its truths, "woods" its goods, and "dust" the lowest things, which
are of the sensual man. [4.] In the same,

Son of man, take thee one stick (or wood) and write upon it, For Judah
and the sons of Israel his companions; then take one stick and
write upon it, For Joseph, the stick of Ephraim, and of the tribes

of Israel his companions ; then join them to thee one with the
other into one stick, that the two may be one in My hand and
I will make them into one stick" (xxxvii. 16, 17, 19, 20).

This represents the conjunction of the celestial and spiritual

kingdoms of the Lord by the good of love. "Judah and the sons

of Israel his companions" signify the Lord's celestial kingdom
;

"Judah " that kingdom in respect to good, and " the sons of Israel

his companions" in respect; to truth ; but "Joseph and the tribes

of Israel his companions" signify the Lord's spiritual kingdom,

"Joseph" that kingdom in respect to good, and the "tribes of

Israel his companions" in respect to truth. "Ephraim" signi-

fies the understanding of truth ; and as those who are in the

understanding of truth from spiritual good are in the Lord's

spiritual kingdom, the stick is called Ephraim's. That the Lord

conjoins these two kingdoms into one by good of love to Him
and by good of charity towards the neighbor is meant by the

Lord's "joining them one with the other into one stick, that the

two may be one in the hand ofJehovah, and be made one stick."

That things derived from falsities are corrected by means of good

was represented and signified by the fact that
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The bitter waters in Marah were made sweet by the wood cast into

them (Exod. xv. 35).

"Bitter waters" mean the things that are apparently true but are

derived from falsities; "wood" means the good of the natural

man. Because "wood" from correspondence signifies good of

love, the tables of stone on which the law was inscribed were

placed in an ark made of shittim wood ; and for the same reason

other things of the tabernacle were made of the same wood, and

the temple of Jerusalem was covered with wood. [5.] Now as

most things in the Word have also a contrary sense, so does

wood, and in that sense it signifies evil, because evil is the oppo-

site of good. This is signified by

Serving wood and stone (Dcut. iv. 23-28 ; Isaiah xxxvii. 19 ; Jer. iii. 9 ;

Ezek. xx. 32 ; and other places).

In Isaiah ;

" He chooseth wood that will not rot, he seeketh for himself a skilful

workman, to prepare a graven image that shall not be moved " (xl.

20).

" Wood " here signifies evil which is adored as good, for a "grav-

en image" means evil of worship ; "to choose wood that will

not rot" signifies some good from the Word that is becoming

adultered and thus evil ; this is chosen because that which is from

the Word persuades, and thus does not perish in the mind,

which is the case with an evil and falsity confirmed by the Word.
" He seeks a skilful workman " signifies to seek one who from

self intelligence has a gift for confirming and falsifying. [6.] In

Jeremiah :

"The statutes of the nations are vanity; since one cutteth wood from
the forest, the labor of the hands of the workman with the axe.
. . . .They are stupid and foolish, the wood is a teaching of vanities "

(x. 3,8).

"The statutes of the nations, which are vanity," signify all things

of worship of those who are in evil ;
" the wood cut from the

forest and the labor of the hands of the workmen with the axe"
signify evil from which is a worship that has been fashioned by fals-

ties from self intelligence," wood "meaning the evil of the worship

that is meant by a graven image, "the labor of the hands of the

workman " meaning what is from self-intelligence, and the "axe"
the falsity that destroys good and confirms evil. [7.] In the

same,
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" The voice shall go like that of a serpent,. . . .and they came with axes
like hewers of wood " (xlvi. 22).

"The voice of a serpent" means craft and deceit; "with axes"
signifies with falsities destroying good; "like hewers of wood"
signifies as if willing to extirpate evil, and yet they extirpate good.

In Moses :

If one should kill his companion by an accident, as in coming with a
companion into a forest, and the axe slip from the wood upon his
companion, he shall flee to a city of refuge (Deui. xix. 5).

That one who commits a sin by error is permitted to flee to a

city of refuge is here illustrated by an example that rarely hap-

pens, but it is cited to show what is meant by slaying another by-

accident ; this example is cited because wood and axe and forest

are significative, "wood" meaning good, "axe" falsity, and "for-

est " the natural man ; therefore these words signify that if one who
is in natural good should bring destruction upon another's soul by-

falsity which he does not know to be falsity, it would be done by-

mistake, because it is not done from evil. [8.1 In Habakkuk .-

"The stone crieth out of the wall, and the beam from the wood answer-
eth" (ii. 11).

This means that evil confirms and incites falsity ; the " wall out

of which the stone crieth" signifies man devoid of truths, and

thus wishing to be taught falsity
; "the beam that answereth from

the wood" signifies man destitute of good, "wood " signifying the

evil that confirms falsity and agrees with it. In Jeremiah :

" Saying to the wood, Thou art my father, and to the stone, Thou hast

begotten me ; for they have turned the back to Me and not the

face " (ii. 27).

"Saying to the wood, Thou art my father," signifies to be con-

ceived from evil ; and " saying to the stone, Thou hast begotten

me," signifies to be born from falsity of evil ;
" to turn the back

and not the face " signifies to turn away from all good and truth.

"Fire and wood" are mentioned in Zcchariah (xii. 6), and in

Isaiah (xxx. 33), because "fire" signifies evil love, and "wood"
evils therefrom. [9.1 As "swords" signifv falsities destroying,

truths, and "woods for staves)" signify evils destroying good,

so by command of the chief priests

A multitude went out with Judas Iscariot against Jesus, with swords
and staves {Matt. xxvi. 47 ; Mark xiv. 43, 48 ; Luke xxii. 52).

This was done because all things relating to the Lord's passion
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were representative of the destruction by the Jews of all things

of good and truth. With the sons of Israel there were two gen-

eral punishments, stoning and hanging upon wood, stoning for

injuring or destroying truth, and hanging upon wood for injuring

or destroying good. For this reason

Hanging upon wood was a curse (Deut. xxi. 22, 23).

All this makes clear that "wood" signifies good, specifically the

good of the natural man, and in the contrary sense its evil.

{Continuation respecting the Athanasian Faith.)

[IO.] In the world there are angel-men and devil-men; heaven is

constituted of angel-men, and hell of devil-men. With an angel-man all

the degrees of his life are open to the Lord ; but with a devil-man only the

lowest degree is open, and the higher degrees are closed. An angel-man
is led by the Lord both from within and from without ; but a devil-man

is led by himself from within, and by the Lord from without. An angel-

man is led by the Lord according to order, from within from order, and
from without to order; but a devil-man is led by the Lord to order from
without, but by himself against order from within. An angel-man is con-

tinually led away from evil by the Lord, and led to good ; a devil-man also

is continually led away from evil by the Lord, but from a more to a less

grievous evil, for he cannot be led to good. An angel-man is continually

led away from hell by the Lord, and is led into heaven more and more in-

teriorly ; a devil-man is also continually led away from hell, but from a
more grievous to a milder hell, for he cannot be led into heaven. [I I.J

Because an angel-man is led by the Lord he is led by civil law, by
moral law, and by spiritual law, for the sake of the Divine in them|;

a devil-man is led by the same laws, but for the sake of his own
(suum) in them. An angel-man loves from the Lord the goods of the

church, which are the goods of heaven, because they are goods, also its

truths because they are truths ; but he loves from self the goods of the

body and of the world because they are for use and because they are for

pleasure, likewise the truths that belong to the sciences ; but although he
loves all these in appearance from self, in reality he loves them from the

Lord. A devil-man also loves from self the goods of the body and of the

world, because they are for use and because they are for pleasure, likewise

the truths that belong to the sciences ; but although he loves all these in

appearance from self, in reality he loves them from hell. An angel-man
is in freedom and in the delight of his heart when he is doing good from
good, and when he is not doing evil ; but a devil-man is in freedom and in

the delight of his heart when he is doing good from evil, and when he is

doing evil. An angel-man and a devil-man in externals appear alike, but
in internals they are wholly unlike ; therefore when external things are

laid aside by death they are manifestly unlike. The one is taken up into

heaven, and the other is taken down into hell.

1146. "And evsry vessel of ivory, and every vessel of pre-

cious wood," signifies rational truths and goods that have been

profaned.—This is evident from the signification of "vessel," as

meaning the knowing faculty (of which presently) ; also from the
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signification of "ivory," as meaning rational truth (of which also

presently); also from the signification of "precious wood," as

meaning good of great excellence, thus rational good, for this is

such good because it is the best good of the natural man. That

"wood" signifies good may be seen above (n. 1 145 1. A "vessel''

means the knowing faculty, because all truth in the natural man
is called knowledge; and this is signified by a "vessel" because

the knowledge of the natural man is the containant of rational

and spiritual truths, for when these are thought and perceived

they are laid up in the memory and are called knowledges. This

is why in the Word "vessels" signify knowledges (cognitiones) and

so far as these belong to the natural man, and are laid up in the

memory of that man, thev are knowledges (scien/ijtca). [2.] " Ivory
"

signifies rational truth, because the elephant signifies the natural

in general; since, therefore, "ivory" is from his teeth and by it

he has power, also since it is white and also has a power of re-

sistance, it signifies rational truth, which is the most excellent

truth of the natural man. This truth is signified by "ivory," as

well as by "ebony," in Ezekiel

:

" Of the oaks of Bashan have they made thine oars
;
they have made

thy benches of ivory Many isles were the traffic of thine

hand, they brought thee for a gift horns of ivory and ebony"
(xxvii. 6, 15).

This is said of Tyre, which signifies knowledges of truth, by

which man has intelligence. These knowledges are here de-

scribed by a ship, the oars of which were of oak and the bench

of ivory, "oars" signifying the things of the understanding that

are of use in speaking and that belong to the sensual man, and

"bench" signifying that part of the understanding by which one

is led, which is the rational. This is here signified also by the

"ebony" which the isles bring, "isles" signifying those in the

church who are natural and yet rational. [3.] In Amos :

"That He upon beds of ivory, and stretch themselves upon their couches"
(vi. 4).

Reasonings from falsities are thus described, " beds of ivory"

meaning doctrines seemingly from rational truths, and "to stretch

themselves upon their couches" meaning to reason in favor of

these from falsities. In the same,

" I will smite the winter house with the summer house, that the houses
of ivory may perish, and the great houses may have an end" (iii.

15).

" Houses" signify the things of the human mind, here the things
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of the natural mind separate from the spiritual mind; "winter

house and summer house " signify things of the natural man that

are called sensual, and "house of ivory" and "great house" sig-

nify the things of the natural man that are called rational, " house

of ivory " here meaning those that have relation to truth, and
"great house " those that have relation to good. As "house"
signifies man in respect to those things that are of his mind, they

formerly built houses of ivory, as we read of Ahab (1 Kings xxii.

39), which signified man in respect to the rational. This makes
clear what is signified by these words in David :

"Out of the ivory palaces . . have they made thee glad" {Psalm xlv. 8).

This is said of the Lord. " Ivory palaces " mean truths from

the rational man, thus rational truths. But "vessel of ivory" and

"vessel of precious wood" signify rational truths and goods

profaned, because they were predicated of Babylon, which signi-

fies profanation of all things of truth and good.

{Continuation respcftin? the Athanasian Faith.)

[4.] That man is merely a recipient of good and truth from the Lord
and of evil and falsity from hell, must be illustrated by comparisons con-

firmed by the laws of order and influx, and finally established by experience.

It is illustrated by the following comparisons. The sensories of the body
are recipient and percipient only seemingly from themselves ; the sensory

of sight, which is the eye, sees objects out of itself as if it were close by
them, when, in fact, the rays of light convey with wings of ether their forms

and colors into the eye, and these forms when perceived in the eye are ob-

served by an internal sight that is called the understanding, and are dis-

tinguished and recognized according to their quality. It is the same with

the sensory of hearing. This perceives sounds, whether words or musical

tones, from the place from which they come as if it were there ; when in

fact, the sounds flow in from without and are perceived by the understand-

ing within the ear. It is the same with the sensory of smell ; this, too, per-

ceives from within what flows in from without, sometimes from a great dis-

tance. Also the sensory of taste is excited by the foods that come in con-

tact with the tongue from without. The sensory of touch does not feel un-

less it is touched. These five bodily sensories by virtue of an influx from
within are sensible of what flows in from without ; the influx from within

is from the spiritual world, and the influx from without is from the natural

world. [5.] With all this the laws inscribed on the nature of all things

are in harmony, which laws are :
—

(i.) That nothing has existence or subsistence from itself, or is

acled upon or moved by itself, but only by?something else.

From this it follows that every thing has existence and
subsistence and is acted upon and moved by a First that

is front no other, but is in itself the living force, which
is life.

(ii.) That nothing ran be acted upon or moved unless it is inter-

mediate between two forces, one of which ads and the

other reads, that is, unless on: acts on the one side and
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the other on the other, and unless one acls from within
and the otherfrom -without.

(iii.) And since these two forces when at rest produce an equili-

brium, it folloxvs that nothing can be put in aclion or
moved unless it is in equilibrium, and when put in aclion
it is out of the equlibrium ; also that every thing put in
action or moved seeks to return to an equilibrium.

(iv.) That all activities are changes of state and variations of
form, and thai the latter are front the former.

By state in man his love is meant, and by changes of state the affections

of love
;
by form in man his intelligence is meant, and by variations of

form his thoughts ; and the latter are from the former.

1147* "Of brass and of iron" signifies natural goods and
truths also that have been profaned.—This is evident from the

signification of "brass," as meaning natural good (see n. 70) ; also

from the signification of " iron," as meaning natural truth (see n.

176). But as what is here presented relates to the natural man it

is to be noted that the natural of man is threefold, rational, natural,

and sensual ; the rational is the highest in it, the sensual is the

lowest, and the natural is the mediate. The genuine rational is

from influx from the spiritual world, the sensual is from influx

from the natural world, and the mediate natural is either of the

rational or of the sensual. That the natural is threefold can be

seen in men who while they are in the world are either rational

or sensual or intermediate. Which of these they are is clear

especially from their perception of civil, moral, and spiritual laws.

Those are rational who think, judge, and conclude well from

reason, and the thoughts of such are raised above material

things ; but those who are sensual think from material things and

in them, and what they speak from thought is only from memory.

As there are these two degrees, there is also an intermediate de-

gree which is called the natural. What men are can be known
also from their understanding of the Word. The rational draw

from the sense of the letter such things as pertain to doctrine,

while the sensual abide in the letter only and draw from it nothing

more interior. The same distinctions exist in the spiritual world,

since in the lowest heaven there are the same degrees of natural

men, the lowest there are the sensual, and the highest the rational

;

but of these more will be said elsewhere. That natural goods

and truths, which are signified by "iron and brass," have also

been profaned by Babylon, is evident from the profanation of the

sense of the letter of the Word by such ; the sense of the letter

of the Word is the natural sense.
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[2. J On this subject let us have the testimony of experience. The
angels of the higher heavens have a clear feeling and perception that their

goods and truths are from the Lord, and that they have nothing at all of

good and truth from themselves. And when they are let down into the state

of their self [proprium as is now and then done, they have a clear feeling

and perception that the evil and falsity belonging to their self [proprium) they

have from hell. Some angels of the lowest heaven, who aid not compre-
hend that evil and falsity are from hell, because they had believed in the

world that they were themselves in evils from birth and from actual life,

were led through infernal societies from one to another, and in each one

while they were in it they thought just as the devils there thought, and differ-

ently in the several societies, thinking in opposition to goods and truths.

They were told to think from themselves, and thus otherwise, but they said

that they were wholly unable to do so. In this way they were made to

comprehend that evils and falsities flow in from hell. It is the same with

many who believe and insist that they have life in themselves. Also it

sometimes occurs that angels are separated from the societies with which

they are connected, and when thus separated they are unable to think, will,

speak, or act, but lie like new born infants ; but as soon as they are restored

to their societies they revive. For every one, man, spirit, or artgel, is con-

nected as to his affections and thoughts therefrom with societies, and acts

as one with them ; and for this reason it is known what each one is from
the society in which he is. All this makes clear that the quality of each
one's life flows in from without. [3.] With regard to myself I can testify

that for fifteen years I have clearly perceived that I have thought nothing

and willed nothing of myself ; also that every evil and falsity has flowed

in from infernal societies, and that every good and truth has flowed in from
the Lord. Some spirits reflecting upon this declared that I had no life. It

was permitted me to reply, I am more alive than you are, since I feel the

influx of good and truth from the Lord and see and perceive the enlighten-

ment. I also perceive from the Lord that evils and falsities are from hell,

and not only that this is so, but also from what spirits they come ; and it has
been granted me to speak with these, to rebuke them, and to reject them
with their evils and falsities, and thus I was delivered from them. Further-
more, it was granted me to say that now I know that I live, and before I

did not know it. From all this I have been fully convinced that every evil

and falsity is from hell, and every good and truth, together with the percep-
tion of them, is from the Lord ; and moreover, that I have freedom and
thus perception as if from myself. [4.] Again, that every evil and falsity

is from hell it has been granted me to see with my own eyes. Over the

hells there is an appearance of fires and smoke ; evils are fires and falsities

are smoke. These are continually pouring forth and rising up, and the

spirits that dwell in the midst between heaven and hell are affected by them
according to their love. It shall be told briefly how evil and falsity have
power to flow forth from hell, when there exists only one acting force, which
is the life that is God ; this also has been revealed. There was uttered

with a loud voice out of heaven a truth from the Word, which flowed down
to hell and through it to its bottom ; and it was perceived that this truth in

its flowing down was successively and by degrees turned into falsity, and
at length into such falsity as is whollv opposite to the truth ; then it was in

the lowest hell. It was so changed because every thing is received accord-

ing to state and form ; so truth flowing into inverted forms, such as are in

hell, became successively inverted and changed into the falsity opposite to

the truth. From this it is clear what hell is from top to bottom, also that

there is but one acting force, which is the life that is th^ Lord.
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1148. "And of marble" signifies and sens7ial truth that has

been profaned.—This is evident from the signification of "mar-
ble," as meaning the sensual, which is the outmost of the life of

man's thought and will. This is signified by "marble" because

"stone" signifies truth in outmosts, especially the appearance of

truth. "Marble" is mentioned instead of stone because the

appearance of truth in the church from the Word is meant. That
outmost truth, which is called sensual, has also been profaned is

evident from the adoration of the sepulchres, bones, and bodies

of those who are called saints, although they are decayed and
correspond to things infernal. The very senses of the body
would turn away from such things if the holy things of the

church had not been profaned to such an extent.

\L\»iliHutitionrespcfling the Athanasian Faith.)

[2.] That man nevertheless is a subject of guilt follows from what has
been said above, and also from what has been before established respecting

the life that is God and that is in man from God ; it follows also from the

above mentioned laws, which are truths. Evil is imputed to man because
it has been granted him, and is continually granted him, to feel and to

perceive as if life were in him ; and as he is in that state he also has the

freedom and ability to act as if from himself ; and that power regarded in

itself, and that freedom regarded in itself, are not taken away from man,
because he is born a man who is to live for ever. It is from that ability and
that freedom that he is able to receive both good and evil as if of himself.

And as man is held at the middle point between heaven and hell, the Lord
gives him to know that good is from Him and that evil is from the devil,

also to know by truths in the church what is good and what is evil. When
man knows this, and it is granted him by the Lord to think, will, speak and
do this as if from himself, and this continually by influx, then if he does

not receive he becomes guilty. [3.] But man is chiefly misled by his not

knowing that his freedom and his ability to act as if from himself are from
an influx of life from the Lord into his inmost, and that this influx is never

taken away from him, since he is born a man, and man has such an inmost;

yet the influx of life from the Lord into the recipient forms that are beneath
that inmost, where and in which forms the understanding and will have I

their seat, is varied according to the reception of good and truth
; and in

fact, the influx is diminished and even taken away in the measure in which
evil and falsity are received. In a word, the life that makes man to be man
and that distinguishes him from the brutes, the life that is in his inmost,
and is therefore universally active in the lower parts, the life from which
man has freedom and the ability to think, will, speak and act, is unceasingly
in man from the Lord ; but man's understanding and will therefrom, that is,

from that life, are changed and varied according to reception. Man lives

in the midst between heaven and hell, and the delight of the love of evil

and of falsity therefrom flows into him from hell, while the delight of the
love of good and of truth therefrom flows into him from the Lord, and he
is unceasingly held in a feeling and perception that life is from himself, and
thereby is also held unceasingly in the freedom to choose the one or the
other, and in the ability to receive the one or the other. So far, therefore, as
he chooses and receives evil and falsity, so far from that middle state he Is

carried down towards hell, and so far as he chooses good and truth, so far

from that middle state is he taken up towards heaven. [4.] Man is from
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creation in a state to know that evil is from hell and that good is from the

Lord, and to perceive these in himself as if they were from himself, and
when he so perceives them to cast the evil down to hell and to receive the

good, with the acknowledgment that it is from the Lord. When he does
these two things he does not appropriate evil to himself, and does not claim
merit for the good. But I know that there are many who do not com-
prehend this, and who have no desire to comprehend it, but let them pray,
" That the Lord may be with them continually, that He may lift up and turn
His face to them, that He may teach, enlighten, and lead them, since of

themselves they can do nothing that is good, and that He may grant to them
to live ; that the devil may not lead them astray and instil evils into their

hearts, knowing that if they are not led by the Lord the devil will lead

them and breathe into them evils of every kind, as hatred, revenge, cunning,
and deceit, as a serpent instils poison ; for the devil is present stirring up
and continually accusing, and wheresoever he meets with a heart turned
away from God, he enters in, dwells there, and draws the soul down to hell.

O Lord, deliver us." These words coincide with what has been said above,
for hell is the devil. Moreover, this is an acknowledgment that man is led

either by the Lord or by hell, thus that he is between the two. See also

what has been said above upon this subject (n. 11 34).

verse 13.

II^Q. " And cinnamon and incense, and ointment and frankincense, and wine and
oil, and fine flour and wheat, and beasts of burden and sheep, and horses and carriages, and
slaves and souls of men."

13. "And cinnamon and incense" signifies profaned worshipfrom celestial love

[n. 1150] ; "and ointment and frankincense " signifies profaned worship
from spiritual love [n. 1151] ; "and wine and oil" signifies profaned
worship prom truths and goods that are from a celestial origin [n

1152]; "and fine flour and wheat" signifies profaned worship from,
truths andgoods that arefrom a spiritual origin [n. 1153] ; "and beasts

of burden and sheep " signifies profaned worshipfrom truths and goods
that are from a spiritual-natural origin [n. 1154] ; "an dhorses and
carriages" signifies profaned worship from truths and goods that are

from a rational origin [n. 1155] ; "and slaves and souls of men " sig-

nifies profaned worshipfrom truths andgoods that arefrom a natural
sensual origin [n. 1156].

1 150. [Verse 13] "And cinnamon and incense" signifies pro-

faned worship from celestial love.—-This is evident from the sig-

nification of "cinnamon," as meaning the good of celestial love

(of which presently) ; also from the signification of "incense (or per-

fume)," as meaning the truth of celestial love, which truth is the

good of wisdom because it is from the good of celestial love.

Worship from celestial love is meant because in this verse things

relating to worship are enumerated, while in the former verse the

things relating to doctrine were enumerated. That things relat-

ing to worship are here signified can be seen from -what follows,

and also from this, that so many particulars are enumerated,

which would not have been done except to describe the profana-

tion of all things of worship from first to last. There is this dis-

tinction between doctrine and worship, that doctrine teaches how
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God must be worshipped, and how man must live that he may
withdraw from hell and draw near to heaven ; but this is effected

by worship, since worship is actual as well as oral. [2.] "Cin-

namon" signifies celestial love because it is a most excellent

aromatic, and for this reason the oil for holy anointing was pre-

pared from this and other aromatics (as may be seen Exod. xxx.

23, 24) ; and the oil for holy anointing signified the Divine

love, and the aromatics, which were pure myrrh, aromatic cinna-

mon, sweet calamus, and cassia, signified the Divine wisdom, and
when united with the oil of olive signified the Lord's Divine wis-

dom united to His Divine love. The Divine wisdom was signi-

fied by those aromatics, because "odor " signifies perception, and
perception belongs to wisdom. As this was the signification of

the oil of anointing, all things that were to serve for worship

were sanctified by it, as the altar, the tent of meeting, the ark

with the mercy-seat and cherubs, also Aaron's garments of holi-

ness, and Aaron himself. This makes evident that "cinnamon"
signifies celestial good, and "incense (or perfumes)" signify such

things as proceed from that good, all of which have reference to

truth, and truth in its form is wisdom. And because this truth

derives its essence from the good of celestial love it is called the

good of wisdom, That the worship from that love has been pro-

faned is evident from what has been said above about the profan-

ation of all things of doctrine ; and when all things of doctrine

have been profaned all things of worship are also profaned, since

worship is from doctrine and according to doctrine.

(Continuation rafriling the Athanasian Faith.)

[3.] (iv.) The fourth law of Divine providence is, That the under -

standing and will must not be compelled in the least, since all compulsion

1>V another takes aiuav freedom, but man should compel himself, for to com-

pel oneself is to ail from freedom.—Man's freedom belongs to his will,

and from the will it is in the thought of the understanding, and through

the thought in the speech of the lips and in the action of the body. For
when a man wills anything from freedom he says, I will to think this, I

will to speak this, and I will to do this. Moreover, from the freedom of

the will man has an ability to think, to speak, and to act ; for the will gives

this ability because it gives freedom. Since freedom belongs to man's

will it also belongs to his love, since nothing constitutes freedom in man
except the love that is of his will ; and for this reason that love is man's
life ; for man is such as his love is

;
consequently whatever goes forth from

the love of his will goes forth from his life. This makes clear that freedom

belongs to man's-will, to his love, and to his life, consequently that it makes
one with what is his own {/>rof>rium and with his nature and disposition.

[4.] Now because it is the Lord's will that every thing that comes from

Himself to man should be appropriated to man as if it were his own, since

otherwise there would be in man no ability to reciprocate, by which con-

junction is effected, so it is a law of Divine providence that man's under-

standing and will should not be compelled in the least by another. For
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who is not able to think and will evil or good, against the laws or with the

laws, against the king or with the king, and ever, against God or with God ?

Yet man is not allowed to speak and do everything that he thinks and wills.

There are fears that compel the externals, but there are no fears that com-
pel the internals ; and for the reason that the externals must be reformed

by means of the internals, and not the internals by means of ,the externals
;

for what is internal flows into what is external, and not the reverse. More-
over, internals belong to man's spirit, and externals to his body, and as it

is the spirit of man that must be reformed the spirit is not compelled. [5.]

Nevertheless, there are fears that compel man's internals or his spirit, but

they are only such fears as flow in from the spiritual world, and which re-

late on the one hand to the punishments of hell, and on the other to the

loss of favor with God. But fear on account of the punishments of hell is

an external fear of the thought and will, while the fear of the loss of favor

with God is an internal fear of the thought and will, and is the holy fear

that adds and conjoins itself to the love, with which at length it makes one

essence. It is like the fear of injuring one whom we love that springs

from the love.

1151. "And ointment and frankincense" signifies profaned

worship from spiritual love.—This is evident from the significa-

tion of " ointment," as meaning the good of spiritual love (of which

presently) ; also from the signification of " frankincense," as mean-

ing the truth of spiritual good (see n. 491). "Ointment and
frankincense " signify spiritual love because the incense offerings

were made with these ; and the incense offerings signified spir-

itual love because of the fragrant smoke that went up from the

holy fire in the censers. Spiritual love is love towards the neigh-

bor, which makes one with the love of uses. There are two

loves of heaven, and thus of the church, from which the Lord
is worshipped, celestial love, which is love to the Lord, and spir-

itual love, which is love towards the neighbor ; the former is sig-

nified by "cinnamon and perfumes," the other by "ointment and

frankincense." Moreover, all worship is from love ; the worship

that is not from one or the other of these loves is no worship,

but only an external act in which there is inwardly nothing of

the church. That the incense offerings signified worship from

spiritual love may be seen (n. 324^/], 491, 492, 494, 567). Oint-

ment means a compound of aromatics that was used in the offer-

ing of incense, as can be seen from these words in Moses :

"Take unto thee sweet spices, stacte, and onycha, and galbanum, sweet
spices with pure frankincense And thou shalt make it an
incense, an ointment, after the art of the perfumer, salted, pure,

holy ; and thou shalt beat some of it very small, and put it before
the testimony In the tent of meeting where I shall meet with thee !

it shall be unto you the holy of holies " {Exod. xxx. 34-37).

Here all these things are called "the ointment of the perfumer."
(The particulars are explained in the Arcana Caelcstia, n. 10289-10308.)
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{Continuation rtfptBing the Atkanasian Faitk.)

[2. J There is an infernal freedom and there is a heavenly freedom. In-
fernal freedom is that into which man is born from his parents, and heavenly
freedom is that into which man is reformed by the Lord. From infernal

freedom man has a will of evil, a love of evil, and a life of evil ; while from
heavenly freedom he has a will of good, a love of good, and a life of good

;

for as has been said before, a man's will, love, and life, make one with his

freedom. These two kinds of freedom are opposites of each other, but the

opposition is not evident except so far as man is in one and not in the

other. But a man cannot come out of infernal freedom into heavenly free-

dom unless he compels himself. To compel oneself is to resist evil and to

fight against it as if from oneself, but nevertheless to pray to the Lord for

help. Thus a man fights from the freedom that is inwardly in him from
the Lord against the freedom that is outwardly in him from hell. While he

is in the fight it seems to him that it is not freedom from which he fights, but

a kind of compulsion, because it is against that freedom into which he was
born ; and yet it is freedom, since otherwise he would not fight as if of him-
self. [3.] But this inward freedom from which he fights, which seems like

compulsion, is afterwards felt as freedom, for it becomes like what is invol-

untary, spontaneous, and as it were innate—comparatively like one's com-
pelling his hand to write, to work, to play a musical instrument, or to contend

in games, for after a while the hands and arms do these things as if of

themselves or spontaneously—for man is then in good because he is

then removed from evil and is led by the Lord. When a man has com-
pelled himself to acl in opposition to infernal freedom he sees and perceives

that infernal freedom is servitude and that heavenly freedom is freedom
itself, because it is from the Lord. The essence of the matter is this, that

so far as a man compels himself by resisting evils, so far the infernal socie-

ties with which he adts as one are removed from him, and he is introduced

by the Lord into heavenly societies, with which he acls as one. On the

other hand, if a man does not compel himself to resist evils he remains in

them. That this is so I have learned through much experience in the

spiritual world, and further, that evil does not withdraw in consequence
of any compulsion that comes from punishments, or afterwards from fear

of punishments.

1 152. "And wine and oil" signifies profaned worship from

truths and goods that arefrojn a celestial origin.—This is evident

from the signification of "wine," as meaning truth (of which pres-

ently) ; also from the signification of "oil," as meaning good from

a celestial origin (see n. 375). " Wine " signifies truth from a celes-

tial origin because it is here joined with "oil," which means good

from that origin. For in this verse, as in the former, there are

pairs, of which one signifies what belongs to truth, and the other

what belongs to good, both from the same origin ; and from this

it follows that "wine" signifies truth from a celestial origin, be-

cause "oil" signifies good from that origin. That "wine" in the

Word signilies truth or spiritual good may be seen above (n. 376) ;

for truth from a celestial origin coincides with spiritual good. It

is the same with oil; when the oil of holy anointing is meant,
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"oil" signifies the good of celestial love, but when the oil with

which they anointed themselves on festal days is meant, it signi-

fies the good of spiritual love.

(Continuation respecting the Athanasian Faith.)

[2.] It has been said above that it is a law of Divine providence that

man himself should compel himself; but this means that he should compel
himself from evil, and does not mean that he should compel himself to

good; for it is possible for man to compel himself from evil, but not to

compel himself to good that in itself is good. For when a man compels
himself to good and has not compelled himself from evil he does good'from
himself and not from the Lord, for he compels himself to it for the sake of

self, or for the sake of the world, or for the sake of recompense, or from
fear; and such good is not in itself good, because the man himself or the

world or recompense is in it as its end, and not the good itself, thus neither

the Lord ; and it is love and not fear that makes good to be good. For
example, to compel oneself to do good to one's neighbor, to give to the

poor, to endow churches, to do what is righteous, thus to compel oneself to

charity and truth before compelling oneself from evils and thereby remov-
ing them, would be like a palliative treatment by which the disease or ulcer

is healed externally ; or like an adulterer compelling himself to aft chastely,

or a proud man to aft humbly, or a dishonest man to act honestly in exter-

nal conduct. [3.] But when a man compels himself from evils he purifies

his internal, and when that is purified he does good from freedom without
compelling himself to do it ; for so far as a man compels himself from
evil so far he comes into heavenly freedom, and from that freedom is

every thing good that is in itself good, and to such good man does not
compel himself. The appearance is that compelling oneself from evil

and compelling oneself to good necessarily go together, but they do not.

I know from the evidence of experience of many who have compelled them-
selves to do goods, but not from evils ; and when such were explored it was
found that evils from within clung to the goods, and in consequence their

goods were like idols or images made of clay or dung ; and it was said that

such persons believe that God may be gained over by praise and gifts, even
from an impure heart. Nevertheless, before the world a man may compel
himself to goods without compelling himself from evil, since in the world
he is compensated for so doing; for in the world the external is mainly re-

garded and the internal is rarely regarded ; but before God it is not so.

1153. "And fine flour and wheat" signifies^profaned worship

from truths and goods that are from a spiritual origin.—This is

evident from the signification of " fine flour," as meaning truth

from a spiritual origin (of which presently) ; also from the significa-

tion of "wheat," as meaning good from a spiritual origin (see n.

374r«-<J, 3750.*] )• These also signify worship because the meal

offering was composed of them, which was offered with the sac-

rifices upon the altar the same as the wine and the oil ; for the

meal offerings were prepared with oil and the drink offerings

with wine. And because of the crops of these they had rejoic-

ings in festivals which were instituted to celebrate their harvests.

"Fine flour" signifies truth from spiritual good because it is pre-
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pared from wheat, which signifies spiritual good, as truth comes
from good. [2.] As this truth of the church was signified by
" fine flour,"

It was prescribed what quantity of it should be used in the cakes that

were called the meal offerings, which were offered with the sac-
rifices upon the altar (respecting which see Exod. xxix. ; Lev. v.,

vi., vii., xxiii. ; Num. xviii., xxviii., xxix.);

Also the quantity of fine flour in the shew bread {Lev. xxiii. 17; xxiv. 5)

;

For it was commanded that the meal offering that was to be offered on
the altar should be prepared from fine flour, and oil and frankin-
cense poured thereon {Lev. ii. 1).

Because of this signification of "fine flour," when Abraham talked

with the three angels he said to Sarah his wife,

" Hasten, knead three measures of flour, of fine flour, and make cakes
"

{Gen. xviii. 6).

[3.1 "Fine flour" also signifies the truth of good from a spiritual

origin in Ezekiel:

"Thou didst eat fine flour, honey, and oil, whence thou didst become
•exceeding beautiful, and didst prosper even to a kingdom
My bread which I gave thee, fine flour, honey, and oil, with which
I fed thee, thou didst offer before idols as an odor of rest" (xvi.

13, 19)-

This is said of Jerusalem, which signifies the church in respect to

doctrine, and in that chapter what was its beginning and what it

became afterwards is described. " Fine flour and oil " signify truth

and good from a spiritual origin, and "honey" good from a nat-

ural origin. "Thou didst become exceeding beautiful" signifies

to be intelligent and wise; "to prosper even to a kingdom" sig-

nifies even to becoming a church, "kingdom" meaning the

church ; "to offer these to idols as an odor of rest" signifies the

idolatrous worship into which the true worship of the church was

afterwards changed. [4.] But "flour" from barley signifies truth

from a natural origin, for "barley" signifies natural good, as

"wheat" signifies spiritual good. Thus in Isaiah:

"Take the millstone and grind flour,. . .make thyself bare" (xlvii. 2).

This is said of Babylon. "To take a millstone and grind flour"

signifies to falsify the truths of the Word, and "to make oneself

bare " signifies to adulterate the goods of the Word. In Hosea :

" They sow the wind and they reap the whirlwind ; he hath no standing
corn, the seed shall yield no flour; and if it do yield, strangers
shall eat it up" (viii. 7).

Here, too, " flour" signifies truth from a natural origin.
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{Continuation rtsftning the Alhan.isian Faith.)

[5.] (v.) The fifth law of Divine providence is, That from sense and
perception man cannot know in himself how good and truth flow in from the

Lord, and how evil and andfalsitv fto7v in from hell; nor can he see how Di-

vine providence operates in favor of good against evil ; if he did he could not

art from freedom according to reason as if from himself. It is sufficient for
him to know and acknowledge this from the Word andfrom the doctrine of the

church.—This is what is meant by the Lord's words in John :

"The wind (or spirit) bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest the voice thereof,

but knowest not whence it Cometh or whither it goeth ; so is everv one that is

born of the spirit" iii. 8 .

Also by these words in Mark :

"The kingdom of God is like a man that casteth seed upon the earth and then
sleepeth and riseih night and day: but the seed springeth up and groweth
up when he knows it not, for the earth beareth frail of herself, first the blade,
then the ear, at length the full corn in the ear; and when the fruit is brought
forth he putteth in the sickle, because the harvest is at hand " (iv. 26-29 .

[6.] Man does not perceive the operation of Divine providence within

him, because that would take away his freedom, and thus his ability to think

as if of himself, and with it every delight of life ; thus man would be like

an automaton, having no ability to reciprocate, which is the means of con-

junction ; also he would be a slave and not a free man. Divine providence

moves so secretly that scarcely a trace of it is seen, although it acts upon
the most minute things of man's thought and will, which have regard to his

eternal state, chiefly for the reason that the Lord wills unceasingly to im-

press His love on man, and through it His wisdom, and thus create him into

His image. Consequently the operation of the Lord is into man's love

and from that into his understanding, and not the reverse. Love with its

affections, which are manifold and innumerable, is perceived by man only

by a most general feeling, and thus so slightly that there is scarcely any-
thing of it ; and yet that man may be reformed and saved he must be led

from one affection of loves into another according to their connection from
order, a thing that no man and even no angel can at all comprehend.
[7.] If a man should learn any thing of these arcana, he could not be with-

held from leading himself; and in this he would be continually led from
heaven into hell, while the Lord's leading is continually from hell towards
heaven. For from himself man constantly acts against order, while the

Lord acts constantly according to order ; for man, from the nature derived

from his parents, is in the love of self and the love of the world, and con-

sequently perceives from a feeling of delight every thing belonging to those

loves as good
;
nevertheless, those loves as ends must be removed ; and

this is done by the Lord in infinite ways, that appear, even before the an-

gels of the third heaven, like the ways of a labyrinth. [8.] All this makes
clear that man would find no help at all in knowing anything about this

from sense or perception, but it would do him harm instead, and would
destroy him forever. It is sufficient for man to know truths, and by means
of truths to know what is good and what is evil, and to acknowledge the

Lord and His Divine care in every least thing. Thus so far as he knows
truths, and knows by means of them what is good and what is evil, and
does what is good as if from himself, so far the Lord leads him from love

into wisdom, conjoining love to wisdom and wisdom to love, and making
them to be one, because they are one in Himself. These ways by which the

Lord leads man maybe compared to the vessels through which the blood in

man courses and circulates, also to the fibres and their foldings within and
without the viscera of the body, especially in the brain, through which the
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animal spirit flows and gives life. [9.] About the way in which all these
things flow in and flow through man knows nothing ; and yet his life goes
on if only he knows what he needs to do and does it. But the ways by
which the Lord leads man are far more complicated and inexplicable, both
those by which the Lord leads man through the societies of hell and away
from them, and also those by which he leads him through the societies of

heaven and inwardly into them. This, therefore, is what is meant by " the

wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou knowest not whence it cometh and
whither it goeth " {John iii. 8), also by " the seed springeth up and groweth
up, the man knoweth not how" {Mark iv. 27). Moreover, of what conse-
quence is it for a man to know how seed grows, provided he knows how
to plough and harrow the ground, to sow the seed, and when he reaps his

harvest to bless God?

1154. "Beasts of burden and sheep" signifies profaned wor-

ship from truths and goods that are from a spiritual-natural

origiii.—This is evident from the signification of "beasts of bur-

den," as meaning the truths that look to charity (of which presently)

;

also from the signification of "sheep," as meaning the goods of

charity, as can be seen from all the passages in the Word where
they are mentioned

(As in the following: Matt. vii. 15 ; ix. 36; x. 5, 6, 16; xii. 10-12; xv.

21-29 ; xviii. 12, 13 ; xxv. 31-41 ; xxvi. 31 ; Mark vi. 34; xiv. 27 ;

John x. 1-18, 26-31 ; xxi. 15-17 ; besides many passages in the
prophets).

In these passages sheep signify those who are in the good of

charity, therefore in an abstract sense, " sheep" signify goods of

charity. But "beasts of burden" signify the truths that look to

goods of charity, and as asses are especially meant, and these

were used for riding and carrying burdens, things pertaining to

use and to instruction were signified. As in Isaiah

:

" They carry their wealth upon the shoulder of beasts of burden" (xxx.

6);

where wealth signifies knowledges. And in Luke:

The Samaritan set the man wounded by the robbers on his own beast

of burden (x. 34).

" To set him on his own beast of burden " signifies to instruct him

according to his ability (see n. 375M). 3760], 444M), where this

is explained. What "beasts of burden" signify when asses are

meant may be seen (n. 31O], 140). It is said that "beasts of

burden and sheep" signify truths and goods from a spiritual-nat-

ural origin, because such goods and truths are meant as are in

those who are in the Lord's external church, and thus in the first

or lowest heaven ; these are natural, and yet they receive the

spiritual, and are therefore called spiritual-natural. But here, as
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elsewhere, profaned worship from such truths and goods are

meant.

Continuation rtsptfling the Athanasian Faith )

[2.] The operation of Divine providence and man's ignorance of it

may be illustrated by two comparisons. It is like a gardener collecting the

seeds of shrubs, fruit-trees, and flowers of all kinds, and providing himself

with spades, rakes, and other tools for working the ground, and then fer-

tilizing his garden, digging it, dividing it into beds, putting in the seeds,

and smoothing the surface. All these things man must do as if of himself.

But it is the Lord who causes the seeds to take root, to spring forth out of

the earth, to shoot forth into leaves and then into blossoms, and finally to

yield new seeds for the benefit of the gardener. Again, it is like a man
about to build a house, who provides himself with the necessary materials,

as timber, rafters, stone, mortar, and other things. But afterwards the

Lord builds the house from foundation to roof exactly adapted to the man,
though the man does not know it. From this it follows, that unless a man
provides the necessary things for a garden or a house, he will have no gar-

den with the benefit of its fruits, and no house with the privilege of living

in it. [3.] So it is with reformation. The things that man must provide
himself with are knowledges of truth from the Word, from the doctrine of

the church, from the world, and by his own efforts; and the Lord does
everything else while man is ignorant of it. But it is to be noted, that all

things necessary to planting a garden or building a house, which, as has
been said, are knowledges of truth and good, are nothing but the materials,
and have no life in them until man does them or lives according to them
as if of himself. When that is done the Lord enters and vivifies and builds,

that is, reforms. Such a garden, or such a house is man's understanding,
for therein is his wisdom, which derives from love all that it is.

1155. "And horses and carriages" signifies profaned wor-
ship from truths and goods that are from a rational origin.—
This is evident from the signification of "horses," as meaning
things intelledual fsee n. 355, 364M, 372M. 373. 381. 382. 575- 923).
thus also truths that are from a rational origin, for things of the

understanding belong to truth and reason. Also from the signi-

fication of " carriages " as meaning goods from a rational origin,

because they are drawn by horses, which signify truths from that

origin
;
for carriages are a kind of chariot, and "chariots" signify

doclrinals (see n. 355), and when these are drawn by truths, as

chariots are by horses, they are goods, for doclrines teach both
truths and goods. [2.] "Carriages" have a like signification in

Isaiah :

"Then shall they bring all your brethren out of all nations a gift unto
Jehovah, upon horses and upon the chariot, and upon covered
carriages, and upon mules, and upon swift beasts, to the mountain
of My holiness, Jerusalem " (lxvi. 20).

"Horses, chariot, covered carriages, mules, and swift beasts,"
mean in the spiritual sense things of dodtrine, and thus of the
church, for this treats of a new church to be established by the
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Lord. For "horses" signify intellectual tilings, "chariots" doc-
trine, "covered carriages" doctrinals of truth, "mules" things

rational, and "swift beasts" things rational in respect to good
;

"the brethren" whom they will bring signify all who are in the

good of charity, and "Jerusalem the mountain of holiness" signi-

fies a church in which charity reigns. These things profaned

are here signified because they belong to Babylon, which signi-

fies the profanation of truth and good.

{.Continuation resftding the stthanasian Faith.)

[3.] (vi.) The sixth law of Divine providence is, That man is reformed
not by external means but by internal means ; by external means miracles and
visions, also fears and punishments are meant. By internal means truths

andgoods from the Word andfrom the dortrine of the church, and looking to

the Lord, are meant ; for these means enter by an internal way. and cast out the

evils andfalsities that have their seat within ; but external means enter by an
external way, and do not cast out evils and falsities, but shut them in. Never-
theless, man may be further reformed by external means when he has previously

been reformed by internal means.—This follows from the above mentioned
laws, namely, that man is reformed by means of freedom, and not without
freedom, also that to compel oneself is from freedom, but to be compelled
is not, and man is compelled by miracles and visions, and also by fears and
punishments; but miracles and visions compel the external of his spirit,

which consists in thinking and willing; and fears and punishments compel

the external of his body, which consists in speaking and doing. This may
be compelled, because man nevertheless thinks and wills freely ; but the

external of his spirit, which consists in thinking and willing, must not be
compelled, for thus his internal freedom perishes, and without this man
cannot be reformed. [4.] If man could have been reformed by miracles

and visions, all in the whole world would have been reformed. It is there-

fore a holy law of Divine providence that internal freedom should in no

way be violated
; for by that freedom the Lord enters into man, even into

the hell where he is, and by it leads him while in hell, and if he is willing to

follow, leads him out of hell and leads him into. heaven, and nearer and

nearer to Himself in heaven. In this and in no other way is man led out

of infernal freedom, which regarded in itself is slavery, because it is from

hell, and is led into heavenly freedom, which is freedom itself, becoming

by degrees more free, and at length most free, because it is from the Lord

who wills that man should not be'in the least compelled. This is the way of

man's reformation, but this way is closed by miracles and visions. [5.]

The freedom of man's spirit is protected from all violation to the end also

that his evils, both hereditary and actual, may be removed ; which can be

done only when man compels himself, as has been said above. These evils

are removed by the Lord by means of the affection for truth inspired in

man from which he has intelligence, and by means of affection of good

through which he has love. So far as a man is in these affections, so far he

compels himself lo resist evils and falsities. And this way of reformation

is closed by miracles and visions, for they persuade and compel belief, and

thus send the thoughts bound as it were to prison ; and when freedom has

thus been taken away there can be no ability from within to remove evils,

for nothing of evil can be removed except from within. Thus evils rem.ii i

shut in, and from their infernal freedom, which they love, they continually

act against those truths and goods that miracles and visions have forced
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upon the mind, and at length scatter them, making miracles to be regarded

as interior operations of nature, and visions as illusions of the imagination,

and truths and goods as fallacies and mockeries ; for such is the action of the

evils that are shut in upon the externals that shut them in. And yet super-

ficial thought may lead a man to believe that miracles and visions, although

they persuade, do not take away freedom of thinking ; but with those not

reformed they do take it away, while with the reformed they do not take it

away, for with such they do not shut evils in, but with those not reformed

they do.

1156. "And slaves and souls of men" signifies profaned

worshipfrom truths and goods that arefrom a natural origin.—
This is evident from the signification of "slaves," as meaning

truths known, which are from the natural man (of which presently)
;

also from the signification of "souls of men," as meaning the

goods corresponding to these truths, which are, in general, affec-

tions for knowing, for "souls of men" here mean those sold for

servants, thus things serviceable. These are called "souls of

men " in Ezekiel :

"Javan, Tubal, and Meshech were thy merchants, they traded for thy
merchandise with the soul of man and with vessels of brass

"

(xxvii. 13).

This is said of Tyre, which signifies knowledges of truth and

good ; and "the soul of man" means servants that are sold, thus

slaves; and because it is also said "with vessels of brass," "soul

of man" signifies in the spiritual sense serviceable knowledges,

and "vessels of brass" the same. A man who is sold is also

called "soul" in Moses :

" If any one hath' stolen a soul of his brethren,. . .and hath made gain
of him by selling him, he shall be killed " (Dcut. xxiv. 7).

A "slave" signifies truth known, because the knowledges of the

natural man wait upon and serve the rational man in thinking

and this is why knowledges are signified in the Word by various

kinds of ministries and services, and by slaves, and here by

"souls of men." Here, as above, worship from truths and goods

profaned by Babylon is meant.

{Continuation rtspefting the Athanasuxn Faith.)

[2.] All who wish for miracles and visions are like

The sons of Israel, who, when they had seen so many prodigies in Egypt, at the Red
Sea and on mount Sinai, still' within a month turned away from the worship of
Jehovah and worshipped a golden calf Exod. xxzii.).

They are also like

The rich mnn in hell who said to Abraham that his brethren would repent if one from
the dead were sent to them ; to whom Abraham replied, " They have Moses and
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the prophets, let them hear them ; if they hear not Moses and the prophets
neither will they be persuaded it one rose trom the dead" (Luke xvi. 29-31).

And they are like

Thomas, who said that he would not believe unless he saw ; to whom the Lord said,
Blessed are those who believe and do not see (John xx. 25, 29).

Those who believe and do not see are those who do not desire signs, but

truths from the Word, that is, Moses and the prophets, and who believe

them. Such are internal men and become spiritual ; but the former are ex-

ternal and remain sensual, and when they see miracles, and believe only

because of the miracles, are not unlike in their belief a charming woman
who has a fatal inward disease of which she soon dies, or they are like an
apple with a fair peel but rotten at the core, or like filberts in which a worm
lies concealed. Moreover, it is known that no one can be compelled to love

or to believe, and that love and faith must be inwardly rooted in man. Con-
sequently it is not possible for any one to be led to love God and to believe

in Him by means of miracles and visions, because these compel. For when
one does not believe from the miracles in the Word, how can he believe from
miracles that are not in the Word ?

VERSE 14.

"And the fruits of the desire of thy soul have departed from thee, and all

fat and splendid things have departed from thee, and thou shalt find them no more."

14. "And the fruits of the desire of thy soul have departed from thee" sig-

nifies that tlie gladnesses and joys thev hoped for from a worship and
life according to the traditions of the Babylonish religion are tin ned
into weeping and mourning [n. 1158] ; "and all fat and splendid things

have departed from thee" signifies that all things good and true, and
thus satisfying and grand, which they were persuaded they would se-

cure through that religion, are turned into the opposite [n. 1159] ; "and
thou shalt find them no more" signifies that they have been destroyed

forever [n. 1160] .

1x58. [Verse 14] "And the fruits of the desire of thy soul

have departed from thee" signifies that the gladnesses andjoys
they hopedforfrom a worship and life according to the traditions

cf the Babylonish nation are turned into weeping and mourning.

—This is evident from the signification of "the fruits of the de-

sire of the soul," as meaning the gladnesses and joys they hoped
for from a worship and life according to the traditions of the

Babylonish religion. This is the signification of these words, be-

cause the things enumerated in verses 12 and 13 signify all things

of doctrine and worship of that religion from which those who
believe in a life after death hope for gladnesses and joys ; there-

fore these are "the fruits of the desire of their souls." Also from

the signification of " have departed from thee," as meaning that

these have been dissipated, and have been turned into weeping

and mourning, because into the torments of hell. Those glad-
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nesses and joys that were hoped for are merely external, thus

corporeal and worldly, for such do not know what internal glad-

nesses and joys are, because they have no truths from the Word,
thus no truths from the Lord, but only from him whom they call

His vicar, from whom falsities can come forth but no truths, be-

cause dominion is made the end. Therefore that the people may
be kept under the yoke of that dominion, such things from self

and the world as delight the body are offered them.

(Conttnuaticn respecting the Athanasian Faith.)

[2.] (vii.) The seventh law of Divine providence is, That man is let

into the truths offaith and into the goods of love by the Lord only so far as he

can be kept in them until the end of life ; for it is better that he should con-

tinue to be evil than that he should be good and afterwatds evil, for he thus be-

comes profane. This also is the reason that evil is permitted.—To every man
of sound reason the Lord can give affection for truth and faith therefrom
and affection for good and love therefrom by withholding him from evil

loves, which belong to his own (preprium ; for so far as man is withheld from
these he is in the understanding of truth and in the will of good. I have
seen the very devils brought back to such a state ; and while they were in

it they talked about truths from understanding and faith, and did good from
will and love. They were brought into this state because they had denied that

they were unable to understand truths and do good. So as soon as the Lord
had ceased to withhold them from their own loves, and they had returned
into the lusts of their loves, in place of faith in truth they had faith in fals-

ity, and in place of love of good they had love of evil. This has often been
witnessed, and in the presence of many. From this it is clear that every
one is capable of being reformed, and that being reformed is nothing else

than being removed from evil loves. How man is removed from those loves

has been toid abo\-e. The Lord does not thus withhold man from evils for

the reason that those who come into an affection for truth and a consequent
faith, and into an affection for good and a consequent love, and do not con-
tinue in these affections to the end of life, but fall back into the loves from
which they had abstained, profane holy things. [3.] There are many kinds
of profanation, but this kind is the most grievous of all, for the lot of such
after death is terrible. They are not in hell but beneath hell ; and there they
neither think nor will, but merely see and act. They see things that are
not, and do not see the things that are. They act as if they were doing
everything, and yet they do nothing. They are nothing but deliriums of

fantasy. And as they neither think nor will, they are no longer men, for

the human is thinking and willing. Consequently they are not spoken of

in the masculine or feminine but in the neuter gender. When seen in

any heavenly light they appear like skeletons covered over with a black
skin. Such is the condition of those that have been reformed and do not
remain so. Why their lot is so horrible shall be told. By their reforma-
tion a communication is established between them and heaven, whereby
goods and truths flow in ; and by these the interiors of their minds are

opened, and evils are removed to the sides. If they continue in this state

till death they are happy, but if they do not they come to be unhappy, for

the evils that have been removed then flow back and mingle with the truths

and goods; thus hell is so mixed with heaven in them that the two cannot
be separated

; for if any thing has once been impressed on the mind of man
by love it can never be rooted out ;

since, therefore, after death the goods
cannot be separated from the evils nor the truths from the falsities, the
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mind is wholly overthrown, and such ppirits no longer have any thought or

will, but what remains is like a shell when the kernel is removed, or like the

skin with the skeleton when the ilesh is gone, for this is all that is left of

the man. Let it je known, therefore, that the danger is not in passing from
evil to good, but the danger is in passing from good to evil.

1159. "And all fat and splendid things are departed from

thee" signifies tliat all things good and true and satisfying and
grand, which they were persuaded they would secure through that

religion, are turned into oppositcs.—This is evident from the sig-

nification of "fat things," as meaning what is good and thus

satisfying (of which presently)
; also from the signification of "splen-

did things," as meaning what is true and thus grand. This is

the signification of "splendid things," because splendor is from

light, and the light of heaven is Divine truth or Divine wisdom,

from which all things in the heavens shine with a splendor such

as does not exist in the world ; it may be compared with the

splendor of a diamond turned to the sun, although the splendor

seen in heaven exceeds this beyond measure, as the light of

heaven exceeds the light of the world, with a difference so great

that while it may be illustrated by comparisons it cannot be de-

scribed. From that light all things magnificent in the heavens

exist, which consist principally of forms corresponding to wis-

dom, which are such as can in no way be pictured in the world,

and consequently cannot be described, for in them art itself is in

its art, and knowledge in its wisdom, consequently they are of in-

effable beauty. From all this it is clear why "splendid things"

signify what is true and thus grand. [2.] "Fat things" signify

what is good and thus satisfying, because the fat is the best part of

flesh and because it resembles oil, which signifies the good of love.

That " fatness " signifies good and things pertaining to good, thus

satisfactions and joys, can be seen from the following passages in

the Word. In Isaiah :

" In hearkening hearken unto Me, and eat ye that which is good, that

your soul may be delighted in fatness" (lv. 2).

"To eat that which is good" signifies to appropriate good to

oneself; therefore "to be delighted in fatness" signifies to be in

a state of satisfaction and blessedness. In ycremiah :

" I will fill the soul of the priests with fatness, and My people shall be
satisfied with good" (xxxi. 14).

Here, too, "fatness" signifies satisfaction and blessedness from

good of love. In David :
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"With fat and fatness my soul shall be satisfied, and my mouth will

praise Thee with lips of song" (Psalm lxiii. 5).

"To have the soul satisfied with fat and fatness" signifies to be

filled with good of love and consequent joy ; "to praise with lips

of song" signifies to worship by truths that gladden the mind.

In the same,

" They shall be filled with the fatness of Thy house, and Thou shalt make
them drink of the river of Thy pleasures " (Psalm xxxvi. 8).

The "fatness" with which the house shall be filled signifies the

good of love and consequent satisfaction, "houses" meaning the

things of the mind ; "the river of pleasures " that he will make
them to drink of signifies intelligence and consequent happiness.

[3.1 In Isaia/i :

"In this mountain shall Jehoyah of Hosts make to all peoples a feast

of fat things, a feast of lees, of fat things of marrows, and of lees

well refined" (xxv. 6).

This is said of the state of those who will acknowledge and wor-

ship the Lord. That "mountain" signifies a new church from

these, "a feast of fat things, of fat things of marrows," signifies

both natural and spiritual good with joy of heart, and " lees well

refined " signify truths from that good with happiness from them.

In the same,

Jehovah " shall give the rain of thy seed with which thou shalt sow the

ground, and bread of the produce of the ground, and it shall be
fat and plenteous " (xxx. 23).

"Rain of seed" signifies the multiplication of truth, and "bread

of produce " signifies fructification of good ; "fat and plenteous"

signifies good and truth with all satisfaction and happiness. In

David :

"They shall still have increase in old age, they shall be fat and green, to

proclaim that Jehovah is upright" (Psalm xcii. 14, 15).

" To be fat and green " signifies to be in goods and truths of doc-

trine. In the same,

Jehovah "shall remember all thy offerings and shall make fat thy burnt
offering" (Psalm xx. 3).

"Offerings and burnt offering" signify worship, and "to make
fat" signifies worship from good of love.

(" Fatness " has the same signification in F.zek. xxxiv. 3 ; Gen. xxvii. 39 ;

and elsewhere.)

As "fat and fatness" signified good of love, and all worship which
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is truly worship must be from good of love,

It was appointed that all the fat and fatness in the sacrifices should be
burnt on the altar (Exoii. xxix. 13, 22 ; Lev. i. 8 ; iii. 3-16 ; iv. 8-35 ;

vii. 3, 4, 30, 51 ; xvii. 6; Num. xviii. 17, 18).

For " sacrifices and burnt offerings" signified worship. [4.] As
the Jewish and Israelitish nation was only in external worship,

and not also in internal worship, and in consequence was in no

good of love and in no good of charity and faith,

It was forbidden them to eat the fat and blood, and it was declared that

they would be cut off if they eat them {Lev. iii. 17 ; vii. 23, 25).

But to those who are in internal worship and from that in exter-

nal worship, such as those must be who are to be of the Lord's

new church, it is said,

That they shall eat fat till they be iull, and drink blood till they be
drunken (Ezek. xxxix. 19)

;

"fat" here signifying all good of heaven and of the church, and

"blood." all truth. In the contrary sense those who are "fat"

signify those who spew out good, or who at least despise and

reject it

(Deut. xxxii. 15 ; Jer. v. 28 ; 1. 11 ; Psalm xvii. 10; xx. 4 ; lxviii. 31 ; cxix.

70; and elsewhere).

{Continuation.)

[5.] But such is not the lot of those who are permanently evil. All

who are permanently evil are in hell according to the loves of their life

;

and there they think and speak from thought, although they speak falsities,

and they will and from will do, although they do evils. Moreover, to one
another they appear like men, although in the light of heaven they have
monstrous forms. From this it can be seen why it is according to a law of

order relating to reformation, which is called a law of Divine providence,

that man is let into the truths of faith and goods of love only so far as he
can be withheld from evils and held in goods even to the end of life, and
that it is better for a man to be permanently evil than that he be good and
afterwards evil, for thus he becomes profane. It is for this reason that the

Lord, who provides all things and foresees all things, hides the operations of

His providence, even to the extent that man scarcely knows whether there

be any providence whatever, and man is permitted to attribute what he does to

prudence, and what happens to him to luck, and even to ascribe many things

to nature, rather than that he should, through conspicuous and clear indica-

tions of Divine providence and presence, plunge unseasonably into sanctities

in which he will not continue. The Lord also permits like things by other

laws of His providence, namely, by these, that man should have freedom,

and that he should do whatever he does according to reason, thus whollv as

if of himself, for it is better for a man to ascribe the workings of the Divine

providence to prudence and luck than to acknowledge them and still live

as a devil. From this it is clear that the laws of permission, which are

many, proceed from the laws of providence.
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Il6o. "And thou shalt find them no more" signifies that they

are destroyedforever.—This is evident from the signification of

" not finding them " (that is, things fat and splendid, which signify

things good and thus satisfying and things true and thus grand),

as meaning that they have been destroyed forever, for things

found no more are destroyed forever.

(Continuation.)

[2.] One kind of profanation described above is meant by these words
in Matthew :

" When the unclenn spiril goeth out of a man, he walketh through dry places, seek-
ing rest and finding it not. Then he saith, I will return to the house whence I

went forth. When he Cometh he findeth it empty, swept, and garnished Then
he goeth away, and taketh to himself seven other spirits worse than himself,
and entering in they dwell there; and the latter things ot that man become
worse than the first'* (xii. 43-45).

This describes the conversion of a man by the departure of the unclean
spirit from him ; and his return to evils and the consequent profanation is

described by the unclean spirit's returning with seven spirits worse than

himself. [3.] Likewise by these words in John :

Jesus said to the man who was healed at the pool of Bethesda, "Behold thou art
made whole, sin no more, lest a worse thing betall thee" (v. 14).

Also by these words in the same,

" He hath blinded their eyes and hardened their heart, lest they should see with
their eves and understand with their heart, and should turn and I should heal
them" (xii. 40).

"Lest they should turn and be healed" signifies lest they should become
profane. Thus would it have been with the Jews {Matt. xii. 45) ; and this

is why they were forbidden to eat fat and blood {Lev. iii. 17; vii. 23, 25),

for this signified their profanation of what is holy in consequence of their

being such. Moreover, the Lord by his Divine providence guards with the

greatest care against this kind of profanation ; and to this end He separ-

ates the holy things in man from those that are not holy, and stores up the

holy things in the interiors of his mind, and raises them up to Himself;
while the things not holy He stores up in the exteriors, and turns them to

the world. Thus holy things can be separated from the unholy, and thus
man can be saved. But when goods and evils are mixed together this can-
not be done. That those who continue in faith and love even unto death
will have the crown of life the Lord teaches in the Apocalypse (ii. 10, 26).

verses 15, 16.

Il6l. " The merchants of these things who became rich by her shall stand afar off

for fear of her torment, weeping and mourning; and saying, "Woe, woe, that great city,

arrayed in fine linen and purple and scarlet, and gilded with gold, precious stone, and pearls.

[English version, verse 17.] For in one hour were n,ade desolate so great riches."

15. "The merchants of these things who were made rich by her" signifies all

those who gained from that religion honors and riches, and thus the

good things of opulence and eminence, which are satisfying andgrand
[n. 1162] ; "shall stand afar off for fear of her torment" signifies from
dread of infernal punishments while they were in externals [n. 1163] ;

* weeping and mourning" signifies grief of soul and heart [n. 1164].

16. "And saying, Woe, woe, that great city," signifies lamentation over their
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doclrine and religion [n. 1165] ; "arrayed in fine linen and purple and
scarlet" Signifies an appearance in externals of beingf o»i celestial and
spiritual truth and good\yt, 1166] ; "and gilded with gold and precious
stone and pearls " signifies an appearance in externals of beingfrom
spiritual and natural truth and good [n. 1167] . [Eng. version, ver.-e

17.] "For in one hour were made desolate so great riches" signifies

the destruction of all things that they had gained, and of all things by
which they had hoped to make gains [n. 1168].

1162. [Verse 15 ]
" The merchants of these things who became

rich by her" signifies all those who gained from that religion

honor and wealth, and thus the good things of opulence and emi-

nence, which ate satisfying and grand.—This is evident from the

signification of " merchants," as meaning those who acquire such

things as are signified in the Word by "riches," for it is said,

"The merchants of these things." (That "merchants" have this signi-

fication see above, n. 1
1
38). Also from the signification of "becom-

ing rich," as meaning to gain such things and to make gain by
them. The good things of eminence and opulence which are

signified by "things fat and splendid" are here meant, and
these are external things that are satisfying and grand separated

from internal things, thus the goods of the world separated from

the goods of heaven ; for those who are of Babylon do not know
what internal satisfactions are, because they do not read the

Word and look to the Lord, but they know only what external

satisfactions are, and with these only are they pleased. They
are not receptive of internal satisfactions. The answers of those

who were invited to the great supper have a similar signification,

One of whom said that he had bought a field, to which he must go,

another that he had bought oxen which he must prove, and a third

that he had married a wife 'Luke xiv. 18-20).

All these things mean the goods of the world, or external goods

withdrawn from internal goods. There is a like signification in

the Lord's words in Matthew :

That they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage,

and knew not until the flood came and took them all away (xxiv.

38. 39)-

This was said by the Lord of the last judgment; and "to eat

and drink, to marry and give in marriage," has the same signifi-

cation as "things fat and splendid" in this verse, namely, ex-

ternal satisfactions and enjoyments, which are called pleasures

of the body and of the world, and not also of the soul and of

heaven. All this makes clear that all the merchandises enumer-

ated in this chapter mean external goods and satisfactions that
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are not at the same time internal, and thus that that those who

are in these are meant by "the merchants who became rich" by

these means.

{Continuation.)

[2.] (viii.) The eighth law of Divine providence is, That the Lord is un-

ceasingly withdrawing man from evils so far as man is willing from freedom

to be withdrawn ; that sofaras man can be withdrawn from evils the Lord leads

him to goodand thus to heaven ; but so far as man cannot be withdrawn from
evils the Lord cannot lead him to good and thus to heaven ; for so far as man
has been withdrawn from evils so far he does good from the Lord, and that

good is good in itself; but so far as he has not been withdrawn from evils, so

far he does goodfrom himself, and that good has evil within it.—By the speech

of his lips and the actions of his body man is in the natural world ; but by
the thoughts of his understanding and the affections of his will he is in the

spiritual world. By the spiritual world heaven and hell are meant, both di-

vided into innumerable societies, according to all the varieties of affections

and consequent thoughts in a most complete order. In the midst of these

societies is man, so tied to them as not to have the least ability to think or

will except in connection with them, and so connected that if he were to be
torn away from them or they from him he would fall down dead, life re-

maining only in his inmost, whereby he is a man and not a beast, and
whereby he lives to eternity. Man does not know that in regard to his life

he is in such inseparable fellowship. This he does not know, because he
has no discourse with spirits. For so long a time has man known nothing
about that state ; but lest this should remain hidden forever, it has been
revealed. This much must be said before this law of Divine providence can

be understood.

1163. "And stood afar off for fear of her forment" signifies

from dread of infernalpunishments while they were in externals,

as is evident from the explanation above (n. 11 131, where similar

words occur.

Man is from birth in the midst of infernal societies, and extends himself
into them precisely as he extends the evil affections of his will. All evil

affections of the will are from the loves of self and the world ; and for the

reason that those loves turn all things of the mind downwards and outwards,
that is, towards hell, which is beneath and outside of themselves, thus turning
them away from the Lord, and away from heaven. Moreover, the interiors
of all things of the human mind, and with them the interiors of all things
of the spirit, are capable of being turned either downwards or upwards.
They are turned downwards when man loves himself above all things

; and
they are turned upwards when he loves the Lord above all things. This is

an actual turning. Man from himself turns them downwards, while the
Lord from Himself turns them upwards. The reigning love is what turns.
Thoughts do not turn the interiors of the mind except so far as they are
derived from the will. That all this is true man does not know ; and yet he
ought to know it in order that he may understand how he is led out of hell
and led into heaven by the Lord.

1 164. "Weeping and mourning" signifies grief of soul and
heart.—This is evident from the signification of " weeping," as
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meaning grief of soul, and from the signification of " mourning,"

as meaning grief of heart. Grief of soul and grief of heart differ

as truth and good differ, for in the Word "soul" is predicated

of truth, which is of faith, and "heart" of good, which is of love
;

so the expression occurs in the Word, " from the soul and heart."

They differ also as will and understanding in man differ, and also

as the respiration of the lungs and the motion of the heart differ.

And as there is in the Word a marriage like the marriage of

truth and good, or of faith and love, or of understanding and
will, so it is here with "weeping and mourning," that is "weep-

ing" is from grief of soul, and "mourning" from grief of heart.

{Continuation.)

[2.] That a man may be led out of hell and led into heaven by the Lord,

he must himself resist hell, that is, evils, as if from himself. If he does not
resist as if from himself, he remains in hell and hell in him, nor is he separ-

ated from it to eternity. This follows from the laws of Divine providence
that are stated above and that have been explained. Moreover, experience

will teach that this is true. Evils are removed from man either by punish-

ments, or by temptations, and consequent turning away, or by affections for

truth and good. In those not reformed evils are removed by punishments
;

in those about to be reformed they are removed by temptations and conse-

quent turning away ; and in the regenerate by affections for truth and good.

The experience is this :—When an unreformed or evil person endures pun-
ishments, as takes place in hell, he is kept in the punishments until it is per-

ceived that of himself he does not will the evils ; not until then is he set free.

Thus is he compelled of himself to put away evils. If he is not punished even
to that intention and will he continues in his evil. Yet even then the evil

is not rooted out, because he has not compelled himself. The evil remains
within, and returns when the fear ceases. In those about to be reformed
evils are removed by temptations, which are not punishments but combats.
Such persons are not compelled to resist evils, but they compel themselves
and pray to the Lord, and thus are delivered from the evils which they have
resisted. Such afterwards refrain from evils, not from any fear of punish-

ment but from an aversion to evil ; and at length this aversion to evil is

their resistance. But with the regenerate there are no temptations or com-
bats, but affections for truth and good that keep evils far away from them

;

for they are wholly separated from hell, which is the source of evils, and
are conjoined to the Lord. [3.] To be separated and removed from evils

is the same thing as to be separated and removed from infernal societies.

The Lord has the power to separate and remove from infernal societies,

that is, from evils, and the power to transfer to heavenly societies, that is, to

goods, any one He may wish ; but such a change can continue only for a

few hours, after which the evils return. I have frequently seen this done;
and seen that the evil continued evil as before. In the whole spiritual

world there is not an instance of any one's having been removed from evils

in any other way than by combat or resistance as if from himself, or of any
one doing this except of the Lord alone.

1 165. [ Verse 16 ] "And saying, Woe, woe, that great city," sig-

nifies lamentation over iheir doclrine and religion, as is evident
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from the explanation of like words above (n. 1 134). " Woe, woe,"

signifies lamentation when it is said, " Woe that city," but it sig-

nifies cursing when it is said, " Woe to that city."

(Continuation)

Let experience testify further on this subject. The quality of all who
come from the earth into the spiritual world is known from their ability or

inability to resist evils as if from themselves. Those who are able to do this

are saved, while those who are not able are not saved. The reason is that

man is not able to resist evils from himself, but only from the Lord ; for it

is the Lord who resists evils in man and gives man a feeling and percep-

tion that he is doing it from himself. Therefore those in the world who
have acknowledged the Lord, and have acknowledged that all good and
truth are from Him, and that nothing is from man, and thus that power over
evils is from the Lord, and not from themselves, such resist evils as if from
themselves. But those who have not acknowledged all this in the world are

unable to resist evils as if from themselves, for such are in evils and in the

delight of evils from love ; and to resist the delight of love is the same as

resisting themselves, their own nature, and their own life. An experiment
was made whether such were able to resist evils when the punishments of

hell were described to them, and even when those punishments were seen

and were felt ; but it was in vain; for they hardened their minds, saying,

Let this be so, and let it come, but so long as I am here let me be in the

pleasures and joys of my heart. The present I know ; what is to come I

give no thought to ; not more evil will come to me than to many others.

Such when their time is fulfilled are cast into hell ; and there they are com-
pelled by punishments to refrain from doing evil ; but punishments do not
take away the will, intention, and consequent thought of evil, they merely
take away the expression of it. All this makes clear that the power to re-

sist evils is not from man, but is from the Lord in those who acknowledge
Him, and that the Lord causes it to appear to be done by man.

1 1 66. "Arrayed in fine linen and purple and scarlet" sig-

nifies an appearance in externals of beingfrom celestial and spir-

itual truth and good.—This is evident from the signification of
" fine linen," as meaning truth from a celestial origin (see n. 1143)

;

also from the signification of "purple," as meaning good from a

celestial origin (see n. 1042) ; also from the signification of "scar-

let," as meaning good from a spiritual origin (see n. 1144) ; also

from the signification of "to be arrayed in them," as meaning to

appear in externals. This makes clear that "to be arrayed in

fine linen and purple and scarlet" signifies an appearance in ex-

ternals of being from celestial and spiritual truth and good, and
yet regarded interiorly, these are evils and falsities from an in-

fernal origin. What the celestial is and what the spiritual is has

frequently been told before.

( Continuation.)

[2.] The Lord alone resists evils in man by Himself and not through
any angels of heaven, because to resist evils in man is a work of Divine
omnipotence, Divine omniscience, and Divine providence. It is a work of

Divine omnipotence, because to resist one evil is to resist many, and even to
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resist the hells. For every evil is joined with innumerable other evils, and
they cling together like the hells with each other ; for as evils make one so do
the hells, and as the hells make one so do evils, and no one but the Lord is

able to resist the hells so united. It is a work of Divine omniscience, be-
cause the Lord alone knows what man is and what his evils are, and what
their connection is with other evils, thus in what order they must be re-
moved that man may be inwardly or radically cured. It is a work of
Divine providence, that nothing may be done contrary to the laws of order,
and that what is done may promote man's eternal good ; for Divine omni-
potence, Divine omniscience, and Divine providence have respect in every
least particular to what is eternal. [3.] All this makes clear that no angel
is able to resist evils in man, but the Lord only. The Lord carries on this
work in man both immediately from Himself, and mediately through
heaven, and yet in such a way that no angel knows anything about it. For
heaven in the whole complex is the Lord, because it is His Divine going
forth

; consequently when He is working through heaven He is working
from Himself. It is said mediately because the Divine operation flows
through the heavens, and yet it takes nothing from the own of any angel
there, but only from what is its own in them. The appearance is the same
as when a man does any act ; to produce it he moves innumerable motive
fibres scattered through his whole body, but of this action no single fibre

knows anything. Such are angels in the Divine body, which is called

heaven.

1167. "And gilded with gold and precious stones and

pearls" signfies an appearance in externals of beingfrom spir-

itual and natural truth and good, as is evident from what has

been explained above (n. 1043, io44^> where like words occur.

(Ctntinualion.)

The law of Divine providence, that so far as a man can be withdrawn
from evils he does good from the Lord that is good in itself, but so far as

he cannot be withdrawn from evils, he does good from himself, and such
#

good has evil in it, may be illustrated by the commandments of the deca-

logue. Take for example, the commandment not to steal. Those who re-

sist as if from themselves the desire to steal, and thus the greed for gaining
wealth dishonestly and unjustly, saying in their hearts that this must not
be done because it is contrary to a Divine law, thus contrary to God, and
is in itself infernal, thus in itself evil, such after some brief combats are

withdrawn from that evil, and are led by the Lord into the good that is

called integrity, and into the good that is called justice ; and then they be-

gin to think about these goods, and to look upon them from them, to look
upon integrity from integrity, and upon justice from justice; and afterwards

as they shun and turn away from the evil of this greed, they love the goods,

and do them from love and not from compulsion. Such goods are from
the Lord, because they are goods that are good in themselves. It is other-

wise when the greed for gaining wealth dishonestly and unjustly remains
with man ; then he cannot act honestly from honesty or justly from justice,

thus not from the Lord, but only from self. For he acts honestly and justly

only that he may be believed to be honest and just with a view to securing

greater gain and honor; these ends are in his goods, and from the end is

the whole quality of the good. Such good has evil in it, since its quality is

from the end to make gains dishonestly and unjustly. Every one can see

that such good cannot become good in itself until the evil has been removed.

It is the same with all the other commandments of the decalogue.
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1168. [En?. Version, verse 17.] "For in one hour were made

desolate so great riches" signifies the loss of all that they had

gained, and of all things by which they hoped to make gains.—
This is evident from the signification of "made desolate in one

hour," as meaning total destruction (see n. 1136), and so the loss

of all things; also from the signification of "riches," as meaning

gains, which are honors and wealth, thus things they have gained,

also the evils and falsities of their doctrine and religion, which

are the things by which they hoped to make gains. "Riches"

have the same signification as the "merchandise" enumerated in

verses 12-14.

[2.] So far as man is removed from evils he is removed from hell, for

evils and hell are one ; and so far as he is removed from these he enters

into goods and is conjoined with heaven, for goods and heaven are one.

Man thus becomes another man ; his freedom, his good, his mind, and his

understanding and will, are turned about, for he becomes an angel of

heaven. His freedom, which before had been a freedom to think and will

evil becomes a freedom to think and will good, which in itself is essential

freedom. Until a man is in this freedom he does not know what freedom
is, for from the freedom of evil he felt the freedom of good to be slavery

;

but now from the freedom of good he feels the freedom of evil to be slavery,

as it is in itself. The good that man had before done, since it was from
the freedom of evil, could not be good in itself, for it had in it love of

self or of the world. Good can have no other origin than love ; therefore

such as the love is such is the good; yet even when the love is evil its

delight is felt as good, although it is evil. But after this change the good
that man does is good in itself, because it is from the Lord who is good
itself, as has been said above [3.] The mind of man, before it was con-
joined to heaven was turned backwards, because it had not been led out
of hell. When it is in a state of reformation, it looks from truth to

good, thus from left to right, which is contrary to order. But when the

mind has been conjoined to heaven it is turned fonvards and lifted up
to the Lord and looks from right to left that is, from good to truth, which
is according to order. Thus a turning is brought about. It is the same
with the understanding and will, since the understanding is a recipient of

truth and the will a recipient of good. Before man has been led out of

hell the understanding and will do not act as one ; for man then sees and
acknowledges from the understanding many things that he does not will

because he does not love them. But when man has been conjoined to

heaven the understanding and will act as one, for the understanding then
becomes the will's understanding ; for when the turning has been effected

whatever a man wills he loves, and whatever he wills from love he thinks.

Thus when a man has been removed from evils by resistance and combat
against them as if from himself, he comes into a love for truth and good

;

and then everything that he wills and consequently does he also thinks and
consequently speaks.
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VERSE 17.

1169. "And every pilot, and all that are employed on ships, and sailors, and as

many as ply the sea, stood afar off."

17. "And every pilot, and all that are employed on ships, and sailors, and as
many as ply the sea," signifies all that have believed themselves to be in

ivisdom, in intelligence, and in knowledge, and have confirmed the fals-

ities of that doclrine and religion by reasoningsfrom the natural man
[n. 1170] ; "stood afar off '' signifies not now in these things as before

because offear [n. 117 1].

1170. [Verse 17 ] "And every pilot, and all thai are employed

on ships, and sailors, and as many as ply the sea," signifies all

that have believed themselves to be in wisdom, intelligence, and
knozvledge, and have confirmed the falsities of that doclrine and
religion by reasonings from the natural man.—This is evident

from the signification of "ships," as meaning knowledges of truth

and good, also doclrinals in both senses (see n. 514) ; and as wis-

dom, intelligence, and knowledge are from knowledges of truth

and good, so a "pilot" signifies those who are in wisdom.

"Those employed on ships" signify those who are in intelli-

gence ; and "sailors" signify those who are in knowledge. Wis-

dom, intelligence, and knowledge are mentioned, because they

follow in that order in those who from knowledges become wise.

Wisdom is in the third degree, intelligence in the second, and

knowledge in the first or outmost, and this is why they are men-
tioned in that order in the Word, as in Moses :

"I have filled" Bezaleel "with the spirit of God, in wisdom, in intelli-

gence, and in knowledge" (Exod. xxxi. 3 ; xxxv. 31).

The above is evident also from the signification of "plying the

sea," as meaning to confirm by reasonings from the natural man,

and here to confirm the falsities of that doclrine and religion, for

"the sea" signifies the natural man, and "plying" signifies to

reason, and by reasonings to confirm. Strictly," to ply the sea
"

signifies to acquire the things by which they may make gain, also

to trade in such things, and thus to make gain. But as gains

were depicted above by " merchants and their merchandise," here

"plying the sea" has another signification, namely, to confirm

by reasonings. That "pilots" signify those who are wise can

be seen in Ezekiel:

" The wise men " of Zidon and Arvad " were thy pilots. The elders

of Gebal and the wise men thereof were. . .thy caulkers" (xxvii.

8.9).
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But these things may be seen explained above in. 514O]).

{Continuation.)

[2.] There are two capacities of life in man, one called the understand-

ing and the other the will. These capacities are entirely distinct from each

other ; biu they were created to make one, and when they make one they

are called one mind ; but in man they are at first divided, and afterwards

united.

They are distinct just as light and heat are. For the understanding is

from the light of heaven which in its essence isDivine truth or Divine wis-

dom ; and while man is in the world the understanding in him sees, thinks,

reasons, and concludes from that light. Yet man is ignorant of this fact,

since he knows nothing about that light or its origin. The will is from the

heat of heaven, which in its essence is Divine good or Divine love ; and
while man is in the world the will in him loves from that heat, and has
from it all its gratification and delight. Of this fact also man is ignorant,

since he knows nothing about that heat or its origin. Since, then, the un-
derstanding sees from the light of heaven, it is evidently the subject and
receptacle of that light, and thus the subject and receptacle of truth and
of wisdom therefrom. And since the will loves from the heat of heaven, it

is evidently the subject and receptacle of that heat, and thus the subject and
receptacle of good, that is, of love. From all this it can be clearly seen
that these two capacities of man's life are distinct, as light and heat are,

also as truth and good are, and as wisdom and love are.

[3.] That these two capacities are at first divided in man, is plainly per-

ceptible from the fact that man is capable of understanding truth, and good
from truth, and of accepting it as good, even though he does not will it and
from willing do it ; for he understands what is true and thus what is good
when he hears and reads about it, and understands so fully as to be able

afterwards to teach it by preaching and writing. But when alone and think-

ing from his spirit he can apprehend that he does not will the truth, and
even that he wills to act contrary to it, and does act contrary to it when not

restrained by fears. Such are those who are able to speak intelligently, and
yet live otherwise. This is "seeing one law in the spirit, and another in

the flesh,"' "spirit" meaning the understanding, and "flesh" the will.

This division between theundersranding and the will is perceived especially

by those who wish to be reformed, and but little by others. [4.] This
division is possible because the understanding in man has not been de-

stroyed, but the will has been destroyed. For the understanding is com-
paratively like the light of the world by which man is able to see with equal

clearness in the winter season and summer season ; while the will is com-
paratively like the heat of the world, which may be absent from the light"

or be present in the light. It is absent in the winter season and present in

the summer season. But the fact is this, that nothing except the will de-

stroys the understanding, as nothing except the absence of heat destroys

the germinations of the earth. The understanding is destroyed by the will

in those who are in evils of life when the two act as one, and not when
they do not act as one. They act as one when man thinks by himself from
his love, but they do not act as one when he is with others. When he is

with others he conceals and thus sets aside his will's own love
; and when

this is set aside the understanding is raised up into higher light. [5.] This
shall be shown by experience. I have occasionally heard spirits talking

with one another and also with myself so wisely that an angel could hardly
have talked more wisely

; and I was in consequence led to believe that they
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would soon be raised up into heaven ; but shortly after I saw them with the

evil in hell, at which I was surprised. But I was then permitted to hear

them talking in a wholly different way, not in favor of truths as before, but

against them, because they were now in the love of their own will and like-

wise of their own understanding, while before they were not in that love.

It has also been granted me to see how what is man's own (proprium) is dis-

tinguished from what is not his own; for this may be seen in the light of

heaven. What is man's own has its seat within, and what is not his own
has its seat without ; and the latter veils and conceals the former, and the

former does not appear until this veil is taken away, as takes place with all

after death. I have noticed also that many were amazed at what they saw
and heard ; but these were such as judge of the state of a man's soul from
his conversation and writings, and not also from his acts which are from his

own wiil. All this makes clear that these two capacities of life in man are

at first divided.

[6.] Something shall now be said about their union. They are united in

those who are reformed, which is effected by combat against the evils of

the will. When these evils have been cast aside the will of good acts as

one with the understanding of truth. From this it follows that such as the

will is such is the understanding, or, what is the same, such as the love is

such is the wisdom. The wisdom is such as the love is because the love

belonging to the will is the esse of man's life, and the wisdom belonging

to the understanding is the existere of life therefrom ; therefore the love,

which belongs to the will, forms itself in the understanding, and the form
it there takes on is what is called wisdom ; for as love and wisdom have
one essence it is clear that wisdom is the form of love, or love in form.

When these capacities have thus been united by reformation the will's love

increases daily, and it increases by spiritual nourishment in the under-

standing; for it has there its affection for truth and good, which is like

an appetite that hungers and desires. From all this it is clear that it is the

will that must be reformed, and as it is reformed the understanding sees,

that is, grows wise ; for as has been said, the will has been destroyed, but

the understanding has not. The will and the understanding also make
one in those who are not reformed, that is, in the evil, if not in the world

yet after death; for after death man is not permitted to think from his un-

derstanding except in accordance with the love of his will. To this every

one is finally brought; and when he is brought to this condition the evil

love of the will has its own form in the understanding, and as this form is

from the falsities of evil it is insanity.

Iiyr. "Stood afar off" signifies not now in these things as

be/ore because of fear.—This is evident from the signification of

"standing afar off," as meaning to be in externals (see n. 11331, so

here not to be, because of fear, in that delusive wisdom, intelli-

gence, and knowledge by which they had before confirmed the

evils and falsities of their doctrine and religion ; for fear causes

man to withdraw from these things when he sees the punishments
and torments of those who are in them.

( Cojttin.tativn )

Let the following be added to what has been said. (1.) Before reform-

ation the light of the understanding is like the light of the moon, clear ac-

cording to the knowledges of truth and good ; but after reformation it is like
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the light of the sun, clear according to the application of the knowledges of

truth and good to the uses of life. (2.) The understanding has not been de-

stroyed, to the end that man's ability to know truths, and from truths to see

the evils of his will might be preserved, and seeing them he might resist

them as if from himself, and thus be reformed. (3.) And yet man is reformed

not by his understanding, but by means of the recognition of truths by the

understanding and its seeing evils by them ; for the operation of the Lord's

Divine providence is into the love of man's will, and from that into the un-

derstanding, and not the reverse. (4.) The love of .the will gives intelligence

according to its quality. Natural love from spiritual love gives intelligence

in civil and moral matters ; but spiritual love in natural love gives intelli-

gence in spiritual matters; while merely natural love and the conceit that

comes from it gives no intelligence in spiritual matters, but gives an ability

to confirm whatever it pleases, and after confirmation so infatuates the under-

standing that it sees falsity as truth, and evil as good. Nevertheless, this

love does not take away the ability to understand truths in their light
;
when

it is present it takes it away, but not when it is absent. (5.) When the will

has been reformed, and the wisdom belonging to the understanding has

come to be of the love belonging to the will, that is, when wisdom comes to

be a love of truth and good in its form, man is like a garden in spring time,

when heat is united to light and gives a soul to the germinations. Spirit-

ual germinations are such productions of wisdom from love ; and in every

such production there is a soul from that love, while its clothing is from
wisdom ; thus the will is like a father and the understanding like a mother.

(6.) Such is man's life, not only the life of his mind but also the life of his

body, since the life of the mind acts as one with the life of the body by

correspondences. For the life of the will or love corresponds to the life

of the heart, and the life of the understanding or wisdom corresponds to

the life of the lungs ; and these are the two fountains of the life of the

body. Man does not know that this is so ; nevertheless it is for this reason
that an evil person cannot live in heaven, or a good person in hell. For
either of these becomes as it were dead when he is not among those with

whom the life of his will and thus the life of his understanding acts as one.

When he is among such his heart beats freely, and his lungs respire

freely
; but not when he is among others.

verses 18, 19.

Y.T.J2* "And they cried out when they saw the smoke of her burning, saying. What
is like this great city ? And they cast dust upon their heads, and cried out, weeping and
mourning, saying. Woe, woe, that great city, wherein all that had ships in the sea were made
rich by her costliness, for in one hour they were made desolate."

18. "And they cried out when they saw the smoke of her burning" signifies

grief of muni because of dreadful falsities, when they saw the punish-
ment of those dreadful falsities thatflawed from their lives [n. 1173] 5

"saying, What is like this great city," signifies astonishment that that

doclrine and religion were thus destroyed [n. 1174].

19. "And they cast dust upon their heads and cried out, weeping and mourn-
ing," signifies confession that by a life according to that religion and its

dodrine they were damned [n. 1175]; "saying. Woe, woe, that great
city, wherein all that had ships in the sea were made rich by her
costliness," signifies lamentation over the doclrine and religion by which
all who confirmed thent by reasonings from the natural man had made
gains [n. 1176] ; "for in one hour they were made desolate" signifies

over the loss and destruclion of all things [n. 1177].
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1173. [Verse 18 ] "And they cried out when they saw the smoke
of her burning" signifies grief of mind when they saw the pun-
ishment of the dreadful falsities that flowedfrom their loves.—
This is evident from the signification of " crying out," as mean-
ing grief of mind (see n. 393, 424, 459) ; also from the signification

of "smoke," as meaning infernal falsity flowing from the evils of
earthly and bodily loves (see a. 539[<M], 889, 1131) ; also from the
signification of " burning," as meaning the damnation and punish-
ment of the evils flowing from their loves (see n. 1083, 1 126). From
all this it is clear that "they cried out as they saw the smoke of
her burning," signifies grief of mind when they saw the punish-
ment of the dreadful falsities that flowed from their loves.

(Continuation.)

[2.] (ix.) The ninth law of the Divine providence is, That the Lord does
not teach man truths either from Himself or through the angels immediately ;
but He teaches mediately by means of the Word, preaching, reading, conversa-
tion, and communication with others, and thus by thought within oneselfabout
these things. Man is thus enlightened in the measure of his affetflion for
truth from use. Otherwise man could not aft as if from himself.—This fol-
lows as a-consequence from the laws of the Divine providence before ex-
plained, namely, that man must be in freedom, and must do what he does
from reason

; that he must think as if from himself from his understand-
ing, and must do good as if from himself from his will ; also that he must
not be compelled to believe anything or do anything by miracles or by
visions. These laws are unchangeable, because they are laws of the Divine
wisdom and also of the Divine love ; and yet they would be disturbed if

man should be taught immediately, either by influx or by speech. [3. j More-
over, the Lord flows into the interiors of man's mind and through these into
its exteriors, also into the affection of his will and through that into the

thought of his understanding, but not the reverse. To flow into the inter-

iors of man's mind and through these into its exteriors is to take root and
from the root bring forth ; for the root is in the interiors and the bringing
forth in the exteriors ; and to flow into the affection of the will and through
that into the thought of the understanding is first to inspire a soul, and
through that to form all other things; for the affection of the will is like a
soul whereby the thoughts of the understanding are formed. Furthermore,
this is influx from what is internal into what is external, and such influx is

possible. About what flows into the interiors of his mind, or about what
flows into the affection of his will, man knows nothing ; but he would know
about that which flowed into the exteriors of his mind, or into the thought

of his understanding, and this would be to bring forth something without a
root, or to form something without a soul. Everyone can see that this

would be contrary to Divine order, consequently that it would be to destroy

and not to build up. By all this the truth of this law of Divine providence

is made clear.

1174. "Saying, What is like this great city," signifies aston-

ishment thai that doclrine and religion were destroyed.—This is

evident from the signification of "great city," which is Babylon,

as meaning its doclrine and religion ; for " city " signifies doclrine,
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and "Babylon" its religion fas above, n. 1134) ; astonishment that

they were destroyed is signified by their "crying out and saying,

What is like it," and this follows from seeing the smoke of her

burning.

{Continuation.)

[2.] But how the Lord flows in and man is thus led can be known from

no other source than the spiritual world, where man is in respect to his

spirit, that is, in respect to his affections and the thoughts therefrom, for

these constitute man's spirit; and the spirit from its affection, and not the

body, is what thinks. The affections of man, from which are his thoughts,

have extension into societies in the spiritual world on every side, into more

or fewer of them according to the amount and quality of the affection.

Man in respect to his spirit is within these societies, and to them he is

attached as it were with extended cords, which determine the space where

he can walk. As he passes from one affection into another, so he passes

from one society into another, and the society he is in, and the place where

he is in the society, is the centre from which the affection and its thought

extends to other societies as circumferences, and these are thus in unbroken

connection with the affection at the centre, and from that affection man
then thinks and speaks. Man acquires this sphere, which is the sphere of

his affections and thoughts therefrom, while he is in the world, from hell

if he is evil, from heaven if he is good. Of this man is ignorant, because

he does not know that such things exist. Through these societies man,
that is, man's mind, although bound walks free ; but he is led by the

Lord, and he takes no step into which and from which the Lord does not

lead ; and yet the Lord grants continually that man shall have no other

thought than that he does good of himself in perfect freedom ; and he is

permitted to be convinced of this because it is according to a law of Divine
providence that man shall go whithersoever his affection wills. If his

affection is evil he is conveyed through infernal societies ; and if he does
not look to the Lord he is brought into these societies more interiorly and
deeply. And yet the Lord leads him as if by the hand, permitting and
withholding as far as man is willing to follow in freedom. But if man
looks to the Lord he is led forth from these societies gradually, according
to the order and connection in which they stand, which order and con-

nection no one knows but the Lord only, and thus he is brought by con-

tinual steps out of hell upwards towards heaven and into heaven. [3.] This
the Lord does without the man's knowing it, because if man knew it he
would disturb the continuity of the process by leading himself. It is

enough for man to learn truths from the Word, and by means of truths to

know what good is, and from truths and goods what evils and falsities are,

in order that he may be moved by truths and goods, and not be moved by
falsities and evils. Before he knows goods and truths he may have a know-
ledge of evils and falsities, but he is not able to see them and perceive them.
In this and in no other way can man be led from one affection into another
in freedom and as if of himself. This is done by leading according to an
affection for truth and good when man acknowledges the Lord's Divine
providence in every particular ; and it is done by permission according

to an affection for evil and falsity when man does not acknowledge such a
providence. So, too, man becomes capable of receiving intelligence cor-

responding to affection ; and this he receives so far as from truths he fights

against evils as if of himself. This must be revealed, because it is not known
that Divine providence is continual, and enters into the most minute things

of man's life, and because it is not known how this can be.
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1 175. [Verse 19] "And they cast dust upon their heads and
cried out weeping, and mourning," signifies grief and confession

that by a life according to that religion and its doclrine they were
damned.—This is evident from the signification of " to cast dust

upon the head," as meaning to mourn because they were damned
(it follows as a consequence that it was on account of a life ac-

cording to that religion and its doclrine) ; also from the significa-

tion of "to cry out weeping and mourning," as meaning grief

that they were damned by such a life, "to cry out" having refer-

ence to doclrine, and "to weep and mourn" signifying grief of

soul and heart (as above, n. 1164). "To cast dust upon the head"
means mourning on account of damnation, because "dust" sig-

nifies what is damned, and "head" the man himself. "Dust"
signifies what is damned, because the hells are beneath and the

heavens are above, and from the hells falsity from evil unceasingly

breathes forth, consequently the dust over them signifies what is

damned (see also above, n. 742). Because of this signification of

"dust" it was a custom in the representative churches to cast

dust upon their heads when they had done evil and had repented

of it, thus giving proof of their repentance. [2.1 That this was
so can be seen from the following passages. In Ezekiel:

"They shall cry bitterly and shall cast up dust upon their heads, they
shall wallow themselves in the ashes " (xxvii. 30).

"To cast up dust upon their heads" signifies mourning because

of damnation, and "to wallow themselves in ashes" signifies still

deeper mourning, for "ashes" signify what is damned, because

the fire from which they come signifies infernal love. In Lam-
entations :

"The elders of the daughter of Zion sit upon the ground, they keep
silence, they have cast up dust upon their heads,. . . .the virgins of

Jerusalem hang down their heads to the ground" (ii. 10).

By such things grief and mourning because of evils and falsities

of which they repented, and thus confession that they were damned,

were represented. " Daughter of Zion " signifies the church,

and "virgins of Jerusalem," signify truths of doclrine; "to sit

upon the ground and keep silence" signifies grief of mind ; "to

cast dust upon the head" signifies confession that they were

damned, and "to hang down the head to the ground" signifies

confession that they were in hell. In fob:

The friends of Job " rent every one his mantel, and sprinkled dust upon
their heads towards heaven " (ii. 12).

"To sprinkle dust upon the head towards heaven" signifies
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mourning on account of Job, who seemed to be accursed. Mourn-
ing on account of damnation from evil is signified by "dust upon

the head," and "rending the mantle" signifies mourning on ac-

count of damnation from falsity.

Rolling themselves in the dust (Micah i. 10)

has the same signification. That repentance was thus represented

is evident in Job:
" I repent upon dust and upon ashes " (xlii. 6).

Because "dust" signifies damnation, it was said to the serpent,

" Upon the belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou eat all the days of

of thy life" (Gen. iii. 14).

The "serpent" signifies infernal evil in those who pervert the

truths of the Word, and thereby deceive artfully and craftily.

So in Isaiah :

" Dust shall be the serpent's bread" (lxv. 25).

From all this it is clear that "dust" signifies what is damned, and

that "to cast dust upon the head " is a testification of damnation.

[3.] All this having been premised it shall now be told what affection

is, and afterwards why man is led by the Lord by means of affections and
not by means of thoughts, and lastly that man can be saved in no other

way.

What affjclion is.—The same is meant by affection as by love. But love

is like a fountain and affections are like the streams therefrom, thus affec-

tions are continuations of love. Love as a fountain is in the will of man
;

affections, which are streams from it, flow by continuity into the understand-

ing, and there by means of light from truths bring forth thoughts, just as

the influences of heat in a garden bring forth germinations by means of rays

of light. Moreover, love in its origin is the heat of heaven, and truths in

their origin are the rays of light of heaven, and thoughts are germinations

from their marriage. From such a marriage are all the societies of heaven,

which are innumerable, and in their essence these are affections ; for they

are from the heat that is love and from the wisdom that is light from the

Lord as a sun. Therefore these societies, as heat in them is united to light,

and light is united to heat, are affections for good and truth. From this are

the thoughts of all in these societies. This makes clear that the societies

of heaven are not thoughts but affections, consequently to be led by means
of these societies is to be led by means of affections, that is, to be led by
means of affections is to be led by means of societies ; and for this reason
in what now follows the term affections will be used in place of societies.

[4.] It shall now be told why man is led by the Lord by means of affec-

tions and not by means of thoughts.—When man is led by the Lord by means
of affections he can be led according to all the the laws of His Divine pro-

vidence, but not if he should be led by means of thoughts. Affections do
not become evident to man, but thoughts do ; also affections bring forth

thoughts, but thoughts do not bring forth affections ; there is an appearance
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that they do, but it is a fallacy. And when affections bring forth thoughts
they bring forth all things of man, because these constitute his life. More-
over, this is known in the world. If you hold man by his affection you
hold him bound, and lead him wherever you please, and a single reason is

then stronger than a thousand. But if you do not hold man by his affection

reasons are of no avail, for his affection, when not in harmony with them,
either perverts them or rejects them or extinguishes them. It would be the

same if the Lord should lead man by means of thoughts immediately, and
not by means of affections. Again, when a man is led by the Lord by
means of affections, it seems to him as if he thought freely as if of him-
self, and spoke freely and acted freely as if of himself. And this is why
the Lord does not teach man immediately, but mediately by means of the
Word, and by means of doctrines and preachings from the Word, and by
means of conversations and intercourse with others ; for from these things
man thinks freely as if of himself.

[5.] In no other way can man be saved.—This follows both from what
has been said about the laws of the Divine providence and also from this,

that thoughts do not bring forth affections in man. For if man knew all

things of the Word, and all things of doctrine, even to the arcana of wis-

dom that the angels possess, and thought and spoke about them, so long as

his affections were lusts of evil he could not be brought out of hell by the

Lord. Evidently, then, if man were to be taught from heaven by an influx

into his thoughts it would be like casting seed upon the way, or into water,

or into snow, or into fire.

1176. "Saying, Woe, woe, that great city, wherein all that

had ships in the sea were made rich by reason of her costliness,"

signifies lamentation over the doilrine and religion by which all

who confirmed them by reasonings from the natural man made
gains.—This is evident from the signification of "Woe, woe," as

meaning lamentation (seen. 1165) ; also from the signification of

"to be made rich by her costliness," as meaning to make gains

by these means ; also from the signification of " having ships in

the sea," as meaning to confirm these by reasonings from the nat-

ural man. " Those who have ships in the sea " have the same sig-

nification as " pilot, all employed on ships, sailors, and they that

ply the sea," in the seventeenth verse ; and these signify all who be-

lieve themselves to be in wisdom, intelligence, and knowledge, and

who have confirmed the falsities of that doctrine and religion by
reasonings from the natural man, as may be seen above (n. 1170).

[2.] Because the Divine providence acts upon the affections that be-
long to man's love and thus to his will, leading him in and from his affec-

tion into another that is near and related to it by means of his freedom, and
so imperceptibly that man has no knowledge of how it acts, and in fact

hardly knows that there is a Divine providence,—for this reason many deny
providence, and confirm themselves against it. This is done in consequence

of the various things that happen and arise, as that the arts and schemes
of the wicked are successful, that impiety prevails, that there is a hell, that

the understanding is blinded to spiritual things, and that this gives rise

to so many heresies, each one of which, starting from a single head, flows

out into assemblies and nations and becomes permanent, like popery, Lu-
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theranism, Calvinism, Melancthonism, Moravianism, Arianism, Socinian-

ism, Quakerism, Pietism, and even Judaism, and with these naturalism and
atheism ; and outside of Europe extending through many kingdoms, Ma-
hometanism, and also paganism, in which are various kinds of worship,

and in some cases no worship at all. [3.] All who do not think on these

subjects from Divine truth say in their heart that there is no Divine provid-

ence ; and those who are perplexed about it assert that there is a Divine

providence, but that it is only universal. When either of these hear that there

is a Divine providence in every least particular of man's life they either give

no heed to it or do give heed to it ; those who give no heed to it, casting

the truth behind them and turning away, and those who do give heed to it

turning away like the others, and yet they turn back their faces, merely to

see whether there is anything in it ; and when they see they say to them-
selves, This is mere affirmation. Some of these latter do confess the truth

with the lips, but not with the heart. Since, then, it is important that the

blindness arising from ignorance, or the thick darkness arising from ab-

sence of light, should be dissipated, it is permitted to see,

(i.) That the Lord teaches no one immediately, but mediately

through those things in man that are from the hearing
and sight.

(ii.) And yet the Lord provides that man may be reformed and
saved by those things that he adopts as his religion.

(iii.) Andforevery nation the Lordprovides a universal means of
salvation.

II77. "For in one hour they were made desolate " signifies

over the loss and destruction of all things, that is, lamentation over

them, as is evident from the explanations above (n. 1136, 1168),

where like words occur.

{Continuation.)

(i.) That the Lord teaches no one immediately, but tnediately through those

things in man that are from the hearing and sight.—This follows from what
has been said above ; to which it must be added that immediate revelation

cannot be granted to man except that which has been given in the Word,
such as it is in the prophecies and gospels and histories ; which is such that

every one may be taught according to the affections of his love and the con-
sequent thoughts of his understanding, those who are not in good of life

receiving very little, but those who are in good of life receiving much, for

these are taught through enlightenment by the Lord. [2.] The enlighten-
ment is as follows:—Light conjoined with heat flows in through heaven
from the Lord. This heat, which is Divine love, affects the will, from which
man has affection for good ; and this light, which is Divine wisdom, affects

the understanding, from which man has a conception of truth. From these
two fountains, which are the will and understanding, all things of man's
love and all things of his knowledge are affected ; but only those things
that pertain to the subject are called up and presented to view. In this

way is enlightenment effected by the Lord by means of the Word, in which
every thing, from the spiritual that is in it, communicates with heaven, and
the Lord flows in through heaven into that which is at the time under man's
view ; and the influx in every one is continual and universal even to the

minutest particulars. It is comparatively like the heat and light from the
sun of the world, which operate upon each and every thing of the earth
and give life according to the quality of the seed and the reception. What,
then, must be the effect of the heat and light from the Divine sun, from
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which all things live? To be enlightened by the Lord through heaven is

to be enlightened by the Holy Spirit, for the Holy Spirit is the Divine that

goes forth from the Lord as a sun, from which is heaven. From this it is

clear that the Lord teaches the man of the church mediately by means of

the Word according to the love of his will that comes from his life, and
according to the light of his understanding that he gains by means of know-
ledge ; and that this cannot be otherwise, because this is the Divine order of

influx. [3.] And this is why the Christian religion has been divided into

churches, and into heresies in general and in particular within the churches.

Neither can those who are outside the Christian world, and who do not have
the Word, be taught in any other way, for they are taught through the re-

ligion that they have in place of the Word, which is in part from the Word.
The religion of the Mahometans was in some respects taken from the

Word of both Testaments. Others have a religion derived from the ancient

Word that was afterwards lost. With some it was from the Ancient Church
that extended over a great part of the continent of Asia, and like our church
at the present day was divided into many, all of them having that ancient

Word. From these the religions of many nations were derived, although
in process of time these became in many cases more or less idolatrous.

[4.] Those whose worship is from that origin are taught by the Lord medi-
ately by means of their religion, the same as Christians are by the Word

;

and this is done, as has been said, by the Lord through heaven, and thus by
a stirring up of their will and also of their understanding. But enlighten-

ment by means of those religions is not like enlightenment by means of

the Word. It is like enlightenment at evening when the the moon is shin-

ing more or less brightly, while enlightenment by means of the Word is

like enlightenment in the daytime from morning to noon, when the sun is

shining more or less brightly. Thus it is that the Lord's church which, in

respect to its light, which is Divine wisdom, extends through the entire

globe, is like the day from noon to evening, and even to night; while in

respecl to its heat, which is Divine love, it is like the year from spring to

autumn, and even to winter.

verse 20.

Iiy8» "Rejoice ouer her, 0 heauen, and ye holy apostles and prophets, for God hath

judged your judgment upon her."

20. "Rejoice over her, 0 heaven, and ye holy apostles and prophets." signifies

joy of heart in heaven and in the church in those ivho are in wisdom and
intelligence from the Word [n. 1179] ; 'for God hathjudgedyour judg-
ment upon her" signifies on account of the rejection of these [n. 1180].

1179. [Verse 20.] "Rejoice over her, 0 heaven, and ye holy

apostles and prophets," signifies joy of heart in heaven and in the

church in those who are in wisdom and intelligence from the

Word.—This is evident from the signification of "rejoicing," a.s

meaning joy of heart ; also from the signification of " heaven,"

as meaning not only heaven but also the church, since the church

is the Lord's heaven upon the earth ; also from the signification

of "apostles," as meaning those who teach from the Word (see n.

ioo, 333), therefore those who are in wisdom ; also from the sig-

nification of " prophets," as meaning those who are in the doc-
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trine of truth from the Word, and in an abstract sense doctrines

themselves (see n. 624), therefore those who are in intelligence
;

for those who are in doctrine from the Word are called "intelli-

gent," while those who teach the Word are called "wise." From
all this it is clear that " Rejoice over her, O heaven, and ye holy-

apostles and prophets," signifies joy of heart in heaven and in

the church in those who are in wisdom and intelligence. This

now follows because before the last judgment, or before the Baby-

lonians were cast into hell and the world of spirits was thus

delivered from them, the light by which the angels have wisdom
and intelligence was intercepted. That light was intercepted and

the angels thereby somewhat obscured because of the conjunction

of the Babylonians with the angels of the lowest heaven : but it

was otherwise when they had been cast down. (On this see what

is related from things seen and heard in the work on The Last Judgment.)

( C-"::inuation.)

[2.] (ii.) And yet the Lord provides that man may be reformed and saved

by those things that he adopts as his religion.—In the entire globe where there

is any religion, since there must be conjunction, there are two that consti-

tute it, namely, God and man ; and there are two things that constitute con-

junction, namely good of love and truth of faith ;
good of love is from the

Lord immediately, truth of faith is also from God, but mediately. Good of

love is that through which God leads man, and truth of faith is that through

which man is led. This is the same as what has been said above. Truth of

faith appears to man to be his own, because it is from those things that he
acquires as if from himself. Therefore God conjoins Himself to man
through good of love, and man conjoins himself to God as if of himself

through truth of faith. Because the conjunction is such the Lord compares
Himself to a bridegroom and husband, and the church to a bride and wife.

The Lord flows in continually with complete good of love, but He cannot
be conjoined to man in complete truth of faith, but only in that which is in

man, and this varies ; it can be given in greater fulness with those who live

where the Word is, and in less fulness with those who live where there

is no Word ; and yet the fulness varies in both in proportion to their

knowledge and their life according to it, and consequently it may be
greater in those who have not the Word than in those who have it. [3.]
The conjunction of God with man and of man with God is taught in the
two tables that were written with the finger of God, and called "tables of
the covenant," "of the testimony," and "of the law." In one table is God,
in the other man. All nations that have any religion have these tables

;

f om the first table they know that God must be acknowledged, regarded as
holy, and worshipped ; from the other table they know that they must not
steal, either openly or secretly by crafty devices ; that they must not commit
adultery ; that they must not kill either by the hand or by hatred ; that they
must not bear false witness in a court of justice or before the world ; and also
that they must not desire these things. From his table man knows the evils
that must be shunned, and just so far as he knows them and shuns them as
if from himself, God conjoins him to Himself and enables him from His table
to acknowledge Him, to regard Him as holy, and to worship Him, and also
enables him not to will evils, and so far as he does not will evils to know
truths in abundance. Thus these two tables are conjoined in man, and
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God's table is placed above man's table, and they are put as one table into

the ark, over which is the mercy-seat, which is the Lord, and over the mercy-
seat the two cherubim which are the Word and what is from the Word, in

which the Lord speaks with man as He spoke with Moses and Aaron be-

tween the cherubim. [4-.] Since, then, there is conjunction of the Lord
with man and of man with the Lord by these means, evidently every one
who knows them and lives according to them, not merely on the ground of

civil and moral law but also of Divine law, will be saved ; thus every one
in his own religion, whether Christian or Mahometan or pagan. And what
is more, a man who from religion lives these truths, even if in the world he
knows nothing about the Lord, nor anything else from the Word, yet he is

in such a state in respect to his spirit that he wishes to become wise ; con-
sequently after death he is instructed by the angels and acknowledges the

Lord and receives truths according to his affection and becomes an angel.

Every such person is like a man who dies an infant, for he is led by the
Lord and is educated by the angels. Those who from ignorance and from
having been born in such a place have known nothing of worship, are after

death instructed like little children, and according to their civil and moral
life receive the means of salvation. I have seen such, and at first they did

not appear like men ; but afterwards I saw them as men, and heard them
speaking sanely from the commandments of the decalogue. To instruct

such is the inmost angelic joy. From all this it is now clear that the Lord
provides for the possible salvation of every man.

llSo. "For God hath judged your judgment upon her" sig-

nifies on account of their rcjeclion of these, as is evident from the

signification of "judging a judgment," as meaning to recompense

according to deeds, thus to cast into hell those meant by " Baby-

lon," consequently to cast them out of the places where they had
been before.

(iii.) For every nation the Lord provides a universal means of salvation.—
From what has been said above it is clear that in whatever religion a man
may live he can be saved ; for he knows the evils and the falsities from
evils that must be shunned, and having shunned them he knows the goods
that must be done and the truths that must be believed. The goods he

does and the truths he believes before he has shunned evils are not in them-

selves goods and truths, because they are from man and not from the Lord.

Before that they are not goods and truths in themselves because in the man
they then have no life. A man who knows all goods and all truths, as many
as can be known, but does not shun evils, knows nothing. His goods and
truths are swallowed up or cast out by the evils, so that he becomes foolish,

not in the world but afterwards ; while the man who knows few goods and

few truths, but shuns evils, knows those goods and truths and learns many
more and becomes wise, if not in the world yet afterwards. Since, then,

every one in every religion knows the evils and falsities from evils that

must be shunned, aud having shunned them knows the goods that must be

done and the truths that must be believed, it is clear that this is provided

by the Lord as a universal means of salvation with every nation that has

any religion. [2.] With Christians this means exists in all fulness ; it also

exists, though not in fulness, with Mahometans and pagans. The re-

maining things, by which they are distinguished, are either ceremonials,

which are of little consequence, or are goods that may be done or not

done, or truths that may be believed or not believed, and yet man be saved.
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"What these things amount to man can see when evils are removed. A
Christian sees this from the Word, a Mahometan from the Koran, and a
pagan from his religion. A Christian sees from the Word that God is one,

that the Lord is the Saviour of the world, that all good that is good in itself,

and all truth that is true in itself, is from God, and nothing of it from man
;

that there must be Baptism and the Holy Supper, that there is a heaven and
that there is a hell, that there is a life after death, and that he who does
good comes into heaven, and he who does evil into hell. These things

he believes from truth and does from good when he is not in evil. Other
things that are not in accord with these and with the decalogue he may
pass by. A Mahometan sees from the Koran that God is one, that the

Lord is the Son of God, that all good is from God, that there is a

heaven and that there is a hell, that there is a life after death, and
that the evils forbidden in the commandments of the decalogue must
be shunned. If he does these latter things he also believes the former and
is saved. A pagan sees from his religion that there is a God, that He must
be regarded as holy and be worshipped, that good is from Him, that there is

a heaven and that there is a hell, that there is a life after death, that the
evils forbidden in the decalogue must be shunned. If he does these things
and believes them he is saved. And as many pagans perceive God to be
a man, and as God-Man is the Lord, so after death when they are in-

structed by angels they acknowledge the Lord, and afterwards receive

truths from the Lord that they had not before known. They are not con-
demned because of their not having the ordinances of Baptism and the
Holy Supper ; the Holy Supper and Baptism are for those only who are in

possession of the Word, and to whom the Lord is known from the Word
;

for they are symbols of that church, and are attestations and certifications

that those who believe and live according to the Lord's commandments
in the Word are saved.

, verse 21.

IlSl» "And one strong angel took up a stone like a great millstone and cast into

the sea, saying, Thus with violence shall Babylon, that great city, be cast down, and shall
be found no more."

21. "And one strong angel took up a stone like a great millstone and cast
into the sea" signifies all confirmations of their doclrine from the Word
cast with them into hell [n. 1182] ; "saying, Thus with violence shall
Babylon, that great city, be cast down, and shall be found no more,"
signilies the total destruction of that doclrine and religion, and that they
shall not rise again [n. 1183].

1182. [Verse 21] "And one strong angel took up a stone like a

great mil/stone and cast into the sea" signifies confirmations of
their dotlrinefrom the Word cast with them into hell.—This is evi-

dent from the signification of "strong angel," as meaning Divine
truth in its power (see n. 130, 200, 302, 593, 800) ; also from the sig-

nification of a "millstone," as meaning the confirmation of truth

from the Word, and also the confirmation of falsity from the Word
(of which presently) ; also from the signification of "casting into the

sea," as meaning into hell with them; that the "sea" signifies

hell, may be seen (n. 537M, 538). A "millstone" signifies con-

firmation from the Word in both senses, because "wheat" signi-
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fies good, and "fine flour" its truth, therefore "a millstone," by
which wheat is ground into fine flour, or barley into meal, signi-

fies the production of truth from good, or the production of

falsity from evil, so, too, the, confirmation of truth or of falsity

from the Word ; as can be seen from the following passages. In

Jeremiah;

" I will take away from them the voice of joy and the voice of gladness,
the voice of the bridegroom and the voice of the bride, the voice
of the millstones and the light of the lamp" (xxv. 10).

Here, too, the joy of heaven and of the church is described, and

"the voice of joy" signifies exultation of heart from good of

love, and "voice of gladness" signifies glorification of soul from

truths of faith, for in the Word "joy" is predicated of good, and

"gladness" of truth. "The voice of millstones" has the same

signification as "the voice of joy;" and "the light of the lamp"

has the same signification as "gladness," namely, from the truth

of faith. "The voice of millstones" signifies joy of heart from

good of love, because a millstone grinds wheat into fine flour, and

"wheat" signifies good of love, and "fine flour" truth from that

good. [2.] Like things are said in this chapter of the Apoc-

alypse, namely,

" The voice of a millstone shall not be heard in thee any more, and the

light of a lamp shall not shine in thee any more, and the voice of

bridegroom and the voice of bride shall not be heard in thee any
more" (verses 22, 23).

These words will be explained presently. In Isaiah:

"Take the millstone and grind meal,. . . .make bare the thigh passing
through the rivers " (xlvii. 2).

This is said of Babylon and Chaldaea ; and "to take the mill-

stone and grind meal " signifies to bring forth falsities from evil,

and to confirm them by means of the Word ; and "to make bare

the thigh passing through the rivers " signifies to adulterate goods

by means of reasonings. In Lame?itations :

"The young men they led away to grind, and the boys stumbled under
the wood " (v. 13).

"To lead away the young men to grind" signifies to compel

those who are capable of understanding truths to falsify truths
;

"the boys stumble under the wood" signifies to compel those

who are capable of willing goods to adulterate goods, " to grind"

meaning to falsify truths or to confirm falsities by means of the

Word, and " wood" meaning good. In Moses :
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"Thou shalt not take the mill or the upper millstone for a pledge, for

He receiveth the soul for a pledge" (Deut. xxiv. 6).

This was among their laws, all of which corresponded to spiritual

things. "Not to take a mill or millstone for a pledge" signified

in the spiritual sense that the ability from goods to understand

truths must not be taken away from any one, thus that no one

must be deprived of goods and truths. Because this is the sig-

nification it is said, "for he receiveth the soul for a pledge,"

which signifies that thus one would spiritually perish. In the

same,

"They shall die. . . .even to the firstborn of the maidservant that is be-

hind the mill " {Exod. xi. 5).

"The firstborn of the maidservant that is behind the mill" sig-

nifies the chief things of faith of the natural man, that have been

falsified. [3.] In Matthew:

In the end of the age "two women shall be grinding. . . ., one shall be
taken and the other shall be left" (xxiv. 40, 41).

" The end of the age" is the last time of the church ;
" the two

women grinding" mean those who confirm themselves in truths

and those who confirm themselves in falsities from the Word
;

those who confirm themselves in truths are meant by the one that

shall be taken, and those who confirm themselves in falsities by

the one that shall be left. In the Gospels :

Jesus said, "Whoso shall cause one of these little ones that believe in

Me to stumble, it is profitable for him that an ass-millstone be
hanged about his neck and that he be sunk in the depths of the
sea" (Matt, xviii. 6 ; Mark ix. 42 ; Luke xvii. 2).

"To cause one of the little ones that believe in Jesus to stumble"

signifies to pervert those who acknowledge the Lord; "it is pro-

fitable that an ass-millstone be hanged about the neck " signifies

that it would be better for him not to know any good and truth,

but only evil and falsity; this is meant by "ass-millstone," and

"to be hanged about the neck" means cutting one off from know-
ing good and truth ; "to be sunk in the depths of the sea" sig-

nifies to be cast down to hell. This is profitable because to know
goods and truths and to pervert them is to profane. What is

meant by

Moses' burning the calf and grinding it even to powder, and sprinkling
it upon the face of the waters, and making the sons of Israel to

drink of it (Exod. xxxii. 20; Deut. ix. 21),

may be seen explained in the Arcana Caelestia (n. 10462-10466).
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iCjntinuaeien:,

[4.] Something shall now be said about the speech of spirits with man.
Many believe that man can be taught by the Lord by means of spirits speak-
ing with him ; but those who believe this and are willing to believe it do
not know that it is attended with danger to their souls. So long as man is

living in the world he is, in respect to his spirit, in the midst of spirits,

although spirits do not know that they are with man, nor does man know
that he is with spirits

;
and for the reason that in respect to the affections

of the will they are immediately conjoined, while in respect to the thoughts

of the understanding they are mediately conjoined. For man thinks nat-

urally, but spirits think spiritually ; and natural and spiritual thought make
one only by correspondences ; and in a oneness by correspondences neither

one of the two knows anything about the other. But as soon as spirits

begin to speak with man they come out of their spiritual state into man's
natural state, and they then know that they are with man and they conjoin

themselves with the thoughts of his affection and speak with him from
those thoughts. They can enter into no other state of man, for all con-

junction is by like affection and thought therefrom, while unlike separates.

For this reason the speaking spirit must be in the same principles as the

maa is, whether they be true or false ; and these he stirs up, and through

his affection conjoined to man's affection he strongly confirms them. This
makes clear that none but like spirits speak with man, or manifestly operate

upon him, for manifest operation coincides with speech. Consequently only

Pietistic spirits speak with Pietists
;
only Quaker spirits operate upon

Quakers, and only Moravian spirits upon Moravians. The same is true

of Arians, Socinians, and other heretics. [5.] All spirits that speak with

man were once men in the world, and were then of like character. This

has been granted me to know by repeated experience. And what is ab-

surd, when a man believes that the Holy Spirit is speaking with him or

operating upon him the spirit also believes himself to be the Holy Spirit.

This is common with Pietistic spirits. All this shows the danger in which

a man is who speaks with spirits, or who manifestly perceives their oper-

ation. Man does not know what his affection is, whether it be good or evil,

or with what others it is conjoined ; and if he is in the pride of self-intelli-

gence the spirit within him favors every thought from that source ; and the

same is true when one favors certain principles enkindled by such a fire

with those who are not in truths from genuine affection. Whenever a

spirit from like affection favors man's thoughts or principles, one leads the

other as the blind lead the blind until both fall into the pit. The Python-

ists formerly were of this character, also the wise men in Egypt and in

Babylon, who were called wise because they talked with spirits, and because

they clearly perceived the operation of spirits in themselves. But by this

the worship of God was changed into the worship of demons, and the

church perished. For this reason such intercourse was forbidden to the

sons of Israel under penalty of death.

1183. "Saying, Thus with violence shall Babylon, that great

city, be cast down, and shall be found no more," signifies the total

destruction of that doflrine [and religion], and that these shall

not rise again.—This is evident from the signification of "to be

•cast down with violence," as meaning total destruction ; also from

the signification of " Babylon that great city," as meaning that

religion and its doctrine (of which frequently above) ; also from the

signification of "found no more," as meaning not to rise again.
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(Continuation )

It is otherwise with those whom the Lord leads. He leads those who
love truths, and who will them from Himself. Such are enlightened when
they read the Word ; for the Lord is in the Word, and speaks with every

one according to his apprehension. When such hear the speech of spirits,

as they sometimes do, they are not taught but led, and this with such pre-

caution that the man is left to himself ; for every man, as has been said

before, is led by the Lord by means of affections, and from these he thinks

as if from himself in freedom ; if this were not so man would be incapable

of reformation, nor could he be enlightened. But men are enlightened

variously, each according to the quality of his affection and consequent
intelligence. Those who are in a spiritual affection for truth are raised up
into the light of heaven, even so as to be able to perceive the enlighten-

ment. [2.] This it has been given me to see, and from it to perceive

clearly what comes from the Lord and what from angels. What has come
from the Lord has been written ; what has come from the angels has not.

Moreover, it has been granted me to talk with angels as man with man,
also to see the things that are in the heavens and that are in the hells ; and
for the reason that the end of the present church has come, and the begin-

ning of a new one, which will be the New Jerusalem, is at hand ; and to

that it will be revealed that the Lord rules the universe, both heaven and
the world ; that there is a heaven and a hell, and what these are ; that men
live even as men after death, those who have been led by the Lord in

heaven, but those who have been led by self in hell ; that the Word is the

Divine itself of the Lord on the earth ; also that the last judgment is accom-
plished, that man may not expect it forever in this world ; as well as many
other things belonging to the light that is now arising after darkness.

verses 22, 23.

Il84-« "Ancl tne voice °f harpers and musicians and pipers and trumpeters shall be
heard in thee no more; and no craftsman of whatsoever craft shall be found in thee any
more ; and the voice of a millstone shall be heard in thee no more. And the light of a lamp
shall shine in thee no more ; and the voice of bridegroom and of bride shall be heard in thea
no more; because thy merchants were the great men of the earth, because by thy sorcery
have all nations been seduced."

22. "And the voice of harpers and musicians and pipers and trumpeters
shall be heard in thee no more " signifies no more any interior or ex-

teriorjoys [n. 1185] ; "and no craftsman of whatsoever craft shall be
found in thee any more " signifies no more any wisdom, intelligence, or
knowledge [n. 1186] ; "and the voice of a millstone shall be heard in

thee no more" signifies no more any understanding of truth from will

0/ good [n. 1187J.
23. "And the light of a lamp shall shine in thee no more" signifies nothing

of the truth of heaven and of the church [n. 1188] ; "and the voice of
bridegroom and of bride shall be heard in thee no more " signifies no
joy from the conjunclion of good and truth [n. 1189] ; "because thy

merchants were the great men of the earth " signifies those who are
in dominion and in its love and delight, and who have gained the chief
honors of the world and the riches of the world [n. 1190] ; "because by
thy sorcery have all nations been seduced " signifies that by their wicked
arts andpersuasions they compelled all the well disposed to believe and to

do those things from which they have gained dominion and wealth [n.

1191].

1185. [Verse 22.] "And the voice of harpers and musicians

and pipers and trumpeters shall be heard in thee no more" signi-
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nifies no more any interior or exteriorjoys.—This is evident from
the signification of the "voice (or sound) " of various instruments
of music, as meaning joys from internal and external affections.

They signify affections because of their harmony, for musical
sounds are expressive of affections and produce them with joy.

Stringed instruments signify spiritual things, and wind instru-

ments celestial things, and that they correspond to affections may
be seen (n. 323W, 326^]). But what "the voice of the harp," of
the "pipe," and of the "trumpet" signify in particular, can be
seen only from the affections, which are of two kinds, spiritual

and celestial
; spiritual affections are from truths and celestial

from goods ; but they are of three degrees, inmost, middle, and
outermost

; the inmost are such as are in the inmost heaven, the
middle such as are in the middle heaven, and the outermost such
as are in the outmost heaven.

(Continuation)

[2.] (x.) The tenth law of the Divine providence is, That when man is

led astray by eminence and riches he has led himself to them by his own prud-
ence, for by Divine providence man is led only to such things as do not lead
astray and as are serviceable to eternal life/ for all things of Divine pro-
vidence with man look to what is eternal, since the life which is God, from
which man is man, is eternal life.—There are two things that especially in-

fluence the minds of men, eminence and riches ; eminence relates to the

love of glory and of honors, riches to the love of money and possessions.

These especially influence men's minds because they belong to the natural

man
;
consequently those who are merely natural have no other idea than

that eminence and riches are real blessings that are from God, when in fact

they may be curses, as may be clearly inferred from this, that they are the

portion both of good men and of evil men. I have seen the eminent and
the rich in the heavens and I have seen them in the hells ; therefore, as has
been said, when eminence and riches do not lead astray they are from God.
and when they do they are from hell. [3.] In the world man does not
distinguish between their being from God or from hell, because the natural

man separated from the spiritual cannot perceive this distinction ; but the

distinction can be seen in the natural man that is from the spiritual, and
yet with difficulty, because the natural man is taught from infancy to coun-

terfeit the spiritual man ; and in consequence when he performs uses to

the church, to the country, to society and his fellow citizens, thus to the

neighbor, he not only professes but also is able to persuade himself that he

has done it for the sake of the church, the country, society, and his fellow-

citizens, and yet he may have done it for the sake of self and the world as

ends. Man is in such blindness because he has not put away evils from

himself by any combat; for so long as evils remain man can see nothing

from the spiritual in his natural : he is like one in a dream who believes

himself to be awake, or like a bird of night that takes the darkness for light.

Such is the natural man when the gate of heavenly light is closed. Heav-

enly light is the spiritual that enlightens the natural man. Since, then, it

is of the greatest importance to know whether eminence and riches, that is,

the love of glory and honor, and the love of money and of possessions, are

ends or are means, ends and means shall first be denned, for if these are

ends they are curses, but if they are not ends, but means, they are blessings.
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1 186. "And no craftsman of whatsoever craft shall be found

in thee any more" signifies no more wisdom, intelligence, or

knowledge.—This is evident from the signification of "craftsman

of whatsoever craft," as meaning every thing belonging to the

understanding, consequently wisdom, intelligence, and know-
ledge, for these belong to the understanding, the inmost of which

is wisdom, the middle intelligence, and the outmost knowledge.

This is the signification of "craftsman of whatsoever craft," be-

cause these are endowments of the understanding, and its endow-
ments are signified by " crafts." As these are signified by "crafts,"

so in the Word where the construction of the tabernacle is treated

of, also the garments of Aaron, which were of gold, blue, purple,

scarlet double-dyed, and fine twined linen, it is said that they

were to be the work of the "craftsman (or cunning workman),"
elsewhere "a work of skill (or cunning work)"

(Exod. xxvi. 1, 31 ; xxviii. 6; xxxix. 8 ; and elsewhere).

The things of which these were made, and which are here men-
tioned, signify things of wisdom, intelligence and knowledge

;

therefore it is said of Bezaleel and Oholiab, who were the crafts-

men, and who made these things, that

They were filled with wisdom, intelligence, and knowledge (Exod. xxxi-

3, seq. ; xxxvi. I, 2, seq.).

[2.1 That "craftsman" signifies intelligence from what is one's

own [proprium) is evident in Hosea:

"They make them a molten image of their silver, and idols in their in-

telligence, all of it the work of the craftsmen" (xiii. 2).

"Molten image" and "idol" signify worship according to doc-

trine that is from self intelligence: "silver" signifies the falsitv

from which such doctrine comes ; therefore it is said "that in their

intelligence they make them an idol, all of it the work of crafts-

men." So in Isaiah:

"The craftsman melteth a graven image, and the goldsmith spreadeth
it over with gold, and casteth chains of silver; he seeketh a
skillful craftsman" (xl. ig, 20).

And in yeremiah :

"Silver spread into plates is brought from Tarshish, and gold from
Uphaz, the work of the craftsman and of the hands of the founder,
hvacinthine and .. garments .. , all of it the work of the wise" (x.

3,9)-

Here and in many passages elsewhere self intelligence is depicted
by "idols," and "sculptured and molten images" (see n. 587O],
827M).
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{Continuation.)

[3.] End, mediate causes, and effect, are called also the chief end, inter-

mediate ends, and the final end. Intermediate and final ends are called

ends, because the chief end produces them, is everything in them, is their

esse and is their soul. The chief end is the will's love in man, the inter-

mediate ends are subordinate loves, and the final end is the love of the will

standing forth as it were in its effigy. As the chief end is the love of the

will it follows that intermediate ends, being subordinate loves, are foreseen,

provided, and brought forth through the understanding, and that the final

end is the use foreseen, provided, and brought forth by the love of the

will through the understanding, for every thing that love brings forth is a

use. This must be premised in order that what has just been said may be

perceived, namely, that eminence and riches may be blessings or that

they may be curses.

1187. "And the voice of a millstone shall be heard in thee

no more " signifies ?io more any understanding of truth from the

will of good.—This is evident from the signification of "mill-

stone," as meaning the bringing forth of truth from good (see n.

1 182) ; thus also understanding of truth from the will of good,

since the understanding is a recipient of truth, and the will a

recipient of good.

(Continuation.)

Now as the end, which is the love of man's will, provides or acquires

for itself through the understanding the means through which the final end
may come forth, to which the first end advances through the means, and
this is the end coming forth, which is the use, it follows that the end loves

the means when they promote that use, and does not love them when they
do not promote it, but then rejects them, and through the understanding
provides or acquires for itself other means. This makes clear the quality

of a man whose chief end is love of eminence, or love of glory and honor,

or whose chief end is a love of wealth, or love of money or possessions,

namely, that he regards all means as servants that are serviceable to him
for his final end, which is love coming forth, and this love is use to him-
self. [2.] Take, for example, a priest whose chief end is love of money
or possessions, his means are the ministerial office, the Word, doctrine,

learning, preaching from these, and instruction of men of the church and
their reformation and salvation by means of these. These means are

valued by him according to the end and for the sake of the end, and yet

they are not loved, although with some they appear to be loved ; for wealth
is what is loved, since this is the first and the final end, and that end, as
has been said, is everything in the means. Such assert, indeed, that their

desire is that men of their church be taught, reformed and saved ; but as

wealth is the end from which this is said, it is not said from their love, but

only as means of acquiring reputation and gain for the sake of the end.

[3.] The same is true of a priest whose chief end is a love of eminence
over others, as will be seen if gain or honor is separated from the means.
It is wholly different when instruction, reformation, and salvation of souls

is the chief end, and wealth and eminence are the means ; for a priest is

then a wholly different man, for he is a spiritual man, while before he was
a natural man. With a spiritual priest wealth and eminence are blessings,

but with a natural priest they are curses. This has been made evident by
much experience in the spiritual world. Many have been seen and heard
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there who asserted that they had taught, had written, and had reformed

men ; but when the end or love of their will was disclosed it was clear that

they had done all things for the sake of self and the world, and nothing
for the sake of God and the neighbor, and that they even cursed God and
did evil to thcneighbor. Such are meant in Matt. vii. 22, 23 ; and in Luke
xiii. 26, 27.

1 188. [Verse 23 ] "And the fight of a lamp shall shine in thee

no more" signifies nothing of the truth of heaven and the church.

—This is evident from the signification of " light," as meaning Di-

vine truth (see above, n. 955, 1067, 1159) ; also from the signification

of "lamp" or "lampstand," as meaning heaven and the church

(see n. 62) ; also from the signification of "not shining any more,"

as meaning not to exist.

(Continuation.)

Take as another example a king, a prince, a magistrate, a governor, or

an official, whose chief end is a love of rule, and whose means are all things

belonging to their dominion, administration, and funclion. The uses they

perform do not have the good of the kingdom, commonwealth, country,

communities, and fellow-citizens, as their end, but delight in ruling, conse-

quently self. The uses themselves are not to them uses, but minister to

their pride. They perform uses for the sake of appearances and of distinc-

tion
;
they do not love them, but they commend and yet make light of them,

just as a master does his servants. I have seen such after death, and have
been amazed. They were devils among the burning; for when the love of

rule is the chief end it is the very fire of hell. [2.] I have also seen others

whose chief end was not love of rule, but love of God and the neighbor,

-which is a love of uses ; these were angels to whom dominion in the heavens
was granted. From all this again it ic clear that eminence may be a bless-

ing or may be a curse, and that eminence as a blessing is from the Lord,

and eminence as a curse is from the devil. What the love of rule is when
it is the chief end, any one who is wise can see from the kingdom that is

meant in the Word by " Babylon," that set its throne in the heavens above
the Lord by claiming to itself all His power; consequently it invalidated

the Divine means of worship, which are from the Lord through the Word,
and in their place instituted demoniacal means of worship, which are adora-
tions of living and dead men, also of sepulchres, dead bodies, and bones.
That kingdom is depicled as Lucifer in Isaiah (xiv. 4-24). But only those
that have exercised that dominion from a love of it are Lucifers, not the
rest.

1189. "And the voice of bridegroom and of bride shall be

heard in thee no more" signifies no joyfrom the conjunction of
good and truth.—This is evident from the signification of "bride-

groom," as meaning in the higher sense the Lord ; also from the

signification of "bride," as meaning in the highest sense the

church ; and as the Lord lows into man from the Divine good
of Divine love, and is conjoined to the man of the church in

Divine truth, so "bridegroom and bride" mean the conjunction

of the Lord with the church, and also the conjunction of good
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with truth. Because all spiritual joy is from that conjunction,

it follows that "the voice of the bridegroom and bride" signifies

the joy therefrom. Moreover, the angels have all their wisdom
and intelligence, and thus all their joy and happiness from that

conjunction and according to it. As this is the signification

of "the voice of bridegroom and bride," heavenly joy is de-

scribed in other places in the Word by "bridegroom and bride."

As in Jeremiah :

" I will take away from them the voice of joy and the voice of glad-
ness, the voice of the bridegroom and the voice of the bride, the
voice of the millstone and the voice of the lamp " (xxv. 10).

In the same,

" Behold I cause to cease out of this place. . . .the voice of joy and the
voice of gladness, the voice of the bridegroom and the voice of

the bride " (xvi. 9).

In the same,

" I will cause to cease out of the cities of Judah, and out of the streets

of Jerusalem, the voice of joy and the voice of gladness, the voice
of the bridegroom and the voice of the bride " (vii. 34).

In Joel:
" Let the bridegroom go forth out of his chamber, and the bride out of

her closet " (ii. 16).

In Jeremiah:
" Yet again shall be heard in this place .... the voice of joy and the voice

of gladness, the voice of the bridegroom and the voice of the bride,

of them that say. Confess ye Jehovah of Hosts " (xxxiii. 10, 11).

In these passages "the voice of the bridegroom and the voice of

the bride" signify joy and gladness from the conjunction of the

Lord with the church, and thus from the conjunction of good and
truth, for the state of the church is here treated of; and the terms

"joy and gladness" are also used, "joy" in reference to good,

and "gladness" in reference to truth. [2.1 So in Isaiah:

" I will rejoice in Jehovah, my soul shall exult in my God ;. . . .as the

bridegroom putteth on a mitre, and as the bride adorneth herself

with her jewels " (Ixi. 10).

"To put on the mitre" means to put on wisdom, and "to adorn

herself with jewels" means with knowledges of truth. In the

same,

"As the joy of the bridegroom over the bride, so shall thy God rejoice

over thee " (lxii. 5).

That the Lord is meant in the highest sense by the "bride-

groom," and the church by the "bride," is evident in the Gos-

pels. As
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When the disciples of John asked about fasting, and Jesus said that so

long as the bridegroom was with them the sons of the bridechamber
could not fast; but the days will come when the bridegroom shall

be taken away from them, then shall they fast" (Jfatt. ix. 15;
Mark ii. 19, 20 ; Luke v. 34, 35).

Here the Lord calls Himself the "bridegroom," and men of the

church He calls "sons of the bridechamber ;" "to fast" signifies

to mourn on account of a lack of truth and good. In Matthew

:

"The kingdom of the heavens is likened to ten virgins, who took their

lamps and went forth to meet the bridegroom" (xxv. 1, 2, seq.).

Here the "bridegroom" means the Lord, and "virgins" mean
the church, and "lamps" signify truths of faith. In John:

" He that hath the bride is the bridegroom, but the friend of the bride-
groom, who standeth and heareth him, rejoiceth with joy because
of the bridegroom's voice" (iii. 29).

This John the Baptist said of the Lord, who is meant bv the

"bridegroom," and the church is meant by the "bride." That

the church is meant by the "bride" is evident from these pas-

sages in the Apocalypse :

"I saw the holy city, New Jerusalem made ready as a bride adorned
for her husband " (xxi. 2).

The " New Jerusalem " means a new church. Again,

"Come, I will show thee the bride, the wife of the Lamb ;.... and he
showed me the . . city . . . Jerusalem " (xxi. 9, 10).

And again,

"The Spirit and the bride say, Come ; and he that heareth, let him say,

Come" (xxii. 17).

"The Spirit and the bride" signify the church in respect to good
and truth.

{Continuation.)

[3.] As the love of rule and the love of riches prevail universally in

the Christian world, and these loves at this day are so deeply rooted that it

is not known that they in any wise lead astray, it is important that their

quality should be set forth. They lead every man astray who does not shun
evils because they are sins ; for he who does not thus shun evils does not

fear God, and therefore remains natural. And as the love of ruling and the

love of riches are the natural man's own loves, he does not see with any
interior acknowledgment what those loves are in him. This he does not

see unless he is reformed, and he can be reformed only by combat against

evils. It is believed that he can be reformed by faith ; but there can be no
faith of God in man until he fights against evils. When man has thus been
reformed light flows in from the Lord through heaven and gives him an
affection for seeing and an ability to see what those loves are, and whether
they rule or serve in him, thus whether they are in the first place in him and
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make as it were the head, or are in the second place and make as it were
the feet. If they rule and are in the first place they lead astray and become
curses ; but if they serve and are in the second place they do not lead astray

but becomes blessings. [4.] I can assert that all in whom the love of rule is

in the first place are inwardly devils. This love is known from its delight, for

it exceeds every other delight of the life of man. It is continually exhaled
from hell, and the exhalation appears like the fire of a great furnace, kin-

dling the hearts of men whom the Lord does not protect from it. The Lord
protects all who are reformed. Nevertheless, the former are led by the

Lord, although in hell and only by means of outward restraints, which are

fears on account of the penalties of the law and the loss of reputation,

honor, gain, and consequently pleasures. He leads them also by means of

worldly rewards. He cannot lead them out of hell because the love of rule

does not admit of internal restraints, which are fear of God and affections

for good and truth, by means of which the Lord leads all who will follow

Him to heaven and in heaven.

1 190. "For ihy merchants were the great men of the earth"

signifies those who are in dominion and in its love and delight,

and who have gamed the chief honors of the world and the riches

of the world.—This is evident from the signification of "mer-

chants," as meaning those who acquire knowledges of good and
truth and communicate them ; and in the contrary sense, as here,

those who acquire such things as are serviceable for dominion,

from which they gain both the honors and the riches of the world

(see n. 840, 1104) ; also from the signification of "the great men
of the earth," as meaning those who transfer to themselves and

exercise that dominion, which is dominion over the church and

over heaven, and even over the Lord Himself. Such are meant

in this chapter, but not those who are under their dominion,

who venerate and adore them, but they do this from a faith in-

duced by authority, and thus from obedience, and this faith and

obedience are from ignorance. These have no share in dominion,

therefore the things said in this chapter of Babylon as the harlot

are not said of these.

I Continuation^)

[2.] Something shall now be said about man's being led by Divine pro-

vidence to such things as do not lead astray, but are serviceable to eternal

life, things that also have reference to eminence and wealth. It is made
clear that this is so by what I have seen in the heavens. The heavens are

divided into societies, and those who are eminent and rich are to be found
in every society. The eminent there are in such glory, and the rich in such
abundance, that the glory and abundance of the world are almost nothing

in comparison. But all the eminent there are wise, and all the rich abound
in knowledge ; thus eminence pertains to wisdom and wealth pertains to

knowledge. Such eminence and wealth can be acquired in this world, both

by those who are eminent and rich and by those who are not, for they are

acquired here by all who love wisdom and knowledge. To love wisdom is
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to love uses that are true uses, and to love knowledge («c;c«/,Vj is to love

knowledges [cognitionet) of good and truth for the sake of such uses. When
uses are loved more than self and the world, and knowledges of good and
truth are loved for the sake of uses, uses have the first place and eminence
and wealth the second place ; and this is the case with all who are eminent
and rich in the heavens. They look upon the eminence they have in re-

spect to wisdom, and the wealth they have in respect to knowledge, just as

a man looks upon his garments.

1191. "Because by thy sorcery have all nations been se-

duced" signifies that by their wicked arts and persuasions they

have compelled all the well disposed of that church to believe and

to do those things from which they have gained dominion and
wealth.—This is evident from the signification of "sorcery," as

meaning arts and persuasions (of which presently) ; also from the sig-

nification of "nations," as meaning those who are in good, thus

the well disposed (see n. 175, 3310,*]. 625, 1077) ; also from the

signification of "to be seduced," as meaning to be deceived by-

such arts and persuasions into believing and doing those things

from which they have gained dominion and wealth. "Sorcery"

has nearly the same signification in the Word as "enchantment,"

and "enchantment" signifies such persuasion as causes a man to

have no other perception than that a thing is so. Certain spirits

possess a power of persuasion that closes up as it were the under-

standing of another, and stifles the ability to perceive ; and as

the well disposed men in the Babylonish nation are compelled

and persuaded to believe and to do whatever the monks say, it is

here said that " they have been seduced by their sorcery." "Sor-

cery" here has the same signification as "enchantment " in Isaiah

(xlvii. 9, 12), where Babylon is treated of ; also in David (Psalm

lviii. 4, 5). Enchantment is also mentioned among the arts asso-

ciated with magic, that were forbidden to the sons of Israel (Deut.

xviii. 10, 11).

{Continuation. I

[2.] The eminence and wealth of the angels of heaven shall also be

described. In the societies of heaven there are higher and lower govern-

ors, all arranged by the Lord and ranked according to their wisdom and
intelligence. Their chief, who excels the rest in wisdom, dwells in the

midst in a palace so magnificent that nothing in the whole world can be

compared with it. Its architecture is so wonderful that I can truthfully assert

that not a hundredth part of it can be described by natural language, for

art itself is there in its art. Within the palace are rooms and bed-chambers,
in which all the furniture and decorations are resplendent with gold and
various precious stones in such forms as no artist in the world can imitate

either in painting or sculpture. And what is wonderful, the particulars,

even to the minutest particulars, are for use ; and every one who enters
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sees their use, perceiving it by a breathing forth, as it were, of the uses

through their images. But no wise person who enters keeps his eyes fixed

very long upon the images, but his mind attends to the uses, since these de-

light his wisdom. Round about the palace are colonnades, pleasure gardens,

and smaller palaces, each in the form of its own beauty a heavenly delight.

Besides these magnificent objects there are attendant guards, all claa in

shining garments, and many other things. The subordinate governors en-

joy similar luxuries, which are magnificent and splendid according to the

degrees of their wisdom, and their wisdom is according to the degrees of

their love of uses. And not only do the rulers have such things, but also

the inhabitants, all of whom love uses and perform them by various em-
ployments. [3.] But few of these things can be described ; those that

cannot be described are innumerable, for as they are in their origin spiritual

they do not fall into the ideas of the natural man, and consequently not into

the expressions of his language, except into these, that when wisdom builds

for itself a habitation, and makes it comformable to itself, everything that

lies inmostly concealed in any science or in any art flows together and ac-

complishes the purpose. All this has been written to make known that all

things in the heavens also have reference to eminence and wealth, but that

eminence there pertains to wisdom and wealth to knowledge, and that such

are the things to which man is led by the Lord through His Divine provid-

ence.

verse 24.

IIQ2* "And In her was found the blood of prophets and of saints, and of all that

had been slain on the earth."

24. "And in her was found the blood of prophets and of saints" signifies vio-

lence offered by them to every truth and thus to every good of the Word
[n. 1193] ; "and of all that had been slam on the earth" signifies all

the falsities and evils by -which those who were of the church had been

destroyed [n. 1194].

II93. [Verse 24] "And in her was found the blood of prophets

and of saints " signifies viole?ice offered by them to every truth

and thus to every good of the Word.—This is evident from the

signification of " blood," as meaning Divine truth, and in the

contrary sense violence offered to Divine truth (see n. 3^9> 47^.

748) ; also from the signification of " prophets," as meaning those

who are in truths of doctrine from the Word, and in an abstract

sense truths of doctrine (see n. 624^-/], 9991 ; also from the signi-

fication of "saints," as meaning those who are in Divine truths

from the Word, and in an abstract sense Divine truths in the

Word (see n. 204, 325O], 973) ; also from the signification of " found

in her," as meaning that violence was offered to these by the doc-

trine and religion meant by Babylon. From all this it is clear

that " the blood of prophets and of saints found in her" signifies

the violence offered by them to every truth and thus to every

good of doctrine from the Word.
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{Continuation.)

[2.] Something shall now be said about the uses through which men
and angels have wisdom. To love uses is nothing else than to love the

neighbor, for use in the spiritual sense is the neighbor. This can be seen

from the facT: that every one loves another not because of his face and per-

son but because of his will and understanding ; he loves one who has a

good will and a good understanding and does not love one with a good will

and a bad understanding, or with a good understanding and a bad will.

And as a man is loved or not loved for these reasons, it follows that the

neighbor is that from which every one is a man, and that is his spiritual.

Place ten men before you that you may choose one of them to be your

associate in any duty or business ; will you not first find out about them
and choose the one who comes nearest [proxime] to your use? Therefore

he is your neighbor [froximus . and is loved more than the others. Or be-

come acquainted with ten maidens with the purpose of choosing one of

them for your wife ; do you not first ascertain the character of each one,

and if she consents betroth to you the one that you love? That one is

more your neighbor than the others. If you should say to yourself, " Every
man is my neighbor, and is therefore to be loved without distinction, ' a

devil-man and an angel-man or a harlot and a virgin might be equally loved.

Use is the neighbor, because every man is valued and loved not for his will

and understanding alone, but for the uses he performs or is able to perform
from these. Therefore a man of use is a man according to his use ; and
a man not of use is a man not a man, for of such a man it is said that he
is not useful for any thing ; and although in this world he may be tolerated

in a community so long as he lives from what is his own, after death when
he becomes a spirit he is cast out into a desert. [3.] Man, therefore, is

such as his use is. But uses are manifold ; in general they are heavenly or

infernal. Heavenly uses are those that are serviceable more or less, or
more nearly or remotely, to the church, to the country, to society, and to a
fellow citizen, for the sake of these as ends ; but infernal uses are those
that are serviceable only to the man himself and those dependent on him

;

and if serviceable to the church, to the country, to society, or to a fellow

citizen, it is not for the sake of these as ends, but for the sake of self as

the end. And yet every one ought from love, though not self love, to pro-

vide the necessaries and requisites of life for himself and those dependent
on him. [4.] When man loves uses by doing them in the first place, and
loves the world and self in the second place, the former constitutes his

spiritual and the latter his natural ; and the spiritual rules, and the natural
serves. This makes evident what the spiritual is, and what the natural is.

This is the meaning of the Lord's words in Matthew :

" seek ye first the kingdom of the heavens and its righteousness, and all things shall
be added unto you' (vi. 33),

" The kingdom of the heavens " means the Lord and His church, and
"righteousness" means spiritual, moral, and civil good; and every good
that is done from the love of these is a use. Then "all things shall be
added," because when use is in the first place, the Lord, from whom is all

good, is in the first place and rules, and gives whatever contributes to eter-

nal life and happiness
;

for, as has been said, all things of the Lord's Divine
providence pertaining to man look to what is eternal. The 'all things that

shall be added " refer to food and raiment, because food means every thing
internal that nourishes the soul, and raiment every thing external that like

the body c'tothes it. Every thing internal has reference to love and wisdom,
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and everything external to wealth and eminence. All this makes clear

what is meant by loving uses for the sake of uses, and what the uses are

from which man has wisdom, from which and according to which wisdom
every one has eminence and wealth in heaven.

1 194. "And of all that had been slain on the earth" signifies

all the falsities and evils by which those who were of the church

had been destroyed.—This is evident from the signification of the

"slain," as meaning those destroyed by falsities and evils (see

n - 3I50.«'.<']. 366), "to slay" meaning to deprive others of their

truths and goods by means of falsities and evils (see n. 547, 572,

589) ; also from the signification of the "earth," as meaning the

church (of which frequently) ; therefore "the blood of all that had

been slain upon the earth" signifies violence offered to every

truth and good by falsities and evils, by which those who were

of the church were destroyed.

( Continuation )

As man was created to perform uses, and this is to love the neighbor, so

all who come into heaven, however many there are, must do uses. All the

delight and blessedness of these is according to uses and to the love of

uses. Heavenly joy is from no other source. He who believes that such
joy is possible in idleness is much deceived. No idle person is tolerated

even in hell. Those who are there are in workhouses and under a judge
who imposes tasks on the prisoners that they must do daily. To those who
do not do thier tasks no food or clothing is given, but they stand hungry
and naked ; thus are they compelled to work there. The difference is that

in hell uses are done from fear, but in heaven from love ; and fear does not

give joy, but love does. Nevertheless it is proper to vary occupations in

different ways in company with others, and these serve as recreations, which
are also uses. It has been granted me to see many things in heaven, many
things in the world, and many things in the human body, and to consider

at the same time their uses ; and it has been revealed that every particular

thing in them, both great and small, was created from use, in use, and for

use ; and that the part in which the outermost that is for use ceases is

separated as harmful and is cast out as damned.
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CHAPTER XIX.

A FTER these things I heard as it were a voice of

/ \ a great multitude in heaven, saying, Hallelu-

jah, Salvation and glory and honor and power

unto the Lord our God ;

2. For true and righteous are His judgments; for

He hath judged the great harlot that corrupted the

earth with her whoredom, and He hath avenged the

blood of His servants at her hand.

3. And a second time they said, Hallelujah ; and her

smoke shall go up unto the ages of the ages.

4. And the twenty-four elders and the four animals

fell down and worshipped God who sitteth on the

throne, saying, Amen, Hallelujah.

5. And a voice came forth from the throne, saying,

Praise our God, all ye His servants, and ye that fear

Him, both the small and the great.

6. And I heard as it were the voice of a great mul-

titude, and as it were the voice of many waters, and as

it were the voice of mighty thunders, saying. Hallelu-

jah, for the Lord God, the Almighty, reigneth.

7. Let us rejoice and exult, and let us give the glory

unto Him, for the marriage of the Lamb is come, and

His wife hath made herself ready.

8. And it hath been given to her that she should be

clothed in fine linen, clean and bright, for the fine linen

is the righteousnesses of the saints.

9. And he said unto me, Write, Blessed are they that

have been called unto the marriage supper of the Lamb.
And he said unto me, These are the true words of God.
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10. And I fell down before his feet to worship him
;

and he said unto me, See thou do it not ; I am a fellow-

servant of thine and of thy brethren that hold the tes-

timony of Jesus; worship God, for the testimony of

Jesus is the spirit of prophecy.

11. And I saw the heaven opened, and behold a

white horse, and He that sat upon him is called faithful

and true, and in righteousness He judgeth and mak-
eth war.

i 2. And His eyes are like a flame of fire, and upon
His head are many diadems, having a name written

that no one knoweth except Himself.

1 3. And He was clothed in a garment dyed with

blood ; and His name is called the Word of God.

14. And the armies that are in heaven followed Him
upon white horses, clothed in fine linen white and clean.

1 5. And out of His mouth went forth a sharp sword,

that with it He may smite the nations ; and he shall

tend them with a rod of iron ; and He treadeth the

wine press of the wine of the fury and anger of God
Almighty.

16. And He hath on His garment and on His thigh

a name written, King of kings and Lord of lords.

17. And I saw an angel standing in the sun; and

he cried with a great voice, saying to all the birds that

fly in midheaven, Come and be gathered together

unto the supper of the great God.

1 8. That ye may eat the flesh of kings and the flesh

of commanders of thousands, and the flesh of the

mighty men, and the flesh of horses and of those that

sit on them, and the flesh of all, free and bond, and

small and great.

19. And I saw the beast and the kings of the earth

and their armies gathered together to make war with

Him that sat upon the horse and with His army.

20. And the beast was taken, and with him the false
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prophet that did signs before him, with which he se-

duced those that had received the mark of the beast

and that worshipped his image ; these two were cast

alive into the lake of fire that burnetii with brimstone.

21, And the rest were slain by the sword of Him
that sat upon the white horse, the sword that proceeded

out of His mouth ; and all birds were filled with their

flesh.

EXPLANA TION.
[contents of the several verses.]

Glorification of the Lord by those who are in the lower heavens
BECAUSE OF THEIR DELIVERANCE FROM BABYLON (verse I. 2):

That they may be forever delivered from her (verse 3).

Glorification of the Lord by the higher heavens for the same
reason (verse 4).

Announcement by the Lord out of heaven that they should wor-
ship Him (verse 5)

;

And should rejoice that a new church is appearing
(verses 6, 7).

What that church is (verse 8).

Announcement by the angels to those who are on the earth re-
specting A NEW CHURCH (verses 9, 10).

The coming of the Lord in the Word, and the opening of the Word
(verses 11-16).

The calling of all to that church (verses 17, 18).

Resistance by those who are in faith separate [from charity], and
the removal and condemnation of such (verses 19-21).

verses 1-3.

"After these things I heard as it were a voice of a great multitude in heaven

_

saying. Hallelujah, Salvation and glory and honor and power unto the Lord our God. For true
and righteous are His judgments, for He hath judged the great harlot that corrupted the
earth with her whoredom, and He hath avenged the blood of His servants at her hand. And
a second time they said. Hallelujah, and her smoke shall go up unto the ages of the ages.

"

1. "After these things I heard as it were a voice of a great multitude in

heaven" signifies the joy and gladness of the angels of the higher
heavens because of the condemnation and casting out of those signified

by "Babylon " and by "the beasts of the dragon," and because of the

lisfht of Divine truth that will consequently arise for the sake of a new
church that is to be established by the Lord [n. 1196] ; "Saying, Hallelu-

jah," signifies glorification of the Lord [n. 1197] ; "Salvation and glory
and honor and power unto the Lor I our God" signifies because eternal

life is from the Lord through Divine truth and Divine goodfrom His
Divine omnipotent [n. 119S].

2. "For true and righteous are His judimeits" signifies that the laivs of Di-
vine providence and the works of the Lord are of the Divine -uisdom

andD vine love [n. 1199] ; "for He hath judged the great harlot" sig-

nifiesjudgment upon thos-' who have transferred to themselves dominion
over the church and oz'er heaven [n. 1200] ; "that corrupted the earth
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with her whoredom" signifies by whom all truths of the church have
been falsified, and all its goods adulterated [n. 1201] ; "and He hath
avenged the blood of His servants at her hand" signifies the deliver,

ance of those that are in Divine truths from the Lord by the casting

out of the Babylonians [n. 1202].

3. "And a second time they said, Hallelujah," signifies the joy and gladness

of the angels of the lower heavens [n. 1203] ; "and her smoke shall go
up unto the ages of the ages" signifies that the falsity of evil that per-
tains to such is forever condemned to hell [n. 1204].

1196. [Verse 1.] "After these things I heard as it were the

voice of a great multitude in heaven" signifies the joy and glad-

ness of the angels of the higher heavens because of the condem-

nation and casting ont of those signified by " Baby/on" and by

"the beasts ofthe dragon" and because ofthe light of Divine truth

that will consequently arise for the sake of a new church that is

to be established by the Lord.—This is evidently the signification

of "the voice of a great multitude in heaven," for these are the

subjects treated of in this and the following chapters ; the con-

demnation and casting out of those meant by "Babylon" are

treated of in verses 2, 3 ; the condemnation and casting out of
" the beasts of the dragon " in verses 19-21

;
joy because of a new

church to be established by the Lord in verses 7-9, 17, 18; and
the light springing therefrom in verses 11-16.

( Continuation.
1

)

[2.] Something shall now be said about the life of animals, and after-

wards about the soul of vegetables. The whole world, with each and every
thing in it came into existence and continues to exist from the Lord the
Creator of the universe. There are two suns, the sun of the spiritual world
and the sun of the natural world. The sun of the spiritual world is the

Lord's Divine love, the sun of the natural world is pure fire. From the sun
that is Divine love every work of creation has begun, and by means of the

sun that is fire it has been carried to completion. [3.] Everything that

goes forth from the sun that is Divine love is called spiritual, and every-

thing that goes forth from the sun that is fire is called natural. The spir-

itual from its origin has life in itself, but the natural from its origin has

nothing of life in itself. And because from these two fountains of the uni-

verse all things that are in both worlds have come into existence and con-

tinue to exist, it follows that there is in every created thing in this world a

spiritual and a natural, a spiritual as its soul and a natural as its body, or a
spiritual as its internal and a natural as its external; or a spiritual as the

cause and a natural as the effect. That these two in any particular thing

cannot be separated every wise person knows, for if you separate cause

from effect or the internal from the external, the effect or the external

goes to pieces, as when the soul is separated from the body. [4.] That
there is such a conjunction in the particular and even in the most partic-

ular things of nature has not yet been known. It has not been known be-

cause of the existing ignorance respecting the spiritual world, the sun there,

and heat and light there ; and because of the insanity of sensual men in

ascribing all things to nature, and rarely any thing to God except creation

in general ; and yet not the least thing is possible or can be possible in
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nature in which there is not a spiritual. That this spiritual is in each and

every thing of the three kingdoms of nature, and how it is therein, will be

explained in what follows.

1197. "Saying, Hallelujah," signifies glorification of the

I^ord, as is evident from the signification of "Hallelujah," as

meaning glorification of the Lord ; for in the original language
" Hallelujah" means, Praise ye God, and thus, Glorify ye the Lord.

It was an expression of joy in confessions and worship; as in

David:
" Bless Jehovah, O my soul

;
Hallelujah " (Psalm civ. 35),

In the same,
" Blessed be Jehovah, the God of Israel, from everlasting even to ever-

lasting ; and let all the people say, Amen, Hallelujah " (Psalm cvi.

48);

In the same,
" Let us bless Jah from this time forth and for evermore ;

Hallelujah
"

(Psalm cxv. 18)

;

In the same,

"Let every soul praise Jah ;
Hallelujah" (Psalm cl. 6).

And elsewhere

(as Psalm cv. 45 ; Psalm cvi. I ; Psalm cxi. I ; Psalm cxii. I ; Psalm
cxiii. 1, 9 ; Psalm cxvi. 19 ; Psalm cxvii. 2 ; Psalm cxxxv. 3 ; Psalm
cxlviii. 1, 14; Psalm cxlix. 1, 9; Psalm cl. 1).

(Continuation )

[2.] That the spiritual and the natural are thus united in each and
every thing of the world, just as there is a soul in each and every thing of

the body, or an effecting cause in each and every thing of the effect, or a
producing internal in each and every thing of its product, can be illustrated

and confirmed by the subjects and objects of the three kingdoms of nature,

which are all things of the world. That there is such a union of things

spiritual and things natural in each and all of the subjects and objects of

the animal kingdom is evident from the many wonderful things that have
been observed in that kingdom by learned men and societies, and recorded

to be studied by those who investigate causes.

It is generally known that animals of all kinds, great and small, both
those that walk and creep on the earth and those that fly in the air and
swim in the waters, know from something innate and implanted that is

called instinct, and also nature, how their species is to be propagated ; how
the young when born or brought forth are to be reared, and on what food
they are to be fed ; also they know their proper food from mere sight,

smell, or taste, and where to seek and gather it ; also they know their own
places of habitation and resort, also where their companions and mates are

by hearing the sounds they make; also they know from the variations of

the sound what they desire. The knowledge of such things, viewed in it-

self, as well as the affection from which it is derived, is spiritual ; but the
knowledge and affection are clothed from nature and brought forth through
nature. [3.] Moreover, in respect to the organs, members, and viscera of
the body,and in respect to their uses, animal and man are wholly alike. An
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animal, like a man, has eyes and thus sight, ears and thus hearing, nostrils
and thus smell, a mouth and tongue and thus taste, also the cuticular sense
with ail its variations in every part of the body. In regard to the interiors

of the body they have like viscera, they have two brains, a heart and lungs,
a stomach, liver, pancreas, spleen, mesentery, intestines, with the other or-
gans for chyle-making, blood-making, and purification ; also the organs of
secretion and the organs of generation

;
they are also alike in respect to

nerves, blood-vessels, muscles, skins, cartilages, and bones. The likeness
is such that man in respect to these things is an animal. That all these
things in man have a correspondence with the societies of heaven has been
shown in many places in the Arcana Caelestia; consequently the same is

true of animals. From this correspondence it is clear that the spiritual

acts into the natural and produces its effects by means of the natural, as the
principal cause does by means of its instrumental cause. But these are
only general evidences that bear witness to the conjunction in that king-
dom.

1x98. "Salvation and glory and honor and power unto the

Lord our God" signifies because eternal life is from the Lord
through Divine truth and Divine good from His Divine omni-
potence.—This is evident from the signification of "salvation,"

as meaning eternal life ; also from the signification of "glory and
honor," as meaning the Lord's Divine truth and Divine good
(see n. 2S8. 345)

;

' also from the signification of "power," as mean-
ing, in reference to the Lord, omnipotence ; and as the Lord is

called in the Word "Jehovah" and "Lord" from Divine good,

and "God" from Divine truth, and Divine good and truth are

signified by "glory and honor," so it is said, " the Lord our God:"
In the sense of the letter "salvation, glory, honor, and power,"

are mentioned separately, but in the spiritual sense they are

joined into one meaning, which is, that eternal life is from the

Lord through Divine truth and Divine good from the Divine

omnipotence. The same is true of many other passages of the

Word. Sometimes mere names of countries and cities are enum-
erated, that appear disconnected in the sense of the letter, but

in the spiritual sense they combine into one continuous sense.

{.Continuation.)

[2.] The particular evidences that furnish like testimony are still more
numerous and more striking. With some kinds of animals these are such

that a sensual man, whose thoughts are confined to matter, compares the

things pertaining to beasts with those pertaining to man, and from illusive

intelligence concludes that their states of life are the same, even after death,

insisting that if man lives after death animals do also, or if animals die man
also dies. The evidences that so testify and by which the sensual man is

deluded are that certain animals seem to have prudence and cunning, con-

nubial love, friendship and seeming charity, probity and benevolence, in a

word, a morality the same as men have. For example, dogs, from a genius

innate in them, know how to act as faithful guards as if from their own
nature ; from the transpiration of their master's affection they know as it

were his will
;
they search him out by perceiving the scent of his footsteps

and clothes
;
they know the different quarters and find their way home,
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even through pathless regions and dense forests ; with other like things
;

from which the sensual man concludes that a dog has knowledge, intelli-

gence, and wisdom. Nor is this to be wondered at when he ascribes all

such things, both in the dog and in himself, to nature. But the spiiitual

man on the other hand sees that there is something spiritual that leads,

and that this is joined to the natural. [3.] These particular evidences,

again, are that birds know how to build their nests, to lay eggs in them, to

brood over them, to hatch their young, and afterwards from a love called

storge to provide for them warmth under their wings and food out of their

mouths, until they become clothed with feathers and furnished with wings,

when they of themselves come into all the knowledge of their parents from
the spiritual which is their soul, and from which they provide for themselves.

These particular evidences, again, are all things that are contained in eggs.

In the egg the rudiment of a new bird lies hidden, encompassed by every
element necessary to the formation of the foetus, from its beginnings in

the head to the full formation of all things of the body. Is it possible that

nature should provide such things? For this is not only bringing forth, it

is also creating ; and nature does not create. What has nature in common
with life except that life may be clothed by nature, and thus put itself forth

and appear in form as an animal? Among particular evidences furnishing

the same testimony are those seen in worms when in undergoing their

metamorphosis, they encompass themselves as with a womb that they may
be born again, in which they are changed into nymphs and chrysalises,

and after the appointed process and time into beautiful butterflies, when
they fly forth into the air as into their heaven ; and there the female sports

with her male companion like one marriage consort with another, and
nourish themselves with fragrant flowers, and lay their eggs, thus providing

that their kind may live after them. A spiritual man sees that this emulates

the re-birth of man, and is a representative of his resurrection, and thus is

spiritual. [4.] Still more striking evidences are seen in bees, which have a
government after the form of human governments. They build for them-
selves little houses of wax according to the rules of art in a series, with

commodious passages for transit; they fill the cells with honey collected

from flowers
;
they appoint over themselves a queen to be the common

parent of a future race ; she dwells above her people in the midst of her
guards ; and when she is about to bring forth they follow her, with a mixed
multitude after them ; thus she goes from cell to cell, and lays a little egg
in each, and so continually until her matrix is emptied, when she returns to

her home ; this she does repeatedly. Her guards, which are called drones
because they perform no other use than as so many servants to one mis-
tress, and perhaps inspire her with something of amatory desire, and be-

cause they do no work, are judged useless ; and for this reason, and lest

they should seize and consume the gains and work of others, thev are brought
out and deprived of their wings. Thus the community is purged of its idle

members. Moreover, when the new progeny is grown up, they are com-
manded by a general voice, which is heard as a murmer, to depart and to

seek a home and food for themselves. And they go out and collect into a
swarm, and institute a like order in a new hive. These and many other

things, which investigators have discovered and published in books, are not
unlike the governments that have been instituted and ordained in kingdoms
and commonwealths by human intelligence and wisdom, according to the

laws of justice and judgment. Moreover, these animals, like men, know
as it were the approach of winter, for which they gather food lest they
should die of hunger. Who can deny that such things are from a spiritual

origin, or can believe that they can possibly be from any other origin ?
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To me all these things are evidences and proofs of a spiritual influx into

natural things, and I have greatly wondered how they could be made
evidences and proofs of the operation of nature alone, as they are by cer-

tain persons who are deluded by self-intelligence.

1199. [Verse 2] "For true and righteous are His judgments"

signifies that the laws of Divine providence, and all works of the

Lord, are of the Divine wisdom and Divine love.—This is evi-

dent from the signification of "true and righteous," as meaning

in reference to the Lord the things that belong to His Divine

wisdom, and at the same time the things that belong to His Di-

vine love (of which presently) ; also from the signification of "judg-

ments," as meaning in reference to the Lord the laws of His

Divine providence (see n. 946); so, too, "judgments" signify

works, since all the Lord's works are from His Divine providence,

and according to its laws ; and for the reason that the Lord, in

everything He does, has regard to eternity, and the things that

have regard to eternity belong to His Divine providence. " True''

means what pertains to His Divine wisdom, and "righteous"

what pertains to His Divine love, because from the Lord as a

sun heat and light go forth, and light is His Divine wisdom and

heat His Divine love; therefore "light" signifies Divine truth,

from which angels and men have all their intelligence and wisdom,

and "heat" signifies Divine good, from which angels and men
have all their love and charity ; this light and heat are such also

in their essence.

(Continuation.)

[2.] No one can know what kind of a life the beasts of the earth, the

birds of heaven, and the fishes of the sea, have unless it is known what
kind of a soul they have. It is acknowledged that every animal has a soul,

for they are alive, and life is soul, and this is why they are called in the

Word, " living souls." That an animal is a soul in its outmost form, which
is corporeal, such as appears before the sight, can be best known from the

spiritual world ; for in that world, the same as in the natural world, beasts

of every kind and birds of every kind, and fishes of every kind, are to be

seen and so like in form that they cannot be distinguished from those in

our world ; but there is this difference, that in the spiritual world they

spring evidently from the affections of angels and spirits, so that they are

affections made apparent, and consequently they disappear as soon as the

angel or spirit departs or his affection ceases. From this it is clear that

their soul is nothing else ; and that as many genera and species of animals

are possible as there are genera and species of affections. It will be seen

in what follows that the affections that are represented in the spiritual

world by animals are not interior spiritual affections, but are exterior spir-

itual affections that are called natural ; also that there is not a hair or fibre

of wool on any beast, or a filament of a quill or feather upon any bird, or

a point of a fin or scale on any fish, that is not from the life of their soul,

thus that is not from the spiritual clothed by the natural. But something
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shall first be said about the animals that appear in heaven, in hell, and in

the world of spirits which lies between heaven and hell.

I200. "For he hath judged the great harlot" signifies judg-

ment upon those that have transferred to themselves dominion

over the church and over heaven.— This is evident from the sig-

nification of "to judge," as meaning the last judgment which was

accomplished upon those meant by " Babylon" as "a harlot," who

are such as have falsified all the truths and goods of the Word
by the dominion over the church and over heaven that they have

transferred to themselves ; therefore it is said " that corrupted the

earth with her whoredom," which signifies that all the truths of

the church have been falsified by them, and all its goods adulter-

ated. But by " Babylon " as a harlot only such are meant as

exercise that dominion, and thereby falsify and adulterate all

things of the Word, and hold the Word itself in little esteem.

(Continuation.

[2.] As the entire heaven and the entire hell, and the entire world of

spirits are divided into societies, and the societies are arranged according

to the genera and species of affections, and as the animals there, as has

just been said, are affections made apparent, so one kind of animal with its

species appears in one society, and another in another, and all kinds of ani-

mals with their species in the societies taken together. In the societies of

heaven gentle and clean animals are seen, in the societies of hell the sav-

age and unclean beasts, and in the world of spirits beasts of an intermedi-

ate character. These I have often seen, and from these I have been able to

recognise the quality of the angels and spirits there. All in the spiritual

world are known from what is seen near them and about them, and their

affections from various things, and also from animals. [3.] In the heavens
I have seen lambs, sheep, and goats, so closely resembling those seen in

the world that they do not differ at all. I have also seen in the heavens
turtle doves, pigeons, birds of paradise, and many others, beautiful in form
and color. I have also seen fish in the waters, but these in the lowest parts

of heaven. In the hells, dogs, wolves, foxes, tigers, swine, mice, and many
other kinds of savage and unclean beasts are seen, besides poisonous ser-

pents of many kinds, also ravens, owls, and bats. But in the world of spir-

its camels, elephants, horses, asses, oxen, deer, lions, leopards, bears, also

eagles, kites, magpies, peacocks, and quails, are seen. I have also seen
there composite animals, like those seen by the prophets and described in

the Word (as in the Apoc. xiii. 2, and elsewhere). [4.] As the animals
that appear in that world bear such a resemblance to the animals in this

world that no difference is discernable, and as 'he animals in that world
derive their existence from the affections of the angels of heaven, or from
the lusts of the spirits of hell, it follows that natural affections or lusts
are their souls, and when these have been clothed with a body they are
animals in form. Rut what affection or cupidity is the soul of this or that
animal, either a beast or a wild beast of the earth, a bird of dav or of the
night, or a fish of limpid or foetid water, will not be explained here. These
are mentioned frequently in the Word, and have a signification there in
accordance with their souls. The signification of lambs, sheep, she-goats
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rams, kids, he-goats, bullocks, oxen, camels, horses, asses, deer, and variou:;

kinds of birds, may be seen in the Arcana Caelestia.

1201. " That corrupted the earth with her whoredom " sig-

nifies those by whom all the truths of the Word have been falsi-

fied ajid its goods adulterated.—This is evident from the signifi-

cation of "the earth," as meaning the church; also from the

signification of "corrupting it with whoredom," as meaning to

falsify all its truths and to adulterate all its goods (n. 141, 161,

1083, 1 130). That such have falsified the truths of the Word is

evident from this, that they have little regard for the Word ; but

from what is their own ( proprium) they devise new statutes, judg-

ments, and commandments, most of which have regard to do-
minion over heaven and over the church as an end, and these

are all falsified truths. That the goods of the church are also

adulterated is evident from this, that they call holy all things

given to their monasteries and idols, and also to the papal chair,

and call such gifts good works, and yet they thereby despoil

homes, and deprive widows and orphans of their goods ; and this

they do notwithstanding they dwell amid treasures and possess

superabundant revenues. Moreover, they make such works
meritorious, and do many other like things.

(Continuation)

[2.] These things being premised, what the soul of beasts is shall be
considered. The soul of beasts, regarded in itself, is spiritual ; for affec-

tion of whatever kind, whether good or evil, is spiritual, for it is a derivation

from some love, and has its origin in the heat and light that go forth from
the Lord as a sun ; and whatever goes forth from that is spiritual. That
the evil affections that are called lusts are from the same source is evident

from what has been already said about the evil loves and insane cupidities

therefrom of infernal genii and spirits. [3.] Beasts and wild beasts, the

souls of which are like evil affections, as mice, poisonous serpents, crocodiles,

basilisks, vipers, and the like, with the various noxious insects, were not

created from the beginning, but they originated with hell in stagnant lakes,

marshes, rank and fetid waters, and in the effluvia from dead bodies, dung,
and urine, with which the malignant loves of infernal societies have com-
munication. That such communication exists has been granted me to know
from much experience. Moreover, in every thing spiritual there is a plastic

force wherever homogeneous exhalations are present in nature; and in

every thing spiritual there is also a propagative force, for the spiritual gives

form by means of wombs or eggs not only to the organs of sense and motion,

but also to the organs of prolification. But from the beginning useful and

clean beasts only were created, the souls of which are good affections.

[4.] It must be noted, however, that the souls of beasts are not spiritual

in the same degree in which the souls of men are spiritual, but in a lower

degree. For there are degrees in things spiritual ; and although affections

of a lower degree, regarded m their origin, are spiritual, they must be termed

natural. They must be so called because they are like the affections of the
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natural man. In man there are three degrees of natural affections, and the

same is true of beasts. In the lowest degree are insects of various kinds,

in a higher degree are the birds of heaven, and in a still higher degree are

the beasts of the earth, which were created from the beginning.

I202. "And he hath avenged the blood of His servants at

her hand" signifies the deliverance of those that are in Divine

truths from the Lord by the casting out of the Babylonians.—
This is evident from the signification of "avenging at her hand,"

as meaning to deliver from those who are meant by "Babylon"

as a "harlot;" also from the signification of "the blood of serv-

ants," as meaning violence done to those who are in truths from

the Lord, " blood" meaning violence done, and "servants" mean-

ing those who are in truths from the Lord. Why such are called

"servants" may be seen above (n. 6. 4091.

{Continuation.)

[2. J The difference between men and beasts is like that between wake-
fulness and dreaming, or between light and shade. Man is both spiritual

and natural, while a beast is not spiritual but natural. Man has a will and
an understanding, and his will is a receptacle of the heat of heaven, which

is love, and his understanding is a receptacle of the light of heaven, which is

wisdom. But a beast does not possess a will and an understanding, but

in place of a will it has affection, and in place of an understanding it has

knowledge. [3.] In man the will and understanding are capable of act-

ing as one or not acting as one ; for a man can think from his understanding

what does not belong to his will, for he can think what he does not will, and
conversely. But in a beast affection and knowledge make one and cannot

be separated ; for a beast knows what belongs to its affection and is affected

by what belongs to its knowledge. And because in a beast these two facul-

ties, called knowledge and affection, cannot be separated, the beasts have
not been able to destroy the order of their life ; and for the same reason they

are born into all the knowledge belonging to their affection. In man it is

otherwise. His two capacities for life, which are called understanding and
will, can be separated, as has been said, therefore he has the ability to destroy

the order of his life by thinking contrary to his will and willing contrary to

his understanding, and in this way he has destroved it. For this reason man
is born into mere ignorance, that he may be led out of it into order through

knowledges by means of his understanding. [4.] The order into which man
was created is to love God above all things and the neighbor as himself

:

and the state into which man has come since he destroyed that order is loving

himself above all things and the world as himself. Since man has a spiritual

mind, which is above his natural mind, and his spiritual mind is able to con-

template such things as pertain to heaven and the church, as well as such

things as pertain to the state in respect to morals and legislation, and all these

have reference to truths and goods, which are called spiritual, moral, and
civil, with the natural things pertaining to knowledges, and also have refer-

ence to their opposites, which are falsities and evils, for this reason man is

able both to think analytically and draw conclusions and also to receive in-

flux through heaven from the Lord, and become intelligent and wise. This
no beast is capable of. What a beast knows is not from any understanding,

but is from the knowledge that belongs to its affection, which is its soul.
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Knowledge belonging to affection must be in every thing spiritual, because
the spiritual that goes forth from the Lord as a sun is light united to heat,

or wisdom united to love, and knowledge is of wisdom, and affection is of

love, in the degree that is called natural. [5.] Because man has both a

spiritual mind and a natural mind, and his spiritual mind is above his natural

mind, and the spiritual mind is such as to be able to contemplate and love

truths and goods in every degree, either conjointly with the natural mind or

abstracted from it, it follows that the interiors of man belonging to each

mind are capable of being raised up by the Lord to the Lord and of being

conjoined to Him ; and this is why every man lives eternally. This is not

so with beasts. A beast does not possess any spiritual mind, it has only a
natural mind ; and therefore its interiors, which belong solely to knowledge
and affection, can not be raised up by the Lord and conjoined to Him, and
for this reason a beast does not live after death. [6.] A beast indeed is led

by a sort of spiritual influx falling into its soul ; but since its spiritual is in-

capable of being elevated it can only be determined downwards, and can
look only to such things as belong to its affection, which have reference

solely to what pertains to nourishment, habitation, and propagation
; and it

can know these only from the knowledge pertaining to its affection by means
of light, odor, and taste. Because man is able by virtue of his spiritual mind
to think rationally, he is also able to speak, for to speak belongs to thought

from the understanding, which is able to see truths in spiritual light. But
a beast, which ha.s no thought from understanding, but only knowledge from
affection, is only able to utter sounds, and to vary the sound of its affection

according to its appetites.

1203. [ Verse 3 ] "And a second time they said, Hallelujah,"

signifies the joy arid, gladness of the angels of the lower heavens,

and the glorification of the Lord because of their deliverancefrom
those signified by "Babylon " and by " the beasts of the dragon."—
This is evident from what has been explained above (n. 1195,

1 196). Joy, gladness, and glorification of the Lord by the angels

of the lower heavens is what is here meant, because it is said

"a second time," and because it is added that "their smoke go-

eth up unto the ages of the ages," also because glorifications of

the Lord are begun by angels of the higher heavens and proceed

to angels of the lower heavens. That " Hallelujah " signifies

praise and glorification may be seen above (n. 1197).

[2.] Something shall now be said about the vegetable kingdom, and
its soul, which is called the plant soul. That this, too, is spiritual the world
has net known. By the plant soul is meant the tendency and effort to pro-

duce a plant from its seed progressively even to new seeds, and thereby

to multiply itself to infinity, and to propagate itself to eternity; for there is

as it were in every plant an idea of what is infinite and eternal ; for a single

seed can be so multiplied during a certain number of years as to fill the

whole earth, and can also be propagated from seed to seed without end.

This, with the wonderful process of growth from the root into a sprout, then

into a stalk, also into branches, leaves, flowers, fruits, even into new seeds, is

not a natural but a spiritual power. Likewise, plants have in many repsects
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a relation to such things as belong to the animal kingdom, as that they

spring from seed, in which there is as it were a prolific power, they produce

a sprout like an infant, a stalk like a body, branches like arms, a top like a

head, barks like skins, leaves like lungs, they grow in years, and afterwards

blossom like maidens before their nuptials, and after these they expand like

wombs or eggs, and bring forth fruit like offspring, in which are contained

new seeds, from which, as in the animal kingdom, spring new prolifications

or fructifications of the same kind or stock. These and many other things

that are observed by those skilled in the botanic art who have traced a par-

allel between the two kingdoms, indicate that the tendency and effort to such

things are not from the natural world but from the spiritual. That the living

force as the principal cause is the spiritual, and that the dead force as the

instrumental cause is the natural, will be seen in what follows.

1204. "And her smoke goeth up unto the ages of the ages"

signifies that thefalsity of evil that pertains to such isforever con-

demned to hell.—This is evident from the signification of "smoke,"

as meaning the falsity of evil (see n. 539[<z/], 889, 1 131) ; also from

the signification of "going up unto the ages of the ages," as mean-

ing to be in hell forever, consequently to be condemned to hell.

(That " the ages of the ages " signifies eternity may be seen n. 289, 468.)

[Continuation

.

)

How the spiritual flows in and acts upon plants and produces such a

tendency, effort, and action, cannot be comprehended by any understanding,

unless the following are first explained :

(1.) Nothing i'2 nature comes forth and continues to exist except

from tiie spiritual and by means of it.

(2.) Xature in itself is dead, being created that the spiritual may
be clothed by it with forms that may serve for use, and
thus may be terminated.

(3.) There are two general forms, the spiritual and the natural

;

the spiritual is such as belongs to animals, and the nat-

ural is such as belongs to vegetables.

(4.) In every thing spiritual there are three forces, an active force,

a creative force, and a formative force.

(5.) From the spiritual by means of these forces both plants and
animals, both those seen in heaven and those in the world,

have their existence.

(6.) These two classes have the same origin and thus the same
soul, the difference being only in theforms into which the

influx flows.

(7.) And that origin is use.

Until these propositions are explained, the cause of so many wonderful ef-

fects in the vegetable kingdom cannot be seen by the understanding.
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VERSES 4, 5,

"Ancl the twenty-four elders and the four animals fell down and worshipped
God who sitteth on the throne, saying, Amen, Hallelujah, And a voice came forth from me
throne, saying. Praise our God, all ye His servants, and ye that fear Him, both the small
and the great."

4. "And the twenty-four elders and the four animals fell down" signifies

humiliation of heart of the angels of the higher heavens [n. 1206]
;

"and worshipped God who sitteth on the throne " signifies worship of the

Lord, who has allpower in the heavens and on the earth [n. 1207] ;

"saying. Amen, Hallelujah," signifies who in truth is alone to be wor-
shipped and glorified [n. 1208].

5. "And a voice came forth from the throne" signifies the unanimity of the

whole heaven [n. 1209] ; "saying, Praise our God, all ye his servants,"
signifies worship of the Lord by those who are in truths [n. 1210] ; "and
ye that fear Him " signifies "worship of the Lord by those who are in the

good of love [n. 1211] ; "both the small and the great" signifies all who
are in truths and goods in every degree [n. 1212].

1206. [Verse 4 ] "And the twenty-four elders and the four

animals fell down" signifies humiliation of heart of the angels

of the higher heavens.—This is evident from the signification of

"falling down," as meaning humiliation of heart (of which presently)

;

also from the signification of "the twenty-four elders" and "four

animals," as meaning the higher heavens and the angels there (see

n. 313, 322, 362,462). "To fall down" means humiliation of heart,

because falling down upon the knees and upon the face is a ges-

ture corresponding to inmost humiliation, which is called humilia-

tion of heart ; for by creation there are gestures corresponding

to every affection, and a man falls into them spontaneously when
he comes into an affection, provided he has not learned to coun-

terfeit affections that are foreign to him ; while one who has

learned so to do takes on gestures from himself by which he de-

picts affections of the heart, although they do not belong at all

to his heart. Such can fall down before God, but it is a purely

counterfeit act. This has been said to make known that " falling

down before God" means to act from inmost affection, which is

called humiliation of heart ; this precedes worship, which is an

act of the lips.

{Continuation.)

[2.] [1.] Nothing in nature co?nes forth and continues to exist except from
the spiritual and by means of it.—The reason of this is that nothing can

come forth except from another, and so finally from Him who has being and
existence in Himself, who is God ; wherefore God is called Esse and Exis-

tere, Jah from Esse and Jehovah from Esse and Existere in Himself. Nothing

in nature comes forth except from the spiritual, because nothing is possible

without a soul. All that is called soul which is essence, for that which has

in itself no essence has no existence, for it is a non-entity, since there is no
esse from which it cotncs forth. Thus it is with nature. Its essence from
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which it comes forth is the spiritual, because this has in itself the Divine

Esse, and also the Divine active, creative, and formative force, as will be

seen in what follows. Moreover, this essence may be called soul. For

every thing spiritual is living, and what is living, when it acts into what is

not living, as for instance into the natural, causes it either as it were to be

living, or to draw somewhat of appearance from what is living. This latter

is true of plants, the former of animals. [3.] Nothing in nature comes
forth except from the spiritual, because no effect is possible without a cause.

Whatever comes forth in effect is from a cause ;
what is not from a cause

is separated. Thus it is with nature. Its particular and most particular

parts are effects from a cause which is prior, interior, and superior to

the effect, and which is immediately from God. For there is a spiritual

world ; and that world is prior, interior, and superior to the natural

world, consequently every thing in the spiritual world is a cause, and every

thing in the natural world is an effect. Even in the natural world one
thing comes forth from another in a progression, but this is done through

causes from the spiritual world, for where the cause of the effect is there

also is the cause of the effecting effect ; for every effect becomes an effecting

cause in order even to the outmost, where the effective force has permanent
existence ; but this is effected continually from the spiritual, in which alone

is that force. This, therefore, is what is meant by nothing in nature coming
forth except from the spiritual, and by means of it. [4.] In nature there

are two mediate causes by means of which every effect, that is, every pro-

duction and formation there, is accomplished. These mediate causes are

light and heat. Light modifies substances and the heat moves them, each
from the presence of the sun in them. The presence of the sun that is

manifested as light causes an activity of the forces or substances of every
atom according to the form that it has from creation. This is modification.

The presence of the sun that is perceived as heat spreads apart the atoms,

and produces the acting and effecting force according to their form, by mov-
ing the conatus that they have from creation. This conatus, which becomes
by means of heat the acting force even in the minutest forms of nature, is

from the spiritual acting in them and into them.

1207. "And worshipped God who sitteth on the throne" sig-

nifies worship of the Lord, who has allpower in the heavens and
on the earth.—This is evident from the signification of "worship-

ping," as meaning here worship from humiliation of heart ; also

from the signification of the one "who sitteth upon the throne,"

as meaning one who has power in the heavens and on the earth,

for a "throne" means in reference to the Lord the whole heaven
and also all power there. All power on the earth is also meant
because power in the heavens cannot be separated from power on
the earth ; for the spiritual world, in which are the heavens and
hells, cannot be separated from the natural world ; thus angels

and spirits cannot be separated from men, for they are associated

and conjoined : for in respect to the thoughts of his understand-

ing and in respect; to the affections of his will every man is in the

spiritual world, in the societies there, that is, either with the angels

of heaven or with spirits of hell. For in respect to his thoughts
and affections every man is a spirit, consequentlv after death,

when he becomes a spirit, he comes into the societies in which he
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was while in the world. This makes clear that since the Lord
has power in the heavens He has power also on the earth, and
that the one cannot be separated from the other. By "God"
here and elsewhere in the Word, the Lord is meant, because He
has all power in the heavens and on the earth, as He Himself
teaches in the Word, for He alone is God.

[2. J [2.] Xature in itself is dead, being created in order that the spiritual

may be clothed by it with forms that may serve for use, and thus may be ter-

minated.—Nature and life are two distinct things. Nature has its begin-
ning in the sun of this world, and life has its beginning in the sun of heaven.
The sun of the world is pure fire, and the sun of heav en is pure love. That
which goes fortii from the sun that is pure fire is called nature ; and that

which goes forth from the sun that is pure love is called life. That which
goes forth from pure fire is dead, but that which goes forth from pure love

is living. This shows that nature in itself is dead. That nature is service-

able in clothing the spiritual is manifest from the fact that the souls of

beasts, which are spiritual affections, are clothed with materials that exist

in the world. That their bodies, as well as the bodies of men, are material,

is well known.
1 3.] The spiritual is capable of being clothed by the mater-

ial, because all things that have existence in the world of nature, atmo-
>pheric, aqueous, or earthy, in respect to every atom thereof, are effects pro-

duced by the spiritual as a cause, and the effects act as one with the cause
and wholly in agreement with it, according to this axiom, that nothing
comes forth in effect that is not in the cause. But there is this difference,

that the cause is a living force because it is spiritual, while the effect is a
dead force because it is natural. This is the reason why such things exist

in the natural world as wholly agree with those in the spiritual world, and
why the two can be closely conjoined. And these are the reasons for say-

ing that nature was created in order that by it the spiritual might be clothed

with forms, that might serve for use. [4.] That nature was created in

order that the spiritual might be terminated in it follows from what has

been said, that the things in the spiritual world are causes, and those in the

natural world are effects. Effects are terminations. Where there is a first

there must always be a last, and as everything intermediate from the first

comes forth together in the last, the work of creation is perfected in things

last (or outmost). For this end the sun of the world was created, and nat-

ure by means of the sun, and finally the terraqueous globe, in order that

there might be outmost materials into which every thing spiritual might

close, and in which creation might have permanent existence ; also in order

that the work of creation might continually persist and endure, which is

effected through the generations of men and animals and the germinations

of plants ; also in order that all things might thus return to their First

source, which is effected through man. That intermediates come forth to-

gether in outmosts is evident from the axiom that there is nothing in the

effect that is not in the cause, thus from a continuity of causes and effects

from the First even to the outmost.

1208. "Saying, Amen, Hallelujah," signifies who in truth

is alone to be worshipped and glorified.—This is evident from the

signification of "Amen," as meaning- truth, and in the highest

sense as meaning the Lord in respecl to Divine truth (seen. 34,

228, 464, 469); also from the signification of "Hallelujah," as

meaning to worship and glorify the Lord (see n. 1197, 1203).
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[2.] [3.] There are two general forms, the spiritual and the natural;

t'ie spiritual is such as belongs to animals, and the natural is such as belongs

to plants.—This is why all things of nature, except the sun, moon, and
the atmospheres, constitute three kingdoms, the animal, the vegetable,

and the mineral, and the mineral kingdom is simply a storehouse, in

which are contained and from which are taken the things of which the

forms of the two other kingdoms, the animal and the vegetable, are com-
posed. [3.] The forms of the animal kingdom, which are called in a single

word, animals, are all in accord with the flow of spiritual substances and
forces ; and from the conatus that is in these forms this flow tends to the

human form, and to each and all things of it from head to heel ; thus it

tends in general to produce organs of sense and organs of motion, also

organs of nutrition and organs of prolification. For this reason the entire

heaven is in such a form, and all angels and spirits are in such a form,

and men on the earth are in such a form, and all beasts, birds, and
fishes, for all these have like organs. [4.] This animal form derives its

conatus to such things from the First from whom all things are, who is

God, because He is the Man. This conatus and consequent determina-
tion of all spiritual forces can be given and come forth from no other

source, for it is given in things greatest and in things least, in first things

and in last things, in the spiritual world and therefrom in the natural

world ; but with a difference of perfection according to degrees. [5.]
But the other form, which is a natural form, and which is the form of all

plants, has its origin in the conatus and consequent flow of natural forces,

which are atmospheres, and are called ethers ; and in these this conatus is

present from that determination of spiritual forces which is in the animal
form, and from the continual operation of spiritual forces into natural forces,

which are ethers, and through these into materials of the earth, of which
plants are composed. That its origin is such is clear from what has been
said above that a certain semblance of the animal form is evident in them.

[6. J That all things of nature strive after that form, and that the ethers
have impressed upon them and so implanted in them from a spiritual an
effort to produce that form, is evident from many things: as from all vege-
tation on the surface of the whole earth, also from the vegetation of minerals
into such forms in mines, where openings exist, also from the vegetation of
cretaceous substances into corals in the depths of the sea, and even from
the forms of snowflakes that emulate plant forms.

1209. [Verses-] "And a voice came forth from the throne"

signifies the unanimity of the whole heaven.—This is evident from
the signification of " a voice coming forth from the throne," as

meaning the unanimity of the whole heaven, namelv, in glorifying

the Lord; for "throne" signifies the whole heaven because the

Lord is on it, and the Lord is heaven itself. The angels of whom
heaven consists do not make anything of heaven from what is of

their own ; but it is the Divine in them that goes forth from the

Lord that makes heaven; and this is why "a voice out of

heaven" signifies unanimity of all the heavens, or of the whole
heaven. (That a "throne," when the Lord is treated of, signifies heaven, may-

be seen n. 253. 462, 477.)
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[2. J [4.] In everything spiritual there are three forces, an active force, a

creative force, and a formative force.— The active force, because it is spir

itual, goes forth from the fountain of all forces, which is the sun of heaven,

and that is the Lord's Divine love, and love is the active itself, from which

the living force which is life goes forth. [3.] The creative force is the

force that produces causes and effects from beginning to end, and reaches

from the First through intermediates to the last. The First is the sun of

heaven itself, which is the Lord ; intermediates are things spiritual, after-

wards things natural, also things terrestrial, from which finally are produc-

tions. And as in the creation of the universe that force proceded from the

First to the last, so afterwards it proceeds in like manner in order that pro-

ductions may be continual ; otherwise they would fail. For the First con-

tinually regards the last as an end ; and unless the First looked to the last

continually from itself through intermediates according to the order of

creation, all things would perish ; therefore productions, which are es-

pecially animals and plants, are continuations of creation. It does not

matter that the continuations are effected by seeds, it is still the same cre-

ative force that produces. Moreover, it is according to the observation of

some that certain [new] seeds are yet being produced. [4.] The forma-
tiveforce is the outmost force [acting] by things outmost, for it is the force

that produces animals and plants from the outmost materials of nature,

which are collected on our globe. The forces that are in nature from its

origin, which is the sun of the world, are not living forces but dead forces.

These do not differ from the forces of heat in man and animal, which keep

the body in such a state that the will by means of affection, and the under-

standing by means of thought, which are spiritual, can flow in and do their

work in it. They do not differ from the forces of light in the eye, which
simply cause the mind, which is spiritual, to see by means of its organ, the

eye. Nothing is seen by the light of the world, but the mind sees by the

light of heaven. The same is true of plants. He that believes that the

heat and light of the sun of the world do anything more than to so open

and dispose the things proper to nature that they may receive influx from

the spiritual world is very much deceived.

I2IO. "Saying, Praise our God, all ye His servants," signi-

fies worship of the Lord by those who are in truths.—This is

evident from the signification of "praising God," as meaning to

confess and worship Him (of which presently) ; also from the signifi-

cation of "servants of God," as meaning those who are in truths

from the Lord (see n. 6, 409). In many passages in the Word
the expression "praising God" signifies to confess Him with the

heart and with the lips, thus also to worship; "to praise God"
has the same signification as "Hallelujah," because "Hallelujah"

means " praise ye God," and that means, as has been said before,

the voice of joy and gladness in confessions of God and in the

worship of God. " To praise God " signifies confession and wor-

ship, because the Lord has no wish to be praised and glorified

from any love of Himself, but only from His love for man, for

man must needs praise and glorify the Lord, that is, give praise

and glory to Him, when He acknowledges in heart that there is

nothing of good in himself, and that he can do nothing of himself.
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and on the other hand, that all good is from the Lord, and that

the Lord can do all things. When man is in this acknowledg-

ment he puts aside what is his own iproprium), which belongs to

love of self, and opens all things of his mind, and thus gives room
for the Divine to flow in with good and with power. This is why
it is necessary for man to be in humiliation before the Lord,

and why humiliation can be from no other source than self-ac-

knowledgment and acknowledgment of the Lord, according to

which reception is effected. That "to give praise to God" and

"to praise God" mean to confess Him and from confession of

heart to worship Him, is evident from many passages in the

Word
(As Matt. xxi. 16 ; Luke ii. 13, 14, 20; v. 25, 26 ; vii. 16 ; xiii. 13 ; xviii.

43 ; xix. 28-40 ; xxiv. 52, 53 ; also Psalm cxlviii. 1-5, 7, 13 ; and
elsewhere).

( Continuation.)

[2.] [5.] From the spiritual, by means of these forces, both plants and
animals, both those seen in heaven and those in the 'world, have their exist-

ence.—Such things exist also in heaven, because these forces are in the spir-

itual in things greatest and in things least, in its things first and last, thus in

the spiritual both in heaven and in the world. Its firsts are in the heavens,

its lasts are in the world. For there are degrees of spiritual things, and each
degree is distinct from the other, and the former or higher degree is more
perfect than the latter or lower. This is evident from light and heat in the

heavens, and from the wisdom of the angels from these. Light in the

highest or third heaven is from a flame so brilliant as to exceed a thousand
times the midday light of the world ; in the middle or second heaven the

light is less bright, and yet exceeds a hundred times the noonday light of

the world ; in the lowest or first heaven the light is like the noonday light

of our world. Also there are degrees of heat, which in heaven is love, and
according to those degrees the angels have wisdom, intelligence, and know-
ledge. Every thing spiritual belongs to the light and heat that are from the

Lord as a sun, and wisdom and intelligence are from these. [3.] There
are also as many degrees of things spiritual below the heavens, that is, in

nature, which are lower degrees of things spiritual, as can be seen from
man's natural mind, and from its rationality and sensuality ; rational men
are in its first degree, sensual men are in its last, and others are in the mid-
dle ; and all thought and affection of the natural mind is spiritual. These
three forces, namely, the active force, the creative force, and the formative
force, are in the spriitual in every degree of it, but with a difference of per-

fection. But since there is nothing without its outmost, in which it termi-

nates and has permanent existence, so the spiritual has its outmost, which
is on our globe, in its lands and waters ; and from this outmost the spiritual

brings forth plants of all kinds, from the tree to the blade of grass, and in

these the spiritual abides, manifesting itself only in a certain likeness to

animals that has been spoken of above.

I2II. "And ye that fear Him" signifies worship of the Lord
by those who are in the good of love, as is evident from the signi-

fication of "fear of God," as meaning worship from good of love

(see n. 696, 942, II50).
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[2.] Something shall now be said about plants in heaven, as the ani-

mals there have already been spoken of. In the heavens, as on the earth,

there are plants of all genera and species ; and in the heavens there are

also plants that are not on the earth, for there are composite forms of the

different genera and species with infinite variation. This they derive from
their origin, of which below. The genera and species of the plants differ

in the heavens as the genera and species of animals do, of which
above. [3.] According to the degrees of light and heat there pleasure-

gardens, groves, fields, and plains are seen ; and in these groups of trees

and flowers and open lawns. In the inmost or third heaven especially

there are orchards whose fruits drop oils ; beds of flowers from which fra-

grant odors are spread abroad, and the seeds of which are sweet to the

taste from the fragrance and the oil ; and there are lawns diffusing like

odors. In the middle or second heaven there are orchards whose fruits

drop wine ; and flower-beds and also lawns from which exhale pleasant

odors, with seeds of delicate flavor. In the lowest or first heaven there are

the same things as in the inmost and in the middle heaven, with a difference

of delights and charms according to degrees. [4.] Moreover, in the in-

most heaven there are fruits and seeds of pure gold, in the middle heaven
of silver, and in the lowest heaven of copper ; there are also flowers of

precious stones and of crystals. All these spring from the lands there.

There, as with us, there are lands ; but nothing springs up from seed sown,

but only from seed created ; and creation there is instantaneous, sometimes
enduring for a long time and sometimes only for a moment ; for things

have existence there by means of the forces of light and heat from the sun

of heaven, which is the Lord, and apart from the forces that serve as sub-

stitutes and aids from the light and heat from the sun of the world.

This is why the matters in the lands of our globe are fixed, and the germ-
inations are permanent ; while the matters of substances in the lands

that are in the heavens are not fixed, and consequently the germina-

tions from them are not permanent. There all things are spiritual with

a natural appearance ; but in the lands that are subject to the sun of

our world it is not so. These things have been mentioned to show
that in everything spiritual, both in heaven and in the world, and both

in the firsts and in the outmosts, there are these three forces, namely, the

active force, the creative force, and the formative force ; and that these

forces proceed continually to their outmosts, in which they close and have
permanent existence ; and for this reason there are lands also in the heavens,

for the lands there are these forces in outmosts. There is this difference,

that the lands there are spiritual from their origin, but here they are nat-

ural ; and the productions from our lands are effected from the spiritual

,by means of nature, but in those lands without nature.

1212. "Both the small and the great" signifies all who are in

.truths and goods in every degree.—This is evident from the sig-

nification of "the small," as meaning those who are but little in

truths and goods ; and from the signification of " the great," as

meaning those who are much in them. What is further signified

by "the small" and "the great" may be seen above (n. 696H.
836).

[2.] [6.] These two classes, animals and plants, have the same origin,

and thus the same soul, the difference being only in the forms into which the
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influx flow;.—It has been shown above that the origin of animals, which
also is their soul, is spiritual affection, such as man has in his natural. That
plants have the same origin is evident especially from plants in the heavens,
in their appearing according to the affections of angels, and representing
those affections, even so that the angels see their affections in them as in

their types, and learn what they are ; also that they are changed as the af-

fections change; but this occurs outside of the societies. The only differ-

ence is that affections appear formed into animals by the spiritual in its

intermediate parts, while they appear formed into plants in its outmost parts,

which are the lands there. For the spiritual which is their source is living

in its intermediates, but is not living in its outmosts. In outmosts the

spiritual retains no more of life than is sufficient to produce a resemblance
of being alive. It is nearly the same as in the human body, the outmosts
of which, that are produced by the spiritual, are cartilages, bones, teeth,

and nails, and in these what is living, which is from the soul, terminates.

[3.] That the plant soul has the same origin as the soul of the beasts of

the earth and of the birds of heaven and of the fishes of the sea does not
appear to be true at first sight, for the reason that the one is a living thing

and the other is not, nevertheless it becomes plainly evident from the ani-

mals and the plants seen in the heavens, and also from those seen in the

hells. In the heavens beautiful animals and like plants are seen; but in

the hells noxious animals and like plants ; and angels and spirits are known
from the way the animals appear, and equally from the way the plants ap-

pear. The agreement with the affections of the angels and spirits is so

complete that an animal can be changed into a corresponding plant, and
a plant into a corresponding animal. [4.] The angels of heaven know
what element of affection is represented in the one and in the other ; and
I have heard, and even perceived, that it is the same. Moreover, it has
been granted me to discern clearly the correspondence both of animals and
of plants with the societies of heaven and with the societies of hell, thus

with their affections, for in the spiritual world societies and affections

make one. This is why in so many places in the Word gardens, groves,

forests, trees, and plants of various kinds, are mentioned, and why they
have there a spiritual signification according to their origins, all of which
have reference to affections. [5.] The difference, therefore, between the

plants in the spiritual world and those in the natural world is that in

the spiritual world both their seeds and their germinations come forth in

an instant according to the affections of the angels and spirits there; but

in the natural world the origin is implanted in the seeds, from which they

spring each year. Moreover, there are two things proper to nature, time
and consequent succession and space and consequent extension, but these

do not exist in the spiritual world as properties of it, but in their place are

appearances of the states of life of those there; and this is why from the

lands there, which are from a spiritual origin, plants spring up instantly

and disappear instantly. But this occurs only when the angels go away
;

as long as they remain the plants continue. This is the difference between
plants in the spiritual world and plants in the natural world.
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VERSES 6, 7.

I2I3* "An <t I heard as it were the voice of a great multitude, and as it were the
voice of many waters, and as it were the uoice of mighty thunders, saying, Hallelujah, for
the Lord God, the Almighty, reigneth. Let us rejoice and exult, and let us give the glory unto
Him, for the marriage of the Lamb is come, and His wife hath made herself ready."

6. "And I heard as it were the voice of a great multitude" signifies glorifi-
cation of the Lord by all that are in the heavens because of the rejeclion

of the evil and the consequent deliverance of the good [n. 1214] ; "and
as it were the voice of many waters" signifies glorification of Him
from truths [n. 1215] ; "and as it were the voice of mighty thunders

"

signifies glorification of Him from goods of love [n. 121b]
; "saying,

Hallelujah, for the Lord God, the Almighty, reigneth," signifiesjoy and
gladness that the Lord has now a kingdom on the earth as in the heav-
ens [n. 1217J.

7. "Let us rejoice and exult, and let us give the glory unto Him," signifies

manifestation ofjoy from affeclion for truth and from affection for
good [n. 1218] ; "for the marriage of the Lamb is come" signifies the
conjunction of the Lord with the church [n. 1219] ; "and His wife hath
made herself ready" signifies that the church is now adorned with
truthsfrom goodfor receiving Him [n. 1220].

1214. {Verse 6.] "And I heard as it were the voice of a great
multitude " signifies glorification of the Lord by all that are in

the heavens because of the rejection of the evil and the consequent

deliverance of the good.—This is evident from the signification of

a "voice," as meaning glorification of the Lord, for the voice was
" Hallelujah, for the Lord God, the Almighty, reigneth," as ap-

pears from the end of this verse. That it is glorification because

of the rejection of the evil and the consequent deliverance of the

good is a consequence from what precedes and follows in this

chapter and in other chapters, for glorification of the Lord be-

cause of the last judgment, by which the good were delivered

from the evil, is meant ; for at that time the evil were cast into

hell and thereby the good were delivered from them. It is evi-

dent also from the signification of "a great multitude," as mean-
ing all that are in the heavens, who are called a " multitude " from

the combined sound of all. Simultaneous speech by many is

heard as "the voice of a great multitude."

{

Continuation.>

[2.] [7.] That origin is use.—This is because affections have reference

to uses ; use is the subject of all affection, for man cannot be affected ex-

cept for the sake of something, and that something is use. Since, then, all

affection supposes use, and the plant soul, from its spiritual origin, is an

affection, as has been said, it, too, is a use. For this reason every plant con-

tains a use, a spiritual use in the spiritual world, and both a spiritual and a

natural use in the natural world. The spiritual use is for the various states

of the mind, and the natural use is for the various states of the body. It

is well known that minds are refreshed, recreated, and stimulated, or on the

other hand that drowsiness, sadness, or fainting is induced, by the odors

and flavors of different kinds of plants ; also that the body is healed by the

various solutions, purgations, and remed'es made from plants, and on the
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other hand, is destroyed by the poisons extracted from them. [3.] In the

heavens the external spiritual use derived from them is the refreshment of

minds, and the internal is the representation of Divine things in them, and

thereby also the elevation of the mind. For the wiser angels see in them
the quality of their affections in a series. These, with what lies hidden in

them, are manifested in the varieties of flowers in their order, also in the

variegations of color and odor. For every outmost affection which is called

natural, although it is spiritual, derives its quality from an interior affection,

which pertains to intelligence and wisdom, and these derive their quality

from use and the love of it. In a word, from the soil in the heavens nothing

but use blooms forth, for use is the plant soul. [4.] Because use is the

plant soul, in those places in the spiritual world that are called deserts, where

those are who in the world had rejected works of charity, which are essen-

tial uses, no grass or herb of any kind is seen, but mere gravel and sand.

Every good in act that is from the Lord through love to Him and love to-

wards the neighbor, is meant by the uses that alone blossom forth in the

heavens. Every plant there represents a form of use ; and whatever is seen

in it, from its first to its last and from its last to its first, that is, from seed

to flower and from flower to seed, exhibits the progression or extension from

end to end of an affection and of its use. Those that are skilled in the

sciences of botany, chemistry, medicine, and pharmacy, come after death

into a knowledge of spiritual uses from the plants in the spiritual world,

and cultivate that knowledge and find the greatest delight in it. I have

talked with such and have heard from them wonderful things.

1215. "And as it were the voice of many waters " signifies

glorification of Himfrom truths.—This is evident from the sig-

nification of a " voice," as meaning glorification of the Lord (as

above)
; also from the signification of " waters," as meaning truths

(see n. 7 1
, 483^]. 5 i8[a-rf], 537M, 538[«.*]. 854, 97 1 . 1033) ;

therefore
" many waters " mean all truths that the angels in the heavens

possess. In the heavens there are angels that are in truths and
angels that are in goods. The angels that are in truths are called

spiritual angels, and those that are in goods are called celestial

angels. From this heaven is divided into two kingdoms, a spir-

itual and a celestial kingdom. In the spiritual kingdom are all

that are in truths, and in the celestial kingdom all that are in

goods. [2.] All, indeed, are in truths from good ; but good is

two-fold, spiritual good and celestial good ; the good of charity

is the good of love towards the neighbor, and celestial good is

the good of love to the Lord. These are distinct goods
;
spirit-

ual good is good in a lower degree, and celestial good is good in

a higher degree
;

consequently the good that the angels of the

higher heavens have is celestial good, while the good that the

angels of the lower heavens have is spiritual good. All this

makes clear that the "many waters," the voice of which was
heard, signify all spiritual angels in the heavens, but "the voice

of mighty thunders " that follows signifies all celestial angels in

the heavens.
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[3.] From all that has thus far been presented respecting the life that

is from the Lord and the existence of all things in the universe from it,

every one who is wise in heart can see that nature produces nothing from
itself, but merely in the process of production serves the spiritual that goes
forth from the sun of heaven, which is the Lord, as an instrumental cause

serves its principal cause, or as a dead force serves its living force. This
makes clear how mistaken those are who ascribe the generations of animals

and the productions of plants to nature. This is the same as ascribing mag-
nincent and splendid works to the tool and not to the workman, or like wor-

shipping a sculptured image and not God. [4.] From this spring the falla-

cies, which are innumerable, in all reasonings about spiritual, moral, and civil

matters ; for a fallacy is an inversion of order ; it is the judgment of the

eye, not of the mind ; it is a conclusion from the appearance of a thing, not

from its essence. Consequently to reason from fallacies respecting the world
and the existence of things in it is like proving by reasonings that darkness is

light, that what is dead is alive, and that the body flows into the soul, and
not the reverse. And yet it is an eternal truth that influx is spiritual and
not physical, that is, influx is from the soul, which is spiritual, into the body,

which is material, or from the spiritual world into the natural world ; also

that as the Divine from itself and through that which goes forth from itself

created all things, so it sustains all things ; also that sustentation is perpet-

ual creation, as subsistence is perpetual existence.

I2l6* "And as it were the voice of mighty thunders "signifies

glorification of the Lordfrom the goods of love.—This is evident

from the signification of a "voice," as meaning glorification of

the Lord (as above) ; also from the signification of "thunders," as

meaning goods of love sounding (see n. 82i[J], 855) ; therefore

"mightv thunders" mean all goods with the angels that give

forth sound. In the speech of man two things unite, namely,

sound and its articulation into words. The sound belongs to the

affection of man's will, and the articulation of the sound belongs

to the thought of his understanding. These two unite in human
speech, but are distinguished by the hearing. For the affection

is known from the sound, and the thought from the words,

which are articulations of the sound. This is so natural a thing

that man gives little thought to it ; but he knows it to be true

when he hears it. This distinction is more clearly perceived by
angels and spirits than by men, because they are spiritual, and

the spiritual think from affection and also speak from affection,

those who are in the celestial kingdom from affection for good,

and those in the spiritual kingdom from affection for truth
;

thus they are distinguished by their tones. The sound of the

speech of the angels in higher parts of heaven is heard variously

below, for it increases as it goes on, as sound does in the world

when it descends from above. The sound of the spiritual angels

is thus heard as the sound of roaring waters, and the sound of
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the celestial angels as the sound of thunders. (On the further sig-

nification of " thunders " see above, n. 273, 353, 498, 702, 704, IOI4.)

{CatttinuatioH.)

[2.] Infinity and Eternity, also Providence and Omnipotence, as be-

longing to the Lord, have been treated of ; now the Omnipresence and Om-
niscience that belong to Him shall be treated of. In every religion it is

acknowledged that God is omnipresent and omniscient ; therefore prayer

is offered to God that He will hear and that He will see and will have mercy;

which would not be done unless His omnipresence and omniscience were

believed in. This belief is from an influx out of heaven into those that

have any religion, for it does not come into question from religion itself

whether it is granted or how it is granted. But at this day, especially in

the Christian world, natural men have become very numerous, and such

see nothing of God ; and unless they see they do not believe, or if they pro-

fess to believe it is either done from conventionality or from blind know-
ledge, or from hypocrisy ; and yet they have the ability to see. In order,

therefore, that the things relating to God may be seen, it is permitted to

treat of them from light and from consequent rational sight. [3.] For

every man, even a merely natural and sensual man, is endowed with an
understanding that can be raised up into the light of heaven, and can see

spiritual things, and even Divine things, and can comprehend them, but

only while he is hearing them or reading about them ; and afterwards he

can talk about them from the memory, but cannot think about them within

himself from himself. The reason of this is that when he is listening or

reading the understanding is separated from its own affection, and when
so separated it is in the light of heaven, but when he is thinking within

himself from himself the understanding is joined to the affection of his

will, and that affection fills the understanding and occupies it, and hinders

it from going out of itself. Nevertheless, the fact is that the understanding
can be separated from the affection of the will, and thus can be raised up
into the light of heaven in such natural men as have any affection for truth

and as have not confirmed themselves in falsities ; but scarcely in those

that have no affection for truth from having rejected all Divine things or

from having confirmed themselves in falsities. In such, between spiritual

light and natural light there is a sort of darkening veil, although with many
this is transparent. [4.] Since, then, any man, even a corporeal sensual

man, when he reaches adult age is endowed with such an ability to under-
stand that he can comprehend the things that relate to God when he is

listening or reading, and afterwards can retain them in his memory, and
thus talk, teach, and write about them, it is important that this treatise on
the Divine attributes should be continued as it was begun. Here, then, the

Divine Omnipresence and the Divine Omniscience shall be considered, lest

the merely natural man, from a lack of willingness (which he calls a lack of

ability) to understand anything Divine or spiritual, should bring these into

doubt, and even denial.

1217. "Saying, Hallelujah, for the Lord God, the Almighty,

reigneth," signifies joy a?id gladness that the Lord has now a
kingdom on the earth as in the heavens.—This is evident from
the signification of " Hallelujah," as meaning an expression of

glorification of the Lord from joy of heart (see n. 1197,1203).
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The two expressions, joy and gladness, are used because in the

Word "joy" is predicated of good, and "gladness" of truth, and

here both the angels that were in truths and those that were in

goods said " Hallelujah." It is evident also from the signification

of "the Lord God, the Almighty, reigneth," as meaning that His

kingdom is on the earth as in the heavens, which means that when
the good had been separated from the evil, and the evil had been

cast into hell, all the good came into a better state for receiving

truth and good from the Lord, a state in which they had not been

before. For so long as they were held in connection with the evil,

if they had received goods and truths they would have defiled

and perverted them. For the same reason interior truths were

not revealed on the earth until that separation had been effected

by means of the last judgment. [2.] This, too, is the meaning

of the words in the Lord's Prayer,

" Thy kingdom come. . .on earth as in the heavens" {Matth. vi. 10).

The Lord's kingdom existed before the last judgment, for the

Lord always rules both heaven and earth
; but after the last judg-

ment the state of the Lord's kingdom became different from the

state before it, for after it the reception of Divine truth and good
became more universal, more interior, more easy, and more dis-

tinct. It is said, "the Lord God, the Almighty," for the Lord is

called "Lord" from good, and "God" from truth, "Almighty"
from the separation of the good from the evil by the last judgment,

and also from His power to save those who receive Him.

(Continuation )

[3.] How the Lord can be present with all who are in heaven and
throughout the whole earth, and can know all things, even the most partic-

' Jar things connected with them, both present and future, can be compre-
hended only by means of the following truths :

(1.) In the natural world there are spaces and times, but in the

spiritual world these are appearances.

(2.) Spaces and times must be removed front the ideas be/or,- the

Lord's omnipresence with all and with each individual,

and His omniscience of things present and things future
connected with them, can be comprehended.

(3.) All angels of heaven and all men of the earth who con-

stitute the church are as one man, and the Lord is the

life of that man.

(4.) Consequently as there is life in the particular and most par-
ticular things of man, and it knows the entire state of
these, so the Lord is in the particular and most par-
ticular things of angels of heaven and of men of the

church.
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(5.) The Lord, by the intellectual capaci.y that each man has, or

by its opposite, is also present with those who are out of
heaven ami out of the church, that is, those who are in

hell or who are to come into hell, and knows their whole
state.

(6.) From the omnipresence and omniscience of the Lord thus per-
ceived it can be understood how the Lord is the All and
is in all things of heaven and the church, and that we
are in the Lord and Lie is in us.

(7.) The omnipresence and omniscience of the Lord can be cor;:.

prehended also from the creation of the universe ; for it

was so created by Him that He is in things first and in

things last, in the centre and at the same time in the

circumferences, and that the things in which He is are

uses.

(S.) As the Lord has Divine love and Divine wisdom, so from
these He has Divine omnipresence and Divine omnisci-
ence ; but omnipresence is chiefly from the Divine love,

and omniscience chiefly from the Divine wisdom.

121S. [Verse 7.] "Let us rejoice and exult, and let us give the

glory unto Him," signifies manifestation ofjoy that isfrom affec-

Hon for truth andfrom ajfeclion for good.—This is evident from

the signification of " rejoicing," as meaning here joy from affec-

tion for truth ; also from the signification of " exulting," as mean-

ing joy from affection for good, for exulting has relation to the

heart, thus to the good of love ; also from the signification of

"giving glory," as meaning to acknowledge, confess, and worship

the Lord (see n. 678) ; "to glorify" has the same meaning. '"To

rejoice" and "to exult" signify joy from affection for truth and

from affection for good because all joy is a matter of affection.

It is only from the things by which he is moved or which he loves

that man has joy. There are two most general origins cf all spir-

itual joys, one is an affection or love for truth, the other an affec-

tion or love for good. Jov from affection for good belongs

properly to the will and to deeds therefrom, while joy from affec-

tion for truth belongs properly to the understanding and to speech

therefrom. As the preceding verse treats of those who are in

truths and of those who are in goods, and also of glorification of

the Lord by them, so the joy of all such and glorification by such

is expressed in these words, " Let us rejoice and exult, and give

glory unto Him."
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iContinuaton.')

[2.] [1.] In the natural world there are spaces and times, but in the spir-

itual world these are appearances.—The reason is that all things that appear
in the spiritual world are immediately from the sun of heaven, which is the

Lord's Divine love ; and all things that appear in the natural world are from
the same, but by means of the sun of the world, which is pure fire. Pure
love, from which all things in the spiritual world come forth immediately,
is immaterial ; but pure fire, through which all things in the material world
come forth mediately, is material. This is why all things that come forth

in the spiritual world are by virtue of their origin spiritual, and all things

that come forth in the natural world are by virtue of their secondary origin

material ; and material things in themselves are fixed, permanent, and
measureable. They arefixed because they endure, however the states of men
may be changed, like the lands, mountains, and seas. They are permanent,
because they recur regularly in turn, like the seasons, generations, and
germinations. And they are measureable, because all things can be denned,
as spaces by miles and furlongs, and these by feet and spans, and as times
by days, weeks, months, and years. But in the spiritual world all things
are as if they were fixed, as if they were permanent, and as if they were
measureable, and yet in themselves they are not so. For they come forth
and continue according to the states of the angels, so that they make one
with those states ; and consequently they change in whatever way those
states change. But this is chiefly true in the world of spirits, into which
every man first comes after death, and is not so in heaven or in hell. This
occurs in the world-of spirits, because every man there undergoes changes
of state, and is thus prepared for heaven or for hell. [3.] But spirits do
not reflect upon these changes and variations, because they are spiritual and
are thus in spiritual thought, and with this each and all things that they per-
ceive by sense make one ; also because they are separated from nature, and
yet they see in the spiritual world things exactly like those they saw in the
world, as lands, mountains, valleys, waters, gardens, forests, plants, palaces,
houses, garments with which they are clothed, food by which they are nour-
ished, animals, and themselves as men. All these things they see in a clearer
light than that by which they saw like things in the world, and they feel
them by a more exquisite touch than they had in the world. For these rea-
sons man after death is wholly ignorant that he has put off his material
part, and that he has emigrated from the world of his body into the world
of his spirit. I have heard many declaring that they were not dead, and
that they could not understand how any thing of their body could have been
put away into a grave ; and for the reason that all things in that world are
like those in this world

; and they do not know that the things they there
see and feel are not material, but are substantial from a spiritual origin, and
yet are real things, since they have the same origin that all things in' this
world have, with this difference only that something additional like an outer
garment has been added from the sun of the world to those things that are
in the natural world by virtue of which they have become material, fixed,
permanent, and measureable. But yet I can assert that those things that
are in the spiritual world are more real than those in the natural world, for
the dead part that is added in nature to the spiritual does not constitute
reality but diminishes it. This is evident from the state of the angels of
heaven compared with the state of men on the earth, and from all things
that are in heaven compared with all things in the world.

1219. "For- the marriage of the Lamb is come" signifies

conjunaion of the Lord with the church.—This is evident from
the signification of " marriage," as meaning conjundion (of which
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presently) ; also from the signification "the Lamb," as meaning the

Lord in respect to the Divine Human (see n. 314). It is said "the

marriage of the Lamb," because the conjunction of the Lord

with the church is the conjunction of His Divine Human with

it ; for there can be no immediate conjunction with His Divine

which is called the Father, since this cannot be received, for it is

above every idea of the thought of men and of angels ; but with

the Divine Human there can be conjunction, for this can be an

object of thought. This is why it is said "the marriage of the

Lamb," and not "the marriage of the Lord God."

(Continuation.)

[2.] As there are like things in heaven and in our world, in the heavens
there are spaces and times, but the spaces there, like the lands themselves

and the things upon them, are appearances, for they appear according to the

states of the angels, and extensions of spaces and distances appear accord-

ing to the similarities and dissimilarities of states. By states are meant states

of love and wisdom, or of affections and of thoughts therefrom, which are

manifold and various. According to these the angelic societies in the heav-

ens are apart from each other, also the heavens are apart from the hells,

and the societies of the hells from each other. It has been granted me to

see how likeness of state conjoins, and lessens the extension of space or

distance, and how unlikeness of state separates, and produces extension of

space or distance. Those there who appear to be a mile apart can instantly

be present with each other when the love of one for the other is stirred up,

and on the other hand those who are talking together can instantly become
a mile apart when any thing of hatred is aroused. [3.] That spaces in

the spiritual world are mere appearances has also been made evident to me
by this, that many from distant lands, as from various kingdoms of Europe,

from Africa, and from India, also the inhabitants of different planets and
of widely separated earths, have been present with me. And yet spaces in

the heavens appear extended in the same way as the spaces of our earth.

But as the spaces there have only a spiritual origin, and not at the same
time a natural origin, and thus appear according to the states of the angels,

so the angels can have no idea of spaces, but they have instead an idea of

their states ; for the changeableness of the spaces gives rise to the idea that

they are from a spiritual origin, thus from a likeness or unlikeness of affec-

tions and of thoughts therefrom. [4.] It is the same in regard to times,

for as spaces are so are times, since progressions through spaces are also pro-

gressions through times. Times also are appearences of states because the

sun of heaven, which is the Lord, does not there make days and years by
its revolutions and progressions, as the sun of the world seems to do ; con-
sequently in the heavens there is perpetual light and a perpetual spring,

and therefore times there are not fixed, permanent, and measureable. And
as times also vary according to the states of affection and of thought there-

from, for they are short or diminished by things delightful to the affections,

and are long or lengthened by things undelightful to the affections, so the
angels cannot have from appearance an idea of time, but they have instead

an idea of states from its origin. All this makes clear that the angels
in heaven have no idea of space and time, but they have a spiritual

idea about these, which is an idea of state. [5.] But this idea of state

with the consequent idea of an appearance of space and time comes
solely in and from the outmosts of creation there ; the outmosts of cre-

ation there are the lands upon which angels dwell. It is there that
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spaces and times appear, and not in the spiritual things themselves
by which the outmosts were created ; nor do they appear in the affec-

tions themselves of angels, except when the thought from them extends
to outmosts. But it is otherwise in the natural world wnere spaces

and times are fixed, permanent, and measureable, and therefore enter into

the thoughts of men and limit them, and distinguish them from the spir-

itual thoughts of angels. This is the chief reason why man cannot easily

comprehend the Divine omnipresence and omniscience, for even when he
wishes to comprehend them he is liable to fall into the error that God is

the inmost of nature, and is for that reason omnipresent and omniscient.

1220. "And His wife hath made herself ready" signifies

that the church is now adorned with truthsfrom goodfor receiv-

ing Him.—This is evident from the signification of "wife," as

meaning in reference to the Lord the church (seen. 1120); also

from the signification of " making herself ready," as meaning to

be adorned with truths from good for receiving Him, for it is

added, that "she should be clothed in fine linen, clean and bright,"

and "fine linen" signifies truth from celestial good. The church

receives the Lord by these truths, for the Lord flows into the

good of man's love, and is received by man in truths, and from

this is all spiritual conjunction. The expression "to be adorned"

is used, which means to be taught and to learn, for thus and no

otherwise does the church adorn herself and make herself ready

for the marriage and for receiving the Lord.

(.Continuation ,)

[2.] [2.] Spaces and times must be removedfrom the ideas before the Lord 's

omnipresence with all and with each individual, and His omniscience of tilings

present and future, can be comprehended.~But inasmuch as spaces and times

cannot easily be removed from the ideas of the thoughts of the natural

man, it is better for a simple man not to think of the Divine omnipresence
and omniscience from any reasoning of the understanding ; it is enough
for him to believe in them simply from his religion, and if he thinks from
reason, let him say to himself that they exist because they pertain to God,
and God is everywhere and infinite, also because they are taught in the

Word ; and if he thinks of them from nature and from its spaces and times,

let him say to himself that they are miraculously brought about. But in-

asmuch as the church is at present almost overwhelmed by naturalism, and
this can be shaken off only by means of rational considerations, which en-

able man to see what is true, it will be well by means of such to draw forth

these Divine attributes out of the darkness that nature induces into the light

;

and this can be done because, as has been said, the understanding with which
man is endowed is capable of being raised up into the interior light of

heaven if only man desires from love to know truths. All naturalism arises

from thinking about Divine things in accord with what is proper to nature,

that is, matter, space, and time. The mind that clings to these, and is un-
willing to believe anything that it does not understand, cannot do otherwise
than make blind its understanding, and from the dense darkness in which
it is immersed deny that there is any Divine providence, and thus deny the

Divine omnipotence, omnipresence, and omniscience, although these are

just what religion teaches both within nature and above nature. And yet

these cannot be comprehended by the understanding unless spaces and times

are separated from the ideas of its thought ; for these are in some way
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present in every idea of thought, and unless they are separated man cannot

think otherwise than that nature is everything, that it is from itself, and con-

sequently that the inmost of nature is what is called God, and that all be-

yond it is mere conjecture. And such, I know, will wonder how anything

can possibly exist where there is no time or space ; how the Divine itself can

exist apart from time and space, how there can be spiritual beings that are

not in them, but are only in appearances of them ; and yet Divine spiritual

things are the very essence of all things that have had existence or that

have existence, and natural things apart from these are like bodies without

souls, which become carcases. [3.] Every man who adopts naturalism

by thinking solely from nature continues such after death, and calls all

things that he sees in the spiritual world natural, because they resemble

natural things. Such, however, are enlightened and taught by angels that

these things are not natural, but are appearances of natural things ; and
they are so far convinced as to affirm that it is so. But they soon fall back

and worship nature as they did in the world, and at length separate them-
selves from the angels and fall into hell, and cannot be rescued from it to

eternity. The reason is that their soul is not spiritual, but natural like the

soul cf beasts, although with an ability to think and speak because they

were born men. And because the hells at this day more than ever before

are full of such, it is important that such dense darkness arising from nature,

which at present fills and closes up the thresholds of men's understanding,

should be removed by means of rational light derived from spiritual.

verses 8, 9.

122 1 • "And it hath been given to her that she should be clothed in fine linen, clean

and bright, for the fine linen is the righteousnesses of the saints. And he said unto me.

Write, Blessed are they that have been called unto the marriage supper of the Lamb. And
he said unto me, These are the true words of God."

8. "And it hath been given to her that she should be clothed in fine linen,

clean and bright" signifies that that church should be instructed by the

Lord in truths from the Word [n. 1222]; "for the fine linen is the

righteousnesses of the saints " signifies that by means 0/truthsfrom the

Word those who believe in the Lord have goods of life [n. 1223].

9. "And he said unto me, Write," signifies that these things shall be for a
memorial to posterity [n. 1224] ; "Blessed are they that have been
called unto the marriage supper of the Lamb" signifies that those who
are conjoined to the Lord by means of truthsfrom the Word and become
a church will come into heaven [n. 1225] ; "And he said unto me, These
are the true words of God," signifies that they arefrom the Lord, who
is the Word and who is the truth [n. 1226].

1222. [ Verse 8 ] "And it hath been given to her that she should

be clothed in fine linen, clean and bright," signifies that that church

should be instructed by the Lord in truthsfrom the Word.—This

is evident from the signification of "to be clothed," as meaning
to be instructed in truths, for in the Word, "garments" signify

truths that invest goods, consequently "to be clothed," signifies

to be instructed in truths. (That this is the signification of "garments " and

"to be clothed," seen. 64, 65, 195. 271 .395iy]. 95 1 ) It is evident also

from the signification of "fine linen," as meaning truths from a

celestial origin (see n. 1143). But as truth from that origin is

Divine truth, and all Divine truth is from the Lord, and is the
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Word, so " fine linen " signifies truth from fhe Word. This truth

is called "clean" from celestial good, and "bright" from spiritual

good. All truth is from good, and there are two most general

goods, from which are all truths, namely, celestial good, which is

good of love to the Lord, and spiritual good, which is good of

love towards the neighbor. Truth from this good is meant by
"bright fine linen," and truth from the former good is meant by
"clean fine linen," both of these truths from the Word; for the

Word in all its particulars is such that truth from celestial good
and truth from spiritual good are conjoined, and within these

truths celestial good is conjoined with spiritual good.

{Continuation.)

[2.] (3.) All angels of heaven and all men on the earth who constitute the

church are as one man, and the Lord is the life of that man.—This you will

see confirmed in the work or. Heaven and Hell, in the following articles:

The whole heaven in the complex has relation to one man (n. 59-67) ; Each
society in the heavens has relation to one man (n. 68-72); Consequently
each angel is in a complete human form (n. 73-77) ; Heaven as a whole
and in part has relation to man, and this is from the Lord's Divine Human
(n. 78-86) ; There is a correspondence of all things of heaven with all

things of man (n. 87-102) ; The same may be said of the Lord's church on
the earth (n. 57).

That heaven is like a single man I have been taught by experience and
am taught by reason. Experience

:

—It has been granted me to behold a
society consisting of thousands of angels as one man of a medium stature,

and societies consisting of fewer angels in like form. This is seen, however,
not by the angels in that society, but by angels outside of that society at a
distance, and at the time when a society is to be cleared of those who are

foreign to it. When this is done all who constitute the life of that society

are within that man, while those who do not are outside of him ; and these

are removed, but the former remain. It is the same with the whole heaven
in the presence of the Lord. For this reason and no other every angel and
spirit is a man, in a form like that which a man on earth has. [3.] I

have not seen but I have heard that the church on earth also before the

Lord is like a single man ; and that it is also divided into societies, and
that each society is a man ;

furthermore, that all who are within that man
are within heaven, while those who are outside of him are in hell ; and the

reason has been stated, namely, that every man of the church is also an
angel of heaven, for he becomes an angel after death. Moreover, not only
does the church on earth together with the angels constitute the interiors

of that man, the church constitutes also the exteriors, which are called

the cartilaginous and bony parts; this the church constitutes, because
men of the earth are provided with a body in which the outmost spiritual

is clothed with the natural. This is what constitutes the conjunction of

heaven with the church and of the church with heaven. [4.] From reason ;

Heaven and the church are a man, in the greatest, the lesser, and the

least sum or complex, for the sole reason that God is a man, and conse-
quently the Divine that goes forth, which is the Divine from Him, is the

same in every least and greatest respect, which is man. For it has been
said above that the Divine is not in space and extension, but causes spaces
and extensions to be manifest in the outmosts of His creation, in the
heavens apparently, in the world actually. Nevertheless, spaces and ex-
tensions are not spaces and extensions before God, for He is in His Di-
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vine everywhere. This is clearly manifest from this, that the whole angelic

heaven with the church is as one man before God ; and so is a society

consisting of thousands of angels, although their habitations appear ex-

tended through much space. The same is evident also from this, that

the whole heaven, also an entire society in heaven, can appear, at the good
pleasure of the Lord, as a man, great or small, as a giant or as an infant.

But it is not the angels that so appear, but the Divine in them ; for th»

angels are only recipients of the Divine from the Lord, and it is the Divine

in them that constitutes what is angelic in them, and thus heaven. As
angels are only recipients, and the Divine in them constitutes the angelic

and heaven, it is clear that the Lord is the life of that man, that is, of heaven
and the church.

1223. "For the fine linen is the righteousnesses of the saints"

signifies that by means of truths from the Word those who believe

in the Lord have goods of life.—This is evident from the signifi-

cation of" fine linen," as meaning truths from the Word (see above,

n. 1222) ; also from the signification of" righteousnesses," as mean-
ing goods of love, and thus goods of life (see n. 204^], 1199) ; also

from the signification of "saints," as meaning those who are in

truths from good from the Lord (see n. 204, 3250], 973), thus also

those who believe in the Lord.

{Continuation.)

[2.] (4.) Consequently as there is life in the particular and most partic-

ular things of man, and it knows the entire state of these, so the Lord is in

the particular and most particular things of angels of heaven and cf men of
the church.—Life is in the particular and most particular things of man,
because the various and diverse things in him, called members, organs, and
viscera, so make one that he knows no otherwise than that he is a simple
and not a composite being. That life is in the most particular things of
man is evident from the fact, that from his life he sees, hears, smells, and
tastes, which could not be unless the organs of those senses lived from the

life of his soul ; also from the fact that the whole surface of the body pos-
sesses the sense of touch, and it is the life that produces that sense, and not
the skin apart from the life. This is evident also from the fact that all the

muscles under the skin are under the control of the life of man's will and
understanding, and are moved at their pleasure, thus not only the hands
and feet and the entire body, but also the tongue, the lips, the face, and the

entire head. None of these could be moved by the body alone, but they
are moved by life from the will and understanding, together with the life

in these members. The same is true of all the viscera in the body, each
of which performs its own office, and acts submissively according to the

laws of order inscribed on it. But it is the life that does this by its motion
from the heart and lungs in every part, and by sensation from the cerebel-

lum in every part, while man is unconscious of its action. [3.] Life is in

the particular and most particular things of man, because the animal form,

which has been treated of above, is the real form of life ; for life from its

first fountain, which is the sun of heaven or the Lord, is unceasingly in the

effort to form a likeness and image of itself, that is, a man, and out of man
an angel. Therefore from the outmosts that it has created it joins to itself

things proper to the existence of man in whom life can live. From this it

is clear that life is in the particular and most particular things of man, and
that any part or least particle from which life is absent becomes dead and
is set aside. Since, then, men and angels are not lives, but only recipients
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of life from the Lord, and since the whole heaven with the church is before

the Lord as one man, it is clear that the Lord is the life of that man, that is,

of heaven and the church, and also that He is omnipotent and omniscient

in the particular and most particular things of the angels of heaven and
men of the church. And as the whole heaven with the church is, before

the Lord, as one man, great or small according to His will, as a giant or as

an infant, it is clear that the life or the spiritual that goes forth from the

Lord is not in space or extended with the angels and with men of the

church
;
consequently that spaces and times must be separated from their

ideas, in order that the Lord's omnipresence and omniscience with all and
with each individual may be comprehended.

1224* [Verse 9.] "And he said unto me, Write," signifies that

these things shall befor a memorial to posterity.—This is evident

from the signification of "to write," as meaning to inscribe on the

life and faith of man (see n. 222) ; and as meaning what is certain

(see n. 898) ; but here that it shall be for a memorial to posterity,

because a new church to be established by the Lord, which is

meant by " the New Jerusalem," is here treated of, for this is what
is meant by " the wife of the Lamb," and is also called " His wife

"

{Apoc. xxi. 9, 10).

[2.] [5.] The Lord by the intellectual capacity that each man has, or its

opposite, is also present with those who are out of heaven and the church, with
those who are in hell or who are to come into hell, and knows their whole state.

—Every man has three degrees of life, a lowest in common with beasts, and
two higher that are not in common with beasts. By these two higher de-
grees man is a man ; these with the evil are closed, but with the good are

open. And yet, in regard to the light of heaven, which is the wisdom that

goes forth from the Lord as a sun, these two degrees are not closed in evil

men, but are closed in regard to the heat, which is the love, that also goes
forth therefrom. From this it is that every man, even an evil man, has a
capacity to understand, but not a capacity to will from heavenly love, for

the will is a receptacle of heat, that is, of love, and the understanding is a
receptacle of light, that is, of wisdom, from that sun. [3.] The reason why
every man is not intelligent and wise is that some have by their lives closed
up in themselves the receptacle of that love, and when that is closed they
have no wish to understand anything except what they love, for that only
do they wish and love to think about and thus understand. And as every
man, even an evil man, has an ability to understand, and that ability is

from an influx of light from the sun which is the Lord, it is clear that the

Lord is also present with those who are out of heaven and the church, who
are either in hell or are to come into hell. It is from the same ability that

man is able to think and reason about various things, which beasts cannot
do. It is from the same ability that man lives forever. [4.] Another
proof of the Lord's omnipresence in hell is that the entire hell, like the en-

tire heaven, is before the Lord as one man, but as a devil-man or a monster-
man ; and in this all things are in opposition to those that are in the Divine
angel-man, consequently from this latter everything that is in the former
can be known, that is, from heaven everything that is in hell ; for evil is

known from good, and falsity from truth, thus the entire quality of the one
from the quality of the other. There are three heavens, and there are

three hells
; and as the heavens are divided into societies so are the hells ;

and each society of hell corresponds by opposition to a society of heaven.
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The correspondence is like that between good affections and evil affections,

for all societies are affections. So in the same way that each society of

heaven, as has been said, is in the Lord's sight as one angel-man in the

likeness of its affection, each society of hell is in the Lord's sight as one

devil-man in the likeness of its evil affection. This, too, it has been granted

me to see. They appear like men, but monstrous. I have seen three kinds

of them, the fiery, the black, and the pallid, but all of them with deformed

faces, a husky voice, external speech, and like movements. They all have

a lascivious love, and not one of them a chaste love. The delights of their

will are evils, and the delights of their thoughts are falsities.

1225. "Blessed are they that have been called unto the mar-

riage supper of the Lamb" signifies that those who are conjoined

io the Lord by means of truths from the Word, and become a

church, will come into heaven.—This is evident from the significa-

tion of "blessed," as meaning those who are in heaven or who
will come into heaven, for these are the blessed ; also from the

signification of "supper," as meaning consociation through love,

and communication (see n. 252) ; therefore "the marriage supper

of the Lamb" signifies conjunction with the Lord and conse-

quent communication with those who are of that church.

(Omiimatbm.)

[2.] [6.] From the omnipresence and omniscience of the Lord thus

f.-rceived it can be understood how the Lord is the All and is in all things

of heaven and the church, and that we are in the Lord, and He is in us.—
AH things of heaven and the church mean Divine truth and Divine good

;

the former is from the light of the sun of heaven, which is wisdom, and the

latter is from the heat of the sun of heaven, which is love ; and in the same
way that the angels are recipients of these are they a heaven in general

and heavens individually, and in the same way that men are recipients of

them are they a church in general and churches individually. There can
be nothing in any angel that makes heaven in him, nor anything in any man
that makes the church in him, except the Divine that goes forth from the

Lord ; for it is well known that every truth of faith and every good of love

is from the Lord, and nothing of these from man. All this makes clear that

the Lord is the All and is in all things of heaven and the church. [3.]
That we are in the Lord and He is in us, He Himself teaches in John :

Jesus said, *' He that eateth My flesh and dnnketh My blood abideth in Me and I

in him" (vi 56).

And in the same,

"In that day ye shall know that. ... ye are in Me and I in you" (xhr. 20, 21).

And elsewhere,

That in Him we live and move, and have our being [Arts xvii. 28).

All angels of heaven and all men of the church are in the Lord and the

Lord is in them when they are in that heavenly man spoken of above.
Angels and men are then in the Lord because they are recipients of life

from Him, and thus are in His Divine, and the Lord is in them because He
is the life in recipients. All this makes clear that all who are in natural

thought respecting the Lord can have no other than an intuitive understand-
ing of His Divine omnipresence, although it is an actual omnipresence, like

the omnipresence of the Holy Spirit, which is the Divine going forth.
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1226. "And he said unto me, These are the true words of
God."—This means that they arefrom the Lord, who is the Word
and who is the truth, as is evident from this, that all truths of
God are from the Lord, who for this reason is called the Word,
which is Divine truth {John i. 1, 2, 14), and calls Himself the

Truth ( John xiv. 6).

[2.] [7.] The omnipreser.ee and omniscience of the Lord can be com-
prehended also from the creation of the universe y for the universe was so

created by Him that He is in things first and in things last, in the centre

and in the circumferences, and that the things in which He is are uses.—
This can be seen to be true from the creation of the universe, from the life

of man, and from the essence of uses.

The creation of the universe can be in no way so well understood as from
images of it in the heavens. There creation is unceasing and immediate,
for in the spiritual world lands come forth instantly, and upon them
pleasure gardens, and in these trees full of fruits, also shrubs, flowers, and
plants of every kind. When these are contemplated by one who is wise,

they are found to be correspondences of the uses in which the angels are,

to whom they are given as rewards. The angels, moreover, in accord with

their uses have houses given them, full of useful and beautiful things ; also

garments in accord with their uses, and food that is esculent and palatable

in accord with their uses, and delightful conversations, which also are uses

because they are recreations. All these things are given them gratuitously,

and yet on account of the uses they perform. In a word, the whole heaven

is so full of uses that it may be called the very kingdom of uses. [3.]

Those, on the other hand, who perform no uses are sent into the hells,

where they are compelled by a judge to perform tasks ; and if they refuse

no food is given them and no clothing, nor any bed but the ground, and
they are scoffed at by their companions as slaves are by their masters. The
judge even permits them to be sold into slavery, and if they entice others

from their tasks they are severely punished. Ail this is done until they

yield. But those who cannot be made to yield are cast out into deserts,

where a morsel of bread is given them daily, and water to drink, and they

dwell by themselves in huts or in caves ; and because they perform no uses

the land about them is so barren that a grassy sod is rarely seen upon it.

In such deserts and hells I have seen many of noble descent, who in the

world gave themselves up to idleness, or sought offices, the duties of which

they discharged not for the sake of use but for honor and gain, which were
the only uses regarded. [4.] The uses performed in the heavens and the

tasks done in the hells are in part like those done in the world, although

for the most part they are spiritual uses, that cannot be described by any
natural language, and (what has often surprised me) do not fall into the

ideas of natural thought. But this is generally the case with what is spir-

itual. In the unceasing and immediate creation of all things in the heavens

there can be seen as in an image the creation of the universe with its globes,

and that there is nothing created in these except for use, and in general,

one kingdom of nature for another, the mineral kingdom for the vegetable,

this for the animal, and both for men, that they may serve the Lord by
performing uses to the neighbor.

[5.] From the life of man.—When this is regarded from the creation of

all things in it no part will be found that is not for use, not a fibre or mi-

nute vessel in the brains, in the organs of sense, in the muscles, or in any
of the viscera of the thorax and the abdomen, or anywhere else, that is not
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for the sake of use in general and in particular, thus for the sake of the

whole and of each thing connected with it, and not for its own sake. The
greater forms, which are called members, sensories, muscles, and viscera,

which are made up and organized from fibres and vessels, are all formed

from use, in use, and for use, so that they may be simply called uses, of

which the whole man is composed and formed. It is therefore clearly

evident that they have no other origin and no other end than use. [6.]

That every man likewise was created and born for use is clearly evident

from the use of all things in him, and from his state after death, when, if he

performs no use, he is accounted so worthless that he is cast into infernal

prisons or into desert places. That man is born to be a use is clear also from
his life ; for a man whose life is from a love of uses is wholly different from
one whose life is from a love of idleness. By a life of idleness is meant a
life made up of social intercourse, feastings, and entertainments. A life

from a love of use is a life of love of the public good and of love to the

neighbor, and also a life of love to the Lord, for the Lord performs uses to

man through man, consequently a life of love of use is a Divine spiritual

life, and every one who loves a good use and does it from a love for it is

loved by the Lord, and is received with joy by the angels in heaven. But
a life of love of idleness is a life of love of self and the world, and thus a

merely natural life ; and such a life does not hold the thoughts together, but

pours them out upon every vain thing, and thereby turns man away from
the delights of wisdom and immerses him in the delights of the mere body
and of the world to which evils cling ; therefore after death he is let down
into the infernal society to which he has attached himself in the world, and
is there compelled to work by force of hunger and lack of food. By uses

in the heavens and on the earths are meant the services, functions, and pur-

suits of life, employments, various domestic tasks, occupations, conse-

quently all things that are opposite to idleness and indolence.

[7.] From the essence of uses.—The essence of uses is the public good.
With the angels the public good in the most general sense means the good
of the entire heaven, in a less general sense the good of the society, and in

a particular sense the good of the fellow citizen. But with men the essence

of uses in the most general sense is both the spiritual and the civil good of

the whole human race, in a less general sense the good of the country, in

a particular sense the good of a community, and in an individual sense the

good of the fellow citizen ; and as these goods constitute the essence of

uses, love is their life, since all good is of love and the life is in the love.

In this love is everyone who takes delight in the use he is in because of its

usefulness, whether he is a king, a magistrate, a priest, a minister, a general,

a merchant, or a workman. Everyone who takes delight in the use of his

function because of its usefulness loves his country and fellow citizens
;

but he who does not take delight in it because of its usefulness, but does it

solely for the sake of self, or solely for the sake of honor and wealth, does
not in his heart love his country and fellow citizens, but only himself and
the world. This is because no one can be kept by the Lord in love to the

neighbor unless he is in some love for the public good ; and no one can be
in that love unless he is in a love of use for the sake of use, or in a love of

use from use, thus from the Lord. [8.] Since, then, each thing and all

things in the world were created in the beginning for use, and in man also

all things were.formed for use, and the Lord from creation regarded the

whole human race as one man, in which each individual is likewise for use
or is a use, and since the Lord Himself, as has been said above, is the life

of that man, it is clear that the universe was so created that the Lord is in

things first and in things last, also in the centre and in the circumferences,
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that is, in the midst of all, and that the things in which He is are uses.
And from all this the Lord's omnipresence and omniscience can be under-
stood.

verse 10.

And I fell down before his feet to worship him ; and he said unto me, See
thou do it not, lam a fellow servant of thine and of thy brethren that hold the testimony of
Jesus ; worship God, for the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy.

''

10. "And I fell down before his feet to worship him ''

signifies perception from
him of the Divine to which adoration belongs [n. 1228] ; "and he said
unto mc, See thou do it not," signifies the knowledge that he was not
God but an angel [n. 1229]; "/ am a fellow servant of thine and of
thy brethren that hold the testimony of Jesus' signifies that he is like

men on the earth who receive or have received Divine truth fro?n the

Lord [n. 1230] ; "worship God" signifies that the Lord alone is to be

acknowledged and worshippedfrom the heart [n. 1231] ; "for the testi-

mony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy" signifies that acknowledg-
ment of the Lord and conjunclion with Him is the life of all doclrine

from the Word [n. 1232].

1228. [Verse 10.] "And I fell down before his feet to worship

him " signifies a perceptionfrom him ofthe Divine, to which ador-

ation belongs.—This is evident from the signification of "to fall

down before the feet and worship," as meaning to acknowledge,

confess, and worship the Divine (see n. 805O], 82i[«], 1206). From
his saying that he must not be worshipped because he is only an

angel, who is a servant of the Lord the same as men are, it is

evident that merely a perception from him of the Divine is meant.

But the essence of the matter is that when the Lord sends angels

to men, as He did to the prophets, He fills them with His Divine

and thus moves them to speak. Then the angel that is sent

speaks from the Lord and not from himself; but as soon as he has

spoken he returns into himself and then knows that he is nothing

but an angel. Thus the Word was written by the Lord by means

of angels, and thus the Lord spoke with the ancients, as with

Abraham, with Hagar his handmaid, with Gideon, and in general

with the prophets, and this is why the prophets called the angels

Jehovah, and some of them were worshipped as long as they

were filled with the Divine. This presence of the Lord is the

same as the presence of the Holy Spirit. This makes clear what

is signified by these words.

[2.] (8.) As the ford has Divine love and Divine wisdom, so from these

He has Divine omnipresence and Divine omniscience, but omnipresence is

chiefly from Divine love, and omniscience is chiefly from Divine wisdom.—
Love and wisdom in the Lord are not two but one. and this one is the Di-

vine love, which appears before the angels of heaven as a sun. But when
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love and wisdom go forth from the Lord as a sun they appear as two dis-

tinct things, love appearing as heat, and wisdom as light. These from their

origin from the sun act wholly as one ; but with angels of heaven and with

men of the church they are separated, some receiving more of love which

is heat than of wisdom which is light, and these are called celestial angels

and men ; while others receive more of wisdom which is light than of love

which is heat, and these are called spiritual angels and men. An illustra-

tion of this can be found in the sun of the world. In that sun fire and the

origin of light are wholly one, and this one is the fiery element in that sun.

From this the heat and light go forth together, but they appear as two dis-

tinct things, although from their origin they act as one. That one appears

on the earth in the spring and summer seasons, yet they are two distinct

things according to the turning of the earth towards the sun, and thus ac-

cording as the reception is direct or oblique. This correspondence may
serve as an illustration. [3.] It is the same in respect to omnipresence
and omniscience. In the Lord these are one ; and yet they go forth from
Him as two distinct attributes ; for omnipresence has relation to love, and
omniscience to wisdom, or what is the same, omnipresence has relation

to good, and omniscience to truth, since all good is of love and all truth is

of wisdom. The Lord's omnipresence has relation to love and to good
because the Lord is present with man in the good of his love ; and omni-
science has relation to wisdom and to truth because from man's good of

love the Lord is omnipresent in the truths of his understanding, and this

omnipresence is called omniscience. As this is true individually of one
man so it is true in general of all.

1229. "And he said unto me, See thou do it not," signifies the

knowledge that he was ?iot God but a?i angel, as can be seen with-

out explanation, for he said, "See thou do it not," meaning that

he was not God but an angel, before whom no one must fall

down, that is, who must not be worshipped.

(Continuation.)

The Divine attributes, which are infinity, eternity, providence, omnipo-
tence, omnipresence and omniscience, have been treated of ; the Divine
love and Divine wisdom, from which is the life of all things, and of which
the above attributes are predicated, shall now be treated of. But in order

that these two essentials of all things may be distinctly seen they shall be
considered in the following order. First respecting the Divine Love

:

(1.) In the -world it is but little comprehended what love is, and
yet it is man's very life.

(2.) The Lord alone is love itself, because life itself, while'men
and angels are only recipients.

(3.) Life, which is love, is not given except in a form, and that

form is a form of uses in the whole complex.

(4.) Such a form is man, individually and colleclively, and in

such a form is heaven, and also the world.

(5.) There are genera and species of uses, and varieties of species

without limit ; also there are degrees of uses.

(6.) There are as many affeclions as there are uses, and conse-

quently there are genera and species of affeclions, and
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varieties of species -without limit; and there are degrees

of affections.

(7.) Every affeclion of use in itself is a man, according to Us
quality and quantity.

(8.) Each use draws its life from the common good, andflows in

from it, and gives the necessary, useful, and delightful
things of life.

(9.) So far as man is in the love of uses so far is he in the Lord,
so far he loves the Lord and the neighbor, and so far is

lie a man.

(10.) The aclive force of uses according to their connection in their

order btings forth vital heat, which is perceived in man
as love.

(11.) This is made evident by the fail that man wills this thing
or that, or this or that is good or not good to him, and
finally by his delight.

(12.) All things in man air formed andgrow and are held in con-

nexion by the Lord by means of love and its heat.

(13.) Man does not know what affeclion is, and still less that there

are as many various affections as there are men born
into the world, and will be bom to eternity, thus that

they are infinite.

(14.) Man does not know otherwise than that he is thought, and
yet he is affeclion.

(15.) Neither does he know that he has eternal life in the measure

of his affeclion for use.

1230* "/ am a fellow-servant of thine and of thy brethren that

hold the testimony of Jesus" signifies (hat he is like i>ie>i on the

earth who receive or have received Divine truthfrom the Lord.—
This is evident from the signification of "a fellow-servant of

thine," as meaning that he is like John in serving the Lord ; also

from the signification of "a fellow-servant of his -brethren," as

meaning that he is also like men on the earth in serving the

Lord; also from the signification of "to hold the testimony of

Jesus," as meaning to receive Divine truth from the Lord, for

"testimony," in reference to the Lord, signifies acknowledgment

of the Lord's Divine in His Human (see n. 27, 392^], 635, 649).
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It means also reception of Divine truth from the Lord, and through

Divine truth acknowledgment of the Lord (n. 10, 228, 625).

1 231. "Worship God" signifies that the Lord is to be ac-

knowledged and -worshipped from the heart.—This is evident

from the signification of "God," as meaning the Lord, since no

other is God of heaven and earth ; also from the signification of

"to worship," as meaning to acknowledge, confess, and worship

from the heart (see n. 290, 291, 463. 790M. 805M, 821 [a]).

1232. "For the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy"

signifies that acknowledgment of the Lord and conjunction with

Him is the life of all doclrinefrom the Word.—This is evident

from the signification of "the testimony of Jesus," as meaning ac-

knowledgment of the Lord's Divine and reception of Divine

truth 'from Him (see just above, n. 1230, and thus conjunction with

the Lord, for conjunction is effected through acknowledgment of

the Lord and reception of Divine truth from Him. Also from

the signification of "the spirit of prophecy," as meaning the life

of all doclrine from the Word, "spirit" signifying life because the

Holy Spirit is meant, which is the Divine that goes forth from the

Lord, and the Divine that goes forth is th° essential life of man,
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and "prophecy" signifies doctrine from the Word. (That "pro-

phecy" signifies doctrine from the Word, see n. 6240-rf], 999.) That "the

testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy" signifies that ac-

knowledgment of the Lord and conjunction with Him is the life

of all doctrine from the Word, and that "the spirit of prophecy"

means the Holy Spirit, which testifies respecting the Lord and

thus is doctrine, is evident from the Lord's words in John:

Jesus said, "When the Paraclete is come, whom I shall send unto you
from the Father, the spirit of truth, .... he shall bear witness of

Me ; and ye also shall bear witness " (xv. 26, 27).

" The spirit of truth," which is elsewhere called " the Holy Spirit,'

means the Divine that goes forth from the Lord; and its "testi-

mony" means enlightenment, preaching, confession, acknowledg-

ment ; and "the disciples," who would also bear witness, signify

all who acknowledge and receive the Lord.
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EXPLANA TION.

[CONTENTS OF THE SEVERAL VERSES.]

BY " THE DRAGON " ALL IN THK REFORMED CHRISTIAN WORLD WHO DO
NOT GO TO THE LORD IMMEDIATELY AND WHO DO NOT SHUN EVILS AS SINS

ARE MEANT.

ALL WHO WERE SUCH WERE REMOVED (verses 1-3).

Those from the lower earth, who were there concealed on ac-
count OF THE DRAGON, LEST THEY SHOULD BE SEDUCED, WERE
RAISED UP INTO HEAVEN (verses 4-6).

AFTERWARDS THOSE WHO WERE IN EXTERNAL WORSHIP ONLY AND NOT
IN ANY INTERNAL WORSHIP WERE LEI' LOOSE, IN ORDER THAT
SUCH MIGHT BE DISCLOSED. THESE PERISHED (verses 7-9).

AFTER THIS ALL WHO WERE MEANT BY " THE DRAGON " WERE CONDEMNED
(verse 10).

The hells were so reduced to order as to correspond by oppos-
ition TO THE NEW HEAVEN; BUT ONLY THOSE WHO HAD LIVED
since the Lords coming (verses 11-15).





CONTINUATION

The Divine Love and the Divine Wisdom





THE DIVINE LOVE.

I. In the world it is but little comprehended what
love is; and yet it is man's very life.

II. The Lord alone is love itself, because like it-

self; WHILE MEN AND ANGELS ARE ONLY RECIP-

IENTS.

III. Life, which is the Divine love, is in a form.

IV. That form is a form of use in the whole complex.

V. In such a form is man individually.

VI. In such a form is man collectively.

VII. In such a form is heaven.

VIII. To SUCH A FORM ALL THINGS OF THE WORLD ALSO TEND.

IX. There are as many affections as there are uses.

X. There are genera and species of affections, and
varieties of species without limit; so of uses.

XI. There are degrees of affections and of uses.

XII. Each use draws its life from the general good,
and from that the necessary, useful, and en-
joyable THINGS OF LIFE FLOW IN ACCORDING TO
THE QUALITY OF THE USE AND THE QUALITY OF THE
AFFECTION FOR IT.

So FAR AS MAN IS IN THE LOVE OF USE SO FAR IS HE
IN the Lord, so far he loves the Lord and
loves the neighbor, and so far he is a man.

Those who love themselves above all things and
the world as themselves are not men, nor are
they in the lord.

Unless use be the affection or occupation of man
he is not of sound mind.
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XVI.—Every man is an affection; and there are as many
VARIOUS AFFECTIONS AS MEN THAT HAVE BEEN BORN,
AND WILL BE BORN TO ETERNITY.

XVII.

—

Man has eternal life according to his affection
FOR USE.

XVIII.—The will of man is his affection.

XIX.—In the Word, to love is to perform uses.

XX.—Love produces heat.

XXI.—Divine love, which is life itself, by means of heat
produces spiritual animal forms, with each and
every thing in them.

I.

In the world it is but little comprehended what
love is ; AND yet it is man's VERY LIFE.

That this is but little comprehended is evident from the

common inquiry, "What is love?" What it is, is not known
for the reason that love is not manifest to the understanding,

and the understanding is the receptacle of light from heaven.

What comes into that light is interiorly seen, for what a man
thinks, that he has knowledge of. For this reason a man says

that this or that is in the light of his understanding, also that it

is seen to be so ; likewise he prays that he may be enlightened

and illumined by God. Moreover, there is a spiritual light, to

which natural light corresponds, and it is from this that one

says, with reference to his understanding, that he sees, and a

wise man prays to be enlightened and to be illumined by God,

that is, that he may understand. Man, therefore, can form no

idea concerning love, for this reason, that although the under-

standing, by means of the thought, presents itself to be seen,

love does not. And yet love is the very soul or life of thought,

and if love be taken away thought grows cold and dies, like a

flower deprived of heat ; for love enkindles, vivifies, and animates

thought. Set your mind at work and consider whether you can

think apart from some affection that is of love ; and you will

find in your own case that it is impossible. From this it is

plain that love is the life of the understanding and of thought

therefrom ; and what is the life of the understanding and of
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thought therefrom is also the life of the whole man ; for it is

the life of all the senses and of all motions, thus the life of the

organs by means of which senses and motions have existence.

That it is also the life of the viscera that are not here named,
will be seen in what follows.

It is not known what love is, for the further reason that

man's love is universal life. By universal life is meant life that

is in most minute particulars ; for of these the term universal

is used, as the term general is of parts. What is thus uni-

versal is perceived simply as a one ; and a one without a par-

ticular perception of the particulars is obscure, comparatively

as it is with an intense light that blinds the eye. Such also is

the universal Divine in the most minute particulars of the world
;

consequently this Divine is so obscure to man as not to be
manifest to the eye when opened, but only to the eye when
closed ; for the whole of the world is a work of Divine love

and Divine wisdom ; and wisdom in its most minute particulars

is, as was said before, an intense Divine light that blinds.

II.

The Lord alone is love itself, because life itself;

while men and angels are only recipients.

This has already been illustrated [in the Apocalypse Ex-
plained] by many considerations, to which the following only

are to be added. The Lord, because He is God of the uni-

verse, is uncreate and infinite, but men and angels are created

and finite. The uncreate and infinite is the Very Divine in

itself. Out of this man cannot be formed, for in such case

he would be the Divine in itself; but he can be formed out of

things created and finite, in which the Divine can be, and to

which it can communicate its own life, and this by heat and
light from itself as a sun, thus from its own Divine love : as it is

with germinations in the earth, which cannot be formed from

the very essence of the sun of the world, but must needs be

formed out of created things of which soil is composed, within

which the sun can be, by its heat and light, and to which it can

communicate its life. From this it is plain that men and angels

are not in themselves life, but only recipients of life. From
all this it also follows, that the conception of man from his

father is not a conception of life, but only of a first and purest
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form capable of receiving life ; to which, as a stamen or initia-

ment, substances and matters, succeeding one another, add
themselves in the womb, in forms adapted to the reception of
life in their own order and their own degree, even to the last,

which is suited to the modes of the nature of the world.

III.

Life, which is the divine love, is in a form.

The Divine love, which is life itself, is not simply love, but it

is the proceeding Divine ; and the proceeding Divine is the

Lord Himself. The Lord is indeed in the sun which is seen

by angels in the heavens, and from which go forth love as heat

and wisdom as light
;
yet outside of that sun, love with wisdom

is also the Lord. The distance is only an appearance ; for the

Divine is not in space, but is without distance, as was said

above. There is an appearance of distance, because Divine

love, such as it is in the Lord, cannot be received by any angel,

since angels would be consumed by it; for in itself it is hotter

than the fire in the sun of the world : for this reason it is les-

sened gradually by infinite circumvolutions, until, tempered and
accommodated, it reaches the angels, who moreover, are veiled

with a thin cloud lest they should be injured by its intensity.

This is the cause of the appearance as of distance between the

Lord as a sun, and heaven where angels are ; nevertheless,

the Lord Himself is present in heaven, but in a way suited to

reception.

The Lord's presence is not like the presence of a man who
cccupies space, but it is a presence apart from space ; that is,

He is in things greatest and least, so that in things greatest He
is Himself, and in things least is Himself. It is difficult, I

know, for man to comprehend this, because it is difficult for

him to remove space from the ideas of his thought ; but it can

be comprehended by angels, in whose ideas there are no spaces.

In this respect spiritual thought diners from natural thought.

Since, therefore, love proceeding from the Lord as a sun

is the Lord Himself, and this love is life itself, it follows that

the love itself, which is life, is Man ; thus that it contains in

infinite form the things that are in man, one and all.
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These are conclusions from what has been said about the life

of all things from the Lord, and about His providence, omnipo-

tence, omnipresence, and omniscience.

IV.

That form is a form of use in its whole complex.

The form [of Divine love] is a form of use in its whole com-

plex, since any form of love is a form of use ; for the subjects of

love are uses, because love wills to do goods and goods are

nothing else than uses ; and since Divine love is infinitely trans-

cendent, its form is a form of use in its whole complex. That it

is actually the Lord Himself that is with angels in the heavens

and with men on earth and in those with whom he is conjoined

by love, and that He is in them although He is infinite and un-

create, while angel and man are created and finite,—this cannot

be comprehended by the natural man until by enlightenment from

the Lord he can be withdrawn from the natural idea respecting

space, and be brought thereby into light respecting spiritual es-

sence, which, viewed in itself, is the Divine itself that goes forth

adapted to every angel, as truly to the angel of the highest heaven

as to the angel in the lowest, and to every man, both the wise and
the simple. For the Divine that goes forth from the Lord is Di-

vine from first things even to last things. Last things are what

are called "flesh and bone." That even these were made Divine

by the Lord, He taught the disciples when He said that He hath

flesh and bones which a spirit doth not have {Luke xxiv. 39) ;

moreover, He entered through doors that were shut, also became
invisible ; and this clearly proves that in Him even that which is

outmost in man was made Divine, and that from this there is cor-

respondence with the outmosts of man. [2i' But how the Divine

that goes forth, which is the very and only life, can be in things

created and finite, shall now be told. This life applies itself not

to man, but only to uses in man. Uses themselves, viewed in

themselves, are spiritual ; while the forms of use, which are

members, organs, and viscera, are natural. These, in fact, are
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series of uses
; to such an extent that there cannot be a particle,

or the least atom of any particle, in any member, organ, or
viscus, that is not a use in form. The Divine life applies itself

to the uses themselves in every series, and thereby gives life to

every form: from this man has the life that is called his soul.

With men this truth seems beyond comprehension, but it

is not so with angels
;
yet it does not so far transcend human

understanding but that it may be seen as through a lattice, by
those who wish to see. It does not transcend my own, which
is an enlightened rational understanding.

V.

IN SUCH A FORM IS MAN INDIVIDUALLY.

This can be seen by those only who survey all things that

are in man, not only with the eye of the anatomist but also with

the eye of reason. He who surveys them with the eye of reason
will see that every particuar, and most particular thing therein,

is formed from use and for use ; and that each part and particle

has a function in the common [body] ; and that the common
use, which is the common good, looks to each minute particular

as itself therein
;
and, on the other hand, the minute particu-

lar looks to itself in the common [body]. By this means all

things that are in the body, from the head to the soles of the

feet, are a one ; and this so truly that man is wholly uncon-
scious that he is made up of so many myriads of parts with

various and diverse functions.

In illustration of this subject it will be sufficient to survey

with the eye of reason the structure of the lungs and of the

trachea, and to consider their uses.

[2.1 In regard to the lungs.—Their most general use is respira-

tion, which is effected by admitting air through the larynx, the

trachea, the bronchia and their ramifications, into the vesicles of

the lobules, whereby the lungs alternately expand and contract.

In doing this they induce reciprocal movements in the whole or-

ganic body and in all its members ; for heart and lungs are the

two fountains of all general movements throughout the body,

whereby the parts of the body, one and all, are led into their

own activities and vital functions. They also unite voluntary

motive life, which is dependent upon the cerebrum, with natural

motive life, which is controlled by the cerebellum.
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It is also their office to give such disposition to all the

viscera of the body, and especially to its motors called muscles,

that the will may carry out its movements harmoniously, and

without break in any part.

The ir use also is, both to act. concurrently with all the tones

of speech and of song, and also to bring them forth as from a

womb.
Another use is, to receive within themselves all the blood of

the body from the right side of the heart, to purify it from all

that is viscid and unclean, and to cast out these impurities ; also

to supply it, from the inhaled air, with new elements that serve

as food, and to send it back as if made new, into the left cham-

ber of the heart : thus their use consists in converting venous

blood into arterial. And so the lungs are of service to the blood

as a place for the offices of straining, cleansing, refreshing and

preparing it ; also as a place for purifying the air.

In addition to these uses of the lungs, there are many others,

both general and particular ; and every pore and every little lobe

therein is a partner in all the offices, that is, uses ; some more
closely and some more remotely.

[3.] In regard to the trachea.—Its office is, (i.) To afford a

channel for the auras and breath of the lungs, to pass and re-

pass ; and to accommodate itself to each and every different

mode of action of the lungs, both in inspiration and in ex-

piration. (2.) To examine and cleanse the air about to pass

into the lungs, that nothing hurtful may enter ; and to impreg-

nate with vapors the air as it passes out, thus attracting effete

exhalations, and expelling them ; also in general to clear the

lungs of viscid phlegm by expectoration. (3.) To serve as a

pillar and support to the larynx and the epiglottis ; to adapt

itself entirely to all their commands and tremulous vibrations
;

to dispose the walls of its canal so that the air may impinge
upon them, and to make tense its membrane, so that when the

air impinges, the membrane may tremble ; and thus to excite, in

a rudimentary way, sound which the larnyx and the glottis may
form, that is, may modulate, into singing or speech : also to

moisten the larynx continually with a vapory dew. (4.) To aid

and assist its neighbor, the oesophagus, in its office of swallowing.

(5.) To extend the alternate respiratory movements of the lungs

to the neighboring parts, and by means of these to parts more
and more remote

;
namely, to the oesophagus, and by this, in

connection with the diaphragm, to the stomach, and so to the

abdominal viscera ; also to the ascending carotid artery and the

descending jugular vein, and to the great sympathetic nerves,
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—the intercostal and the parvagum; thus establishing the mo-
tive life of the body. (6.) To insinuate into the neighboring
parts, and through these into parts highest and lowest, its own
sonorous vibrations and those of the larynx ; and to excite the

arterial blood mounting to the head and the brain, and the
venous blood returning from the head and the brain, and to

exhilarate and animate them by a general modification ; thus

establishing the sensual life of the body.

Moreover, from the bones that are in relation with the
trachea, and at the same time from those belonging to the

larynx and epiglottis, which are not here enumerated, a mind
endowed with understanding, and cultivated by the sciences,

with anatomy as a teacher and the eye as a guide, may be taught

and may apprehend how Nature modulates sounds, and deter-

mines their relations in articulation.

There is nothing in acoustics, music or harmony, however
profound and recondite, r.cr anything in the vibrations and
tremblings of a continuous body, nor in the modifications of a
contiguous volume or atmosphere, however hidden and interior,

which the spiritual has not here brought forth out of Nature,

from her innermost, gathered into one, and conferred upon these

two organs, and at the same time on the ear.*

[4.] There are like arcana in all other viscera, both of the head
and of the body, and still more in those that lie inwardly con-

cealed and cannot be examined by the eye ; for the more
interior a thing is, the more perfect it is. In a word, the

preeminent life, or excellency of life, in every member, organ, and
viscus, consists in this,—that whatever is proper to any one
is common to all ; and thus in every particular thing there is

an image of the whole man. It is this arcanum that will now
be stated as a conclusion :—Man is the sum of all uses ; of all

that are possible both in the spiritual world and in the natural

world : and every use, from the image of the universe in it, is

like a man, but such a man as the use is, that is, such as its

function is in the general [body]. This is true of man because

he is a recipient of life from the Lord ; for life which is from

the Lord is the sum of all things of use, to infinity
; since the

Lord alone is Man, in Himself having life, from whom is every-

thing of life ; and unless the form of use were infinite in the

Lord, it could not possibly exist as finite in any man.

[* Nearly all that is here said concerning tlie trachea and the larynx is a direct

quotation from the Author's Animal Kingdom. See this work, London, 1844, vol. ii.,

pp. 48, 94-120.]
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VI.

In such a form is man collectively.

By man in the most general sense is meant the whole hu-

man race
;
by man in a general sense are meant the men of one

kingdom taken together ; in a sense less general those of a

single province in a kingdom ; in a sense still less general those

of a city ; in a particular sense those of a household
; and in an

individual sense every man. In the Lord's view, the whole

human race is as one man ; all in a kingdom are also as one

man
;
likewise, all i.n a province, all in a city, and all in a house-

hold. It is not the men themselves that are thus seen together,

but the uses in them. They that are good uses, that is, that

perform uses from the Lord, when viewed together, are seen as

a man perfect in form and beautiful ; these are such as perform

uses for the sake of the uses ; that is, that love uses because

they are uses of the household, of the city, province, kingdom,

or of the whole world. But they that perform uses, not for the

sake of uses, but for the sake of themselves alone, or the world

alone, likewise appear before the Lord as one man, but as an

imperfect and deformed man.

From what has now been said, it can be seen that the Lord
has regard to men in the world, to each according to his use,

and to men in the mass according to uses united in the form

of a man. By uses are meant the uses of each one's function,

which are the uses of his office, pursuit, and occupation. In

the Lord's sight these uses are, in very truth, good works.

Whereas all in any kingdom appear before the Lord, ac-

cording to their love of uses, as one man, it is plain that all the

English appear before Him as one man ; likewise all the Dutch,

all the Germans, all the Swedes and Danes, also the French,

the Spaniards, the Poles, the Russians ; but each nation accord-

ing to its uses. Those in the several kingdoms that love the

uses of their offices because they are uses, appear together as a

man-angel ; and those that love the uses of their offices for the

sake of pleasures alone, apart from uses, appear together as a

man-devil. Traders, in the man-angel, are those that love

trading, and love wealth for the sake of trading, and at the

same time look to God ; but traders, in the man-devil, are those

that love wealth, and love trading only for the sake of wealth.

With the latter there is avarice, which is. a root of all evils, but
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not with the former. For to love wealth alone, and not any use

that may come of it, that is, to regard wealth in the first plac-

and trading as secondary, is to be avaricious. Such men are

useful to a kingdom, but chiefly when they die, for then their

wealth passes into the public use of those engaged in trade

;

the benefit that then accrues from such wealth is benefit to the

kingdom, but not to the souls of those who gathered it.* In a

word, accumulation of wealth by trading for the sake of wealth

alone, is Jewish trading ; but accumulation of wealth by trading

for the sake of trading, is Dutch trading. Opulence is not

harmful to the latter, but it is to the former.

VII.

In such a form is Heaven.

It has been shown in the Arcana Caclestia that the whole

heaven is divisible, as it were, into provinces, in accordance

with the uses of all the members, organs and viscera of the

human body ; also that it is known by angels in the heavens in

what provinces this or that society is ; for instance, what socie-

ties are in the province of the eyes, of the ears, of the nostrils,

of the mouth, and of the tongue ; also what are in the province

of the liver, of the pancreas, of the spleen, of the kidneys, of the

ureters, and what in the province of the generative organs. All

societies that are in these provinces correspond perfectly to the

uses of the above mentioned members, organs, and viscera in

man.

It is from this correspondence that the whole heaven appears

before the Lord as one man ; in like manner each province

of heaven, and every society of a province. It is also from

this correspondence that all angels and all spirits are men in

every respect like men in the world ; and for the reason that the

Divine proceeding from the Lord, which is life and form, is

Man, both in what is greatest and in what is least, as has often

been said before.

This correspondence, in general and in particular, has been

treated of in the Arcana Caclestia (in the following articles: 11.3021,

* [AUTHOR S NOTE :—]These indeed benefit the commonwealth by accumu-

lating wealth in it, and enriching it ; but they do not benefit their own souls.
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3624-3633. 3636-3643, 3741-3745. 3883-3896. 4°39-4°5S. 4218-4228. 4318-4331.

4403-4421, 4S23-4S33. 4622-4633. 4652-4660, 4791-4805, 4931-4953. 5050-5061,

5171-5189, 5377-5396, 5552-5573. 5711-5727. 10030).

In order that hell, too, may be in that form, every one there

is compelled to work ; but because they that are in hell do their

work not from the love of use, but from the need of food and

clothing, they appear indeed as a man, but as a man-devil

(concerning which see above).

VIII.

To SUCH A FORM ALL THINGS OF THE WORLD ALSO TEND.

By all things of the world are meant animate things, in-

cluding those that walk or crawl on the earth, those that fly in

the heavens, and those that swim in the waters ; also the

things of the vegetable kingdom,—trees and shrubs, flowers,

plants, and grains. But the atmosphere, waters, and earthy

matters, are only means for the generation and production of

these.

From the creation of the universe, and finally of the earth,

and of all things that are in them, it can be seen more fully than

from anything else that the Divine Love, which is life itself and

is the Lord, is in the form of forms of all uses, which form is

Man. For by creation nothing is found on the earth that is

not for use. The entire mineral kingdom is full of uses : there

is not in it a grain of dust, nor a lump of such grains, that is not

for use. The entire vegetable kingdom is full of uses ; not a

tree, plant, flower, or blade of grass can be found that is not

for use
;
yea, neither any thing in a tree, plant, flower, or blade

of grass, that is not for use ; each thing is the form of its own
use. The entire animal kingdom, too, is full of uses : not an

animal, from the little worm to the lion, can be found, that is

not for use, and that is not also the form of its own use. The
same is true of all things that are above the earth, even to the

sun. In a word, every point in creation and in things created,

is a use
;
yea, it is in an ascending series from use in first things

to use in those that are last, thus from use to use continually ;

—

a manifest proot that the Creator and Former, who is the Lord,
is the infinite sum of all uses ; in His essence love, and in His
form a Man, in whom that sum is.
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Who that is willing to consider these things with common
intelligence can be so unsound in his reason as to think that

such things are works of the dead sun, and thus of dead Na-
ture?

IX.

There are as many affections as there are uses.

There are many things that bear witness that divine love is

life itself, and that love therefrom in man is his life ; but among
these proofs, this is especially clear, namely, that man's spirit

is nothing but affection, consequently that man after death

becomes an affection, an angel of heaven if he be an affection

for good use, and a spirit of hell if he be an affection for evil use.

For this reason the whole heaven is divided into societies ac-

cording to the genera and species of affections ; and likewise, in

an opposite manner, hell. From this it is that whether you speak

of affections or of societies in the spiritual world, it is the same.

By affections are meant the continuations and .derivations

of love Love may be compared to a fountain, and affections

to the streams issuing from it. Love may also be compared to

the heart, and affections to the vessels leading out and continued

from it ; and it is well known that the vessels that convey blood

from the heart resemble their heart in every point, so as to be

as it were extensions of it : from this is the circulation of the

blood from the heart through the arteries, and from the arteries

into the veins, and back to the heart. So with affections ; for

these are derived and continued from love, and produce uses

in forms, and in these go forth from the first principles of the

uses to their outmosts, and from these they return to the love

from which they started : from all which it is plain that affection

is love in its essence ; and that use is love in its form.

[2.1 The conclusion from this is, that the objects, that is, the

ends of affections, are uses, therefore also their subjects are uses,

and that the very forms in which affections have existence are

effects which are effigies of the affections ; in which [forms or

effects] they proceed from the first end to the last, and from the

last end to the first, and by them they perform their works, offices,

and exercises.

From what has now been said, who cannot see that affection

alone is not anything, but that it becomes something by being
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in use ; and that affection for use is nothing but an idea, unless

it be in form ; and that affection for use in form is nothing but

a potency, the affection first becoming something when it is in

act? This act is the very use that is meant, which in its essence

is affection.

Now, since affections are the essence of uses, and uses are

the subjects of affections, it follows that there are as many affec-

tions as there are uses.

X.

There are genera and species of affections, and
varieties of species without limit ; so of uses.

This may be shown by the human body, by the human race,

by the angelic heaven, and by the animal and vegetable king-

doms. In each of these there are genera of affections or of

uses, and species and varieties, in untold numbers ; for there

can be no single thing the same as another, each thing must

differ from all others ; and this diversity is everywhere distin-

guished into genera and species, and both of these into varieties
;

and varieties in themselves are infinite, because they are from the

Infinite. That this is the case, anyone can see from human
faces, of which, from the day of creation, there has never been

one so entirely like another as to be the same, nor can there

ever be ; so in the human body, it is impossible for any least

thing therein to be identical with any other. It is the same with

affections and their uses. That this is so, man is so profoundly

ignorant as to ask what affection is, and what love is ; conse-

quently this can be made clear only from heaven, where each

one is an affection from the divine love which is life itself.

In heaven Divine love, which is life itself, is distinguished into

two kingdoms ; one in which love to the Lord prevails, and
another wherein love for the neighbor prevails. In love to the

Lord uses as to their source are involved, in love to the neigh-

bor, uses as to their object. The divine love, which is life

itself, is further distinguished into lesser realms, which may be

termed provinces ; and these again into societies, and these

into families and households. Such in the heavens are the dis-

tinctions of the Divine love into genera and into species, and
the species again into their divisions, which are meant by vari-
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eties. Affections, and likewise uses, are thus distinguished, for

the reason that every angel is an affection, and is also a use.

[2.1 As all things in hell are in opposition to the things that

are in heaven, so it is with the love there. Diabolical love,

which is death itself, is there also distinguished into two king-

doms ; one in which love of self prevails, and another in which

love of the world prevails. In the love of self, evil uses as re-

gards their source, which is self, are involved ; and in love of the

world evil uses as regards their object are involved ; these uses

because they are done from self, are also done for the sake of

self, for all love returns as in a circle to the source from which

it comes. This diabolical love is further distinguished into prov-

inces, and these again into societies, and so on. There are like

distinctions of affections in the human body, and parallel dis-

tinctions of uses
;

since, as has been said above, all things of man,

correspond to all things of heaven. Heart and lungs in man cor-

respond to the two kingdoms of heaven ; the members, organs,

and viscera in man correspond to the provinces of heaven, and
the tissues of the several members, organs, and viscera corre-

spond to the societies of heaven. Since these things in general

and in particular are uses, and uses live from the life which is

love, their life can be called nothing else than affection for use.

As it is in the human body and also in heaven, so is it in the

whole human race ; since this, like heaven, is as one man before

the Lord, as has been said above.

That the animate things of the earth, and also its vegetable

productions, are in like manner distinguished into genera and

species, and into their varieties, is well known. In the animal

kingdom there are two most general divisions, in one are die

beasts of the earth, and in the other the birds of heaven. And
in the vegetable kingdom there are likewise two most general

divisions, in one are fruit-bearing trees, in the othe'r seed-bearing

plants. From the distinctions in these it can be seen that there

are genera and species of affections, and varieties in the species,

without limit ; and in like manner of uses
;

since, as has been

said before \^Apoc. Expl.
y
n. 1201)], natural affections are the

souls of animals, and the uses of affections are the souls of vege-

tables.
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XL

There are degrees of affections and of uses.

There are continuous degrees and there are discrete degrees.

15oth of these are in every form in the spiritual world and in the

natural world. All are acquainted with continuous degrees ; few,

however, have any knowledge of discrete degrees, and those who
have no knowledge of these grope as in the dark when they are

investigating the causes of things. Degrees of both kinds are

described in the work on Heaven and Hell (n. 38). Continuous

degrees, which all know about, are like the degrees from light to

shade, from heat to cold, from rarity to density. Such gradations

of light, of heat, of wisdom and of love, are in every society of

heaven within itself. They who are in the mid^t of a society are

in clearer light than those who are in the outmost parts, the light

diminishing according to distance from the centre even to the

parts most remote. It is the same with wisdom ; those who are

in the midst or centre of a society are in the light of wisdom,

while those who are in the outmost parts or circumferences are in

wisdom's shade, and are simple. It is the same with love within

societies. Affections of love, winch make the wisdom of those in

societies, and the uses of the affections which make their life, con-

tinually lessen from the midst or centre even to the outmost parts

or circumferences. [2.] Such are continuous degrees. But dis-

crete degrees are wholly different. These do not advance in one5

plane to the sides around, but from highest to lowest ; and for

this reason they are called descending degrees. They are separ-

ated as efficient causes and effects are, which in their turn become
efficient causes even to the outmost effect. They are also like a

producing force in relation to the forces produced, which in turn

become producing even to the last product. In a word, they

are degrees of the formation of one thing from another ; thus

1 ley are the degrees from first or highest to last or lowest, where
formation stops. Therefore things prior and posterior, also things

higher and lower, are such degrees. All creation was accom-

plished through such degrees, and all production is by means of

them, and likewise all composition in the nature that belongs to

this world ; for in analyzing any thing that is composite you will

see that one thing therein is from another, even to the very last,

which is the general [body] of them all. [3.1 The three angelic-

heavens are separated from each ether by such degrees, and in
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consequence they are one above another. The interiors of

man, which belong to his mind, are separated from each other

by such degrees
;

so, too, are light which is wisdom and heat

which is love, in the heavens of angels and in the interiors of

men ; and the same is true of the light itself that goes forth from

the Lord as a sun, and of the heat itself that also goes forth

from Him ; and for this reason the light in the third heaven is so

refulgent, and the light in the second heaven is of such shining

whiteness as to exceed the noonday light of the world a thousand

fold. The same is true of the wisdom, for in the spiritual world

light and wisdom are in equal degree of perfection. The same
is true of the degrees of affections ; and as this is true of the

degrees of affections it is true also of the degrees of uses, for

the subjects of affections are uses. It is to be noted further that

in every form, both spiritual and natural, there are both discrete

and continuous degrees. Without discrete degrees there is not

that within a form that constitutes a cause or soul, and without

continuous degrees there is no extension or appearance of it.

XII.

Each use draws its life from the general [good],

and from that the necessary, useful, and en-

joyable things of life flow in according to the
quality of the use and the quality of its af-

fections.

This is an arcanum that has not yet been disclosed. Some-
thing of it, indeed, is to be seen in the world, but not in such clear-

ness that it can be seen to be true, for in the world every man re-

ceives from the general [good] the necessary, useful, and en-

joyable things of life according to the excellence and extent

of his service. Some are remunerated by the general [good],

some are enriched by it. The general [good] is like a lake

from which remunerations and riches flow. These are deter-

mined and produced by uses and pursuits which pertain to the

affection ; nevertheless what the uses themselves are in them-

selves cannot be concluded from these results ; for in the world

the evil as well as the good, those who perform no uses and

those who perform evil uses, as well as those who perform

good uses, are sometimes remunerated and grow rich. In the
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spiritual world it is otherwise ; uses are there laid bare, and their

origin is revealed, and their place in the spiritual Man which is

the Lord in the heavens. There every one is rewarded accord-

ing to the nobleness of his use, and at the same time according

to his affection for use. There no idler is tolerated, no lazy

vagabond, no indolent boaster claiming credit for the zeal and

work of others ; but every one must be active, skilful, attentive

and dilligent in his office and business, and must put honor and
reward not in the first place, but in the second or third. [2.] So
far as this is the case, the necessary, useful, and enjoyable things

of life are ever flowing into them. These flow in from the gen-

eral [good], because they are not gotten together for oneself, as

in this world ; but they come into existence in a moment, and are

bestowed by the Lord gratuitously. And because in the spirit-

ual world there is communication and extension of all thoughts

and affections, and in heaven communication and extension of

the affections of use according to their quality, and because all

who are in the heavens are affected by uses and delight in them,

on this account the necessary, useful, and enjoyable things of life

flow abundantly out from the general [good] into the use of the

man, and into the man who does the use, as a usufruct.

[3.1 The necessary things of life that are bestowed by the

Lord gratuitously and that come into existence in a moment, are

food, clothing, and habitation, and these correspond throughout

to the use in which the angel is. Things useful are those that

are tributary to these three, and are delightful to him who receives

them, as well as a variety of embellishments for the table, dress,

and home, which are beautiful according to the angel's use, and of

a splendor commensurate to his affection. Things enjoyable are

those connected with wife, friends, and associates, all of whom
love him and are loved by him. Such mutual and reciprocal

love springs from every affection for use.

[4.] There are such things in heaven because there are such

things in man, for heaven corresponds to all things of man ; and
the man who is in an affection for use from use or for the sake of

use is a heaven in the least form. There can be in man no mem-
ber, or any part in a member, that does not draw from the gen-

eral [good] what is necessary, useful, and enjoyable ; here the

general [good] provides for every part according to its use ; what-

ever is needed for its work by any part is conveyed to it from
neighboring parts, and to these from parts that are near them,

and thus from the whole ; and the part in like manner shares its

own with the rest according to their need. And so it is in the

Divine spiritual Man, which is heaven, for so it is in the Lord.
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From all this it is clear that every use is representative of all the

uses in the whole body, and thus in every use there is the idea of

the universe, and thereby an image of man. From this it is that

an angel of heaven is a man according to use ; and if it is per-

missible here to speak spiritually, it is from this that a use is a

man-angel.

XIII.

so far as man is in the love of use, so far is he in

the Lord, so far he loves the Lord and loves
the neighbor, and so far he is a man.

From the love of uses we are taught what is meant by loving

the Lord and loving the neighbor, also what is meant by being

in the Lord and being a man. To love the Lord means to do
uses from Him and for His sake. To love the neighbor means
to do uses to the church, to one's country, to human society, and

to the fellow-citizen. To be in the Lord means to be a use. And
to be a man means to perform uses to the neighbor from the

Lord for the Lord's sake. To love the Lord means to do uses

from Him and for His sake, for the reason that all the good uses

that man does are from the Lord
;
good uses are goods, and it is

well known that these are from the Lord. Loving these is doing

them, for what a man loves he does. No one can love the Lord

in any other way ; for uses, which are goods, are from the Lord,

and consequently are Divine
;
they are even the Lord Himself

in man. These are the things that the Lord can love. The Lord

cannot be conjoined by love to any man, and consequently can-

not enable man to love Him, except through His ow n Divine

things ; for man cannot from himself love the Lord ; the Lord

Himself must draw him and conjoin him to Himself; and there-

fore loving the Lord as a Person, and not loving uses, is loving

the Lord from oneself, which is not loving. He that performs

uses or goods from the Lord performs them also for the Lord's

sake. These things may be illustrated by the celestial love in

which the angels of the third heaven are. These angels are in love

to the Lord more than the angels, in the other heavens are ; and

they have no idea that loving the Lord is anything else than

doing goods which are uses, and they declare that uses are the

Lord in them. By uses they understand the uses and good
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works of ministry, administration, and employment, as well with

priests and magistrates as with traders and working men ; the

good works that are not connected with their occupation they do
not call uses

;
they call them alms, benefactions, and gratuities.

[2.] Loving the neighbor means performing uses to the church,

the state, society, and the fellow-citizen, because these are the

neighbor in the broad and in the limited sense ; neither can these

be loved otherwise than by the uses that belong to each one's

avocation. A priest loves the church, the state, society, the citi-

zen, and thus the neighbor, if he teaches and leads his hearers

from zeal for their salvation. Rulers and officers love the church

the state, society, the citizen, and thus the neighbor, if they dis-

charge their respective functions from zeal for the common good
;

judges, if from zeal for justice
;
traders, if from zeal for integrity

;

workmen, if from rectitude ;
servants, if from faithfulness ; and

so forth. When with all these there is faithfulness, rectitude, up-

rightness, justice, and zeal, there is love of use from the Lord

;

and from Him they have love to the neighbor in the broad and
in the limited sense ; "for who that in heart is faithful, honest,

upright and just, does not love the church, the state, and his

fellow-citizen?

From what has now been said it is plain that loving the Lord
is performing uses with regard to their source, and loving the

neighbor is performing uses with regard to their object, and that

the immediate [end] is the neighbor, use, and the Lord ; and that

love thus returns to Him from whom it is. For every love as

source through love for its object returns to love as source, which

return constitutes its reciprocal. And love continually goes forth

and returns through deeds, which are uses, since to love is to do.

For love, unless it becomes deed, ceases to be love, since deed
is the effect of love's end, and is that in which it exists.

[3.1 So far as man is in the love of use so far is he in /he

Lord; because so far is he in the church, and so far in heaven, and
the church and heaven are as one man from the Lord, the forms

of which (called higher and lower organic forms, also interior

and exterior) are made up of all who love uses by doing them
;

and the uses themselves are what compose that Man, because it

is a spiritual Man, that does not consist of persons, but of the uses

pertaining to persons. In this Man, however, are all persons

who receive from the Lord the love of uses ; and these are they

who do them for the neighbor's sake, for use's sake, and for the

Lord's sake ; and since this Man is the Divine that goes forth

from the Lord, and the Divine going forth is the Lord in the

church and in heaven, it follows that they all are in the Lord.
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These are a Man, because every use that in any way pro-

motes the genera] good or serves the public weal, is a man,
beautiful and perfect according to the quality of the use, and
at the same time the quality of its affection. The reason of

this is, that in each single part of the human body there is,

from its use, an idea of the whole ; for the part looks to the

whole as ics source ; and the whole sees the part in itself, as its

agent. It is from this idea of the whole in each part that each

use therein is a man, in small as well as in greater things ; there

are organic forms in the part as well as in the whole ; in fact,

the parts of parts, which are interior, are men more than the

composite parts, because all perfection increases towards the

interiors. For all organic forms in man are composed of inte-

rior forms, and these of forms still more interior, even to inmosts,

by means of which communication is given with every affection

and thought of man's mind. For man's mind, in all its particu-

lars, extends through all things of his body ; its range is into

all things of the body ; for it is the very form of life. Unless

the mind had such a field, there would be neither mind nor
man. From this it is that the choice and decision of man's
will are determined instantly, and bring forth and determine

actions, just as if thought and will were themselves in the things

of the body, and not above them. That every least thing in

man, is, according to its use, a man, does not fall into natural

thought as it does into spiritual ; in spiritual thought man is

not a person, but a use; for spiritual thought is apart from an

idea of person, as it is apart from an idea of matter, space, and
tune ; therefore when one sees another in heaven, he sees him
indeed as a man, but he thinks of him as a use. An angel also

appears in face according to the use in which he is, and affec-

tion for the use makes the life of the face. From all this it

can be seen that every good use is in form a man.

XIV.

Those who love themselves above all things, and
the world as themselves, are not men, nor ark
they in the lord.

Those who love themselves and the world are able to per-

form good uses, and do perform them ; but affections for use

with them are not good, because such affections are from self

and have regard to self, and are not from the Lord, and do not
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havi regard to the neighbor. They say, indeed, and contend

that these affections have regard to the neighbor, in the broad

and in the restricted sense of the term ; that is, have regard to

the church, their country, society, and their fellow-citizens
;

some of them even dare to say that they have regard to God,
because they are in accordance with His commandments in the

Word ; and also that they are from God, because they are good,

and every good is from God ; when yet the uses they perform

have regard to self, because they are from self, and have re-

gard to the neighbor only that an advantage may come back
to self. These are known, and are distinguished from those

who perform uses from the Lord, having regard to the neigh-

bor, in the broad and in the restricted sense of the term, in that

such look to self and the world in everything, and love repu-

tation on account of various ends that are uses in behalf of self.

Such persons are moved to perform uses so far as in them they

see self and what is their own
;
moreover, their enjoyments are

all bodily enjoyments, and these are what they seek from the

world. What kind of men they are may be shown by this

comparison :—They themselves are the head ; the world is the

body
;
church, country, and fellow-citizens are the soles of the

feet ; and God is the shoe. But with those that perform uses

from love of uses, the Lord is the head
;
church, country, and cit-

izens (which are the neighbor) are the body,down to the knees
;

and the world is the feet, from the knees to the soles ; and they

themselves are the soles beautifully shod. Thus it is plain that

they who perform uses from self, that is, from love of self, are

wholly inverted, and that there is nothing of man in them.

[2.] All loves and affections have a twofold origin ; one from

the sun of heaven, which is pure love ; the other from the sun

of the world, which is pure fire. They whose love is from the

sun of heaven are spiritual and alive, and are raised by the Lord
out of their selfhood ; while they whose love is from the sun of

the world are natural and dead, and they are plunged by them-

selves into their selfhood. F rom this it is that they see nature

alone in all objects of sight ; and if they acknowledge a God, it

is with the mouth and not with the heart. These are they that

in the Word are meant by worshippers of the sun, moon, and
all the host of the heavens. In the spiritual world thev ap-

pear indeed as men, but in the light of heaven as monsters

;

and to themselves their life appears as life, but to angels as

death. Among these are many who in the world were ac-

counted as learned
;
and, what I have often wondered at, they

believe themselves wise because they ascribe all things to nature

and to prudence, even regarding all others as simpletons.
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XV.

Unless use be the affection or occupation of man, he
is not of sound mind.

Man has external thought and he has internal thought. A
man is in external thought when he is in company, that is, when
listening or speaking or teaching or acling, and also when writ-

ing ; but he is in internal thought when he is at home and gives

free course to his interior affection. Internal thought is the

proper thought of his spirit within itself; but external thought

is the proper thought of his spirit in the body. Both remain

with man after death, and even then it is not known what the

quality of the man is until his external thought is taken away ;

after that he thinks, speaks, and a6ts from his affection. The
man of sound mind will then see and hear wonderful things.

He will hear and see that many who in the world talked wisely,

discoursed learnedly, taught with erudition, wrote knowingly,

and also acfed discreetly, as soon as the external of their

minds has been taken away, think, speak, and act as insanely

as crazy people in the world ; and what is wonderful, they

then believe themselves to be wiser than others. [2.] But that

they may not continue in their insanity, they are at times re-

mitted into externals, and thereby into their own civil and moral
life in which they were in the world. When in company there

and in heaven, a remembrance of those insanities is given them
;

and then they themselves see and confess that they spoke in-

sanely and acted foolishly ; but the moment they are remitted

into their interiors, that is, into what is proper to their spirits,

they are insane, just as before.

Their insanities are of many kinds ; which may all be in-

cluded in this, that they will to get dominion, to steal, to com-
mit adultery, to blaspheme, to do harm ; to despise, reject, or

deride what is honest, just, and sincere, and every truth and
good of church and heaven. And, what is more, they love this

state of their spirit ; for the experiment has been tried with

many whether they would rather think sanely or insanely, and
it has been shown that they prefer to think insanely.

Moreover, it has been disclosed that they are such because

they loved self and the world above all things, and gave thought

to uses only for the sake of honor and gain, and greatly pre-
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ferred enjoyments of the body to enjoyments of the soul. In

the world they were such as never to think sanely within them-

selves except with men before them.

There is this sole remedy for their insanity : to be put to

work in hell under a master. So long- as they are at work there,

they are not insane ; for the works with which they are occupied

hold the mind, as it were, in prison and bonds, to prevent its

wandering into the delirious fancies of those lusts. Their tasks

are done for the sake of food, clothing, and lodging, thus un-

willingly from necessity, and not freely from affection.

[3.1 But on the other hand, all those who in the world have

loved uses and who have performed uses from love of them,

think sanely in their spirits, and their spirits think sanely in their

bodies ; for with such, interior thought is exterior thought, and

from the former through the latter is their speech, and likewise

their action. Affection for use has kept their minds in itself, nor

does it suffer them to stray into vanities, into what is lascivious

and filthy, into what is insincere and deceitful, into the mock-
eries of various lusts. After death they are of a like character :

their minds are in themselves angelic ; and when the outer

thought is taken away, they become spiritual, and angels, and
thus recipients of heavenly wisdom from the Lord.

From all that has been said, it is now plain that unless

use be the affection or occupation of a man, he is not of sound
mind.

XVI.

Every man is an affection; and there are as many
various affections as men that have been born,

and will be born to eternity.

This can be seen especially from the angels of heaven and
from the spirits of hell, all of whom are affections ; the spirits of

hell evil affections, which are lusts, and the angels of heaven

good affections. Every man is an affection for the reason that

his life is love, and the continuations and derivations of love are

what are called affections
;
consequently affections in themselves

are loves, but subordinate to the general love as their lord or

head. Since, therefore, life itself is love, it follows that each
and all things of life are affections, and consequendy that man
himself is an affection.
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[2.] Most persons in the world will wonder that this is so, as

£t has been granted me to know from the testimony of all who
pass from the natural world into the spiritual world. Thus far

I have not found one who had known that he was an affection
;

few even knew what affection is ; and when I told them that

affection is love in its continuation and derivation, they inquired

what love is
;
saying- that they know what thought is, because

t'.iey have a perception of it ; but not what affection is, because of

this no one has such a perception. That there is Jove in the

natural order of things, they said that they knew from the love

of a bride before marriage, and from a mother's love towards

infants, and in some small measure from a father's love when
he kisses a betrothed wife or his babe ; and some in place of

these said harlot. [3.1 When I said to them that thought is

nothing whatever by itself, but is something by affection, which

is of man's life's love, because thought is from affection, as a

thing is formed by that which forms it ; also that thought is

perceived, and not affection, because the thing formed is per-

ceived and not what forms it, just as the body is perceived by

the bodily senses and the soul is not,—inasmuch as they were

amazed at what was said to them, they were instructed in the

subject by many matters of experience ; as for example, that all

things of thought are from affection and according to it ; again

that they could neither think without affection nor contrary to

it ; also that every one is such as his affection is, and therefore

every one is judged according to his affection, and no one ac-

cording to his speech ; for speech proceeds from the thought

belonging to external affection, which is a desire to be court-

eous, to please, to be praised, to be regarded as good citizens,

and men of morality and wisdom, and all these things for the

sake of ends belonging to internal affection, of which ends such

things are means. And yet from the sound of his speech, un-

less a man be a consummate hypocrite, the affection itself is

heard ; for vocal speech belongs to thought, but its sound be-

longs to affection. Wherefore they were told that as there is

no speech without sound, neither can there be thought without

affection ; and that it is plain therefore that affection is the all

of thought, as sound is the all of speech, for speech is only

articulation of sound. By all this they were instructed that

man is nothing but affection : and further, as a consequence,

that all heaven is dhided, and all hell, as a kingdom is, into

provinces and societies, according to generic and specific differ-

ences of affections, and not at all in accordance with any dif-
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ferences of thoughts ; also that the Lord alone has knowledge

of these differences. From this it follows that there are infinite

varieties and differences of affections, as many as there are

men that have been born and will be born to eternity.

XVII.

Man has eternal life according to his affection
FOR USE.

Since affection is the man himself, and use is its effect, and

work, and is as a field or theatre for its exercise, and since affec-

tion is not found apart from its subject, even so the affection of

man's life is not found apart from use ; and since affection and

use make one, so man, who is affection, is known as to his quality

from use,—imperfectly and slightly in the natural world, but

clearly and fully in the spiritual world. For the spiritual dis-

closes the affection and all its particulars, since in its essence

the spiritual is divine love and divine wisdom, and in its mani-

festation is the heat and the light of heaven ; and these disclose

the affections of uses, as the heat of the sun of the world dis-

closes objects of the earth by odors and flavors, and its light

discloses them by its various colors and distinctions of shade.

Every man has eternal life according to his affection for use,

for the reason that affection is the man himself; consequently

such as the affection is, such is the man.

[2.1 But affection for use is generically of two kinds, spiritual

and natural. In external form the two are alike, but in internal

wholly unlike ; for this reason they are not known the one from

the other by men in the world, but are readily known by angels

in heaven ; for they are wholly opposite, since spiritual affec-

tion for use gives heaven to man, while natural affection for use,

without spiritual, gives hell ; for natural affection for use looks

onlv to honors and gains, thus to self and the world as ends,

while spiritual affection for use looks to the glory of God and

to uses themselves, thus to the Lord and the neighbor as ends.

[3.] For there are men in the world who discharge their duties

and offices with much zeal, labor, and earnestness
;
magistrates,

rulers, and officers, performing their functions with all diligence

and industry
;

priests, leaders, ministers, preaching with warmth
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as if from zeal ; learned men who write books full of piety, doc-

trine and learning ; and others of a like character ; and thereby

they perform eminent uses to the church, to their country, to so-

ciety, and to their fellow-citizens : and yet many do these things

from mere natural affection, which is for the sake of self, that they

may be honored and exalted to dignities, or for the sake of the

world, that they may gain wealth and become rich. In some
these ends so enkindle an affection for doing uses that they some-

times perform more excellent uses than those do who are in a

spiritual affection for use. I have spoken with many after death

when they had become spirits, who had been in this kind of

affection for use, and who then demanded heaven on the ground

of merit ; but as they had performed uses from merely natural

affection, thus for the sake of self and the world, and not for the

sake of God and the neighbor, they received answer like this in

Matthew :

"Many will say to Me in that day, Lord, have we not prophecied by
Thy name, and in Thy name have cast out demons, and in Thy
name done many mighty works ? And then will I profess unto
them, I know you not

;
depart from Me all ye that work iniquity

"

(vii. 22-29).

And in Luke

:

" Then shall ye begin to say, We did eat and drink before Thee, and
Thou didst teach in our streets. But he shall say, I say unto you,

I know you not whence ye are, depart from Me all ye workers of

iniquity" (xiii. 26, 27).

[4.] Moreover, they were examined as to what they had been in

the world, and their interiors were found to be full of lusts and

evils therefrom pressed together, and with some these appeared

fiery from love of self, with some livid from love of the world,

with some dusky from the rejection of things spiritual ; while their

exteriors from uses in external form still appeared snow-white and

purple. From all this it is clear that although they had done uses,

yet with themselves they had given no thought to anything but

reputation with a view to honors and gains, and that these were

their spirits' own, and they were in them and these were their

life, also that their good actions were either purely deceptive

appearances, or merely means conducive to these things as ends.

Thus much about the natural affection for uses. [5.1 But the

spiritual affection for use is both internal and external, and it is

external or natural to the same extent that it is spiritual ; for what

is spiritual flows into what is natural, and brings it into the order

of correspondence, thus into an image of itself. But as there is in
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the world at the present day no knowledge of what spiritual

affection for uses is, and what distinguishes it from natural affec-

tion, since in outward appearance they are alike, it shall be told

how spiritual affection is acquired. It is not acquired by faith

alone, which is faith separated from charity, for such faith is merely

a thought-faith, with nothing of action in it ; and as it is separated

from charity it is also separated from affection, which is the man
himself; and for this reason it is dissipated after death like a

thing of air. But spiritual affection is acquired by shunning evils

because they are sins ; which is done by means of combat against

them. The evils that man must shun are all set forth in the deca-

logue. So far as man fights against them because they are sins

he becomes a spiritual affection, and thus he performs uses from

spiritual life. By means of combat against evils those things that

possess one's interiors are dispersed ; and these, as has been said

above, with some appear fiery, with some dusky, and with some
livid. In this way one's spiritual mind is opened, through which

the Lord enters into his natural mind and arranges it for perform-

ing spiritual uses which appear like natural uses. To these and

to no others is it granted by the Lord to love Him above all

tilings and the neighbor as oneself. If a man by means of com-
bat against evils as sins has acquired anything spiritual in the

world, be it ever so small, he is saved, and afterwards his uses

grow like a grain of mustard seed into a tree

(According to the Lord's words, Matt. xiii. 31, 32 ; Mark iv. 30-32
;

Luke xiii. IS, 19).

XVIII.

The will of man is his affection.

The will of man is his affection for the reason that the will of

man is the receptacle of his love and the understanding the recep-

tacle of his wisdom ; and that which is the receptacle of love is

also the receptacle of all affections, because affections are merely

continuations and derivations of love, as has been said above. It

is called the receptacle of love because love can be given in man
only in a recipient form which is substantial ; without such a form
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love would have no ability to affect, to reciprocate, and thereby

to be permanent. This recipient form might be described, but

this is not the place for it. It is from this that the will is called

the receptacle of love. [2.] That the will is man's all, and is in

all things of man, and thus is the man himself, as love in its whole

complex is the man, is evident from this :—As to anything per-

taining to his love or affection, and in fact to his life, man speaks

of willing, as, that he wills to act, wills to speak, wills to think,

wills to perceive. The will is in all of these things
; and if it were

not in them man could not act, could not speak, could not think,

could not perceive ; and if the will were not present in the partic-

ular and most particular things of these operations, they would
instantly cease ; for the will is in them as the soul or life is in the

body and in every least particular of it. In place of will, the word
love may be used, as that one loves to do, to speak, to think, to

perceive. In like manner of the external senses of the body it is

said that one wills to see, wills to hear, wills to eat, drink, and
taste, wills to smell, also wills to walk, to associate with others, to

seek amusement, -and so on. In each one of these the will is the

active force ; for if it should be withdrawn there would instantly be

a stop
;
and, in fact these operations are suspended by the will.

[3.] That the will is man's love in form is clearly evident from

this, that every enjoyment, pleasure, pleasantness, satisfaction and
bliss which belongs to man's love are so felt and perceived ; and

that these belong to the will is plain, since whatever is enjoyable,

pleasurable, pleasant, satisfactory and blissful, this also man wills
;

and he says of them that he wills them. Man speaks in a like

way about good and truth ; for that which he loves he calls good,

thereby making it to be of his will ; and what confirms the good
of his love or of his will he calls truth, and this he loves, and wills

to think and speak of. Again, in respect to every thing that a

man wishes, solicits, longs for, strives for, seeks, and purposes,

he says that he wills all these since they pertain to his love ; for

he wills what he wishes because he loves it ; he wills what he

solicits or longs for because he loves it ; he wills what he

strives for and seeks because he loves it ; and he wills what he

purposes, and purposes because he loves. From all this it can be

seen that the will and the love or the will and the affection are a

one in man ; and that the will, because it is the love, is also the

life, and is the man himself. That the will is also the life of man's

understanding and of his thought therefrom will be shown in

what follows. [4.] Man does not know that die will is the man
himself, for the same reason that he does not know that love or
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affection is the man himself. Moreover, every one gives attention

to those things that he sees or feels, but not to the life, the soul,

or the essence from which he sees or feels ; this lies concealed

within the things pertaining to sensation, and the thought of the

natural man does not go so far as that ; but it is otherwise with

the spiritual man, for the object, of his wisdom is not the sense-

plane, but the essential that is in it, which in itself is spiritual. It

is in consequence of this that many say that thought is the all of

man, and is the very man, that is, that man is man because he

thinks ; and yet the all of his thought is affection. Take away
affection from thought, and you will be but a stock. A man who
is rational from what is spiritual, who knows what is good and

what is true, and thus what is evil and what is false, may know
from what has been said what his affections are and what his

reigning affection is ; for there are as many indications of them as

there are delights of thought, speech, action, sight, hearing, and

as many as there are ambitions, desires, and purposes. He needs

only to attend and reflect.

XIX.

Ix the Word to love means to perform uses.

In the Word to love means to perform uses, because to love is

to will, and to will is to do. That to love is to will has been shown

just above ; but that to will is to do remains to be shown. The
will viewed in itself is not love, but a receptacle of love, and such a

receptacle that it not only receives it but also takes on its statts

and assumes forms in accordance with those states ; for every thing

of man's life flows in, since man is not life but a recipieni of life,

consequently he is a recipient of love, for love is life. This

can be illustrated by the organs of man's senses. The eye is

not light but a recipient of light, formed to receive all varieties

of light. The ear is not sound but a recipient of sound and of its

modulation and articulation. The same is true of man's other

external senses. And the same is true of the internal organs of

sense, which are modified and moved by spiritual light and heat

;

and consequently the same is true of the will, which is a receiver

of spiritual heat, which in its essence is love. This receiver is in

man throughout; but in its first principles it is in the brains.
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These first principles or beginnings or heads are the substances

that are called cortical and cineritious. From these through ray-

like fibres it descends on every side into all things of the face and

all things of the body, and there performs its gyrations and cir-

clings in accordance with its form, which is the spiritual animal

form that has been treated of elsewhere. And thus each and all

things therein from tilings first to things last are moved, and in

things last effects are presented. It is well known that every thing

is put in motion by an endeavor {conatus)
; and that when the en-

deavor ceases the motion ceases. Thus every voluntary action

of man's will is a living endeavor in man, and it acfs in last things

[or outmosts] by means of fibres and nerves, which in themselves

are nothing else than perpetual endeavors continued from begin-

nings in the brains even to the outmosts in the bodily parts, where
endeavors become acts. These things have been presented to

make known what the will is, and that it is the receptacle of love

in a perpetual endeavor to act ; and this endeavor is excited

and determined into acts by the love that flows in and is received.

[2.1 From all tfiis it now follows that to love is to do because it

is to will ; for whatever a man loves that he wills ; and what he

wills that he does if possible ; and if he does not do it because it

is not possible, it still comes into interior act, which is not made
manifest. For no endeavor or volition can exist in man unless it

comes into outmosts ; and when it is in interior aft it is in out-

mosts, although this act is not perceived by any one, not even by
the man himself, because it comes forth in his spirit. From this

it is that volition and act are a one, and that the volition is counted

as the act. This does not apply to the natural world, because in

that world the interior act of the will does not appear, but it ap-

plies to the spiritual world, for there it is seen. For all in the

spiritual world act according to their loves ; those who are in

heavenly love act sanely ; those who are in infernal love act in-

sanely ; and if because of any fear they do not act, their will is

interiorly active, but is restrained by them from breaking forth
;

nor does this action cease until the volition ceases. Since, then,

the will and the act are a one, and will is the endeavor of love, it

follows that in the Word "to love" has no other meaning than to

do ; thus that " to love the Lord and to love the neighbor " means

to perform uses to the neighbor from love which is from the Lord.

That this is so the Lord Himself teaches in John :

"He that hath My commandments and doeth them, he it is that loveth
Me ;. . . .but he that loveth Me not keepeth not My words " (xiv.

21, 24).
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In the same,

" Abide ye in My love. If ye have kept My commandments ye shall

abide in My love " (xv. g, 10).

And in the same,

The Lord said three times to Peter, " Lovest thou Me?" and three times
did Peter answer that he loved ; and the Lord three times said to

him, "Feed My lambs and My sheep" (xxi. 15-17).

Moreover, there are two things that cannot be separated
;
namely,

being (esse) and coming forth {existere). Being is nothing unless

it comes forth ; and it becomes something by coming forth. So
it is with loving and doing, or with willing and acting ; for to love

and not do, and to will and not act, are not possible, for there is

no coming forth ; but they come forth in doing and acting ; con-

sequently, when man does and acts, then love and will have be-

ing. In this and in no other way is the Lord loved and the neigh-

bor loved,

XX.

Love produces heat.

Love produces heat for the reason that love is the very life

and living force of all things in the whole world. All endeavors,

forces, activities, and movements therein have no other origin than

the Divine love which is the Lord, who appears in the heavens be-

fore the angels as a sun. That love is one thing and heat another

is clearly evident from the difference between them in angel and in

man. It is from love that an angel wills and thinks, and has

perception and wisdom, and inmostly in himself is sensible ofwhat
is blissful and satisfactory, and also loves it. The same is true of

man. All this is in their minds ; while in their bodies they bodi

feel what is hot apart from any sense of happiness or satisfaction.

This makes clear that heat is an effect, of the activity of life or of

love. [2.1 That heat is an effect of love can be seen from many
tilings, as that man from inmosts grows warm according to his

life's loves, even in midwinter, and that the heat of the sun of

this world has nothing in common with this heat ; also that man
grows warm, is enkindled, and is inflamed to the extent that his

love increases ; and he grows torpid, becomes cold, and dies to the

extent that his love decreases ; thus in exact accordance with the
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activities of love. The same is true of the animals of the earth

and the flying things of the air ; for these are sometimes warmer
in midwinter than in midsummer, for the heart then throbs, the

blood becomes heated, the fibre grows warm, and every least

part with the greatest performs its vital functions ; and this heat

is not from the sun but from the life of their soul, which is affec-

tion. Love produces heat for the reason that it is the life of all

the forces in the universe ; and this life can enter the recipient

substances that have been created only through an active medium
which is heat. In the creation of the universe the Lord pre-

pared for Himself all the mediums (or means), from firsts even

to lasts, by which he might bring forth uses in every degree ; and
the universal and nearest medium of conjunction is. heat, in

which the essence of the activity of love can come forth. [3.] As
heat comes forth most nearly from love, there is a correspond-

ence between love and heat, for there is a correspondence be-

tween every cause and its effect:. It is from correspondence that

the sun of heaven, which is the Lord, appears fiery ; also that the

love that goes forth therefrom is perceived by the angels as heat

;

likewise that the Lord's Divine wisdom in the heavens appears

as light ; also

That the face of the Lord, when He was transfigured, "shone as the sun"
(Matt. xvii. 2).

It is from the same correspondence that the holiness of the Lord's

love was represented by the fire of the altar, and by the fire of

the lamps of the lampstand in the tabernacle ; also that the Lord

appeared in a fire on mount Sinai, and likewise in a flame of fire

by night over the tabernacle. It was from this also that many
nations held fire to be sacred, and that they appointed virgins to

its care, who at Rome were called the vestal virgins. [4.1 It is

from the same correspondence that in the Word "fire" and

"flame" in many passages mean love, and it is from an interior

perception of that correspondence that we pray that holy fire may
enkindle our hearts, meaning a holy love. It is from the same

correspondence that celestial love appears in heaven at a distance

as a fire, and for this reason the Lord said that

" The righteous shall shine forth as the sun in the kingdom of the Father
"

{Matt. xiii. 43).

It is from the same correspondence that infernal love appears in

hell at a distance as a fire (on which see the work on Heaven

and II 11, n. 566-575)-
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XXI.

Divine love, which is life itself, by means of heat
produces spiritual animal forms, with each and
every thing in them.

There are in general two forms which the Lord, the Creator

of the universe, from His sun, which is Divine love and life itself,

has brought forth in the outmosts and in the inmosts of the

world, the animal form and the vegetable form. By animal forms

both animals of every kind and men and angels are meant ; and

by vegetable forms vegetables of every kind, as trees, plants, and

flowers, are meant. These two forms have already been treated of

(A.E., n. 1 196-1212) ; but as the Divine love is the subject here

treated of, and as from this all things have been created, and all

things from creation are in unceasing formation, it is permitted

here to say something about the first form, that is, the animal

form. [2.] The Divine love, which is life itself, from its author

who is the Lord, bears nothing else in its bosom than to create

and form images and likenesses of itself, which images and like-

nesses are men and angels from men, and also to cover witli a

correspondent body affections of every kind, which are animals.

All these forms, complete and incomplete, are forms of love, and

are alike in what pertains to their life in externals, which is an

inclination to move, to walk, to act, to see, to hear, to smell, to

taste, to feel, to eat, to drink, to associate with others, to propa-

gate themselves. But they are unlike in what pertains to their

life in internals, which is an inclination to think, to will, to speak,

to know, to understand, to be wise, and from these things to find

enjoyment and blessedness. Men and angels are forms of the

latter class, animate things of many kinds are forms of the former

class. That these several faculties may come forth in effect and

in use, they have been made and wonderfully organized from

created substances and matters. [3.] That the Lord, who is a

Man, and His Divine love, which is life itself from its spiritual

which goes forth from Him as a sun, formed all these, is clearly

evident from this, that living souls are affections, and in externals

are all alike, the incomplete as well as the complete. Who can-

not see, unless he is near-sighted or can see by night only, or

one whose sight is failing from amaurosis, that such things can

have no other source? Elevate your reason only a little above
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the deep of Nature, and you will become wise. That heat is a

medium of formation is well known from the fluids in which is

the embryo in the womb, and the chick in the egg. The beliei

that the heat of the sun of the world is the producer originates in

a mind blinded by the fallacies of the bodily senses. The heat

of that sun operates only in opening the outermost parts of the

body or the cuticles, that internal heat also may flow into them

;

for in this way life comes into full effect, from firsts to outmosts.

It is from this that the animals of the earth and the flying things

of the heaven every year in the spring-time and in the summer
enter upon and renew the functions, works, and joys of their pro-

litications. It is otherwise with man who has warmth from an

interior love that is excited by the allurements of his thoughts,

and who has garments to protect him against the cold that falls

upon the cuticles, which are the outermost parts of his body.



THE DIVINE WISDOM.

CONTEXTS.

I.

—

In the heavens the Divine wisdom appears before
THE EYES OF ANGELS AS LIGHT.

II.—The Lord created in man and subsequently gives

FORM IN HIM TO A RECEPTACLE OF LOVE, WHICH IS

HIS WILL, AND HE ADDS TO THIS A RECEPTACLE OF
WISDOM, WHICH IS HIS UNDERSTANDING.

/. These forms, which are the receptacles of love and of wis-

dom, begin to have existence in man when he has been
conceived and is being produced in the womb.

2. From these, by what is continuous with them, all things of

the body, from the head even to the soles of the feet,

are led forth and brought forth.

3. Productions of these are effected in agreement with the

laws of correspondence ; and in consequence all things

of the body, both internal and external, are correspond-
ences.

III.— The formation of man in the womb by the Lord by

MEANS OF INFLUX INTO THESE TWO RECEPTACLES.

1 The Lora conjoins Himself to man in the womb of the mother
from his first conception, and forms man.

2 he conjoins Hinrselt to man in these two receptacles, in the

one through love, in the other through wisdom.

3. Love and wisdom unitedly and harmoniously form each and
ail things, and yet in these things they may be distin-

guished.

4. Receptacles are distinguished into three degrees in man,
one within another; and the two higher are the dwell-

ing-places of the Lord, but not the lowest.

5. One receptacle is for the will of the future man and the

other for his understanding ; and yet nothing whatever
of his will or of his understanding is present in the

formation.

6. There is life in the embryo before birth, but the embryo is

not conscious of it.
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IV.—There is a likeness or analogy between the form-
ation OF MAN IN THE WOMB AND HIS REFORMATION
AND REGENERATION.

V.—In man after birth the will BECOMES THE RECEPTA-
CLE OF LOVE AND THE UNDERSTANDING THE RECEP-
TACLE OF WISDOM.

VI.—There is a correspondence of the heart with the
WILL AND OF THE LUNGS WITH THE UNDERSTANDING.

VII.—THE CONJUNCTION OF BODY AND SPIRIT IN MAN IS

THROUGH THE MOTIONS OF HIS HEART AND LUNGS;
AND A SEPARATION TAKES PLACE WHEN THOSE MO-
TIONS CEASE.

/. The spirit of man is equally a man.

2. It has equally a heart and pulsaiion therefrom, and lungs
and respiration therefrom.

3. The pulsation of its heart and the respiration of its lungs

flow into the pulsation of the heart and the respiration

of the lungs in man in the world.

4. The life of the body, which is natural, begins and contin-

ues to exist through that influx, and ceases by its re-

moval, thus by the separation.

5. Man then from natural becomes spiritual.

VIII.—There is and there can be no angel or spirit that
WAS NOT BORN A MAN IN THE WORLD.

/. In man there is an angelic mind.

2. Such a mind can be formed only in man.

3. It cannot be procreated and multiplied by procreations.

4. From this spirits and angels derive the ability to exist per-

manently, and to live to eternity ;

5. And of being connected with and conjoined to the human
race ;

6. And thus heaven, which was the end in creation, can have
its existence.

IX.—The Divine love is Divine good, and the Divine
wisdom is Divine truth.

X.

—

There is a reciprocal conjunction of love and
wisdom.

7. The life of the will conjoins itself to the life of the under-

standing.

2. The conjunction is reciprocal; and what it is.

3. The life of the understanding purifies the life of the will;

and also perfects and exalts it.

4. The life of the will co-operates with the life of the under-

standing in every motion; and on the other hand, the

life of the understanding co-operates with the life of

the will in every sensation.

5. Likewise in the tone of the voice and in its speech.
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6. In like manner in the good end in the evil ; with the differ-

ence that in the evil the life of the will is not purified,

perfected, and exalted through the life of the under-

standing, but is defiled, depraved, and made brutish.

7. Love, which is the life of the will, constitutes the whole
life of man.

XL—Love to the Lord from the lord comes forth in

CHARITY; AND WISDOM IN FAITH.

This shall be divided under (hefollowing heads :

Love and Charity.

/. Love of uses is charity.

2. The Lord is the source (a quo) ; and the neighbor
is the object ('id quern).

3. Love to the Lord comes forth in charity, since it

comes forth in use.

4. Use is discharging one's obligations, and doing

one's work, rightly, faithfully, sincerely, ana
justly.

5. There are general uses which are also uses of

charity.

6. Uses become uses of charity only in one who
fights against evils, which are from hell

;

7. Since any other uses are contrary to love to the

Lord, and contrary to charity towards the

neighbor.

8. Uses that have one's own good for their first and
last end are not uses of charity.

Wisdom and Faith.

/. Faith is nothing else than truth.

2. Truth becomes truth when it is perceived and
loved, and it is called faith when it is known
and carefully considered.

3. Truths of faith look on the one hand to the Lord.
on the other to the neighbor.

4. In brief, how the Lord is 1o be approached that

conjunction may be effected, and how af-

terwards the Lord performs uses through
man.

5. Both of these things are taught by truths, spir-

itual, moral, and civil.

6. Faith is knowing and carefully considering these
truths ; charity is willing and doing them.

7. Therefore when the Divine love of the Lord in

man comes forth in charity, which is willing

and doing truths, the Divine wisdom of the

Lord in man comes forth in faith, which is

knowing and considering truths.

8. The conjunction of charity and faith is recipro-

cal.
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XII.—The Lord by His Divine love and His Divine wisdom
ANIMATES ALL THINGS IN HEAVEN AND ALL THINGS IN

THE WORLD EVEN TO THEIR OUTERMOSTS, SO THAT
SOME LIVE, AND SOME HAVE BEING AND EXISTENCE.

7. The Lord is the Sun in the angelic heaven.

2. That Sun is the origin of all things.

3. From that Sun the Lord is everywhere present.

4. All things that have been created were created for

obedient service to life itself, which is the Lord.

5. Souls of life, and living souls, and vegetative souls, are
animated by the life that is from the Lord, by means of
uses and according to uses.

IN THE HEAVENS THE DIVINE WISDOM APPEARS BEFORE THE
EYES OF THE ANGELS AS LIGHT.

In the Lord there is love and there is wisdom. Love in

Him is being {esse), and wisdom in Him is manifestation (existere)
;

nevertheless, these are not two in Him but one, for wisdom be-

longs to love and love to wisdom ; and from this union, which is

reciprocal, there comes a one, and that one is the Divine love,

which appears in the heavens before the angels as a Sun. The
reciprocal union of the Divine wisdom and the Divine love is

meant by these words of the Lord :

Philip, " Believest thou not that I am in the Father and the Father in

Me ?. . . . Believe Me, that I am in the Father and the Father in Me "

(John xiv. io, n)

;

and by these words :

" I and the Father are one" (John x. 30).

These two, which are one in the Lord, do, indeed, go forth from

Him as a Sun as two distinct things, wisdom as light and love as

heat ; and yet it is only in appearance that they go forth as dis-

tinct, for in themselves they are not distinct, for the light belongs

to the heat and the heat to the light, and in every least point

they are a one, as is true of our sun ; for whatever goes forth

from the sun is the sun in the least parts, and thus universally in

all. It is said, every point and least part, but this does not mean
a point or least part of space, for that does not pertain to the

Divine, for the Divine is spiritual and not natural. [2.] Since

wisdom and love go forth from the Lord as a sun in appearance
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as two distinct things, wisdom seen as light and love felt as heat,

so they are received by the angels as two distinct things, some
receiving more of heat which is love, and some more of light

which is wisdom, and in consequence the angels of all the heav-

ens are divided into two kingdoms ; those that have received

more of heat which is love than of light which is wisdom, make
one kingdom, and are called celestial angels, and of such the

highest heavens are formed ; while those that have received more
of light which is wisdom than of heat which is love make the

other kingdom, and are called spiritual angels ; and of such the

lower heavens are formed. It is said that these have received

more of light which is wisdom than of heat which is love, but this

excess is an apparent excess, for they are wise only so far as the

love in them makes one with wisdom ; and consequently spiritual

angels are not called wise but intelligent. Thus much respect-

ing light in the Lord and from the Lord and in the angels.

L3.] The Divine wisdom that appears in the heavens as light

is not light in its essence, but it clothes itself with light that it

may become apparent in the sight of the angels. In its essence

wisdom is Divine truth, while its appearance and correspondence

is light. It is the same with the light of wisdom as with the heat

of love, that has been spoken of above. As light corresponds

to wisdom, and the Lord is Divine wisdom, so in the Word, in

many passages, the Lord is called " the Light," as in the follow-

ing :

"There was the true light, that lighteth every man coming into the

world" (John i. 9)

;

Tesus said, " I am the light of the world, he that followeth Me shall

not walk in darkness, but shall have the light of life" (John viii.

12);
' Jesus said \ et a little while is the light with you; walk while ye

have the light, that darkness overtake you not While ye have
the light believe on the light, that ye may be the sons of the light.

... .1 have come a light into the world, that whosoever believeth

on Me may not abide in darkness " {John xii. 35, 36, 46 ;)

(And in several other passages).

His Divine wisdom was also represented by His garments

when he was transfigured,

That they were seen as light, glistening and white as snow, so as no
fuller on earth can whiten them {.1fa> k ix. 3 ; Matt. xvii. 2).

"Garments" signify in the Word truths of wisdom : and in con-

sequence all angels in the heavens appear clothed in accordance

with the truths of their knowedge, intelligence and wisdom.

[4.1 That light is an appearance of wisdom, and its correspond-

ence, is evident in heaven but not in the world, for in heaven
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there is no other light than spiritual light, which is the light of

wisdom, and which illuminates all things there that come forth

from the Divine love. With the angels wisdom enables them to

understand these things in their essence, and light enables them
to see these things in their form ; therefore there is light in

the heavens in an equal degree with the wisdom that the angels

have. In the highest heavens the light is flamelike and glow-
ing as if from the most highly burnished gold, because of the

wisdom that prevails there. In the lower heavens the light is

glistening and shining as if from the most highly polished silver,

because of the intelligence that prevails there. In the lowest

heavens the light is like the noon-day light of the world, because

of the knowledge that prevails there. The light of the higher

heavens is glistening, just like a star that glitters and shines

brightly in itself in the night-time ; and the light is continual be-

cause the sun there never goes down. It is the same light as

that which enlightens the understanding of those men in the

world who love to become wise ; but it is not seen by them, be-

cause they are natural and not spiritual. It can be seen, for it has
been seen by me, but by the eyes of my spirit. It has been also

granted me to perceive that in the light of the highest heaven I

was in wisdom, in the light of the second heaven in intelligence,

and in the light of the lowest heaven in knowledge, while in

merely natural light I was in ignorance of spiritual things.

[5.] That I might know in what light the learned in the

world are at the present day, two ways were presented to my
view, one called the way of wisdom and the other the way of folly.

At the end of the way of wisdom a palace stood in light, while at

the end of the way of folly stood something like a palace, but in

shade. About three hundred of the learned were there assem-

bled, and they were permitted to choose which way they would
take, and two hundred and sixty were seen to enter the way of

folly, and only forty the way of wisdom. Those who took the

way of wisdom went into the palace that stood in light, where
there were magnificent things, and garments of fine linen were

given them, and they became angels ; while those who took the

way of follv wished to enter that which appeared like a palace

in the shade, and behold, it was a theatre of aclors, and there

they put on stage garments and masks and talked nonsense and
became fools. I was afterwards told that such and so numerous
at the present day are the learned fools who are in natural light

as compared with the learned wise who are in spiritual light, and
that those have spiritual light who love to understand whether

that which another says is true ; while those have natural light

who merely love to confirm what has been said by another.
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II.

The Lord created in man and subsequently gives

form in him to a receptacle of love, which is

his will ; and he adds to this a receptacle of
wisdom, which is his understanding.

As there are these two in the Lord, love and wisdom, and
these two go forth from Him, and as man was created to be a

likeness and an image of the Lord, a likeness through love, and
an image through wisdom, so two receptacles were created in

man, one for love and the other for wisdom ; the receptacle of

love is what is called the will, and the receptacle of wisdom is

what is called the understanding. Man knows that he has these

two, but he does not know that they are joined together in the

same way as they are in the Lord, with this difference that in the

Lord they are life, but in man receptacles of life. What the

forms of these receptacles are cannot be explained because they

are spiritual forms, and spiritual things transcend the apprehen-

sion. They are forms within forms, ascending even to the third

degree, innumerable, separate and yet harmonious, and each par-

ticular is a receptacle of love and wisdom. Their origins are in

the brains ; where they are the beginnings and heads of the fibres

through which their endeavors and forces flow down to all things

of the body, higher and lower, and cause the senses to be present

in the sensories, the movements to be present in the moving
parts, and the functions of nutrition, of chyle-making, of blood-

making, of separation, of purification, and of prolification to be

present in the other organs, thus their uses in each of the partic-

ulars. This having been said it will be seen that,

/. These forms, which are the receptacles of love and of wis-
dom, begin to have existence in man when he has been
conceived and is being produced in the womb.

2. From these, by what is continuous with them, all things of
the body, from the head even to the soles of the feet,

are led forth and brought forth.

3. Productions of these are effected in agreement with the
laws of correspondence ; and in consequence all things
of the body, both internal and external, are correspond-
ences.

[2.] /. These forms, which are the receptacles of love and of wisdom, begin
to have existence in man when he has been conceived and is be-
ing produced in the womb.
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This becomes evident by observation, and is confirmed by-

reason. By observation

:

—from the first rudiments of embryos
in the womb after conception, also from the rudiments of chick-

ens in the egg after incubation. The very first forms are not

visible to the eye, but only the first productions from these,

which constitute the head. It is well known that the head is rel-

atively larger at the beginning, also that the warp of all things in

the body is stretched forth from it.. All this makes clear that

these forms are the beginnings. By reason: in that all creation

is from the Lord as a sun, which is Divine love and Divine wis-

dom, and the creation of man is from these. The formation of

the embryo and of the infant man in the womb is an image

of creation, and is called generation, because it is effected by tra-

duction. From this it follows that especially the first forms in

man are receptacles of love and wisdom, and that the creation of

the other things that constitute the man is effected through

these ;
moreover, no effecl: springs from itself, but is from a cause

prior to it that is called the effecting cause ; neither is this from

itself, but is from a cause that is called the end, in which is every-

thing that follows in conatus and in idea, in conatus in the Divine

love, and in idea in the Divine wisdom, for these are the end of

ends. This truth will be more fully seen in what follows.

[3.] 2. From these, by what is continuous, all things of the body, from
the head even to the soles of the feet, are led forth and brought

forth.

This, too, becomes evident by observation, and is confirmed

by reason. By observation

:

—in that from these primitive forms

fibres are led forth to the sensory organs of the face, which are

called the eyes, ears, nostrils and tongue, also to the motive or-

gans throughout the body, which are called muscles, also to all

the organized viscera serving various uses in the body. All

these are mere tissues of the fibres and nerves that go forth from

both brains and from the spinal marrow. And the blood vessels,

from which tissues are also formed, are likewise from fibres that

spring from the same source. Any one skilled in anatomy can

see that around about the cerebrum, also inwardly in it, and in

the cerebellum, and in the spinal marrow, there are little spheres

like molecules, that are called the cortical and cineritious sub-

stances and glands, and that all the fibres whatever that are in

the brains, and all the nerves that are from them throughout the

body come out of these little spheres or substances and go forth
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from them. These are the initial forms from which are led forth

and brought forth all things of the body, from the head to the

soles of the feet. By reason .-—in that fibres are not possible apart

from origins, also that the organic parts of the body, produced

from fibres variously combined are effects, and effects cannot live,

feel, and be moved by themselves, but only from their origins

through what is continuous therefrom. This may be illustrated

by examples. The eye does not see from itself, but through what

is continuous from the understanding ; the understanding sees

through the eye and moves the eye, directs it to objects and fixes

the gaze. Neither does the ear hear from itself, but through

what is continuous from the understanding ; the understanding

hears through the ear ; it also directs, incites, and turns it towards

sounds. Neither does the tongue speak from itself, but from the

thought of the understanding; thought speaks through' the

tongue and varies the tones and exalts their measures at pleasure.

The same is true of the muscles ; these are not moved by them-

selves, but the will together with the understanding moves them,

and causes them to act at its beck. All this makes clear that

there is nothing in the body that feels and moves from itself; but

only from its origins, in which the understanding and will have

their seat ; and therefore these are the receptacles in man of love

and wisdom ; also that these are the first forms, and the organs

both of sense and motion are forms derived from these, for influx

takes place according to formation, and there is influx from these

first forms into the latter, and not reversely ; for influx from the

former into the latter is spiritual influx, while influx from the lat-

ter into the former would be natural influx, which is also called

physical influx.

[4.] 3. The productions of these are effected in agreement with the laws of

correspondence ; and in consequence all things of the body, both

internal and external, are correspondences.

What correspondence is has not hitherto been known in the

world, for the reason that it has not been known what the spirit-

ual is, and that there is a correspondence between what is nat-

ural and what is spiritual. When anything from the spiritual as

origin and cause becomes visible and perceptable to the senses

there is a correspondence between them. There is 'such a cor-

respondence between spiritual and natural things in man
;
spirit-

ual things are all things pertaining to his love and wisdom, con-

sequently to his will and understanding, and natural things are
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all things pertaining to his body. Because these have come forth

and are unceasingly coming forth, that is, have permanent exist-

ence from spiritual things, they are correspondences, and the two
act as one, like end, cause, and effect. Thus the face acts as one
with the affections of the mind, the speech with the thought, and
the actions of all the members with the will ; and the same is true

of other things. It is a universal law of correspondences that the

spiritual fits itself to use, which is its end, and moves and controls

the use by means of heat and light, and clothes it by provided

means, until there results a form subservient to the end ; and in this

form the spiritual acts as the end, use as cause, and the natural

as effect
;
although in the spiritual world the substantial takes the

place of the natural. All things that are in man are such

forms. [5.] More respecting correspondence will be found in

the work on Heaven and Hell, n. 87-102, 103-1 15 ; and respecting

various correspondences in the Arcana Caelestia; on the corre-

spondence of the face and its expressions with the affections of the

mind, n. 1568, 2988, 2989, 3631, 4796, 4797, 4800, 5165, 5168,

5695, 9306 ; on the correspondence of the body in respect to its

movements and actions with things intellectual and voluntary, n.

2988, 3632, 4215; on the correspondence of the senses in gen-

eral, n. 4318-4330 ; on the correspondence of the eyes and of their

sight, n. 4403-4420 ; on the correspondence of the nostrils and

of smell, n. 4624-4634 ; on the correspondence of the ears and of

hearing, n. 4652-4660; on the correspondence of the tongue and

of taste, n. 4791-4805 ; on the correspondence of the hands, arms,

shoulders and feet, n. 4931-4953; on the correspondence of the

loins and the members of generation, n. 5050-5062 ; on the cor-

respondence of the interior viscera of the body, particularly of the

stomach, of the thymus gland, of the reservoir and ducts of the

chyle, n. 5 1
7 1-5 1 89 ; on the correspondence of the spleen, n. 9698 ;

on the correspondence of the peritonaeum, the kidneys, and the

bladder, n. 5377-5396 ; on the correspondence of the skin and

the bones, n. 5552-5573 ; on the correspondence of the ensi-

form cartilage, n. 9236 ; on the correspondence of the memory of

abstract things, n. 6808 ; on the correspondence of the memory

of material things, n. 7253 ; on the correspondence of heaven with

man, n. 911, 1900, 1928, 2996, 2998, 3624, 3636-3643, 374 I"3745>

3884, 4041, 4279, 4523, 4524, 4625, 6013, 6057, 9279, 9632 ; that

with the ancients, especially those of the East, the science of cor-

respondences was the science of sciences, but at the .present day

it is wholly forgotten, n. 3021, 3419, 3472-3485, 4280, 4740 4844,
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4964, 4965, 5702, 6004, 6692, 7097, 7729, 7779, 9391, IO252,

10407 ; that without a knowledge of correspondences the

Word is not understood, n. 2870-2893, 2987-3003, 3213-3227,

3472-3485, 8615, 10687 ; that all things seen in the heavens are

correspondences, n. 1521, 1532, 1619-1625, 1807, 1809, 1 97 1 , 1974,

1977, 1980, 1981, 2299, 2601, 3213-3226, 3348, 3350, 3475, 3485,

3745- 948l > 9575- 9576 - 9577 i
tnat a^ things in the natural world

and in its three kingdoms correspond to all things in the spiritual

world, n. 1632, 1881, 2758, 2890-2893, 2987-3003, 3213-3227,

3483, 3624-3649, 4044, 4053, 41 16, 4366, 4939, 51 16, 5377, 5428,

5477, 821 1, 9280. In addition to these passages the correspond-

ence of the natural sense of the Word, which is the sense of its

letter, with the spiritual things of love and wisdom that are in the

heavens from the Lord, and that constitute its internal sense, is

treated of in the Arcana Caclcstia; and this correspondence you

will find corroborated also in the Doclrine of the New Jerusa-

lem respecling the Sacred Scripture, n. 5-26, and further, n.

27-69. To gain an idea of the correspondence of the will and of

the understanding, consult also what has been said above (Apoc-

alyse Explained, n. 366, 367).

III.

The formation of man in the womb by the Lord by

means of influx into these two receptacles.

As in the formation of man in the womb spiritual things con-

join themselves with natural things there are many particulars

that cannot be described, namely, such spiritual things as are

abstracted from natural things, which consequently have no ex-

pressions in natural language except some most general expres-

sions which one man may comprehend more intelligently than

another. Nevertheless, by these and by comparisons that are

also correspondences the following particulars shall be ex-

plained :

/. The Lord conjoins Himself to man in the womb of the mother
from his first conception, and forms man.

2. He conjoins Himself to man in these two receptacles. In the
one through love, in the other through wisdom.
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3. Love and wisdom unitedly and harmoniously form each and
all things, and yet in these things they may be distin-
guished.

4. Receptacles are distinguished into three degrees in man,
one within another; and the two higher are the dwell-
ing-places of the Lord, but not the lowest.

5. One receptacle is for the will of the future man and the
other for his understanding ; and yet nothing whatever
of his will or of his understanding is present in the
formation.

6. There is life in the embryo before birth, but the embryo is

not conscious of it.

1. The Lord conjoins Himself to man in the womb of the mother from his first

conception, and forms man.

By the Lord here and elsewhere is meant the Divine that goes

forth from Him as the sun of heaven, where the angels are, and

by and through which all things in the whole world have been

created. That this is life itself has been shown already. That life

itself is present from first conception and is what gives form, fol-

lows from this, that in order to be the form of life which man is,

and in order to be an image and likeness of God, which man also

is, and in order to be a recipient of love and wisdom, which are life

from the Lord, thus a recipient of the Lord Himself, man must

be formed by life itself. That if man loves the Lord he is in the

Lord and the Lord in him, and the Lord has his abode in him,

the Lord Himself teaches. All this work of preparation for Him-
self the Lord does in the womb, as will be seen in what follows.

This is why Jehovah, or the Lord, is called in the Word,

Creator, Former, and Maker from the womb {Isa. xliii. I ; xliv. 2, 24 ;

xlix. 5).

And in David it is said that

Upon him he was cast and laid from the womb (Psalm xxii. 10 ; lxxi. 6).

While man is in the womb he is in a state of innocence ; there-

fore his first state after birth is a state of innocence ; and the Lord

dwells in man only in his innocence, consequently He especially

dwells in him when he is as it were innocence. Likewise, man is

then in a state of peace. Man is then in a state of innocence and

in a state of peace because the Divine love and Divine wisdom

are innocence itself and peace itself, as can be seen in the w ork

on Heaven and Hell (n. 276-283, 284-290). I foresee that when
you read this, some things may seem doubtful to you ; but read
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to the end, and afterwards reconsider, and the doubts will disap-

pear.

2. He conjoins Himself to man in these two receptacles, in the one through

love, in the other through wisdom.

This follows from the preceding article, where it was shown
that all things of the body, both internal and external, from the

head even to the heel, are formed and brought forth from these

two receptacles ; and as the promises and beginnings of all things

are from these, it follows that the forming Divine is in them, and

through them is in their continuations ; but when it is in them
and in their continuations, it is in them spiritually, not materially,

for it is in their uses ; and uses regarded in themselves are imma-
terial, while the things necessary for uses to become effects are

material. These two receptacles, which are the beginnings of

man, are from the father ; his formation to the full time of birth

is from the mother ; for the seed is from the male ; his are the

seminal and generative organs in which the seed is elaborated and

secreted ; it is received by the female
;
hers is the womb wherein

is the heat by which it is fostered, and in which are the little

mouths by which it is nourished. In nature nothing comes forth

except from seed, and nothing grows except by means of heat.

What kind of form these beginnings have, which belong to man
only, will be shown in what follows. As the rudiment of man is

a seed, and this is a double receptacle of life, it is clear that the

human soul is not life from life, that is, life in itself, for there is

but one life, and that is God. The source of man's perception

of life has been explained elsewhere. And as there is a contin-

uation of these receptacles from the brains through the fibres into

all parts of the body, it is also clear that there is a continuation

of the reception of life into these parts, and that thus the soul is

not here or there, but is in every form derived from these, just as

the cause is in the things caused, and the principle in its deriva-

tions.

3. Love and wisdom unitedly and harmoniously form each and all things, and
yet in these things they may be distinguished.

Love and wisdom are two distinct things, precisely as heat and
light are ; heat is felt, and so is love

;
light is seen, and so is wis-

dom. Wisdom is seen when man is thinking, and love is felt when
man is affected. Nevertheless, in the formation of things they do
not operate as two but as one. This is true also of the heat and
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light of the sun of the world ; for in the spring and summer sea-

sons heat co-operates with light, and light with heat, imparting
life and growth. Equally love in a state of peace and tranquillity

co-operates with wisdom, and wisdom with love, and brings forth

and forms, and this both in the embryo* and in the man. That
the co-operation of love and wisdom resembles the co-operation

of heat and light is very clear from appearances in the spiritual

world. There love is heat, and wisdom is light ; and there all

things in the angels are living, and all things around them are

blooming, in the exact measure of the union of love and wis-

dom in them. The union of love and wisdom is reciprocal, love

unites itself to wisdom, and wisdom reunites itself to love ; con-

sequently love ads and wisdom reads, and through this recipro-

cation every effect comes forth. [2.1 There is such a recipro-

cal union and consequent reciprocation between the will and
understanding and between good and truth, also between charity

and faith, in the man in whom the Lord is
; and in fact, such is

the reciprocal union of the Lord Himself with the church, which
is meant by the" Lord's words to the disciples in John, that

They should be in Him and He in them (xiv. 20 ; and in other places).

The same union is meant by the union of man and wife, in Mark:

"The twain shall be one flesh, so that they are no more twain, but
one flesh " (x. 8).

For the man was born to be understanding and consequently wis-

dom, and the woman to be will and consequently the affection

which is of love {see the work on Heaven and Hell, n. 366-386).

[3.1 As there are two things, love and wisdom, that give form to

the embryo in the womb, so there are two receptacles, one for love

and the other for wisdom ; so again there are two things in the

body throughout, and these likewise are distinct and are united.

There are two hemispheres of the brain, two eyes, two ears, two

nostrils, two chambers of the heart, two hands, two feet, two

kidneys, two testicles, and the rest of the viscera are in pairs,

and in every case what is on their right side has relation to the

good of love, and what is on their left to the truth of wisdom.

That these two are so joined together as to act as one mutually

and reciprocally, a diligent investigator can see if he will take

the trouble. The union itself stands forth to view in the fibres

stretched to and fro and interlaced in the midst of their course
;

and this is the reason of the signification of "right" and "left"
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in the Word. From all this the truth is clear that love and wis-

dom, unitedly and harmoniously form each and all things in the

embryo, and yet in these things they may be distinguished.

4. Receptacles are distinguished into three degrees in man, one within an-

other ; and the two higher are dwelling-places of the Lord, but not

the lowest.

Some one might possibly form a fallacious idea of the begin-

nings of the human form, which pertain to the seed of the male,

because they are called receptacles, for the term receptacle sug-

gests the idea of a vessel or a little tube. I desire therefore to

define and describe that initial form, as it was seen by me and

made clear to me in the heavens, as adequately as the expressions

of natural language will permit. These receptacles are not in the

tubular form, or hollowed out like little vessels, but they are like

the brain, of which they are an excedingly minute and indistinct

type, with a delineation resembling a face in front, with no visible

appendage. This primitive brain in the upper convex part was

a structure of contiguous globules or little spheres, each little

sphere being a conglomeration of like spheres still more minute,

and each of these again of the very least. In front, in the flat-

tened region of the nose, a kind of outline appeared for a face

;

but in the recess between the convex part and this flattened part

there was no fibre ; the convex part was covered round about

with a very thin membrane, which was transparent. Thus was
seen by me and made clear to me the rudiment of man, the fir^t

or lowest degree of which was the structure first described, the

second or middle degree was the structure secondly described,

and the third or highest degree was the structure thirdly de-

scribed, thus one was within the other. I was told that in each

little sphere there were indescribable interlacings, more and more
wonderful according to the degrees, also that in each particular

the right part is the couch or receptacle of love, and the left part

is the couch or receptacle of wisdom, and that by wonderful con-

nections these are like partners and comrades, the same as the

two hemispheres of the brain are. [2.] It was further shown in

the light that fell brightly on it, that the structure of the two in-

terior degrees was, in its position and flow, in the order and form

of heaven, while the structure of the lowest degree was, in its

position and flow, in the form of hell. This is why it is said that

the receptacles are distinguished into three degrees in man, one
within another, and the two higher are dwelling-places of the
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Lord, but not the lowest. The lowest degree is such because man,

from a hereditary taint, is born opposed to the order and form of

heaven, and thus into evils of every kind ; and this taint is in the

natural, which is the lowest degree of man's life, and it is not

wiped away unless the interior degree that has been formed for

the reception of love and wisdom from the Lord is opened in

him. But how this degree and the inmost degree are opened is

taught by the Lord in the Word, and will be taught in what fol-

lows. But to gain light on this subject, see what has been said

before about degrees, also about the brain. These degrees are

called higher, although they are interior, and for the reason that

there is successive order of degrees and simultaneous order
;
things

higher and lower are in successive order, but things interior and

exterior are in simultaneous order, and the same things that in

simultaneous order are interior, in successive order are higher

;

and the same is true of things exterior and lower. And as there

are three degrees in man so there are three degrees of the heavens,

for the heavens consist of men who have become angels. Accord-

ing to degrees in 'successive order, the heavens are seen one above

another, and according to degrees in simultaneous order, one

within another. From this it is that " high " signifies in the Word
what is internal, and the Lord is called "Most High," because

He is in inmost things. Since, then, man in the beginning of his

development is such a dwelling place of the Lord as has been de-

scribed, and these three degrees are then open, and since every

thing that goes forth from the Lord as a sun is Man in least

things and in greatest (as has been shown before in its place), so

extension into any other form than the human is not possible ; nor

is extension possible except through rays of light from wisdom
with heat from love in the midst ; thus through vivified fibres,

which are rays brought out into form. That there is a like deter-

mination is apparent to the eye. [3.1 So many are the degrees

of life in man ; but in beasts the two higher degrees are lacking

and they have only the lowest
;
consequently the beginnings of

their life are not receptacles of the Lord's love and wisdom, but

are receptacles of natural affection and knowledge, into which they

are born. In clean beasts these receptacles are not reflected or

turned contrary to the order of the flux of the universe, but are

conformable to it ; therefore from birth, as soon as they are

brought forth, they are led into their functions and know them.

For beasts have had no ability to pervert their affedions, since
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they have no intellectual capacity to think and reason from spir-

itual light, and to violate the laws of Divine order.

5 One receptacle is for the will of the future man and the other for his

understanding ; and yet nothing whatever of his will or of his

understanding is present in the formation.

Will and understanding in man do not begin until the lungs

are opened, and this does not take place until after birth ; then

the will of man becomes the receptacle of love, and the under-

standing becomes the receptacle of wisdom. They do not become
such receptacles until the lungs are opened, because the lungs

correspond to the life of the understanding, and the heart cor-

responds to the life of the will, and without the co-operation of the

understanding and will, man has no life of his own, as there is no
life apart from the co-operation of love and wisdom by means of

which the embryo is formed and vivified, as has been said before.

In the embryo there is only the beating of the heart and the

movement of the liver, the heart for the circulation of the blood,

and the liver for the reception of nourishment ; from these is the

movement of the other viscera, and this movement is felt as puls-

ative alter the middle period of gestation. But this movement
is not from the unborn child's own life ; one's own life is the life

of the will and the life of the understanding ; while the life of the

infant is the life of commencing will and commencing understand-

ing ; from these only do the sensitive life and the moving life

in the body spring ; and this life is not possible from the beat-

ing of the heart alone, but is possible from the conjunction of

this with the respiration of the lungs. This is seen to be true

in men, who have both will and understanding ; when they fall

into a swoon or are suffocating, and respiration stops, they become

as if dead
;
they have no sensation, their limbs do not move, they

do not think or will, and yet the heart performs its contractions

and the blood circulates. But as soon as the lungs return to their

respirations the man comes back into his activities and to his

senses, and into his will and understanding. From all this a con-

clusion may be formed about the quality of the life of the foetus

in the womb, in which only the heart performs its motions, and

not as yet the lungs, namely, that nothing of the life of the will

and nothing of the life of the understanding is present in it : but

the formation is effected solely by the life from the Lord by
which man afterwards is to live. But about this more may be

seen in the following article.
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6. There is life in the embryo before birth, but the embryo is not conscious
of it.

This follows from what has been said above ; also that the

life from which the embryo in the womb lives is not its life, but

the Lord's alone, who alone is Life.

IV.

There is a likeness or analogy between the forma-
tion OF MAN IN THE WOMB AND HIS REFORMATION
AND REGENERATION.

There is a complete likeness between the reformation of man
and his formation in the womb, with this difference only, that for

a man to be reformed he must have will and understanding, while

in the womb he has no will or understanding ; but this difference

does not exclude the likeness or analogy. For when the Lord
is reforming and regenerating a man He leads his will and un-

derstanding alike. But through the will given to man and
through the understanding given to him there is an appearance

that the man himself leads himself, that is, wills and acts from

himself, and thinks and speaks from himself; and yet he knows

from the Word and from doctrine from the Word that it is not

himself but the Lord, consequently that all this is only an appear-

ance ; and he may know also that this appearance is for the sake

of reception and appropriation, since without it there can be no

such ability to reciprocate as will enable him to love the Lord as

the Lord loves him, or to love his neighbor as if from himself, or

to believe in the Lord as if from himself. Without such ability

to reciprocate man would be like an automaton, in which the Lord

could not be present ; for the Lord wills to be loved, and conse-

quently He gives to man the ability to will to love Him. From
this it is clear that neither the will nor the understanding is man's,

but both are in themselves as they were in man in the womb, that

is, they are not his, but these two faculties were given to man that

he might will and think and act and speak as if from himself,

and yet know, understand, and believe that they are not from

himself. By this man is reformed and regenerated, and receives
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love in his will and wisdom in his understanding, from which

two he was formed in the womb. [2.] By this also the two

higher degrees of man's life are opened in him, and these, as has

been said, were the dwelling-places of the Lord in his formation ;

also the lowest degree is reformed, which, as has also been said

above, was inverted and reflected. From this analogy and like-

ness it is clear that the man who is becoming regenerate is as it

were conceived, formed, born, and reared anew, and this to the

end that in respect to love he may become a likeness of the Lord,

and in respect to wisdom an image of the Lord, and, if you are

willing to believe it, the man is thereby made a new man, not

alone in having a new will and a new understanding given him,

but even a new body for his spirit. The former things, indeed,

are not effaced, but are so removed as not to appear, and through

love and wisdom, which are the Lord, new things are formed in

the regenerate man as in a womb ; for such as the will and un-

derstanding of man are, such is the man in each and all things :

since each and all things of man from head to heel are pro-

ductions, as has been shown above.

V.

In man after birth the will becomes the receptacle
of love, and the understanding the receptacle
of wisdom.*

It is known that there are two faculties of life in man, the

will and the understanding, for man'can will and he can under-

stand ; he can even understand what he does not will ; from

which it is clear that the will and the understanding are two dis-

tinct things in man, and that the will is the receptacle of love and

the understanding the receptacle of wisdom. This also makes
clear that love is of the will, for what a man loves that he also

wills, and that wisdom is of the understanding, for that in which

a man is wise, or which he knows, he sees with the understand-

ing; the sight of the understanding is thought. So long as man

• [Author's note:—]Or perhaps thus:—In man after birth the recep-
tacle OF LOVE BECOMES THE WILL, AND THE RECEPTACLE OF WIS-

DOM BECOMES THE UNDERSTANDING.
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remains in the womb he does not have these two faculties
; as it

has been shown above that nothing whatever of will or of under-

standing belongs to the foetus in its formation. From this it fol-

lows that the Lord has prepared two receptacles, one for the will

of the future man, and the other for his understanding, the recep-

tacle called the will for the reception of love, and the receptacle

called the understanding for the reception of wisdom ; also that

He has prepared these by means of His love and His wisdom
;

but these two do not pass into the man until he has been

fully formed for birth. Moreover, the Lord has provided means

for the fuller and fuller reception in these of love and wisdom

from Himself as man matures and grows older. [2.] The will

and understanding are called receptacles because the will is no

abstract spiritual thing, but is a subject substantialized and formed

for the reception of love from the Lord ; and the understanding

is no abstract spiritual thing, but is a subject substantialized and

formed for the reception of wisdom from the Lord ; for these

have a real existence ; and although hidden from the sight they

are interiorly in the substances that constitute the cortex of the

brain, and also here and there in the medullary substance of the

brain, especially in the striated bodies, also interiorly in the me-

dullary substance of the cerebellum, and in the spinal marrow, of

which they constitute the nucleus. Thus there are not merely

two but innumerable receptacles, each one doubled and of three

degrees, as has been said above. [3.] That these are receptacles

and that they are so situated is clearly evident from this, that

they are the beginnings and heads of all the fibres out of which

the whole body is woven, and that all the organs of sense and

motion are formed out of fibres that extend from these, for these

are their beginnings and ends. The sensory organs feel and

the motor organs are moved solely by reason of their being ex-

tensions and continuations of these dwelling-places of the will

and the understanding. In infants these receptacles are small

and tender ; afterwards they receive increase and are perfected

according to knowledges and affection for knowledges
;

they

are made complete according to intelligence and love of uses
;

they are made soft according to innocence and love to the

Lord ; and they grow solid and hard from the opposites of

these. Their changes of state are affections ; their variations of

form are thoughts
; memory is the existence and permanence of

both of these ; and recollection is their reproduction. The two

taken together are the human mind.
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VI.

There is a correspondence of the heart with the
will and of the lungs with the understand-

ING.

This is a thing that has not been known in the world, be-

cause it has not been known what correspondence is, and that

there is a correspondence of all things in the world with all things

in heaven ; also that there is a correspondence of all things of the

body with all things of the mind in man, for correspondence is

of things natural with things spiritual. But what correspond-

ence is, and the nature of it, also with what things in the human
body there is correspondence, has been told above. As there is

a correspondence of all things of the body with all things of the

mind in man, there is primarily a correspondence with the heart

and lungs. This correspondence is universal, because the heart

reigns throughout the body and also the lungs. The heart and

the lungs are the two fountains of all natural movements in the

body, and the will and understanding are the two fountains of

all spiritual activities in the same body ; and the natural move-

ments of the body must correspond to the activities of its

spirit ; if they did not correspond the life of the body and also

the life of the mind would cease ; it is correspondence that makes
both of these to spring forth and have permanent existence.

[2.] That the heart corresponds to the will, or, what is the

same, to the love, is evident from the change of its pulse in accord

with the affections. Its changes are that its beat is either slow

or quick, full or feeble, soft or hard, equal or unequal, and so

forth. Thus it differs in gladness and in sorrow, in tranquillity

of mind and in anger, in bravery and in fear, when the body is

warm and when it is cold, also variously in disease, and so forth.

All affections belong to the love and thus to the will. [3.1 As
the heart corresponds to the affections belonging to the love,

and thus to the will, the wise men of old ascribed affections to

the heart, and some placed there the abode of affections. This

is the source of the common expressions, "a stout heart," "a

timid heart," "a joyful heart," "a sad heart," "a soft heart,"

''a hard heart," "a great heart," "a little heart," "a whole heart,"
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"a broken heart," "a heart of flesh," "a heart of stone," "gross,

soft, or vile in heart," "having no heart," "giving the heart to a
thing," "giving a single heart," "giving a new heart," "laying

up in the heart," "receiving in the heart," "not reaching the

heart," "hardening one's heart," "lifted up in heart," "a friend

in heart," also the terms "concord," "discord," " vecordia" and
many other like expressions. And in the Word, the "heart"

everywhere signifies the will of love, for the reason that the

Word was written throughout by means of correspondences.

[4.] It is the same with the lungs, the breath (anima sen spiritus)

of which signifies the understanding
; for as the heart corre-

sponds to the love or will, so the breath of the lungs, which is

the respiration, corresponds to the understanding. This is why
it is said in the Word that man must love God "with the whole

heart and the whole soul," which signifies that he must love with

the whole will and the whole understanding. Also that God will

create in man "a new heart and and a new spirit," where "heart"

signifies the will, and "spirit" the understanding, because when
man is regenerated he is created anew. For the same reason it

is said of Adam that Jehovah God breathed into his nostrils "the

soul of lives," and made him "a living soul," which signifies that

God breathed into him wisdom. Moreover, "the nostrils," from

the correspondence of respiration through them, signify percep-

tion, and for this reason an intelligent man is said to be " keen-

scented," and an unintelligent man is said to be "dull-scented."

So again,

The Lord breathed on His disciples, and said to them, " Receive'ye the

Holy Spirit " {John xx. 22).

[5.] " Breathing on them" signifies the intelligence they were to

receive, and "the Holy Spirit" means the Divine wisdom which

teaches and enlightens man. This was done in order to make
evident that the Divine wisdom, which is meant by "the Holy

Spirit," goes forth from Him. That soul and spirit are predicated

of respiration is also known from common speech, for it is said of

man when he dies that he " gives up the ghost (anima seu s/>iri/us),"

for he then ceases to breathe (animare et spirare). Also, "spirit"

in most languages means both spirit in heaven and the breatli of

man, and also wind. From this comes the idea that prevails with

many that spirits in the heavens, also the souls of men after death,

and even God Himself, because He is called a spirit, are like

winds ;
and yet God Himself is a man ; and so is the soul of man
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after death, also every spirit in the heavens ; but they are so

called because from correspondence "soul" and "spirit" signify

wisdom. [6.] That the lungs correspond to the understanding

as the heart does to the will is further evident from man's thought

and speech. All thought is of the understanding, and all speech

is of thought. Man is unable to think except in concurrence

and concordance with the breath of the lungs, consequently

when he thinks tacitly he breathes tacitly ; if he thinks deeply

he breathes deeply ; likewise if he thinks slowly, quickly, intently,

gently, eagerly, and so forth ; if he holds his breath entirely he

is unable to think except in the spirit and by its respiration ; and

so forth. That the speech of the mouth that goes forth from

the thought of man's understanding makes one with the respir-

ation of the lungs, and so makes one that he cannot produce the

least of sound and the least part of a word without the concur-

rent aid of the lungs through the larynx and the epiglottis, every

one can know from living experience in himself, if he wishes to.

[7.] That the heart corresponds to the will and the lungs to

the understanding is clear also from the universal government of

each in the body throughout, and in all and each of its parts. It

is well known that the heart governs in the body by arteries and

veins. That the lungs govern there any anatomist can see ; for

the lungs by their respiration act upon the ribs and the dia-

phragm, and through these by means of ligaments and by means

of the peritonaeum, upon all the viscera of the entire body, also

upon all its muscles ; and they not only enwrap these, they also

penetrate deep within, and so deeply that there is not the least

part in a viscus or muscle, from surface to inmost, that does not

derive something from the ligaments, consequently from the res-

piration. This is especiallv true of the stomach, because its

oesophagus passes through the diaphragm and is closely related

to the trachaea which goes forth from the lungs. For this rea-

son the heart itself has besides its own movement a pulmonary

movement, for it rests upon the diaphragm, and lies in the bo-

som of the lungs, and through its auricles is coherent and con-

tinuous with them ; also from the lungs the respiratory motion

passes into the arteries and veins. Thus the heart and lungs

are bed-fellows in a common chamber separate from the rest of

the bodv, which chamber is called the chest. [8.1 From all this

the acute observer can see that all living movements, which are

called activities, and which are produced by the muscles, are

accomplished by the co-operation of the motion of the heart
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and the motion of the lungs, and this enters into each one of

them, both the general which is external and the particular

which is internal ; and he who is clear-sighted can also see that

these two fountains of bodily motions correspond to the will and

the understanding, since they are produced from these. This,

too, has been shown from heaven. It was granted me to be

present with angels who presented this in a living way. By a

wonderful fluxion into gyres, such as no words can describe,

they formed an image of the heart and of the lungs, with all

their interlacings, interior and exterior, and they then followed

the flow of heaven, for heaven has a tendency to such forms be-

cause of the inflow of love and wisdom from the Lord. They
thus represented the particulars in the heart and the particulars

in the lungs and their union, which they called the marriage of

love and wisdom. And they said that it is the same through-

out the body, and in its particular members, organs, and viscera,

with the tilings pertaining to the heart in them, and the things

pertaining to the lungs in them ; and that where these do not

both act and each take its turn distinctly, no motion of life from

any voluntary principle, and no sense of life from any intellect-

ual principle is possible.

[9.1 From what has been said thus far, a man who wishes

to gain wisdom even in respect to causes can be taught and can

learn how the will conjoins itself to the understanding and the

understanding to the will, and how they act in conjunction
;

from the heart how the will does this, from the lungs how the

understanding does this, and from the conjunction of the hear,

and lungs what the reciprocal conjunction of the will and un-

derstanding is. And from all this the truth of the preceding

article is established, namely, that in man after birth the recep-

tacle of love becomes the will, and the receptacle of wisdom
becomes the understanding ; for after birth the lungs are opened,

and these with the heart inaugurate the life of action which per-

tains to man's will, and the life of sense which pertains to his

understanding. These lives do not exist from the separate op-

eration of the heart, or from the separate operation of the lungs,

but from their co-operation ; nor do they exist apart from cor-

respondence, or in a swoon, or in cases of suffocation.
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VII.

The conjunction of body and spirit in man is through
the motions of his heart and lungs, and a

separation takes place when these motions

CEASE.

That this may be comprehended it is necessary for some

things to be premised which may as it were bear a torch in ad-

vance. The truth will appear from the following propositions

:

7. The spirit of man is equally a man.

2. It has equally a heart and pulsation therefrom, and lungs
and respiration therefrom.

3. The pulsation of its heart and the respiration of its lungs
flow into the pulsation of the heart and the respiration

of the lungs in man in the world.

4. The life of the body, which is natural, begins and contin-

ues to exist through that influx, and ceases by its re-

moval, thus by the separation.

5. Man then from natural becomes spiritual.

1. The spirit of man is equally a man.

This you will find many proofs of in the work on Heaven and
Hell (n. 73-77, 311-316, 445-452, 461-469) ; also that every one
in.respect to his interiors is a spirit (n. 432-444). To this it may
be added, that every thing spiritual is in its essence man, thus

every thing of love and wisdom that goes forth from the Lord,

for this is spiritual. Every thing spiritual, or every thing that

goes forth from the Lord, is man because the Lord Himself, who
is the God of the universe, is Man, and from Him nothing can

go forth except what is like, for the Divine is not changeable in

itself and is not extended, and that which is not extended, where-

ever it may be, is such as it is. This is the ground of the Divine

omnipresence. Man's conception of an angel, of a spirit, and

of himself after death, as something like ether or air without a

human body, comes from the conception of the sensual learned,

which is derived from the term spirit, as meaning the breath of

the mouth, also from their being invisible, and never evident to

the sense of sight ; for the sensual think solely from the sensual-

corporeal and from what is material, and also from certain pas-
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sages of the Word not spiritually understood. Yet they know
from the Word that although the Lord was a man in respect to

flesh and bones, He became invisible to the disciples, and passed

through closed doors. They know also from the Word that

angels have been seen by many as men, not by assuming a hu-

man form, but by manifesting themselves in their own form be-

fore the opened spiritual eyes of the men who saw them. That

man, therefore, may no longer remain in a fallacious idea respect-

ing spirits and angels and his own soul after death, it has pleased

the Lord to open the sight of my spirit, and to permit me to

converse face to face with angels and men that have died, and

to observe them and touch them, and to say many things about

the unbelief and delusion of men who are still living. With these

I have had daily association from the year 1774 to the present

time, a period of nineteen years. From all this it can be seen

that the spirit of man is equally a man.

2. The spirit of man has equally a heart and pulsation therefrom, and lungs

and respiration therefrom.

This shall first be confirmed by observation, and afterwards

by reason. By observatio7i

;

—The angelic heaven is divided into

two kingdoms, one called celestial and the other called spiritual.

The celestial kingdom is in love to the Lord, and the spiritual

kingdom is in wisdom from that love. Heaven is thus divided

because love and wisdom in the Lord and from the Lord are two

distinct things, and yet are united ; for they are distinct as heat

and light from the sun are, as has been said above. The angels

of the celestial kingdom, because they are in love to the Lord,

have relation to the heart of heaven ; and the spiritual angels,

because they are in wisdom from that love have relation to the

lungs of heaven; for the whole heaven, as has been said above,

is in the Lord's sight as one man. Moreover, the influx of the

celestial kingdom into the spiritual kingdom is like the influx in

man of the heart into the lungs. Thus there is a universal cor-

respondence of heaven with these two movements, that of the

heart and that of the lungs, in every one. I have also been per-

mitted to learn from the angels that their arteries have a pulsation

from the heart, and that they breathe the same as men in the

world do ; also that with them the pulsations vary with the states

of love, and the breathing with the states of wisdom. They them-

selves have touched their wrists, and have told me so, and I have
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often perceived the breath of their mouth. [2.] As the entire

heaven is divided into societies according to affections which

belong to love, and as all wisdom and intelligence is according

to these affections, so each society has its own way of breathing

distinct from the breathing of any other society, likewise its own

distinct pulsation of the heart ; therefore no one can pass from

one society into another that is separated from it, nor can any

one descend from a higher heaven into a lower, or ascend from

a lower into a higher, without causing the heart to labor and the

lungs to be oppressed ; least of all can any one ascend from hell

into heaven ; if he ventures to ascend he pants like one in the

agony of death, or like a fish lifted from the water into the air.

[3.] The most general difference in respiration and pulsation is

in accordance with the idea of God, for from that idea the differ-

ences of love and of wisdom therefrom spring ; and lor this rea-

son a nation of one religion cannot approach nations of another

religion. I have seen that Christians could not approach Ma-
hometans because of the effect on their respiration. The most

easy and gentle breathing is enjoyed by those who have the idea

that God is a man ; and from the Christian world those who have

the idea that the Lord is the God of heaven : while those who
deny His Divinity, as the Socinians and Arians do, have a hard

and rough breathing. As the pulsation makes one with the love

of the will, and the respiration makes one with the wisdom of the

understanding, so those who are about to come into heaven are

introduced into angelic life by harmonious respirations ; and this

is effected in various ways ; and from this they come into interior

perceptions and into heavenly freedom. [4.] By reason :—The
spirit of a man is not a substance that is separate from his

viscera, organs, and members, but it cleaves to them in close

conjunction ; for the spiritual goes along with every fibre of

these from outermosts to innermosts, and thus with every fibre

and filament of the heart and lungs
;
consequently, when the

bond between man's body and spirit is loosed the spirit is in a

form like that in which the man was before ; there has been

merely separation of spiritual substance from material. For this

reason the spirit has a heart and lungs the same as the man in

the world, and for the same reason it has like senses and like

motions, and also speech : and there can be no senses or motions

or speech without heart and lungs. Spirits also have atmo-

sphere-, but spiritual. How greatly, then, do those err who
assign to the soul a special seat somewhere in the brain or in
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the heart, for the soul of man, which is to live after death, is

his spirit.

3. The pulsation of its heart and the respiration of its lungs flow into the

pulsation of the heart and the respiration of the lungs in man in the

world.

This, too, must be corroborated by observation, and after-

wards by reason. By observation

:

— It is not known that during

his life in the world man has a double respiration of the lungs,

and a double pulsation of the heart ; because it is not known
that man in regard to his interiors is a spirit, and that a spirit is

equally a man. But I have been permitted to perceive sensibly

that these two movements exist unceasingly in man, and that

these two movements of the spirit flow into the two movements of

the body. I was once admitted into these movements when cer-

tain spirits were with me, who from a strong power of persuasion

were able to deprive the understanding of all ability to think, and
at the same time to take away the ability to breathe. That this

might do me no harm I was brought into the respiration of my
spirit, which I then plainly felt to be harmonious with the res-

piration of the angels of heaven. And from this it was clear

that heaven in general and every angel there in particular

breathes
; also that so far as the understanding suffers, the res-

piration also suffers ; for the power to persuade that is possessed

by some evil spirits in the spiritual world at the same time suf-

focates, consequently this power is called suffocative in reference

to the body, and destructive in reference to the mind. On one

occasion it was also granted to the angels to control my res-

piration, and to diminish and gradually withdraw the respiration

of my body until only the respiration of my spirit remained,

which I then sensibly perceived. Moreover, I have been in the

respiration of my spirit whenever I have been in a state like

that of spirits and angels, and whenever I have been raised up
into heaven ; and oftentimes I have been in the spirit and not

in the body, at other times both in the spirit and in the body.

See the work on Heaven and Hell (n. 449), for an account of the

removal of the animation of the lungs and of the body, while the

animation of my spirit remained. [2.] By reason:—From these

living experiences it can be seen that since every man enjoys

a double respiration, one within the other, he has the power to

think rationally and even spiritually from his understanding, and

by this is distinguished from the beasts ; also that in respect to

his understanding he can be enlightened, raised up into heaven,
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and respire with the angels, and thus De reformed and regener-

ated. Moreover, where there is an external there must be an

internal, and the internal must be in every action and in every

sensation ; the external supplies the general and the internal the

particular, and where there is no general there is no particular.

For this reason there is in man both an external and an internal

systolic and animative movement, an external which is natural

and an internal which is spiritual. And thus the will together

with the understanding can produce bodily movements, and the

understanding with the will can produce bodily sensations. Gen-
eral and particular pulsations and respirations exist also in beasts

but with them both the external and internal are natural, while

with man the external is natural and the internal is spiritual.

In a word, such as the understanding is such is the respiration,

because such is the spirit of man, and the spirit is what thinks

from the understanding and wills from the will. That these

spiritual operations may flow into the body and enable man to

think and will naturally, the respiration and pulsation of the spirit

must be conjoined to the respiration and pulsation of the body,

and there must be an influx of one into the other ; otherwise no
transfer is effected.

4. The life of the body, which is natural, begins and continues to exist through
that influx, and ceases by its removal, thus by the separation.

A man after death is just as much a man as before death, ex-

cept that after death he becomes a man-spirit, for the reason that

his spiritual is added to his natural, or the substance of the spirit

to the matter of the body, so fitly and unitedly that there is not a

filament or fibre or smallest thread of them in which the human
of the spirit is not in union with the human body. And as the

life of the whole and the life of the parts depend solely on these

two most general movements, the systolic movement of the heart

and the respiratory movement of the lungs, it follows that when
these movements in the body cease, natural things, which are

material, are separated from the spiritual things, which are sub-

stantial, because they are no longer able to do the same work
together ; and in consequence the spiritual which is the essential

active withdraws from the particulars acted upon, which are

natural, and thus the man becomes another man. This, there-

fore, is the death of man and this is his resurrection, about which
some things from living experience may be seen in the work on
Heaven and Hell (n. 445-452, 453-460, 461-469).

[2.] It is known that when respiration ceases man seems to
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be dead, and yet man is not dead until the movement of the
heart also ceases, and this commonly takes place later. That
until this the man is not dead is shown by the life of infants in

the womb, and by the life of adults in swoon or suffocation, in

which the heart maintains its contractions and dilations, while the
lungs are at rest, and yet Life continues, although without sensa-
tion or motion, thus without any consciousness of life. The rea-

son oi this is that the respiration of the spirit then continues, but
there is no corresponding respiration of the body, and thus no
reciprocation between the two vital movements, that of the heart

and that of the lungs ; and without correspondence and recipro-
cation there is no sensitive life, neither is there any action.

What is true of the natural life of man's body is true also of the
spiritual life of his mind. If the will and understanding, or love

and wisdom, do not ad conjointly, no rational activity can take
place. If the understanding or wisdom withdraws, the will with
its love becomes as it were dead

; nevertheless, it continues to

live, though with no consciousness of itself, so long as the under-

standing only ceases to act, as takes place when recollection

ceases. But it is otherwise when the will or love recedes ; then

all is over with the mind of man, as all is over with him when the

heart stops beating. That the separation of spirit and body
generally takes place on the second day after the last struggle I

have been permitted to know from the fact: that I have talked

with some deceased persons on the third day after their decease,

and they were then spirits.

5. Man then from natural becomes spiritual.

A natural man is wholly different from a spiritual man, and a

spiritual man from a natural man ; the difference is too great to

permit them to live together. One who does not know what the

spiritual is in its essence may believe that the spiritual is only a

purer natural, which in man is called the rational ; but the spirit-

ual is above the natural, and as distinct from it as the light of

middav from evening darkness in the time of autumn. The
distinction and the difference can be known only to one who has

been in both worlds, the natural and the spiritual, and who can

change from one to the other, and be at one time in one world

and at another time in the other, and by turning back can look at

one from the other. From this privilege, which has been granted

to me, I have learned what the natural man is and what the spirit-

ual man is who is a spirit. That this may be known it shall be

described briefly. In all things of his thought and speech, and in
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all things of his will and action, the natural man has as his sub-

ject matter, space, time and quantity ; with him these are fixed

and permanent, and without them he can have no idea of thought

and speech from it, and no affection of the will and action from

it. The spiritual man or the spirit does not have these as sub-

jects, but only as objects. [2.] The reason is that in the spiritual

world the objects are just the same as in the natural world ; there

are lands, plains, fields, gardens and forests, houses containing

rooms, and in them all useful things ;
moreover, there are gar-

ments for women and for men, such as are in the world ; there

are tables, meats, and drinks, such as are in the world ;
there are

animals, both gentle and destructive ; there are spaces and times,

and numbers and measures. All these things have such a resem-

blance to the things that are in the world that to the eye they

-cannot be distinguished, and yet all these are appearances of the

wisdom belonging to the understanding of angels, and percep-

tions of loves belonging to their wills ; for these objects are cre-

ated in a moment by the Lord, and in a moment are dissipated.

They are permanent or not permanent according to persistence

or non-persistence of spirits or angels in the things of which they

are appearances. This is why these things are merely objects

of their thoughts and affections, while their subjects are those

things of which these are the appearances, which, as has been

said, are such things as relate to wisdom and love, thus spiritual

things. For example, when they see spaces they do not think

of them from space ; when they see gardens containing trees,

fruits, shrubs, flowers, and seeds, they do not think of these ac-

cording to their appearance but according to the things from

which these appearances spring ; and so in all other cases. [3.] In

consequence of this the thoughts of the spiritual, and their affec-

tions also, are wholly different from the thoughts and affections

of the natural, and so different that they transcend natural ideas

and do not fall into them except in some measure into the inte-

rior rational sight, and this in no other way than by withdrawals

or removals of quantities from qualities. This shows clearly that

the angels have a wisdom that is incomprehensible and also in-

effable to the natural man. As their thoughts are such so their

speech is such, and so different from the speech of men that they

do not agree in a single expression. The same is true of their

writing
; although in regard to its letters this resembles the writ-

ing of men in the world, no man in the world can understand it.

Every consonant in their writing expresses a distinct meaning,

every vowel a distinct affection. The vowels are not written, but
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pointed. Their manual employments, which are innumerable,

and the duties of their callings, likewise differ from the employ-

ments and duties of natural men in the world, and cannot there-

fore be described in the terms of human language. [4.] From
these few instances it can be seen that the natural and the spirit-

ual differ from each other like shadow and light. Nevertheless,

there are various differences ; there are some who are sensual-

spiritual, some who are rational-spiritual, and some celestial-

spiritual, also there are the spiritual evil and the spiritual good.
The differences are according to the affections and the thoughts
therefrom, and the appearances are according to the affections.

From all this it is clear that man from natural becomes spiritual

as soon as the lungs and heart of the body cease to be active, and
by. this means the material body is separated from the spiritual

body.

VIII.

There is and there can be no angel or spirit that
was not born a man in the world.

It has been shown in the work on Heaven and Hell (n.

311-317) that angels were not created such immediately ; but all

who are or have been in heaven were born as men, and became
angels after a life passed in the world. That no angel could

have existence except from having been a man born in the world,

and that this is according to Divine order, will be seen from the

following propositions

:

/. In man there is an angelic mind.

2. Such a mind can be formed only in man.

3. It cannot be procreated and be multiplied by procreations.

4. From this spirits and angels derive the ability to exist per-

manently, and to live to eternity ;

5. And of being connected with and conjoined to the human
race ;

6. And thus heaven, which was the end in creation, can have

its existence.

1. In man there is an angelic mind.

[2.] It is known in the Christian world that man is born for

heaven, and that if he lives well he will come into heaven, and

will there be associated with angels as one of them ; also that a
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soul or mind of that kind has been given him, and this will live

to eternity; also that this mind viewed in itself is wisdom from

the Lord derived from love to the Lord ; and that the angels

have a like mind. This makes clear that there is in man an

angelic mind. To this may be added that this mind is the man
himself; for every man is a man by virtue of this mind, and such

as this mind is such is the man. The body with which this

mind is clothed and compassed in the world is not in itself the

man, for the body cannot be wise from the Lord and love Him
from itself, but only from its mind

;
consequently the body is

separated and cast off when the mind is about to depart and be-

come an angel. And then man comes into angelic wisdom,

because the higher degrees of the life of his mind are opened
;

for every man has three degrees of life ; the lowest degree is

natural, and man is in that while in the world ; the second degree

is spiritual, and in that is every angel in the lower heavens ; the

third degree is celestial, and in that is every angel in the higher

heavens. And man is an angel so far as the two higher degrees

are opened in him in the world by means of wisdom from the

Lord and by means of love to Him. And yet in the world man
does not know that these degrees have been opened. This he

does not know until he has been separated from the first degree

which is natural ; and the separation is effected through the death

of the body. That he is then wise like an angel, though not so

in the world, it has been granted me both to see and hear. I

have seen in the heavens many of either sex who were known to

me in the world, and who, while they lived there, believed in

simplicity those things that are from the Lord in the Word, and

lived faithfully according to them ; and these were heard in

heaven speaking things ineffable, as is said of the angels.

2. Such a mind can be formed only in man.

[3.] For this there are many reasons. For all Divine influx

is from first things into last things, and through a connection

with last things into intermediates, and thus the Lord binds

together all things of creation, and for this reason He is called

"the First and the Last." For the same reason He came into the

world and put on a human body and therein glorified Himself,

that from firsts and also from lasts He might govern the universe,

both heaven and the world. The same is true of everv Divine

operation. This is so because in lasts (or outmosts) all things

co-exist, for all things that are in successive order are in outmosts

in simultaneous order
;
consequently all things that are in simul-
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taneous order are in unbroken connexion with all things in sue

cessive order. This makes clear that the Divine is in the out-

most in its fulness. What successive order is and the nature of

of it, and what simultaneous order is and the nature of it, may
be seen above. From this it is clear that all creation has been

wrought in outmosts, and that all Divine operation passes through

to outmosts and there creates and operates. That the angelic

mind is formed in man is evident from man's formation in the

womb, also from his formation after birth, also from the law of Di-

vine order that all things should return from outmosts to the first

from which they are, and man to the Creator from whom he is.

[4.] That this is evident from the formation of man in the

womb, can be seen from what has been said above, where it was
shown that by life that is from the Lord man is fully formed in

the womb for birth, for the reception of life from the Lord, for the

reception of love by means of a future will, and for the reception

of wisdom by means of a future understanding, which together

constitute the mind which is capable of becoming angelic.

[5.1 This is evidentfrom man'sformation after birth, in that all

means have been provided that man may become such a mind

;

for every nation has a religion, and the Lord's presence is every-

where, and there is a conjunction with Him according to the love

and its wisdom. Thus there is in every man a capacity to be

formed, and in one who desires it there is from his infancy to old

age an unceasing formation for heaven, that he may become an

angel. [6.] This is evident from the law of Divi?ie order that

all things should return fro?n outmosts to the first from which

they are, as can be seen from every created thing in the world.

The seed is the first thing of a tree. From the seed the tree

rises out of the earth, puts forth branches, blossoms, produces

fruit, and stores up seed therein, and thus returns to that from

which it was. This is true of every shrub, plant, and flower.

Also seed is the first thing of the animal, which is formed for

birth either in the matrix or the egg, and afterwards grows and
becomes an animal of the same kind, and when it has come to

maturity has seed in itself. Thus every thing in the animal king-

dom, like every thing in the vegetable, from its first rises to its

last, and from its last rises again to its first from which it was.

The same is true of man, but with this difference, that the first of

an animal and vegetable is natural, consequently when it has risen

it relapses into nature ; while the first of man is spiritual like his

soul, receptive of Divine love and Divine wisdom ; and when this

is separated from the body, which relapses into nature, it must

needs return to the Lord, from whom it has life. Other types of
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the same thing present themselves in both kingdoms, the vege-

table and the animal ; in the vegetable from their resuscitation

out of ashes, and in the animal from the metamorphosis of the

grub into the chrysalis and the butterfly.

3. Only in man can the angelic mind be procreated and be multiplied by pro-

creations.

[7.1 One who knows what the substances in the spiritual

world are, and relatively what the matters in the natural world

are, can easily see that no procreation of angelic minds is possi-

ble or can be possible except in those and from those who dwell

upon an earth, the outmost work of creation. But as it is not

known what the substances in the spiritual world are relatively to

the matters in the natural world, it shall now be told. Substances

in the spiritual world appear to be material, although they are

not, and because they are not material they are not permanent.

They are correspondences of the affections of angels, and they

remain as long as the affections or the angels remain, and disap-

pear with them. And the same would have been true of angels if

they had been created in the spiritual world. Furthermore, with

the angels there is and there can be no procreation, and no conse-

quent multiplication, except such as is spiritual, which has rela-

tion to wisdom and love, and such as pertains to the souls of men
who are born anew or regenerated. But in the natural world

there are matters by means of which and out of which procrea-

tions and afterwards formations can be effected, thus multiplica-

tions of men, and of angels therefrom.

4. From this spirits and angels derive the ability to exist permanently, and
to live to eternity.

[8.1 And this for the reason that an angel or spirit from hav-
ing been first born a man in the world takes to himself permanent
existence ; for from the inmosts of nature he takes to himself a

medium between the spiritual and the natural by which he is so

terminated as to have stabilitv and permanency. Through this

he has what gives him a relation to the things that are in nature,

and corresponding with them.

5. Through this also spirits and ang?ls can be connected with and conjoined to

the human race, for there is conjunction, and where there is conjunc-
tion there must be a medium.

The angels know that there is such a medium, but as that

medium is from the inmosts of nature, and the expressions of
anguage are from the outmosts of nature, it can be described
only by means of abstract terms.
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6. The angelic heaven, which was the end of creation, had its existence in

no other way.

This follows from what has been said ; also that the human
race is in consequence its nursery and source of supply.

IX.

The Divine love is Divine good, and the Divine wis-

dom is Divine truth.

This is because every thing that love does is good, and every

thing that wisdom teaches is truth. From this it is clear that the

Divine love is called Divine good from its effect, which is use

;

also that the Divine wisdom is called Divine truth from its effect,

which is use. For effect is doing and also teaching, the former

having relation to love and the latter to wisdom ; also every

effect is a use, and use is what is called good and truth
;
good

being the essence of use, and truth its form. It is needless to

explain this further and to enlarge upon it, since any one can see

from reason that love is what does and wisdom is what teaches,

and that what love does is good and what wisdom teaches is

truth ; also that the good that love does is a use, and that the

truth that wisdom teaches is likewise a use. Consider only what

love is apart from good in effect, and what good in effect is apart

from use, whether the love is anything or whether the good is any-

thing, and you will see it is something in use, consequently that

love has its outcome in use. The same is true of wisdom by

means of truth ; for wisdom teaches and love does. This is why
the heat which is from the sun which is the Lord is called Divine

•good, and the light from that sun is called Divine truth. They
.are so called from the effect, for that heat is the effect of love, and

that light is the effect of wisdom, and each is use ; for that heat

yivifies angels and also men, and that light enlightens them.

[2.] It has been told in the preceding article what the Divine

love is ; it shall now be told what the Divine wisdom is. The
Divine wisdom is what is called Divine providence, and what is

called also Divine order, and Divine truths are called the laws of

Divine providence, which have been treated of above
;
they are

also called the laws of Divine order. These laws on the one side
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have regard to the Lord, and on the other to man, and on both

sides to conjunction. The Divine love has for its object to lead

and to bring man to itself; and the Divine wisdom has for its

object to teach man the way in which he must go that he may
come into conjunction with the Lord. This way the Lord teaches

in the Word, and particularly in the decalogue ; and on this ac-

count the two tables of the decalogue were written by the finger

of the Lord Himself, one of which has regard to the Lord ami

the other to man, and both to conjunction. In order, therefore,

that the way may be known, the decalogue shall be explained,

which .shall be done hereafter.

[3.1 As man is a recipient both of Divine love and of Divine

wisdom, a will has been given him and an understanding has

been given him, a will in which he is to receive the Divine love,

and an understanding in which he is to receive the Divine wis-

dom, the Divine love in the will through life, and the Divine

wisdom in the understanding through doctrine. But how recep-

tion is effected through doctrine in life, and through life in doc-

trine, is the single matter that will be made known as clearly as

possible in the explanation of the decalogue.

X.

There is a reciprocal conjunction of love and wis-

dom.

It is an arcanum not yet disclosed that there is a reciprocal

conjunction of love and wisdom, or, what is the same, of will and
understanding, also of affection and thought, also of good and
truth. That there is a conjunction reason is able to discover, but

not that the conjunction is reciprocal. It is evident that reason

can discover that there is a conjunction from the conjunction of

affection and thought, in that no one can think apart from affec-

tion ; and whoever is willing to investigate will perceive that

affection is the life of thought, also that such as the affection is

such is the thought, consequently when one burns the other

burns, and when one grows cold the other grows cold. When,
theretore, a man is glad his thought is glad, when he is sad his

thought is sad, likewise when he is angry he thinks angrily, and
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so forth. From your higher thought enter into your lower and

notice carefully and you will see. There is a like conjunction of

love and wisdom because all affection is a matter of love and all

thought a matter of wisdom. There is a like conjunction of will

and understanding, for love belongs to the will and wisdom to the

understanding. There is a like conjunction of good and truth,

because good belongs to love and truth to wisdom, as has been

shown in the preceding article. On this conjunction see what

has been set forth in the Doclrine of the New Jerusalem (n.

11-27).

[2.1 That the conjunction is reciprocal is a conclusion that

mav be drawn from the relation of affection and thought, in tha

affection produces thought and thought again produces affection.

But it can be seen especially in the reciprocal conjunction of the

heart and lungs, for, as has been shown before (arts. vi. and vii.),

there is a complete correspondence in man between the heart

and the will, and between the lungs and the understanding ;

therefore from the conjunction of the heart and lungs we may
gain instruction in respect to the conjunction of the will and the

understanding, and thus in respect to the conjunction of love and

wisdom. From the parellelism established between the heart

and lungs and the will and understanding, it can be seen that

1. The life of the will conjoins itself to the life of the under-

standing.

2. The conjunction is reciprocal; and what it is.

3. The life of the understanding purifies the life of the will;

and also perfects and exalts it.

4. The life of the will co-operates with the life of the under-
standing in every motion; and on the other hand, the

life of the understanding co-operates with the life of

the will in every sensation.

5. Likewise in the tone of the voice and in its speech.

6. In like manner in the good and in the evil ; with the differ-

ence that in the evil the life of the will is not purified,

perfected, and exalted through the life of the under-

standing, but is defiled, depraved, and made brutish.

7. Love, which is the life of the will, constitutes the whole

life of man.

[3.] But first it is to be noted that by the life of the will love

and affection are meant, and by the life of the understanding

wisdom, intelligence, and knowledge are meant. It is also to be

noted that the heart itself, with all its vessels throughout the

body, corresponds to the will, and its blood to the love and its

affections which constitute the life of the will ; also that the lungs,

together with the trachea, the larynx, and the glottis, and finally
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the tongue, correspond to the understanding ;
and that respira-

tion which is effected by the inflow of air through the larynx and

trachea into the bronchia of the lungs, corresponds to the life of

the understanding. All this must be known that the truth

opened by correspondences may be rightly comprehended. Now,

therefore, we proceed to the parallelism.

/. The life of the will conjoins itself to the life of the understanding.

It is evident from the parallelism that the life of the will,

which is love, flows into the understanding and constitutes its

inmost life, and that the understanding receives it spontaneously ;

also that the will through the influx of its love produces by co-

operation in the understanding first affections, which are proper

to the will or love, and then perceptions, and finally thoughts

with ideas. That this is true can be seen from the conjunction

of the heart- with the lungs. The heart sends all its blood into

the lungs through its right auricle [by the way of the ventricle],

and makes its vessels blood-red, and from this the lungs from

being white take the color of the blood. The heart sends its

blood through a covering or outmost coat called the pericardium,

and this coat encompasses the vessels even to the inmost parts

of the lungs. Thus the heart constitutes the life of the lungs,

and gives them the power to respire. Respiration takes place by

an inflow of air into the bronchia, and by their reciprocal motions

or breathings.

2. The conjunction is reciprocal; and what it is.

From the parallelism it can be seen that the understanding

sends back the life of love received from the will, yet not by the

same way by which it receives it, but by another towards the

sides; and that the will thus makes the life active in the entire

body. But this reciprocal conjunction can be more fully com-
prehended from the reciprocal conjunction of the heart and

lungs, because they are alike. The heart, as has been said

above, sends the blood into the lungs through its right auricle

[by way of the ventricle], and the lungs send back what is so re-

ceived into the left auricle of the heart, thus by another way
;

and the heart from its left ventricle pours it forth with great force

in every direction, through the aorta into the body, and through

the carotids into the brain ; and by these arteries and their ram-

ifications the heart makes life active throughout the body ; for to

the heart in its arteries the active force belongs. This arterial
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blood then flows into the veins in every direction, and through

these it flows back to the right ventricle of the heart, and from

this again as before into the lungs reciprocally. This circulation

of the blood is unceasing in every man, because the blood cor-

responds to the life of the love, and respiration to the life of the

understanding. From what has been said it is clear that there

is a reciprocal conjunction of love and of wisdom, and that love

is the very and only life of man.

3. The life of the understanding purifies the life of the will, and also per-
fects and exalts it.

This is evident not only from correspondence with the lungs

and the heart, but also from this, that man is born into evils

from his parents, and consequently he loves corporeal and
worldly things more than celestial and spiritual things ; and
therefore his life, which is his love, is depraved and impure by
nature. Every one can see from reason that this life can be
purified only by means of the understanding, and that it is puri-

fied by means of spiritual, moral, and civil truths, which consti-

tute the understanding. Consequently, an ability to perceive

things that are contrary to the love of his will and to think

afirmatively about them has been given to man, together with

the ability not only to see that they are true, but also, if he looks to

God, to resist and thereby remove the depraved and filthy things

of his will, and thus it is purified. This, too, may be illustrated by
the defecation of the blood in the lungs. That the blood poured
in from the heart is defecated in the lungs is known to anatomists,

from the fa<5i that more blood flows from the heart into the lungs

than flows back from the lungs into the heart
;
also, that it flows

in crude and impure, and flows back refined and pure
;
also, that

there is in the lungs a cellular tissue, and into this the blood of

the heart secretes its worn-out parts, casting them into the little

vessels and bronchial branches ; also that the mucus in the nos-

trils and the mouth and the vapor of the breath is partly from

that source. All this makes clear that the feculent blood of the

heart is purified in the lungs ; and by this what has been said

just above may be illustrated, since the blood of the heart cor-

responds to the will's love, which is the life of man, and the res-

piration of the lungs corresponds to the perception and thought

of the understanding, by means of which purification is effected.

[2.1 The life of the understanding alsopcrfecls and exalts the life

of the will, for the reason that the will's love, which constitutes the

life of man, is purged from evils by means of the understanding,

and from being corporeal and worldly man becomes spiritual and
celestial, and then the goods and truths of heaven and of the
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church come to be of his affection and nourish his soul. Thus
the life of his will is made new, and the life of his understanding

is from that, and thus both are perfected and exalted. This is

done in the understanding and by means of it, although from

the will, for the will is the man himself. This, too, is shown by
the correspondence of the lungs and the heart. The lungs, which
correspond to the understanding, not only purge the blood of

its feculent matters, as has been said, but also nourish it from

the air ; for the air is full of volatile elements and odors homoge-
neous with the material of the blood

; and there are innumerable

net works of blood-vessels in the lobules of the bronhia which in

a way take in what flows against them ; and from this the blood

becomes fresh and bright and is rendered arterial, such as it is

when it passes from the lungs into the left cavity of the heart.

That the atmosphere nourishes the blood in the lungs with new
aliments is evident from much experience. For there are cur-

rents of air which are harmful to the lungs, and others that re-

jresh them, thus some that are unwholesome and some that are

wholesome ; there are persons afflicted with adipsia who have
lived a long time without earthly food, thus upon food drawn
from the atmosphere alone ; there are species of animals, as bears,

vipers, chameleons, and others, that sustain life for a time with

no other food. All this makes clear that the blood in the lungs

is nourished from the atmosphere. And it is thus according to

correspondences that the life of the understanding perfects and

exalts the life of the will.

4. The life of the will co-operates with the life of the understanding in every
motion; and on the other hand, the life of the understanding co-oper-

ates with the life of the will in every sensation.

It has been shown above that the will and the understanding

co-operate in each and in all things of the body, as the heart and
lungs do ; but it has riot yet been shown that the will is the prime
agent in producing motions, and that the understanding is the

prime agent in presenting sensations. That the will is the prime

agent in producing motions follows from its ministration, in that

it acts, for doing and acting are from the will ; and that the un-

derstanding is the prime agent in sensation follows also from its

ministration, in that it perceives, and from that experiences sens-

ation. Nevertheless, no motion or sensation can have existence

without the co-operation of the two. And the same is evident

from the co-operation of the heart and lungs. That the heart is

the prime agent and the lungs the secondary is evident from the

fact that in the muscular tissue the arteries have their action, and
the coats of the ligamentous tissue re-act. The arteries are con-
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stricted by fibres incited from the brain, and are relaxed by the

coats of overlying ligamentous tissue. The arteries are from the

heart ; and since the ligamentous tissue is a continuation of the

diaphragm or the peritonaeum, or from some other source, it

partakes ol the alternate motion of the lungs. From this it is

clear that in motions the blood of the heart is the prime agent,

and the respiration of the lungs the secondary. As the respira-

tion of the lungs is the secondary agent in the muscular tissue by
means of the ligamentous tissue which partakes of the motions

of the lungs, so this ligamentous tissue constitutes a common
sheath for the muscles, and also for the coats of the motor fibres,

and thus they enter into their most minute parts ; and from this,

too, there are reactions, both general and particular ; and the

particular can be variously multiplied under the general, accord-

ing to a law of nature that is in force in all things. It is the same
with the understanding and the will. But that the lungs are the

prime agent in sensation and the heart the secondary is evident

from an examination of the organs of sense, which will con-

firm this. But since their textures are intricate and various this

cannot be so described here as to be apprehended. It is suffic-

ent to know that all the organs of sense correspond to such things

as pertain to the understanding ; for the organ of sight corre-

sponds to intelligence, the organ of hearing to obedience from
giving heed, the organ of smell to perception, the tongue to wis-

dom, and the touch to perception in general.

5. Likewise in the tone of the voice and in its speech.

It has been said already that the formations of love from the

will in the understanding are first affections, then perceptions,

and finally thoughts ; and it is known that all tones of the voice

are from the lungs, and that variations of tone are possible that

derive very little from the understanding, and some that derive

more, and some a good deal. The tones that derive little from

the understanding are the tones of song and music ; those that

derive more from the understanding are the interior tones of

speech ; those that derive still more from the understanding are

the exterior tones of speech ; while speech itself simply manifests

the things of the understanding by means of the articulations of

tone that constitute words. That there is a correspondence of

tones and of speech with the life of the will, which is love, and
with the life of the understanding which is wisdom, can be per-

ceived by the hearing, that is, from the tone of the voice what

the affection of one's love is, and from the speech what the wis-

dom of his understanding is. This is perceived clearly by angels,

but obscurely by men. The correspondence of the tone itself is
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with the general affection of love in the understanding. The
correspondence of the variations of tone, like those of song and

music, is with variations of the affections that are from the love

of the will in the understanding. The correspondence of the

variations of tone that derive but little from the understanding is

with perception ; those that derive more is with the variation of

of perceptions ; and the correspondence of those that derive a

good deal is with thought and its variations ; and the ideas of

thought correspond with the words. This in brief. There are

two lungs that are called lobes ; the fountains of their respiration

are called bronchia ; the channel in which they close is called the

trachea, or the rough artery; the head of the trachea is called

the larynx, and the opening for sound there is called the glottis
;

there is a continuation therefrom into the nostrils and the tongue ;

and an exit through the opening of the lips. All these in one

complex belong to the lungs, to their respiration and to their

sound-making, and taken together they correspond to the under-

standing from the will, their sound-making to the understanding,

and their motions to the will.

6. This is done in the good and in the evil, with the difference, that in the evil

the life of the will is not purified, perfected, and exalted through the life

of the understanding, but is defiled, depraved, and made brutish.

Every man has a will and an understanding, and there is a

reciprocal conjunction of the will and the understanding alike in

the evil and in the good. But the love of the will and conse-

quently also the wisdom of the understanding differs in each in-

dividual, and this to such an extent that in the good and in the

evil they are opposite. In the good there is love of good and

understanding of truth therefrom, but in the evil there is love

of evil and understanding of falsity therefrom. As, therefore, in

the good the love of the will is not only purified by means of the

understanding, but is also perfected and exalted, as has been

shown above, it follows that in the evil the love of the will is de-

filed, depraved, and made brutish by means of the understand-

ing. In externals there is, to be sure, an apparent likeness, be-

cause externals simulate and counterfeit, but in internals there is

unlikeness. [2.] But how the matter really is can be fully illus-

trated by the correspondence of the heart and lungs. Every
one has a heart and lungs ; and with every one there is a reci-

procal conjunction of the heart with the lungs, and in every one
the blood of the heart is dephlegmated in the lungs, and is nour-

ished by volatile elements and odors from the air, and yet in a

wholly different way in the good and in the evil. What the de-

phlegmation is, and what the nourishment of the blood is, in the
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lungs in the good and in the evil, can be concluded from the fol-

lowing examples of experience. In the spiritual world a good
spirit draws to his nostrils with delight all kinds of fragrant

odors, and abhors bad odors of all kinds ; while an evil spirit

draws to his nostrils with delight bad odors of all kinds, and
shuns fragrant odors. This is why in the hells there are foul

and disgusting smells, smells of dung and dead bodies and other

like smells, and this because every odor corresponds to the per-

ception that is from the affection of one's love. The reverse is

true in the heavens. [3.1 From all this it is clear that in man
in this world, the blood, by means of the air, is nourished by like

substances as being homogeneous, and is purged of unlike sub-

stances as being heterogeneous. The human blood is spiritual

in its inmosts, and corporeal in its outmosts
;
consequently those

those who are spiritual nourish the blood from such things in

nature as correspond to things spiritual ; while those who are

merely natural nourish it from such things in nature as corre-

spond to the natural. This is why the unlikeness of the blood in

men is such, and is as great, as is the unlikeness of their loves,

for the blood corresponds to the love, as is evident from what
has been said above.

7. Love, which is the life of the mill, constitutes the whole life of man.

There is a belief that thought constitutes the whole life of

man ; but it is love. There is such a belief because thought is

apparent in man, and love is not. If you take away love, or any
stream of it that is called affection, you cease to think, grow
cold, and die ; but not when you take away thought only, as

when the memory fails, or in sleep, in swoons, in suffocation, or

in the womb
;
although in these conditions the thought ceases,

yet life goes on as long as the heart beats, for the heart corre-

sponds to the love. It is the same with the will and the under-

standing, for love pertains to the will, and thought to the under-

standing. [2.1 That love constitutes the whole life of man has

been made clear in the foregoing pages from the correspondence

of the heart with the lungs, and it has been shown from that cor-

respondence that as in the womb the heart forms the lungs, in

order that respiration may be accomplished thereby, and thus

speech be produced, so love forms the understanding, that it may
thereby think and from thought may speak. It has also been

thus shown that love brings forth from itself affections, and from

these come intentions, through these perception, from which

come lights, and through perception thought from which are

ideas, and from these memory ; also that these taken together
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make up the love's understanding, and to these in a like series

all things of the lungs correspond. [3.1 And as the love has

formed the understanding for the use of thought and of speech,

so it has formed the other functions of life for their uses, some
for the use of nourishment, some for the uses of chyle-making

and blood-making ; some for the uses of procreation, some for

the uses of sensation, some for the uses of aclion and of locomo-

tion ; and in all of these nothing but the former itself, which is

love, can make the life to acL The formation was effected

through the heart and its blood, because the blood corresponds

to the love and the heart to its receptacle ; while the viscera, or-

gans and members of the whole body are the parts in which the

functions of uses have been formed by the love through the heart.

Anyone who can investigate will see that there are the same pro-

gressions of uses from first to last in these things as in the lungs.

From all this and from what precedes it is clear that the love of

the will constitutes the whole life of man, and that the life of the

understanding is from the will, consequently that man is his love,

and his understanding is from that love and according to it.

XI.

Love to the Lord from the Lord comes forth in char-
ity, AND WISDOM IN FAITH.

Those who think in a purely natural way and not in a spirit-

ual way about love to the Lord and charity towards the neighbor,

do not think otherwise, because they are unable to think other-

wise, than that the Lord is to be loved personally, and the neigh-

bor is to be loved personally ; but those who think both naturally

and spiritually can perceive and from perception think that an

evil man as well as a good man can love the Lord personally and
the neighbor personally, and that an evil man when he loves can-

not be loved in return, but a good man can. Therefore the spir-

itual-natural man concludes that to love the Lord is to love that

which is from Him, which in itself is Divine, in which the Lord
is ; and that this is doing good to the neighbor ; and that thus

and in no other way can one be loved by the Lord and be con-

joined to Him by love. But in respect to this matter the natural

man is unable to reflect upon its spiritual principles until they are

presented to him separately. Therefore they shall be divided

under the following heads :
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Love and Charity.

/. The love of uses is charity.

2. The Lord is the source (a quo), and the neighbor is the ob-

ject (ad quern).

3. Love to the Lord comes forth in charity, since it comes
forth in use.

4. Use is discharging one's obligations, and doing one's work
rightly, faithfully, sincerely, and justly.

5. There are general uses v/hich are also uses of charity.

6. Uses become uses of charity only in one who fights against
evils, which are from heli

;

7. Since any other uses are contrary to love to the Lord,

and contrary to charity towards the neighbor.

8. Uses that have one's own good for their first and last end
are not uses of charity.

Wisdom and Faith.

/. Faith is nothing ehe tlizn truth.

2. Truth becomes truth when it is perceived and loved, and it

is called faith when it is known and carefully consid-

ered.

3. The truths cf faith look on one hand to the Lord, on the

other to the neighbor.

4. In brief, how the Lord is to be approached that conjunc-

tion may be effected, and how afterwards the Lord
performs uses through man.

5. Both of these are taught by truths, spiritual, moral, and
civil.

6. Faith is knowing and carefully considering these truths ;

charity is willing and doing them.

7. Therefore when the Divine love of the Lord in man comes
forth in charity, which is willing and doing truths, the

Divine wisdom of the Lord in man comes forth in faith,

which is knowing and considering truths.

8. The conjunction of charity and faith is reciprocal.

Love and Charity.

1. The love of uses is charity.

[2.] In each and every thing there are these three, end, cause,

and effect; the end is that from which, the cause is that by
means of which, and the effect is that in which ; and when the

end by means of the cause is in the effect, there is existence. In

every love and its affection there is an end, and the end purposes

or wills to do what it loves, and the thing- done is its effect. The
Lord is the end from which, man is the cause by means of which,

and the use is the eftect in which the end has its existence. The
Lord is the end from which, because from his Divine love He
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unceasingly purposes or wills to accomplish uses, that is, things

good for the human race. Man is the cause by means of which,

because he is or can be in the love of uses ; and in that love he
purposes or wills to perform uses ; and uses are the effects in

w hich the end comes forth ; and uses are what are called goods.

From this it is clear that love of uses is the charity that man
should have towards the neighbor. That in each and all things

there is an end, a cause, and an effect, may be learned from

any thing whatever ; as when a man is doing any thing he says

either to himself or to another, or another to him, Why are you
doing this, that is, What is the end? Also, How will you do this,

that is, By what cause (or means)? Also, What are you doing,

that is, What will the effect be? The end, the cause, and the

effect:, are called also the final cause, the mediate cause, and the

thing caused ; and by the law of causes the end is everything in

the cause, and thus everything in the effect, for the end is the

very essence of the cause and the effecT:. So of the Lord ; as He
is the end, He is everything in the love of uses or charity in man,

consequently is everything in the uses done by man, that is, in

the uses done through man. From this it is believed in the

church that all good is from God and no good is from man, and
that God is good itself. It follows, therefore, as a consequence

that doing charity is doing uses, or the goods that are uses, thus

that the love of uses is charity.

2. The Lord is the source (a quo) and the neighbor is the object (ad quern).

It is clear from what has been said above that it is from the

Lord that the love of uses or charity has its being and its mani-

festation. The neighbor is the one for whom, since the neighbor

is the object: towards whom charity is to be cherished, and to whom
charity is to be manifested. As it is said that the neighbor is the

object {ad quem), it shall be told what and who the neighbor is.

In a broad sense the neighbor is the general or public [good] ;

in a more limited sense it means the church, one's country, a

community greater or less ; and in a restricted sense it means a

fellow-citizen, a companion, or a brother. To perform uses to

any of these from love is to exercise charity towards the neighbor,

for these are loved when this is done. These are then loved be-

cause love ot uses and love of the neighbor cannot be separated,

A man may, indeed, from love of uses or from charity do good to

an enemy or to an evil man ; but to such he performs the uses

of reformation and reconciliation, and these uses are various, and
are accomplished by variousmethods (see Matt. v. 25, 43, 44,
seq. ; Luke vi. 27, 28, 35).
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3. Love to the Lord comes forth in charity, since it comes forth in use.

This the Lord Himself teaches in John :

"He that hath My commandments and doeth them, he it is who loveth
Me If a man love Me he will keep My word He
that loveth Me not keepeth not My words " (xiv. 21, 23, 24).

In the same,

" If ye keep My commandments ye shall abide in My love " (xv. 10).

To keep His precepts, words, and commandments, is to do goods
of charity, which are uses to the neighbor. In the same,

Three times Jesus said to Peter, " Lovest thou Me?" and three times
Peter replied that he loved Him. Three times Jesus said, "Feed
My lambs and My sheep " (xxi. 15-17).

" Feeding lambs and sheep" are the uses of goods of charity in

those who preach the gospel and love the Lord. This makes
clear that love to the Lord comes forth in charity, since it comes
forth in use ; also that conjunction of love to the Lord with char-

ity towards the neighbor, and thus the conjunction of the Lord
with man, is in use ; and that the conjunction is such and as great

as is the love of use, for the Lord is in use as He is in the good
that is from Him, and the man who is in the love of use is in use as

if from himself, and yet he acknowledges that it is not from him,

but is from the Lord. For man cannot love the Lord from him-

self, nor can he love uses from himself ; but the Lord loves man
and reciprocates His own love in him and makes it to appear to

him as if he loved the Lord from himself. This, then, is love of

the Lord from the Lord. And from this it is clear how love to

the Lord comes forth in charity, that is, in the love of uses.

4. Use is discharging one's obligations and doing one's work rightly, faith-

fully, sincerely, and justly.

It is only known obscurely and only by some what is meant

strictly in the Word by goods of charity, which are called

"good works," also "fruits," and here uses. From the sense of

the letter of the Word it is believed that they consist in giving

to the poor, assisting the needy, doing good to widows and
orphans, and like things. But such uses are not meant in the

Word by "fruits," "works," and goods of charity, but discharg-

ing one's obligations, business, and tasks rightly, faithfully, sin-

cerely, and justly, is what is meant. When this is done the gen-

eral or public good is consulted, also one's country, a commun-
ity greater and less, the fellow-citizen, companion and brother,
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who, as has been said above, are the neighbor in a broad and in

a restricted sense. For when this is done every one, whether he

be a priest, a ruler or officer, a merchant, or a laborer, is every-

day doing uses ; a priest by preaching, a ruler or officer by his

administrative work, a merchant by trading, and a laborer by his

labor. As for example, a judge who judges rightly, faithfully, sin-

cerely, and justly, is doing uses to the neighbor as often as he

judges ; a minister in like manner as often as he teaches ; so in

other instances. That such uses are meant by goods of charity

and by "works" is evident from the government of the Lord in

the heavens. In the heavens as in the world, all are engaged in

some function or service, or in some duty or work ; and every

individual enjoys magnificence, wealth, and happiness, according

to his fidelity, sincerity, and justice therein. A lazy and slothful

person is not admitted into heaven, but is cast out either into

hell, or into a desert place where he lives in want and misery.

Such are the things that are called in the heavens goods of char-

ity, works, and uses. Moreover, every one who has been faithful,

sincere, and just in his employment and work in the world is

faithful, sincere, and just when he has left the world ; and he is

received in heaven by the angels ; and every one has heavenly

joy according to the quality of his faithfulness, sincerity and just-

ice ; and for the reason that a mind devoted to its employment
and work from love of use is kept quiet, and is then in spiritual

delight, which is the delight of fidelity, sincerity and justice, and
is withheld from the delight of fraud and malice, also from the

delight of idle conversation and feasting, which is the delight of

idleness ; and idleness is the devil's pillow. Every one can see

that the Lord cannot dwell in the love of these, but can dwell in

the love of the former.

5. There are general uses which are also uses of charity.

The proper and general uses of charity are the uses of each

one's function and administration, as has been said above, and
these then become goods of charity, in which love to the Lord
comes forth, or with which that love is conjoined when they are

done by man with spiritual fidelity and sincerity, which those

have who love uses because they are uses, and who believe that

every good is from the Lord. But besides these there are other

general uses, as faithfully loving the marriage partner, rightly

bringing up children, managing the home prudently, and dealing

justly with servants. These works become works of charity
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when they are done from a love of uses; and in reference to a
marriage partner when they are done from mutual and chaste

love ; such uses are household uses which are uses of charity.

There are still 'other general uses, such as contributing proper

offerings and dues to the ministry of the church, and such good
works become uses of charity so far as the church is loved as the

neighbor in a higher degree. Again, among general uses may be

included the expenditure of means and labor for building and

maintaining orphanages, houses for the reception of strangers,

gymnasia, and other like institutions, some of which are neither

good nor bad. To give aid to the needy, to widows, to orphans,

solely because they are needy, widows, and orphans, and to give

to beggars solely because they are beggars, are uses of external

charity, which charity is called piety ; but these are uses of inter-

nal charity only so far as they are derived from use itself and its

love. For external charity without internal charity is not char-

ity ; the internal must be there to make it charity ; for external

charity from internal charity acts prudently, but external with-

out internal charity acls imprudently, and often unjustly.

6. Uses become uses of charity only in one who fights against evils, whicn are

from hell.

For the uses that a man does so long as he is in hell, that is,

so long as the love that makes his life is in hell and from hell, are

not uses of charity, for they have nothing in common with heaven,

and the Lord is not in them. The love of a man's life is in hell

and from hell so long as he has not fought against evils, which

are in hell and from hell. These evils are clearly set forth in the

decalogue, and will be made clear in the explanation of it. Such

uses as are done either under a show of charity or under a show

of piety are described in the Word ; such as are done under a

show of charity are thus described in Matthew:

" Many will say to Me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied

in Thy name, and by Thy name cast out demons, and in Thy name
done many mighty works ? And then will I profess unto them,

I know ye not
;
depart from Me, ye workers of iniquity " (vii. 22,

23).

And such as are done under a show of piety are thus described

in Luke :

" Then shall ye begin to say, We did eat before Thee and drink, and
Thou didst teach in our streets. But He shall say, I say unto you,

I know you not whence ye are
;
depart from Me, all ye workers of

iniquity " (xiii. 26, 27).
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These are meant also by

The five virgins that had no oil in their lamps, to whom the bridegroom
said at his coming, " I know you not " (Matt. xxv. 1-22).

For so long as hellish and devilish evils have not been removed
by combat, although man is able to perform uses, yet there is

nothing of charity in them and consequently nothing of piety,

lor interiorly they are filthy.

7. Since any other uses are contrary to love to the Lord, and contrary to

charity towards the neighbor.

For all uses that are in their essence uses of charity are from

the Lord, and are done by Him through men, and the Lord
then conjoins Himself with man in the use, that is, love to the

Lord conjoins itself with charity towards the neighbor. That no

one can perform any use except from the Lord, He Himself

teaches in John:

" He that abideth in Me and I in him, the same beareth much fruit ; for

without Me ye can do nothing " (xv. 5).

"Fruit" means use. The uses done by a man who has not

fought or is not fighting against evils, which are from hell, are

contrary to love to the Lord and contrary to charity towards the

neighbor, for the reason that the evils that lie concealed within

such uses are contrary to the Lord, thus contrary to love to Him
and therefore contrary to the love of use, which is charity. For
hell and heaven cannot be together, since they are opposites,

that is, one against the other
;
consequently those who perform

such uses do not love the neighbor, that is, the common or pub-

lic good, the church, the country, the community, the fellow-

citizen, the companion and the brother, who in a broad and in a

restricted sense are the neighbor. That this is true has been

made evident to me by very many experiences. These uses

are such within the man who does them. And yet out of the

man they are uses, and are stirred up by the Lord with man for

the sake of the general and of particular good ; but they are not

done from the Lord, and in consequence they are not rewarded

in heaven, but are rewarded or will be rewarded in the world.

8. Uses that have one's own good for their first and last end are not uses of

charity.

It has been shown above in this chapter that the end is the

all of the effect, that is, the all of use, and that the Lord is that
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end, and that it is from the end that a use is a use of charity.

Consequently when man, that is, his own special good, is the end,

he is the all of the effecT:, or the all of use ; and thus his use be-

comes a use in appearance but not in essence, in which there is

life from the body but no life from the spirit.

Wisdom and Faith.

/. Faith is nothing else than truth.

The Christian world, when charity had ceased, began to for-

get that charity and faith are one, consequently that no faith is

possible where there is no charity and no charity where there is

no faith. From this ignorance there sprung a blindness that de-

stroyed all knowledge of what charity is, or what faith is. They
then began to separate these, not only in thought but also in doc-

trine, and thereby to divide the Christian Church, which in itself

is one, into many, and to distinguish them according to the dog-

mas of faith separate [from charity] ; and when charity and faith

are separated in man it is not known what charity is or what

faith is ; for charity must give being to faith, and faith must so

teach ;
moreover, charity must enlighten and faith must see

;

consequently, if charity and faith are separated man has neither

the one nor the other ; as when you take away a candle you
take away the light also, and there is darkness. This is why
faith has come to mean that which a man believes and does not

see ; therefore it is said that this or that is to be believed, and it

is seldom said, " I do not see," but it is said, "I believe." Thus
no one knows whether what he believes is true or false. So the

blind leads the blind, and both fall into the pit. It is acknow-

ledged, to be sure, that faith is nothing else but truth when it is

said that truth is of faith, and that faith is of truth. But when it

is asked whether this or that is a truth, the answer is, " It is a

matter of faith," and no further inquiry is made. Thus with the

eyes shut and the understanding closed every thing into a belief

in which one is born is accepted as a truth of faith. Such blind-

ness was never called faith by men of old ; but their faith was

what they could acknowledge to be true from some light in the

thought. This is why in the Hebrew truth and faith are ex-

pressed by a single term, amen or amuna.
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2. Truth becomes truth when it is perceived and loved, and it is called faith

when it is known and carefully considered.

The defenders of faith separate wish to be believed when they

say that spiritual things cannot be comprehended by the human
understanding because they transcend it ; and yet they do not

deny enlightenment. This enlightenment, which is not denied

by them, is what is here meant by perception, thus by the state-

ment that truth becomes truth when it is perceived and loved.

And yet it is love of truth that causes the truth perceived to be-

come truth, for that is what gives life. Enlightenment is that

perception because all truth is in light, and into that light the

understanding of man can be raised up. All truth is in light be-

cause the light that goes forth from the Lord as a sun is truth

itself; and for this reason all truth in heaven shines, and the Word,
which is Divine truth, gives to the angels in heaven their com-
mon light, and in consequence the Lord is called "the Word"
and "the Light" (fo/in i. 1-3). It has been granted me to

know by much experience that the human understanding can

be raised up into that light, even the understanding of those who
have no love for truth, but have only a passion for knowing or a

desire for glory therefrom ; but with the difference that those

that have a love for truth are actually in the light of heaven,

and for that reason have enlightenment and perception of truth

when they read the Word ; while others have no enlightenment

or perception of truth, but only a confirmation of their own prin-

ciples, and do not know whether these are true or false ; and
with the further difference that those who have a love for truth,

when they read the Word and think from it, keep the sight of

their understanding constantly on the principle itself, and thus

seek to know whether it is true before it is confirmed. But the

others, from the knowledge in their memory, assume a principle,

not wishing to know whether it is true, and if they desire a rep-

utation for learning they confirm the principle by means of the

Word and the reason. The genius of learning, which is self-

conceit, is such that it can confirm any falsity, even so as to make
it appear to themselves and to others to be true. This is the

source of heresies, disagreements, and the defence of discordant

dogmas in the church. And from this comes the difference that

those who have a love for truth are wise and become spiritual,

but the others remain natural and are insane in things spiritual.

Truth is called faith when it is known and considered, because

a truth perceived becomes afterwards a matter of memory which
is believed. And from this it is clear that faith is nothing else

than truth.
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3. The truths of faith look on one hand to the Lord, on the other to the

neighbor.

All truths look to these three things as their universal ob-

jects, above them the Lord and heaven, near them the world
and the neighbor, and beneath them the devil and hell; and
truths will teach man how he can be separated from the devil

and hell, and can be conjoined to the Lord and heaven, and this

by means of his life in the world in which he is, and his life

with the neighbor with whom he is
;
by means of these all sep-

aration and all conjunction is effected. That man may be sepa-

rated from the devil and hell and be conjoined to the Lord and
heaven, he must know what evils are and what falsities from
them are, because these are the devil and hell, and he must know
what goods are and what truths from them are, because these are

the Lord and heaven. Evils and falsities are the devil and hell

because they are therefrom, and goods and truths are the Lord
and heaven because they are therefrom. Until a man knows
goods and truths and evils and falsities he sees no way of egress

lrom hell, and no way of entrance into heaven ; these are what
truths must teach, and the truths that teach have been given to

man in the Word and from the Word
; and as the way to heaven

or to hell is from the world, and as man's life is in the world

and with the neighbor there, so the ways that truths teach is that

life. For this reason when a man's life is in harmony with the

truths of the Word, the way to hell and from hell is closed, and
the way to the Lord and from the Lord is opened, and the

man's life becomes the life of the Lord in him. This is what is

meant by the Lord's words in John:

" I am the way, the truth, and the life " (xiv. 6).

On the other hand, when a man's life is contrary to the truths

of the Word the way from heaven and to heaven is closed, and

the way to hell and from hell is opened, and the man's life be-

comes not life but death. It has been said above respecting

charity that the Lord's life in man is a life of charitv towards the

neighbor, and that conjunction is in the love of uses ; and as

truths teach that life, it is evident that they look on the one hand
to the Lord, and on the other to the neighbor.

4. Truths teach how the Lord is to be approached, and how afterwards the

Lord performs uses through man.

How the Lord is approached has already been told and it will

be told more fully in the explanation of the decalogue. How
the Lord afterwards performs uses with man shall now be told.
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It is known that man can from himself do nothing good that is

good in itself, but he can do this from the Lord, consequently

he can perform no use that in itself is use, for use is good.

From this it follows that every use that is good is done by the

Lord by means of man. It has been shown elsewhere that it is

the Lord's will that man should do good as if from himself; and

how man is to do good as if from himself is also taught by the

truths of the Word, and as this is taught by truths it is clear

that truths are matters of knowledge and thought, and that

goods are matters of willing and doing ; thus that truths become
goods through willing and doing ; for what a man wills and does

he calls good, and what a man knows and thinks he calls

truth ; so in the deed, thus in good, there is willing and thinking

and knowing. Consequently the complex of these in the out-

most is good ; and this has in itself an external form from truths

in the thought and an internal form from love in the will. But

how the Lord performs uses in man which are goods has been

told and shown in the explanation of the laws of His Divine

providence.

5. Both of these are taught by truths, spiritual, moral, and civil.

First, let it be shown what spiritual truths are, what moral

truths are, and what civil truths are
;
secondly, what a spiritual

man is, also a moral and civil man
;
thirdly, that the spiritual is

in the moral and the civil
;
fourthly, that if these are separated

there is no conjunction with the Lord.

(i.) \VJiat spiritual truths are, what moral trtdhs are, and
what civil truths are.—Spiritual truths are those that the Word
teaches respecting God,—that He is the one Creator of the

universe; that he is infinite, eternal, omnipotent, omniscient,

omnipresent, provident ; that the Lord in respect to the Human
is His Son ; that God the Creator and the Lord are one ; that

He is the Redeemer, the Reformer, the Regenerator and Saviour
;

that He is the Lord of heaven and earth ; that He is Divine love

and Divine wisdom ; that He is good itself and truth itself ; that

He is life itself; that everything of love, of charity, and of good,

also everything of wisdom, of faith, and of truth, is from Him,
and nothing of these is from man ; therefore that no man has

merit because of any love, charity, or good, or because of any

wisdom, faith, or truth
;
consequently that He alone is to be wor-

shipped ; so again, that the Word is the holy Divine ; that there

is a life after death ; that there is a heaven and a hell ; a heaven

for those who live rightly, and a hell for those who live wrongly ;
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with other things pertaining to doclxine from the Word, as re-

specting Baptism and the Holy Supper. These and like things

are properly spiritual truths. But moral truths are those that

the Word teaches respecting the life of man with his neighbor,

which life is called charity. The goods of this life, which are uses,

have relation, in brief, to justice and equity, to sincerity and up-

rightness, to chastity, to temperance, to truth, to prudence, and
to benevolence. To the truths of moral life belong also the op-

posites which destroy charity, and which have relation, in brief, to

injustice and inequity, to insincerity and fraud, to lasciviousness,

to intemperence, to lying, to cunning, to enmity, to hatred and
revenge, and to ill-will. These latter are called truths of moral
life, because all things that a man thinks to be true, whether evil

or good, he classes among truths ; for that this thing is evil or

that thing is good he speaks of as a truth. These are moral
truths ; while civil truths are the civil laws of kingdoms and states,

which have relation, in brief, to many phases of justice that are

observed, and on the contrary to the various kinds of violence

that come forth in act.

[2.] (2.) The-spiritual man is also a moral and a civil man.
—It is believed by many that the spiritual are those who have a

knowledge of the spiritual truths enumerated above, and espe-

cially those who talk about them, and still more those who per-

ceive them with some understanding. But such are not spiritual,

for this is merely knowing, and thinking and speaking from

knowledge, and perceiving from a gift of understanding that

every man has, and these things alone do not make a man spir-

itual. There is lacking from these love from the Lord ; and love

from the Lord is the love of uses which is called charity. In

charity the Lord conjoins Himself to man and makes him spirit-

ual, for man then performs uses from the Lord and not from him-

self. This the Lord teaches in many places in the Word, and
thus in yohn :

" Abide in Me and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself

except it abide in the vine, so neither can ye except ye abide in Me.
I am the vine, ye are the branches ; he that abideth in Me and I

in him, the same beareth much fruit ; for apart from Me ye can-
not do anything " (xv. 4, 5).

" Fruits " are uses or goods of charity ; and goods of charity are

nothing else than moral goods. This makes clear that a spiritual

man is also a moral man. A moral man is also a civil man, be-

cause civil laws are uses themselves in act, which are called prac-

tices, works, and deeds. Take for example the seventh com-
mandment of the decalogue, " Thou shall not steal." The spirit-
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ual meaning in this commandment is that a man must not take

any thing from the Lord and attribute it to himself and call it his,

also must not take away from any one the truths of his faith by

means of falsities. The moral meaning in this commandment is

that man must not deal insincerely, unjustly, and fraudulently

with his neighbor, or cunningly take away his wealth. The civil

meaning in the commandment is that a man must not steal.

Who cannot see that the man who is led by the Lord, and who
is thereby a spiritual man, is also a moral and a civil man ? Again,

take the nfth commandment, " Thou shall not kill" The spirit-

ual meaning in this commandment is, that man must not deny

God, thus the Lord; for to deny Him is to kill and crucify Him
in oneself ; also he must not destroy spiritual life in another,for
thus he kills his soul. The moral meaning in the commandment
is that tnan must not hate his neighbor, or desire to have revenge,

since hatred and revenge have murder in them. The civil mean-

ing in the commandment is that another's body must not be

killed. From this also it is clear that a spiritual man, who is one

that is led by the Lord, is also a moral and a civil man. This is

not true of one who is led by himself, of whom something shall

be said presently.

[3d (3.) The spiritual is in the moral and the civil.—This

follows from what has been said above that the Lord conjoins

Himself with man in the love of uses, or in charity towards the

neighbor. The spiritual is from conjunction with the Lord ; the

moral is from charity, and the civil is from the practice of charity.

The spiritual must be in man that he may be saved ; and this is

from the Lord, not above or outside of man but within him ; it

cannot be in man's knowledge alone or from that in his thought

and speech, it must be in his life, and his life is willing and do-

ing
;
consequently when knowing and thinking are also willing

and doing the spiritual is in the moral and in the civil. If it be

asked, " How can I will and do ?" the answer is, Fight against

evils, which are from hell, and you will both will and do not from

yourself but from the Lord, for when evils are put away the

Lord does all things.

[4.1 (4. ) If these are separated there is no conjunction with the

Lord.—This can be seen from reason and from experience. From
reason : If a man had such a memory and such an understand-

ing as to be able to know and perceive all the truths of heaven

and of the church, but was unwilling to do any of them, is it not

said of him that he is an intelligent man but a bad man, and all

the more deserves to be punished ? From this it follows that he

who separates the spiritual from the moral and the civil is not a
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spiritual man or a moral man or a civil man. From experience:

There are such persons in the world, and I have talked with them
after death, and have learned that they knew all about the Word
and many truths therefrom, and believed that on this account

they would shine as stars in heaven ; but when their life was ex-

amined it was found to be merely corporeal and worldly, and
from the evils and propensities they had thought and purposed
in themselves they were merely infernal. For this reason all the

things they had learned from the Word were taken away from

them, and they became each his own will, and were cast into hell

to their like, where they talked insanely according to their

thoughts in the world, and afted basely according to their loves

in the world.

6. Faith is knowing and carefully considering these truths ; and charity is

willing and doing them.

It has been shown above that truth is called faith when man
knows it and thinks it ; it shall now be shown that truth becunus
charity when man wills it and does it. Truth is like a seed

;

viewed out of the ground it is merely a seed, but when it passes

into the ground it becomes a plant or a tree, and puts on its own
form and thus takes another name. Truth is also l.ke a garment,

which apart from man is merely a piece of cloth fitted to the

body, but when it is put on it becomes clothing containing a

man. It is the same with truth and charity. So long as truth

is known and thought it is merely truth, and is called faith
; but

when a man wills it and does it it becomes charity, just as a seed

becomes a plant or a tree, or a piece of cloth becomes clothing

containing a man. Moreover, knowledge and thought therefrom

are two faculties distinct from the will and the acl therefrom, and
they may be separated ; for a man ma}' know and think many
things that he does not will and thus does not do. When these

are separated they do not constitute the life of man ; w hen they

are conjoined they do constitute it. It is the same with faith and

charity. All this can be made more clear by comparisons. In

the world light and heat are two distinct things, which may be

separated or may be conjoined ; in the winter season they are

separated, in the summer season they are conjoined. When sep-

arated they do not produce vegetable life, that is, they do not

bring forth anything ; but when conjoined they do produce and
bring forth. Again, the lungs and heart in man are two distinct

tilings whose motions may be separated or may be conjoined.

They are separated in swooning and suffocation ; and when rep-
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arated they do not constitute the life of man's body, but when
conjoined they do constitute it. It is the same with man's know-

ledge and thought therefrom to which faith pertains, and with will

and deed to which charity pertains, the lungs and also light

corresponding to faith therefrom, and the heart and also heat

corresponding to the will and to charity therefrom. From all

this it can be seen that in faith separated from charity there is no

more of life than in knowing and thinking separated from willing

and doing ; in this the only life is that man wills to think, and

makes himself speak and believe accordingly.

7. Therefore when ihe Divine love of the Lord in man comes forth in charity,

which is willing and doing truths, the Divine wisdom of ihe Lord in

man comes forth in faith, which is knowing and considering truths.

What is meant by the Divine love of the Lord and what by

His Divine wisdom has been told above
;
charity and faith and the

conjunction of the Lord in the love of uses, which is charity in

man, have also been defined ; now the conjunction of the Lord
with the faith that is in man shall be treated of. The Lord con-

joins Himself with man in charity and from charity in faith, but

not in faith and from faith in charity. The reason is that the

conjunction of the Lord with man is in the love of man's will,

which makes his life, thus in charity, which makes his spiritual

life. From this the Lord gives life to the truths of thought,

which are called truths of faith, and conjoins them to the life.

The first truths in man, which are called faith, are not yet living

truths, for they are only in the memory and in thought and speech

from the memory, joined to man's natural love, which is led to

imbibe them by its craving to know ; and by its craving for a rep-

utation for knowledge and learning it calls them forth into thought
or speech. But these truths begin to be living truths when man
is regenerating, and this is effected by a life according to them,

and such a life is charity. Then man's spiritual mind is opened,
in which a conjunction of the Lord with man is effected, and thus

the truths of man's infancy, childhood, and earlv youth are made
alive. Also a conjunction is effected of the Divine love and wis-

dom with charity in man, and of the Divine wisdom and the Di-
vine love in the faith in him, making charity and faith to be one
in man, as the Divine love and Divine wisdom are one in the

Lord. But on this more will be said in the explanation of the

decalogue.
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8. The conjunction of charity and faith is reciprocal.

This lias been explained above, where the reciprocal conjunc-

tion of love and wisdom was treated of, and has been illustrated

by its correspondence with the reciprocal conjunction of the heart

and lungs.

XII.

The Lord by His Divine love and His Divine wisdom
animates all things in heaven and all things
in the world, even to their outmosts, so that
some live and some have being and existence.

The eye sees the universe, and the mind thinks about it, first

that it was created and afterwards by whom it was created. The
mind that thinks from the eye thinks that it was created by na-

ture ; but the mind that does not think from the eye thinks that

it is from God ; while the mind that takes the middle path thinks

that it is from an Entity of which it has no idea, for it perceives

that something cannot exist from nothing. But such a mind falls

into nature because it has an idea of space respecting the infinite,

and an idea of time respecting the eternal. Such are interior

natural men ; while those who think simply of nature as the cre-

ator are exterior natural men ; and those who from religion think

simply of God as the Creator of the universe are exterior spirit-

ual men ; and those who from religion think wisely of God as the

Creator of the universe are interior spiritual men ; but these lat-

ter two classes think from the Lord. Now, that it may be per-

ceived and thus known that all things were created by God, who

is the Lord from eternity, Divine love itself and Divine wisdom

itself, thus life itself, it will be well to proceed by distinci steps

;

and this shall be done in the following order

:

/. The Lord is the Sun in the angelic heaven.

2. That Sun is the origin of all things.

3. From that Sun the Lord is everywhere present

4. All things that have been created were created for obedient

service to life itself, which is the Lord.

5. Souls of life, and living souls, and plant souls, are ani-

mated by the life that is from the Lord, by means of

uses and according to uses.
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1. The Lord is the Sun in the angelic heaven.

This has been hitherto unknown, because it has not been

known that there is a spiritual world distincl from the natural

world and above that world, and that the two have nothing in

common except as what is prior is related to what is posterior, or

cause is to effect. Therefore it has not been known what the

spiritual is, or that in that world there are angels and spirits, both

of which are men in every respect like men in the world, with

this difference only, that they are spiritual and men are natural.

Also that all things there, are from a spiritual origin only, while

all things in this world are from both a spiritual and a natural ori-

gin. And as these things have not been known it has also been

unknown that the light and heat that angels and spirits have is

different from the light and heat that men have ; also that light

and heat in the spiritual world derive their essence from the sun

there, as our light and heat derive their essence from our sun
;

therefore the essence of light and heat from their sun is spiritual,

while the essence of light and heat from our sun is natural, to

which, however, a spiritual from their sun has been joined, which

enlightens man's understanding when the natural enlightens his

eye. From all this it is clear that the sun of the spiritual world

in its essence is that from which every thing spiritual has its rise,

and that the sun of the natural world in its essence is that from

which every thing natural has its rise. What is spiritual can de-

rive its essence from no other source than the Divine love and

the Divine wisdom, for to love and to be wise is spiritual ; and

what is natural can derive its essence from no other source than

pure fire and pure light. From this it now follows that the sun

of the spiritual world in its being {esse) is God, who is the Lord
from eternity, and that the heat from that sun is love, and the

light from that sun is wisdom. Nothing has heretofore been re-

vealed respecting that sun, although that sun is meant in many
passages in the Word where the sun is mentioned, for the reason

that it could not be revealed until the last judgment had been

wrought, and a new church, which is the New Jerusalem, was be-

ing established by the Lord. There are other reasons why it was
not revealed before, but they cannot be presented here. When
once it has been made known that angels and spirits are men, who
live together like men in the world, and that they are entirely

above nature, while men are within nature, it can reasonably be

concluded that they have another sun, and that that sun is the

source from which everything of love and everything of wisdom,
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and thus everything of truly human life, has its origin. That
that sun has been seen by me, and also the Lord in it, may be

seen in the work on Heaven and Hell (n. 1 16-140) ; and in the

work on The Planets and Earths in the Universe (n. 40-42).

2. That Sun is the origin of all things.

No one can think that the universe is from eternity and that

it is from nothing ; therefore no one can deny that it has been
created, and created by somebody, and that the Creator is being

{esse) itself, infinite and eternal in itself,- love itself, wisdom itself,

and life itself; and that there is a common centre from which He
views, rules, and provides all things as present, with which cen-

tre there must be conjunction, and to the extent that there is con-

junction there will be a life of love and wisdom with blessedness

and happiness ; also that that centre appears before the angels as

a fiery and flaming sun, and that that appearance is from the Di-

vine love and Divine wisdom that go forth from Him from whom
everything spiritual springs, and through the spiritual by means
of the sun of the world, everything natural. The human mind
from its understanding, which can be raised up, if it wishes, into

truths of light, can see that the universe has been created by God,

who is such and who is One. Since, therefore, there are two suns,

a sun of the spiritual world and a sun of the natural world, and

the sun of the spiritual wrorld looks from its firsts to outmosts,

and the sun of the natural world looks from the middle to out-

mosts, it is clear that the sun of the spiritual world (in which is

God, and which is from God, who is life itself) is the source of

all things that have been made and created ; while the sun of this

world (in which is fire, and which is from fire, which is not life),

is that by means of which those things only that are below the

middle, and that are in themselves dead, have been created.

Consequently to acknowledge nature, which in itself is dead, is

to worship the fire which is in the sun of the world ; and those

who do this are dead. But to acknowledge life as the creator is

to worship God, who is in the sun of heaven ; and those who do

this are living men. Those are called dead men who are in hell,

but those are called living men who are in heaven.

3. From that Sun the Lord is everywhere present.

It is well known in the church from the Word that the Lord

has omnipresence ; and it has been told already what is meant

by His omnipresence, and what it is. It shall now be told how
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this cm b-3 comprehended. It can be comprehended from the

correspondence of the sun of the world with the sun of heaven,

and therefore the correspondence of nature with life, which cor-

respondence serves also for comparison. Every one knows that

the sun of this world is everywhere in its world, and that its pres-

ence goes forth by means of light and heat. This presence is

such that the sun is seemingly in these, although it is at a dis-

tance. The difference is that the heat which it sends forth is fire

in its origin, and the light which it sends forth is flame therefrom

in its origin, also that all things that have been created by means

of that sun are recipients of it, more or less perfect according to

forms and distances. Consequently all things in the natural

world increase in the measure of their sun's presence, and de-

crease in the measure of its absence. They increase as heat

makes one with its light
;
they decrease as heat does not make

one with its light. But this sun thus operates into things that

are beneath it, which are called natural things, while it is wholly

inoperative in those things that are above it, that are called spir-

itual. For to operate into lower things is according to order

;

while to operate into higher things is contrary to order, because

this would be operating into the things that it is from ; while to

operate into lower things is according to order because this is

operating into things that are from it. The sun of heaven is that

from which is the sun of the world, and spiritual things are those

from which are natural things. From this comparison presence

from the sun can in some measure be comprehended. [2.] The
presence of the sun of heaven is universal, not only in the spirit-

ual world where angels and spirits are, but also in the natural

world where men are ; for men receive the love of their will and

the wisdom of their understanding from no other source. With-

out that sun no animal could live, nor could any plant spring

forth. See what has been said about this and explained above.

The presence of that sun also goes forth by means of heat and
light ; but its heat in its essence \s love, and its light in its essence

is wisdom ; and to these the light and heat of the sun of the

world give supplementary aid, by adding that by means of which

they come forth in nature and have permanent existence there.

But the presence of the sun of heaven by means of spiritual heat

and light differs from the presence of the sun of the world, which

is by means of natural heat and light, in that the presence of the

sun of heaven is universal and dominant both in the spiritual

world and the natural world, while the presence of the sun of the

world is con fined to the natural world, and in that world is a serv-
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ant ; also that the presence of the sun of heaven is not in the ex-

tension of space and time, w hile the presence of the sun of the

world is in these, for the extension of space and time was created

w ith nature. This is why the presence of the sun of heaven is

omnipresence. [3.] The presence of the sun of heaven regarded

in itself is constant; for the sun of heaven is always in its rising

and in its power. But in recipients, who are chiefly angels,

spirits, and men, it is inconstant and not in its power, for it

changes according to reception. The sun of the world corre-

sponds to the sun of heaven in that it, too, is constant in its place

and in its potency, but in the earth, which is its recipient, it be-

comes inconstant and not in its potency, for it changes according

to the revolutions of the earth about its axis, which make days and

nights, and according to the revolutions of the earth around the

sun, which make springs, summers, autumns, and w inters. From
all this the correspondence of the natural things of the world

with the spiritual things of heaven is evident. [4.] Again, the

presence of the sun of heaven in the natural world can in some
measure be illustrated by the presence of understanding and will

in man's body. There what the understanding thinks the mouth
instantly speaks, and what the will intends the body instantly

does ; for the mind of man is his spiritual world, and his body is

his natural world ; and this is why man is called by the ancients

a microcosm. When all this is understood a wise man can see

and perceive in the objects of nature a Divine operation and spir-

itual influx, in a tree with its fruit, in a plant with its seed, in a

grub with the pupa and butterfly from it, in a bee with its honey
and wax, or in any other animal ; and he can smile at the insan-

ity of those who see and perceive in such things nothing but na-

ture.

4. Ml ihings that have been created were created for obedient service to life

itself, which is the Lord.

Something shall be said first about life, and afterwards about

the creation of all things for obedient service to life. Life is love

and wisdom, for so far as a man through wisdom loves God and

the neighbor, so far he lives. But life itself, which is the life ot

all things, is the Divine love and the Divine wisdom. Divine love

is the being (esse) of life, and Divine wisdom is its going forth

{existere)
; and the reciprocal union of these is the Lord. Both

the Divine esse and the Divine existere are infinite and eternal, for

the Divine love is infinite and eternal and the Divine wisdom is.
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infinite and eternal. And yet both of these may have conjunc-

tion with angel and with man, although there is no possible ratio

between the finite and the infinite. But since it is difficult to

comprehend how there can be any conjunction when there can

be no ratio, this shall be explained. There can be no ratio be-

tween the natural and the spiritual, but there can be conjunction

by means of correspondences. Nor can there be any ratio be-

tween the spiritual in which the angels of the lowest heaven are

with the celestial in which the angels of the highest heaven are,

but there can be conjunction by means of correspondences.

Likewise there can be no ratio between the celestial in which the

angels of the highest heaven are and the Divine of the Lord,

but there can be conjunction by means of correspondences.

What conjunction by means of correspondences is has been told

and shown elsewhere. [2.] The Divine is infinite and eternal

because it is the all in all of the life of love and wisdom in angels

and in men. Angels and men have been created recipients of

life from the Lord, thus finite ; while the Lord is uncreate, in

Himself life, and thus life itself. If, therefore, men should be

multiplied, and from them angels and spirits, to eternity, still the

Lord gives them life, and from Himself leads them in the most

minute particulars, as may be seen established above, where His

Divine providence was treated of. In this is the eternal, and

where the eternal is there is the infinite. Since there is no ratio

between infinite and finite, let every one take heed not to think

of the infinite as if it were nothing. The infinite and eternal

cannot be predicated of nothing, neither can conjunction with

anything he predicated of nothing, neither is anything made
from nothing. But the infinite and eternal Divine is Being (esse)

itself, from which the finite is created, and with which there can

be conjunction. But this might be made fully clear to many by

a comparison of natural things with spiritual, between which

there can be no ratio, but there can be conjunction by corre-

spondences. Such is the relation of every cause to its effect

;

such is the relation between what is prior and what is poste-

rior ; such is the relation between a higher degree and a lower

;

and such is the relation between the love and wisdom of men and

angels. But although the love and wisdom of angels is ineffable

and incomprehensible to man, they are both finite, and thev are

not receptive of the infinite except by correspondences. [3.1

That all things have been created for obedient service to life,

which is the Lord, follows in its order from this, that men, and
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angels who are from them, have been created to receive life from

the Lord, and are nothing but receptacles, although in the free-

dom in which they are kept by the Lord they do not appear to

be receptacles ; nevertheless they are so, both the good and the

evil ; for the freedom in which they are kept is likewise from the

Lord. The life of men and angels is to understand, and from

that to think and speak, and to will and from that to do ; and
consequently these belong to life from the Lord, since they are

the effects of life. All things that have been created in the world

have been created for the use, for the benefit, and for the delight

of men, some more nearly, some more remotely. Since, then,

these things have been created merely for man's sake, it follows

that they are for the Lord's service, who is the life in men. It

may seem as if these things were serviceable for the good, be-

cause they live from the Lord, and not for the evil
;
nevertheless,

created things furnish uses, benefit, and delight, both to the evil

and the good, for the Lord says that

He makes His sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sends rain

on the just and on the unjust {Matt. v. 45).

That the evil have nothing of life from themselves, and that they

are led by the Lord, although they are ignorant of it and are un-

willing to be led, may be seen in the passages where the life of

those that are in hell is treated of.

5. Souls of life, and living souls, and plant souls, are animated by the life

that is from the Lord, by means of uses and according to uses.

By souls of life men and angels are meant
;
by living souls

animals are meant, which are called in the Word "living souls ;"

and bv plant souls trees and plants of every kind are meant.

That souls of life, that is, men and angels, are animated by the

life that is from the Lord has been shown in the preceding pages.

That living souls or animals are animated by means of life from

the Lord has been also shown from the Lord in the preceding

pages. The same is true of plant souls, for these souls are

uses which are outmost effect's of life ; and living souls are affec-

tions of various kinds corresponding to the life of those who
are in the spiritual world, from which correspondence they

might be called mediate lives. Animation means not only that

they live, but also that they have being and existence. They

are unceasingly animated, that is, have life, being, and existence

from the Lord ; because when creation has once been completed

it is made continuous by means of influx from the sun of heaven.
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And unless this influx were continuous all things would perish,

for apart from this influx the influx of the sun of the world is

nothing, for it is only the instrumental cause, while the former is

the principal cause. There is a correspondence of heat and its

effect with the life of the Lord's love, and there is a correspond-

ence of light and its effect with the life of the Lord's wisdom, for

the Divine love going forth from the sun of heaven is heat in the

spiritual world, and the Divine wisdom going forth from that sun

is light there. To these the heat and light of the sun of the

world correspond, for every thing is a correspondence. [2.] But

how the Lord from His Divine love and Divine wisdom, which

are life itself, flows in and animates the created universe, shall be

told in a few words. The Divine that goes forth is that about

the Lord that appears to the angels as a sun. From this His

Divine goes forth through spiritual atmospheres which He had

created for the conveyance of light and heat even to the angels,

and which He had adapted to the life both of their minds and
of their bodies, that they might receive intelligence from the

light and might see, and also according to correspondence might

breathe, for angels, like men, breathe ; also that they might re-

ceive love from the heat and might have sensation, and accord-

ing to correspondence their heart might beat, for the angels like

men enjoy pulsation of the heart. These spiritual atmospheres

increase in density by discrete degrees (which have been treated

of above), even to the angels of the lowest heaven, to whom they

become adapted. Because of this the angels of the highest

heaven live as in a pure aura, the angels of the middle heaven

as it were in an ether, and the angels of the lowest heaven as it

were in air. Underlying these atmospheres in each heaven are

the lands where the angels dwell, where they have their palaces,

and houses and pleasure gardens, and cultivated grounds, rose

gardens and lawns, which spring up anew every morning, with

every thing in them in accord with the reception by the angels of

love and wisdom from the Lord. All these things are from a

spiritual origin, and from no natural origin
;
spiritual origin is

life from the Lord. [3.] In corespondence with these all things

that appear in the natural world have been created ; and for this

reason like things exist there, with this difference, that these like

the others are from a spiritual origin, but also from a natural ori-

gin. This natural origin is added that they may be at the same
time material and therefore fixed, and this to the end that the

human race may be procreated, which can be done only in out-
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mosts, where there is fulness ; and further, that from the human
race as a seed plot the inhabitants of the spiritual world, who
are angels, may spring. This is the chief and the final end of

creation. But a full idea of the creation or of the coming forth

of all things in their order from the life which is the Lord is not

possible, because of the mysteries, which indeed are known in

heaven and have been communicated to me ; but as the subject

is full of these, which lie deeply hidden in all knowledge, it would

require volumes to explain them ; and even then they would be

scarcely comprehensible. The following, however, is a summary
of them. The sun of heaven, in which is the Lord, is the com-

mon centre of the universe ; all things of the universe are cir-

cumferences beyond circumferences even to the last ; these He
rules from Himself alone as one continuous thing, but the inter-

mediates He rules from the last ; these He unceasingly animates

and makes active, as easily as a man from His understanding

and will animates and makes active his body ; influx takes place

into uses, and from uses into their forms.

[Author's MEMORANDUM:—](Here follows the Angelic Idea,—which maybe
inserted, or it may be added as an Appendix, or in notes.)
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THE ANGELIC IDEA OF THE CREATION OF THE
UNIVERSE BY THE LORD.

The angelic idea of the universe created by the Lord is as

follows. God is the centre, and He is a Man ; and if God were

not a Man creation would not have been possible ; and the Lord

from eternity is that God. Of creation : The Lord from eternity,

that is, God, by His Divine that goes forth created the universe

and all things in it ; and as the Divine that goes forth is life itself,

all things have been created from life and by means of life. The
Divine that goes forth that is nearest to the Lord appears before

the angels as a sun ; this appears to their sight fiery and flam-

ing
;

this is so because the Divine that goes forth is the Divine

love and Divine wisdom, and these so appear at a distance. (The

angels add that the Divine that goes forth is what the ancients re-

presented by golden or shining and pure circles about the head of

God, which modern painters still retain from the ancient idea.)

They said that from that sun as a great centre proceed circles,

one after another and one from another even to the last where

they end, and this remains at rest. These circles, of which one

is from another and one after another, appearing as spread out

in breadth and length, are spiritual atmospheres, which are filled

with the light and heat from their sun, and through these light

and heat extend themselves to the outmost circle ; and in this

outmost circle by means of these atmospheres, and afterwards

by means of the natural atmospheres from the sun of this world,

the creation of the earth and all things on it which are for use

was accomplished, and this creation is afterwards continued by

generations from seeds in wombs or in eggs. The angels who
knew that the universe so created was a continuous work from

the Creator even to outmosts, and that being a continuous work
it depends upon the Lord, who is its common centre, and is

moved and governed by Him as a single continuous chain, said

that the First which goes forth is continued even to outmosts

through discrete degrees, just as an end is continued through

causes into effects ; or like a producing agent and its products

in a continued series ; also that the continuation is not only in

but also around from the First, and so from every thing prior into
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every thing posterior, even to the postreme ; and thus that the

First and the posterior from it exist together in their order in

the postreme or outmost. From this continuity as a one they

have their idea of the Lord, that He is the all in all things, that

He is omnipotent, omnipresent and omniscient, that He is infin-

ite and eternal ; and also their idea of the order according to

which the Lord, through His Divine love and Divine wisdom,

arranges, provides, and governs all things.

It was asked, "Whence, then, is hell?" They said, " From
man's freedom, without which man would not be a man ;" that

man by that freedom ruptured the continuity in himself, and with

this rupture a separation took place ; and the continuity that

was in man from creation became like a chain or a linked work
which falls when the links above are broken or torn asunder, and
it thenceforward hangs by slender threads. Separation or rup-

ture was effected and is effected by denial of God.
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[FRAGMENTS FROM THE LAST PACE OF THE AUTHORS
MANUSCRIPT.}

By means of that heat and that light all things in the
spiritual world and all things in the natural world
have been created.

There are degrees of that heat and light.

There are three degrees of that light and heat to the
outmosts of the spiritual world, and afterwards
three degrees to the outmosts of the natural world.

God is the fountain of all uses, celestial, spiritual, and
NATURAL.

All uses are in God in their very life, thus in their
BEING {esse).

Since God is love itself, uses are of His Divine love.

Use and good are one thing.

Divine love is Divine good.

Divine love is a love of uses.

Divine love and Divine wisdom appear in the spiritual
world as a sun.

From the sun which is the Lord in the spiritual world
heat and light go forth.

That heat is love going forth, and that light is wisdom
going forth.





INDEX TO THE DIVINE LOVE AND THE
DIVINE WISDOM.

Abdomen.—Respiratory movements extend to the abdomen (n).

yjc f.—Affection first becomes something when it is in act (17). What a man
wills but cannot do, comes into interior act in his spirit (34). In

heaven all acts are sane; in hell, insane (34 b Volition and act are

one in the spiritual world (34, 35). To will and not to act impossible

there (35).

Activities.—All bodily activities accomplished by co operation of heart and
lungs (61).

Adipsia.—Certain persons live without food (79).

Aether.—(See Atmosphere.)

Affection.— Is love in its essence (16). Its ends, uses (16). Maybe compared
to the blood-vessels (16). Is man's spirit (16). Is nothing unless put

to use and action (17). Affection for use the life of man and the

race (18). In heaven each one is an affection from the Divine love

which is life (18). Affection for use the measure of a man's reward
in heaven (21). Affection for use in selfish people is selfish (24). Life

of the face of an angel according to his affection for use (24). Affec-

tion not found apart from its use (29). Affection is the man himself

and use is its effect, and the two make one (29). The quality of a man
according to the quality of his use and affection (24). Unless use be a

man's affection he is not of sound mind (27). Natural affection may
incite to very excellent uses (30). Spiritual affection for use Loth ex-

ternal and internal (30). In hell spirits work from necessity, not from
affection (27). Every one judged from his affection (28). Speech
from external affection (28). Thought is from affection, but thought
and not affection is perceived (28). Speech belongs to thought, but its

sound to affection (29). The will is man's affection because the recepta-

cle of his love (n. 31). Spiritual affection not acquired by faith alone,

but by shunning evils as sins (31). Man exists from his affection rot

from his thought (33). Animals kept warm by the life of their souls

which is affection (36).

Affections.—Are the continuations and derivations of love (16, 31). Heaven
and hell divided into societies according to affections (16). As many
affections as uses ; infinite number (17). Natural affections are the

souls of animals. Uses of affections the souls of vegetables (18). Af
fections of love the wisdom of angels; uses of affections make their

life (19). Mutual and reciprocal love springs from affections for use

(21). All affections have a two fold origin, the sun of heaven and the

natural sun (25). A man thinks, speaks, acts from his affections after

the removal of his external thought (26). Every man an affection, the

spirits of hell affections for evil, the angels affections for good (27).
Affections are subordinate loves (2-). Affections for uses disclosed by
the heavenly heat and light (29). Affections for uses two kinds, nat-
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ural and spiritual ; one looks to self and the world, the other to the Lord
and the neighbor (29). A spiritual-rational man may know from his

activities what his affections are (33). Living souls a:e affections (37},
Animals are affections covered with a corres;)ondential body (37, 104).
Tulse varies with the affections (59). All affections belong to the love,

thus to the will (59). In the spiritual world substances vary according
to the angel's affections (73). Variations in tone correspond to varia-

tions in affections (81).

Affection and Thought.—Differences in heaven are according to (70). A recip-

rocal conjunction of (75). Affection the life of thought (75).
Air.—Purified in the lungs (11). (See Atmosphere.)
Amen.—In Hebrew truth and faith are expressed by one word, amen or amuna

(90).

Anatomist.—The mere anatomist cannot understand the uses of the parts of the

body (10).

Anatomy and Physiology.— (10, 11, 80, 81). Of heart and lungs (77, 78).

Angel.—Only recipient of life (7). Created and finite (9). Would be con-
sumed by direct reception of Divine love, therefore the sun of heaven
appears at a distance (8). Veiled with a thin cloud lest (hey be in-

jured by the intensity of the Divine love (8). The Divine goes forth

adapted to each (9). Can think apart from space (S). The Lord pres-

ent in each (9). Can comprehend the human soul (10). Are men
just like men in the world (14). Every angel an affection and a use

(18). The affection of love makes the wisdom of the angel, and the

uses of the affections make their life (19). Are men according to

uses (22). ' The face of an angel according to his use and the life of
his lace according to his affection for that use (24). See each other as

men but think of each other as uses (24). Are good affeclions (27).

Those who have loved and performed uses become angels (27). An-
gels and men will and think from love (35). In heaven the Divine
wisdom appears before the angels as light (42). Divided into spiritual

or celestial kingdom according as they receive more heat, which is love,

or light, which is wisdom (43). Spiritual angels not called wise but

intelligent, because one is wise only so far as his love makes one with

his understanding (43). With angels there is light in equal degree

with wisdom (44). Angels pictured the relation of the heart and
lungs (62). Celestial angels have relation to the heart of heaven ;

spiritual angels to the lungs (64). When they appear to men are seen

as men (64). Have pulse and respiration (64). Their thought, affec-

tion, speech and writing incomprehensible to the natural man (69).

All angels and spirits were born in the world as men (70). Angels
derive their ability to live permanently to eternity from a medium be-

tween the spiritual and the natural (73). If angels had been created

in the spiritual world they would not have been permanent, because

spiritual substance varies according to the affection of the angels (73).
Are conjoined with the human race by means of a medium derived

from the inmosts of nature (73). Are clothed according to the truths

of their wisdom (93). Are men and live like men, but a e above nature

(99). The love and wisdom of angels is incomprehensible to men
although it is finite (103). Men and angels are nothing but receptacles

of life from the Lord, but He keeps them in freedom (104). The an-

gelic idea of creation (107).

Animals.—Natural affection the souls of (iS). Kept warm in winter by the life

of their soul, which is affection (36). Produced from the sun of heaven

(37). Are affections covered with a correspondential body (37, 104).

Animation.— Means that things live and have being and existence (104).

Appearance.—All objects in the spiritual world are temporary appearances (69).

Arians.—In the spiritual world (65).
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Arteries.—Love may be compared to the heart and affections to the vessels (16).

Tne heart rules throughout the body by means of the veins and arte-

r es (ol).

Atmosphere.—The blood nourished in the lungs from the atmosphere (7S). De-
grees, uses, situation (105-108).

Aureole.—The aureole in pictures of the Lord (107).

Auricle.—Anatomy (77, 78).

Avarice.—The root of all evil (13).

Beasts.—Are without the two highest degrees ; are not receptacles of the Lord's

love and wisdom, but only of natural affection and knowledge; can-

not pervert their affection; cannot think and reason (54). Their in-

ternal as well as their external is natural (67).

Being.—The Lord the source of all life and being (98).

Biology (50-53).
Blood.—Received and purified by the lungs (11, 79). Circulation of (77 j. Cor-

responds to life of love (78, 82). In the evil and in the good the blood

changes in the lungs are different (Si). Those who are spiritual nour-

ish the blood with things that have a spiritual correspondence, and
conversely (82).

Body.—Each part has its use, and all are made one by their common use; the

action of the lungs produces reciprocal movements in all parts of the

body (io, 59). The use of each least part gives an idea of the whole;
the mind extends through all things of the body (24). Animals arc

affections covered with a correspondential body (37). All parts are

correspondences or effects and cannot live or act apart from their origin

(45,47). Source and development (46). Its duality due to its dual

source, love and wisdom (52). By regeneration man receives a new
body (57). The conjunction of body and spirit through the heart and
lungs (63). Its life exists through influx (67). Separation of spirit

usually takes place on the second day (68). Is not the man (71).

Relapses into nature (72). The human body spiritual in inmosts, cor-

poreal in outmosts (82J.
Brains.—The first principles of reception (33). The origin of the forms of the

will and understanding are in the brains (45). Will and understand-

ing actually present in its substances (58). Its structure (53). (See

Cerebrum and Cerebellum.)

Breath.—Of the lungs signifies understanding (60). Closely related to thought

(61).

Bronchia (10, 77, 79).
Butterfly.—Type of eternal life (73).

Cause.—End, cause and effect in all things (84). Also called final cause,

mediate cause, and thing caused (85). The sun of the world only an
instrumental cause, the sun of heaven the primary cause (105). By
means of cause and effect there is continuity from the Lord to outmosts

(107). (See also End and Effect.)

Cells.—In the brain (53).
Centre.—The sun of heaven the centre of the universe (105).

Cerebellum.—-Controls the natural motive life (10).

Cerebrum.—Controls the voluntary motive life (10).

Charity.—Love to the Lord from the Lord comes forth in charity (83). Is the

love of uses (84). Is not merely the giving of alms, but the proper

discharge of all one's duties (86). Various forms of (88). Uses that

have one's own good for first and last end, not uses of charity (S9).

Uses performed by an evil man not charity and not rewarded in heaven,
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but turned to the public good by the Lord, and rewarded in the world

(89). Charity and faith one (90). The moral from charity, the civil

from the practice of charity (95). Is willing and d.iing spiritual, moral,
and civil truths (96). No life in faith separated from charity (97).
[See Faith.)

Chicken.— In the egg (38).
Church.—To love the neighbor means to perform uses to the church, etc. (23).

Appears before the Lord as one man (23). The genius of learning,

or self-conceit, the cause of church disagreements (91). The New
Church (99).

Circle.—All love returns as in a circle to the source from which it comes (18).

From the sun of heaven radiate concentric circles which are atmo-
spheres, by means of which are creations (107).

Circulation.—Of the blood (77). Continued because the blood corresponds to

the life of love (78).
Circumference.—The universe in circumference about the Lord as a sun (106b
Civil.—The civil is from the practice of charity (95). (See Spiritual.)

Commandments.—Two tables written by the finger of God because one has re-

lation to the Lord and the other to man, and both to conjunction (75).
Seventh and fifth explained (95).

Communication.—Of thought in heaven (21).

Composition.—Of natural things (19).

Conatus.—All things exist in conatus in Divine love (46).
Conception.—Man's conception from his father not of life, but only of a first

and purest receptacle of life (7).

Conjunction.—Of love and wisdom (62). A reciprocal conjunction of love and
wisdom, will and understanding, goodness and truth, affection and
thought (75-77). Is according to the harmony of the life with the

truth of the Word (92). With the Lord (95). Is by means of corre-

spondences (103). [See Ratio.)

Consonant.—A distinct meaning expressed by each in the angelic writing (69).
Continuity.— Exists from the Lord to outmosts by means of cause and effect

(107).

Correspondences.—What is spiritual flows into what is natural and brings into it

the order of (30). All parts of the body are (45). Not previously-

understood (47). The universal law of (48). Word not understood

w.thout a knowledge of (49). All things seen in heaven are (49).
Are universal (59). Man has correspondence with nature through a
medium derived from nature's inmosts (73). Spiritual substances are

the correspondences of the angel's affections, of heart and lungs and
their attachments (76). Conjunction is by means of (103). [See

Ratio.)

Created things.—Germination in the earth formed by the sun from created things

(7). All were created for obedient service to the Lord (102).

Creation.— Is through discrete degrees (19). The formation of the embryo an
image of (46). Is from the Lord as a sun (46). All things of bound
together by influx (71). Is always in outmosts (72). Is made con-

tinuous by means of influx from the sun of heaven (104). The chief

and final end the peopling of heaven (106). The angelic idea of (107).

Creator.—Men's idea of (100).

Cuticle.—Outmost of the body (38).

Death.—Diabolical love is death itself (18). Both external and internal thought

remains with man after death (26). Described (67, 68).

Degrees.—Continuous and discrete (19, 20). Successive and simultaneous in the

brain (54). Every man has three (71). [See Order.)

Deny.—To deny the Lord is to kill and crucify Him (90).
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Distance.—Only an appearance in heaven (S).

Divine, The.—The universal, an intense blinding light ("). Can he in things

created and finite and can communicate its life to them (7). The un-

create and infinite is the very Divine itself (7). Is not in space (8).

Going forth is the spiritual essense and is adapted to all (9). Which is

very life can be present in things created and finite (9). The Lord's

Divine is Divine throughout even to flesh and bone (9). The Divine

going forth from the Lord, which is light and form, is Man (14). The
Grand Man is the Divine that goes forth from the Lord (23). Is in

outmosts (72). Is infinite and eternal (103). The Divine going forth

appears about the Lord as a sun (105).

Doctrine.— Man receives Divine wisdom in the understanding through doctrine

(75)-
Dwelling-place.—The two higher degrees in man are dwelling-places of the

Lord, but not the lowest (53).

Ear.—Not sound but a recipient of sound (33). Does not hear from itself but

from the understanding (47).

Earth.—Germination in it not formed directly from sunlight (7). Creation of (107).

Effect-—Causes of (46). The parts of the body effects, and not able to act and
live apart from their origin (47). Is doing and teaching (74). End,
cause, and effecT: in all things (84). (See Cause and End.)

Embryo.—All its parts led and brought forth from the receptacles of love and
wisdom (45). Its formation an image of creation (46). Described

(53). Its two upper degrees in the form of heaven, the lowest on ac-

count of hereditary taint in the form of hell (53). Formed by the co-

operation of love and wisdom (55). Nature of its life in utero (55).
Its life not its own but the Lord's (56). An analogy between the

formation of the embryo and man's regeneration (56).

End.—The ends of affections are uses (16). Spiritual affection looks to the Lord
and to the neighbor as ends, natural affection to self and the world

(29). Divine love and Divine wisdom the end of ends (46). End,
cause, and effect in all things (84). (See Cause and Effect.)

Enlightenment— Is perception of spiritual truth (91).

Esse and Existere.—
( 35). Love to the Lord is being (esse), wisdom in the Lord

is manifestation (existere) (42). Divine love is the being (esse) of life

and Divine wisdom is its going forth (existere), and the reciprocal

union of these is the Lord (102).

Evil.—Avarice the root of all evil (13). Treatment of the evil by the Lord (21).

A difference in the blood changes in the lungs in the evil and in the

good (81). In the evil the life of the will depraved through the life of

the understanding (Si). A man cannot perform uses frcjin charity unless

he fights against evils as from hell (S8). Until a man knows goods and
truths and evils and falsities he sees no escape from hell nor entrance

I

into heaven (92). The evil are led by the Lord (104).

Evolution.—All living tilings tend towards the human form (15'!. The formation

of the embryo an image of creation (46). In nature nothing comes
forth except from seed (51). (See also 8, 19, 21, 71.)

Extension.—Of thought and affection (21).

Exteriors.—Men and animals alike as to exteriors but not as to interiors (37).
Things that are exterior in simultaneous order are inferior in successive

order (54).
External.—(See Internal and External.)

Eye.— Not light but a recepient of it (33). Does not see from itself, but through

what is continuous from the understanding (47).
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Face.—The face of an angel is according to his use, and the life of his face

according to his affection for use (24). Acts as one with the affections

of the mind (48).

Faculty.—Two faculties of life in man, will and understanding (57).
Faith.—Spiritual affection not acquired by faith alone (31). Wisdom comes

forth in faith; nothing else than truth (90). Charity and faith one (90).
Must be rational (90). Truth when known and carefully considered

called faith (91 ). Truths of faith look on one hand to the Lord and
on the other to the neighbor (92). Is knowing and considering spirit-

ual, moral and civil truths (96). Divine wisdom comes forth in man
in faith (97). IS'o life in faith separated from charity (97). The con-

junction of faith and charity is reciprocal (98). (See Charity.)

Falsity.—Made to appear true by self-conceit or the genius of learning (91).

Father.— Man's conception from his father not of life but only of a first and pur-

est receptacle of lile (7).

Fear.—Spirits in hell restricted by (34).
Fetus.—Life of (55). Is without will and understanding (5S). (See Embryo.)
Fibre {Nerves).—Their origin (46). Vaso-motor nerves (80).

Finite.— Its relation to the infinite (103).

Fire.—Of the altar and lamp represents the holiness of the Lord's love (36).
1

Held sacred by many nations on account of its correspondence (36).
|

First.—Man's first is spiritual, and therefore must return to the Lord (72). Ani-
mal and vegetable firsts are natural, and therefore return to nature (72).

Everything in the animal and vegetable kingdoms rises from its first to

its last and from its last to its first again (72).

Flame.—Corresponds to love (36).

Flower.—Every part has its use (15).

Food.—Lungs supply new elements as food to the blood (11). One of the neces-

saries of life bestowed by the Lord (21).

Force.—Heat the medium by which life enters as a force into created substances

(36).

Form.—The successive forms of the embryo suited to the successive degrees of

life (8). Any form of love is a form of use (9). The Divine pro-

ceeding from the Lord, which is life and form, is man (14). All living

things tend towards the human form (15). In every form, both spirit-

ual and natural, there are both discrete and continuous degrees (20).

Mind the very form of life (24). All animal and vegetable forms are

forms of love, and are produced from the Lord's sun, which is Divine

love (37). Forms, which are the receptacles of love and wisdom, begin

to have existence in man from conception, but are spiritual and there-

fore transcend the apprehension (45). First forms are leceptacles of

love and wisdom (46). Influx takes place according to forms (47). Good
has aft external form from truth in the thought, and an internal form
from love in the will (93). Influx takes place into uses and from uses

into forms (106).

Formation.—Of love from the will (80).

Fruit.—Means use (86, 88). Means uses of goods of charity (94).

Function.—Each part of the body has its function, but man not conscious of all

(10). All functional activity induced by heart and lungs (ioj. By
uses are meant uses of function (13).

Garments.—Are necessaries of life bestowed by the Lord (21). Signify in the

Word truths of wisdom; therefore angels appear clothed according to

the truths of their knowledge, etc. (43). In the transfiguration Divine

wisdom was represented by the Lord's garments (43).

General.—(20, 21). External supplies the general and the internal the par-

ticular, and where there is no general there is no particular (67 ).
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Generation.—The formation of the embryo is called generation because it is

effected by traduction (46).

Genius.—The genius of learning can make falsities appear true (91).

Germinations.—Not formed in the earth directly from sunlight (7).

Gestation.—Cause of movements during (55).

Glands.—In the brain (46).

Glottis.—Use (11). Use and correspondence (81).

God.—Is a Man (60). Most general differences in respiration due to difference

in ideas about God (65). All goods from God (85). Spiritual

truths are those that the Word teaches about God (95). Is a Man
and the centre of the universe (107). Hell the result of man's rup-

ture of his continuity with the Lord by denial of God (108).

Good.—Love wills to do goods, and goods are uses (9). Common use the com-
mon good (10). Each use draws its life from the general good (20).

The general good like a lake (20). The general good supplies man's

necessities (21 ). All goods from the Lord (22). In the evil and in the

good the blood-changes in the lungs vary (Si). All goods from God
(85). Goods are matters of willing and doing (93).

Good and Truth.—What a man loves he calls good, and what confirms that good
he calls truth (32). Divine love is Divine good, and Divine wisdom
is Divine truth (74). There is a reciprocal conjunction of (75). Un-
til a man knows goods and truths and evils and falsities he sees no
way of egTess from hell and no way of entrance into heaven (92).

Good Works.— In the Lord's sight the uses of one's function or occupation are

good works (13).

Head.—0( the embryo (46).

Heart.—Action of right and left (11). Love may be compared to the heart, and af-

fections to vessels (16). Corresponds to the life of the will (55). Cor-

respondence of heart with will shown by the variations of the pulse in

accord with the affections (59). Signifies the will of love (60). Love
produces all organs of the body by means of the heart (83).

Heart and Lungs.—The two fountains of all bodily movements (10, 59). Corre-

spond to two kingdoms of heaven (18). Correspond to the will and
understanding (59, 76). Their action (61). Their relation represented

by angels (62). Conjunction of body and spirit through their motions,

and ceases when their motion ceases (63). Of heaven (64). Man's
spirit has (64). Each society in heaven has its own way of breathing

and its own heart beat (65). Their action depends upon the state of

the|affections and the belief about God, that is, upon the will and un-

derstanding (65). The activities of the spiritual flow into the activities

of the natural (66). In death (68). Their relation and action (77).
Their conjunction corresponds to conjunction of love and truth (97).

Heat.—Produced by love (35, 36). The medium by which life enters as a force

into created substances (36). A medium of formation (38). Of the

natural sun not a producer (38).

Heat and Light.—By means of heat and light from itself as a sun the Divine
communicates life (7). In heaven the manifestation of the spiritual is

(29). In heaven affections for uses are disclosed by (29). Distinct

only in appearance (42). Proceed from the heavenly sun because they

are the effects and uses of love and wisdom (74). In summer and win-

ter (96). Correspond to love and wisdom (105).

Heaven.—The Lord appears as a sun at a distance, but is present in a way
suited to the reception of each (8). Appears before the Lord as one
man (14, 64). Divided into communities corresponding to the parts of

the human body (14). Divided into societies according to affections

(16, 65). Divided into two kingdoms according as love to the Lord
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or love to the neighbor prevails (17). There each one is an affec-

tion from Divine love which is life itself (17). Heart and lungs corre-

spond to its two kingdoms (18). All things of man correspond to all

things of (18, 21). Loves in hell in opposition to loves in (18). A
man in right affections for use a heaven in least form (21). There each
rewarded according to nobleness of and affection for use (21). Heaven
and the church made up of all who love uses by doing them (23). In
its light those whose love is from its sun appear as men, but those

whose love is from the natural sun appear as monsters (25). Angels
of are good affections (27). Manifestations of the spiritual are the heat

and light of (29). The Lord's Divine wisdom appears as light in

(36, 42). All light spiritual in (44). All things seen in are corre-

spondences (49). Its kingdoms (64). Universal correspondence of

with the movements of heart and lungs (64). There external objects

are appearances due to the state of the angel's will and understanding

(69). Every man born for (70, 72). Division according to affection

and thought (70). The human race the nursery and source of supply

of (74). All its inhabitants employed and happy according to the

conscientiousness of their labors, and all conscientious according as

they have become so in the world (87). The Lord the sun of (99).
Those in heaven called living men, those in hell called dead men (100).

Its lands and atmospheres (105). Its peopling the chief and final end
of creation (106).

Hell.—In order that it may be in the form of a man all are* compelled to work
(15). Divided into societies according to affections (16). Its loves in

opposition to -those in heaven (18). Divided into kingdoms according

as love of self or love of the world prevails (18). Its spirits are evil

affections and lusts (27). The sole remedy for spiritual insanity is

compulsory work in (27). No one can ascend from hell to heaven
because of the effect on the heart and lungs (65). If a man's life is in

harmony with truth the way to and from hell is closed (90). Those in

hell called dead (100). The result of man's rupture by means of his

freedom of his continuity with the Lord, by denials of God (108).

Heredity.—Man's lowest degree bears an hereditary taint (54).

High.—Signifies in the Word what is internal (54).

Holiness.—The fire of the altar and lamps represented the holiness of the Lord's

love (36).

Households.—In heaven (17).

Holy Spirit.—Signifies Divine wisdom which teaches and enlightens (60).

Ideas.—Spiritual idea of man (24). All things exist in idea in the Divine wis-

dom (46). Are from thought, and from these is memory (82). Ideas

of thought correspond with words (87).

Incarnation.—Was in order that the Lord might govern from lasts as well as

from firsts (71).

Infinite.—The uncreate and infinite the very Divine (7). The infinite and eter-

nal Divine is Being {esse) (103). Its relation to the finite (103).

Influx.—Takes place according to form (47). Of the celestial kingdom into

the spiritual is as that of the heart into the lungs (64). The life of the

body exists by means of (67). Divine influx is from first into last

things (71). Divine operation and influx everywhere present in nature

(102). Creation made continuous by influx from the sun of heaven

(104). If it were not continual all things would perish (L05). Takes

place into uses and from uses into forms (106).

Inmosts.—Of the human body are spiritual (82).

Innocence.—Man's state in utero and immediately after birth (50). Divine love

and wisdom are (50). The Lord dwells in man only through (50).
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Insanity.—Many kinds of (26). Causes (26). Sole remedy compulsory work
in hell (27).

Intentions.—Are from affections (82).

Intellligence.—Organ of sight corresponds to (80).

Interiors.—Of man separated by discrete degrees (20). Perfection increases to-

ward (24).

Internals.—Men and animals alike as to externals but not as to internals (37).

Relation to externals (67).

Jehovah.—Reason for being called Creator, Former, and Maker (50).

Judges.—Love the neighbor if they have zeal for justice (23).

Judgment, Last (99).

Kingdom.—All angels divided into two kingdoms (17). In heaven a celestial

and a spiritual (43). Everything in the animal and vegetable kingdoms
rises from its first to its last and from its last to its first again (72).

Knowledge.—And thought distinct from the will and the act (96).

Lands.—Where the angels dwell (105). •

Larynx.—Its use (10).

Law.—Of correspondences (47). Of Divine order that all things should return

from outmosts to the first from which they are (72). Divine truths also

called laws of Divine order (74). Civil truths the civil laws (94).
Learned.—Quality of their light shown (44).

Learning.—The genius of learning or self-conceit confirms any falsity and makes
it appear true (91).

Left.—Refers to truth of wisdom (52).

Letter.—In angelic writing each consonant expresses a distinct meaning and each
vowel a distinct affection (69).

Life.—In most minute particulars called universal (7). Is love itself and is in

form (8, 27, 33). Heart and lungs unite the voluntary with the invol-

untary (10). Applies itself not to man but to his uses and to the uses

of all his puts (9, 10). Motive life of body established by respiratory

movements; sensual, by circulation of the blood (12). Lord alone is

Man, having life in Himself (12). Of man is from the Lord (12, 14).
Divine love is life itself and in form is man (15, 16, 17). Of all things

is their use (18, 19). Mind the very form of (24). Every man has
eternal life according to his affection for use (29). Is the soul; the es-

sence of all activities ; not reached by natural thought (33). Man only
a recipient of (33). Heat the product of love which is (35). Heat the
medium by which life enters as a force into created substances (36).
Man formed by (50). Of the body and mind depends upon the corre-

spondence of the will and understanding with the heart and lungs

(59,62). Of man two-fold, of action which pertains to the will and of
sense which pertains to the understanding (62). Man has eternal life

by means of a medium derived from the inmosts of nature (73). Man
receives Divine love in the will through (75). Of the will is love and
affection

; of the understanding, is wisdom, intelligence and knowledge
(76). Of the will and understanding and their relations and effects

(77-79)- In the evil the life of the will is depraved by the life of the

understanding (81). Love is all man's (82). The truths of (92). The
Lord the source of all (q8). All created things were created for obe-
dient service to life itself which is the Lord (102). Of all souls is from
the Lord by means of uses (104). Of man and angels (104). Plants
are uses which are the outmost effects of (104). From the Lord the
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spiritual origin of all things (105). All things created by life from the

Lord (108).

Light.—Corresponds to wisdom, which is spiritual light (6). In heaven the

Lord's Divine wisdom appears as (36, 42, 43, 44V Of heaven enables

angels to see things in their form andwisdom, ana to understand things

in their essence (44). Kinds in heaven (44). Those have spiritual

light who love to understand whether what another says is true ; those

have natural light who merely love to confirm what another has said

(44). Lights derived from perception (82). Those who have a love

of truth are in the light of heaven (91).

Liver.—Its use (55).
Lobules.—Of lungs (ro).

Lord.—Uncreate and infinite ; love itself because life itself (7). Present in sun
of heaven

; present in all things in a way suited to reception ; his pres-

ence apart from space (8). Present in everyone though infinite and
uncreate (9). He alone is man having life in Himself; unless the form
of use were infinite in Him it could not exist as finite in man ; man a
recipient of life from Him and that life the sum of all things of use (12).

In His sight the uses of one's function or occupation are good works.
In His sight the whole race is as one man; also each kingdom etc.,

not the men that are thus seen but their uses; who appear perfect or

deformed according to their love of use (13). The Divine proceeding
from the Lord (14). The infinite sum of all uses (15). Love to the

Lord (17). Uses the Lord in man; uses conjoin; meaning of loving

the Lord; man's relation to the Lord (22). Love of use from the

Lord (23). The Grand Man is the Divine going forth from the Lord

(23). Enters through the spiritual into the natural mind (31). His
Divine wisdom (36). The fire of the altar and lamp represents the

holiness of His love (36). Form produced from His sun (37). His
love and wisdom (42). All creation from Him (46). Conjoins Him-
self to man from his first conception (50). Dwells in the two higher de-

grees in man but not in the lowest; all that goes forth from Him as a

sun is man (54). When He is regenerating a man He leads his will

and understanding (56). In a man (63). Appeared to His disciples as

a man (64). Binds all things of creation together by influx (71).

Conjunction with the Lord is according to love and wisdom (72).

Laws of Divine order have relation to conjunction with the Lord (75).
Love to the Lord from the Lord comes forth in charity (83, 86). True
love of the Lord not personal (83). Is the source or end from which

(84). Is everything in man's uses; is the source of charity (85). He
conjoins Himself through use (89). Asa sun (91). Truths teach our

relation to the Lord (92). Truth of faith (92). Truths in the mem-
ory only do not conjoin with the Lord (95). How He works through

man (97). The source of all life and being (98, 105). The sun of

heaven (99, 105, 107). All things created for obedient service to the

Lord (102). All souls animated by life from Him by means of and
according to uses (104). He unceasingly animates all things (106).

The angelic idea of the Lord's creation of the universe (107).

Love.—Not comprehended because not manifest to the understanding; the very

soul or life of thought (6). Constitutes all life (7, 27). Is man and
contains all that is in man (8). Its subjects and forms are uses; it

wills to do goods (9). Devils work from compulsion not from love of

use (15). Corresponds to the heart; affections are derived from (16).

Love to the Lord involves uses as to their source (17). Diabolical love

is death itself: hell divided into two kingdoms according to; the loves

of heaven and hell are opposite ; all love returns in a circle to its source

(18). Of*heavenly societies and angels (19). Mutual and reciprocal

love springs from every affection for use (21). Meaning of love to the
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Lord (22). Meaning of love to the neighbor; so far as a man is in a

love of use so far is he in the Lord; its activities and going forth (23).

All loves and affections have two-fold origin (25 ). Every man an aifec-

tion because his life is love ; those who have loved and performed uses

(27). The will the receptacle of love (31, 34). To love means to

perform uses, because to love is to do (33). In the spiritual world those

in heavenly love act sanely, those in infernal love insanely (34). Pro-

duces heat, because love is life and heat a product of life ; to love and
not to do impossible (35). Holiness of the Lord's love represented by
the fire of the altar ; the cause of heat (36). All animal and vegeta-

ble forms are forms of love (37). Goes forth from the Lord as a sun

as heat ; in the Lord is being {•ssc) (42). The power to reciprocate the

Lord's love is what makes man a free agent (56). Is the life of man
(78,82). Forms the understanding; produces affections from these

intentions, from these perceptions, from these lights and thoughts, from
these ideas and from these memory (82). Produces all the organs of the

body by means of heat ; true love of the Lord not personal, but love

of the Divine ; love to the Lord from the Lord conies forth in charity

and wisdom in faith (83, 86). Love of uses is charity (84). Love of

use and love of the neighbor cannot be separated (85). Those who
have a love of truth are in the light of heaven (91).

Love, Divine.—From its own Divine love the Divine communicates life (7).

Is life itself; is the Lord Himself; would if directly received con-

sume the angels (8). Is infinitely transcendent; its form is a form of

use in its whole complex (9). Is life itself (16). In heaven it is dis-

tinguished into two kingdoms, and each person is an affection from it

!I7). All animal and vegetable forms produced from it by the Lord

37).

Love and Wisdom.—Proceed from the heavenly sun as heat and light (8, 29).

Are the essence of the spiritual (29). Are one in the Lord (42). Their

receptacles in man begin to have existence from conception (45, 46).

Natural sense of the Word corresponds to (49). Are distinct but al-

ways operate together as do light and heat (52). All man's life from

their co-operation (55). The will and understanding in man their

receptacles (57). The cause of heat and light (74). They are in

reciprocal conjunction (75). They are received by men from the sun

of heaven (101). Corresponds to heat and light (105).

Love and Wisdom, Divine.—The whole world the work of (7). Are Divine

good and truth (74). Divine love has for its object to bring man to

itself, and Divine wisdom to teach man the way; man may receive

them into the will and understanding, through life and doctrine (75).
Their action and coming forth (97). Divine love is the being (esse) of

life and Divine wisdom its going forth (existerc), and the reciprocal

union of these is the Lord (102).

Lower.—Things higher and lower are in successive order (54).
Lowest.—Degrees in man (53).

Lungs.—And heart the fountain of all bodily movements (10). Correspondence

(18, 61). Use (22). Correspond to the life of the will (55). Their
breath signifies understanding (60). (See also Heart and Lungs.)

Mahomedan.—Cannot be approached by Christians on account of the effect upon
respiration (65).

Man.—Only a recipient of life (7, 32, 38, 55, 104). His conception from his

father not of life but only of a first and purest receptacle of life: cre-

ated and finite : not directly from the uncreate and infinite (7). Love
itself which is life itself is man: love contains in infinite form the

things that are in man : difficult for a man to remove space from his
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thought (8). Natural man cannot comprehend the Lord's omnipres-
ence : the Lord present in each : Divine goes forth adapted to each :

life applies itself not to man but only to uses in him (9). All his parls
for use: can partially comprehend spiritual truth (10). In relation to

uses: each part an image of the whole: the Lord alone is Man having
life in Himself (12). Men s appearance before the Lord is according
to their love of use (13;. Meaning of the word (1 3). Avaricious men
made useful: the Lord a Man : heaven appears asa man (14). Man the
form of forms of all uses (15). His spirit an affection: his life is love

(16). All things of man correspond to all things of heaven (18, 21). His
interiors in discrete degrees (20). In the world men are rewarded ac-

cording to their natural service (20). He who is an affection for use
is heaven in least form: each part supplied according to its use (21).

Man and uses (22). Grand Man (23). Eveiy good use is in foim a
man, and every man is looked upon spiritually not as a person but as a
use : his character is according to his use and affection (24). Selfish

men inverted (25). Has both internal and external thought, but his

real quality determined by the internal (26). Each an affection (27, 29).
Use the affection of all sane men (27). Eternal life according to his

affection for use (29). If he has acquired anything spiritual by shun-
ning evils as sins he is saved (31). Exists from affection, not from
thought (33). A spiritual rational man may know from his activities

what his reigning affection is (33). Wills and thinks from, and is moved
by, his love (35). His will and understanding receptacles for love and
wisdom (45,57, 75). His first form areceptacle of love and wisdom, and
the other parts, created through these (46). His formation in the womb
(49,51). Formed by life itself (50). His state of innocence (50). His
conjunction with the Lord (51). Born to be understanding, conse-

quently wisdom (52). Everything that goes forth from the Lord as a
sun is Man (54). His power to reciprocate the Lord's love makes
him a free agent (56). An analogy between the formation of the em-
bryo and man's regeneration (56). Is such as is his will and under-
standing : receives new will and understanding and also a new body, by
regeneration (57). His spirit is the man (63). Heaven the form of a
man (64). Thought dependent upon his spiritual respiration (66).
His condition after death (67). Difference between a natural and a
spiritual man (68, 69). Born for heaven (70, 72). All angels and
spirits born in the world as men : has an eternal angelic mind from the

Lord (70). Has three degrees: is an angel so far as his higher de
grees are opened in the world by wisdom from the Lord (71). Must
return to the Lord (72). Spirits have correspondence with nature and
eternal life through a medium derived from theinmosts of nature: only

in man can the angelic mind be procreated and multiplied (73). Di-

vine love has for its object to bring man to itself and Divine wisdom
has for its object to teach man the way to conjunction with the Lord

(75). Born into evils from his parents: means of purification (78).

Love his whole life (82). Is the cause by means of which the end ex-

ists (84). All good from God, none from man (85). All in heaven
employed, and happy according to the conscientiousness of their works
and they are conscientious according as they have become so in the

world (87). His uses not uses of charity unless he fights against evil,

as from hell (88). Conjunction with the Lord through use : the uses of

an evil man (89). Knowledge of good and evil necessary (92). No
merit in man himself: can not do good from himself (93). The spir-

itual man (94). The spiritual must be in his life if he is to be saved

(95) . State after death of those who held truths in the memory only

(96) . The activity of Divine love and Divine wisdom in man (97).

Classified according to his beliefs about creation (98). Those in hell
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called dead, those in heaven living (100). The^sun of heaven omni-
present because men receive their love and wisdom from it (101). Why
he is called a microcosm (102). He cannot comprehend the love and
wisdom of the angels, though it is finite (103). All things in the world
created for his use, benefit and delight (104).

Matter.—A means for generation and production (15, 73). Always enters into

the thought of a natural man (69).
Medium.—There is a medium derived from the inmosts of nature midway be-

tween the spiritual and natural by means of which angels have stabil-

ity and permanence and conjunction with nature and the human race

(73)-
Memory.— Love produces affections, from these intentions, from tlie>e perceptions,

from these thoughts, from these ideas, and from these memory (82).

Microcosm.—Man called (102).

Mind.—The very form of life (24). Extends through all things of the body

(24). Unless a man has affection for use he is not of sound mind (27).

The Lord enters through the spiritual into the natural mind (31). Is

made up of the receptacles for love and wisdom in the brain (58).
Man has an eternal angelic mind from the Lord, which is the man him-

self (71). Its formation (72). The angelic mind can be procreated

in man alone (73). The spiritual mind is opened while man is regener-

ating (97). The human mind by being raised up can see that the uni-

verse has been created by God (100). Man's mind his spiritual world

(102).

Mineral.—The whole mineral kingdom full of uses (15).

Monster.—Those who ascribe all things to nature and prudence appear in the
light of heaven as monsters (25).

Moral.—The moral is from charity (95). (See Spiritual.)

Motion.—Of heart and lungs (61). The will the prime agent (79).
Muscles.—Are kept by the lungs in condition for the will to act through them

(11). Are moved by the will and understanding (46).

Music.— Its correspondence (80).

Nation.—Each appears before the Lord as one man according to its use (13).

Natural.—All that pertains to man's body is natural (47). All natural things

exist by correspondence from spiritual (48). Subject to the laws of

space and time (69). The medium of the relation with the spiritual

(73). No ratio between natural and spiritual, but a conjunction by
means of correspondences (103).

Nature.—Those who ascribe all things to nature appear in the light of heaven
as monsters (25). In nature nothing comes forth except from seed ;

nothing grows except from heat (51). Angels and spirits above nature

(99). The wise man can see the Divine operation and influx in all

nature (102).

Necessaries.—Man's reception of (20). In heaven they come into existence in

a moment, and are bestowed by the Lord according to the use of the

recipient (21).

Neighbor.—Heaven divided into two kingdoms according as love to the Lord
or love to the neighbor prevails (17). In love to the neighbor uses as

to their object are involved (17, 23). The meaning of loving the

neighbor (22, 23). Church, state, and fellow-citizen are the neighbor

(23, 85). In a broad sense the neighbor is the public good: love of

use and love of the neighbor cannot be separated: the Lord the source

of charity and the neighbor the object (85). Truths of faith look on
one hand to the Lord and on the other to the neighbor (92). Moral
truths are those that the Word teaches respecting the life of man with
his neighbor (94).
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Nerves.—(34, 45-)
New Jerusalem.—(99.)
Nostrils.—Signify perception (60).

Obedience.—The organ of hearing corresponds to (80).
Odors.—Correspond to perception ; in heaven there are pleasant, in hell foul

odors (S2).

Omnipresence.—The ground of (63). Can be comprehended from the corre-

spondence of the sun of the world with the sun of heaven (101).

Oesophagus.— (10, 61.)

Order.—A successive and a simultaneous order of degrees (54, 72). According
to Divine order that all angels should first live in the world (70). The
law of Divine order that all things should return from outmosts to the
firsts from which they are (72). Divine wisdom also called Divine
order (74). Order of operation from higher to lower

(10: J. Order of
the universe (107).

Organs.—Are forms of uses: their divisions series of uses (ic). Of sensation
and motion (46). Correspondence of (80). Love produces all the
organs of the body by means of the heart (83).

Origin.—Of all loves and affedions two-fold (25). All things in the spiritual

world have a spiritual origin only, but all things in the natuial world
have both a spiritual and a natural origin (99, 105). Natural things

have a natural origin in order that they may be material and fixed, and
that there may be procreation (105).

Outmosts.—Of the Lord made Divine (9). All creation and Divine operation
are in outmosts (72). Of the human body corporeal (82). All procre-

ation is in outmosts (105).

Parent.—Man born into evils from his parents (78).

Perception.—Man is without a true perception of love (28). Nostrils signify

perception (60). Organ of smell corresponds to perception: touch
corresponds to perception in general (80).

Perfection.—Increases toward interiors (24).

Pericardium.— Is extended to coverall the vessels and the lungs (77).
Physiological correspondences.—(48.)

Physiology.—Of fetus (8). Of lungs (10,81:) (also 33, 34,45,46, 58,59,61,68).
Plants.—Are uses which are the outmost effects of life (104).

Priest.—How he should teach (23).

Procreation.—Is in outmosts (105).

Production.—Is by means of discrete degrees (19).

Providence.— Divine wisdom also called Divine providence (74).
Prudence.—Those who ascribe all things to nature and prudence appear in the

light of heaven as monsters (25).

Pulse.—Varies with the affections (59).

Purification.—Man is purified through his ability to perceive things contrary lo

the love of his will and to resist the depraved things of his will by look-

ing to God (78).

Pace.—In a most general sense man means the whole race : in the Lord's view
the whole race appears as one man (13). The human race is the nurs-

ery and source of supply for the angelic heaven (74). Its procreation

can occur in outmosts only (105).

Ratio.—There can be no ratio between natural and spiritual, or between spirit-

ual and celestial, or between celestial and Divine, but there can be
conjunction by means of correspondence (103).
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Reason.—Beasts have no intellectual capacity to think and reason from spiritual

light, therefore they cannot pervert their affections (54).
Receptacles.—Of love and wisdom in man begin from conception (45). Not

hollow vessels (53). Are in three degrees in man, one within the

other; the two nigher are dwelling-places of the Lord but not the low-

est (53). One for will and one for understanding (55). Innumerable,

and each in three degrees: their action (58).
Reconciliation.—The use of (85).

Regeneration.—An analogy between it and the formation of the embryo: a

man's will and understanding are led by the Lord during regeneration

(56). By it man receives not only a new will and understanding Lut

also a new body {57). Is effected by living according to truth, which
is a life of charity (97).

Religion.— Every nation has one (72).

Respiration.— Its movements extend throughout the body (11). In heaven de-

pends upon the state of the affections and the belief about God (65).
Is according to the understanding (66, 67). Corresponds to the life

of the understanding (78).
Respiratory tract— Corresponds to the understanding from the will (Si).

Resurrection — ( 67.

)

Riches.—Love and use of (13). In the world people may become rich whether
they perform good or evil or no uses (20).

Right.—What is on the right has relation to the good of love (52). Right side

the receptacle of love (53).

Salvation.—The spiritual must be in man's life that he may be saved (95).
Self-conce t—The genius of learning, which is self-conceit, can confirm any

falsity and make it appear true (91).

Self-love-— In hell (18). Selfish people can perform good uses, but their affection

for use is not good (24, 25). Those who perform uses from self-love

are wholly inverted, and there is nothing of man in them (25). Those
who love self and the world appear insane after death (26).

Servant.—The natural sun a servant of the world (101).

Service.—All created things were created for obedient service to life itself, which
is the Lord (102).

Sight.—Thought the sight of the understanding (57).
Sin.—Spiritual affection is ac mired by shunning evils as sins (31).

Societies.—In heaven (65).
Soil.—Germinations in (7).

Soul.—What it is (10, 33). Natural affections the souls of animals, and the uses

of affections the souls of vegetables (iS). Animals kept warm in win-
ter by the life ol their souls, which is affection (36). Living souls are

affections (37). Soul after death is a man (60). Is not located in

any one part of the body (65). Is animated by life from the Lord
by means of and according to uses (10.4).

Sound.— Its formation (11). Oral speech belongs to thought but its sound to

affection (28).

Space.—The Lord not in space (8, 9).

Space and Time.—Are the subjects of the natural man's will and action (69).
Speech.— Its formation (11). People judged from their affections not from their

speech : vocal speech belongs to thought but its sound to affection (28).
Life of the will and understanding co -operates in the tones of the voice

and in speech: speech manifests the things of the understanding (80).
Spirits.—Spirits are men just like men in the world (14, 63). Man's spirit (16).

The thought of the spirit (26). Those who have lived a life of piety

from love of self (30). The conjunction of body and spirit is through
the motions of the lungs and heart (63). Man's spirit has an active heart
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and lungs (64). The spirit is what wills and understands and controls
the body (67). Usually separated from the body on the second day
after death (68). Good spirits like good odors and vice versa (82).

Spiritual.— i'ne Divine going forth adapted to all is the spiritual essence (9).
In its essence it is Divine love and wisdom and in its manifesta-
tion the heat and light of heaven (29). Spiritual things are all those
pertaining to man's love and wisdom (47). Everything spiritual is in

its essence man (63). It permeates the whole body (65). Distinction
between spiritual and natural (68). It is from conjunction with the
Lord : is in the moral and civil and cannot be separated from them
(95). (See Natural and Spiritual.)

State.—Man's state in the womb and after birth one of innocence and peace

(50).

Subject.—The natural man has for his subject, matter, space, time, and quantity,

to the spiritual man they are only object (69).
Substance.—Is added to the fetus in utero in successive forms adapted to the

reception of life in successive degrees (8). Substances in the spiritual

world (73).
Sun.—Germinations on the earth are not formed directly from the sun, but the

sun communicates life to the things of which the soil is composed (7).
From itself as a sun the Divine communicates life (7). The sun of
heaven appears at a distance because angels would be consumed by
direct reception of Divine love (8). All loves and affections have a
two fold origin ; the sun of heaven which is pure love and the sun of
the world which is pure fire : in the light of heaven those whose love

is from the natural sun appear as monsters ; those whose love is from
the spiritual sun as men (25). The Lord from His sun, which is Di-
vine love, produces two forms of life, the animal and the vegetable

(37). The heat of the natural sun not a producer (38). Sun of heaven
is the result of the union of Divine love and Divine wisdom (42). All
creation is from the Lord as a sun (46). Reason why the sun of heaven,
which is the Lord, produces heat and light (74, 99). The spiritual

sun the source of all things and omnipresent (100, 101). The spiritual

sun looks from firsts to outmosts, the natural from the middle to out-

mosts (100). The natural sun a servant of the world (101). The pres-

ence of the spiritual sun is constant but the reception of it changes
with the state of the recipient ; also true of the natural sun (102). Cre-

ation made continuous by means of influx from the spiritual sun (104).

The Divine going forth is that about the Lord that appears as a sun:
the natural sun only an instrument and its influx nothing apart from
the influx of the spiritual sun (105). The spiritual sun the centre of the

universe (10S). (See Heat and Light.)

Swedenborg.—Had an enlightened rational understanding (10). Was shown
two ways (44). Was shown the initial form (53). Had daily

association with angels from 1744 (64). Was made conscious of the

action of his spiritual heart and lungs (66). Shown that the sepa-

ration of spirit and body usually takes place on the second day (68).

Shown the difference between the natural and the spiritual man (68).

Shown that he who separates the spiritual from the moral and civil is

not a spiritual man (96). Shown the spiritual sun ami the Lord in it

(100).

Swooning.— (68, 82.)

Things created and finite.—The Divine, though very and only life, can be pre-

sent in them (9).

Thought.—Love its life or soul (7). Natural and spiritual thought differ because

the latter is apart from space (8, 24). In spiritual thought man is not
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a person but a use (24). Is both internal and external (27). It is no-

thing except from affection (28). Oral speech belongs to thought (2S).

The thought of the natural man does not reach the life or soul, but only

its activities (33). Angels and men will and think from love : man ex-

ists from his affection not from his thought (35). Is the sight of the

understanding (57). Is carried on in connection with the breathing

(61). Man able to think rationally and even .spiritually, because he has

a spiritual respiration (66).

Thought and Affection.—Are incomprehensible to the natural man (69). In

heaven external objects are merely the objects of thought and affection

while their subjects are the realities from which the external objects

arise (69).
Tones.—Lungs bring forth tones as from a womb (11). Life of the will and un-

derstanding co-operate in the tones of voice and speech (80). Corre-

spondence (Si
J.

Tongue.—Corresponds to wisdom (80).

Touch.—Corresponds to perceptions in general (80).

Trachea.— Us use (11).

Trading and Traders.—(13.)

Tree.—(71.)

Truth.—Angels clothed according to the truths of their wisdom (43). Divine
truths also called the laws of Divine providence (74). Faith nothn g
else than truth (90). Those who love it are in the light of heaven

;

truth becomes truth when perceived and loved; it is called faith when
known and carefully considered (91). Truths of faith look on one hand
to the Lord and on the other to the neighbor: all truths look to three

things : w hat truth teaches (92). Truths are matters of knowledge and
thought : three kinds (93, 94). The mere knowledge of spiritual

truth does not make a man spiritual (94). Is like a seed: also like a

garment: truth known is faith, truth willed and done is charity (96).
Source and activity (97). Becomes living in man only when he is

regenerating (97).

Uncreate.—And infinite the very Divine (7).

Understanding.—The receptacle of light from heaven: seen through thought

(6). Can partially comprehend the human soul (10). The will its

life (32). Man's receptacle for wisdom (45). Is signified by the

breath of the lungs (60). Lungs correspond to it (61). It is the prime
agent in producing sensation (79). It is formed by love (82). It can
be raised up into spiritual light (91).

Universe.—Every use representative of a 1 uses, thus of man and thus of the

universe (22). The sun of heaven its centre (106). The angelic idea

of its creation (107).

Uses.—Viewed in themselves are spiritual: any form of love a form of use:

goods are uses: life applies itself not to men but to uses in men (9).

Uses of the body and its parts (10, 24). Man the sum of all uses:

forms of uses (12). Men's appearance before the Lord depends upon
their uses : uses of function are good works (131. Heaven divided

according to uses ( 14). Every thing for use : the Lord the sum of all

uses : Divine love the form of forms of all uses (15 ). Use is love in

its form : uses the ends of affection (16). As many affections as uses,

and are infinite in number Uses of affections the souls of vege-

tables: love of self and the world involves evil uses: all things of the

body are uses: every angel a use '18). In the world people may be-

come rich whether they perform uses or not (20). Affection for use

produces love: each part of man supplied according to its use: in

heaven each is rewarded according to his use and his affection for use
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(21). Man conjoined to the Lord by good uses (22, 95). To love the

Lord means to do uses: to be in the Lord means to be a use (22, 23).
Each use representative of all: an angel of heaven is a man according
to use (22). Love of use from the Lord : heaven and the church made
up of all who love uses by doing them (23). In spiritual thought man
a use : every good use in form a man : angels think of each other as

uses: man's quality according to his use: the face of an angel is ac-

cording to his use (24). Those who perform uses from self-love (25).
Unless use be man's affection or occupation he is not of sound mind:
those who have loved uses : selfish people can perform good uses : use

the effect of affection (27). No affection apart from use : eternal life

according to affection for use : man known according to the quality of
his use (29). Natural affection may incite excellent uses: spiritual

affection for use is both internal and external (30). In the Word
to love means to perform uses (33). Uses regarded in themselves are

immaterial, but material things necessary for uses to become effects (51).
Use the effect of Divine love and wisdom: good the essence of use:

truth its form: truth teaches, love performs uses (74). Charity the

love of use: use the effjet in which the end has its existence (84).
Love of use and love of the neighbor cannot be separated (85). Use is

the proper discharge of one's occupation: love to the Lord comes forth

in use (86). General uses (S7). True uses of charity (8S). Uses
performed by an evil man are not from charity, but are turned to the

public good: uses can only be performed from the Lord (89). Truth
teaches how the Lord performs uses through man (92, 93). Influx

takes place, into uses and then into forms : plants are uses which are

the outmost effects of life : all souls animated by means of uses : all

things in the world created for the use, benefit, and delight of man
(104).

Vagus.—(12.)

Vegetable.—The whole kingdom full of uses (15). Uses of affections the souls

of: divided into species, etc. (18). Produced from the Lord's sun,

which is Divine love (37).

yeins.—Jugular vein (12). Correspond to affections (16). Heart rules the body
by means of veins and arteries: respiratory movement passes from the

lungs into the veins and arteries (61).

Vesicles.—0( lungs (10).

Viscera —Whatever is proper to one is common to all (12). Correspond to the

provinces in heaven (18).

Voice.—Life of will and understanding co-operates in the tones of the voice (80).

Volition.—And act are one in the spiritual world (34).

Water.—A means of generation (15).

Ways.—Of wisdom and of folly (44). To heaverkand to hell (92).

Wealth.—Not angelic to love trading for the sake of wealth, but angelic to love

wealth for the sake of the uses of trading (14).

Will.—Lungs keep muscles in condition for the will to act through them (11). Is

man's affection because the receptacle of his love (31). Is the life of

man's understanding: what a man loves he calls good, thereby making
it a part of his will : is the man himself and he can not act except

from it (32). To love is to will and to will is to do (33). What a man
wills but can not do still comes into interior act : is the receptacle of

love in a perpetual endeavor to act (34). Angels and men will and

think from love (35). Is man's receptacle for love (45). All affection
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belongs to love and thus to the will (59). Is the prime agent in pro-

ducing motion (79). Knowledge and thought are entirely distinct Irom

the will and its act (96).

Will and Understanding.—The receptacles of man's love and wisdom (31, 57,

75). Do not begin to act till the lungs are opened (55). Are led by

the Lord during regeneration : act from the Lord in reality but from the

man in appearance (56). Determine man's quality: made new by
regeneration (57). Are actually present in the substanceof the brain: not

abstract spiritual things but subtantialized: nothing whatever of them
belongs to the foetus or its formation (58). Correspond to heart and
lungs: the fountain of all spiritual activities in the body (59). Produce
motion and sensation through the relation between the internal and ex-

ternal pulse and respiration (67). Must act conjointly to produce
rationality (68). External objects in heaven are appearances due to the

state of the will and understanding of the angels (09). Constitute the

mind that is capable of becoming angelic (72). Their reciprocal con-

junction (75). Their relation to each other (77). As the heart is act-

ive and the lungs passive so the will is the life : the life of the under-

standing purities perfects, and exalts the life of the will* (7S). The
lives of each co operate in all motion and sensation (79). In the evil

the life of the will is depraved and made brutish by the life of the un-

derstanding (81). What the understanding thinks the mouth speaks,

and what the will intends the body does (102).

Wisdom.— In its most minute particulars an intense Divine light that blinds (7).
Affections of love make the wisdom of the angels (19). Those who in

the world have lived and performed uses are sane, and after death be-

cora; receptacles of heavenly wisdom (27). Divine wisdom appears

as light in heaven (36, 42). Goes forth from the Lord as a sun as

light: in the Lord is manifestation (42). Divine wisdom was repre-

sented by the Lord's garments when he was transfigured : man is wise
only so far as his love makes one with his wisdom : Divine wisdom in

heaven
( 43). In heaven there is light in equal degree with wisdom

(44). Man's higher degrees are opened by wisdom from the Lord (71L
Divine wisdom aLo called Divine order and Divine providence (74).
Tongue corresponds to wisdom (80). Wisdom comes forth in faith

(83). (See Love and Wisdom.)
Woman.—Born to be will and consequently the affection which is love (52).
Womb.—Growth of embryo in the womb is according to reception of life (8). The

lungs bring forth tones as from a womb (11). Formation of man in the

womb (49).
Word.—Not understood without a knowledge of correspondences (49). In the

Word " heart " signifiesthe will of love ( 60). In it the Lord teaches the

way to conjunction with Himself (75). In it truth has been given to

man (92). In it man is taught how to do good as if from himself (93).
World.—All things of the world tend toward the human form (15). Not gener-

ally known in the world that each man is an affection or what an
affection is: spiritual world divided according to affections, not accord-
ing to thoughts (28). Man is known according to his use, imperfectly

in the natural world but clearly in the spiritual world (29). It has
no knowledge of what spiritual affection for uses is (31). In the spirit-

ual world volition and act are one (34, 35). All things in the natural

world correspond to things in the spiritual world (49). Spiritual world
described 169I. Man in the world (71). In the spiritual world sub-

stances not permanent; procreation in natural world only (73). Rela-
tion of spiritual and natural worlds is that of cnuse and effect: in the

spiritual world all things have a spiritual origin only, in the natural

world they have both a spiritual and a natural origin (99, 105). All
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things in the woild created for the use, benefit, and delight of man
(104).

Worship.—To acknowledge nature (as a first cause) is to worship the sun's fire

(100).

Writing.—Of the angels incomprehensible to the natural man (69).
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TRANSLA TOR 'S PREFA CE.

The Author's manuscript of these little works is not known to be in existence.

A copy made under the direction of Augustus Nordenskold, is now in the pos-

session of the Swedenborg Society, of London. The copyist plainly was not

skilful in his work ; it has very many errors. From this copy these works were

first published in Latin, London, 1840. An English translation was published

in 1848. They have again been published in Latin, under the editorial care of

the present translator, during the year that is now drawing to its close. For ad-

ditional particulars, consult Dr. R. L. Tafel's Documents, number 313 (107,

108). Statements found on our pages 5 and 47, show that both parts were

written at London, in the year 1759.

It is plain that these little works were not prepared for publication in their

present form. It is also plain that they were not written connectedly, nor with-

out many interruptions.

They consist in great part of general statements and propositions for further

development, and of hints and memoranda for the Author's guidance when the

time should come for their elaboration ; and many of these propositions were

stated, and memoranda made, several times. Repetitions are therefore frequent;

and all is fragmentary. We have here not even a full syllabus or skeleton of a

proposed work. But repetition had its use ; for it has given us the truth in many
aspects.

In his revision of the Latin text, the present translator carefully avoided all

changes that were not absolutely necessary to a proper sense, and that were not

demanded by the Author's constant use of words ; and the changes that were

made were carefully noted. Several sentences were left almost certainly imper-

fect, and doubtless differing from the manuscript of the Author, through the

mistakes of the copyer. They were left wherever a true sense could be honestly

drawn from the text as it stood, even though imperfect and feeble. And in this

translation the aim has been to present clearly and simply the meaning of the

Latin text, even where it probably has slight inaccuracies.

With all their imperfections, these little works are of great value. They need
few apologies.

SAMUEL H. WORCESTER.

Bridgevvater, Mass., October, 1885.

Dr. Worcester's translation of these two little works has been left unchanged in thi.
edition.

J. C. Acer.





THE ATHANASIAN CREED.

PRE FA CE.

{Here introduce what the Lord spake in Matthew, concerning the last time ofthe

church ; the words themselves , and their explanation as given in the work on Heaven

and Hell, n. i.)

That that [revelation] is the coming of the Lord, and that

it is in consequence of this that arcana concerning Heaven and

Hell, concerning Man's Life after Death, concerning the Word,
concerning the Last Judgment, have been opened by the Lord,

—

this is the doctrine of the church. All these things have been

written-out in the Latin language, and they have been sent to

all the archbishops and bishops of this kingdom [of Great Brit-

ain], and to some of the nobility ; and still not a word has

been heard :—a sign that they do not interiorly care for the

things of heaven and of the church, and that it is now the very

end of the church, and indeed that the church is not ; for the

church is where the Lord is worshipped, and the Word is read

with enlightenment, and there are yearly examinations from the

assembly. (Summaries of the truth as presented in the little works just referred

to, may be seen at the end of this work.)

[arguments which are to be expanded ]

Because there is one Divine, it is the same Divine (let this be

confirmed from the Word) ; thus not equal to the Father, but the

same [as the Father].

Who cannot see that there are mere contradictions there,

and that are under examination therefrom, and that these are

many? so that things are to be believed which can never be
seen by faith, and comprehended. But they are to some ex-

tent excusable, because [such things were gathered] from the
sense of the letter of the Word, and the spiritual sense was not
yet known, nor did they know that there is a spiritual sense.

The spiritual sense has therefore been disclosed, through which
it may now be known why the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit are named ; and that it is because "the Father" signifies

the Divine itself, "the Son" the Divine Human, and "the
Holy Spirit" the proceeding Divine.
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One who believes in three can in no wise be saved, but they
are saved who believe in one God. (Let this be taken from Athana-

sius.) Why there is not salvation.

If the thought be concerning- the Divine of the Lord in

His Human, and not concerning another Divine which they call

the Father, the idea of the thought, and thence the faith, does
not fall to the left of the Lord, and thus outside of Him, but to

Him
;
and, with the idea, is the perception that no one cometh

to the Father but by Him, thus by His Divine Human. Ex-
amine yourselves, ye that think of three Persons : do they not
think of another Divine than that of the Lord Himself, and thus

outside of that, when the Father is named ?

THE CREED OF ATHANASIUS.

(First let it be presented, in full.)

They saw there that God is one, although they assumed
three Persons for their principle. (Show this by quotation, and kow
cautiously they worked.)

They saw that soul and body are one. (Show this by quotation,

etc.)

They saw that His Divine, and not another Divine, as-

sumed the Human.
They made this Divine to be altogether the same with two

other Divines.

That they so wrote was of the Lord's Providence, lest they

should altogether wander away in respect to the Lord, and lest

thus no one should be saved.

That they made a distinction among Persons, was not from

the Word ; that they made a distinction among three, was from
certain passages of the Word, from the sense of its letter not

understood : they did not know that in the simple expressions

of the Word there is a spiritual sense.

There is therefore a trinity, or trine, or triunity, in the

Lord ;—the Divine itself, which is called the Father, the Di-

vine Human which is called the Son, and the proceeding Divine

which is called the Holy Spirit.

That they distinguished between the Divine nature and the

Human nature was thus because they were in an obscure idea,

from the sense of the letter of the Word.
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The cause of the Lord's saying, "If there be faith, it shall

be done," and this in several places, was, that there should first

be implanted in their minds [the truth] that the Lord is God
and is omnipotent ; because this is the foundation of all things

that belong to the doctrine of the church. Knowledge pre-

cedes, with every one ; but still this does not become faith be-

fore he lives the life of faith, which is charity : what is before

this, belongs to knowledge ; for the Lord makes faith from the

knowledges with man.

The hells were subjugated by the Lord {Luke x. 20).

Father and Son is the Lord alone. He is so called for the

reason that He was in the world in the state of union. In the

Old Testament also He is called Jehovah and the Holy One of

Israel ; here are two names, but nevertheless One, the Lord. He
is called Jehovah God, He is called Lord, He is called Jehovah
and God, also Jehovah and Lord, and also Jehovah Zebaoth.
(Let the passages be quoted in which He is called " Jehcvah " and " the Holy One

of Israel" and in which He is called " Jehovah " and " God.")

CONCERNING THE CREED OF ATHANASIUS.

The whole creed of Athanasius can be reconciled, when one

Divine, that is, one only Divine, is acknowledged ; and if the one

only Divine is recognized which the Lord calls His Father,

and which is His own Divine. The whole, also, can be recon-

ciled so that it shall be perceived altogether in accordance with

the very expression used in the Creed of Athanasius, which is

the creed of England
;
namely, that they adore the Trinity in

Unity and the Unity in Trinity : for the Trinity in Unity is then

adored, when [it is adored] in One, or in one Person ; and the

Unity in Trinity is then adored, or one Person in whom is a

Trine.

That the Lord is called "the Lord Jehovih," may be seen,

Isa. xl. 10; Hi. 4; Ixi. 2: [that He is called "Jehovah,"] Ps.

xcvi. 2, 13, and throughout the psalm.

Who can conceive that the Divine itself, in body, can be
simultaneously in the human from the Mother, which thence is

infirm ? Cannot any one see that the Divine, which is life itself,

made the Human a semblance of itself, and thus also Divine?
and that it did this by successive steps, as it glorified it through
temptations ? If this were not so, would not the idea of the

thought be that the Lord's Divine was as it were outside of the
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Human, and not within it, and as one with the Human? as in-

deed the Creed of Athanasius teaches, that they are not two,

but one Person, and that they are united as soul and body.

How then is it practicable to think separately of the soul of any
man, and of the body, that is, to separate them in the idea of

thought? Would not this be thinking of a human body apart

from life, as of a corpse?

Isaiah vii. 14, 15; Immanuel :—That this is plainly said

with reference to His Human, may be seen explained in the

work on the Apocalypse (\_Apoc. Expl.,~\ n. 619a).

That the Son was born of the Father from eternity, is such
a paradox that the human understanding,—or even the angelic

understanding in the third heaven,—can by no means be so

enlightened as to have any perception of it : for what is it, to

bring forth from eternity?

And further, it is said that the three Persons are one sub-

stance or essence, when yet they are made distinct as to attri-

butes ; as it is taught that the Father created, that the Son re-

deemed, and that the Holy Spirit teaches. Those attributes

are Divine ; and when they are made distinct, it follows that

the substance or essence itself, which is called one, is made dis-

tinct, by specific attributes, into three essences.

An arcanum in heaven and in the world, is this,—That the

work of creation has been so effected, that every good, conjoined

to truth, clothes itself with forms
;
principally with the human

form, since divine good and divine truth proceed from the

Divine Human of the Lord and from every part of His Body.

The clothing of form, which goes on everywhere in the at-

mospheres, is an arcanum of which no one yet has knowledge ;

and it is an essential [property] of atmosphere, both spiritual

and natural. Hence insects are born, each according to its

spiritual genius ; and hence affection everywhere clothes itself

with a body ; hence there are so many great and small : that

there are also things of the vegetable kingdom is for the reason

that their prime substances are in Nature, and that thus they are

destitute of life, etc. , etc. ; and that they have relation to the

human, etc., etc.

These things have been presented, that some idea may be

gained concerning the Divine Human from the Father
;
namely,

that the Divine clothed itself with the Human, according to di-

vine order, from firsts to lasts : and therefore in the Divine Hu-
man was divine order : consequently, that thus it fills all things,

or is omnipresent, everywhere.
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That the divine truth, which is the Holy Spirit, or the Spirit

of Truth, is from the Lord alone, is plain from the passages

in which it is said that the Holy Spirit is from Him ; the Holy
Spirit is the divine truth. (See John vii. 39, and other places.)

That the Human is divine, is manifest in Isaiah, where it is

said that

A Virgin shall bring forth a Son, whose name is God-with-us (chap. vii.

14. 15);

and in another passage,

A Son and Child [Pner] shall be born, whose name shall be God,
Father of eternity (chap. ix. 6).

It is also said that

Of David shall One be born who shall be called Jehovah, our Justice

{jfer. xxiii. 5, 6; xxxiii. 15, 16).

In these and other passages, is meant the Lord as to the

Human; which therefore is called "God," " Father of eternity,"

"Jehovah."

CONCERNING THE CREED OF ATHANASIUS.

This is altogether in harmony, if there is only the acknowl-

edgment of one God, so that there is no thought of three

Persons ; and then if the Creed of Athanasius is read in accord-

ance therewith, and no other idea is suffered to enter, full har-

mony is effected.

1. No one denies that the Divine which took upon itself

the Human was His Divine ; thus that the Lord Himself suf-

fered Himself to be born. Hence it follows that this is the Di-

vine of which He was conceived, concerning which we read in

Matthew and in Luke; and that this is the very Divine, and no
other besides it, which He called His Father ; nor was there any
other : according to what is said in Matthew, that Joseph
"touched her not;" and in Luke, when Mary said that she

"knew not a man;" and when Joseph "found that she was
with child," and on that account was minded to put her away.

2. The Divine of the Lord took upon itself the Human
;

and if the Divine is one, it follows that the Divine itself, which

is one, took it upon itself. Nor does the idea that the Divine

which created the universe put on the Human, make anything

[against the first statement]; for it is said in the Creed that the
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Divine of the one Person and the Divine of the other Person

are altogether equal, in the words that follow :—

*

As the Father is infinite, eternal, uncreate, omnipotent, God,
the Lord, so likewise is the Son ; ... for one is not first nor last,

greatest or least: but they are altogether equal.

What then does it matter whether I think that the Divine of

the Lord took upon itself [the Human], or that the Divine of

the Father [did so], since in either case there exists a similar

idea? But when it is said that the Divine of the Father put on
the Human, the idea which at the present day exists in the

Christian world stands in opposition ; when nevertheless this

statement is altogether like the other, since the one Divine is

altogether the equal of the other.

3. It is said that the Lord was perfect God and perfect

Man ; or it is said concerning the Human that He was perfect

Man, consisting of a rational soul and a perfect body ; and after-

wards, that He was Man from the nature [or substance] of the

Mother. No one who thinks on this subject from the divine

order that is known to every one, can still bring it into his faith :

for this would be saying that the Lord can exist a rational Man,
or perfect Man, from the Mother alone. Was He not from the

Father ? And are not life and the first [rudiment] of life from the

father, and its additions from the mother? To believe that the

Lord was perfect Man from the Mother alone, is wholly contrary

to all order, and contrary to what is stated. Is not the image of

the father in his children as much as that of the mother? The
very love or the ruling affection of a father stands out clearly

in grandchildren and in families. In a word, there must be

father and mother, that man may be perfect man. How then

is it to be believed that He was perfect Man from the Mother?
And does it not follow from these considerations that the Divine

was in the Lord from conception, as is the soul with every man?
5. This was fully considered by Athanasius, when he said

that God and Man are one in Christ, and not two but a united

Person, like soul and body. From these considerations it is

evident that according to our symbolic faith the Divine and the

Human in the Lord are together in one Person, and not that

the Divine is outside of the Human, as many insanely hold in

the idea of their thought.

6. And still further, it is said that the two natures were not

commixed, but that the Divine took to itself the Human.
Neither are soul and body commixed, with any man : but

• The words are not quoted in their consecutive order.— Tr,
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with every one the soul clothes itself with a body, and thus

takes to itself that which is called the human. In this likewise

there is agreement.

7. And when the Divine takes to itself the Human, and
unites itself [with it], as soul and body, so that there is one united

Person, then also the Human becomes the partner of the Di-

vine ; that is to say, by unition. From this, likewise, it may
be manifest that the Human also is divine.

8. This, likewise, is confirmed in the Word ; as in the Old

Testament, where it said that a "Son" was born, whose name
shall be called "God," "Father of eternity;" whose name is

" God-vvith-us ;" whose name is "Jehovah, our Justice :" these

things are said concerning the Human of the Lord, for it is

said that the "Son" shall so be called (fsa. ix. 6). And this

is also confirmed elsewhere, particularly in the Apocalypse,

where such things are said concerning "the Son of Man ;" by
which name, also, the Divine Human of the Lord is meant.

(Let these things first be set forth briefly, or in the form of summaries, in afew
words ; and let them afterwards be clearly explained.')

Think, my Reader, what kind of an idea you are able to

have of a Son born from eternity. Is it not such an idea that it

at once puts itself to flight, and consequently becomes null? so

that when there is no idea there is sound only, with which no
thought has anything in common? And is God to be thought

of so? But if there be thought from the idea which has now
been presented, then the idea becomes comprehensible ; and in

such alone can there be faith.

The learned, according to their idea, place the Divine of

the Lord outside of Himself, for the reason that they think of

the Divine of the Father, and think only of the Human of the

Lord, separate from the Divine, and do not think of the Di-

vine of the Lord Himself in the Human. Nor do they attend

to the last words in the Creed of Athanasius, which bear upon
this point

;
they give no attention at all to these words ; but

they abide solely in the idea of the two natures, and these they

separate, contrary to the words of the Creed.

And whereas they separate the Divine from the Human, and
place the Divine outside of His Human in the idea of their

thought, it follows that they think that the Human with rational

soul and perfect body existed from the Mother alone. That to

think thus is contrary to all that is rational in man, any one may
see.

If, therefore, there be a Trinity or a Trine of the Lord,
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namely, the Divine from conception which is the Father, the Di-

vine Human which is the Son, and the proceeding Divine which is

the Holy Spirit, then all things and every particular fall distinctly

into thought, and there can also be a comprehension of God.
This likewise can be deduced from the Creed of Athanasius.

And let it be explained, (i.) That as the one, so the other, is

infinite, eternal, uncreate, omnipotent, God and Lord, yet still

there are not three infinite, but one : this can then be compre-
hended. (2.) That there is one God; and there is no need of

saying with Athanasius that, although each Person is God, never-

theless according to the Christian faith He is to be called one
God :—from which there is the appearance of his having said,

that, although there are three Gods, nevertheless he was only

able to say one God. (3.) Then that no one [of them] is

greatest or least, first or last, but that they are altogether equal

:

this, too, can be comprehended. (4.) And likewise that they

are not two, but one Christ ; and that the Divine and the

Human of the Lord are one Person. (5.) That they were not

commixed, but that the Divine took to itself the Human. (6.)

That they are one, as soul and body. (7.) Also that it then

is known that the Lord was gifted with a rational soul and a per-

fect body, not from the Mother alone, but from the Father and
the Mother: this, also, may then be comprehended. (8.) Then
likewise may be comprehended all things that are said in the

Word concerning the Lord :—as, that He and the Father are

one ; that He is in the Father and the Father in Him ; also

many other passages. (9.) Only let it be understood that the

Divine took to itself the Human successively while in the world

(of which in its own place).

In a word, all things of the Creed of Athanasius may thus

be comprehended, as consistent. But if this be not known and

received, nothing whatever in the whole Creed can be compre-

hended,—although this Creed is the most essential thing of the

church.

That the Human of the Lord is the Son of God, and that

it is the Holy, is plainly said in Luke,

"Wherefore also the Holy [thing] which is born of thee, shall be called

the Son of God" (chap. i. 35).

The way to heaven is to the Lord ; for He says,

" I am the way, and the truth, and the life : no one cometh to the Father

but by Me" {John xiv. 6) :

the same is likewise meant where it is said,

"Ye shall ask the Father in My name" {John xv. 16 ;
xiv. 13).
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(And He says. Hereafter ye shall not pray the Father, but Me ; also " I will give

to you." find where this is said, and let it be explained. [See John xvi. 26 ; xiv.

14: Matt. xL 28: Apoc. ii. 10, 17, 23, 28; xxi. 6.])

That is called saving faith, [which comes] from confidence

that the Father loves for the sake of the Son ; but by this no

one is saved. The Father never hears you, but the Lord ; and

by this faith is no one saved. They pass the Lord by, and
pray to the Father; which is altogether contrary to the Lord's

commandment : and besides, no one hath seen the Father, nor

heard His voice.

Authority over heaven and earth belongs to the Lord (Daft.

vii. 14; Apoc. xi. 15).

That the Human of the Lord is equal to His Divine, may
be seen in John,

The Jews sought to kill Jesus, because He said that God was His
Father, making Himself equal with God. Jesus saith, "Verily,

verily, I say unto you what things soever the Father hath
done, these also doeth the Son likewise As the Father raiseth

up the dead, and quickeneth them, even so the Son quickeneth
whom He will" (chap. v. 18 to the end).

(Add the passages which follow, and deducefrom them that the Human of the Lord
is divine :—Zech. iii. 8 ; Micah. v. 2. There are many passages in the Apocalypse,

which may be read before [writing']; also the Prophets of the Old Testament, and
the Gospels may be read; andpassages gathered therefrom.)

CONCERNING ATHANASIUS.

It was granted me to speak with Athanasius : and because

he had confirmed himself in the faith of three Gods, he vacillated

among the three ; nor was he able to acknowledge one God

:

and from this it has come to pass that he is in error in regard

to all things ; nor can he know anything of the truth of faith.

So, also, is it with others who have confirmed themselves in

the faith of three Gods. But they who have not confirmed

themselves in that faith, but who have merely heard it and re-

tained it, and still with the faith of one God, come into heaven
;

for as they did not confirm themselves in it, they reject the idea

of three Gods, and preserve the idea of one God.
They say that it is not allowable to enter with the under-

standing also into the things which concern the trinity, because

this is from certain passages of the Word in the external sense.

But while this faith reigns, and while this is required and con-

firmed, there is then no room for the understanding to be en-

lightened. Such faith closes the way of access for the light,

and indeed for the understanding of the Word in the spirit-
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ual sense ; but on the other hand, if there is only belief thai

the Divine is in the Lord, the understanding can be enlight-

ened from many passages in the Word, which passages are

not otherwise seen or understood
;

as, that He is one with the

Father ; and others besides.

I heard certain spirits reasoning concerning three Persons,

and yet one God ; and they reasoned from the words in the

Creed, that they are of one substance or one essence, and that

so the three are one
;
or, as is there said, that there is trinity

in unity and unity in trinity ; thus believing that still there is

one Divine : and in this manner they confirmed themselves with

the lips [in the view] that they are one trine, and so that it is

hardly [to be considered as] a unanimous trine. However, it was
then said to them that they are able to say such things, and can

persuade others who attend to nothing but the words that such is

the case : but it was said, "Think of one, consisting of three Per-

sons, each of whom is God,"—and it was asked whether they

were then able to say or utter, one God ; but they could not

do it. It was thence evident that those things were mere
words : but that 'every one of them thought no otherwise

than of three Gods. And it was said further that such things

are in the Athanasian faith, for the reason that they were able

in no other way to connect one with the other
;
knowing from

interior [thought], and from the Word also, that God is one,

and consequently that there is one only Person.

The Lord liberated and liberates from hell all who are in

truths from good, and thus those who receive Him thereby
;

thus He subjugated the hells and glorified His Human. (See

many passages concerning redemption, in the Explanation of the Apocalypse ; and
others besides in the Gospels, especially the prophecies concerning Him, as given in

Luke, chap. i. ii., and in Matthew, chap. i. 21.)

In the Creed of Athanasius they assume that His Human
consists of a rational soul and body ; and this, as if the soul of

every man were from the mother : but every one's soul is from

his father, and its clothing from his mother ; wherefore in those

words Athanasius is at fault. The soul of the Lord was the

Divine itself, as is plainly shown in Matthew and Luke: conse-

quently it is plain that His soul was His own Divine itself.

And whereas the body is not the man, without the soul, (indeed,

whatever belongs to the body, even to its least particle, lives

from the soul,) consequently such as the soul is, such is the

body : and the body is formed to the likeness of the soul ; hence

to such likeness are formed the young of animals, eggs, and
also grafts, as is well known. And so they make three parts

in the Lord, when yet there are two, the Divine and the Human ;

and these two are one only Person : and as soul and body
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make one man, so Divine and Human is one Christ; and
this is in accordance with the Creed of Athanasius.

First it is said that He is Man from the rational soul and
the body,—and thus that the soul is from the Mother ; it is af-

terwards said that as soul and body are one man, so Divine and
Human is one Christ. Here is manifest contradiction.

THINGS TO BE NOTED.

Let the conclusion be drawn, as clearly as is possible, that the
Divine could not subjugate the hells, and restore to order all things
in the heavens and on the earth, except from the Divine by an as-

sumed Human ; because every Divine operation passes through all

order from firsts to lasts, and operates in these ; for in lasts are all

things simultaneously: on which account it has been shown that in

lasts is strength, not from themselves, but from those things which
are in lasts from firsts; hence, also there is strength in the sense of

the letter of the Word. It is for this reason that the Lord so often
said that the Father in Him is He that doeth the works ; but in

other places, that He Himself doeth the works. Hence it may be
manifest that the Divine would not have been able to do such a work,
if it had not assumed the Human ; thus that it could no longer do
it through its own Divine in the human race; for when the Lord
came into the world, the human race had so removed itself, and
was therefore so remote, that not even with a single one was there
natural good from spiritual origin ; and thus it was consummated :

which also is confirmed from various things in Daniel, and wherever
in the Word we read of consummation and decision, and wherever
we read of the end that should come ; and from other passages
also. And it may perhaps also be told that that last judgment which
is described by the flood, was accomplished from the Divine that
yet remained in the human race ; thus that the Divine effected it

from its own therein, and thus also from firsts by ultimates: the
ultimate was then the Divine in the remnant of the human race.

And when this ceased, and in order that the human race might be
saved, the Divine itself was pleased to make itself [the last], in the
Human which it assumed, and which at the same time it made di-

vine, so that it can forever operate from firsts by lasts.

(Let those things be introduced which have been said and shown in the Arcana
Caelestia, concerning the ultimate ; also those which are in the work on Heaven and
Hell, and in other works. But this is an arcanum that is veryfully unknown.)

The Lord is called in the Old Testament "The Redeemer,"
' 1 The Holy One Of Israel.

'

' (Here quote from the Apocalypse [Ex-

plained}, n. 328/.)

It is contrary to the Divine that God the Father alienated

from Himself the human race, and that He made reconciliation

through the blood of the Son [see the work on the Apocalypse, n. 328/.)

The Lord is life itself, because from the Divine which is life

itself ; from which life all in the heavens and the earth live.

Men and angels are not life, but are recipients of life. (Here it
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is necessary to present an explanation concerning life itself, and concerning re-

ception of life ; alsofrom the Word.)

Moreover, who in any wise knows what it means that He
was born from eternity? and that He was born, and yet is

equally eternal with the Father, and that one of them is neither

prior nor posterior? Wherefore no one can think this ; but can

only hold to the words, without any perception.

Who, also, knows what unity in trinity is, and trinity in

unity, if the explanation must be that unity in trinity means that

one essence is in three, and that trinity in unity means that

there are three in one essence?

Whereas from the Athanasian faith they make one essence

of three things, and those three are attributes of one essence,

it is thence evident that they make the attributes themselves to

be Gods, and call them three Persons, (or three Gods,) from

the three attributes
;
calling the Father Creator, the Lord In-

tercessor and Redeemer, and the Holy Spirit Regenerator and
Enlightener. Thus they make creating, redeeming, and en-

lightening, which are attributes of one divine essence or of

one God, to be three Gods, because three Persons. Because

they are attributes, and that their statements may agree, they

say that all are as in His Own body (seethe words in the Creed). So
also did the ancients ; when the church declined, they made
Gods of the attributes ; hence they worshipped God Schaddai,

and others also. So, too, the gentiles ; whence they had so

many gods
;
they made a god of every divine attribute.

In matters of theology, concerning everything whatever, the

idea is formed according to each person's understanding; and
this is the case, also, with those things of which it is said that

the understanding must be kept under obedience to faith : such

things, especially, are those which are from the Creed of Atha-

nasius respecting the three Persons. The idea which is formed
concerning the thing, is the understanding of it ; if there be not

an understanding of it, there is merely a knowing, and they are

but empty words which are thought of. The idea is manifest

in the other life. Such ideas as are formed by man respecting

the trinity, and concerning the union of the Divine and the

Human in the Lord, are many, and they are such as rather de-

stroy than build up ; I am not willing to recount them, because

they are for the most part full of incongruities : when never-

theless thought of God as being one, and that one the Lord, is

principal and fundamental in all things in the doctrine of the

church ; without that, no one can be saved.

What is said by Athanasius, that the Human consists of the

rational soul and the body, involves the idea that the rational
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soul is from the mother ; when yet nothing is from the mother

but the clothing, and the soul which is to be rational is from

the father. Here, then, is contradiction.

Nevertheless it was so written in the Creed of Athanasius,

of the Lord's Providence, in order that faith concerning the

one only God and concerning the Lord might still be saved.
(Let certain things therein be con/pared, and this will be seen.)

They were permitted to write them, for the reason that they

knew nothing of the spiritual sense ol the Word, and therefore

remained in the sense of the letter ; also because it was foreseen

that faith alone would be taken as the essential of the church,

with which it does not harmonize to believe in the Lord alone.

That the Son from eternity was the Divine Human from
eternity,—also that that was the proceeding Divine, from which

is heaven, and was thus the Divine that forms heaven,—is plain

from the Lord's words that they saw not and heard not the

Father : also from considering that all things were made by
the Divine truth ; then that the Lord appeared as a Man before

the sons of Israel, and that they saw below the soles of His

feet, as a sapphire and as heaven as to clearness ; that it is said,
'

' This day have I begotten Thee ;'
' and that the Lord said,

"Such as I was with Thee from the foundation ot the world;"
that He also is the Son of Man, spoken of in Daniel, and that the

Lord became the same as to His Human ; also that in Luke, He
is called the Son of God, for it is said that "the Word was made
flesh.

'

' Hence it is plain that it was the same and the one Divine.

To make three Persons because it is said, "Father, Son and
Holy Spirit," is to falsify the Word. In the Word there are

appearances of truth ; and if these are made to be truths actu-

ally and really, they become falsities ; but otherwise, they are

truths in both senses, namely, in the sense of the letter and in

the spiritual sense, which is made the sense by the Lord through

the enlightened rational. (As was shown concerning the sun's progression

and its rest, in the Apocalypse [Explained], n. 719.)

(Here let many passages be quoted where the Father and the Son are named

:

—
that they are truths, in both senses, if they are viewed from doclrine ; othenuise the

sense of the letter is made false.)

That the first and primary thing of the church is to know
its God, thus the Lord, and so the one God, is because the

other things of the church, both doclrine and perceptions, de-

pend thereon. Man cannot otherwise understand the Word
;

as may be manifest from the case of the ancients who were gen-

tiles, although they likewise had altars and offered sacrifices, and
had other things also that belonged to the rites of the church,

but who still did not worship Jehovah, but some of them Schad-
dai, and others some other God : nevertheless they were extir-
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pated, because they had nothing of doctrine and of worship that

was then accepted in heaven. It was from this cause that the

Lord inquired of those with whom He worked miracles whether
they had faith, and said that it was done according to their faith,

in order that it might be acknowledged that He was the Son of

God and had power over all things,—and thus that He was
God descending out of heaven. This was the first and primary
thing in the conjunction of God with man.

This is now the first thing of the church which is called the

New Jerusalem.

Of the pontifical religion, all those are accepted who adore
the Lord, and who do not acknowledge the pope except as the

chief priest. They are accepted because they rarely worship the

Father and separate the Lord from the Father
;
although they

are empty, from their doclrine which is empty of truths.

What is the quality of the idea concerning the Lord, with

those who are in the doclrine of a trinity of Persons : that they

place His Divine above and also outside of Himself; the causes

of which are, that they think of the Human as they think of a

common man (and so they make a separation) ; then they think of

the Divine of the Father with whom He is conjoined : and so they

talk of the conjunction of the Father with the Lord, and not

concerning the conjunction of the Lord's Divine itself, and of the

conjunction of this with the Human. Hence they go to the

Father, that He may be merciful for the sake of the Son ; and by
so doing, their thoughts ascend above the Lord, and they think

not at all concerning the Divine which is the Lord's according

to the Athanasian faith : and nevertheless this is clearly contrary

to the faith of the church ; for in the Athanasian faith the Divine

is conjoined to His Human, as soul to body, and in Himself, etc.

The idea can with difficulty be held by Christians that the

Divine which is called the Father is in the Lord, for the reason

that they think that the Divine of the Father, because it

created the universe, cannot be in the Human ; and then (be-

cause of their idea of the universal heaven and the universal

earth) that it cannot be conceived of as in Human Body. They
think from the idea of extension and space ; when yet the Di-

vine itself is not to be thought of from the idea of extension

or space ; for thus, instead of God, the purest of Nature and
of the visible universe is thought of: from which idea a man
becomes a natural man, and at last an atheist, acknowledging

Nature as creator. And nevertheless the idea of extension and
space does not exist in the spiritual world, where spaces are

only appearances of space (concerning which, see the work on
Heaven and Hell). But of God there should be no other idea
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than that of a Divine Man ; and of the creation of the universal

heaven and the universal world, no other than as from the sun

which is the Divine love : and of the proceeding Divine, from

which was the universe of heaven and the world, the idea of

extension can be held, especially in the natural world.

Of God, that is, of the Lord, there should be no other thought

than that He is life itself ; and of created beings, as angels and
men, no other than that they are forms recipient of life. The
Lord's life is the divine love; and this alone has life, and it

alone is life. Whence it is plain that to no one is there life

except from Him
;
also, that men believe that life is in them-

selves, is for the reason that in the recipient form life is felt as

if it were its own ; as the principal [is felt] in the instrumental,

which act together as one cause. And because divine love is

such that it wishes that which is its own to be another's, it has

been granted that life should be perceived as if it were man's,

so that he may receive it as it were from himself : nor is there

reception in any other way, for there is no reciprocal [element].

{Of which, however, e/sewhere.)

Man was so created as to be a heaven in the least form, cor-

responding to the greatest ; and it is to be known that the Lord
was heaven itself as to the life of all things, and that angels and
men [are such] as to reception in finite forms ; because the

Lord was conceived of the Divine itself, thus of life itself ; and
concerning life itself there cannot be held the idea of exten-

sion and space, as concerning receptacles of life : hence it is

evident that the Lord was Man as being the Life, as every other

man is [a receptacle] of life ; and thus that from Him, as from

the very fountain of life, is the all of the life of heaven, concern-

ing the extension of which there can be no thought, but from

the extension of the forms of life.

That the Lord was therein made life even as to the Human,
will be told elsewhere : the Divine itself, and the Soul, can

dwell only in Life.

The things which have now been said, are to be related as

the ideas of angelic thoughts concerning the Lord. It has

been said by angels that such also are the ideas of their thoughts

concerning the Lord, but that those which have been related are

most general ; also that they know and think things innumerable

on these subjects, which are their specific particulars ; and that

they are not perceived by man, nor told in human words, even to

the thousandth part. Hence it was evident that those things

which they say to each other concerning the Lord, are ineffable

and incomprehensible to man : also that such things are in the

inmost sense of the Word, where it treats of the Lord alone.
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Let those who have an idea of the Lord's Divine as above the

Human, weigh well the idea which they have concerning Him [as

He is] in heaven : whether there the Human is where the Divine

is ; whether the Divine is separate and with the Father, and the

Human in heaven, and whether so the Lord is not two, instead of

being one. Hence it may be manifest whether it is allowable

for any one to have such an idea concerning the Lord.

It is said that there is one substance or essence, when yet

there is specific difference, because the attribute in the specific

case belongs more to one than to another. Consider whether
it be not so when you are speaking of the Father as the Cre-

ator, of the Son as the Redeemer, of the Holy Spirit as the

Enlightener : does not the thought then attribute to one what
it does not attribute to another except in a general way ? Then
let it be considered whether their being one, or one sub-

stance, means that the work of creation proceeds from the

Father to the Son, and from the Son to the Holy Spirit, thus

in that order
;
whether, or not, the idea can be formed of its

proceeding reciprocally,—that the work of creation proceeds

reciprocally, from the Holy Spirit to the Son, and from the Son
to the Father. This is contrary to the idea which proceeding car-

ries with it
;
when, nevertheless, that there may be one substance

to the three, there must also be the idea of reciprocal proceeding,

which cannot be given : otherwise, there are three substances, etc.

There was a trial made, to see what kind of an idea they have

when they are saying and thinking, and while they are asking

the Father to be merciful for the sake of the Son : and it was per-

ceived that they had an idea wholly repugnant to the doctrine

of faith and to the Word,—namely, that they think of the

Father, and think of the Son as a common man who suffered the

cross ; and that they then wholly separated the Son from the

Father and placed Him below : and because the question was

then raised how at the same time they think of the Lord's Di-

vine, it was perceived that they think nothing about it ; or

else that they think of it also as one with the Father,—that it was

brought forward for the sake of the Human or the Son : and if

they think in any other way, that they supplicate the Divine

above, and place the Human separate. In a word, [their idea] is

plainly contrary to the doclrine ofAthanasius, that the Divine and
the Human is one Person ; thus that the Human also is with the

Father, and one with the Father, which cannot be thought,

unless the Human also is Divine : for the Father is the infinite, un-

create, almighty God ; and the Human cannot be of the true and

one substance with the Father, unless the Human also be divine.

There is contradiction in saying that Christ is rational and
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perfect Man from the mother alone : there is also contradiction

in saying that the Lord as a man can be the Father* with the

Father, or with the Divine ; when nevertheless if there be one
Person, and so a Divine Human, the case is otherwise ; it is

a contradiction to say that God and Man can be one Person, un-

less the Human be Divine.

The ideas of the learned wholly wander from the Athana-
sian faith concerning the Lord's Human. They were examined
as to the quality of their ideas, and it was found that they are

not acquainted with those things in Athanasius.

An examination was made with spirits, who in the world
were learned, to ascertain whether it were possible for them to

think of one God while thinking of three Persons, and when
each Person was God ; and it was clearly found that they could

not possibly do so, except that they could think of three as

unanimous,—thus still as three. An examination was next

made with reference to the rise of a Son from eternity, that He
was born of the Father ; and they were asked whether they

were able to think of His having been born from eternity : but

it was found that they could think from no other thought than

that of the speech, which is the lowest thought, belonging

to the body. And examination was made whether they were
able to think of the rise of the Holy Spirit from eternity, by
considering that it proceeds from the two : with this it was the

same ; and it was found that there cannot be the thought that

thus God who is a Person exists through Himself, besides God's
being from Himself, and that He Himself is of Himself.

Nor did the learned spirits understand what I had said, that

the Lord in the world was divine truth, and that afterwards He
was divine good, and then one with the Father. It was there-

fore granted to explain this
;
namely, that divine truth is the

same with divine intelligence and wisdom, for understanding is

from truths : and also while man is being regenerated by the

Lord, his understanding is formed from truths, and so far as it

is formed so far he is intelligent : also, that divine good is di-

vine love, and love is of the will
;
wherefore, so far as a man is

regenerated from truths, which are of the understanding, and
they become of good, namely of the love, so far [the will], is

regenerated : and, to speak now of the Lord, so far He was
glorified, or made divine, because from the Divine itself. It

is here said divine truth and divine good, for the reason that it

is said concerning God that He is good itself and truth itself;

and this is from the consideration that all the good of love and
the truth of intelligence, with angels and with men, are from Him.

• TRANSLATOR'S Note.—Perhaps this word ought to be omitted.
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Let the whole Creed of Athanasius, respecting the Trinity,

be explained from beginning to end, in accordance with the
truth concerning the Trine of the Lord ; and it will be seen
that it is possible to explain it

;
also, that thus, of the Lord's di-

vine providence, has been saved or preserved that divine truth
;

so that, concerning the Infinite, the Eternal, the Almighty, it

may be found that there are not three, but one ; that there is

one substance, and that there is trinity, in unity and unity in

trinity ; that God and Man is one Person ; that the Divine took
to itself the Human. But that the Father is the greater,—how
is that to be understood? If in any other way, heaven would
not have been able to be with man.

The simple think of God as of a Man. Those of the most
ancient time did the same : moreover, they who were of the

church, from Adam even to Abraham, to Moses and the Proph-
ets, saw Him, and as a Man, and called Him Jehovah ; and He
whom they saw was the Lord, as is evident from John (viii. 58),

where it is said that the Lord was before Abraham. The wise

Gentiles [thought of Him] in like manner; thence their idols :

and at the present day the Africans especially [do the same];
also the inhabitants of all the earths; and all the angels in the

heavens also, who can have no other thought, from the very
form of heaven. ' The idea comes thence, by influx ; and thus

it is as it were ingrafted ; but it is lost among the learned in

the Christian world. (See Apoc. ExpL, n. 808.)

Let him who is willing reflect whether he thinks of the Di-

vine of the Lord when He is named alone; and thus, whether

His Divine is approached. When three Persons are named,
the case is different ; then very many think of three Gods ; can

the only [God] ever be so approached?
They who think of the Lord while they think of God, have

a determinate idea ; but many who think of God the Father,

have an indeterminate idea, and they easily acknowledge Na-
ture as God : and -on this account it is granted them in the

other life to see some one on high, sitting upon a throne, who
calls himself God the Father ; and who calls some spirit, either

near him or elsewhere, his Son. This is permitted, that they

may not become fools or insane through their indeterminate

idea concerning God: and I am able to assert that many who
can reason intelligently determine their idea to him who is on

high, and take their orders from him. He is some man with a

long beard, from one place or another : for the most part those

[rill the place] who have wished to be worshipped as divinities
;

but still among those who do not acknowledge the Lord. In a

word, their thoughts at length become such that they believe

that there is no God, and so they are sent into hell. Some say
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that God is where you will ; but it was shown that the proceed-

ing Divine is everywhere, like light and heat from the sun ; but

still, to say that the sun as to its body is where you will, is folly.

Almost all who pass from the world into the other life re-

gard the Lord as a mere man, and very few have an idea of

His Divine. This is meant in Luke,

"Shall He find faith on the earth?" (xviii, 8.)

The reason is, that they say three Persons and one God, and

make the Lord's Human to be distincl from His Divine; and

then to say and to believe in one God is impossible ; it is almost

impossible to believe that God is God ; for the idea of divinity

is thereby destroyed to that extent. The case is otherwise

when it is said that the Lord alone is the one God.

{See Latah xl. 9,10; and explain that the Lord is Jehovah; also that He came to

executejudgment.)

The sin against the Holy Spirit is the denial of the Divine

in the Word ; for they who deny this, tacitly and in the heart

deny all things of heaven and the church, for these are all from
the Word

;
they also deny the Divine of the Lord. Where-

fore in the other life all are taught that there is a spiritual

sense in all things and in every particular of the Word, so that

they may know and acknowledge the Word ; and this, that

they maj' not be led away by evil spirits, from all the passages

of the Word which in the sense of the letter appear paradox-

ical, and likewise as if they were not divine.

The Divine which the Lord called the Father :—some, from
their own idea, understand that the Lord so spake from His
Divine, thus as born from eternity ; but that He thus spake
from His Human, is plain from His words to Philip,

" He that seeth Me, seeth the Father " {John xiv. 9)

;

also from another passage in the same gospel,

"And we beheld His glory, . . of the Only Begotten of the Father " {John
i. 14).

That "to smite with the hands," and "to give the face to

shame and spitting," signifies to do to the one Divine even -as

it was done to the Lord, is clearly manifest in Isaiah (chap. 1.

6, 7), where Jehovah says this concerning Himself.

{Let those things be taken tip which are of experience, concerning the Gentiles

who acknowledged God under a human form, in various ways, and who have been

saved according to this)

{Let it be shownfrom the Word that the Lord's riding on an ass, and a colt the

foal of an ass, ivas a sign of royalty.)

Man ought to think of the Lord when he thinks of God,
and he ought to think from Him ; for otherwise man cannot
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think with angels, and thus be with them : the reason of this is

that the angels think of God as of a Man, because heaven is in the

human form ; and unless they do so, they are not able to think

of God. On account of this, also, the Lord is to be approached,

and not God the Father entreated for the sake of the Son.

They who, concerning the Human of the Lord, have the

idea of a human alone, make two Persons of the Lord, which
they call natures

; and they seek Him in two places in heaven,

and thus not the one Lord. It is wonderful that from the be-

ginning of the church they have not attended to the words of

the Athanasian confession, that God and Man is as soul and
body

;
they have given no attention to those words, for the reason

that the Christian Church became Babylonia and Philistia.

How reciprocal union is effected,—such as that of good and
truth and of truth and good ; and that so the Divine took upon
itself the Human, and the Human conjoined itself to the Divine :

just as a man becomes spiritual and an angel, from the Lord.

Of the reciprocal, the Lord said that

The Father was in Him, and He in the Father {John xiv. 10);

He also said,

"Glorify Thy Son, that Thy Son also may glorify Thee" {John xvii. I, 5).

If the Lord had not now executed a judgment, (and this is

His Coming,) no one in the church would have been any longer

able to be saved ; for all are in falsities, and all the Word has

been falsified, as may be evident in a work Concerning Spiritual

Faith. It is because of this that the Lord has now revealed

the spiritual sense, as truth of doctrine ; as was done also in

His Coming when He assumed the Human.

(
There arc arcana which are to be presented, respecting His incarnation.)

All who deny the Lord's Divine have separated themselves

from heaven, and they have placed as it were a covering over

themselves, and they also appear to themselves to be without

strength in the praccordia, which hang down, and pendulous

swing to and fro ; and indeed they fall into falsities of every kind
;

and when they are thinking of God the Father, it is some spirit

from the lowest part of heaven, and sometimes an evil spirit,

that makes answer and flows-in into their thoughts. {Many things

besides may be seen in the extracts.)

That to deny the Lord's Divine, and so the Word, is the sin

against the Holy Spirit, will be shown from the Word.
All are examined in the other life, as to their quality in

what belongs to their spiritual faith and life, by means of influx
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from heaven concerning the Divine Human of the Lord. They
who receive, see and acknowledge the Divine Human, have

been conjoined with the angels. The reason of this is, that all

heaven is in that acknowledgment ; wherefore the operation of

heaven is received only by those who are in a life of faith, which

is charity. It may possibly, indeed, be received by others ;

but by those only who care not whether they think and do
wickedly or falsely ; as for example, by dissemblers, who can

be in any affection ; but this, in the state in which they are

while listening : and afterwards they likewise take their allotted

places in hell, according to their lives.

The Lord lived in so humble a way as scarcely to be distin-

guished from an ordinary man, and not in splendor as God, that

the lews might not acknowledge Him as the Messiah from ex-

ternals, but from internals ; and for the same reason He was
not willing to give them signs from heaven : for if they had

acknowledged Him and not from internals, and afterwards had
not seen themselves exalted to be the lords of earth, they would
have fallen back, and so would have become profaners ; it

was for this reason that He was not willing to give them a sign
(concerning which see ....).

That He was the possessor of all things, may be manifest

from this,—that He fed the five thousand, then the four thousand,

also that He gave them wine to drink at Cana, and that He was
able to pay the tribute-money from the mouth of a fish. But that

He was pleased to seem poor, was for the reason already given.

That He was a carpenter's son, was because "a worker in

wood" signifies good of life from the doctrine of truth.

In the Creed of Athanasius it is said that the Lord as Man
is less than the Father; when nevertheless His Divine was as

the soul ; and the Divine cannot so dwell in what is not divine

that they are one. It is said that He also is a rational Man ;

but because such a rational Man is from the Mother alone, lest

there should be contradiction it therefore follows that the Divine

and the Human are one Person ; so there is agreement, and a
contradiction does not result.

It was from the papists that the Lord's Human was made
to be less than the Divine of the Father, and thus less than His
own Divine.

That the Lord's Hufnan is divine, is manifest from the pas-

sages in the Word where the Lord is called "Redeemer;" as

in the Old Testament, "Jehovah your Redeemer," "the Lord
your Redeemer;" and this then is the Divine Human, for the

Lord was the Redeemer in respect; to that.

Whereas the Lord alone is acknowledged in all the heavens,

and the Trine in Him alone, therefore to acknowledge the Lord
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is the first thing. In no other way can any idea of the thought

enter heaven, but it is repelled ; and neither is conjunction given

in heaven, and thus in the world, and consequently there is not

elevation into heaven after death.

The Lord in many passages calls Himself the divine truth, or

"the Word," as in John, in His transfiguration in the presence

of the disciples, and in other places ; the same is signified by
"the Son of Man," and also by "the sons of man" in the Old
Testament.

By His death the Lord rejected all the human that was from
the Mother, and put on the Human from the Father {concerning

which see Apoc. Expl., n. 899[c], at the end).

The Lord said that there was freedom to die, and not to

die : this was the case in order that He might glorify His Human
from His own proper power, and this must be from freedom.

To spirits who were saying that they believed in three Per-

sons and still one God, because there is one essence or substance

to the three, I said, "What need is there of the metaphysical

term essence, and substance?" that I might by this means
persuade them. " Consult your thoughts : do you not think of

three Gods? and so do you not believe in three Gods? Can you
by any means think metaphysically ?" And it was found that it

was so ; for if there are three Persons there are three Gods. That
term involves nothing else than that they are of one mind ; or

that what one wills another wills, and what one does another wills ;

and then their properties differ ; and then the Father is implored
for the sake of the Son, and the Holy Spirit is approached for

the sake of enlightenment ; the Father is adored on account of

creation, the Son on account of redemption, and the Holy Spirit

for the sake ofenlightenment. Would not this be allowable ifGod
were three Persons? and each is one and another, as to works.

Worshipping the Father only, induces a severe pain in the

arm and the shoulder-blade. I know this by experience, for it

has been tried many times.

Take the idea that there is one Person, and that the Trine

is in that Person, and you will see that the Creed of Athana-
sius, from beginning to end, will coincide and harmonize with

that idea ; it will be free from paradoxes, or things that must
be of faith although not understood.

That there has been a Divine Human from eternity, is mani-

fest from considering that the Lord says that Abraham saw
Him ; that it is He who was seen, and not the Father ; that it

is He who spake; and that He is "the Holy One of Israel,"

who was seen : besides many other things in the Word. These
things cannot be said of the Divine itself, for this can appear to

no one ; but they can be said of the Divine Human.
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Why the Lord came into the world and became Man,
scarcely any one knows ; and it shall therefore be told : but it

falls within the understanding of the learned only. There are

successive things that follow one another horn the Lord through

the heavens to man, and thus to ultimates. Successive order

is not continuous, but is discrete ; that is, one thing is from

another, as is the case with every thing in the world. The more
remote things in successive order contain in themselves the suc-

cessive things in an order of their own ; which order is called

simultaneous. In this order, namely, the simultaneous, all the

successive things are together ; so formed that you may wish

to have a conception of them : the first things are there created

within ; and so on, even to the most remote circumference

;

and because successive things are together in the simultaneous,

therefore in things simultaneous is all strength or all power at

once. And because there was no longer this ultimate with men
in the world, that is, in their goods and truths in which the

Lord has His abode, therefore He Himself came into the world,

that He might become the Last (or Ultimate), and that so the

First might act by last things and reduce to order all things in

the heavens and in the hells ; that is, from firsts by lasts : for

when He acted from firsts by lasts, He acted also by all things,

and thus likewise by the successive things which were in order

in the lasts as in their firsts. This now was the cause of the

Coming of the Lord into the world : thus also He was where
there is fulness in His creation ; and the Lord works those things

which He works, where there is fulness. It is for this reason

that the Lord is called in the Word "the First and the Last;"

and for the same reason the Word in the letter is most holy,

because this is divine truth in the ultimate of order, and for the

same reason also strength itself is there. That this is so, is

known to me more than to others. For the same reason the

Lord said to the disciples that He has flesh and bones, other-

wise than a spirit ; and thus can the Lord be present with man
in ultimates, and can save those who also are in ultimates.

Man, because he is a miniature heaven, has also successive

things in himself corresponding to the successive things in the

heavens ; and in his natural part especially, as the ultimate, are

the successive things in simultaneous order : and whereas the

Lord had heaven in His Human, consequently from the heaven
in Himself He disposed in order all things in the heavens and
in the hells.

(Concerning Order, successive and simultaneous, see the work on Heaven and Hell,

n. 38. Quotations may be made therefrom?)

Moreover, it cannot be comprehended in the world that the
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Lord from Himself could dispose into order all things in the

heavens and the hells. But men do not understand this, be-

cause they think from space and distance. But spaces and
distances in the spiritual world are states of affeclions and
thoughts ; in accordance with these states are all spaces and all

distances there ; and this it has been given me to know from
experience,—namely, that things which were a thousand miles

away, yes, a hundred thousand, were present when there was
similarity of state. And from this I have been able to be present

near earths in our solar system, and near earths beyond that sys-

tem, while my body, and my spirit too, remained in their own
place. What could not the Lord do, who wrought all things in

Himself from the Divine,—and from the Divine in Himself?

That the Lord from eternity was the proceeding Divine, and
thus the Divine Human, may be seen from this,—that all

heaven is the greatest Man, and the proceeding Divine makes
heaven. (See the work on Heaven and Hell, where it treats of the Greatest Man.)

That this was the Divine Human is evident from the passages

where it is said that the Father was not seen and that His voice

was not heard, but the Son ; then that the Lord spake through

the prophets ; also for the reason that God cannot appear as

Man except from the proceeding Divine.

That the Lord says that He should be with the Father as

it had been from eternity, is for the reason that in the world

He was the divine truth which is the proceeding Divine. It is

plain from this what was the Son of God from eternity, and

what the Son of God that was born. No mortal can compre-

hend what born from eternity means, in any other sense ; but

what has now been said can be comprehended.

That the Lord is the Father may be shown from the Word.

He is there said to be " Father of eternity," "Jehovah," "One
with the Father," "in the Father and the Father in Him."
The Father can be in no other Human than that which is from

Himself, and thus His own Divine Human.
From first creation He was in a Human, and in a Hu-

man from Himself; namely, in the universal heaven, which in

the complex constitutes one Man : but this was not His own
proper [Human], because it was in the angels of heaven ; but in

the Divine Human He is in His own, that is proper to Himself.

That men do not apprehend that the Creator of the universe

can be in a Human, is for the reason that their conception of

the universe is from space, which idea does not reach God
unless there be the idea of the proceeding Divine : nor should

the idea of the proceeding Divine in the spiritual world be taken

from space, but in the natural world only. Of the Divine
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from which is the universe, an idea is to be conceived in no

other way than as of a Divine Man in first [principles], who is

Life itself, and whose divine love appears as a sun above the

heavens, whence all things are.

The Lord means His own Divine by "Father;" this, therefore,

assumed the Human ; wherefore it is as His soul in the body

:

for
'

' the Father
'

' cannot be understood to have been a first Per-

son, since so there would have been two Fathers. The Divine

cannot be in any other body than its own ; thus it must be divine.

That heaven was endangered by conjunction with the hells

in its disordered ultimates, may be illustrated by the extreme

prostration of a man, from which at last he dies : and that thus

no one could have been saved if the Lord had not come into

the world, is illustrated in the Explanation of the Apocalypse

(n. 744) ; in which work it is also shown that the more distinct

the separation of heaven and hell, the more perfect is the state

of heaven (n. 746a).

{Let those things be adduced which have been gatheredfrom the spiritual world

concerning the faith of the Mohammedans respecling three Persons, and concerning

Christ, n : notyet transcribed, being not yet reached, n. 5992 [? Spiritual Diary,

part iii., vol. ii., n. 5952].)

Christians were examined, to ascertain what kind of an idea

they have concerning three Persons of the Divinity. It was
found that they have various ideas ; some placing one near an-

other in consultation, and the third as sent forth from these
;

some, as conversing together, and Christ interceding ; some
place them in successive order, and some in other ways : but

because there are [thus] three Gods, at the presence of Mo-
hammedans and of Gentiles, who see their ideas, they are

ashamed and are on their guard.

Let all the representatives concerning the Lord that are found
in the Gospels, be taken up: that He was laid in a manger, because
there was no room in the inn ; that He was a carpenter's son; that
He chose twelve disciples ; then all things pertaining to His passion,
His clothes, and other things besides.

He was called a Prophet (Dent, xviii. 15, 18, and also in

the Gospels), because "a prophet" signifies the Word, and
doctrine from the Word.

Let it be explained what is meant by proceeding, when said con-
cerning the Holy Spirit ; that it is as with the light and heat from
the sun : but that the view of the multitude is, that the Holy Spirit
hears and goes forth, as person from person.

There are paradoxes in the Creed of Athanasius, and con-

sequently the views of the multitude are various ; and with

reference to understanding them, [it is said that] the under-
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standing is constantly to be kept under faith : but from the

heavenly doctrine, according to which the paradox is to be
explained, [it is made known] that the understanding is in no
wise to be kept under faith.

Concerning the Divine Human from eternity ; and that it

was of the Father's love to become Man even to ultimates
;

which could be done only by being born of a virgin.

The Lord was divine truth, in the world ; but so long as

He was in the human from the Mother, He was not Life in

itself, as to the human ; but afterwards, when He had put off

that human, He was Life from Himself.

Let it be explained what is Life of itself, and what is life not of
itself : that He was Life of itself, from the Divine which was inwardly
in the human from the Mother. Life of itself is pure love, the
Divine itself ; life not of itself is a form recipient of life. Let this
be illustrated by other things, etc.

The divine truth is the Christ ; the proceeding divine good
is Jesus ; the Divine Human is the Son of God ; the proceeding
Divine which is the Word is the Son of Man.

The separation of the Human of the Lord from the Divine,

was made in the Council of Nice, for the sake of the Pope,

—

that he might not be called God on earth.

Let facts be presented concerning the Council of Nice ; who
were present of the papal party; that unless the words "that

He is perfetl Man" had been accepted, the Pope could not

have been acknowledged as His vicar. But these things also

were not solely for the Pope. He would otherwise be acknowl-

edged as God of heaven and God of earth, if he had taken

upon himself the Divine ;—when nevertheless it is actually

divine to save men, to create them anew, to impart heaven to

them, to lead them from infancy even to the last moments of

life and afterward forever. But because they who protested

also saw contradictions in the [doings of] the Council, there-

fore they admitted the things that follow [in the Creed] ; to

which, however, few of the Protestants of the present day give

any attention ; wherefore they believe with the Papists that

the Human is not divine : hence [they place] the Divine above
the Human, near to the Father.

From the Creed of Athanasius it is allowable to say that

three Gods are one God by unition : that there are three, is of

the thought ; that they are one is of the speech. May one be

prohibited from speaking [what he thinks] ? What would be

the feeling of Mohammedans, of Jews, of Gentiles, at such an

expression? Would they not say, "They are crazy?"

Let the signification of His bearing the iniquities of all, be

illustrated by the case of the prophets, who represented the
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quality of the church ; let it also be told what is signified by

His having been laid in a manger, because there was no room
in the inn, etc., etc., etc.

Let it be illustrated in many ways, how the Lord through temp-
tations subjugated the hells, and glorihed the Human.—from the
state of spirits in temptations from the hells : and other things from
personal experience.

That the Divine Human was from eternity, is also meant by
its being said that the Word, which in the beginning was with

God, was made Flesh ; and this, because from the divine love the

Lord also, conceived of Jehovah, was divine truth in the world.

Concerning the three Persons,—that specific properties dis-

tinguished them ; and if this were not so, they would not be

three Persons, but one : . . . . moreover they are conjoined into

one metaphysical God : also concerning trinity in unity, and
unity in trinity ; these things by no means fall within the idea

of the common nor of the learned man. It therefore necessarily

follows, that three Gods are thought of.

Man has an idea, when it is said that the second Person de-

scended and assumed the Human
;
not, however, when it is said

that the first Person did so : and yet they are altogether equal.

Let examination therefore be made to ascertain whether a finite

idea must not be held concerning the second Person, and not a

truly infinite idea, as of the Father : also that concerning the

Father there must be held the infinite idea as of the universal
;

and that this is in the idea of its being an impossibility [that He
descended], but that the other is possible. From this idea a

conclusion may be drawn as to the quality of the idea concerning

the Lord as God, also that therefore He is not approached.

It may be said that it is contrary to perception that the

Divine which is the Father took on the Human, but not that

the Divine which is the Son [did so] ; when nevertheless it is

the same thing, both because the one Divine is equal to the

other, and because they are one as to substance : so that this

also ought not to be separated, since thus three Divines as to

Persons, which are one as to substance, assumed the Human :

otherwise they would be separated, and one would be the soul

in the Human, and not another.

And thus, also, one saved the human race, and not the other
;

that is, to one would belong the work of redemption, and not to

the other : for the Lord wrought redemption from the Human.
And besides, it is believed that His soul was from the Divine

which is called the Father, from the common faith.

Besides, there is a common idea that the Divine which is

the Father did not take on the Human, because this Divine
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fills the universal world. But the idea of space ought not to

come into the matter ; because God, regarded in Himself, is a
Man (oj willie jhown). The case would be the same if the Divine
which is called the Son took the Human, for this Divine is like

the Divine which is called the Father ; for it is not denied that

the Lord's Divine assumed the Human: nor can the idea of
extension into the universe be held in respect to this Divine
any more than concerning the Divine of the Father.

The extension of the Divine into the universe is what can
be predicated of the proceeding Divine, which is the divine

truth and is called the Word. Through this were all things

made which were made, and the world was created from it,

according to the words in John (chap. i.).

But an idea is to be held concerning the Divine itself,—the

idea as of a Man whose divine love appears as a sun, and the

light from which is divine truth, and the heat divine good.
But still the idea of the extension [of the proceeding Divine] is

fitting only for the natural world, but not in the spiritual world
;

in the spiritual world extension, like space and distance, is but

an appearance. (Concerning which, see the work on Heaven and Hell, in the

chapter, Concerning Space.)

When the Lord was transformed and seen in glory, a voice

out of the cloud said "This is my beloved Son." It was His
Human which was transformed and seen in glory ; and this was
God's Son (Mattk. xvii., and other places).

The essential [element] of the doctrine of the New Church
which is called the New Jerusalem, is this concerning the Lord

;

and he who wishes to be therein, acknowledges it : for this

church is the very Christian Church ; and no one is admitted

thereto but he who thinks of, and believes in, one God, and
thus the Lord alone. It is to be known that one is admitted

into heaven in accordance with his confession of God ; he is

explored as to the quality of his thought and faith concerning

God ; for through that confession is conjunction ; and when there

is conjunction, there is enlightenment in particulars. All of

love and of faith is dependent thereon
;
they, therefore, who

deny God are in hell, because there is disjunction. The first

and primary thing, therefore, is to acknowledge, believe in, and
love God ; all other things hang on this.

Anointing, spoken of in the Old Testament, was representa-

tive of the Lord; wherefore He is called "the Messiah," and
"the Christ," meaning "the Anointed," for the reason that in

Him was the divine good of divine love. By the oil with which
kings were anointed, is signified the good of love.

By "the Son of God" is signified divine truth, because by
"sons" in the Word are signified truths; "the Son of God"
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therefore means divine truth. Hence by the Son of God from
eternity is meant the proceeding Divine which is called divine

truth, and from which is heaven : and hence, likewise, the Lord

in the world was divine truth, which afterwards proceeded from

Him. It comes from this, that they are called "sons of God"
who are recipients of divine truth.

The Lord was conceived of the Divine itself, and was after-

wards born of that ; for what was born of Mary, this the Lord

from His own Divine expelled : thence He assumed a Human
corresponding to the Divine ; thus He united the Divine, which

means that the Divine took to itself the Human. Hence it is

that He was not only conceived but was also born of Jehovah,

according to what is written in Psalm ii. i, 2, 6. It is also said,

" The proclamation carrieth approval [or, I will tell of the decree]
;

Jehovah said unto Me, Thou art My Son ; this day have I begotten
Thee " (Ps. ii. 7)

:

and hence it is that He is the Son of God.

It has been said that the chief essential of the church is to

know and recognize its God, and that without this chief essen-

tial there is not any conjunction with God, and thus there is

not heaven and eternal life ; the reason of which is, that in the

spiritual world thought and will have their conjunction with him

who is regarded and loved ; these turn towards him, and they

afterwards turn all things belonging to the man : wherefore the

direction of all heaven is towards the Lord. (Concerning which con-

junction, see the work on Heaven and Hell, n. 141-153.) (Experiences concerning

the turning in accordance with the thoughts, and in accordance with the love ; and
concerning enlightenment when the turning is towards the Lord.)

There are many other arcana concerning man's turning and
the enlightenment therefrom. All have societies to which they

turn when in obscurity ; there is presence when they are think-

ing of any one ; there is conjunction with him whom they love :

they who acknowledge other Gods, turn to their own loves

:

they who [look] to the Father, turn in various ways ; but the

greater part [look] towards the summit of heaven, whence there

is no turning ; wherefore they who do not acknowledge the

Lord cannot be with the angels of heaven : etc. , etc.

The ancients, when they represented God in their paintings,

pictured Him as a Man, surrounded about the head with a

radiant circle, as if the rays of the sun were round about it. So
is the Lord represented by those of the present day ; and this

from the common idea which all have from heaven, that the

Divine is like the sun, or that God is encompassed with a sun.

So were the ancients accustomed to represent God as a Man,
in their pictures ; and the same is done at the present day, as

may be seen by consulting paintings : and this, too, from the
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common idea concerning God that comes from heaven. But
still, the idea of the Divine as in human form has at this day-

been lost ; and the reason is that they draw conclusions from
space, since there is an extension of the sphere from the Divine

into the universe, like that of the sun ; and indeed the sphere

proceeding from angels extends itself into much of heaven.

The cause of such a conception is, that men are too external,

and hence are limited like the sensual. The inhabitants of all

the earths have a perception of God as in human form ; the

wise men of old, as Abraham, had such perception ; men of

interior wisdom of the present day, as the Africans, have the

same : not so our wise men ; but the simple-minded only, with

whom the common idea of God that comes from heaven has not

been extinguished by perverted reasonings.

Let those things also be seen which have been said and
which have been adduced from the Word in the Explanation

of the Apocalypse (n. 684), showing that the Lord alone was
united to Jehovah, as to the Divine Human, because in Him
was the divine good of divine love, which is signified by "oil,"

and which was represented by anointing. Passages from the

Word may there be seen, also ; and thence it may be seen that

His Human is divine.

A canon which will be explained more particularly :—That
the Lord is "the Anointed of Jehovah," "the Messiah" and

"the Christ," also "the Son of God," as to the Divine Human,
from the fact that the divine good of divine love, which is Jeho-

vah and the Father, was in Him from conception ; from which

His Human was made divine truth when He was in the world,

thus such as is heaven ; but afterwards it was successively made
the divine good of divine love by unition with the Father, which

was the esse [or inmost being] of His life, and was His soul,

which is called Jehovah. Hence the Lord became one with

Jehovah, and thus the Father as to each. The divine truth

which makes the heavens and is called the Holy Spirit, then

proceeds [from Him]. They who receive it from the Lord are

"sons of God." From these considerations it may also be

manifest that the Lord in time was not only conceived of Jeho-

vah, but also born of Him ; and that the Holy Spirit proceeds

from Him. (See the passages adduced in the Explanation of the Apocalypse,

n. 684.) That the Anointed, the Messiah, the Christ, and the

Son of God are synonymous terms, how also He was King,

and that they are the Lord as to the Divine Human, may also

be seen in the Explanation of the Apocalypse (n. 684).

The Divine Human is
'

' the Holy [thing]
'

' (spoken of in Luke
i., and elsewhere in the Word; from Psalm lxxxix. 4, 5, 20;

also Dan. ix.) ; "the Holy of Holies" (as in many passages ;)
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'

' the Holy One of Israel. " (Let passages befreely quoted.} That '

' the

Holy [thing]" is the Divine Human, is plain in Luke (i. 35).

That "the Spirit" is the proceeding Divine, is made plain in

Isaiah (xi. 2, 3), where the Lord is treated of.

In the Doctrine of our Faith it is also said that the Lord
overcame death, and ascended with triumph into heaven, and
sitteth at the right hand of the Father. What else is meant by
"death" which He overcame, and by "triumph," than the

subjugation of the hells? for "death" signifies hell, because all

who are there are called "dead." And what else is meant by
"sitting at the right hand of the Father," than divine omni-

potence? for how can a human which is not at the same time

divine, sit at the right hand of the infinite Divine?

They who separate from the Lord the Divine which is called

the Father, and who place the Divine of the Father outside of

the Human of the Lord, should have their name from Philip,

who asked of the Lord that he might see the Father ; to whom
the Lord made answer that he saw Him, and that he who seeth

Him seeth the Father, because the Father is in Him and He in

the Father.

That the Lord put off all the maternal in the sepulchre, and
rising therefrom glorified Himself, and that for this He died,

is manifest from considering that the Lord spoke concerning

the seed cast into the earth, that first it dies ; also that He said

to the woman that she should not yet touch Him, because He
had not yet ascended to the Father : for in the sepulchre all

such was to be dissipated.

That the Lord, in the sepulchre, and thus by death, rejected

all the human from the Mother and dissipated it, (from which

He underwent temptations and the passion of the cross, and
whereas this could not be conjoined with the Divine itself,) and
that so He assumed the Human from the Father, thus that the

Lord, thoroughly and clearly glorified, rose with the Human,

—

this also is according to the Faith of the church, that He over-

came death, that is, hell, and rose triumphant. The "third

day," on which He rose, also signifies full, and the whole; and
"the passover" signifies that glorification.

That the Lord carried sins, signifies that He sustained [the

attacks of] the hells, and properly that He represented [by

what He underwent] the falsities and the evils of the church : for

the representations are many, chiefly those which belong to His

passion [which may be enumerated, and confirmed by those things which the

prophets undenvenl and whereby they represented the church ; which, on account of
their number, need not be adduced ; it is there said of Isaiah that he carried sins,

Jsa. xx. 3.) That thus, also, they are taken away, is an arcanum
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which may be explained
;
here, by temptations admitted into

Himself, etc.

What it is to carry iniquities:—That (i.) it is to sustain all

the hells, by temptations: (2.) In order that in Him might be

represented the states of the church ; as in the case of the

prophet who was to take a harlot to wife, who was to go naked
and barefoot, who was to eat a cake prepared with dung, and
was to lie on the right side and on the left, and carry iniquities.

So it was with the Lord, in the particulars of His passion.

Words in the Creed of Athanasius sound as if it were allow-

able to think of three Gods, but to name one God only. {Let

the words be quoted.)

It was permitted to say three Persons, for the reason that at

the beginning there could be no thought unless of Jehovah God,
the Father, the Creator of the universe, and it could hardly be

thought that the Lord was He : wherefore it was useful. This

seemed to them to be a thing that could not be received, that the

Creator of the universe so descended and became Man
;
simply

the idea of Jehovah as filling all heaven and all the world from

His presence and. His providence, would stand somewhat in the

way of that. Wherefore in the sense of the letter of the Word
three are named for that reason ; for example, the three Per-

sons into whose names they were to baptize. Hence also it

was permitted that similar things should be said in the Athana-

sian Faith, which was to be received for Christianity ; but still,

so that it should be possible for the Trine of one Person, thus

of the Lord, to be received by those who are in enlightenment

;

and likewise so that in the end of the church ... it was received.

The Athanasian Faith is such as to be incomprehensible, and
thence incredible, and likewise contradictory. {Let things that are

therein be adduced.) This truth [concerning the Trine in the Lord]

is laid open, and the [Athanasian] Faith does not preclude any-

one from receiving it ; but this may be done by those who wish

to understand what they believe : let those, however, who do
not wish to understand what they believe, remain in their own
opinion ; but let them know that in the spiritual world no one

receives any thing which he does not see, that is, understand

;

for he says, "Perhaps it is not true."

(1.) Mohammedans have not acknowledged three Persons,

but one God : they have therefore denied the divinity of the

Lord, and have acknowledged the Father alone as God. (2.)

Socinians, also, do the same, and for the same reason
;
they

say that there is one God, and that He is the Father. (3.) For
the same reason many others, both learned and simple, silently

acknowledge the Father only, and the Lord but as a common
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man. Let each one examine himself to see whether he has the

idea of divinity in respect to the Lord : and yet there must be

belief in Him, that men may have eternal life. (4.) On the

same grounds the Jews revile the Christians, as having three

Gods. (5.) For the same reason, the greater part in the other

life, when they are explored, are found to worship the Father

only, or the Holy Spirit, and not the Lord : and yet, without

faith in the Lord there is no safety. (6.) All these things

[are to be considered], because among us they have distinguished

Divinity into three Persons.

To say three Persons and one God is contradictory, for the

term person involves something distinct and different from an-

other. The distinction and difference, also, is itself laid down
in the Doctrine of the church : and because the distinction differs

among the Persons, it follows that each is a separate God from

another ; and if separate, it follows that there are three Gods.

That the substance or essence makes one God therefrom,

this falls within the conception of no one, when the essence or

substance is itself distinguished by the attributes of the one not

proper to the other'; for so one is worshipped for this attribute

and another for that.

But if you think that the substance or essence is what is

called person, then there necessarily results one Person and the

Trine in that ; and thus unity in trinity and trinity in unity.

And still further, each attribute by which one Person is dis-

tinguished from another, is divine. The attribute of the Father

is divine, the attribute of the Son is divine, the attribute of the

Holy Spirit is divine : and whatever Divine there is in the three

Persons is a distinct divine substance or essence : and because

Athanasius saw this, he took care that the three should all be

in each single attribute. From these considerations it follows

that the substance and essence also is not one unless it be in

one person.

That the Human of the Lord is divine, is manifest from this

also,—that it is said in John that it was the Word by which all

things were made and created, and that the eternal Word is

called God {John i. 1, 2) ; and that it is also said that this was
made Flesh : consequently, that God, who is the Word, was
made Flesh, that is, Man. Hence it follows that the Lord's

Human is divine.

That in the world the Lord accomplished a last judgment,
is manifest from all the passages in the Prophets where His
Coming is spoken of; which is called "the terrible day,"
"cruel," etc., etc., etc.

The Coming of the Lord is revealed, in the end of a church.
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At the end of the Jewish Church, the Lord Himself came into

the flesh, and He then revealed Himself as being God or Jeho-
vah who was to come, as told in the Prophets ; and still further,

that He it is who rules heaven and earth, and who is the one
only God. This,' in the Gospels (Malth. xxiv.), is also called

His Coming. Hitherto, however, He has been almost wholly
neglected, because in thought and in idea He has been like an
ordinary man

;
in regard to whom there has been almost no

thought of any thing divine, for the reason that men have in

their idea placed the Divine outside of Him and not within

Him, as nevertheless He teaches that it is : and by the Divine

outside of Him, men in general have understood the Father,

and thus another Person : so that the Lord has been almost

wholly neglected in the world, at the end. Consequently His
new and second Coming is made.

That the Lord is the Creator, is manifest in John, where it

is said that "by the Word were all things made that were
made;" and also that He is the proceeding Divine, is manifest

from its being said that He is "the Light."

That the Lord so often named the Father, was because the

Lord before His Advent was Himself that which is called the

Father ; and then the Son was the proceeding Divine, or the

Word ; this was then the Son, and this was then the Divine

Human : and they who are mentioned in the Old Testament,

before the Lord was born, and before He was called the Son
of God in respect to the Divine Human, knew no other Father,

for there was no other. He therefore so frequently speaks of

the Father. But afterwards the Lord was made the Father as

to the Divine Human also, and from this is the proceeding

Divine.

The proceeding [divine] good is called by the Lord "the

Father in the heavens;" to see this [Father] is to be in love

and in innocence. But the proceeding divine truth, the Lord
calls "the Son of Man."

The proceeding Divine before the Coming of the Lord, is

described as to its quality by circles and by degrees, by the

heavens and by the interiors of man. The degrees are succes-

sive (concerning which, see the work on Heaven and Hell) \ wherefore while

there is [reception] in every degree, they correspond with each

other, and they thus as it were transfer to each other : but when
in the ultimate degree there is no longer a reception of the

Divine, as was the case in the church with the Jews, then the

proceeding Divine could not be extended thither. Wherefore

the Lord Himself took on the Human, from which the proceed-
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ing Divine would go forth ; and this can also be in ultimates,

and so can preserve the heavens and save the human race.

Thence is the omnipresence of His Human in the Holy Supper.

He spoke of His omnipresence, in Matthew.

The proceeding Divine, however, is such that in things

greatest and in things least it is Man. For such as it is in what

is greatest, such it is in every least thing, and this in Nature

where the proceeding Divine is in ultimates.

For all things were so created that affection which is of good,

or love which is of good, or good which is of affection and love,

clothes itself with what is human in the several degrees from

first to last. Hence angels are human forms : and so it is in

Nature ; whence the human form is there. This arcanum has

been hitherto unknown in the world. That there is such a

disposition in the several degrees, that is, that affeclion clothes

itself with a body, and this from the proceeding Divine, is for

the reason that what proceeds from the Lord proceeds from the

single things of His Body, interior and exterior. It is in con-

sequence of this that the proceeding Divine is the Lord in the

heavens, and is called "the Son of Man," and likewise "the
Paraclete," and "the Holy Spirit." From this it is evident

what His omnipresence is. Since affeclion and love put on that

human form in every heaven or in every degree, it follows that

the Human which is put on is divine truth, and that they are

in the proceeding Divine and are truly men who are in love and

the truth therefrom. Hence, also, love is the complex of all

truths, and love is the esse [or inmost being], whose existere

[or forth-standing] is the human in form, in every particular of

which must be the esse from love.

The causr ofthe Lord's Coining

:

—Because strength is in ultimates,

and so in the material body. Let the causes be investigated, whence
it is that strength is in ultimates; see Psalm lxviii. 28-30: other-
wise it has not power over the natural man, where all evil is: "the
wild beast of the reed " (verse 30) is the natural man. From this the
Lord is called " Strength," also " Right hand," by which is signified

all power.

The Lord is the only God, Isai. xlv. 13, 14 : there concern-

ing the Lord.

The whole life of the Lord was representative, so that He
might be in ultimates, and so from things first by things last

might subjugate the hells and reduce all things into order : in

ultimates is all strength. It is for this reason that by all things

of His passion, also, was represented the state of the church ;

tne contrariety to the Divine, and to the truths and goods of
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heaven and the church. It is an arcanum that spirits do not

see the man, but only his affections ; and the evil are w holly

opposed to the affections of truth and good, and have them in

hatred, and attempt to destroy them utterly. So did the Lord
admit temptations into Himself, for the reason that He was at

the same time in ultimates. And so is it to be understood, that

He fulfilled all things of the Law.

Concerning the temptations of the Lord, with which may be

compared the temptations with man : namely, that the tempta-

tions with man cause the hells to be removed, and man to

become spiritual and an angel : what then was done by the

temptations of the Lord, who from conception was God, and
who brought them to their completion from His own Divine?

Does it not follow that He subjugated all hells, and glorified

His Human?
Let it be considered whether one and the same essence or

substance, in which are like properties and like attributes, can

be called otherwise than one, and without distinction into per-

sons : otherwise, when specific properties and specific attributes

are of the same essence or substance, it may then be distin-

guished into persons ; but still it is not then the same essence

which from three makes one.

Purity coming from an imputation of the merit of the Lord
can be understood by no one, if the man be not purified as to

life. Can the imputation of the Lord's merit reform, alter and
change a man, and from a devil make him an angel? Must
not evil of life be removed ? Can this be done by an imputation

of merit, and by condoning sins, and by justification through

faith alone, so that God gives no attention to the evils? The
evils remain, and they infect and infest societies.

According to the common idea, the Divine is distinguished

into three Persons ; but according to the idea drawn from the

Creed of Athanasius, the second Person is not only divine, but

there i's a Human also ; so that in the second Person there is

more than there is in the first or the third, namely, the Human :

and this [statement] can in no wise be saved unless there be a

trine in the Lord, and unless His Human be divine.

When it is said that God became Man,—also that God was
willing to be born of the virgin Mary,—then that the Word,
which was God, was made Flesh,—also, as stated in the Creed

of Athanasius, that the Divine took to itself the Human,—does

it not then clearly follow that the Human is divine? {Let this be

taken up again, and sliown.)

That the Lord was not Mary's son, is also evident from the
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words of the Lord to the Pharisees, that He was not David's

son (Matth. xxii.); wherefore neither was He Mary's.

In the Creed of Athanasius it is said that the Divine took

upon itself the Human. Hence it follows that the Human is

a divine Human ; otherwise the Human could not be assumed
by the Divine, when they are as soul and body. And conse-

quently there is not commixture, but union ; like that of soul

and body.

There is the idea of a Divine Human, concerning God, in

all the earths in the universe (quotations and references); it also exists

with the Gentiles of our earth, as with the Africans ; and this

from the influx of heaven. But this idea has been lost with

Christians, especially the intelligent, for the reason that they

think from space, and thus from extension : when nevertheless,

He as a Man [is] surrounded with divine love ; this appears about

the Lord as a Man, like a sun.

This love, or sun, is His divine love that proximately pro-

ceeds from Him ; the radiant circles are devolutions of the

infinite, so that it may be applied to the angels in their order

;

for an angel can bear the presence of the divine love no more
than a man can bear the presence of the fire of the sun.

The proceeding Divine is what is extended in the universe

;

and it is divine truth, and the light of that sun. Hence it is

the inmost of the spiritual world ; and it is this from which
Nature had its origin : this is also extended in the created uni-

verse ; it is afterwards formed successively into spheres, the last

of which is the atmosphere of the natural world.

Let it also be described how He could expel the maternal hu-
man,—namely, that the maternal human was the infirm [part] which
adheres to Nature ; and because that is evil, it was in correspondence
with hell. When this is expelled, then succeed those things which
are concordant with the Divine and in correspondence with it. For
the body is only a correspondence of'the soul or spirit of man ; and
there is correspondence with heaven so far as this is removed : so
also, what is new is set in its place, and thus man is regenerated and
is made spiritual and an angel. The Lord, however, whose Soul
was the Divine itself, made His Body correspondent with the Divine
itself that was in Him ; and thus above heaven. But evil, with man,
cannot be expelled, but is removed. Because he is not life in him-
self, and because he is not the Divine as to soul, but is only a recip-
ient of the Divine, therefore man dies, as to the body. ' But the
Lord from the Divine in Himself expelled the evil [which was] from
the Mother; wherefore He rose with the whole body. He retained
the infirm [human] when He was in the world, because in no other
way could He be tempted, and least of all on the cross; there the
whole maternal was expelled.
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Following the Athanasian doctrinal concerning the Trinity,

the thought must necessarily be that three Gods together make
one Divine * for of three that are consentient there can be the

thought of one thing, but not of God as a Person. Since

this is so, and as this was fully considered by Athanasius, it was
said that although there are three, still according to the catholic

faith it must not be said otherwise than one God. But the

thought and the speech must be alike and the same ; nor can
they be otherwise.

That the Lord made His Human divine, is also evident from
this, that He subjugated all hells. For the evils with man are

from no other source than hell, or they are from influx from
hell through evil spirits ; and when these are removed, man is

as it were without evils. But the Lord from His Divine so

removed the hells that they do not gape open to look at Him,
nor are they able to name Him : thus [He removed them] by
separating the hells and their crews from Himself; and He con-

tinually separates them : and when these are removed, evils also

are removed, for. to remove hells and to remove evils is the

same thing. But the Lord, being from the Divine, and being

the Divine as to life and soul, completely separated them from

Himself. And from this also it is evident that He made His

Human divine.

When it is said that God the Father assumed the Human,
it is perceived by the man of the church as a thing too exalted

to be thought of, and greater than could possibly be done.

But still, it is according to the Faith concerning the Divine of

the Lord, that His Divine is altogether equal to the Divine of

the Father, and no one greatest or least, a prior and a posterior
;

and that as the one is eternal, uncreate, almighty, God, and

Lord, so is the other : thus there is likeness, nor is one more
exalted than the other ; wherefore to think otherwise is only

from the idea of man who is such.

That the Lord's Divine is what He calls the Father, is evi-

dent from the Word, and also from the Faith of the Church :

but that He calls this the Father has not been the thought

hitherto.

(Letpassages concerning the Father be adduced; and let the Gospel ofJohn be

read, from beginning to end.)

The idea of Europeans, especially of the learned, is also a

fallacy ; it comes from this, that it cannot possibly be thought

that man, or what is human, can be divine
;
when, neverthe-

less, they who are in the third heaven are absolutely unable to
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have any other idea, and this from the influx of heaven (of which

elsewhere) : also the wise men of old, as is evident from the Word
throughout, when angels were seen, called them Jehovah, and

Creator of the universe. {Let passages be adduced, andfrom the Apoca-

lypse also.)

(Also let the many passages concerning the Lord be quoted, which are found in

the Apocalypse, where many divine things are said concerning the Lord or the Lamb.)

That the Lord is God who alone is to be worshipped, is

clearly manifest from this,—that the hells are filled with the

most bitter hatred against the Lord ; not so against the Father,

whom also some hells call the Creator of the universe, from the

habit of speaking that was formed in the world, and this with-

out hatred : but all the hells are against the Lord
;
they are

not willing, neither are they able, to name Him, and to all of

them it is most delightful to torment those who adore the Lord,

and this enjoyment of theirs is extreme. {Gyllenborg,for an example^

A sphere against the Lord is exhaled from all the hells, and a

sphere for the Lord from all the heavens ; hence is equilibrium.

( 1 trial was made with Gyllenborg, to ascertain whether he was able to refrain from
tormenting me in the breast; and this by manifold punishments : but he was not

able. He and others confessed that this was their chief enjoyment.)

The case is different with men, because their life or soul,

from their fathers, is affection which is evil : consequently evil

is removed from them by the Lord ; it is not separated.

Still further, all the infants in heaven are led to the acknowl-

edgment of the Divine Human of the Lord : and all adults who
have lived in a life of charity are instructed concerning this ;

and they who receive, come into heaven. All the angels in

heaven, also, perceive that the Lord's Human is divine ; and

the higher they are in the heavens, the more clearly do they per-

ceive this ; for no one can have any other thought there. The
reason is, that the whole heaven is the Divine Human, and

every thought also goes with the form of heaven. ( On this sufy'eel

let those things be cited which are in the work on Heaven and Hell.)

Whereas this is so, and this is primary in the church, also

because no one can be received and saved unless he acknowl-

edges the Divine of the Lord in His Human, therefore He so

often said, " Believe ye that I am able?" " Be it done according

to thy faith ;'
' that is, that the Lord is omnipotent, and thus God.

That the Lord so often said that the works which He does

He does from the Father, was that they might believe in His

Divine itself; or that His Human was divine : wherefore He
also afterward said the same concerning Himself. (Let the passages

be quoted ; see [Index Biblicus, under head] " Talaris, FlLU's." etc., Apoc. i. 13.)
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( These may be introduced later,following the things written in the Explanation

of the Apocalypse, n. 250 : perhaps those things also which are in the same work,
n. 251 ; and perhaps what may be found at the end of n. 252, concerning the " Ten
Virgins.")

(Lastly, perhaps, may be presented the meaning of loving the Lord
;
namely, that

it is to do His precepts ; this from the Word. Perhaps there may then be brought
forward what has been written concerning Faith alone, and concerning fustifica-

tion : and extracts may then be madefrom their prayers at the Communion, showing
that they know that practical religion is the way to heaven, and not the theoretical

Let the Lord's words to Peter be brought forward, where He
thrice said, " Lovest thou Me," Simon Peter? And yet he did not
follow the Lord, but John followed Him. These things were said,

because by "Peter" are here signified those who are in faith alone,
and by "John " the good of charity. From the words to Peter it is

plain that they who are in the doclrine of faith alone will not ac-
knowledge the Divine Human of the Lord, but they only who are
in the good of charity. For this reason, also, something is to be
said here as to what is meant by loving the Lord. .... That faith

without charity cannot be given, and that faith is from charity, also
that the faith is such as the charity is, may be seen in the Doclrine

of the New Jerusalem ; and it will be seen in the Explanatioii of the
Apocalypse, in many places.

Christians can hardly think and have perception of the

Divine Human (this may be shown from the experience of many)', because

they think of an ordinary man, and not concerning the human
essence, which is love. But angels, on the other hand, can

think in no other way ; neither can those gentiles, indeed, who
are intelligent.

FROM THE CREED OF ATHANASIUS.

From this it is evident that there are not three who are

infinite, eternal, almighty, Gods, and Lords, but one ; and that

no one of them is greatest or least, first or last : thus there is

one Divine ; and this Divine is that of which the Lord was

conceived, and this was Himself; and because it is one and the

same it is plain that it is Jehovah. {Let this be confirmedfrom the Word

of the Old Testament.}

Let two sayings be taken up and explained :— (1.) " I am the Way,
and the Truth, and the Life ;" and " No one cometh to the Father but
by Me :" (2.) " I am the Vine and My Father is the Vinedresser," etc.

It is plain that these things were said concerning His Human, for He
spoke of the Father besides. If doctrine concerning the Lord had
been made from these two passages, it would then have been known
to every one that it is the Lord who alone should be approached, and
also that His Human is divine.

[Let the sayings be taken up. in which the Lord is called "Jehovah," " the Holy

One of Israel," " the Redeemer;" as Isaiah xli. 13, 14; xlix. 7-9, 26; liv. 5; lxiii.

8. 9. 16: Ps. xix. 14: and many other passages: also those in which Lie is called

" Saviour," " Former," " Creator," " Maker.")
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[It must be held in mind] that when the church was in the

process of establishment by the Lord, the primary thing was
to acknowledge and to receive Him ; to acknowledge that it

was He of whom the Word of the Old Testament [told];

and that He was God, and had power over all things. There-

fore He so often said, "Believe ye that I am able?" also, "Be-
cause thou believest ;" and "Let it be done according to thy

faith," that is, according to faith that the Lord was God who
had power over all things, or was almighty. This was primary

;

for without that faith there was no safety, because all things are

from Him. Through that confession and faith from the heart

is conjunction : without it there is not conjunction, and thus

there is no safety. The case is similar at the present day, when
a new church is in the process of establishment, which is called

the New Jerusalem, and when its doctrine is taught : the pri-

mary thing is to know and believe that the Lord is the only

God, from whom is all safety. It is for this reason that this

now is taught ; this is the occasion of the present work : for

without that faith no one comes into the new church, neither

does any one receive anything from its doctrine
;
consequently,

without this faith no one henceforth can be saved. For hence-

forth it is not allowable to believe in three equal Gods and say-

one, nor to think of the Human of the Lord as separate from

the Divine, as is done by so many.

(Perhaps lastly may be presented the passages of the New Testament where the

term faith " or" believing" is used.)

WHAT IS IN THE FIRST PLACE, AND WHAT IS IN THE LAST.

It is known from the two passages in Matthew and in Luke
which have been quoted, that the Lord is the Son of God, or

that 1 lis Father was the very Divine which created the universe.

If therefore as Man He is the Son of God, it follows also that

the Lord as Man is God. It is known that every man is called

from his father, and is called his son, from this and on account

of this, namely, that the life of every man is from his father,

and only the clothing is supplied in the mother. Why there-

fore, when it is known that His Father was His Divine, is the

Lord called "the son of Mary," from which comes the belief

that the Lord was thus born a mere man, or not God, as to the

Human?
And further, what a man has from his father is the very

love, or the very affection, because the love is man's very life,

and the body lives from that: and thus it is plain that man's
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very life is from the father, and nothing of life from the mother.
Since therefore the very life was divine, or was divine love, and
the body is simply obedience, it thence clearly follows that the

Lord as Man is God.

{Here quote, asfirst and as last, what is written in Luke i. 34, 35.)

The Lord is treated of in the whole Word. To quote the

many passages where He is called "the Holy One of Israel,"

"the Redeemer," and "Jehovah the Redeemer," would be too

diffuse. See Isaiah lx. i, etc., where it is said, "Jehovah shall

arise upon Thee, and His glory shall be seen upon Thee;"
besides many other things there which were said concerning

the Divine Human.
The affection of man, into which he is born, is from his

father, because this is his soul. With men when they are born
there is evil affection and lust, because the soul of the father is

such. But with the Lord alone there was good affection from
birth, because the Soul from the Father was the Divine itself,

which is nothing but the love of good, and good itself : then to

the love all wisdom conjoins itself, and all evil is expelled from

the [human] ; for they cannot be together. Wherefore the

Lord made His Human divine from the Divine in Himself.

AT THE END.

The contents of the things in this work, [and in] the books writ-

ten in Latin, and sent to the archbishops, the bishops, and to noble-

men of the kingdom [of Great Britain].

Athanasius, and learned men after him, had it in thought to

conjoin those Divines into one, by these considerations,—that

the essence is one, and that there is unity in trinity and trinity

in unity. But from this subtility, however, of which there can

be no comprehension, who thinks that therefore God is one ?

Does any one? But the thought is that there are three Per-

sons, and that each is God ; and this takes possession of the

interior thought, so that it does not see one God, but three

Gods : and thus it is contrary to the Christian Religion itself,

which is that there is one God.



CONCERNING THE LORD.

PRE FA CE.

A revelation has been made by the Lord concerning- Heaven

and Hell, concerning the Last Judgment which has been accom-

plished, concerning the Spiritual Sense of the Word ; thus has

been revealed the way to salvation, and there has been revela-

tion respecting the state of man after death : and this has been

done fully and plainly, so that any one who is acquainted with

the Latin language may know. All this was done and pub-

lished a year ago. But still the church does not care for this.

In heaven they wonder very greatly that the church is in such

a state that the things which are its very essentials are not even

looked-into, but are left as matters of no moment ;—a sign that

heavenly things do not occupy their minds at all, and are not

seen when revealed.

{Let [the heads of] all the articles in the four treatises be transcribed in their

order.*)

[TO BE NOTICED.]

The Lord as to the Human was lifefrom Himself (from the Word).

The Lord wasfrom eternity (from the Word).

The Lord is almighty (from the Word).

The Lord became invisible ; nevertheless He was in a Human Body

:

this could not have been from the Mother (from thr Word).

What is this,—that the Divine is distinguished into three Persons ?
Where is this in the Word?

What is this,—that the Lord was bornfrom eternity?

• TRANSLATOR'S Note:—Dr. R. L. Tafel, in his Document 313, regards this

as referring to the Four DocJrincs. which were published in 1 63 and as showing
that Swedenborg had settled upon their plan at the time of this writing.

The translator regards it as referring to four of the treatises published in 1758.
He thinks that this is plainly shown by the very similar statement found at the end
of the preface at the beginning of this little volume.
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But that the Divine is one, or one Person, or one Man, this is under-
stood ; then that the Divine wasfrom eternity.

But they are to be excused who have not known anything- concerning-
the style of the Word,—that there is a spiritual meaning in every
expression.

Concerning the Mother He also said.

That she was not blessed because she bare Him ; but that they are
blessed that hear the Word and keep it {Luke xi. 27, 28)

:

He said this, lest they should attribute to her some Divine [char-
acler] because she was the Mother.

He came outfrom the Father, and cause into the world, and returns to

the Father

(yohn xvi. 27, 28: see also John xiv. 12; xvi. 5, 10, 16, 17, 30; xvii.

8 : then also John x. 9 ; Isaiah xxv. 9).

He came downfrom heaven (from the Word).

WHAT IS BELIEVED.

It is believed -

in the Christian world that angels have as-

sumed human bodies, and have thus appeared to men : but they

did not assume them, but the eyes of man's spirit were opened,

and so they were seen. So did angels appear to Abraham and

to the others ; so did the horses and chariots of fire appear
around Elisha, where it is said, "Open his eyes" (2 Kings
vi- 17)-

That the Lord appeared thus, is known : but with the differ-

ence that the Lord appeared as to the body which He had in

the world
;
angels, however, as to the bodies which belong to

spirits, which are in human form, but not as the Lord was.

So were seen the things that John saw, which are described

in the Apocalypse. He also says th it he became in the spirit

(Apoc. i. 10).

It is known that men are mad< spiritual through tempta-

tions. Much more was this the case with the Lord, because

He was God from conception.

Through temptations man becomes spiritual and is conjoined

to heaven. But the Lord through temptations conjoined His

Human to the Divine itself which was in Him, and so He be-

came God as to the Human.
Any one can see that the Soul which was the very Divine

could not dwell in an infirm body, such as it is from its own
nature. The case is different with the bodies of men who from

their fathers are born into evil affe<5tions.
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To all are allotted places in the heavens in accordance with

the idea of their faith in respect to the Divine Human of the

Lord, and therefore according to their reception of the Lord
through truths and goods. (Let the Gentiles be considered, concerning

whom
)

FROM REASON.

Through this [separation of the Human from the Divine], the

Papists have claimed for themselves divine authority.

The affection itself which is of the love, is from the father; and
this is also a man's very life or soul : but the clothing is from the

mother. Hence it is manifest of what quality the Lord was, as to

the soul, or life,—that He was divine love. And this could not be

together with what was put on from the Mother, without casting

it off successively ; for the Mother was born into sins, as is every

human being. This was the infirm [human] which He assumed,

so as to be able to admit into Himseli temptations, and to conquer

the hells, and to dispose into order all things in the heavens and

the hells : when this was cast off, He united the Human to the

Divine, or glorified the Human.
It may be known that such as a man is as to affection which is

of love, such is the man. Who does not value another according

to his affection?

That the Lord executed a judgment when He was in the world,

is plainly evident from many passages in the Word : as from all

those in which' is named "the day of Jehovah," which is said to

be terrible, and which is called "the day of Jehovah Zebaoth."

FROM ATHANASIUS.

It is said in the Creed of Athanasius that the Divine took to

itself the Human. But it is according to the Lord's words that the

Divine took to itself the Human, and that the Human took to

itself the Divine : for He says, " Believe Me that I am in the Father

and the Father in Me." That He said this concerning His Hu-
man, is evident from the words that immediately precede, "He
that seeth Me, seeth the Father," etc.

I can assert, and declare it as certain, that such as is man's idea

of faith concerning the Lord, such is the conjunction that he has

in heaven.
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FROM EXPERIENCE.

Because it has been granted me to hold companionship with

angels, to converse with them, and to see things that are in the

heavens, and also to converse with those who have died — with

nearly all with whom I have been acquainted,— I wish to make
known what I have heard on this subject.

—

Christians for the most part acknowledge three Gods, and they

seek for one or another : only they who are in affeclion for spir-

itual truth acknowledge the Lord as the only God.
They who acknowledge the Father as separate and as the one

only God, worship Nature, etc.

All angels from perception acknowledge the Divine Hu-
man.

All who in heart acknowledge the Divine of the Lord in His
Human, are received into heaven ; and the rest can not be re-

ceived : the reasons.

The Gentiles acknowledge when instructed ; and therefore they

are received; according to the Lord's words, "They shall come
from the east and the west.

"

Mary acknowledged Him for her God and her Lord : this was
heard with the living voice.

The Papists turned away, and were not able to answer any-

thing, when it was said that no other is meant for the Father than

the Lord's Divine.

All infants in heaven know no other Divine.

No one comes into the New Jerusalem, who does not acknowl-

edge the Divine Human of the Lord.

This is meant by the Coming of the Lord in glory.

(Read Deutr. xxxiii. 8, 9 ; also Zech. xiv. 9 ; Isaiah xl. 3-12 ;
chap. xxv. 9. Otktr

passages which agree with these may be introducedfrom the collecled passages.)

FROM THE WORD.

[It may be shown] from the Word that God is one; or "Be-

side Me there is no God."

The Lord was conceived of the Divine itself, which is named
Jehovah and the Father.

(Let Matth. i. 18-25, and Luke i. 35-37, be introduced.)

God Himself came into the world and put on the Human, and

made this divine {John i. 1,3, 14) ; that is,
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" God was the Word, . . . and the Word was made Flesh " (vers. I, 14)
•

thus < iod w as made Flesh, that is, Man. He also was the Creator,

for it is said,

"The world was made by Him " (verse 10). (See also Isaiah ix. 6; vii.

14 : Jer. xxiii. 5,6 ; xxxiii. 15, 16 : Isaiah xlii. 8 : Mai. iii. I : Isaiah

xxv. 9.)

Also, He was from eternity {from the Gospels).

It was His own Divine which assumed the Human ; and this

was the Divine which He called the Father, and not another

Divine. Therefore He says,

" He that seeth Me, seeth the Father" (John xiv. 7-1 1)

;

also, that

He is in the Father and the Father in Him, and that they are one (John
x. 30, 38).

He glorified His Human from the Divine in Himself. {See

[/»dex Biblicus. s. v.] Glorificare.)

He no longer acknowledged the Mother, nor David ;
(let pas-

sages be quoted ;) and so He was not his son.

Wherefore the Divine Human is to be approached and wor-

shipped from faith and love. (Let passages be introducedfrom the Doclrine

of the New Jerusalem.)

They saw the Lord in human form ; and He was called Jeho-

vah by Abraham (let this also be brought in). This was confirmed by

the Lord, when He said that He was before Abraham.

He was also seen by the disciples ; He was a Man before their

eyes, and He was also a Man when He became invisible {Luke

xxiv. 31). Whence this was.

He is omnipresent "all the days" (Matth. xxviii. 20) ; and in

the Holy Supper He is omnipresent as to the Human ; and omni-

presence is divine.

He has all authority in the heavens and in earth, as to the

Human also.

He is to judge all ; to Him has been given judgment, also, in

the last day.

He was united to His Divine by successive steps, for reasons

that will be given below ; and He was united [to it] through temp-
tations and victories. Full unition was accomplished by the pas-

sion of the cross. (From passages in the Word.)

So far as He was united, so far He spoke with Himself ; but

so far as He was not yet united, so far He spoke as with another.
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The latter was His state of humiliation, but the former the state of

glorification.

That He meant Himself when He named the Father, is plain

from passages quoted above.

That for the sake of the internal sense He named divine

good the Father, and divine truth the Christ, is plain from Matth.

xxiii. 9, 10 (which may be introduced), and from very many other pas-

sages.

To know and acknowledge its God is the first thing of the

church, for the reason that without this there is no safety : as may
be manifest from the Jews, that when they did not worship Jeho-

vah, although they were steadfast in their other rites, they were

accursed. (Passages from the Word.) Then that the Lord so often

said, Because they believe, therefore it is done to them ;—for this

was then the first thing, to believe in the Lord, and to believe that

to Him was all authority ; and because of their former faith, He
said, "the Father" before them, but He meant Himself, as is plain

from many passages. ( Let the passages be quoted.) This knowledge and
acknowledgment conjoin ; and without them there is no conjunc-

tion, and thus no salvation.

(All the passages may perhaps be quoted in which it is said. " My Father," " our

Father," "your Father," " the Father who is in the heavens ;" and it may be briefly

told what they signify.)

FROM REASON.

There is one God ; and this is acknowledged in all the world.

The soul induces likeness in the body, and the body is but the

external form of its own soul.

The Divine itself, and divine love, was the soul of the Lord
;

it could not be otherwise than that the Body should be like it.

All the affections of a father abide in his children. (From expe-

rienced)

In the Christian world they have with difficulty an idea of the

Divine in the Human ; but still, wherever (Let the setiions be

reviewed,—and wherever . . . . )

When three Persons of the Trinity are acknowledged, there

can by no means be the acknowledgment of one God.

The acknowledgment of three Persons has withheld Moham-
medans, Jews, and others, from a reception of Christianity.
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Every one ought to know his God, so that he may be con-

joined to Him and be saved. The Lord can be seen as to faith,

and can be known by love ; but not the Father. No one has seen

the Father. (Let passages be introducedfrom the Doctrine of the Nexu Jerusa-

lem, n. 283.)

{Lastly.)

CONCERNING THE HOLY SPIRIT.

(From those things which are in the Explanation of the Apocalypse, n. 183.)

What is meant by this,— That the Holy Spirit proceeds from
the Lord,—but that what is holy proceeds, which is called the Holy
Spirit?

The sin against the Holy Spirit is the denial of the Divine of

the Lord (Matth. xii. 28, 32 ; Mark iii. 28, 29 ; Luke xi. 20, etc.).

This is evident from what precedes the mention of it. They said

that He cast out demons "by the prince of the demons ;" and He
said that He did it "by the Spirit of God," that is, by His own
Divine. This denial in heart is not remitted, for such cannot

enter heaven : as all Socinians. (Some things concerning themfrom expe-

Also they within the church who deny the Divine of the Lord,

and acknowledge the Father only, cannot be saved. And very

many of them acknowledge Nature ; and they therefore have no
other idea of the Divine than as of Nature in its least parts. Rea-
sons will be given why they cannot be turned to the Lord, but turn

to worldly loves. (These things last.)

That by "the Spirit of God" is meant the Divine, is also mani-

fest in Luke, where it is said, "By the finger of God" (Luke xi.

20) ; and "the finger of God" signifies the divine power; that it

means by the Divine of the Lord, is evident : also that the Lord
says that their sons cast out demons through Him (Matth. xii. 27 ;

also Luke xi. 19). Jesus gave unto the disciples authority over

all demons (Luke ix. 1 ; x. 17, 20; Mark xvi. 17, 18). It is also

said that in the name of the Lord they cast out demons (Luke ix.

49, 50 ; Mark ix. 38).

That among Christians the Human was made distincl from the

Divine, and was made merely human, was chiefly for the sake of

the Pope, who did not dare to call himself God's vicar.
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Every man is born ignorant of truth, and desirous of evil, be-

cause his soul, from his father, is an evil affection. But the Lord
alone was born striving for good, and desiring truth, because His

soul from the Father was the Divine itself, thus the affection of

divine love, or the divine love, from which He subdued the ex-

ternal which was from the Mother.

By " the Son of Man " is meant truth from the Divine. (Because

this is not understood , it must be explained?)

LASTLY.

{Lastly bring together passages concerning the Lord from the Doctrine of the

New Jerusalem also from the Arcana Caelestia : then from the work on

Heaven and Hell, from the little work on The Last judgment , andfrom thai

on Tlie Earth; in the Universe :—merely the cited passages concerning the Lord.)
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